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Of those who are buried under time, who among 
them merits being revived and allowed to speak with 
us once again? Which events, long terminated and by 
most forgotten, are most worthy of revisiting and with 
what purpose in mind? Which subtleties of past 
human behavior, now only faintly recognizable, will 
still speak in compelling voices to us?

Arnold R. Highfield

Introduction to Time Longa’ Dan Twine, 2009, Antilles Press, St. 
Croix, United States Virgin Islands
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1
Archive Introduction

In the early 1900s, sugar-plantation laborers in St. Croix danced European court dances on the bare earth 
in tents made of palm branches; women chastised foolish neighbors with impromptu songs; and some 
individuals were said to take the form of animals during the night.

On the nearby island of St. Thomas, children learned Danish songs in school, older islanders spoke a 
Dutch creole, and dockworkers loading cargo ships sang back-and-forth to one another while carrying 
baskets of coal on their heads.

By the late 1970s, the turn-of-the-century dances, songs, and creole speech that had been an integral part 
of daily life were rapidly fading from the collective memory. The islands had transferred from Danish to 
United States ownership in 1917, and by the 1950s, the sugar cane economy had given way to tourism 
and heavy industry. Though these changes brought welcome affluence and opportunities to islanders, 
they also transformed society and impacted traditional forms of artistic expression.

The islands
Situated just east and southeast of Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands (formerly the Danish West 
Indies) constitute a tiny segment of the Lesser Antilles island chain that essentially forms the boundary 
between the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean:
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The U.S. Territory of the Virgin Islands is composed of approximately 50 islands, islets, and keys, the 
largest of which are:

• St. Croix – Mainly agricultural until the 1950s (84 square miles)

• St. Thomas – The territorial capital, famous as an international port due to its deep natural protected 
harbor (28 square miles)

• St. John – The least populated of the three major islands, now mostly a National Park (20 square 
miles)

Beginning with Columbus's voyages to the New World, various European nations laid claim to the 
islands in the Lesser Antilles. Great Britain and France owned the largest of these islands; the 
Netherlands controlled some smaller islands; and Denmark ruled the islands of St. Croix, St. Thomas, 
and St. John for the better part of 217 years.

The European colonists envisioned wide-scale plantation agriculture (sugar, cotton, indigo, and tobacco) 
based on slavery. For over 200 years, enslaved Africans were brought to these islands from various 
tribes of West Africa (then known as the Gold Coast).1

Despite the formal conventions governing the relationship between master and slave, the constrained 
geographies of these lesser Caribbean islands provided for close contact between whites and blacks, and 
set the stage for a dynamic amalgamation of European and African culture and traditions.

About the archiving project
Soule set out, during the late 1970s and early 1980s, to capture, in sound recordings and still 
photographs, what remained — or could be recalled — of the songs, stories, and oratorical traditions 
that were fading from practice. Coincidentally, ethnomusicologist Margot Lieth (then Margot Lieth-
Phillip), working on her doctorate, had collected music and interviews just about six months earlier.2 
Fortunately for Soule, Lieth was gracious about sharing her research with Soule and contributed a 
scholarly overview of the material Soule collected (much of which is included in this Introduction).

With funding from the National Endowment for the Arts, Soule spent several years in the islands, 
recording remnants of the social and artistic milieu that had existed from the late 1800s up until around 
1950. This was a period in St. Croix when plantation agriculture, though struggling, still provided 
livelihood for most people, either directly or indirectly. Soule sought out not only individuals who were 
born under the Danish regime, but also musicians of the subsequent generation who were actively 
performing the older musical forms.

Although the recordings and photographs cover traditions of both St. Thomas and St. Croix, the primary 
focus of this project was on the traditional culture of St. Croix’s central and western sugar plantations 
(called estates)3 — and the town of Frederiksted, the commercial and social hub of those estates. The 
Crucian (“of St. Croix”) traditions featured are:

1. Enslaved Africans in the Danish West Indies were predominantly Akans – Cormanti, Amina, and Ashanti; Senegambians 
and Guineans – Mandinka or Mandingo, Mende, and Fulani; and Bight of Biafra – Kalabari, Igbo or Ebo, and Moko. There 
were also Angola and Congo slaves – Loango and Kongo. Monica Schuler, “Akan Slave Rebellions in the British 
Caribbean,” (1970: Savacou 1(1):373-386, 1970; Philip M. Sherlock, West Indian Nations: A New History, (Kingston, 
Jamaica: Jamaica Publishing House, 1973), cited in Nicholls, Old-Time Masquerading, 2-3. 

2. Margot Leith-Philipp, Die Musikkultur der Jungferninseln: Studien zu ihere Entwicklung und zu Resultaten von 
Akkulturationsprocessen (Ludwigsburg, Germany: Philipp Verlagg, 1990).

3. These estates extend westward from King's Hill and Golden Grove; they include the large mid-island estate of Bethlehem. 
Robert W. Nicholls (Old-Time Masquerading (St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands; the Virgin Islands Humanities Council, 
1998), 58.
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• Cariso and quelbé songs – Topical songs evoking social interactions, mores, and lifestyles of the 
period from approximately 1880 to 1950

• Masquerades and masquerade jigs – Rituals associated with holidays no longer celebrated, such as 
Christmas Second Day, Easter Monday, and Whit Monday 

• Quadrille dances – European court and ballroom dances originating in the 18th and 19th centuries 

• Bru Nansi stories – African-derived tales about the trickster spider-man

The St. Thomian recordings highlight Christmas serenades; oral histories and songs related to the 
bamboula drum and dance; songs and stories from the Frenchtown community; and performances of 
elderly musicians, whose repertoire consisted primarily of songs from St. Croix, calypsos from other 
Caribbean islands, and American standards. 

Cultural milieu
The songs, dance forms, and oratory captured in this archive were based on the commingling of cultures 
and on economic factors. 

Creolization
The earliest manifestation of African and European cultural confluence in the Danish West Indies was 
the evolution of creole languages. Because the slaves came from diverse West African language groups, 
and the planters from six or seven different colonial powers, vernaculars were required to carry out daily 
transactions. As a case in point, most early settlers in St. Thomas were Dutch planters and their slaves, 
thus a Dutch Creole4 evolved there as early as the 1670s.5 

During the 1700s, the Dutch Creole spread to St. Croix, where it coexisted for a while with an English 
Creole that had become established due to the plurality of English, Irish, and Scottish planters on that 
island. In the 1850s, the Dutch Creole began to be dominated by the English Creole which subsequently 
replaced it.6 

When the United States purchased the islands, the speaking of English Creole: 

...fell under attack by educators, missionaries, and bureaucrats ... In the short span of 
just several generations, most native born Virgin Islanders have come to speak what 
might be best termed Virgin Islands English ... a characteristically local form of 
speech that retains some connection with its Creole past but has at the same time lost 
its ... coherency as a distinctly Creole system.7 

Nevertheless, the lyrics of songs composed prior to the American takeover were not as affected as was 
everyday conversation. Thus the recordings in this archive capture several St. Thomian songs in Dutch 
Creole, as well as a number of Crucian cariso songs that retain English Creole words and expressions. 

4. “Negerhollands is the name of the Dutch-based language that was once spoken in the Danish West Indies, now known as 
the U.S. Virgin Islands. Dutch is its superstrate language with Danish, English, French, Spanish, and African elements 
incorporated. C. van Rossem and H van der Voort, Die Creol taal. 250 years of Negerhollands texts (Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 1996); Eric Pontoppidan, Some notes on the Creole Language of the Danish West Indian 
Islands (1881), translated by Anne Gramberg and Robin Sabino (Journal for Ethnologie 13, 130-138), Wikipedia, May 
5, 2012. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negerhollands.

5. Arnold R. Highfield, “Toward a Language History of the Virgin Islands,” in Time Longa’ Dan Twine (St. Croix, United 
States Virgin Islands: Antilles Press, 2009), 400.

6. Ibid., 401.
7. Ibid., 402-403.
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One example of this occurs in the lyrics of a cariso that expresses resentment with the large numbers of 
immigrants who came from the island of Barbados to remedy a shortage of local plantation laborers. 
The song claims that there are so many Barbadians that you can get ten of them for a penny — and two 
more for free (bratta). The song uses an old name for St. Croix (Santa Cruz), and warns St. Croix’s 
blossoms (young women) about getting involved with the Barbadian (Bobajan or Bajan) men, who may 
beat and cripple (macrone) their wives:

Me mother had tell me not to marry to no Bobajan.
She say, “Don’t let none of Santee Cruz blossom go marry to no Bobajan.
Bobajan, Bobajan, them Bajan are the worst kind.
Them ah feed you well and clothe you well, but macrone you for you lifetime.
What me gon do with them? What me gon do with them?
Bajan are ten for cent and two for bratta. What me gon do with them, so!8

Free Blacks and Free Colored
Creolized musical groups and dance forms were inevitable. As European dances such as the quadrille 
became popular throughout most of the western world, they made their way from the elite to the 
enslaved, and ultimately became transformed by African interpretations. The rise of two “intermediate” 
classes – the Free Black and the Free Colored – expedited this process. The Free Blacks included those 
who won their freedom through manumission, the legal process by which a slave could purchase or be 
gifted his freedom (typically for long or faithful service to his master). On the other hand, the Free 
Colored class:

... owed its origins as a group to the considerable social and sexual mixing of 
Europeans and Africans long before Emancipation. European fathers of “mulatto” 
children often gave freedom – free paper or Fribrev – to the offspring and to those 
children’s mothers. By 1800, this was a sizable group which for the most part chose to 
imitate the ways of the dominant Europeans, however little successful they may have 
been in reality.9

The Free Colored, with their preferences for European ways, held balls emulating the dances of the 
European elite. Although the law prohibited anyone outside the Free Colored group from attending 
these events, there are “strong presumptive grounds for believing that some slaves and some whites by 
deliberate choice shared, in the 18th century at least, one common social activity, albeit illegally and 
under the cover of darkness.”10 Likewise the Free Colored also had kinship and marital ties to the 
enslaved, and participated in social events in the slave villages.11 Speaking of all African-descended 
people of the islands, Neville T. Hall, author of enlightened histories of the Danish West Indies, stated:

By the time of emancipation, they had created a culture, neither wholly African nor 
yet European, retaining, adapting, borrowing and adopting. The transition from 
disaggregation to community necessarily involved a process of cultural change.12

8. See T053-10.
9. Highfield, “Conditions of the Working Class, 1848-1878,” in Time Longa’ Dan Twine, 158.
10. Neville A. T. Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies, edited by B. W. Higman (Jamaica, Barbados, and Trinidad: 

The University of the West Indies Press, 1992), 115, 116.
11. Ibid., 116.
12. Ibid., 123.
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After Emancipation
The importation of slaves slowed in the early 1800s, and by the 1850s slavery was finally abolished 
throughout the Lesser Antilles. However, post-emancipation arrangements on the part of the Crucian 
planters – particularly the Labor Act of 1849 and subsequent restrictive legislation – created an 
environment for the newly freed that was not much different from their former bondage.13 In the face of 
these uncertain and oppressive conditions, the former slaves of St. Croix developed island-wide cultural 
norms and forms of artistic expression that provided physical and spiritual sustenance.

The newly freed continued to live in “long row” slave housing: single-story structures of masonry 
rubble, each composed of a row of three to eight housing units of two rooms each.14 

Most family and social activities took place in front of the small dwelling, so that life 
tended to be communal and open. Everyone knew everyone else’s business right 
down to what they were having for dinner since cooking also was done in the same 
place on a coal-pot over an open fire. Some twenty to thirty of these dwellings, taken 
collectively, constituted the ‘village’ of the estate....

It was within these confines on the various estates throughout the island that the 
traditions of the distant African past, as well as the more recent innovations of the 
local creole culture (i.e., creole language, folklore, folk medicine, folk literature, etc.) 
were nourished and kept alive during the long difficult fifty years after Emancipation. 
What has survived of local culture to this day, in fact, we owe to these tenacious souls. 
And their heritage is considerable given the restricted circumstances of their lives.15

Importation of British laborers
The Crucian sugar economy, already in decline at the time of Emancipation, continued to weaken when 
slavery ended.16 Social turmoil, natural disasters, and international economic factors resulted in many 
sugar workers leaving the estates.17 The planters then resorted to soliciting laborers from abroad and — 
from the late 1850s into the 1870s18 — considerable numbers of workers immigrated to St. Croix from 
the British colonies of Antigua, Barbados, St. Kitts, and Nevis. The immigrant workers and their 
musical and oratorical traditions had a significant impact on Crucian culture, especially the introduction 
of masking and oratorical amusements – notably the masquerade jig and the tea meeting.

Masquerade Jig
The masquerade jig was a form of entertainment, sometimes called a play,19 that combined theatre, 
oratory, music, and dance. The masquerade jig emerged on the British-ruled island of Nevis where the 
first field workers were English-speaking Irish peasants. The Irish brought with them their traditional 

13. Isaac Dookhan, A History of the Virgin Islands of the United States (St. Thomas, Virgin Islands: Caribbean Universities 
Press in association with the Bowker Publishing Company, Epping, Essex, England, for the College of the Virgin Islands, 
1974), 224-225. 

14. William Chapman, “Slave Villages in the Danish West Indies: Changes of the Late Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth 
Centuries,” in Bondmen and Freedmen in the Danish West Indies, edited by George F. Tyson (St. Thomas, United States 
Virgin Islands: The Virgin Islands Humanities Council, 1996), 125-141, reprinted from Thomas Carter and Bernard L. 
Herman (eds.), Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, IV (Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press, 1991). 

15. Highfield, “Conditions of the Working Class, 1848-1878,” in Time Longa’ Dan Twine, 161.
16. Epidemic diseases, hurricanes, and a prolonged drought during most of the 1870s drastically reduced sugar production in 

St. Croix. In addition, the entire area suffered from the rise of the sugar beet as an alternate source of sugar and a pan-
Atlantic depression that began in 1873. Ibid., 167.

17. Ibid., 164-168.
18. Ibid., 165.
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mummings, originally folk dramas performed by costumed actors who went house-to-house in the Irish 
countryside. The slaves who followed the Irish in the sugar fields adopted and perpetuated the 
mummings because they provided a convenient vehicle for African oratorical and masking traditions.20

Thus the masquerade jig arrived in St. Croix in the 1860s and 1870s, and became a Crucian institution 
that survived until the early 1950s. The most popular masquerade jigs were King George and David and 
Goliath. These were “hero-combat dramas in which each character introduces himself with a boast, 
leading to a scene of argument and finally to armed battle.”21

On a holiday, the masquerade jig performers typically assembled in the country areas and eventually 
wandered into town, stopping to perform at the various estates along the way. The masquerade jig was 
also sometimes performed as an evening entertainment to an audience that paid an entrance fee of a few 
cents.

A young boy, called the showboy, opened the King George masquerade jig with a short speech. One 
former showboy recalled his part: 

Good evening, good evening, to ladies and gentlemen all!
My master, King George, send me tonight to pay you all a visit.
The visit is this and the visit is that.
Who can't find the window, find the door.
Who can't find the door, find the rafter.
Who can't find the rafter, find the keyhole.
Who can't find the keyhole, rumble.
Who can't rumble, tumble.
For my master, King George, will come out with the wood and brass sword,
And put ladies and gentlemen to the King broad road!
Root them!22

Adults assumed the roles of King George and members of the court such as Slasher, Count Valentine, 
Warrior Sealey, and the Champions.23 One part of the performance included a song about Matty Gru 
(reminiscent of Matty Groves or Little Musgrave of the British and American ballads), a young man 
who is found in the bedroom of a married lady. (At the time of this writing, local bands still play Matty 
Gru at dances and parties.) 

The King George masquerade jig climaxed with the appearance and slaying of a dragon. The player of 
the dragon wore a frightening costume and – in addition to his part in the drama – frequently perpetrated 
mischief and mayhem among audience members and vendors of refreshments. Paddy Moore, a 
renowned masquerader, once took part in the King George masquerade jig:

One time, they take me to be the dragon. With the bullhorn from me head and thing. 
M’son, let me tell you something: people had to run out of that place! Yes, and I got a 
chain, a chain on me — and I bust down the chain! Brugudum! Brugudum!24 

19. For more information about how the word play is used in St. Croix, see play in the Glossary.
20. Ibid., 11.
21. Ibid., 13.
22. See T070-05.
23. Roger Abrahams also described similar plays on the island of Tobago. Ibid., 5. See also play in the Glossary.
24. The term brugudum is an onomatopoetic sound denoting a crash. Lido Vals, What A Pistarkle! (St. John, V.I.:Lito Vals, 

1981), 16. For the source of this quotation, see T062-01.
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David and Goliath was another masquerade jig made up of heroic oratory interspersed with music and 
dance. The text of the speeches of David, Goliath, and the other principal players was largely derived 
from Hannah More’s Sacred Dramas, originally published in 1782.25

Lisa Lekis, dance ethnologist, observed the masquerade jig in St. Croix in the early1950s, and said that 
other texts were often included in the David and Goliath performance:26 

... the narrator and some of the characters recite lines from Julius Caesar, from 
Washington’s Farewell Address, from the Bible, from a Longfellow poem or any 
other source, with the spectators vigorously applauding the fervor of delivery and 
completely ignoring the meaning of the words ... The only requirement is that David 
be a small boy and Goliath a tall man wearing peacock feathers in an elaborate 
headdress to make him appear still taller.27

The masquerade jigs that Lekis witnessed may have been some of the last performances in St. Croix: 

... the jig dancers are very old, some being well over eighty, and the young people do 
not seem inclined to participate in the dramatized legends.28

Masquerade jig musical instruments
The bass drum, or keg, was a barrel drum made by islanders from ordinary wooden kegs used as 
containers to transport goods. It was small enough for the player to carry by means of a rope over his 
neck or around his waist. The bass drum had skin (typically goat) at both ends and was beaten with one 
padded stick.29

The tambourine was a friction drum, about four inches in depth and perhaps twelve inches wide, with a 
single skin head coated with rosin – it was not the modern tambourine with jangles. The tambourine 
disappeared from local bands some time during the 1940s, but descriptions of this instrument and its 
sound indicate that it was not only beaten with the fingers, palm, or heel of the hand, but also rubbed to 
produce a low siren-like sound.30

The kettledrum – not to be confused with the kettledrums used for western art music — was a type of 
snare drum, “which it resembles, being relatively small and light and having a skin at each end, but 
without the ‘snare’ – wires or cords stretched across one skin to increase reverberation.”31 Originally, 
islanders made the kettledrum from a cooking pot or a bucket (hence the native term). 

25. Hannah More, Sacred Dramas: Chiefly Intended for Young Persons: The Subjects Taken from the Bible. To which is 
added, Sensibility, a Poem (London: Printed for T. Cadell in the Strand)

26. James Copemann’s recitation of a masquerade jig speech (T158-05) includes the entire text of The Battle of Trafalgar, 
written by Elizabeth Harcourt Mitchell in 1805.

27. Lekis, Dancing Gods (New York: The Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1960), 185.
28. Ibid.
29. A predecessor of the bass drum may have been the goumbay drum that was played by slaves and the Free Colored on both 

St. Croix and St. Thomas. It was described in a St. Thomas Tidende newspaper article of 1838 as “a small barrel, the 
bottom of which is taken out, a goat skin is drawn over the rim.” Johan Peter Nissen, Reminiscences of a 46 Years’ 
Residence in the island of St. Thomas in the West Indies (Nazareth, Pennsylvania: Senseman and Co. 1838), 164-165. 

30. Tambourines were, and are still used, on many Caribbean islands. John Messenger describes those on Montserrat as flat 
goatskin-covered drums “rubbed with the heel of the hands or with a moistened finger.” John Messenger, “Montserrat,” 
Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II, edited by Dale A. Olsen and Daniel E. Sheehy (New York and London: 
Garland Publishing, Inc., a member of the Taylor and Francis Group, 1998), 924. A tambourine is played on Carriacou, 
with “the tambourinist ... treating the large instrument like a solo drum, but striking with palm, fist, and elbow.” McDaniel, 
“Grenada (and Carriacou),” Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II, 872.

31. Nicholls, Old-Time Masquerading, 89.
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The steel, also known as a triangle, was a piece of iron rod bent into a triangular shape with eight-inch 
sides. With another piece of the same rod, the musician struck the steel, which hung from a short loop of 
string secured over his left thumb. The typical playing technique was to strike, from the inside of the 
steel, its base and one side while the fingers of the left hand closed and opened around the top angle. In 
this manner, both muted and resonant notes were produced, adding the dimension of differing timbres to 
the basic rhythm.32

Jig
Not to be confused with masquerade jig, there was also a speech and dance competition called jig.33 
The recitations in a jig were often short rhymed couplets or riddles. A man (“the jig”) would step 
forward, recite a short speech and then call for music. As the musicians commenced the “jig music,” the 
performer would break into a lively dance, until the next performer came along and called: “Fiddler, 
fiddler, stop!”34 The musicians would then cease playing so that the new performer could give his 
speech, then call for “Music!” and do his version of the jig dance. Several individuals likened the jig 
dance to juba.35

Former jig performers and audiences recalled jig speeches: 

When I was the age of twenty,
I had them young girls plenty.
But now I come the age of twenty-one,
They call me the biggest obeah man.
Music! 36

Lisa Lekis observed that: 

... The jig step itself is closer in style and execution to the jig of modern Ireland than it 
is to any Caribbean dance step.37

Former jig performers most frequently described the jig instrumentation as being similar to that of the 
masquerade jig — typically bass drum and tambourine — but on occasion either one or all of the 
following could be added: a bamboo or metal flute,38 a kettledrum, and a steel.

Drumming traditions
The bass drum-tambourine combination and its variants (mentioned above) also accompanied street 
masquerades. Other types of African-derived drumming traditions that were common throughout the 
Caribbean during the slavery era also existed in both St. Croix and St. Thomas for a while.

32. Triangles are still used in Carriacou, Guadeloupe, and Montserrat. McDaniel, “Grenada (and Carriacou),” 872; Jocelyne 
Guibault, “Guadeloupe,” 871; John Messenger, “Montserrat,” 924, Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II.

33. It should also be noted here that the term jig also refers to a type of music and dance that is regularly performed either as 
part of a quadrille set (a Second Figure and/or Fourth Figure) or as a standalone dance.

34. Though “Fiddler, fiddler, stop!” was repeatedly mentioned as the means of transitioning to a new speechmaker, no one 
recorded for this archive ever said that a fiddle was an instrument used by the masquerade jig musicians. Perhaps a fiddle 
was included at some time in the past.

35. Juba was an older dance of St. Croix and much of the Caribbean. It was “a dance of Afro-American slaves, found as late 
as the 19th century from Dutch Guiana to the Caribbean and the southern United States,” in Encyclopedia Britannica 
online, http://www.britannica.com/EB checked/topic/307038/juba

36. See T055-02.
37. Lekis, Dancing Gods, 183.
38. Crucian handmade flutes were more similar to fifes or piccolos than to concert flutes. In fact, musicians sometimes refer 

to a flutes made by drilling holes into a pipe as “fife.”
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Thurlow Weed, a prominent newspaper publisher of Albany, New York, spent the winter of 1844/1845 
in St. Croix and wrote:

The instrument which, on these occasions, “discourses most eloquent music,” is a 
large keg or half barrel, over the head of which a goat skin is drawn, and upon which a 
negro beats with his hands, as proudly and triumphantly as Ole Bull draws his cat 
gut.39

All distinctly African-derived drumming appears to have disappeared from St. Croix by approximately 
1900. Arnold R. Highfield, historian and linguist of St. Croix sums up the demise of the African-style 
drumming and associated dances as follows:

Dancing, especially the more African varieties, was traditionally discouraged by the 
establishment, and it is probably for that reason that a more socially acceptable Afro-
European dance like the Quadrille has survived whereas the more purely African 
Bamboula has not. It has been exactly that kind of social selection with its inherent 
European bias that exerted then and has continued to exert such a strong influence on 
the evolution of Crucian culture in the years since 1848.40

During the 1800s bamboula drumming, dancing, and singing were documented on both St. Croix and St. 
Thomas – mostly in newspaper editorials and letters to the editor from whites complaining of noisy 
bamboula get-togethers.41

Although the bamboula disappeared from St. Croix in the late 1800s, it survived in St. Thomas into the 
early 1950s. The persistence of the bamboula in St. Thomas was due primarily to the leadership of 
“Miss Clara,”42 the last “bamboula queen” of St. Thomas. 

The St. Thomas bamboula dances — as recalled by Miss Clara’s daughters — were accompanied by 
call-and-response singing. The songs sometimes took the form of four-line verses with refrain, 
sometimes that of a litany with each line divided between a soloist and a chorus. One excellent 
recording of the St. Thomas bamboula, captured in the early 1950s, has been published on several 
Folkways record albums43 and is included in this archive.

Two drummers accompanied the singing by playing on a barrel drum resting on the ground. The drum 
had a skin at one end and was open at the other. One drummer sat astride the drum and used both hands 
to beat the skin of the drum, and at least one heel for modulating the tones produced. The second player 
sat alongside the other end of the drum and played a complimentary rhythm on its wooden side with two 
katta sticks.44

39. Thurlow Weed, Letters from Europe and the West Indies, 1843-1852 (Albany: Weed, Parsons and Co., 1866), 346, PDF 
from http://google.books.com. Ole Bornemann Bull (1810-1880) was a Norwegian violinist and composer, http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ole_Bull. Violin strings were first made of sheep gut, commonly known as catgut, Wikipedia http:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Violin

40. Highfield, “Conditions of the Working Class, 1848-1878” in Time Longa’ Dan Twine, 162-163.
41. Nicholls, Old-Time Masquerading, 84.
42. See Miss Clara in “People”.
43. The liner notes for the Smithsonian Folkways record album, African and Afro-American Drums: “This is a Bamboula 

Dance, recorded by Tram Combs and Theodore Van Dam on the island of St. Thomas. The Bamboula is an old dance, 
referred to frequently in the early literature on the West Indies ... There is no certainty that the Bamboula of the Virgin 
Islands is precisely the same dance mentioned by early chroniclers, but the drums are played in an old style, virtually in 
the manner of the Juba drums of Haiti ... An interesting thing about the Virgin Islands Bamboula is that it is played by 
women rather than men, though it is not clear that it is exclusively a woman's prerogative...” Harold Courlander in the 
liner notes for African and Afro-American Drums (Washington D.C.: Folkways Records, 1954) FW04502 / FE 4502.

44. See bèlè in the Glossary.
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Miss Clara’s daughters also recalled that their mother danced the “heel-and-toe” as well as the bèlè.45 
Their recollections also included some Dutch Creole songs, the text of which focused on local news and 
scandals.

Tea meetings
Like the masquerade jig, tea meetings came to St. Croix with the contract laborers from Nevis, St. Kitts, 
and Barbados. St. Croix’s tea meetings were nightlong semi-serious, semi-religious entertainments that 
began around 8:00 PM and often went on until dawn.

The tea meeting preserved in this archive was probably the last presented in the Virgin Islands. Like 
most traditional tea meetings, this was a fund-raiser for a church, and followed closely the format of tea 
meetings on Nevis as described by folklorist Roger Abrahams.46 The meeting was conducted by a 
chairman,47 witnessed by “royalty” (persons dressed as the British king, queen, prince, and princess, the 
American president, and the First Lady), and attended by members of the church along with their friends 
and relatives.

Over the course of the evening, orators and singers – usually seated amongst the audience – used 
whimsical aliases to send notes to the Chairman requesting a turn at the podium. Some orators quoted 
from the Bible, others told riddles, and several sang novelty songs. In between these performances, the 
choir performed hymns. At midnight, there was an intermission for bush tea, coffee, cocoa, peanuts, and 
buns.

Cariso 
The singing of cariso is unique to St. Croix.48 Cariso songs provided for witty, extemporaneous 
commentary on local happenings. The carisos were usually in a minor key, and almost always sung by 
women.

More than any other music in St. Croix, cariso showed very distinct African characteristics. The songs 
were performed in a style that combined declaiming and singing. This assumption is supported by the 
nature of both melody contour and rhythm, which are very reminiscent of the intonation pattern and 
rhythm of Crucian speech.49 

The singing of such impromptu topical songs was commented on as early as 1788:

Often they will express their feelings in song, whereby they make each other aware of 
their plans, take their departure from their family and friends, and most often hold 
within themselves their anger and cause for disturbance.50

Neville Hall listed incidents of disorderly conduct in St. Croix in the early 1800s, and noted that the 
acerbic lyrics of songs composed by female slaves about whites were as punishable as the physically 
violent crimes of males:

45. See bèlè in the Glossary 
46. Abrahams, The Man-of-Words in the West Indies, 16-17.
47. Ibid., 17.
48. Conversation with Alan Lomax, 1980. For information about the possible derivation of the word cariso, see cariso in the 

Glossary.
49. Margot Leith-Philipp Die Musikkultur der Jungferninseln: Studien zu ihere Entwicklung und zu Resultaten von 

Akkulturationsprocessen (Ludwigsburg, Germany: Philipp Verlagg, 1990).
50. Johan Christian Schmidt, “Blandede Anmærkninger, samlede paa og over St. Croix i Amerika,” Samleren 2 (1788), 

translated from Danish by Svend E. Holsoe, in George F. Tyson and Arnold R. Highfield, editors, The Kamina Folk: 
Slavery and Slave Life in the Danish West Indies (U. S. Virgin Islands: Virgin Islands Humanities Council, 1994), 114.
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Here urban slave women made up in inventiveness and creativity what they might 
have lacked in predilection for fisticuffs or inclination for liquor. In August 1806, 
Juliana, the property of free mulatto Susanna Campbell was detained for singing 
“pasquiller”51 on the streets and received 30 lashes on the same day. On Christmas 
day that year, Hanna, a mulatto slave owned by a white man, was arrested with two 
freedwomen, Elisa Messer and Fillis, for singing satirical songs. She received 50 
lashes.52

Cariso was a potent vehicle for indirectly criticizing members of the community.53 As one elderly 
Crucian lady explained:

The older folks didn't quarrel very much with each other. When you did them 
anything that was wrong, they look at you from head to foot and they composed a 
song about you! And that lasts forever. Even though you die, somebody remembers 
the song.54

Although carisos could be spontaneously repeated by anyone who heard them, carisos were also 
presented in a more formal setting — that of an evening entertainment where each member of the 
audience paid a small entrance fee. One woman sang the verse, and a group of women sang the 
response. The singing was accompanied by a man playing a keg and sometimes also by a tambourine.55

The last traditional performance of cariso was in the late 1940s or early 1950s, when Mary Catherine 
Williams,56 the most famous of the cariso singers, performed in Frederiksted. Formal cariso 
performances ended with the death of Mary Catherine in 1955. All the carisos in this archive were sung 
at the request of the interviewer and the lyrics of these songs all pertain to events of long ago. 

Masquerade music
Holiday masquerades in St. Croix date back to the 1860s.57 The best-known masquerade troupes of the 
late 1800s and early 1900s were the Wild Indian, Donkey, Plait Pole, and Mother Hubbard groups.

On holiday mornings, the masquerade troupes gathered in the rural areas of St. Croix (as did the 
masquerade jig groups). They then roamed on foot from one estate to the other on the way to town. The 
masqueraders often stopped by the houses of estate owners or managers, played and danced for those 
inside, and received gifts of food or coins. One troupe leader recalled:

Well, we may decide we going to start this morning at six o’clock at Grove Place, and 
then we circle around from place to place until three o’clock, because you cannot go 
in town before three o’clock at that time.58

A resident of Frederiksted described the masqueraders coming into town:

51. Libel, slander, satire.
52. Neville A. T. Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies, edited by B. W. Higman (Jamaica, Barbados, and Trinidad: 

The University of the West Indies Press, 1992), 104.
53. See cariso in the Glossary.
54. See T065-08.
55. There may have been some movement associated with the singing. See T113-07 and T066-02.
56. See Mary Catherine in “People”.
57. Nicholls, Old-Time Masquerading, 18.
58. See T046-06.
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And then they would dance all along the road. And you would meet me from 
Bethlehem, from Høgensborg. And we'd come down, into town. Then we'd branch off 
in the different streets. All the streets had masquerade at the time. It wasn't a parade as 
we know it now. But all the streets in the town was occupied with the dancers, so as 
kids, you run from this one to the other one and running back and forth.59

In addition to the troupes of masqueraders, there were also individuals who performed solo – moko 
jumbie stilt dancers, the Bear, the Bull, and the Devil. The latter were notorious for frightening children. 

They had one they used to call The Bear. Well, this man would dress up in a cruda 
bag60 from head to foot; you never see his face. Then he'd have a tail! That's him, just 
one individual just running back and forth from street to street, up and down. And if 
there's a group of kids, he would run after them and they will scatter and all like 
that!61

Several notable characters posed as doctors or judges and pretended to read from a large book (usually 
held upside-down), but actually recited memorized or made-up rhymes, jokes, or riddles. 

Each masquerading troupe had its own musical ensemble, called a set of music, and each set of music 
had its own characteristic drumbeat. The most common ensembles to accompany the masqueraders were 
a flute (usually hand-made by drilling holes in a pipe), bass drum, kettledrum, tambourine, and 
sometimes a squash and/or steel.62

In addition to the flute and drum ensembles, there was also string music to accompany certain of the 
masquerading troupes, in particular the Mother Hubbard troupes. The masquerading string music (not to 
be confused with the “string music” played for dances) was comprised of guitars and perhaps banjos, 
often a pipe, and sometimes a mandolin.63

Stories
This archive features a number of Bru Nansi stories — tales of African Gold Coast origin about the 
spider-man named Nansi (aka Anansi) — a clever but wicked trickster who invariably manages to 
engineer a situation in which he can take advantage of some other creature that he deceives, humiliates, 
maims, or eats.

Most Bru Nansi stories, and a few other tales in this archive, are cante fables – spoken prose narratives 
interspersed with short songs that comment on the action, or are part of the dialogue. Additionally, the 
majority of the stories are also etiological in nature – they explain how animals came to behave the way 
they do; for example, why deer run wild, why dogs bark at animals that are bigger than themselves, and 
why crickets hop.

Quelbé
The traditional dance music of St. Croix is similar in instrumentation and style to that of other Caribbean 
islands, but in St. Croix, such music is now (2014) called quelbé.

59. See T028-05.
60. A burlap sack in which raw sugar was shipped.
61. See T028-05.
62. The traditional forms of masquerading were left behind as pan-Caribbean carnival styles replaced them in the early 1950s, 

but a group of musicians who distinctly recalled the masquerade drums and flute reenacted “a set of music” at an event 
specifically arranged for this project. See “T078 Old-Time Music Party V - Masquerade Music - July 21, 1979 (STX)”.

63. String music, as played for dances, is described later in this Introduction, under “Early 1900s quelbé instrumentation”.
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However, when the recordings in this archive were made in the late 1970s, the term quelbé was used by 
only a few older musicians to refer to an archaic style of local song. Moreover, at the time the recordings 
were made, the traditional music was most often called quadrille music and bands that played traditional 
music were not called quelbé bands – they were most often called quadrille bands or scratch bands, a 
name that is attributed to tourists describing the scratchy sound of the squash — a dried hollow gourd 
with ridges etched into its surface. The squash player scrapes the ridges with a hair pick or with 
segments of bicycle spokes fastened onto a small wooden block — “similar to, but larger than the Puerto 
Rican güiro.”64 

Notwithstanding, as of this writing, the term quelbé has not only come back in vogue, but was declared 
the “official traditional music of the Virgin Islands” by the Virgin Islands Legislature in 2004.65 For that 
reason, Soule has opted to use the term quelbé in this Guidebook.66

Quelbé refers to traditional dance music based on local songs. When a piece of music is played by a 
quelbé group, a band member may sing the lyrics, or the song may be performed without a vocal; when 
the lyrics are not sung, the melody is played by an alto saxophone or concert flute lead — as is done 
when the song is used in a quadrille set. Other tunes played as instrumentals may not have ever had 
lyrics, or the lyrics may be long forgotten. 

A Crucian musician tends to refer to such “instrumentals” by the name of the person he learned the tune 
from — even if the tune was learned from an old record album. Thus, when asked for the name of a 
piece, a fluter or saxophonist is likely to say, “That’s a ‘Phonso Joseph tune,” or “It’s a Jeppesen 
tune.”67 

Originally, quelbé songs – like carisos – were vehicles for social discourse. The lyrics expound on 
everything from petty theft to labor disputes. Quelbés also abound with news about sexual liaisons, and 
often contain double entendres and risqué innuendos. 

The lyrics of most quelbés in this archive can be traced to actual individuals and events: either the singer 
described direct knowledge of the subjects of a song, or the identification of persons and events could be 
established through census records. For example, one elderly lady whom Soule photographed at a party 
for senior citizens had (in her younger days) been the subject of a song chiding her for an extra-marital 
liaison. The song is now often played as the First Figure of a quadrille set:

Garty Ballantine, you better go home, you got to go home.
All I want, I get it already, you better go home ah you man.68

Although quelbé texts sometimes praise heroic actions, they also decry unacceptable behavior:

Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott, that bad young man!
Cause he hide corn pork from he son.69

64. Dan Sheehy, “The Virgin Islands,” Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II, 969.
65. Act Number 6642 of the Virgin Islands Legislature.
66. The term quelbé doesn’t seem to be used anywhere else in the Caribbean and its origin is unknown. However, a mention 

of “Quelby” was found by George Tyson in an 1872 article by S. B. Haynes in Harpers New Monthly Magazine: “The 
dances were brought by their ancestors from Africa ... and are always accompanied by the voice. Some are quite rude and 
primitive; others more intricate in their evolutions, and almost barbarous in effect, such as the ‘Bombala,’ [sic] having a 
curiously exciting influence on the performers; while one, the ‘Quelby,’ [sic] a sort of shawl dance is graceful, event 
elegant. Haynes, S. B., “The Danish West Indies,” (Harpers New Monthly Magazine, Vol. XLIV, 1872), Jan:200-202, in 
Nicholls, Old-Time Masquerading, 70, and attributed to George Tyson forthcoming.

67. See “T090 LP: Alphonso Joseph (STX)”, “T122 LP: Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)”, and “T123 LP: Dance to the 
Music of Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)”.

68. See T113-02.
69. See T095-07.
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In general, however, quelbés spread gossip with droll observations, as in a song suggesting that the 
children of a wayward priest and a girl named Mena might be divinely conceived:

When you meet them [the children], you mustn’t pass them,
They’s the children of Mary...70

Early 1900s quelbé instrumentation
Up until the late 1940s or early 1950s, quelbé bands used no amplification. Such bands usually featured 
a fiddle or flute lead accompanied by pipe, guitar, banjo, steel, and squash.

The fiddle, or violin, was commonly used from the early days of the colony, and was also a conduit for 
artistic syncretization:

Itinerant minstrelsy ... was well enough established by 1759 for Governor General van 
Pröck to issue a proclamation against it. It involved the use of violins ... It was the 
practice among some slave owners to have these slaves playing for them, and it can be 
inferred from the proclamation that they were sent to, or were hired by, other owners 
to perform ... It seems hardly likely that these slave musicians were performing 
African music on the violin for an audience of Europeans. It can safely be assumed 
therefore that the music was, if not European, at the very least a creolized variant of 
it.71

As the Free Colored class grew and aspired to European culture, the use of the fiddle became even more 
clearly associated with European-derived dance music. In 1833, a visitor to St. Croix made a distinction 
between the music of the slaves and that of the Free Colored (“creoles”):

The amusements of the native African are much of the same kind as those of the 
creole negro; but they dance their own African dances to the drum, while the creole 
negroes consider a fiddle genteeler; though of an evening among themselves, they will 
often sing, dance, and beat the drum, yet they would not produce this instrument at a 
grand party. Fiddles and tambourines, with triangles, are essential there.72

Naturally, the use of the fiddle spread to the slaves. A witness to an 1833 slave party described the scene 
at the event:

Tea and coffee are first handed around, after which, the musicians, consisting of 
perhaps three fiddlers, a tambourine player, and a man who beats an instrument called 
a triangle, commence playing, and the dancing continues for a while in the most lively 
and spirited manner.73

In addition to a fiddle lead, the flute was commonly used. Early flutes were bamboo, wooden, or metal 
with six holes, but by the 1940s, fluters typically played pom flutes74 imported from Europe. 

70. Sylvester McIntosh, Father Malloy on Blinky and the Roadmasters, Rounder Records CD 5047, 1990.
71. Neville A. T. Hall, Slave Society in the Danish West Indies, edited by B. W. Higman (Jamaica, Barbados, and Trinidad: 

The University of the West Indies Press, 1992), 117.
72. Mrs. Carmichael, “Domestic Manners and Social Customs of the White, Colored, and Negro Population of the West 

Indies” (London, 1833), vol II, 288, in Abrahams and Szwed, editors, After Africa p 307.
73. F. W. N. Bayley, Four Years Residence in the West Indies, 3d ed. (London, 1833) 69-71, in Abrahams and Szwed, editors, 

After Africa, 305. 
74. In this and many other interviews, Crucians refer to a pom flute, but Soule believes the term was originally Boehm flute. 

For more information, see pom flute in the Glossary.
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Some quelbé bands featured a tenor banjo75 or guitar76 lead; the repertoire of these bands was called 
string music. The groups in which string instruments predominated — probably more common from the 
1930s through the 1950s — usually included a smaller banjo-ukulele strumming rhythm and minimal 
percussion: a squash, a steel, a tambourine, and sometimes a pipe.

During the late 1950s and 1960s, Christian Horsford led what may have been the last string band active 
in St. Croix. Horsford’s band was an atypical group that usually included three women players.77

The banjo, with its African origins, was popular in the Lesser Antilles from the days of slavery. As one 
visitor wrote from the island of Antigua:

Negroes are very fond of the discordant notes of the banjar ... somewhat similar to the 
guittar (sic), the bottom, or under part, is formed of one half of a large calabash, to 
which is prefixed a wooden neck, and it is strung with catgut and wire. This 
instrument is the invention of, and was brought here by the African negroes, who are 
most expert in the performances thereon, which are principally their own country 
tunes, indeed I do not remember ever to have heard anything like European numbers 
from its touch.78

Early quelbé bands also featured a pipe. The pipe was a piece of a water pipe or car muffler, four- to 
five-feet long and an inch and a half in diameter. Blowing into one of the raw ends while letting the lips 
vibrate, the pipe player produced a very low tone as well as a tone that is higher by an octave and a fifth. 
Although, strictly speaking, the pipe was a wind instrument, its main function was that of a rhythm 
instrument. It was a very difficult instrument to learn and playing (“blowing”) the pipe took a great deal 
of strength and stamina:

It ain’t anybody could blow pipe, you know. It’s hard! If you don’t understand to blow 
pipe, you ... put it to your mouth all right, but ain’t able to play with music. You may 
even to blow “pooh pooh pooh” but you can’t blow.79

Playing like that is really hard. Especially that instrument; it takes much more out of 
you than any other instrument. You get giddy, dizzy, if you play that too long. What 
happen: you putting out so much oxygen that by the time you just draw out that much, 
there’s not enough to get back to your brain.80

One musician ignored his doctor’s instructions to not blow the pipe because it was too much of a strain 
on his system:

[And this man] start to blow pipe and he fall down, and bleeding through he nose, and 
he frothing through he nose and he mouth ... because he stomach have to work up with 
that pipe. Ambulance come pick him up and carry him to the hospital.81

The pipe disappeared from quelbé bands some time during the 1960s; it can however be heard in this 
archive, both on copies of old LP records and in several live recordings.82

75. Notable tenor banjo players were Alexander “Feneye” Lang, Terrance “Cuthbert’ McBean,” Solomon “Boopskidee” 
Moses, and Levi Messer (1912-1961). (per Sylvester McIntosh and Dimitri Copemann, phone conversations, April 2014.)

76. Samuel “Sweet Charlie” George, a band leader and guitar player, finger-picked the quelbé melodies on his guitar. (Phone 
conversation with Dimitri Copemann, April 2014.)

77. Dimitri Copemann, Quelbé, The History and Development of Virgin Islands Folk Music, unpublished manuscript.
78. John Luffman, A Brief Account of the Island of Antigua (London, 1789), 135-137, in Abrahams and Szwed, editors, After 

Africa, 286.
79. See T061-05.
80. See T068-04.
81. See T061-01.
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By the 1930s, the quelbé bands had been influenced by the American presence. The islands were under 
the U.S. Department of the Navy from 1917 to 1931, and the Navy Band (as well as Municipal Bands) 
introduced new wind and string instruments to the locals. Musicians from the Navy Band — as well as 
some from visiting concert bands — often sat in with the native groups. Thus the coronet and clarinet 
were introduced to, and occasionally adopted by, Virgin Islanders.

One unique quelbé instrument was the kerosene pan, played mainly by a man named Ciple — a prolific 
composer who performed mostly around Frederiksted. Ciple’s kerosene pan was an empty five-gallon 
rectangular tin in which kerosene was shipped. Ciple tuned the pan (by some short of reshaping) and 
used it as a drum. Ciple held the pan close to his face, beat it with his hands and fingers, and sometimes 
hummed into it to produce vibrating tones. He often sang accompanied only by the pan; at other times, 
he played the pan with his own quelbé band — two guitars, banjo-ukulele, squash, steel, and pipe.83

1970s quelbé instrumentation
By the 1970s, quelbé bands had undergone changes to satisfy modern tastes and to compensate for 
instruments or players no longer available. The most notable changes in quelbé instrumentation arose in 
the late 1960s: the emergence of the alto saxophone lead in place of the pom flute,84 the use of keys 
other than the traditional G and sometimes D, and significant quickening of the tempo of all traditional 
melodies.

Most of this recordings in this archive of Crucian quelbé bands feature an alto saxophone as the lead 
instrument performing the melody, accompanied by a guitar, bass guitar, banjo, conga drum, steel, and 
squash. All Crucian bands recorded live include an amplified acoustic guitar, an electric bass guitar, and 
a conga drum. The combination of the bass guitar and conga drum compensated for the absence of the 
pipe. The conga player evoked the high and low pitches of the pipe using strokes near the edge and in 
the center of the conga membrane, and the electric bass gave the band the fuller sound formerly 
achieved by the pipe.

In the recordings in this archive, the more traditional flute lead was played by only a few musicians, 
most notably by Stanley Jacobs of the Ten Sleepless Knights. Jacobs started playing on handmade metal 
flutes but when he began to play with dance bands, switched to a modern concert flute. The recordings 
also include performances by a blind mentor of Jacobs named Wilfred Pedro, who occasionally played 
with a group of other handicapped senior citizens.85 Other traditional fluters such as Jacobs’s teacher 
Stanford Simmonds and James Miller — both of whom had performed in family bands — had pretty 
much stopped playing publicly by the late 1970s.86 

Stanley and the Ten Sleepless Knights continue to be extremely popular: the winner of “Best Costume” 
for the 2013-2014 St. Croix Christmas Festival wore a large hooped skirt that she could open like drawn 
curtains to display a mini-replica of the Ten Sleepless Knights performing on a stage. Furthermore, 
Stanley and the Ten Sleepless Knights have been recently recorded by Smithsonian Folkways.

82. See “T074 Old-Time Music Party I - Whim Handicapped Band - July 21, 1979 (STX)”, “T075 Old-Time Music Party II 
- Whim Handicapped Band - July 21, 1979 (STX)”, and “T160 Farewell Party for Soule - 1980 (STX)”.

83. For more information, see Ciple in “People”
84. See pom flute in the Glossary.
85. Pedro was a blind man who played the flute “wrap hand” — that is, using the opposite hands from other players.
86. James Miller, his brother Leroy, and Frank Charles (the three being the heart of the earlier Miller Brothers band) can be 

heard playing together on “T076 Old-Time Music Party III - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)” and “T077 Old-Time 
Music Party IV - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)”.
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The increased exposure to outside music and dance forms — imported from other islands and the 
continental United States — was probably the main factor in the picking up of the tempo of traditional 
quelbé and quadrille music. If one compares the early 1960s recording of the renowned Crucian fluter, 
Alphonso Joseph,87 to recordings of the same melodies made for this project, the quickening of the 
tempo is obvious. The lead musicians of the late1960s, Stanley Jacobs and Sylvester McIntosh were 
both quick to point out that the dancers much preferred the livelier pace. However, one of Stanley’s 
mentors, the great Crucian quadrille floormaster, Adam Petersen, kept telling him, “Time! Mr. Jacobs, 
time! This is not a horse race. Slow down.”

In the St. Thomas recordings, multiple saxophones usually played the melody, often joined by one or 
more clarinets and sometimes a flute. Also in the St. Thomian bands, a drum set is almost always 
present, and a cowbell was usually heard instead of the steel.

Quadrilles and other European-derived dances
As 19th century European court dances such as the quadrille and lancers became popular throughout the 
western world, they also made their way to the Lesser Antilles. Other dances imported from Europe 
were the two-step, seven-step, waltz, schottische, polka, and mazurka. While these dances remained 
European in structure, they were reinterpreted in the Caribbean where they were enhanced by African 
rhythms and dancing styles.88

Roger Abrahams and John Szwed made an interesting observation on the ironic evolution of the “set 
dances of European origin – lancers, polkas, waltzes, the schottische, and so forth:”

... these dances began as peasant dances in Europe and spread to the upper classes, 
only to be changed; then they were carried to the West Indies by European planters 
whose slaves took them up and again changed them!89

The lancers, widespread throughout Europe and danced in many countries to this day, was most beloved 
in St. Croix. For a while, the lancers went into oblivion with the deaths of the great Crucian 
floormasters, Adam Petersen and Vincent Harris. However, Bradley Christian, floormaster, and his 
quadrille troupe, the St. Croix Heritage dancers, have revived the dance and staged performances of the 
lancers as recently as 2012 and 2013. Bradley, who had danced the lancers as a young man in the 1970s, 
was able to use the recordings in this archive (of Vincent Harris and Adam Petersen) to refresh his 
memory of the dance, and teach it to the dancers in his group.

Quadrilles of the early 1900s
In the early 1900s, quadrille dances were often held on the various estates in tents constructed of 
coconut-palm branches. The bands that played for these quadrilles were essentially composed of the 
same individuals and instruments as the quelbé groups. However, the musicians had to be specially 
trained in order to play for the quadrille. 

87. See “T090 LP: Alphonso Joseph (STX)”.
88. “Strangely enough, it was not high society who preserved the dance and music of this ... era, but the blacks. Every island 

of the Caribbean has some form of quadrille, reel, jig, or contradance, performed to the tunes of home made flutes and 
trap drums, greatly transformed in style and function, but still recognizable ... with complete serenity and an immeasurable 
dignity, couples perform the traditional figures of the lancers or the rigodon. If they fail to capture the slow, stately walking 
step of the colonial planters, they have made the quadrille far more exciting by adding the hip movement and the posterior 
jiggling of the African.” Lekis, Dancing Gods, 182.

89. Abrahams and Szwed, editors, After Africa, 227.
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The arrangements for a dance were somewhat formal. Typically, one individual organized (“kept”) the 
dance, politely soliciting a floormaster to “conduct,” musicians to play, and extended invitations to 
dancers.90

Skilled floormasters and lead musicians were greatly revered, and their quadrille know-how was passed 
carefully from person to person. An experienced floormaster would typically take on a protégé to whom 
he would teach not only the commands for each figure and the intricate timing between command and 
musical phrase, but also the skills of managing a large group of dancers.

In turn, skilled dancers worked with novices at “dancing practices” — new dancers were required to 
master the quadrille steps before being allowed to participate at an actual dance.

Respect for authority was essential to the execution of a quadrille dance: the floormaster was in charge 
and had the ultimate control of the proceedings. The floormaster could ask an inexperienced couple to 
switch partners with a more accomplished couple so that the newer dancers would be less likely to make 
mistakes. He could also ask dancers who repeatedly performed a step incorrectly to remove themselves 
from the dance. In addition, if the floormaster felt that a person had danced his share of sets, the 
floormaster could ask the dancer to sit out a set in order to allow someone else to dance who hadn’t yet 
had an opportunity to do so. 

Moreover, in these small communities, the floormaster was well aware of interpersonal disputes, and 
could call the commands that required a change of partners in such a way that two persons who were at 
odds with each other would end up having to dance together for a longer-than-usual amount of time.

Public quadrilles of the 1960s and going forward
As far as Soule was able to determine, the quadrille dance had almost been forgotten during the 1950s. 
Although she was unable to pin down actual dates when certain quadrille musicians were active or died, 
she surmises that once the great floormaster, Adam Petersen, was injured and stopped conducting 
dances on a regular basis (1951), things got quiet for a while. 

Mr. Petersen’s favorite fluter to lead the band was one Alphonso Joseph, the most revered of the old-
time quadrille fluters of the Virgin Islands, despite the fact that Mr. Joseph didn’t seem to have used the 
keys on his flute:

Our fluter was Alphonso Joseph. He had a pom flute,91 a long black flute with 
keys . . . He played nice . . . But he couldn't play on the keys . . . He only could ah 
play on the holes alone. The keys' holes were stopped up.92

Mr. Joseph played for many a quadrille dance. Fortunately, he was recorded by Wesley Thomas, an 
accomplished Frederiksted musician, so that Mr. Joseph’s tunes and style have been preserved and 
many subsequent fluters and saxophonists have kept his legacy going — although at a much quicker 
tempo than was popular in Mr. Joseph’s days.

Two notable Crucian ladies are credited with keeping the quadrille tradition alive during the 1960s. One 
was Lillian Bailey who formed a group of quadrille dancers called the St. Croix Cultural Dancers. When 
no Crucian fluter was available or able to play for quadrille, Ms. Bailey and her group brought the fluter 
Mebobo Williams (a Crucian who had moved to St. Thomas) back to St. Croix periodically to play for 

90. See T124-01 and T115-02.
91. See pom flute in the Glossary.
92. See T103-05.
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their dances. Mebobo was an accomplished musician who played a “fancy” pom93 flute in multiple 
keys. In addition to being a well-respected musician, he was also a tailor and always wore a handsome 
three-piece suit — even when he played in street masquerades.

The other lady who kept the quadrille tradition going was Ms. Vivian McIntosh. She sometimes hired 
another fluter named Phonso — Phonso Knockout — to play for a dances she organized. He played up 
until around 1967 when he died suddenly from fish poisoning.

Thus quadrille dances, once the domain only of the “country” people in the estate villages, came to be 
favored by the townsfolk and were held at formal venues in Frederiksted. One frequently mentioned 
quadrille locale was Cumberland Castle, a gracious building on Queen Street that was at one time a 
private home, then a sort of rooming house, and in the 1920s, the headquarters of the St. Croix Labor 
Union. 

At some point during the 1960s, quadrille dances relocated to St. Gerard’s Hall,94 the recreation 
building of St. Patrick’s Catholic Church — the principal location where public quadrille dances are 
held today.

The quadrille really rebounded when Sylvester McIntosh began playing alto saxophone lead with Joe 
Parris Hot Shots. The more modern sound of the sax brought younger people to quadrille dances and the 
band gained in popularity, recording three albums around 1970.

Structure of a quadrille set
A “set of quadrille” is composed of four to six separate pieces of music, called “figures” or “numbers,” 
each danced to a different tune. Multiple tunes having the same rhythm and duration – usually counted 
as bars – could be used for a given figure. While the musicians play the verses and chorus over and over 
again, the melody is varied a bit at each repetition.

The progression of each figure is determined by the floormaster who forcefully calls out the commands 
(the names of the different steps) to the dancers while the band plays. Many of the commands involve 
changing partners and other sorts of interactions between two lines of couples. Some dancers improvise 
and embellish the basic steps.

The musicians and bands that play for quadrille are the same as those that play quelbé. Many quelbé 
songs are used for quadrille, although no one sings the lyrics when the song is played as part of a 
quadrille set. 

Interaction between floormaster and musicians
Just before each figure, the floormaster signals the lead musician of his readiness to begin. Originally, 
the floormaster chose the specific tune that would be played for each number. Currently, however, the 
floormaster only occasionally requests a specific tune, and instead simply asks the band leader for a 
First Figure, or Second Figure, and so on, allowing the bandleader to choose the melody.

In response, the lead musician plays a “calloff” – a short series of notes – to inform the other musicians 
of the key he will use (and sometimes of the specific tune). Then the lead musician begins to play, with 
the others falling in shortly behind. 

93. See pom flute in the Glossary.
94. Pronounced St. Gerald’s Hall — as if it were spelled with an L.
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The floormaster fits the quadrille commands into the timing of the musical phrases, calling some of 
them – such as balancez and tournez – in the original French. When the floormaster calls a step in a 
somewhat different tone of voice shortly before the final cadence of the tune, the musicians know it is 
time to end the figure. The lead musician often gives the melody an unusual twist or coda just before its 
conclusion. The floormaster usually punctuates a figure’s beginning and end by blowing a whistle.

Setup for quadrille
The six formal figures of a quadrille set are preceded by a piece of music that the floormaster uses to 
“set up” the dancers, and typically followed by a “round dance.”

In earlier times, the music played for the setup was a Crucian merengue,95 but as of the late 1970s and 
up until the time of this writing, a Sixth Figure is used.

The purpose of the setup is to get the dancers organized, to ensure that there are an even number of 
couples, and to ascertain that each person knows who their “contrary partner” will be.

The floormaster begins the setup by requesting a Sixth Figure from the band leader. As the music starts 
up, the floormaster calls “Right promenade.” This is the signal for all couples who want to participate in 
the quadrille set to walk/dance around the floor in a circle or oval. Once the floormaster feels that a 
sufficient number of couples have joined the promenade, he will typically wait until a couple skilled in 
dancing has reached a strategic location (explained below), and then he will command, “Dress right 
back in a line and balancez.” The couples stop moving around the floor, and approximately one half of 
the couples move to one side of the dance floor, and the rest move to the opposite side.

At this point, the lady and gentleman of each couple are facing each other and dancing in place 
(balancez). The floormaster then calls “Ladies hands across,” and each lady leaves her partner and 
dances to the middle of the floor where she joins hands with the lady from the couple on the opposite 
side. 

This maneuver alerts each couple as to who their contrary partners will be for the duration of the set. 
This is essential knowledge, since the commands for the various figures will require dancers to perform 
a number of steps with their contrary partners, for example, when responding to the command, “Ladies 
change away.”

While the ladies are paired up holding hands, the floormaster gets on the floor with the dancers and 
begins to count off the couples, making certain that there are an even number of couples. Should the 
floormaster discover an odd number of couples, he will request that additional couples come from the 
audience to fill in the gap.

At the point mentioned earlier — when the floormaster calls “Dress right back in a line” — a couple that 
the floormaster knows is skilled enough to be “head couple” will be in a location that will be the lead 
position over the course of the set. That way, when the floormaster issues commands, he is confident 
that the head couple will be capable of setting an example for others. 

The floormaster also uses the head couple as a sort of marker for commands which involve repeated 
changing of partners. For example, when a particular command requires all gentlemen dancers to 
repeatedly change partners as they make their way along a circle or down a line, the floormaster knows 
that when the head couple is reunited, the rotation of partners is complete.

95. Described below in “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation”.
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Arrangement of dancers
Any even number of couples can participate in a set depending on the size of the crowd and the time 
allotted for the dance. For a quadrille dance that is open to the public, the dancers typically arrange 
themselves in two straight lines down the sides of the hall, couples in both lines. (For performances by 
practiced troupes, a quadrille is danced in squares.)

Once the setup is complete, the set proper ensues with a First Figure, Second Figure, Third Figure, 
Fourth Figure, Maharp, and Sixth Figure. There is no longer a Fifth Figure, which most informants said 
gradually became unpopular with dancers because it required more elaborate steps and a bit of 
individual showing-off.

The First Figure is the shortest figure and has the same time signature (4/4) and tempo (xx beat per 
minute) as the Third Figure. For that reason, some players will use the same songs for the First and 
Third Figure. Other, more traditional players, will only use songs with fewer lyrics for the First Figure 
(although the lyrics are not sung).

The Second and Fourth Figures are the same time signature (2/4) and tempo (xx beat per minute) as one 
another, and the music played for these figures is sometimes referred to as jig music. Songs used for the 
Second Figure are often used for the Fourth Figure (and vice versa). 

The Fourth Figure is almost always followed by a piece of music called the maharp, for which the 
dancers form a large oval, with an outside ring of ladies and an inside ring of gentlemen. At the 
beginning of each verse, on the command, “Gentlemen, right contrary,” each man dances forward to the 
next lady in line. For a dancer, the maharp’s allure derives from the fact that it allows each dancer to 
have a “spin” with every other dancer of the opposite sex. For an observer, the charm is in beholding the 
unique flair with which each dancer greets his or her new partner.

The Sixth Figure has its own unique musical characteristics; its time signature is xx, and its tempo 
typically xx. (Sixth Figures are also often played outside of the quadrille setting.)

Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation
Up until the 1940s or 1950s, a Crucian merengue (also called a quadrille merengue) was used for the 
quadrille setup, but has been replaced by a Sixth Figure. In those earlier times, the Crucian merengue 
also followed a set.

Crucian merengues are not to be confused with the many latin-flavored merengues typically imported 
from the Dominican Republic.96 Crucian merengues are a slower tempo (xx) and different rhythm than 
the Dominican or Puerto Rican merengues that are also popular dance tunes.

In a formal venue, when a group such as the costumed and trained St. Croix Heritage Dancers perform, 
a flotation merengue is used to end a set. This dance involves the gentlemen repeatedly changing 
partners on the floormaster command, “Balance your contrary partner to the right, gentlemen,” until 
each gentleman has danced once with each lady. 

96. Merengues from the Dominican Republic became popular in St. Croix during the 1940s and 1950s. Sylvester “Blinky” 
McIntosh learned to play many of them on his also by playing 78rpm records at 45rpm to slow them down so he could 
decipher the melodies. Sylvester mastered these merengues so well that he went to Fajardo, Puerto Rico for a while to play 
with a band that played Dominican merengues.
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After the set
Today, the last figure of the set is typically followed by a round dance that provides an opportunity for 
dancing to those who don’t know how to dance the quadrille, as well as to those who prefer not to dance 
for as long as a set lasts. A round dance has no floormaster commands and can be almost any type of 
music. Some of the options are Dominican merengue, waltz, mazurka, polka-mazurka, two-step, seven-
step, schottische, jig, and even a Crucian merengue, the more traditional sequel to a set.

Modern roles and attitudes
As the quadrille evolved, with attendees paying to enter the dance hall, dancers came to feel entitled to 
dance not by virtue of having been properly trained in quadrille, but because they had paid for the right 
to enter the hall. Consequently, the floormaster could no longer dictate who was allowed to participate 
based on expertise, and the authority of the floormaster waned. 

As a greater number of less skilled dancers felt entitled to give the dance a try, the more complex 
quadrille commands often resulted in some degree of chaos on the dance floor. Eventually, the 
floormasters were forced to eliminate the commands for the more elaborate maneuvers of the older 
quadrilles, and call only the commands for the more basic and easily learned steps. Accordingly, as the 
Crucian quadrille has increased in popularity, it has also declined in sophistication. Thus many of the 
graceful movements and intricate patterns of the old quadrilles are seen only in performances of groups 
such as the St. Croix Heritage Dancers.

Quadrilles today
At the time these recordings were made in the late 1970s and early 1980s, there was a quadrille dance — 
open to the public — almost every weekend in Frederiksted at St. Gerard’s Hall. 

Today, some 40 years later, public quadrille dances may not be held as often as they were, but they 
remain quite popular and are still major social events, much beloved not only by those who dance, but 
also by the many who come to watch and socialize. 

On holidays, the St. Croix Heritage Dancers always perform to a large audience; most of the time, the 
performance is followed by a few sets open to anyone who wishes to participate.

At other times during the year, some person or organization rents the Hall, hires one of the few 
remaining quelbé bands and a floormaster, provides food and drinks for sale, and charges admission. 
The dancers range in age from teenagers to the elderly, and numerous spectators attend.

Conclusion
Most of the recordings in this archive are valuable relics of the past. However, at the time these 
recordings were made, several Crucian bandleaders and musicians – the most notable featured in this 
collection – were actively pursuing and practicing the quelbé and quadrille repertoire. 

As a result, Crucian songs of the late 1800s and early 1900s are today performed live at most traditional 
events. During the Christmas Festival, at the annual Agricultural Fair, or even at a quadrille dance 
sponsored by an aspiring political candidate, a quelbé band will perform tunes recalling incidents that 
occurred more than one hundred years earlier – a spat between neighbors, some stolen chicken wings, a 
late-night sexual tryst – events seemingly unremarkable except for the fact that they have achieved 
immortality in song.

Mary Jane Soule & Margot Leith
May, 2014
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Guidebook Conventions for 
Representing VI English
Numbering of the recordings

The recordings in this archive are numbered T001, T002, and so on, each number corresponding to an 
original field recording. These tape numbers are retained for backward compatibility and to provide 
correlation between the guidebook text and the archived sound recordings.

The number of each entry in this Guidebook matches the number of the corresponding digital recording. 
Each original field recording was divided up into cuts in order to separate one topic, or one piece of 
music, from another. Therefore, each individual sound recording — as well as its corresponding 
representation in this guidebook — is identified by both the original tape number plus the cut number. 
For example, the recording named T047-02 corresponds to the Guidebook entry named T047-02; both 
numbers indicating that the material is cut 2 from field recording number 47. 

Guidebook text
This guidebook presents textual information about each recording in this archive using either a verbatim 
transcription, a summary of the recording content, or a combination of the two:

• Verbatim transcriptions are indicated by quotation marks:

MCINTOSH: “And a next one she sing is about a woman kill she husband.”

• Summaries of recording content is presented in plain roman text. Verbatim transcriptions that occur 
in summaries are set off by quotation marks:

Maude Andreas describes how to protect oneself from jumbies. “These are old-time jokes!” 

• In both transcriptions and summaries, the names of songs, stories, games, or plays are in bold italic:

Ethel McIntosh sings Bongo Tuffy Sarah.
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Virgin Islands English
The verbatim transcriptions attempt to represent “Virgin Islands English (VIE).”97

VIE has many varieties, partially determined by the speaker's age, education, exposure to Standard 
American English (SAE), and which island — or which area of the island — the speaker is from. 
However, the most prevalent factor influencing VIE is the automatic adjustment of speech that most 
Virgin Islanders make in response to the ethnicity and/or background of the person they are addressing.98

Nonetheless, the range of VIE variations in these recordings is quite circumscribed, because Soule 
limited the types of people she recorded in order to focus on specific traditions.99

The voices preserved in the recordings can be roughly grouped into four speech varieties:

• SAE with a Virgin Islands “lilt.” This variety of speech is evident in the recordings of natives who 
were college- or university-educated, or who had spent considerable time in the continental U.S.

• Speech attuned to non-native ears. Those persons Soule recorded on her own (without a native co-
interviewer) who adapted their speech to non-native ears, and used more SAE conventions than they 
would have if they had been addressing another native.

• Virgin Islands English (VIE). For many interviews, Soule was assisted by a native Crucian. In the 
resulting recordings, the interviewee usually spoke directly to my co-interviewer in VIE.

• Virgin Islands English Creole. When a person sang a traditional song or recited a “speech” from a 
masquerade jig, the rendition of the song or recitation was far less influenced by SAE. If the song or 
recitation originated in the late 1800s or early 1900s, it often preserved some of the older Virgin 
Islands English Creole.

Possession
VIE speakers use several forms to indicate possession. For example, the word “for” between two nouns 
(or noun phrases) indicates possession of the first noun by the second noun. A VIE speaker might say 
“boss for you” rather than “your boss;” or “the boy for the driver” rather than “the driver’s boy.” (the 
driver’s son)

Another way VIE speakers may indicate possession is by the use of a pronoun preceding the name of the 
item possessed. For example, “he dog” rather than “his dog;” or “they boat” rather than “their boat.” 

Plurals
Often a VIE speaker may indicate the plural using the SAE singular noun. For example, “He buy two 
chicken” rather than “He buy two chickens.” (He bought two chickens.) Another way a VIE speaker may 
indicate the plural is by inserting the word “them” (pronounced DEM) after a noun, as in “horse DEM” 
rather than “horses.”

97. “most native born Virgin Islanders have come to speak what might be best termed Virgin Islands English ... a 
characteristically local form of speech that retains some connection with its Creole past but has at the same time lost 
its ... coherency as a distinctly Creole system.” Arnold R. Highfield, “Toward a Language History of the Virgin Islands,” 
in Time Longa’ Dan Twine, 400.

98.  This phenomenon is known as code-switching, the practice of changing one's speech to match the situation. 
99.  There are some groups of Virgin Islanders Soule did very little work with, most notably those of Hispanic descent (a large 

portion of the population of St. Croix), the French of St. Thomas, those who immigrated from other Caribbean islands after 
1930, and white natives.
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Forms used to intensify
Often VIE speakers insert the intensive pronoun “self” into a sentence involving a person or animal. For 
example, “She ain’t say morning self.” (She didn’t even say “good morning.”)

Repetition of a word is also a common intensifying device in VIE. For example, “I rather go go walk 
about” or “He there there.” In verbatim transcriptions, such repetitions are represented in italics to 
indicate that the repetition is what the speaker actually said, and not a typo.

VIE speakers sometimes intensify possession by the addition of the word “own” after a pronoun or 
possessive pronoun. For example, a VIE speaker might say “he own” (his), or “mines own” (mine). 

Another way VIE speakers intensify or add certainty to a statement is by the use of the word kah. For 
example, “Me kah older than you.” (I certainly am older than you.)

The use of “to” or “to the” to indicate location or arrival
A VIE speaker might say “It had a jumbie to mammee tree.” (There was a jumbie near the mammee tree.) 
Or “When she reach to Bethlehem, she sit down.” (When she arrived at Estate Bethlehem, she sat down.)

Spelling and other conventions in the transcriptions
For most words Soule transcribed, she used Standard American English (SAE) spellings. For readability, 
SAE spellings are also used for VIE words that are pronounced similarly to their SAE equivalents. For 
example:

• Words that have a th sound in SAE. 

In VIE, a soft th is usually pronounced as a t; and a hard th, as a d. For example, a VIE 
speaker would say TINK rather than think and DEM rather than them, but the 
transcriptions use think and them.

• Words that end in a t sound in SAE. 

In VIE, the t is often dropped from the end of a word. For example, a VIE speaker may 
say LEF, LEH, or IH, but the transcriptions use left, let, and it.

• Words that end in an er sound in SAE. 

In VIE, er at the end of a word is often pronounced as A or AH. For example, a VIE 
may say WAH TUH, but the transcriptions use water.

Representation of VIE words
Words that Soule considers uniquely native are spelled phonetically and italicized, as indicated here:

GORDON: That's a woman all time ah meddle with people. So ee got ee belly now, ee no know ah 
who father. ee call Tom, Dick, and Harry name.

Examples: 

• ah can indicate SAE I, an, at, in, on to, towards, of:

• ah come

• We ah go quadrille”

• A rattan ah rass
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• Come let all we go ah town

• Carry the man ah court

• Oh a handsome girl like ah you

• The judge ah read the sentence out

• So then when he would ah broke piece and give the dog, now then he would ah all right!

• Them ah peep on me coconut KLAH REE.

• ee can imply SAE he, his, she, her, hers, it,” its, they, their. For example, “ee got ee husband, but ee 
got this one too.” (She has a husband, but she has another man, too.)

• gon can indicate SAE going or going to. For example, “Me father gon make he look small.” (My 
father is going to make him look small.)

• wuh can indicate SAE that, that is, that was, what, what is, what were, who, who is, who are.

Words or phrases not understood
When Soule could not understand what someone said, she created a transcription in small caps, using the 
phonetic conventions that appear at the bottom of the page:

WILLIAM FOLKES: “The pant were SKAHL KUHM.”

On the other hand, if Soule could not even understand something enough to attempt a phonetic 
transcription, she inserted blanks:

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: I used to __________________ the carousel. I had like that.

Editorial comments and asides
Editorial comments and asides are presented as [Italic text in square brackets].

CHARLES HAYNES: “He ain’t there home because he dead.” [He. laughs.].

Omitted content
If some content of a recording didn’t feel particularly relevant to the goals of this project, the content was 
left in the recording, but represented in the Guidebook using ellipses: 

Margaret Parris describes her house and how she came by it . . . She tells the story of 
the 1916 labor strike.

Implied letters or words
Implied letters or word are shown in {curly brackets}:

MOORE: “{The first pipe I learn on} was a piece about so long, from here to there.”
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3
The Recordings
T001 St. Thomas Christmas Morning I - Dec 25, 1978 (STT)

Date December 25, 1978

Location St. Thomas. Three private homes and Emancipation Park.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances: Two caroling groups travel around the island to several homes that are expecting them: 
one is led by Earl Finch, another by his son, Vernon Finch. Also visiting the same homes is a scratch 
band of older gentlemen playing from the back of a truck. Eventually, both groups go to Emancipation 
Park, a focal point of the town of Charlotte Amalie, where they are joined by a third caroling group, led 
by a man named Kwabena.

December 25, 1978: On this evening, a group of about 12 carolers, under the direction of Earl Finch, 
gathered at a house in Hospital Ground; ages were approximately 40s and 50s. Around 2:45 AM, all the 
carolers piled into various automobiles and drove to two homes, both of which were expecting them and 
had food and drink waiting. The first home was in Contant; the second on a hill above Havensight. 
Shortly after the group arrived at each of these homes, a scratch band of old men on the back of a pickup 
truck also arrived and played. At the second home, a second caroling group (ages approximately late 20s 
and 30s) led by Earl Finch’s son, Vernon, also came and performed.

At about 6:00 AM, both caroling groups went to Emancipation Park to meet a third group (mostly in their 
20s, maybe some in their teens) led by Kwabena, a St. Thomian, sometimes calypsonian. By the time we 
all got there, it was dawn and spirits were high. A singing contest ensued on the gazebo.

T001-01 1. Earl Finch caroling group visits at a house in Contant around 3:00 AM.

• Earl Finch caroling group sings outside a house they have are visiting in Contant, St. Thomas, and 
then again as they enter. They sing (1) Arise and Open the Door. [There is a a dog barking.] Then 
they (2) We Wish You a Merry Christmas which segues into (3) Bring Out the Guavaberry (“We 
won't go until we get some . . . .”) (4) Hark, the Herald Angels Sing, (5) O Come All Ye 
Faithful, (6) Praise Ye the Lord of the Harvest100 . . .  
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• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house in Contant, sings The Tidings and then segues to Bring 
Out the Guavaberry.

• Earl Finch caroling group visiting a house in Contant, sings Ring It Out. [The carolers partake of 
food and drink that had been prepared in advance for them. A scratch band of old menu arrives 
on the back of a pickup truck and plays for a while.]

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house in Contant, sings The Tidings; this is after the scratch 
band finishes playing.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house in Contant, sings The First Noel.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house in Contant, sings Silent Night.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house in Contant, sings “While shepherds watched their flocks”

• Earl Finch caroling group sings as they leave a house they have visited in Contant, St. Thomas; 
they sing The Tidings and then segue into Marching On. After this, they get back to the cars and 
drive on to another house.

T001-02 2. Earl Finch caroling group visits at a house on a hill above Havensight.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house on a hill above Havensight; they sing Arise and Open the 
Door.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house on a hill above Havensight. Inside the house, they sing 
Praise Him . . . “the Lord of the Harvest.”

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house on a hill above Havensight. Inside the house, they sing 
Joy to the World.

• Earl Finch caroling group visits a house on a hill above Havensight, sings inside the house The 
Tidings. After singing, the carolers eat and drink from a buffet laid out in advance for them. Then 
the scratch band arrives again and plays. Next the Vernon Finch caroling group, which was 
generally younger than Earl's group, arrives at the same house.

T001-03 3. A friendly singing contest ensues between the two caroling groups at a house on a hill above 
Havensight. First the Vernon Finch group sings.

• Vernon Finch caroling group sings Oh Come All Ye Faithful.

• Vernon Finch caroling group sings Oh Holy Night.

• Vernon Finch caroling group sings Go Tell It On The Mountain.

T001-04 4. Next, the Earl Finch caroling group responds.

• Earl Finch caroling group sings The First Noel.

• Earl Finch caroling group sings Our Father.

• Earl Finch caroling group sings Praise Him.

100. May be a Methodist anthem, or a sacred song.
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• Earl Finch caroling group sings The Tidings, this segues to We Wish You a Merry Christmas, 
which in turn segues to Bring Out the Guavaberry.

T002 St. Thomas Christmas Morning II - Dec 25, 1978 (STT)
Date December 25, 1978

Location St. Thomas. Three private homes and Emancipation Park.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances See T001.

T002-01 1. Vernon Finch group arrives at a house in Havensight where the Earl Finch group is already partying. 
They sing We Wish You a Merry Christmas. [Dissolves to the scratch band.] Then the band 
performs Good Morning. [There are several tape stops and starts.]

T002-02 2. A scratch band of old men arrives on the back of a pickup truck at the first house the Vernon Finch 
carolers were at and plays for a while: Queen Mary, City Sidewalks, or Silver Bells; Ram Goat; and 
another unidentified tune.

T002-03 3. Caroling groups in Emancipation Park, 6:30 AM Christmas morning.

• The Kwabena caroling group sings Hallelujah.

• The Earl and Vernon Finch groups join forces and sing together: Go Tell It On The Mountain, 
Our Father, Oh Come All Ye Faithful, Praise Him, The Tidings, and Marching On. [With 
stamping off the stage of the gazebo and lots of mic thumps.]

• A fourth caroling group arrives and sings Marching On.

T002-04 4. The Kwabena caroling group performs the following songs:

• The Virgin Mary Had a Baby Boy.

• Feliz Navidad.

• Hallelujah — Praise Be the Lord [as they go offstage].

• Spontaneous stuff.

• Row Row Row Your Boat.

T003 LP: Blinky and the Roadmasters - Jan 4 or 5, 1979 (STX)
Rounder Records CD 5047, 1990

Technical Stereo

T003-01 1. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Ay Ay Ay
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T003-02 2. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Cigar Win the Race

T003-03 3. Blinky and the Roadmasters: LaBega’s Carousel

T003-04 4. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Papacito

T003-05 5. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Father Malloy

T003-06 6. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Quadrille Figure Six

T003-07 7. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Caroline

T003-08 8. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Pussy Whiskers

T003-09 9. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Matty Gru

T003-10 10. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Wenchman

T003-11 11. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Flotation Merengue

T003-12 12. Blinky and the Roadmasters: Queen Mary

T004 LP: Joseph Parris Hot Shots, Volume I - circa 1970 (STX)
Date LP originally recorded around 1970, copied by Soule in 1980. 

Artists Joseph Parris Hot Shots from St. Croix.

Notes A floormaster gives quadrille commands on all cuts except the last two. The names of 
the songs are listed below as they were listed on the LP.

Technical Mono. This album was recorded (using one microphone) in St. Croix under the gallery 
of the home of Leonard Rogers, a friend of Milton Payne. The album was mastered in 
Puerto Rico. 

Archivist note This was originally labelled REC09.

Musicians

Sylvester McIntosh Sax, Vocal
Joseph Parris Guitar
Nathaniel Moore Banjo
Alexander Williams Squash
Benjamin Moore Pipe
Agard Marshall Steel
Milton Payne Conga and quadrille calling

T004-01 1 Po Me Ballantine
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T004-02 2 “Figure No. 1” — Sammy Francis played as a First Figure.

T004-03 3 “Figure No. 2” — Yankee Doodle played as a Second Figure.

T004-04 4 “Figure No. 3” — This is Alphonso Joseph Third Figure. [The caller skips the second part of right-
into-right — where the caller gives the command “Left tournez, and the dancers reverse their 
moves.]

T004-05 5 “Figure No. 4” — Swanee River and Lovely Lily of the Valley played as Fourth Figure.

T004-06 6 “The maharp” — Maharp played in place of Fifth Figure. [Recording has brief glitch about 3 
minutes in from top.]

T004-07 7 “Figure No. 6” — Liza Williams played as a Sixth Figure.

T004-08 8 “Figure No. 7” — Cassie Dayton, a Crucian merengue.101

T004-09 9 Waltz — [This was on the record, but not indicated on album cover.]

T004-10 10 Pussy Whiskers.

T005 LP: Joseph Parris Hot Shots, Volume II - circa 1970 (STX)
Date LP originally recorded around 1970, copied by Soule in 1980.

Artists Joseph Parris Hot Shots from St. Croix.

Notes Cuts 1 through 6 have quadrille floormaster giving commands. Cuts 7 through 12 have 
Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh singing. The names of the songs are listed below as they 
were listed on the LP.

Technical Mono. This album was recorded in George Seaman’s shop in St. Croix. Mastered in 
Puerto Rico.

Musicians See “T004 LP: Joseph Parris Hot Shots, Volume I - circa 1970 (STX)”.

Archiving note This was originally labelled REC10.

T005-01 1. Fire Down De.102

T005-02 2. “Figure No. 1” — This is Alphonso Joseph First Figure. Sylvester McIntosh recalls (2014) that he 
learned this tune from Joe Parris.

T005-03 3. “Figure No. 2” — Jingle Bell (sic) is played as a First Figure.

101. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
102. Sonny Rawlins recorded this tune as St. Thomas in 1956, 
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T005-04 4. “Figure No. 3” — Blind Duck is played as a Second Figure.

T005-05 5. “Figure No. 4” — Bulldog is played as a Third Figure.

T005-06 6. Alec Benjamin — Played as a Sixth Figure. Spelled “Alec. Benjamin” on album.

T005-07 7. Caroline with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T005-08 8. Bake the Johnny Cake with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T005-09 9. Everybody Going to Town with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T005-10 10. Me Dundo A Lov Yo with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T005-11 11. Guava Berry with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T005-12 12 La Bega Carousel with Sylvester McIntosh vocal.

T006 LP: Joseph Parris Hot Shots, Volume III - circa 1970 (STX)
Date LP originally recorded around 1970, copied to tape by Soule in 1980.

Artists Joseph Parris Hot Shots from St. Croix.

Notes The album cover says “Dedicated to the Preservation of our Culture.” The names of the 
songs are listed below as they were listed on the LP. 

Technical Mono. This album was recorded in George Seaman’s shop in St. Croix. Mastered in 
Puerto Rico.

Musicians See “T004 LP: Joseph Parris Hot Shots, Volume I - circa 1970 (STX)”.

Archivist note This was originally labeled REC11.

T006-01 1 Sid Down Duncan. [3:00]

T006-03 2 Jane Jane Jane. [3:15]

T006-03 3 Archie, Buck Me Up, composed by Prince Galloway. [2:45]

T006-04 4 You Tink I Forget, composed by Eldred “Edgie” Christian. [2:45]

T006-05 5 Cigar Win De Race. [3:15]

T006-06 6 Fishes, composed by Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh. [3:20]
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T006-07 7 Mother Africa, composed or performed by Lloyd Thomas. [2:15]

T006-08 8 Por Me Dasit. [3:15]

T006-09 9 Seally Bell. Instrumental. [3:15]

T006-10 10 My Wife . . . “so sweet.” [2:40]

T007 Old Year's Party I - Jan 1, 1979 (STT)
Date January 1, 1979.

Location/Event St. Thomas, Old Year's Party at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians Pete and the Ambassadors; Richard and the Mountain Kings.

Circumstances: Old Year's Party at Krigger's Flower Garden (a small, semi-outdoor nightclub in St. 
Thomas, on the hill above Charlotte Amalie); Mungo Niles (organizer and M.C.) 300 to 400 people 
attended and there was much dancing and drinking; it was a joyful celebration. There was a $5.00 
admission fee and free ham sandwiches and coffee. Chicken legs and drinks were also for sale. This is 
not a high-quality recording, recorded off the public address system.

T007-01 1. Party ambiance, Ivan “Sweet Pete” Petersen at microphone briefly. 

T007-02 2. Pete and the Ambassadors play Yo No Puedo103 or Yo No Quiero with flute and sax. 

T007-03 3. Richard and the Mountain Kings play a Schottische. [Late tape start.] 

T007-04 4. Richard and the Mountain Kings play Alphonso Joseph Second Figure. [This is the same tune as 
cuts T011-02 and T011-10. It is Alphonso Joseph Second Figure on T090-02.]

T007-05 5. Richard and the Mountain Kings play a waltz — Put Your Little Foot. [Recording has clunks.] 

T007-06 6. Richard and the Mountain Kings play Dixie. Polka-like. 

T007-07 7. Richard and the Mountain Kings play a latin tune.

8. Richard and the Mountain Kings play Jammin.’ This is a calypso composed by the calypsonian Lord 
Shortshirt. 

103. Can't Help It (Yo No Puedo Vivir Sin Su Amor) composed by Nico Loa.
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T008 Old Year's Party II - Jan 1, 1979 (STT)
Date January 1, 1979. 

Location/Event St. Thomas, Old Year's Party at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians Pete and the Ambassadors; Richard and the Mountain Kings.

T008-01 1. Pete and the Ambassadors perform Matty Gru. [The recording ends before the song.] 

T008-02 2. Pete and the Ambassadors perform a waltz melody, then go right into New Year Comin,' with Pete 
vocal. Followed by announcement by Pete about members of the band. 

T008-03 3. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform a popular calypso named Screw Up Baby [only a fragment 
was recorded]; then they play another unidentified calypso. 

T008-04 4. Richard and the Mountain Kings play My Blue Heaven. 

T008-05 5. Richard and the Mountain Kings play How You Could Make Money So. This tune is sometimes 
called How You Could Do He So. 

T008-06 6. Richard and the Mountain Kings play an unidentified waltz. 

T008-07 7. Richard and the Mountain Kings play a tune that sounds like If I Had the Wings of an Angel;104 
then becomes a medley, last song is Quantos Los Lloras. 

T008-08 8. Richard and the Mountain Kings play an unidentified song. [This song was identified as Aye Aye 
Aye by Ms. Andreas: T160-06 and T160-07.]

T009 Old Year's Party III - Jan 1, 1979 (STT)
Date January 1, 1979

Location/Event St. Thomas, Old Year's Party at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical notes Stereo

Musicians Richard and the Mountain Kings.

T009-01 1. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform a contemporary calypso with brass. 

T009-02 2. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform Hello Africa. 

104. If I Had the Wings of an Angel a.k.a. The Prisoner’s Song. For some lyrics and the song’s origin, see T129-06.
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T009-03 3. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform Burma Road followed by a speech by Mungo Niles about 
how the time is now ‘broad morning;’ he lists the dances they've been doing, some mention of things 
to come. 

T009-04 4. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform All I Want I Get It. 

T009-05 5. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform a medley: an unidentified song, then Shang Shang, Auld 
Lang Syne, Good Morning . . . Guavaberry. [The tape runs out.] 

T009-06 6. Richard and the Mountain Kings perform Come Go Home; this merges right into There's No Place 
Like Home, goes right into Auld Lang Syne [Tape runs out]. 

T010 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party I - July 23, 1979 (STT)
Date July 23, 1979. 

Location/Event St. Thomas, “Tea Party” at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Note Same event continues on T011 and T012

Technical notes Stereo

T010-01 1. A group of senior citizens play El Sueno from Jeppesen LP, T123-07. Mungo Niles later said this 
was “a dance song that originated in the Dominican Republic.”

T010-02 2. A group of senior citizens plays an unidentified tune. Someone later identified it as “Lad Richards 
and the Colony Five;” “a rumba.” The tempo is fast; 2/4 or 4/4 time.

T010-03 3. A group of senior citizens plays At Last My Love Has Come Along. A slow tune in 4/4 time.

T010-04 4. A group of senior citizens plays a Jig. Same as T038-09.

T010-05 5. A group of senior citizens plays a seven-step. [Called “a schottische” by Bushner Harley & Cecil 
George.]

T010-06 6. Cold Goose Gang plays Cassie Dayton. “A quelbé” per Mungo Niles. Lyrics include: “What you 
doing down there? Skinner bring me down here!” 

T010-07 7. Cold Goose Gang plays a two-step: Plant a Piece of Pumpkin. [Elsewhere, this tune is called Plant 
a Piece of Plant Cane.]

T010-08 8. Cold Goose Gang plays a Fourth Figure.” [A jig]
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T010-09 9. Cold Goose Gang plays Juancito Trucupey, a Dominican Republic merengue, composed by L. 
Kalaff. [Tape runs out and restarts; there are also clicks at head of cut.] 

T011 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party II - July 23, 1979 (STT)
Date July 23, 1979. 

Location/Event St. Thomas, “Tea Party” at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Note Same event covered on T010 and T012

Technical Cuts 1-6 are stereo; Cuts 7-10 are mono

Musicians were St. Thomas Senior Citizens' Band (the Cold Goose Gang):

Mungo Niles
Samuel King
Percival Nurse (sax)
Maxwell Maduro
Alfred Victoria
Lambert George
Bushner Harley
Herbert Christian
Jean Ray

Circumstances: “Tea Party” at Krigger's Flower Garden, St. Thomas. Music performed included quelbé, 
quadrille figures, merengue, jig, two-step, standards, schottische, maharp.

Krigger's is a small, open-air nightclub on the hill above Charlotte Amalie; this was the evening of 
“Hurricane Supplication Day.” About 350 people attended. There was lots of dancing; native food and 
bush teas were sold; there was also a cash bar. Soule had asked Sam King of “The Senior Citizens in 
Action” group to set up an event at which we could record the Cold Goose Gang playing traditional 
music. This “Tea Party” was the result. Mr. King is originally from the States and this event was half-
way between a tea meeting and a dance: there was some reading of poetry, and a few solos which were 
not recorded. The event was seen as a huge success, and a three-page article appeared in the St. Thomas 
Daily News about a month later.

T011-01 1. Cold Goose Gang plays a schottische. 

T011-02 2. Cold Goose Gang plays a Second Figure of quadrille. Percival Nurse on sax. [This is the same tune 
as cut T011-10. It is Alphonso Joseph Second Figure on T090-02.]

T011-03 3. Cold Goose Gang plays a quelbé. Darlin Let Me Roll Your Garter . . . “just one inch above your 
knee, and if my hand should slip higher, don't blame me.” Slow 4/4 time. 1/4 note = 66. 

T011-04 4. Cold Goose Gang plays Nobody's Business and Sam Polo. They actually sing both songs at the 
same time at one point. [Beginning of vocal is off mic.] 
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T011-05 5. Cold Goose Gang plays Don't Let Me Mommy Know. A quelbé . . . “I'm gonna bring this thing for 
you.” Song becomes Sardine Pan towards the end. 

T011-06 6. Cold Goose Gang plays Roll Isabella Roll. [Many instruments including drums and sax drop out 
after a while.]

T011-07 7. Cold Goose Gang plays Bull Passin in Tortola. Mono.

T011-08 8. Cold Goose Gang plays a Second Figure of quadrille. Rendition is very short. Mono; has big clunk 
in middle.

T011-09 9. Cold Goose Gang plays Garty Ballantine. Soule was also later told that this tune could be used as a 
First Figure of quadrille. 4/4 time; medium tempo; 1/4 note = 104. Mono; sax disappears for a 
while.

T011-10 10. Cold Goose Gang plays a Second Figure of quadrille. This is Alphonso Joseph Second Figure, 
T090-02. Mono. This is the same tune as cut T011-02. Mungo Niles later told Soule that this tune 
“T154 LP: Ten Sleepless Knights, “Pumpin’” (STX)”.

T012 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party III - July 23, 1979 (STT)
Date July 23, 1979. 

Location/Event St. Thomas, “Tea Party” at Krigger's Flower Garden, a nightclub.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Note Same event covered on T011 and T012

Technical Stereo

Musicians See “T011 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party II - July 23, 1979 (STT)”.

Circumstances See “T011 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party II - July 23, 1979 (STT)”.

T012-01 1. Cold Goose Gang plays the maharp. 

T012-02 2. Mungo Niles giving instructions on how to dance the maharp. 

T012-03 3. Cold Goose Gang plays the maharp. 

T012-04 4. Cold Goose Gang plays All I Want I Get It. 

T012-05 5. Cold Goose Gang plays a quelbé with Percival Nurse on sax. [There are electronic buzzes and big 
level change; Mungo could not supply the name of this tune when asked later.] 

T012-06 6. Cold Goose Gang plays a waltz medley. It includes Smile A While, Love Me Tender, Tammy [with 
someone singing off mic], After the Dance is Over, and Take Me Out to the Ball Game. 
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T012-07 7. Cold Goose Gang plays Pussy Whiskers. 

T012-08 8. Drum solo by Cecil George as party breaks up. 

T013 LP: Tony and the Rocks (STT)
Name of LP: A Treasure Chest of Virgin Islands Tunes. Musicians: Tony and the Rocks, all from St. 
Thomas. Copied from the album cover: “Recorded by Antonio J. Benvenutti.”

Technical Mono

Archivist note This was originally labeled REC07.

T013-01 1. Giv'er the Number One, with Lord Blake vocal.

T013-02 2. Bom Bom Bom or American Flag Flying In Germany, with Lord Blake and Claudette vocal.

T013-03 3. [Album cover says this is Brown Girl in the Ring, but it doesn’t sound anything like Brown Girl.]

T013-04 4. Queen Mary, with Lord Blake and Claudette vocal.

T013-05 5. Virgin Islands Mazulca (sic).

T013-06 6. Tina or Moonlight Shining Bright Tonight with Lord Blake vocal.

T013-07 7. Musician Want Something to Drink — spelled on album: I Want Something to Drink.

T013-08 8. Turn Around Girl with Lord Blake vocal.

T013-09 9. Any Man. [?Matty Gru?]

T013-10 10. Aida with Lord Blake vocal.

T013-11 11. Pom Pom in the Air.

T013-12 12. Melda with Lord Blake vocal.

T014 William Henry “Drattie” Drake I - April 3, 1979 (STX)
Date April 3, 1979, around noon

Location St. Croix home of William Henry Drake

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson

Technical Mono
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Circumstances: Sunny day. Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson visited William Henry Drake's small 
house in William's Delight, St. Croix. Drake was seated at a table with Soule and Watson. His wife and 
grandchildren were present. Drake is an invalid, has diabetes, quite sick and weak. His wife got him out 
of bed to talk with us. He seemed delighted and inspired by Watson's bringing back memories. Was 
rather confused and withdrawn when we arrived, but gradually became more alert as time went on. 
Watson and Drake both came from Northside105 of St. Croix and knew a lot of the same people, although 
Drake is much older than she is. At one point during the recording session (T014-15), he plays a biscuit 
(cracker) tin about 12 inches by 12 inches by 6 inches to show us how he used to play a kerosene pan.

T014-01 1. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Now Hear the Woman Singing: 

Now hear that woman singing, when she get up in the morning.
He bounce in the pot.106

Trying stop the man from eating the bunbun.107

Went in the sweetest part of the saucepan, girl.
Jumped into the morning.
And hear the man singing, stop the man from eating the bunbun.

T014-02 2. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings When I Was a Little Boy, I Had No Sense; he called this “jig.”

He say when I was a little boy, I had no sense, playing a guitar for fifty cent.
All the tune that I could play. Babadee108 she gets away.

TEE RAH RAH BOOM DEE IY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM DEE IY.
TEE RAH RAH BOOM DEE IY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM DEE IY.

Say when I was {a little boy I} had no sense, playing guitar for fifty cent.
All that tune that I could play. Babadee she gets away.

Eh heh. Boy.

T014-03 3. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Robert Boines109 —

Say Robert Boines, with he tone in he rass like a ram sheep.110

Knock to he two side leg.111

Robert Boines, Robert Boines, Robert, _____________ Robert Boines.

He say Robert Boines Boines Boines Boines Boines.
Robert. See me Robert Boines.
Robert Boines with the tone in the rass like a ram sheep.
Knock to he two side leg.

105. See Northside in the Glossary.
106. He went to look for food.
107. Fungi that’s stuck to the pot.
108. A bad girl.
109. A ball field in Grove is named for Robert Boines.
110. His testicles are like those of a ram goat.
111. His testicles are so large that they bump into his legs.
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Ahh Hmm. Boy.

T014-04 4. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE recites My Mother Dead a Month or Two:

Say my mother dead a month or two, ee left me all her riches,
A bedstead leg and nothing else, but a old darned DEF ah britches.
He say, sing you sing, and let me hear you sing.
Ratta come in and spoil the whole damn thing!

Drake recites Knife and Fork:

A knife and a fork and a bottle and a cork.
That’s the way to spell New York.

Drake recites Spell Papaya:

He say P U P, PUP IY YIY IY is PUH PIY.

T014-05 5. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Bad Manager:

Say bad manager, no me one112 ah eat you cane.
Say bad manager, no me one ah eat you cane.

I went to town the middle of it. Nobody don’t know.
Everybody crying bout me bad manager.

Singing, Bad manager, no me one, no me want.
Bad manager, no me one ah eat you cane.

Bad manager, no me one, no me want.
Say bad manager, no me one ah eat you cane.

Went to town the middle of it. Nobody don’t know.
Everybody tell me bout my bad manager.

DRAKE: “You know what I quarrel bout? I’s a calypsonian. And I calypsonian the whole world 
before I come sick. When I hear ah start to sing. That’s what throw me down a lot. Because 
sometime I there, I say to myself, these people what I customed to, I don’t see them every day.”

T014-06 6. William Henry Drake sings Mama Hold Baby.

Mama hold baby. You name the granny.
They come down the morning? _____________

[He imitates the kerosene pan.]

You say _______ you call old Hitler.113

He _______ the jackass was there.
He say boys? because _______ the Hitler did it.

112. “no me one” = “I’m not the one”
113. Lloyd Thomas popularized this song, but didn’t compose it. I Went to Berlin on a Donkey (a.k.a The Sauerkraut Calypso) 

was written by Lord Melody (1926 – 26 September 1988). Melody was a popular Trinidadian calypsonian, best known for 
singles.
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And MEE MAH in forty minute.
Mama, DEEZ HOH KIHN BOH KIHN DEE minute.
Man is insulting me down there.
BIHNG BIH DEE BIHNG BIHNG . . . [Imitating the knocking of the kerosene pan.]

T014-07 7. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Payne Dead:

He say then Payne dead, Payne dead, Payne dead, girl.
Payne dead, Payne dead, Payne dead.
He say Payne dead, Payne dead, Payne dead. [Watson joins in.]
Me no kill nobody man but me own man.

He say she down in the market, ee stone dead.
He say down there the market, ee stone dead.
He say run down in the market, ee stone dead.
Mama, me no kill nobody man but me own man.

I wish Grand Session was tomorrow. I wish Grand Session was tomorrow.
He say, I wish Grand Session was tomorrow. 
Me no kill nobody man but me own man. 

IIIIIYYYY. ee too bad. 

“Well I glad to know that we could have singing now and again when you come, you see? And it 
make me feel more wonderful. And then ee maybe a time that I’ll have a little pleasure outside and 
all you want to come. Because I joined that society like everybody else, and they could of come for 
me. I could walk from there and go out there, and get in the thing, wuh ever got coming.”

“Ah. Listen. Let me tell you something. You see me inside there? I lay the whole time. Nothing 
worry me, you know. I got me Bible. I got everything. I just take half and half all the time ‘til I take 
myself from coming back good, you know? Sometime I’s outside there sitting down all the time, me 
ain’t got nobody to talk to, so I don’t talk. Not much people.”

[Watson asks what Albert Holiday used to say when he masqueraded with a book.]

DRAKE [reciting]:

Say P U P, PUHP, IY, IY, IY, is PUP IY. 
M O N G is MAHN JEE.
R A M B is RAM BEE.
And R U M B is rum. 

“I customed to make myself feel happy, man.”

DRAKE: [Responding to the news that Julius “Mebobo” Williams had died recently.] “But me ain’t 
know Bobo been dead. It’s Northside me and Bobo come from.”

Watson asks if they used to make things up for masquerading.

DRAKE: “Ciple used to play, you see?114 And when he play the kerosene pan, he show us how to 
drop the kerosene pan, too, you see. And that’s how the way we learn it. [Drake then imitates the 
kerosene pan.] Then Mama, Hold Baby and all them thing we sing.”

114. See Ciple in “People”.
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Mama Hold Baby, you name the granny
...
On account of a man, 115

________stretch ee hand’ 

“And thing, all like that.”

“You know I partly gone out of tune. Just because I don’t got nobody to say nothing to. Like, say, 
like if I living to in town, you know?”

Watson asks Drake what he remembers about Northside?

DRAKE: “Well, when I were little, I were with Thomas Cornelius. And we used to call he Tata, you 
know? And all them people there is wuh I customed to. They was people that raised me up from a 
little boy, you know, and all like that. Every time we go, we gon go pick mango, we hear somebody 
passing in the mango tree or something like that there. So. At least I will say — I customed to have a 
wonderful time. And it come know today, that I come a little weaken condition. I still no worry 
myself about that. As I tell you, ee ain’t got a thing that frighten me, you know. When I here in the 
outside, come out and I’ll sit down, and I watch up and down, I say ‘Well, if something wuh done 
happen to me already, it can’t happen again. It done happen already.’” 

T014-08 8.  WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Bulltick Open the Door:

He say one . . .  
Bulltick open the door;
Rollin, Rollin, hear what I say.
He one Bulltick for tear down he share.
One Bulltick gon tear up me clothes.

[Drake imitates the pan.]

T014-09 9. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Tantoo Liza:116

Say Tantoo Liza gone, say ee gone, say ee gone.
_____________ Liza bad, say ee bad, Liza bad.
He say, going Boss End,117 I going West End.118

I hear Liza bawling up and down.
_____________ say he bad, bad, bad, bad.
Say girl ee bad, say girl Liza bad.
Say girl Liza bad, bad, bad, bad.
Say Liza bad, Liza, Liza bad.

“Thank you.”

T014-10 10. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Martina Andrew:119

115. For more complete lyrics, see Ethel McIntosh version on T095-12.
116. This song is a man singing about a girlfriend that left him. He goes to Christiansted and Frederiksted to look for her.
117. Christiansted.
118. Frederiksted.
119. For more lyrics and possible interpretation, see T019-07.
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Say Martina Andrew, Martina Andrew.
Martina Andrew, where you _____________.
Ee gone down ah Diamond.120 ee gone _____________.
Gone down ah Diamond with ee _____________?
Martina Andrew, Martina Andrew.
Martina Andrew, _____________.

T014-11 11.  WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings If A We Money No Raise This Year:

If all we money no raise this year, the war will come again.
If all we money no raise this year, the war will run again.
Tantoo no bawl for me, bawl for number three.
If all we money no raise this year, the war will come again.

T014-12 12.  WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings Everybody Going A Town: 

He say, when everybody going ah town, Kooka121 say ee going too.
Everybody going ah town, Kooka say ee going too.

Stand there, Kooka stand there. Stand there ‘til the morning.
Stand there, Kooka stand there. Stand there ‘til the morning.

He say, everybody going ah town, the Kooka say ee going too.
Stand there, Kooka stand there, boy. Stand there ‘til the morning.

[Voices in background.]

DRAKE: “When you hear them there going on with that, they is word they throwing word after one 
another, you know.”

T014-13 13. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings about Boss Alec? or Barselik?:

MAS Alec no had no time in the time in the morning, going go cook.
Master kah come around and knock... 
He say Kooka where you going to?
Kooka where you going for?
BAHN GAH LAHM. BAHM BAHM, Kooka bawling.

DRAKE: ‘I trying to remember some one or two other song. You know I tell you another thing, 
anybody say anything. When you comin' old, it’s a master.122 When you comin' old, you forget 
partly everything . . .  Yeah, Grand John and all of them, they was master singers at that time, you 
see. Gustus Barry, Andrew, and Mary Catherine. That Mary Catherine, she were the boss, you know. 
Yes sir. When you hear she start to sing. . .  But you see, after you there home a long time, you forget 
everything.’

120. Estate Diamond.
121. Kooka = shit.
122. Age takes over.
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T014-14 14.  DRAKE [to Watson]: ‘You say you can’t get a new kerosene pan for me? Well ‘tis one of them I 
want. Then I want I touch ee off, you know. And I touch off the pan.” 

[Drake then imitates the pan.]

‘I wouldn’t tell you no lie. I even dream what-the-man-name the other night, wuh man used to play 
pan. Ciple.123 And he had telling a fellow . . . he say, “\’Listen don’t worry no bout it, that boy there, 
that boy wuh they got there could knock a proper pan.’ Me. Yeah, he telling . . .  in the dream. That 
man [Ciple] been a happy man, lively man, m’son. SAH When you touch off that pan there, you could 
set it, you see? That’s a real pan. You set it just like a guitar or a banjo. Yeah but you got to set it. 
You can’t just take it up and play with that. No, you can’t just take it up and . . . .”

T014-15 15.  Drake’s wife gets him a biscuit tin. She says “Knock the bottom of that, let me hear you.”

WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE knocks a biscuit tin and sings Bad Man'ga:

Bad manager, no me one124 ah eat you cane.
Bad manager, no me one ah eat you cane.

Went to town the middle of it. Nobody don’t know.
Everybody tell me bout me bad manager.

_____________, bad manager, no me one, no me one.
Bad manager, no me one ah eat you cane. 

I can't kookoo at all. Hmm. BAH. 

“I play the kerosene pan, I got one or two fellows with a guitar, one with a banjo. And that is enough 
for me to get the regular music out and out, you see? When I start to shout, there licking the pan.”

Soule asks about Ciple.

DRAKE: “Yeah, he knock a pan, and I sit down, I hear he playing the pan and then I knock the pan 
afterward.”

WATSON: “Used to knock Tantan Jennie.”

Watson starts to sing Tantan Jennie, then Drake takes over:

Tantan Jennie with the paper bag. Martha King with the pair of specs.
Tantan, Tantan, Tantan. Tantan you no care one damn.
Tantan Jennie with the paper bag. 

[Drake imitates knocking the pan.]

“Hold your point.”125

T014-16 16.  DRAKE: “My name is Henry Drake. William Henry Drake. But you know the people much ain’t 
know me with such a name now. So I just the name Henry Drake, you see? Tis Montpellier I grew up 
on, yeah.”

Soule asks about Drake about reading the Sears and Roebuck catalog.

123. See Ciple in “People”
124. “no me one” = I’m not the one
125. Stay there. Don’t move from there.
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DRAKE: “You mas, you see? We call that massin. Everybody got a big book. We get a large catalog 
sometime with a whole heap of line in it. When? you hear we — up Free Gut and the carousel yard. 
Flint carousel yard. That gut in front of where the clinic there now. Yeah, we go there and go play 
every afternoon. We could spin the carousel, the one where we have to spin it, you see? And we spin 
that carousel now, we going round and we start...” 

Drake sings Everybody Going ah Town.

Everybody going ah town, Kooka say ee going too.

DRAKE: “Got old and young could ah go in the carousel. Spin round and round, you know? You 
going and you got different places, _____________. And then where they going go sit down and set 
theyself before they start the carousel. And then the man outside spinning up and down, up and 
down, like that.”

T014-17 17. WILLIAM HENRY DRAKE sings LaBega Carousel: 

He say, walk night and day. I wouldn’t ride on LaBega carousel.
Say I walk whole night and day. I wouldn’t ride on LaBega carousel.
He say ‘Hear what LaBega been say. 

[Watson joins in, singing slightly different words. She sings the first line of the next verse with 
Drake.] 

Nigger no worth more than twenty cents a day.
He say then _____________ whole night and day. 
Nigger no worth more than twenty cents a day.’

He there walk night and day. _____________ walk whole night.
Say I walk whole night and day. I couldn’t ride on LaBega carousel.

[Watson joins in here.] All you hear what LaBega say.
Nigger no worth more than a quart126 a day. [Drake’s lyric.]
All you hear what LaBega say.
Nigger no worth more than a quart a day.

So let we walk and drunk whole night.
Before me go ride on LaBega carousel.
Walk and drunk whole night
Before me go ride on LaBega carousel.

Can’t kookoo at all. BOW. 

126. Quarter
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T015 William Henry “Drattie” Drake II - April 3, 1979 (STX)
Date April 3, 1979, around noon

Location St. Croix home of William Henry Drake

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson 

Technical Mono

Circumstances See “T014 William Henry “Drattie” Drake I - April 3, 1979 (STX)”.

T015-01 1. Watson asks Drake what Yaya (a woman) used to say.

DRAKE: “Yaya used to tell us daily news. Ee tell us, sometime when ee come to us, you see? He 
tell, Henry, you know, in them time, when the old people go down to the gut and all them sort of 
thing, you know? Go wash. And they see the gendarme them coming, then start to run because get 
coward. They never know gendarme much and them sort of thing. And you know them were kind of 
white people, the gendarme them. Got on these heavy pant. They was like police, like police and so.”

“So when the gendarme come, the day the gendarme come, he say “Where are all you family?” 
_____________. He throwing down two cents. Tell pon our mother. Too bad. We tell him where our 
mother is _____________ _____________. Yes sir, because we had make money. He say 
______________ ____________. I say ‘My mother _____________.’”

WATSON: “You tell on your mother for two cent?”

DRAKE: “Two cent. Yes.”

WATSON: “But when the gendarme come he want to see your mother? And you tell ee, ee ain't 
there.”

DRAKE: “I tell ee, ee ain’t there. But _____________ _____________the two cent. I get two cent, 
the other one get two cent. Tell they where they there.”

WIFE: “How about your father?”

DRAKE: “He a wicked man.”

WATSON: “Give me a joke bout he.”

DRAKE: “My old man? ‘Buddy Man Drake.’ never tell a thing to you? He got rum. _____________ 
_____________. When he coming back, he come with a knife, m’son. _____________ 
_____________

_____________ _____________

That good-for-nothing boy, Henry.

_____________ _____________

When he go round, he say, ‘Henry!’ Say ‘Yes, Pappy.’ ‘What you got today to?’

_____________ _____________

_____________ _____________

_____________ _____________

“He make, turn out some heavy dumpling, and when we done eat it. He put in he rum and he going 
back to Miss Sandy Clark, where he's going go drink he rum again. He right there behind 
_____________. Sometime I go with he half the way.”
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_____________ _____________ _____________

WIFE: _____________ _____________ _____________

“Mother? To school? _____________ _____________

“He carry knife” _____________ _____________ _____________

‘Henry? I gon tell mother’ _____________ _____________

‘worthless’? _____________ _____________ _____________

“He reach inside the place, he say ‘Henry!’ ‘Yes sir?’”

_____________ _____________ “two shit today? And backs her ass right down. He 
_____________ by the place and come up the step. ‘Henry, understand what I tell you?’ I say, ‘Yes, 
sir.’ Mother too damn _____________ _____________ to bust me ass.”

“He get me there. Mother _____________ _____________ on me.”

“He say, ‘Mother, what is the matter with Henry and you today?’ Ee say, ‘But, Mr. Drake, Henry is 
too rude in school. That's the onliest thing I got to _____________.’ Say ‘Bring your ass here!’ 
_____________ from heself. You hear BLAM! Henry _____________, you stinking ass! That's the 
thing _____________. [laughter] Stinking ass! You take every advantage, and all them sort of thing, 
people going on, making shit.” “And them come from Denmark, come teach all you. Stupid. Your 
ass. And Mother no like to hear that. The Dane _____________ there. He watch me. I drive a lick in 
your ass. You stinking — POM! Jesus Christ! They had a children them, say “But, Mr. Drake, 
Mother, Henry ain’t do such a thing.” Say ‘Shit on you all!’” _____________ _____________ 
_____________.

“I think you had know he good, m’son. He had been wicked.”

“Mother there ‘Don't worry, Miss Drake, don't worry like that. I never expect you would ah go on.’ 
So he say, ‘No, Mother, but this _____________ kiss me ass.’ I better POM _____________ 
_____________. He can't go and trouble me.”

WATSON: “And what he do in the corner?”

DRAKE: “Drive spit in ee corner.”

WATSON: “_____________ _____________ spit. In the classroom? In front of Mother? And he 
ain't back down? Mother?”

WATSON: “_____________ _____________”

DRAKE: “_____________ _____________ _____________” [laughter]

“Sometimes I got to _____________. I only want to _____________ drop down on the ground, I 
gone. Can't see me, m’son. I gone _____________ Northside127 _____________. He ah wicked too 
bad, m’son.”

WIFE asks about Joe....

WATSON: “Ah gendarme ah get Joe? You? with the cane?”

DRAKE: “Joe Phillip. I have invite them to come when we go for cane. And help me look? the grass. 
So the manager _____________ down La Grange? And they _____________ the place 
_____________ my yard. The man make me shit. _____________ _____________ 

127. See Northside in the Glossary.
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_____________. Mac? All _____________ _____________ cut off Mr. Mac foot. _____________. 
And we had to _____________ _____________.”

WATSON: “Cut it for true?”

DRAKE: “_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________”

WATSON: “Who?”

DRAKE: “My father. Got one long harpoon knife. Come round so. They _____________ the gut. I 
tell he ‘No. Don't do that.’ And he went after Mr. Skewer, say he went for he money, to cut off Mr. 
Skewer foot because he can't hear.”

WATSON: “Can't hear with he foot. Don't hear with he foot. Hear with he ear.”

DRAKE: “_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________”

WATSON: “They used to take advantage of him? They never used to pay he?”

DRAKE: “Yeah. They pay he. But he wanted that he could go go drink rum.”

T015-02 2. Drake sings Queen Mary, and sings the pan part. “When I knocking pan, I keeping up.” 

T016 Elisa Pedro I - April 5, 1979 (STX)
Date April 5, 1979

Location St. Croix apartment of Elisa Pedro

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson visit and chat with Elisa Pedro in her apartment in a 
project near Frederiksted, St. Croix. 

T016-01 1. Elisa Pedro tells the story of Bru Nansi and Bru Tekuma Inside the Cattle Belly. The story 
describes how Bru Nansi and Bru Tekuma go into a cow through his rear end to eat the meat and 
how Bru Tekuma cuts the cattle’s heart — “that thing going tick tick tick” — such that the cattle dies 
and Tekuma is then trapped inside the dead cattle because he can’t remember the password to get 
out. [This story is about four minutes long.] 

T016-02 2. Pedro tells the story of Bru Nansi and Bru Lion Courting the King’s Daughter. The story describes 
how Bru Nansi tells the king’s daughter that Bru Lion is his father’s best riding horse, and then tricks 
Bru Lion into letting Bru Nansi ride him like a horse. [This story is about four minutes long.] 

T016-03 3. Pedro tells the story of Bru Nansi and Bru Spider Stealing Cabbage. [This story is about four 
minutes long.] 

T016-04 4. Pedro says she knows a whole heap of stories; born right here; traveled as an adult; always comes 
home; doesn't like to drink; born Christiansted; lived in middle country for a while; left St. Croix 
once in 1909 for St. Thomas; again to St. Thomas in 1914 and 1919; Puerto Rico from 1923-1928; 
1928-1935 in St. Croix; 1935-37 in New York off and on; has also been to “the islands.” 
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T016-05 5. PEDRO sings Grand Elizabeth: 

But Granny oh, Grand Elizabeth.
When you want one junjo for wash your tannia. (Come here you could get one.)

Number one drummer Simmonds drummer roll, Isabella.
You take the name Isabella, no more larum128 in London.

Call them out, call them up ah yah.
Call them, tumble down, _____________.
Drummer want to know them.129

PEDRO sings It Was a Lovely Day on the First of November:130

It was a lovely day on the first of November, 
When Sorenson,131 the La Grange Administrator 
Did send a telegram home132 — it was for a warship 
It was to quell the riot in Santa Cruz. 
He sent a telegram home — it was for a warship 
It was to quell the riot in Santa Cruz. 

The S.S...

[Pedro hesitates as she tries to remember the words.]

Congratulation to you, our noble Editor, 
And then his name shall ring in history. 
Great congratulation to you, our noble Editor, 
And then your name shall ring in liberty133.

Our editor, name of David Hamilton Jackson,134 
And then The Herald, the name had call “The Whip.” 
Great congratulation to you, our noble Editor, 
And then your name shall ring in liberty.

Great congratulation to you, our noble editor, 
And your name shall ring in history. 

PEDRO speaks more lyrics: “The S.S. Battleship, her name was Valkyrien.”135

PEDRO [singing as plane goes by]:

The S.S. Battleship, her name was Valkyrien.
With a crew of 330 men.
She arrive in Santa Cruz here on a Friday afternoon.

128. Melee.
129. Drummer calls them up to the yard because the drummer wants to know them.
130. See Sorenson in Chronology.
131. Ms. Pedro pronounces this SHUHN SEHN. See Sorenson in Chronology.
132. To Denmark.
133. She pronounces this LIY I BIR TEE
134. David Hamilton Jackson was born in 1884 and died in 1946. See Jackson in Chronology.
135. For more information, see Valkyrien in Chronology.
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And she did meet us all so civilize. 
She arrive in Santa Cruz here on a Friday afternoon.
And then she did meet us all so civilize. 

T016-06 6. PEDRO sings and elaborates on Hamilton Jackson Was the Leader of This Island . . .  Do My 
People Do: 

Hamilton Jackson was the ruler of this island.
Do my people do.
He asked us all to have a little patience.
Do my people do.
We had a union, boys and girls.
Do my people do.
We had a union, boys and girls.
Time will be coming good.
Hamilton Jackson was the ruler of this island.
Do my people do.
He asked us all to have a little patience.
Time will coming good. 

PEDRO: “You know that was when we had this holiday. He was our leader, like King had come out 
and be colored and belonging to the island, ah born here. We respect him and we wanted him to be 
our head, the same. But our people — we don’t know how we have. We funny. Some stick and ah 
next time go.”

Pedro says she was born February 18, 1900.

T016-07 7. Watson asks “How you play Fillipeeno?”

Pedro describes games she played as a child. One of them was Fillipeeno.136 She describes how it 
was played. Then she describes another game with lyrics Couple Come Down . . .  “me nanny, play 
the couple come down.” She explains the action of this game and recites some lyrics: “DO MEE 
LAHPEE LAY me go go down there.” She also describes a stone-passing game that included the words 
Auntie Nanny Been a Pound. She says something about a merengue. Me Nanny, Oh. “l, 2, 3 
_____________ _____________ go!” 

[More of this cut to be transcribed.]

T016-08 8. Pedro describes how people gathered at night and told stories, and how children liked to hear stories 
from old people. She also says that she can't remember everything. 

T016-09 9. PEDRO sings the Danish Anthem in Danish:137 

Kong Christian stod ved højen mast
i røg og damp;
hans værge hamrede så fast,
at gotens hjelm og hjerne brast.

136. This plant is also known as a Croton.
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[She sings two more lines, but very unclear, and she doesn’t follow the correct text.]

Niels Juel138 gav agt på stormens brag.
Nu er det tid.
Han hejsede det røde flag
og slog på fjenden slag i slag.

[Repeat of unclear lines]

PEDRO: “Jeg taler Dansk, Skal du ikke tale Dansk?”139

SOULE: “What?”

PEDRO: “Skal du ikke tale Dansk?”

WATSON: “Can you speak Danish?”

SOULE: “Oh.”

WATSON: “Ja. Jeg ikke Dansk, Forstår dig lidt.”140

PEDRO: “Vente lidt.141 Hvor mange?142 Så jeg kommer ikke derned.”143

SOULE: “You could speak Danish?”

PEDRO [laughing]: “I was born in Danish!”

SOULE: “I didn’t know. Were there any other songs in Danish that you sang when you were a little 
girl?”

PEDRO then sings Mæ, mæ hvide lam:144

Mæ, mæ hvide lam.
har du noget uld.
Ja, ja lille barn.
hele ryggen fuld!

Venti frakke til Far
Søndags kjole til mor
Og to par strømper til lille bitte bror!

Mæ, mæ hvide lam.
har du noget uld.

137. Per Anne Walbom of the Danish West Indian Society: “This is the National Anthem, from around 1770. Text: Johannes 
Ewald, Music: Hartmann and Kuhlau. In general Danes can’t remember the lines, as some of the words are so old-fashioned 
that the Danes don’t know what they mean. Today this song is song only when members of the royal family are present. 
The song is very militaristic and bloody. The lyrics translate to: ‘King Christian stood by the lofty mast, In mist and smoke; 
His sword was hammering so fast, Through Gothic helm and brain it passed; Then sank each hostile hulk and mast, In mist 
and smoke. Fly! shouted they, Fly, he who can! Who braves of Denmark's Christian, Who braves of Denmark's Christian, 
In battle?’”

138. Niels Juel was an Admiral, who won battles against a very large Swedish fleet in 1677, per Anne Walbom.
139. I speak Danish. Don’t you speak Danish?
140. I am not Danish. I understand a little.
141. Wait a little.
142. How many?
143. Then I am not coming down.
144. Translated to English by Anne Walbom: Maah maah white lamb. Do you have some wool? Yes, yes little child, On all my 

back. Winter coat for Father, Sunday dress for Mother, And two pair of stockings for little tiny brother.
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Ja, ja lille barn.
hele ryggen fuld!

Venti frakke til Far
Søndags kjole til mor
Og to par strømper til lille bitte bror!

ELISA PEDRO sings Lille Lise:145

Lille Lise, Lille Lise.
Fik en lille bror.

Lille Lise, Lille Lise.
Fik en lille bror.

Holdt så meget af den
Sov med den om natten.

Lille Lise, Lille Lise.
Fik en lille bror.

“In my time, we learn Danish in school —and the whole thing, but then when you come out, there is 
not so much to talk Danish to, and all like that, so ee just go go go. And I so young _____________ 
I don’t remember so much of it.”

T016-10 10. More of this cut to be transcribed.]

Watson asks about Ciple.146 Pedro says she can remember Ciple sometimes, sometimes not. 

ELISA PEDRO sings a Ciple song about Pam-Pam: 

Who no know147 Pam-Pam, been a stupid-looking Pam-Pam,
Then a foolish Pam-Pam. Mmm-hmm.

Who no know Pam-Pam, been a foolish looking Pam-Pam,
Then a stupid Pam-Pam. Aha.

Pam-Pam went up in Boss End and he buy he dirty bag148 shirt.
And he hang up pon the fence. Mmm-hmm.
Yes, Pam-Pam. Aha. You Pam-Pam. Aha.

Ah who no know the boy they call the Ikeeboo.
He went to town and in he jumbie shoe.
Black sole rubber is a jumbie shoe.
You know the boy they call the Ikeeboo.

Then he went to town and he buy he shoes.

145. Translated by Anne Walbom: “Little Lise, little Lise. Got a little brother. Liked it so much, Slept with it at night. Little 
Lise Little Lise. Got a little brother.” You sing it several times but you change two words every time. The words “little 
brother” maybe becomes “kitty cat” or “red bonnet.” 

146. See Ciple in “People”.
147. Who doesn’t know Pam-Pam?
148. Perhaps his shirt was made from a crocus bag.
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Black sole rubber is a jumbie shoe.
Aha. Yes. Pam-Pam. Mmm-hmm.
Foolish Pam-Pam. Aha. Yes. Pam-Pam. Mmm-hmm.

Pam-Pam went up in Boss End and he buy he dirty bag shirt.
And he hang ahm pon the gutside. Mmm-hmm.
Foolish Pam-Pam. Mmm-hmm. 

Pedro says the song tells a true story; she knows Pam-Pam and Ikeeboo. She explains the story, 
mentions her cousin Paulie and how he ain’t got no money, and Ikeeboo got money. She says they 
used to have these rubber shoes. She says Paulie told Ikeeboo to go in town with him and they drink 
up all the money, so Ikeeboo could only buy a cheap pair of shoes . . . “black sole rubber” . . . She 
sings a little of a kerosene pan melody.

WATSON: “Black sole rubber, they used to put on dead people.”

PEDRO sings more melody [imitating the kerosene pan] and then sings lyrics:

I went to town and nobody ain't know. 
I went to town and nobody ain't know.

Pedro says Ikeeboo didn’t know it was he they put in a sing. She sings the melody again and says 
Ikeeboo gets to Bethlehem, and he thinks he got a pair of rubbers like everybody else. She sings the 
melody again. She imitates the kerosene pan and says Ikeeboo keeping time with him, but when they 
get to Bethlehem, the person singing says —

You know the boy they call the Ikeeboo. 
He went to town and buy the jumbie shoe.

Pedro laughs and goes on again about Paulie and his being somebody’s father. 

T016-11 11. ELISA PEDRO sings German Plow:

Oh they have come down the country
I been go look for Mr. YAY SUHN.
Oh then to look for a German plow.
Oh them a nice nice plow, look a decent motor plow.
We gon plow up all them old bur grass.149

ELISA PEDRO sings about Cyril King: 

“But I had put in . . .”  [Pedro sings the same tune, but with words she made up about Governor 
Cyril King’s attempts at being elected.]

We lost, we lost, we had lost like a dog.
We did lost like a four-footed dog.
Cyril, we lost, oh we lost, we did lost, we did lost.
We did lost like a four-footed dog.

But boy you come down the country
And we look for Mr. YAY SUHN.
And then we get that new new plow.

149. A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus). 
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Oh was a German plow. New new plow.
And we plow up all them old bur grass.

You get all the vote, you come in first.
Although they say you were the last.
Cyril King boy win, you came not last.
In Freedom City at last.

We have gain, we overcome.
We have overcome, we have overcome.
Oh then you gain at last.
We don’t care a damn, but you win your case at last.

Pedro sings the melody for a while. Soule asks where the song came from. Pedro says she made it for 
the Governor Cyril King in 1970 and 1974, using an old tune. She says that when he first ran, he lost. 
“But we determined, and he went back, and he win!” . . . 

T016-12 12. Pedro tells a story about how she [Pedro] and Jennie Baker “thief” mangos. She also tells a story 
about a man with big foot. [This story is about two minutes long.]

T017 Elisa Pedro II - April 5, 1979 (STX)
Date April 5, 1979

Location St. Croix apartment of Elisa Pedro

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson

Technical Mono

Circumstances See “T016 Elisa Pedro I - April 5, 1979 (STX)”.

Archivist note Cut T017-08 was originally labeled T049-8 and/or T049-05. And cut T017-09 was 
originally labeled T048. 

T017-01 1. Watson asks Elisa Pedro — calling her “Dooks” — about what her grandmother told her about the 
“queens.” Pedro talks about the Fireburn. She thinks her grandmother may have been a leader of the 
Fireburn, because it is since then that her family became rich. 

Pedro says, “We were very blue,150 but still we _____________ Whitehead.” Pedro says her aunt 
was a very “clear” lady who had the heart to marry a white man named Mr. Whitehead. She says this 
man was part English and part Danish, and he only married her aunt because she had the Fireburn 
money. She says her family had at one time owned “the whole of Christiansted.” That property at 
Farm Hill151 there, and they owned one of the biggest houses called Whitehook Hill by Alexander, 
the stoplight; she says “That is our own up to now.”

Pedro says that her grandmother told her that during the Fireburn, the family owned Constitution 
Hill and describes its location [saying something about Nigger Hill]. Maid was “a kind of blue.” 
When the Fireburn rioters got to this house, they put the mistress of the house in a chair, and she 
fainted. Pedro says she was “clear” and Pedro tries to describe her complexion. [Soule thinks she is 

150. A reference to skin color.
151. TBD: Does she mean Peter’s Rest?
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saying that the lady of the house had dark skin and her maid had light skin.] Pedro says the lady just 
fainted and the estate was turned over to Pedro’s family. 

Watson asks why the lady fainted and Pedro says it was because the rioters made the lady fan the 
maid and the rioters [or the maid] said “Fan me, bokra, missus, fan me 'til the break of day.” Pedro 
says the lady got heart failure, she just fainted. “She get vex and she dead.” 

Pedro says that then the estate was called “Nigger Estate,” and the maid? brought all her family. 
After the Fireburn, they were going to make a hospital “there where they got Peter’s Farm now.” 
Annie William . . . Pedro grandmother’s eldest sister, also very clear . . . had “the dominion” of the 
whole Peter Farm. She got all her cousins jobs at the hospital. She describes the house where she was 
born. The first daughter of her aunt was named Rose William. For some reason, this caused her to 
show everyone her petticoat, even the goat. “She was simple, she had some nice red eye, but she had 
high company.” She had the same horses and coach and coachman as the Governor. 

Soule asks if there are any songs about Pedro’s family. She answers by referring to the wealthy 
people in her family, but says that she was “ordinary” and was raised by her grandmother at Peter’s 
Rest and didn’t apparently gain the same riches as the others. 

T017-02 2. Pedro tells a story about her father who was a fisherman — “Marshall” — and some gold under a 
rock. 

T017-03 3. PEDRO sings Mama Me Get Up This Morning:

Soule asks about older songs.

ELISA PEDRO: “Cariso. Quelbé. We call it cariso, quelbé, call it our creole song. Like I would 
watch you and say...” 

Mama me get up this morning and me wash me baby bum down. 
Mmm-hmm.

Connie. Me hear the pee ah run.
Connie come piss me corn flour. [Compare to T111, cut 3.]
Oh a handsome girl like ah you.
Oh, Connie piss me corn flour.

PEDRO sings about Married Woman:

“Because I watch you and if you do got there to the neighbor and put you in a sing. Ain’t care 
anything about it. For instance, I say:”

Married oman, Married oman _____________. 
Married oman. [She can’t remember the words.]
Married oman, no carry the man ah court.

[Pedro tries to remember the words.]

. . .  carry the man ah court.
The judge ah read the sentence out.

“I got the words, _____________”

[She tries to remember...] 

No right, no right, no right.
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No right no there for you.
No right, no there for no careless married oman.
Married oman, you carry the man ah court.
Judge ah read the sentence out.
Major Gyllich,152 then he shame you like a dog.
Mama, no right, no right, no right.
Say no right no there for you.
There no right no there for the careless married oman.
Married oman, you carry the man ah court.
Judge ah read the sentence out.
Major say they treat them like a dog.

Pedro complains that she can’t remember too well. Watson asks if the song is about a judge 
sentencing a man because the judge wants the man's woman. Pedro says the song is from way back. 

T017-04 4. Pedro and Watson talk about children’s games. They mention Biddy Biddy Hold Fast, I Lost ‘Em, 
Balancez Bay Lah. 

Biddy biddy hold fast. 

Pedro struggles to remember the words; Watson tries to prompt her.

Biddy biddy hold fast. 
My granny gold ring.
Went to London, back again.
Simple Simon, old fool, come in for duck sauce.

Pedro describes playing the game.

Jack. Boots clean.
Shine like a nigger eye.
Bring me out.

WATSON: “Jack.”

ELISA PEDRO: “Sir.”

ELISA PEDRO: “You ain’t right, you get licks for that. Something about her mother come come 
play. And then she get a name, but nobody could guess her name. So this night she ain’t go come out 
and play, me gon get the name...”

Jack.
Boots clean.
Shine like a nigger eye.
Bring me out, centipede root.

Pedro mutters some, probably about not remembering.

Jack.
Sir.
Boots clean.
Shine like a nigger eye.

152. See Gyllich in Chronology.
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Bring me out. 

Watson says “You miss a part, man.” They remember a few more lyrics about “fish in the sea 
(swimming), birds in the air (flying), kookoo belly bluefish.” They describe it as a game of wit. A 
guessing game involving funny names.

I lost ahm, I lost ahm.
Find and gimme.
Missy gold ring.

Pedro explains how you hide something and someone goes around and shoves to each person, and 
leaves the hidden thing to one of the people. And then —

Biddy biddy hold fast.
My granny gold ring.
Go around and back again.
Simple Simon, old fool, come in for duck sauce.

Pedro says that at that point, you must go and find which person . . . [She can’t remember the rest.]

Biddy biddy hold fast.
My granny gold ring.
Went to London back again.
Simple Simon, old fool, come in.

Watson explains more of the action. Then Pedro describes looking for the person that has the 
“thing.”

Soule asks about Balancez BAY LAH.

WATSON: I went to town. 

PEDRO: That’s a play,153 too.

Pedro tries to remember. Remembers “up SOH LAY” . . .

T017-05 5. ELISA PEDRO sings Annie Maloy:154

Annie Maloy went to Diamond . . .  

“No.”

PEDRO [singing]:

Annie Maloy lived to Diamond. Annie Maloy went to town.
Annie Maloy drink her rum and tumble down.

Annie Maloy, she live in Diamond.155 Annie Maloy, she went to town.
Annie Maloy come to Castle Burk, drink her rum and tumble down.

Horsford, gimme, gimme my daughter Martha King.
Horsford, gimme my daughter Martha King.

Horsford, gimme, gimme Anna Martha King.

153. See play in the Glossary.
154. 1911 census lists an Annie Maloy, 29 years old, as a prisoner in the Frederiksted jail.
155. Estate Diamond.
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Horsford, gimme my daughter Martha King.

Woman to woman, we so unjust.
Tell me the blasted woman a man could trust.

Horsford, gimme, gimme, my daughter Martha King.
Horsford, gimme my daughter Martha King.

Woman to woman, we so unjust.
I hardly know the woman that any man could trust.

Horsford, gimme, gimme my daughter Martha King.
Horsford, gimme my daughter Martha King.

Oh, Annie Maloy lived to Castle.156 Annie Maloy went to town.
Annie Maloy drink her rum carry ahm ah157 Castle and tumble down.

Horsford, gimme my daughter, Anna Martha King.
Horsford, gimme my daughter Martha King. 

Pedro explains the song: This boy was in love with this girl. But the mother didn’t kind of want them 
to be together. But then the mother? going in town, she used to drink . . .  so she just lay down. 
“That’s a true song. I know the three person.” She says Martha King was a bouncing158 boy and 
Horsford was a bouncing boy. And Annie Maloy, she was clear too. 

T017-06 6. [This cut could use more transcription.about the rum shop.]

Pedro describes wakes: drank coffee, sang songs, made jokes, she gives an example: “Fill the glass. 
I'll take a drink with him.” Watson asks her to sing a Sankey; Pedro describes singing and telling 
jokes and drinking coffee at a wake and how you couldn't leave before morning because the dead 
would follow you. 

T017-07 7. Pedro tells the story of Hans who pretended to be dead so he could eat the food the people brought to 
his wake. . . . “joke.” 

T017-08 8. ELISA PEDRO sings Who Them ah Talk.

Who them ah talk, you gongolo.
Who them ah talk, you garranaypah.159 
Me Blackie Sambo, me gon back to bury you.160

Mankoo man,161 naar ah way how you see me yah.162

Mankoo man, naar ah way how you see me yah.

156. Estate Castle Burk.
157. Carried it to.
158. Bouncing = handsome, pretty.
159. This is a derogatory name; refers to some type of insect. 
160. Implies that when the singer is dead, she’s going to come back and bury the person she’s singing to (or about).
161. Mankoo means crippled, sick, rundown.
162. “I am not the way that you see me here (now).”
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Mankoo man, naar ah way how you see me yah.
Me Blackie Sambo, me gon back to bury you.

Get away, chain up, you dog. 
Get away, chain up, you ungrateful bitch. 

T017-09 9. Elisa Pedro tells a few stories about buried treasure, April 4, 1979. Elisa Pedro says she was living 
with her granny at Peter’s Rest. In the night, she heard something and told her granny about it Her 
granny told her to say her prayers again. Then Elisa Pedro fell asleep and she dreamed that a bull 
started running her away from a certain spot in the yard, then a dog ran her away. Then she heard a 
person say, “Come go with me.” So she did. And they said, “Dig there and find something.” The spot 
where she was to dig was marked by a little Philippine tree.163 She says how it’s the same kind of 
tree you use to play the Philippine game described in T016-7.

Elisa Pedro says she didn’t dig that night, but the next morning, she didn’t tell her grandmother what 
happened — because the voice or something had told her not to tell — but she got her grandmother 
to come sit on the porch or somewhere near the yard where she was to dig. So Elisa took up a hoe 
and pretended to be doing some regular hoeing right where the little Philippine tree was. And when 
Bethlehem’s bell rang to cover up her sound, she made a big chop and hit something hard. Then she 
hit something soft and put in her hand and _____________ _____________ _____________ and she 
screamed, and put tin over the hole. Then she went back and found a bundle there — green? — 
looked like a new bundle, but fell apart immediately. There were just three pieces of bone and three 
pieces of cork. So she stashed these things in her grandmother’s trunk.

Elisa Pedro says that sometime later, she went to stay with a friend [perhaps this friend was in New 
York] and she went to a spiritual meeting in New York, and some woman from some other place 
singled her out and told her to go back to the place and dig some more, because there is raw gold 
there. And the gold is intended just for Elisa Pedro. No matter who tries to buy that land, they can’t 
buy that little piece where the gold is. No one else owns the road. It is just for Elisa Pedro to get the 
gold. But the woman tells her not to go just yet, because someone will report her and the government 
will take most of the gold.

Elisa Pedro then mentions a Miss Herbert . . . a Mr. Prentiss . . . a hole in back of the house appeared 
suddenly overnight. May have something to do with pirates’ buried treasure.

Elisa Pedro then says that Darkie Marshall has some gold coins.

T018 William Folkes - April 4, 1979 (STX)
Date April 4, 1979.

Location Grove Place, St. Croix, home of William Folkes, age 83

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Leona Watson and Elisa Pedro

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Mary Jane Soule, Leona Watson, and Elisa Pedro visit Mr. Folkes around 11:00 AM at 
his home, a one-room house in Grove Place, St. Croix. He is 84, discusses his life, stories, sayings. 

163. Soule thinks this may have been a croton.
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T018-01 1. William Folkes describes the work he used to do: cut cane, weed grass,164 plant cane; mentions Luke 
Brady; Mr. Folkes says he was born 2/15/96; “Denmark time was slavery time . . .  American time is 
a freedom time;” he compares the two times. Describes how prisoners used to pull truck. Some 
mention of D. Hamilton Jackson. Something about salt herring in pickle.

T018-02 2. William Folkes says “I had liked Denmark.” He was born in Danish time. Went to Santo Domingo to 
cut cane a few times, first left in 1914, to a place named Santa Fe. Worked there for six months at a 
time. When he came back, the Americans had taken over, they didn’t give him any trouble. He only 
went to court one time because he had a child with a woman; she took him to court for support for 
the child. The judge was D. Hamilton Jackson; offered him a free marriage license, but Folkes 
wouldn't cooperate. Jackson would marry them in the court and they could go to the church to get the 
marriage blessed. Woman’s name was Hilda Jacobs. Jackson asked Folkes if he would take Hilda 
Jacobs to be your wife. Jackson said Folkes his pay had to go to Hilda for the child. He married in 
1935 — someone named Liburd — in church, of course. After he wife died, he didn't marry again, 
although he lived with women, “girlfriend and so.”

T018-03 3. William Folkes tells the story of Christopher Columbus: how any men born in St. Croix have only 
stone165 and a little piece of BUHD. The garrots,166 on the other hand, they got prick. Columbus here 
last, at that time, he brought our Lord with him, passing out pricks throughout the world, but he ran 
out before he got to St. Croix: “all the prick done!” He says to Leona that if she’s married to an 
Englishman, “he suit you. He got prick.” The men in St. Croix got a [penis] so short, you can't help 
but piss on yourself. “I know all them things and I study it.” Any nation can come lick us, can control 
or command St. Croix, because all of them got prick, but Crucian men only have BUHD. The women 
only have pom-pom instead of cunny. Mr. Folkes says that when he gets to heaven, he's going to tell 
the Lord that the thing the Lord gave him was too short. 

T018-04 4. WILLIAM FOLKES: “I did when I was a boy, I work! You going to school. _____________ 
Danish. You going to school. School is eight o'clock. And when you break off when twelve o'clock, 
you going home.” 

Folkes says when you get home, your mother give you food and you eat. You go go to work, you 
know. Danish! Give you now four cent ah afternoon. And when Saturday, when your mother work, 
your mother receive hers money now.

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

WILLIAM FOLKES: “Four cent ah afternoon.”

“I work for four cent ah afternoon. And when you go to school, when you gon stop from school, you 
stop thirteen years. Thirteen years, they stop you from school. But I work and going to school for 
four cent ah afternoon. I start from the time I be coming big, you know. _____________ girl. And 
after _____________ and thing, get a teacher we call Mr. Forbes. Mr. Forbes. A tall, tall man. 

164. Bur grass, a weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus). 
165. Testicles.
166. Immigrants from other islands.
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_____________ _____________. He had a big stone, too. _____________ _____________. Stone 
must have too big and he wouldn't give he wife. And he come with that pipe to school. 
_____________. When he come now, he got the class. Set of boys. Now when all the rest them start. 
Now he say ‘A-B-C. The small one give us a A-B-C-D-E-F-G.’ But he come now _____________ 
_____________ stone too big, he got a chair, just like ah that. So when he come now.”

“_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

His class was there. And he say — _____________. He call for the man there to get pon the chair. 
Say he ride broke back horse.”

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“He got the chair.”

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“...this morning. Because he know he got big stone. He ain’ care if he knock you down, knock you 

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________”

“He start to call the boy them. Boy, Peter, got to go do what he said.

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________”

“He there behind he with the lash up _____________ _____________ _____________”

“Call he a name _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“He call ‘William Folkes.’ I say, ‘_____________ _____________ _____________.’”

“Broke-back horse? I say, ‘Not me.’”

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“And he ___________________ me

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“Whop! Whop! And I was out of school.”

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

“Come up all the way. And come right home. Twelve years old and I never see that school again. 
The morning, me mother said, ‘_________ you go back ah school?’ I say, ‘Not me.’ And I 
_____________ work. Eight cents a day. ______________________________________.”

“And work for eight cents a day. Forty cents a week. I finish school when I was 12 years old. Me 
never go for thirteen. They ain't gonna go let no teacher 
_________________________________________________ knock me! 
____________________________________________ and school out. I say, ‘Teacher gonna knock 
me?’”

WATSON: “You been a man then.”

FOLKES: “__________________________________________________________”
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“I wish I would ah thought I was a man then, I was a boy was playing _____________ a woman. On 
account of, in the old time _______________ when you ___________________________, you 
coming a man! Me never said me ___________________ school and they got me girlfriend 

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________

_____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________”

T018-05 5. William Folkes describes how he quit school at age twelve; they sent a paper home. “Good 
attendance, but bad conduct.” I say, “Not me.” His mother was glad to have him bring home forty 
cent a week instead of twenty cent. [Distinction is between full-time work and half-time work.] “That 
Danish time! But American time now.”

T018-06 6. William Folkes describes how the Danes used to punish children put them in prison. They put you on 
a long bench and beat you with a broom “well tie and plait.” They dipped in pickle juice, then one 
man would hold the child down while the other man whipped him. When they finished with that, 
they washed your skin. 

He tells another story: Bull pen. Suit. He took some cane. “Put down that cane.” “Everything 
America say is minor.” Judge want to know how old he is to get prison. The priest came to keep 
church and catechism. His mother take him to the court and they met the priest. Something about 
jurisdiction. The judge went to the and asked him to look at Folkes’s birth paper. Priest helped him 
by saying he didn't have the birth paper. Folkes got six lashes; they made him take off his clothes and 
put him on the long bench. Two prisoners held him down, and a big Dan man beat him — did it with 
the broom — “well-plait” — dipped in pickle juice. When they were done, he found himself naked 
by the soda factory in Frederiksted with the gendarmes behind them. The pant were SKAHL KUHM. 
He explains when you could take cane and when you couldn’t.

T019 Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh I - April 6, 1979 (STX)
Date April 6, 1979, around 5:00 PM

Location St. Croix, home of a friend of Soule

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical notes All mono, except for last cut, T019-09

Archivist notes Cut T019-07 was originally labeled VIV057-03. 

Cuts T019-08 and T019-09 were originally labeled “Ethel and Doc at Senior Center.”

T019-01 1. MCINTOSH: “Oh, cariso. Well, my mother used to be in a cariso group. It’s a — telling stories, but 
it’s a different kind of music. There was no string — {it was} mostly like drum, tambourine, and 
probably a flute. Then we had something we used to call jig — that was close to cariso. And I guess 
they used to use a lot of rosin on the tambourine, and it went like a goat bawling or something. Very 
few people are skilled in doing that. Cariso is like making songs like calypso, making songs on 
people, but it tells a — it could be stories, and not true. It’s like an act, perform. The beat of the drum 
is like a snare drum, but not really, was like conga keg but bigger than the normal drum that you see 
congas; it’s a little bigger. And they run a thick string, like a guitar string, the E string, run one string 
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across top. And when you hit that, it has a completely different sound. And just that, and maybe 
some boy have a tambourine, and a squash, flute, or something. People act, doing their part in 
singing. And the cariso is mostly minor {key} — well, let’s say the quadrille and things, they mostly 
go straight, major keys and relatives, and so on. But cariso, usually the end of each fourth or 
whatever, ended in a minor.” 

MCINTOSH sings Oh Dem Bobajan:

Oh dem Bobajan; 
What me go do with them?
They does treat you well and clothe you well,
But macrone you for your lifetime.

Soule asks about the string.

MCINTOSH: “Momma will be able to explain for about that to you than me. Because I haven't seen 
much; I’ve only seen her in one or two. With what’s-his-name — Tino Francis’s grandfather, who 
used to play at the Mill, used to play all them thing — cariso and jig and so on. But my mother will 
be able to tell you more about that. And probably Miss {Ida} Joseph,167 too.”

T019-02 2. MCINTOSH: “Lancers. Lancers. It’s like quadrille, but the music is different. The dance is different 
too, but it’s done with a group of people. I think the last — I played for one group of people up in 
East End — Beach Hotel — I played for some people that were dancing lancers. Let me tell you, 
that’ rough because one song can take you like mayber 45 minutes — that’s just one song, and you 
maybe have to do all these things. It’s different from quadrille. You have to be trained to do that; it’s 
not just anybody can go and do it.” 

Soule asks about the jig.

“Oh, jig is part of quadrille. It’s not in the set of quadrille. Like, let’s say you play a set of quadrille 
and after you play music for anybody to dance.168 And somebody say, ‘Fella, play a jig.’ You know. 
Stanley’s got one record with a jig on it, and I plan to put one on my next record. A different one. His 
one goes like this. [He hums it.] Then you have to make the steps with that. You actually do jigging, 
you know.” [He hums some more and moves his feet.]

Soule asks who actually dances the jig.

“People in the quadrille hall. When the set is over, they’re gonna play a round dance now, just play 
‘in general.’ They play a jig, or a seven-step, or whatever. You don’t have to follow any train of 
command,169 you just do what you want to do.” 

T019-03 3. Soule asks about a song McIntosh sang [not recorded].

MCINTOSH: “That’s a quadrille Sixth Figure. And then I sing a Third Figure. All those songs that 
they play for the quadrille have words, but nobody sings them — they just play them instrumental. 
So you got Number One, right? [He takes up his guitar.] Now the words for the Number One are 

167. Ida Joseph is recorded on T066 and T067.
168. This piece of music is often called a round dance. For more information, see round dance in the Glossary.
169. Command, as in the calls for quadrille that the floormaster speaks.
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short, but its the same like the Number Three. The onliest thing that the words are short; there’s not 
much words.” 

MCINTOSH sings and plays Garty Ballantine:

Garty Ballantine, you better go back, you better go back.
Garty Ballantine, you better go back ah you monkey man.

“And that’s all there is to that verse. To that song. Now a Number Two would be like...” 

MCINTOSH sings and plays Where Did You Get That Hat?:

Where did you get that hat, my friend? Where did you get that hat?
Where did you get that hat, my friend? I want one just like that.
My father always tell me: “Wear the latest style.”
Where did you get that hat, my friend? I want one just like that.

MCINTOSH sings and plays Sophie Benjamin:170

“Now, a Number Three. It’s like the Number One, only there are more words. This is a Number 
Three.” 

I say, whoring Sophie Benjamin,
Sophie, you been ah keep with your lawful brother-in-law.
Whoring Sophie Benjamin,
Sophie, you been ah keep with your lawful brother-in-law.

The child in your hand was to call you “Auntie,”
But now ee turn back and call you “mother-in-law.”
The child in your hand was to call you “Auntie,”
But now ee turn back and call you “mother-in-law.”

So, whoring Sophie Benjamin,
Sophie, you been ah keep with your lawful brother-in-law.
Whoring Sophie Benjamin,
Sophie, you been ah keep with your lawful brother-in-law.

“That’s the Number Three and then you have Number Four would be the same like Number Two, or 
you can play a maharp, you know.” 

MCINTOSH sings and plays Tittie's the Girl I Really Love:171

Tittie’s the girl I really love. Nobody knows but me. 
Tittie’s the girl I really love. Nobody knows but me. 
Tittie’s the girl I really love, but nobody knows but me. 
The onliest thing I like ‘bout her, that she doesn’t bite me back.

Tittie’s the girl I really love. Nobody knows but me. 
Tittie’s the girl that I really love. Nobody knows but me. 
Tittie’s the girl I really love, but nobody knows but me. 
The onliest thing I like ‘bout her, is she doesn’t bite me back.

170. Sophie Benjamin Clark was married to the father of Evilina Gordon (recorded on T039 and T111).
171. See also the versions called Hillie’s the Girl I really Love.
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“Now.”

Soule asks about the maharp.

MCINTOSH: “Yeah, that is a song that they play for the Number Four, where everybody clap hand 
and stamp their feet. I don’t know the words to the maharp. I’ve never heard the words until lately I 
heard my mother singing it. I didn’t even know there were words to it, because it goes...” [He hums 
the melody and plays guitar with clapping.]

“Everybody would rather the maharp for the Number Four because more action, more fun. And then 
a Sixth Figure would be something like... [Off-mic question about Fifth Figure.] For some reason, 
they skip the Fifth one; they go right into Six. But I used to play a Fifth Figure...” [He hums and 
plays.]

“You see, it's a change key, and what the people do — what they supposed to do in that song is right-
into-right. You know, I hold the lady’s right hand, and everybody does the same thing, and then 
_____________ say, “Walk away.” And then she goes that way, and I hold the next person with my 
left hand, and then right. And then keep going around . . . But people skip — most of the musicians 
skip the Number Five, because they don’t know what is the Number Five. I used to play it. I used to 
play all the songs with Parris.”172 

MCINTOSH sings and plays Never Mind Liza William:

“And then a Sixth Figure is, you go...”

I say, never mind, Liza William, never mind, girl.
Never mind, Liza William, all of them are one.

From Christiansted to Boss End Town, all of them are one.
Never mind, Liza William, all of them are one.

Never mind, Liza William, all of them are one. 
Never mind, Liza William, all of them are one.

From Christiansted to Boss End, all of them are one. 
From Christiansted to Boss End Town, all of them are one.

So, never mind, Liza William. Never mind, girl.
Never mind, Liza William, all of them are one. 

“And that’ll be a Sixth Figure, and the last of the set would be what they call a merengue. But this is 
not a Spanish merengue — this is a Crucian merengue; it’s usually a slow number.” 

MCINTOSH sings and plays Who Been Send You:

I said, who been send you?
Who been send you?
Oh yes, who been send you? 
Who been send you to eat roast pork and okra fungi?

Who been send you?
Who been send you?

172. Joe Parris and the Hot Shots. See T004, T005, T006 for copies of the albums the band recorded when McIntosh was the 
lead sax player and lead vocalist.
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I said, who been send you?
Who been send you to eat roast pork and okra fungi?

[He hums most of the chorus.]

...left the greasy water there for me.

“I don’t know the rest of the words. After that, the set is finished now. And they say, ‘OK, Ladies 
and Gentlemen, that was the end of the set. We’ll now have a round dance. There’s no calling — you 
know, in the quadrille, you have a man, the floormaster, calling the dance and so on. So now they 
play anything like calypsos, or waltz, or anything like that. And then somebody might say, ‘Well, 
man play us a jig’ or something like that. And then in between all those waltz and seven-step and 
things like that, then they play a waltz, or then you go to a jig.” [He plays and hums a jig.]

“Et cetera. Et cetera. You have to hear the band play it, you know.”

[Soule asks if a set has a name. He says no. Soule asks if other songs could be used in a set of 
quadrille. McIntosh says yes.]

MCINTOSH: “But all those that they play have words, but nobody sing the words.”

T019-04 4. Sylvester McIntosh says he learned songs from his mother and Ida Joseph; he describes how he 
heard his mother sing when he was little, and how the songs came back to him when he played with 
Parris’s band. Soule asks about the Liza Williams song. McIntosh says he doesn't know the story of 
Liza Williams song. He tells a story about the song Sammy Francis. He says it’s a Number One. He 
says he worked with Sammy Francis at Public Works, and Francis used to tell him werewolf stories; 
he sings a fragment of the song:

Sammy Francis turn Rosita wild.
Sammy Francis turn Rosita wild...

McIntosh explains that Rosita was in love with Sammy Francis, but he wasn’t in love with her, and 
somehow that drove her crazy.

T019-05 5. McIntosh describes how the old-time guitarists, including his father,173 used to do picking rather 
than strumming, played steel string guitars, got strings for their guitars from telephone wires. They 
used to strip the coated telephone wires for their guitars or for fishing line. 

McIntosh describes how the men used to walk and play guitar. 

McIntosh plays Road Beat and sings some lyrics:

My name is Joseph Isaac Augustine Cephus Brown.
But my name has never been established round the town.
But the big one174 meet me, call me, “Hello, Mr. Brown.”
But the little one meet me call me Full-mouth175 Brown.

McIntosh plays a song his father showed him: Spanish Retreat.176

173. Ivan McIntosh.
174. Adults
175. Addressing someone without using their “title,” such as “Miss” or “Mister.” This is a disrespectful way of addressing an 

adult, particularly by a child.
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McIntosh sings a fragment of Bulldog Don't Bite Me . . . [McIntosh calls this a Fourth Figure.]

Mister, where did you get that dog?
Bulldog, don’t bite me.
That dog, man, is a very bad dog.
Bulldog, don’t bite me.

If your bulldog is a hairy dog
Bulldog, don’t bite me.

McIntosh describes how he can go to a quadrille dance hall and play three sets of quadrille without 
playing the same set twice; he will play what the floormaster requests, or else he just comes up with 
something on his own.

McIntosh plays Christmas ah Come as an example of a Third Figure.

Christmas ah come and I want me plait,
Kaya kah lick out me plait.177

Christmas ah come and I want me plait,
Kaya kah lick out me plait.

Now all you see what you do.
But Kaya kah lick out me plait.
All you see what you do.
But Kaya kah lick out me plait.

Christmas ah come and I want me plait,
But Kaya kah lick out me plait.
Christmas ah come and I want me plait,
Yeah Kaya kah lick out me plait.

McIntosh describes how when he plays at a quadrille dance, he needs to remember which songs he 
played for each set, so as not to repeat the same song more than once.

McIntosh sings a song he composed [late tape start]; 

I was playing at the Royal Dane,178 
But the people, they making me shame. 
They keep asking me for my composition. I try to tell them I’m not a calypsonian.
They still won’t leave me alone. They started this refrain of their own.

You sing song by Lord Christo, you sing song by King Sparrow.
You sing song by everyone you know, but when you gon make your own?

So from the club I did depart. 
These people, man, they rent me heart.

176. Sylvester McIntosh’s father, Ivan McIntosh, taught him how to play this song, Spanish Retreat, but never showed him it 
“note by note.” He and his father never played the song together, but his father showed him how to “set” the guitar (in the 
key of “open A). His father told him the song was made after the Spanish War between Taxes and Mexico. He does not 
know where his father learned it.

177. Kaya pulled out the plaits in her hair.
178. A hotel.
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They must know I will be back. And then I gon make me first attack.

You sing song by Lord Christo, you sing song by King Sparrow.
You sing song by everyone you know, but when you gon make your own?

Last year I went to America. This year I went to Dominica.
Yes I went to the river for water, where they teach me how to speak Patua.
When I came back in the club, they were PEE AY BOH SHOO, OOKA parlez TWA.179

You sing song by Lord Christo, you sing song by King Sparrow.
Now you have one of your own, when you gon make some more?

McIntosh describes how he writes . . . or doesn't write . . . songs. He says he sings them, and then he 
forgets them.

McIntosh describes how he revived quadrille in late 1969 and 1970 by introducing saxophone. 
People didn’t like the sax in the beginning, then he got fans and the band traveled to New York and 
some various islands. Then the young people got interested. He says that some Kingshill people 
taught quadrille to Joe Parris. And Stanley learned songs from another man in Kingshill [Wilfred 
Pedro]. Parris band played for the folks at Kingshill; they knew who they old songs were made 
about.

T019-06 6. McIntosh sings Carbé Man. 

Yeah, me no want the man again. Oh, me no want this carbé man. 
Me no want this man ah me door mouth. 
When he come back ah me door, I go drive he, let he go, 
I going treat he like the worst of rover dog.180

Oh yeah, me no want the man again. Yeah, me no want this carbé man. 
Me no want this man back ah me door mouth. 
But when I drive he from me door, man, he cry so hard outside, 
So I take he back for he to pay me house rent.

So, me no want the man again. Yeah, me no want the man again. 
Me no want this carbé man ah me door. 
But when I chase he from me door, man, I find he let he go, 
Well I treat he like the worst of rover dog.

T019-07 7. Sylvester McIntosh, June 25, 1979, responding to recording of Henry Drake181 He describes when 
Drake sang song, Robert Boines, “stone182 he rass183 shine like an electric bulb” Drake sang the 
song on the stage at Frederiksted Festival Village and got taken away by police — still singing as 
they took him away. There was a woman named Black Rose who was on the stage, too. 

179. Patua for “Shut your mouth. You talk too much.”
180. Stray dog.
181. See “T014 William Henry “Drattie” Drake I - April 3, 1979 (STX)” and “T015 William Henry “Drattie” Drake II - April 

3, 1979 (STX)”.
182. Testicles.
183. Ass; derriere.
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How Drake used to dress and dance masquerades — Wild Indian. Then he used to dress in a big top 
hat we call a “Bum Sal Pick” was his hat, black face with white around his eyes; wore a long coat 
with scissors cut in the back. He was a tall man, and a big man. His music was his own old guitar, 
then squash, pipe, drum. He’d stop the music and open a big book. 

MCINTOSH recites How Do You Spell New York?:

Ladies and gentlemen, how do you spell New York? 
A knife and a fork and a bottle and a cork, that is the way all we spell New York. 

Music! 

McIntosh says that then the band would play and he’d dance. Then he’d stop the music and sa: 

When I was in school, my teacher made a johnny-cake boat, and we went sailing. 
But then everybody start to eat so fast that the johnny-cake boat turn over. 

Now, how do you spell Chicago? 
Well, a chick in the car, and the car won’t go. 
That is the way all we spell Chicago. 

Music!

McIntosh says there was also something about a “priest in the East” and a girl named Mabel. Soule 
plays recording of Drake.

[Tape stop and restart; Soule plays Drake singing Hitler song.] 

McIntosh sings Went to Berlin on a Donkey — he says it was “made” by Lloyd Thomas:184

I went to Berlin on a donkey.
And one of Hitler guard tried to stop me.

I went to Berlin on a donkey.
And one of Hitler guard tried to stop me.

I give him the Achtung as he wish.
He say, “What you selling?” I say, “Catfish.”
He say, “Today is bacchanal,
Hitler in the town, playing185 Carnival.

Boy, because of your business in forty minutes
Achtung SAY MAH in forty minute
AHR CHEE NEER BROKEN HOH KUHM diminish.
Hitler says “Who sell us this catfish?

McIntosh says “Something like that.” Then he says that the fellow that made the song was from St. 
Croix, but he made the song elsewhere. McIntosh says Lloyd Thomas made a song about the first 
man who underwent a sex change to a woman.

[Tape stop and restart.] 

184. Actually, Lloyd Thomas popularized this song, but didn’t compose it. I Went to Berlin on a Donkey (a.k.a The Sauerkraut 
Calypso) was written by Lord Melody (1926 – 26 September 1988). Melody was a popular Trinidadian calypsonian, best 
known for singles.

185. See play in the Glossary.
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MCINTOSH sings Martina Andrews:186

Martina Andrews, Martina Andrews, 
Martina Andrews, girl, you carriage top ah fall.
Martina Andrews, Martina Andrews, 
Martina Andrews, girl, you carriage top ah fall.

Well I send the girl to school to learn to read and write,
I send the girl to school to learn to read and write,
The girl stop at Høgensborg, the worst estate in the land.

Martina Andrews, Martina Andrews, 
Martina Andrews, girl, you carriage top ah fall.
Martina Andrews, Martina Andrews, 
Martina Andrews, girl, you carriage top ah fall.

Soule asks the meaning of the song, but McIntosh is evasive.

[Tape stop and restart.] 

McIntosh then sings part of If All We Money No Raise This Year — a song from after the Fireburn.

T019-08 8. Sylvester McIntosh singing Cigar Win the Race, a capella, November 1985, at Villa Morales.

Well, who no hear that Cigar win the race last year? 
Ah, who no hear that Cigar win the race? 
Well, who ain't know that Cigar win the race last year? 
And the Dutchman gon ah ROBZ HIL187 bush, he gon go hide.188

It's a shame about me brother, Andrew James. 
It's a shame, yes, shame to call he name. 
When they call on he to match Bopikram with the Black, 
Will he match he with a dead man bone?

Well, who no know that Cigar win the race last year? 
Ah, who ain't know that Cigar win the race? 
Ah, who no hear that Cigar win the race last year? 
And the Dutchman gon a Bolb’s Hill bush, he gon go hide.189

T019-09 9. STEREO: Sylvester McIntosh plays Spanish Retreat on the guitar, November 1985, at Villa 
Morales.

186. A carriage with a “top” was a phaeton — an early 19th-century term for a sporty open carriage drawn by a single horse or 
a pair, typically with four extravagantly large wheels. They were common in St. Croix. This reference is likely a double 
entendre, meaning that “something else” might have fallen — suggesting that Ms. Andrews was perhaps a prostitute.

187. There doesn’t seem to have been an estate named “Robes Hill” but there was an estate named Bolb’s Hill, now called 
Montpelier, near Salt Bay and Morningstar.

188. The horse bolted.
189. Song is about the horses, Cigar, Black, Bopikram, and Dutchman. Dutchman was the favorite horse and everyone bet on 

him. They would take the bones of dead people in a box, shake them up, and throw them out. Andrew James, was matching 
horses with bones and this is how they knew which horse would win the race. But, Cigar won the race, even though 
Dutchman and Black (another horse) matched the bones.
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T020 Frank Charles, James Miller, and Hubert Edney - April 14, 1979 (STX)
Date April 14, 1979

Location/Event Sprat Hall, St. Croix; Frank Charles, James Miller, Hubert Edney play traditional 
music at a luncheon for “Friends of Denmark”

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances: Soule drops in at a luncheon for “Friends of Denmark” at Sprat Hall; Frank Charles, 
James Miller, Hubert Edney were playing traditional music under a tree on the grounds of Sprat Hall 
Plantation/Hotel, St. Croix. These three musicians were hired to play for the luncheon. They were about 
50 feet from about 70 people eating lunch on the ground of the Hotel (an old estate great house); most of 
the people lunching were white, many of them Danish; Soule brought Frank Charles a little wooden nail 
keg that he'd said he'd like to make into a bass drum; Paddy Moore was supposed to have been there too, 
to blow pipe, but he was ill. This was recorded on an analog audiocassette. Frank Charles played banjo-
ukulele, Edney played steel, and James Miller played guitar and sang.

[This tape could use some transcriptions of lyrics and conversations.]

T020-01 1. Charles, Miller, and Edney play All I Want I Get It. Miller vocal. 

T020-02 2. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Never Mind Liza Williams. Miller vocal. 

T020-03 3. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Three Little Virgin Islands. Miller vocal. 

T020-04 4. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Silly Willie or Pampoolam. Miller vocal. 

T020-05 5. Miller explains how he learns songs from older people.

T020-06 6. Frank Charles explains the story behind the song Silly Willy.

T020-07 7. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Valentine; Frank Charles gives an explanation of the song [saying 
that it relates to an incident on an estate, but note that others say it is a song from the masquerade 
jig]; He also describes some of the cruelties of the Danes, how they used to beat people; among 
themselves, musicians compare Danes to Americans.

T020-08 8. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Lazy Lily of the Valley and Swanee River. 

T020-09 9. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Oh What A Night. 

T020-10 10. Charles, Miller, and Edney play All I Want Is Love. 

T020-11 11. Charles, Miller, and Edney play When A Woman Is Young . . . “every man in town does flock 
around she.” 
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T020-12 12. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Breeze So Sweet . . . Lyrics start out with “My Father Dead and 
Gone; other lyrics say “put me to sleep under the old oak tree;”190 Song becomes Meet Me Tonight 
In the Moonlight. 

T020-13 13. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Queen Mary. Afterward, they tell the story of Queen Mary, Mattie 
Williams, Bottom Belly. [Frank mistakenly gives the date of the Fireburn as 1848 when it was really 
1878.] Then Frank Charles tells some of his personal history; worked for Customs for 35 years, 
traveled on boats. 

T020-14 14. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Man Tiaba. 

T020-15 15. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Pussy Whiskers 

T020-16 16. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Time So Hard 

T020-17 17. Charles, Miller, and Edney play Matty Gru . . . “I'm Coming, Lord Daniel...” It goes right into 
Goodbye, Ladies. 

T021 Ernest Schulterbrandt - April 23, 1979 (STT)
Date April 23, 1979

Location/Event St. Thomas, Senior Citizens in Action Center

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule met with Ernest Schulterbrandt at the “Senior Citizens in Action” center — in a 
house next to a small park in the center of Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas. We sat at a long table in the 
office. 

This was one of seventeen interviews that Mary Jane Soule did as a favor to Magnus “Mungo” Niles to 
help him prepare a booklet of biographies to give away to attendees of an “Appreciation Ball: Honoring 
18 Outstanding Musicians of St. Thomas.” The ball was being organized by Magnus “Mungo” Niles, 
who asked Soule to collect material for him. Soule was happy to assist, since the endeavor gave her 
introductions to a number of prominent St. Thomian musicians. 

T021-01 1. Ernest Schulterbrandt reads his prepared musical biography. , , Schulterbrandt says he joined Lionel 
Roberts band as a beginner trombonist. Schulterbrandt was self-taught; he followed the examples of 
the older musicians. From 1915 until 1979, he played in many types of bands. He has played Chopin, 
operas, marches, as well as local dance music. He trained Boy Scouts on both St. Thomas and St. 
John. He also organized several bands. 

T021-02 2. Ernest Schulterbrandt describes details of his life and background. He describes the Danish 
atmosphere of his early years. Born February 8, 1904. He says “that was the Danish era.” He 

190. If I Had the Wings of an Angel a.k.a. The Prisoner’s Song. For some lyrics and the song’s origin, see T129-06.
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describes how St. Thomians had exposure to different cultures because of all the people who came to 
the island for trade. Then St. Thomians learned local “country dances.” Schulterbrandt moved to the 
continental United States at around age 20 and spent 20 years there. 

Schulterbrandt describes how the musicians would practice for hours. He describes himself as a self-
taught trombone player. He often was first chair, and people would ask at what institution he studied. 
He would say he was educated in the “School of Hard Knocks.” He actually learned from his fellow 
musicians. He describes the atmosphere and environment of the time. Says he practiced scales for 
hours: major, minor, diatonic. “Life was slow and I love music, so that was it.” 

Schulterbrandt describes how he played in a symphony band in the States. Says he is a member of 
Federation of Musicians, Local 802. He has played in various bands: played in Monarch Elk, Eureka 
large band, and Marcus Garvey’s Band (The United Improvement Association). He came home from 
the States around 1940. He played with the St. Thomas Community Band until 1977. He played in 
all parades over all those years, but stopped a few years ago because of hernia problem. 

Schulterbrandt discusses the “cosmopolitan” nature of St. Thomas. He says that due to the harbor, 
the St. Thomians had concerts by bands from all over the world. He says life used to be slower. He 
describes Alton Adams and the U.S. Navy Band and how they shocked people in the States when the 
band played classical music. “Because at that time, the black man was Jim Crowed, even lynched up 
there.” We played marches, overtures, waltzes, semi-classic, and so on. “European!” “Here is 
cosmopolitan.” “I was born in St. Croix, but came here at two years old.” He says he found out when 
he went to the States that he was black. He says they didn’t have those differences here in St. 
Thomas. 

T021-03 3. Schulterbrandt gives a history of the French people in St. Thomas. He describes how they went to 
the island of St. Bart’s after the French Revolution, then they came to St. Thomas. The native St. 
Thomians called the area where the French people settled “Chacha-town.” Schulterbrandt says the 
French were poor, lived in trash houses, sold fish, especially ballahoo, in the market. 

Schulterbrandt says that all the people of St. Thomas struggled. The only school they had was 
elementary school. After the Americans took over, things were different. One governor was racist 
and told the French people they were superior to the blacks. In the Army, they even put the French 
people in with the whites. [This was one of the Navy191 governors.] But [he says] blacks were more 
intelligent than the French at that time. 

Schulterbrandt says that today, calling a French person a chacha is like calling a black person a 
“nigger.” If a continental goes to talk to a French person, the continental might not find the St. 
Thomas French to be open and friendly. 

Schulterbrandt says that on Bastille day, the parade is mostly black people. He also says that the 
Frenchtown people are still close to St. Bart’s. There have been a few intermarriages between the 
French and native blacks, but it’s not considered a “big thing” because St. Thomians have a 
cosmopolitan nature and have had contacts with people from all over the world. 

191. The islands were administered by the U. S. Navy from the United States purchase from Denmark in 1917 until 1931, when 
they came under the jurisdiction of the U. S. Department of the Interior.
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T021-04 4. Schulterbrandt says “country dance” is “our local music,” just as calypso is local to other West 
Indian islands. He says that country dance music has many varied influences: Latin, European, 
African, Danish. He hums a few anthems, then hums Bush Mongoose. He says that Crucians keep 
up the traditional music, but St. Thomians go more for American and other West Indian music. He 
says that 70 years ago, he heard country dances; the country dance band was sometimes a flute, 
güiro, guitars; the bands did not have drums in the old days, but now they include a drum. In the old 
days, the bands might sometimes have a clarinet, but today they use a saxophone. 

Schulterbrandt says that they also had “in our day” a skin banjo,192 and sometimes a ukulele too; 
sometimes the banjo substituted for ukulele; all the instruments were purchased except the güiro; the 
banjo with skin was between a guitar and ukulele in sound. He mentions that a man named Big Jim 
might have a skin banjo; Big Jim is a versatile musician, has lived here all his life, should be able to 
help Soule with her research. 

T021-05 5. Schulterbrandt says St. Thomas's famous dances are European adaptations of quadrille, lancers, 
schottische, mazurka, seven-step, polka, waltz, two-step. He calls them “adaptations of European 
forms.” He describes how they learned the European dances. He mentions Governor von Scholten 
and the fact that von Scholten had mulattos into his home to dance quadrille and lancers, and blacks 
observed the dances through the windows. 

Schulterbrandt hums a seven step and then hums a schottische. He says that quadrille has seven 
figures; each figure has own rhythm, music, style, and fashion. He says that lancers has sixth figures. 
He hums an example of a mazurka. He says mazurka can have six or seven different melodies. He 
hums an example of a two-step. He says that Jeppesen193 is the band that plays this music, and that 
there are records of these types of music. 

Schulterbrandt says that the bolero is a Puerto Rican novelty. He says that the St. Thomian musicians 
call the jig a “polka.” He sings an example and says the dance steps are unique to each type of music. 
“It’s highly cultural.” Schulterbrandt says that calypso and disco are not our culture. 

Schulterbrandt makes a distinction between country dance, “local calypso,” and European dances. 
He says not everybody can do them. 

Soule asks what instruments are used to play for the European dances. 

Schulterbrandt says that when he was a little boy, there was a Mr. Barzey, who played the violin, and 
after he died, the flute came in. He says there is no steel or cowbell in traditional music; the güiro 
and ukulele kept the rhythm. He says the pipe is a Crucian thing. 

Schulterbrandt says that _____________was more like bamboula, “a carnival music,” and the 
people who played that had drinks and smoke. He says that bamboula was a celebration: the people 
who performed bamboula got drunk and played drums. He thinks bamboula came from Denmark. 

Schulterbrandt says that Bush Mongoose was a local country dance. He says he knows a few 
country dances. He mentions Mungo Niles . . . says that Mungo must know 15 or 20 of those country 
dances; he also knows mazurka, polka, etc. 

192. A home-made banjo, typically a shallow can (such as a sardine can) with animal skin stretched over it.
193. See Jeppesen, Arthur in “People”.
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T022 Cecil George Sr. - April 23, 1979 (STT)
Date April 23, 1979, around 4:00 PM 

Location/Event St. Thomas, a small classroom at Winston Rhymo Recreation Center. This was one of 
the interviews for the “Appreciation Ball” booklet described in the introduction to 
T021.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Archivist notes Cut T022-08 was originally labeled VIV023-01.

Cut T022-09 was originally labeled VIV023-02.

Cut T022-10 was originally labeled VIV023-03.

T022-01 1. CECIL GEORGE: “We used to call it in those days — not calypso — we used to call it quelbé, that 
was the name of it. And, as of on Sundays, your parents would never allow you to sing it out loud. 
Well it's just the same type as you say, ‘calypso.’ But the calypso's only a modern name. A country 
dance is what you would call in the olden days ‘calypso.’ No, in modern days, you call it ‘calypso.’ 
We always said quelbé, because it's stale, when you say ‘quail,’ like you take the leaf of the tree and 
you put it down and the sun hit it. So they say it's ‘quail,’ because it pick from yesterday. The saying 
of ‘quail’ means it's passed. As of today, it is still back here again.”

“Well this is my speed, we used to call it amstroohut,194 too.” [He imitates the beat.] 

[Note: the following description is of a tambourine.]

GEORGE: “Then you had what you call a side drum. You put the rosin on the drum [he imitates the 
sound]. Oh, that drum was actually made out of barrel hoops. In other words, the barrel that people 
do ship ________________ came to St. Thomas. You take those hoops and you put them together. 
You use a brace, a brace on this, and a brace on the outside. You take either the goatskin or the 
sheepskin and you put it on the top; the bottom was left open. You take the same hoop, and you tie 
around the top to hold the skin on. Then you will go and you get the brackets from the blacksmith's 
shop. Then you lap the skin over the same hoop, and the brackets ____________________ get your 
tension from. And the people in those days, used to play them with their fingers.”

SOULE: “Then you'd put the rosin on?”

GEORGE: “No, the ones you put the rosin on, is the one more or less like the tambourine type.”

SOULE: “So what did you call the one you just described, made of the hoop?”

GEORGE: They used to call that the bamboula drum.”

SOULE: “Just the hoops, not wood?”

GEORGE: “No no no, you had the wood from the barrel. And the top was kind of broad, come to the 
top, kind of tapering to the tail end, the bottom end. And the brackets was actually used — as of 
today, we actually use a key to tighten up our drums. They used to had a wrench. If you've got a bolt, 
about a 3 inch bolt, the blacksmith would cut, take a piece of steel and cut it to fit that nut, and you 
tightened it up.”

SOULE: “Any of those drums around?”

194. This music was explained most thoroughly by Amos Frett and Gerda Benjamin, T0126 and T0127.
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GEORGE: “I don't think so because most of the people that play those drums, they have passed. But 
there are still some people from the country...”

SOULE: “You played that drum?”

GEORGE: “Yeah I played that drum. Well I'll tell you what. It's like this. You take your wrist here, 
and you cover it like this to the edge of the drum. When you use your right hand, when you make the 
sound, if it's too loud, you take this left-hand where the wrist is, and you smother it. Sometimes we 
use two fingers, sometimes we use three fingers. That is to muffle the drum, in other words. But the 
right hand does most of the playing. For instance it's like [he drums a bit]. But with this drum I'm 
talking about, you take this wrist thing and you muffle the drum. When you play with this right hand, 
you muffle the drum to any effect you want with your left hand, or with your fingers, in other 
words.”

CECIL GEORGE: You sit on the drum.”

SOULE: When did you play those drums?”

GEORGE: Well it used to be mostly around Easter, Whit, Christmas, or any holiday in between.”

SOULE: Where would you play?”

GEORGE: Well most times, you had like different types of parades, or all like that. And you sit 
either in a truck, or a cart, they have these horse and cart, donkey cart, sit down in those, and you 
right up front, and you play your rhythm.”

SOULE: Did anybody play with that drum?”

GEORGE: You have a flute. You have a fellow with a güiro, you know, the squash. And a fellow 
with a triangle, which you call the steel, as of today. You have a fellow with a pipe, like an exhaust 
pipe. Then you have somebody singing the old time — we used to call it cariso — yeah when you 
sing and when you start playing the drums like that. They sing the song, different — like what the 
Haitian music sound like — they used to sound like, when people used to sing.”

SOULE: “Do you remember any of the songs?”

GEORGE: “No. You see, as of playing the drums, you make the rhythm, and you keep the rhythm. 
Sometimes if you get to a stage as you hear most of the calypsonians, they'll say, ‘Ah-
hah!’ . . . something like that. To build the rhythm up, and everybody start coming in between, AH-
YEE, AH-YEE, AH-HOO . . . Something like that. But the meanings of the words, I mean, of course — 
just to make sound, to blend everything together. Just sound to blend with the drums, like the 
Africans, they make their songs?

SOULE: When was the last time music like that was played?”

GEORGE: “Oh there's a girl named Gerda — she was one of the first female softball players — her 
mother was one of them used to play those type of drums. And that was practically about 25 years 
ago. And her mother used to sit on those drums and play them. As a matter of fact, they had another 
side drum that used to play on the back, a little stick, they call it a katta stick. Oh you know the guys 
that play the conga. The bass drum was much shorter than the conga. And this one they would have 
the skin on the top, and the back is open. And this other stick they call the katta stick. So when she 
play it on the front, the katta stick is coming [he taps it out] just keeping time, you know what I 
mean? They had a rhythm, of course to hear them do...”
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“They're playing the front part, which is the skin on the front. On the side, they'd have the left hand 
doing the same rhythm but with an after beat, syncopation, in other words, syncopating.”

SOULE: “So there was one person playing both?”

GEORGE: “Yes. One person playing both. They used to strap it around their shoulders. It was about 
the same size as a conga, not much shorter.”

SOULE: “What was the tambourine that you mentioned?”

GEORGE: “Well the tambourine was made up of the same type of skin, but the body was no longer 
than maybe four or 5 inches in width. And that was made up out of the cheese box, the old Acorn 
Cheese.”

SOULE: “A wooden box?”

GEORGE: Yup. Mm-hmm. We call it American cheese now. Used to come in a box, a round box. 
The ring from that, and you would fix it to the size that you want, and you would get either a 
deerskin, or a goatskin, but it had to be from a male goat, because it's much more harder. Then they 
use the same type of brackets. And you get the rosin, take the rosin and you pound it and you crush 
it, and rubbed it on the head of the skin. And certain part of the music, when you want to change the 
sound of the drum, you take your big thumb, and make like this: WOOH-OOP, WOOH-OOP, WOOH-
OOP...OOOO - OOOOO . . . the way you put your finger, and people used to marvel. As a matter of fact, 
there's some people in St. Croix who still use it. I think they lived more inland in St. Croix. There are 
Puerto Ricans that use the same way. From Grove Place, you go as far as Whim corner, well I say 
you start from as far as Anna's Hope and you go all through Lower Bethlehem, Upper Bethlehem. 
These type of tambourine, they never have the jingles on them. They only use them as a side drum, 
something like that, and then some time when they play them too, they hit on the rim something like 
— this is modern, though — you notice, most of the drums, they got the tom-toms on top there, that's 
what the tom-toms originally originated from. The tambourine. and it was much more thinner, 3 to 4 
inches wide, the diameter would be, eight or ten inches in diameter.”

T022-02 2. CECIL GEORGE: “Now in those days, we didn't know so much about shoes. Going to school we 
used to wear sancletas,195 or sandals. Shoes was luxury. You go to Sunday school or to church on 
Sundays, after that, your shoes was placed on a TEESTUH, on a shelf. You wear either your 
sancletas. After you wear them at least a month, the sole of your feet — because all dirt road and 
rocks — was all torn out. Oh, there was an old shoemaker named Mr. Barzey, one Brunelli, he used 
to play he used to play the mandolin and the banjo. Mr. Seally?”

T022-03 3. CECIL GEORGE: “I used to go around and listen to certain orchestras, we used to call them scratch 
band at the time, and after I got into the high school I went ahead and I made a foot pedal out of 
board. Took a piece of 2 x 4, cut the middle part of it out, take a piece of inner tube from a car, a 
spring from an old bed, take a tennis ball, run a stick through it, and with spring coming up there — 
I run a nail completely through to hold the ball of spring. And I made my first drum pedal. And that's 
when I first started playing the trap drums.”

SOULE: “Where'd you get the drum?”

195. From the Spanish, chancletas.
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GEORGE: “I tell you, as a matter of fact, I stole it from the high school. [Laughs] at the time, we 
hadn't no TV, the radio program from Schenectady, we used to listen to those guys playing 
______________ and I made up my own thing ___________________.”

T022-04 4. CECIL GEORGE: “Drumming, as a matter of fact, is part of my life. I love it. As a matter of fact, I 
have now, about, exactly eleven kids training. My favorite is the snare drum. You get more rhythm 
out of it this sound is what everybody's after. For instance, at certain times, I could take my snare 
drum and I could make it sound like it's a complete set of drums. A conga. A bongo. And the rim it is 
a different sound, around the rim. I practiced that. And that isn't in any book. That tells you about the 
rimshots. It is in your mind. You listen to it.” 

“I have a complete set of Encyclopedia and books, and they don't mention nothing about the 
rimshots. You'll notice on Saturday, at certain times, I shorten up my stick and I'll come back on the 
rim, and I cross the sticks again, like I come back — I play in the middle of the drums, I come back 
and go around the edge of the drum — that's what you call the rimshots — when you go around the 
edges. You get a different sound completely. And if your drum isn't tuned to balance whatever outfit 
your playing with, it throws the outfit completely out. The drums definitely is the backbone of any 
band. Any band. When all the instruments are out, when I say stop, the drums keep that parade, or 
keep everybody jumping.” 

“I love the drums. You'll will find during Carnival time [more bragging about rim shots and 
syncopation]. This I really developed from elderly people, you had some Barbadians that used to 
play music around here — they call it amstroohut music.”

MJS: “What does that mean?”

GEORGE: “The rhythm they would just say is amstroohut, was to make the music sound a little bit 
better.”

T022-05 5. CECIL GEORGE: “The scratch band came from what we used to call the quelbé. But the quelbé 
used to have more people singing, and playing the tambourine . . . With the scratch band, now, what 
we actually adapted from the quelbé was just the drums, the flute, that's about all.” 

“Originally, with the quelbé, you find people used to have the same flute, what we call the güiro, 
which is the gourd, the scratchy scratch we call it, and to the tambourine, and we used to call them 
shak-shaks — they call them maracas as of now. Those shak-shaks used to be made out of a tree we 
call the gobi tree. It grow around here.” 

“And that tree is a type of medicine, too. They scoop out the entrails and they strain it and use it as a 
medicine. The outside, they use it as a cup. The leaves, if you have a certain type of sore, you get a 
bite from some kind of a wasp or something like that, and you take that same leaf and you put it over 
the fire, put a little bit of sweet oil, coconut oil, and you put it on that particular spot where you get 
this bite, it don't cause an infection. The medicine that is in the leaf itself [heals the sore]. People use 
the inside of the fruit as medicine for kids when they have cold. That's what we used to do, years 
ago. We didn't know anything about ulcers, but we used to call it sore stomach or boils in your 
stomach. They go ahead and they'd cook it up, probably salad oil? Then you squeeze the whole thing 
out, teaspoon or wine glass. So whatever was in your stomach, this would clean it out.”

“The scratch band is different from the quelbé because of the drums, the sound of the drums, it 
actually build up. In other words, because of the tambourine, it was more of a thinner sound, more 
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thinner, more soprano sound. There was the quelbé as you call it. But we're back up with the drums 
now, bring it to more of an orchestral flavor, sound. The drum with the quelbé would be more flat. 
See, you get more of a higher sound. That's why they use the tambourine with rosin, to change the 
rhythm and the sound too. You take that rosin, put it on top of the tambourine, it gives a sound like 
siren. RRRR-rrrrr-RRRRR-rrrr. You know what I mean? . . . To make the tambourine, you didn't 
use the top of the cheese box, it's the circumference, the frame, the round frame. Some persons 
would cut it to the size that they want. And then they take a wire hoop, bend it to the wire hoop, and 
then they would make these brackets, and then put on either the goatskin or the deerskin on it. And in 
those days, you had to clean that skin your self. We used to use ashes. You put the skin in ashes 
water to soak. You know ashes carry a certain amount of lye or _____________ in it. Then you used 
to take and pull it off, as much as you could get off. If you don't get that off, we used to use a single 
edge razor blade to get the rest of the hair that remains there. We used to use sand, the rough sand. 
You take the rough sand and you take a piece of board, and you rub it like this. And you go light, 
light, light, not to cut the skin. Just to get all the hairs off. And you'd be surprised, after all those hairs 
get off of that skin, the sound... as a matter of fact, the first one that I played was goatskin.”

T022-06 6. Cecil George discusses eucalyptus; he says it’s good for asthma or a cold; he says you make a tea 
from it; he says the old people say you must use an odd number of leaves for bush tea; if you use an 
even number, the leaves stay together; it you use an odd number, the leaves come apart; he says how 
you should pick bush before 3PM. He mentions soursop and physic nut. 

T022-07 7. Cecil George discusses playing cashews. He describes the different types of kites they had when he 
was a child: runkoo,196 lantern-head,197 turtle-back,198 mountain toom; regular toom; pulling toom; 
dipping toom; he describes how the kite can be made to “sit steady.” 

T022-08 8. Cecil George describes his childhood drum career . . .  born 12/15/14 . . .  early involvement in 
community band . . .  took a course from U.S. Music after high school. 

T022-09 9. Cecil George tells his personal story . . .  42 years in community band . . .  travels with Pete and the 
Ambassadors . . .  Career in Public Works. 

T022-10 10. Cecil George tells how he sat in with Benny Goodman and another famous band; the advice he got 
from How he dresses up in Carnival parades How people say he's the best drummer. He gives 
lessons. He tells examples of what he teaches His recent travels in the States. 

T023 Ivan Petersen - April 23 & 24, 1979 (STT)
Date April 23 and 24, 1979

Location/Event  Ivan “Sweet Pete” Petersen in the law library of the Territorial Court, St. Thomas 

196. A type of kite. (Vals)
197. Local kites were generally hexagonal in shape. Sometimes a pointed headpiece was added, particularly to larger kites. 

They were then known as “lantern-head” kites. (Vals)
198. A kite with a curved surface. (Seaman)
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where he works. This interview was for the “Appreciation Ball” booklet described in 
the introduction to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Archivist notes T023-01 was originally labeled VIV023-04.

T023-02 was originally labeled VIV026-04.

T023-01 1. Ivan Peterson states his name, date of birth. Says his first instrument was ukulele then guitar, 
clarinet, saxophone story of how he got his first clarinet from the Catholic priest played semi-
classical music; kids today! Later, played sax, Archie Thomas Band: $8 night When he left St. 
Croix, went to P.R. and Miami; Came back in 1962 to St. Thomas with Milo; From Miami came 
back; Went to NY in 1952; In N.Y., he played with Bert Samuel; Had his own group out of William 
Morris Agency; The life of a professional musician!!! How he came to play with Milo . . .  sat in 
with Machito . . .  Came back to St. Thomas; His playing with Tony and the Rocks. 

T023-02 2. Ivan Petersen describes how, a kid in St. Croix, he heard “scratch band” playing on the street with 
squash and steel; around 3, 4:00 in the morning; “We don't have tradition today.” Easter Monday, 
Christmas Second Day; jumping up in the street, they'd be on the street all day. Lady in 80's who can 
dance; she's in fish market in Frenchtown; she cleans fish; ask her about bamboula and masquerades; 
big bands dancing down street, called it “playing mas”199 — kids were afraid, people opened their 
homes to the various groups; look up Frankie Pete, his brother, in Frederiksted; his father had a 
general store; his mother baked in a brick oven, especially around Christmas; baked ham in kerosene 
pan; he describes pan. 

T024 Magnus “Mungo” Niles I - April 24, 1979 (STT)
Date April 24, 1979, around 3:00 PM

Location/Event St. Thomas, home of Magnus “Mungo” Niles, a rather large house overlooking much 
of the town of Charlotte Amalie. This was one of the interviews for the “Appreciation 
Ball” booklet described in the introduction to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T024-01 1. Mungo Niles says his birthday is June 26, 1916. His father played accordion; he lists instruments in 
a “fungee band.” He describes holiday serenading — “spree”; he describes how his father used to go 
around at holiday time to do serenading. He says Easter Monday was a big holiday; describes how 
his father played for French people. Mungo learned ukulele and guitar. Describes how he learned 
music, had no formal training. Describes how in 1943, Liston George formed an orchestra under the 
direction of Roy Wallace; George was the arranger; the orchestra was called “Conjunto Tropical.” In 
1933, Mungo formed a group in Litton Fancy to do serenading. 

Niles describes how he was in CCC camp after the Depression; the purpose of the CCC was to help 
parents of young men; the CCC gave them food, clothes, shelter, and pay to their parents. Mungo 
says you didn't need money in those days except for movie or dance. Mentions the ECW, Emergency 
Conservation Workers, and how they used to play music at night. Mungo was in a scratch band with 

199. See play in the Glossary.
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a bombodeen200 until 1942. He says that Herman Wallace formed an orchestra, with Mr. Randall 
Phipps, and that Wallace bought Mungo a guitar. Mungo mentions the songs they used to play. 

T024-02 2. Mungo Niles describes how he went to Los Angeles when his brother sent for him. Describes 
steamships of those days and how he worked with builders. Mungo says that one Christmas, he and 
his brother serenaded their boss. Mentions how they didn't know how to read music, how they heard 
about Musicians Union, how he learned to play the bass, how he had sung in choirs. He says 
Edwardo Hill reads music, is good dancer, and had a choir. Describes how “Wardo” taught the scale; 
Mungo says the notes aren't hard to learn, but the timing is. He describes how you do application and 
test to join the Musicians Union. Describes how they played “little gigs” on the side. Says he joined 
local 767, a “colored” union. He worked as a carpenter, but they played benefits and social clubs, 
and got a lot of publicity. One time, they played a big Christmas benefit with Bing Crosby and Louis 
Armstrong. He wonders “how did I get on the stage with them stars?” Mungo says everyone 
marveled at them; his band “knocked them cold.” The audience didn't know the value of the squash. 
Someone said to the band, “Man, this rhythm got me!” He says some of the audience tore their hair 
out. He tells how an East Indian Trinidad woman acted as extra; she recommended Niles brothers to 
play for a movie named “Affair in Trinidad.” The Niles brothers performed Trouble Tree Don't 
Bear No Blossom, but it had to be cut from the movie, it was so powerful. The Niles brothers also 
played in a movie named “Lydia Bailey,” a voodoo movie. They also played for a movie named 
“Jamaica Run.” He says the musicians union said they were lucky. They also played for the movies 
“Tropical Heat Wave” and “City Beneath the Sea.” Mungo says he was in L.A. from 1946 to 1960. 
The Niles brothers played night clubs too, and they were the only original group on West Coast.

Niles describes how Harry Belafonte changed Marianne. Mungo sings the correct words. He says 
that Belafonte changed other songs too. He describes how America got turned on to calypso by the 
Andrew Sisters with Rum and CocaCola and how some guy got popular in the U.S. He describes 
how to change a song for American audience. Mungo describes surviving on the West Coast; says 
the band went from nightclub to nightclub, and played in San Juan Capistrano. 

T024-03 3. Mungo Niles describes how he got into dance. Says the movie “Lydia Bailey” was set in Haiti. 
Describes how he got interested in square dance; he figured he couldn't do calling. He learned simple 
dances. When he came home for three months, he got a grand welcome. There was a big dance at 
Carib Beach Hotel. He got the idea to do a show and had Omar Brown as the M.C. He says the show 
sold out. He says they weren't ready until the last minute; but the newspaper reviews were raves. 
Mungo describes the show, a variety show: Hill, Water Boy; Robles; Griffith Old Man River; 
Sexteto Tropical; Market Woman Dance; Beryl Hill. 

T025 Magnus “Mungo” Niles II - April 24, 1979 (STT)
Date April 24, 1979, around 3:00 PM

Location/Event St. Thomas, home of Magnus “Mungo” Niles, a rather large house overlooking much 
of the town of Charlotte Amalie. This was one of the interviews for the “Appreciation 

200. Probably a euphonium played by Herman Wallace. See “T151 LP: Archie Thomas (STX), Herman Wallace (STT)”.
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Ball” booklet described in the introduction to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T025-01 1. Niles describes the shows he produces; one was named “Back-of-all Strumoo; another one was 
“Mock Wedding;” dances he did at Carib Hotel; how he got involved with W.R. Recreation Center; 
Center built in 1964; Mungo had been playing at Black Patch and with Rico Harrigan; Wallace 
asked him to come and teach dance at the Center; different activities at the Center; his teaching 
dance at the Center. 

T025-02 2. Niles describes his own dancing; his fancy steps; Edwardo Hill; he and Harley dancing on the dock; 
St. Croix performance for TV; Square dancing: calls, etc. 

T025-03 3. Niles describes his interest in preserving VI culture; his travel around U.S. and Orient; he's known 
by traditional dances; Maypole dance instruction: who sponsors, etc.; been director since 1968; 
dance instructor since 1964; his feelings about preserving culture; American and Puerto Rican 
musical influences; how songs don't last anymore; some old standards. 

T025-04 4. Niles describes quelbé and scratch band; “scratch band” describes the instruments; “quelbé” 
describes the type of song; Sam Polo; Nobody's Business; quelbé is “country dance;” he mentions 
Sly Mongoose,201 Bull Passin’ in Tortola Town, Nazarene, All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth,202 All 
She Want She Get It. He says this was original title; he heard it when he was seven; He mentions 
Dem Boy Dem Been Here Til Dem Gone, Ella Giff; he explains background of song; he sings it; All 
I Want I Get It; instrumentation to record real true quelbé; pipe; Pete uses modern instruments; 
cuatro; guitar; how words are changed for American people; All She Want; he explains the song; 
Sam Polo; he says original words; mentions bazadee and says it means light-headed, confused, 
stupid, crazy; Mungo says it’s Jamesie's [James Brewster] “privilege” to put his own words into 
traditional songs; West Indians use words other people don't use; he mentions lodgin and tells what it 
means. 

T025-05 5. Niles describes Bru Nansi stories; used to hear them when we were small; how people used to tell 
stories; attitudes of young toward old, past and present; the world has gotten “upside-down”; used to 
play kites, marbles, cashews; how he played cashews; wooden tops. 

201. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
202. See Colbann, Ferdinand in “People”.
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T026 Eric Harrigan - April 24 & 25, 1979 (STT)
Date April 24 and 25, 1979

Location Eric “Rico” Harrigan at his small apartment in a housing project, St. Thomas; This was 
on of the interviews for the “Appreciation Ball” booklet described in the introduction 
to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule 

Archivist note This T formerly had a bit of Lockhart and Ivan Petersen; moved respectively to T134 
and T023.

T026-01 1. Eric “Rico” Harrigan says he was born 1911, lived Santo Domingo from 4 months until 11 years old; 
In Cuba from 11 years to 19; in Santo Domingo from age 19 to 23; tells of first instruments he 
played, the various groups he was in, the type of music he played. Returned to St. Thomas at age 23 
or 24; describes where he played and with what groups. Talks about Roy Wallace and Randall 
Phillips; he plays tres now; plays a little.

T027 Pershing DeGraff - May 1, 1979 (STT)
Date May 1, 1979 

Location St. Thomas. Pershing DeGraff interviewed in his room in the hospital where he was ill. 
This was one of the interviews that Soule did for an “Appreciation Ball” described in 
the introduction to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T027-01 1. Pershing DeGraff describes how he used to sing in high school; joined Alwyn Richards; sang 
standards in High School; did all kinds of music with Richards; His definition of quelbé; his 
recording; “Airs of St. Thomas”; sang with Richards from 1938-46; went to States 1948-52; 
Richards band from 1952-54 in St. Thomas; with Richards in Florida, Boston, Vegas 1954-63; Other 
people in band were Brownie, Best, Jules, Richards; After 1963, stayed in Miami for a few years, 
then came home; never considered himself a calypsonian; sang here and there until he joined 
Jeppesen around 1971.

T027-02 2. DeGraff describes how he can sing quelbé better than calypso; “quelbé belongs to us in the V.I.” 
He's famous for My Way; Me Dundo I Love You; Jane Jane Jane; Nazarene — a song about a 
horse.

T028 Leroy Arnold Sr. - Aug 2, 1979 (STX)
Date August 2, 1979, around 1:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, outdoor terrace of the Frederiksted Hotel.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule
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T028-01 1. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses the quadrille dance: how the floormaster used to tell people they could 
dance or not; he says “people were disciplined; they obeyed;” now anyone who pays is entitled to 
dance; today, you can't tell a person they can't dance because they danced before; 

ARNOLD: “Well, as a child, a boy or girl, your parents would send you to dancing school to learn to 
dance the quadrille. And the lancers and the Sir Roger de Coverley, and the polo quadrille, seven-
step, and the band dance, and the schottische, and all those fancy dances that went along with it. So 
that when you get on the floor with a partner, you knew to dance. Because again if you didn’t know 
to dance, the floormaster would come and take you out of the dance.”

Soule asked how the floormasters did that.

ARNOLD: “Well, they’d just say, ‘Sorry, but you don’t know to dance — you can’t dance!’”

Soule asks if people would actually leave.

ARNOLD: “Yes, they would obey and they would leave. And they wouldn’t come back until they’re 
prepared.”

Soule asks if the step have changed.

ARNOLD: “Well, no, not basically, but then there are a lot of other calls that the old callers used to 
do, but it doesn’t seem as if it has been handed down to the new callers.”

Soule asks for examples.

ARNOLD: “Well, there, for instance, there is a call, especially as I could remember . . . they say, 
‘Gentleman from the head, salute! Right over cross and form a line.’”

SOULE: And they don’t use that one any more?

ARNOLD: “No, because the young people don't know to do it.”

Arnold goes on to say that he spoke to Curtis Williams about this call, and then he describes what the 
dancers would do in response to this call. And then he describes the calls and actions that would have 
followed.

Soule asks if the various callers have different style. Arnold says the various floormasters have 
different styles; some are strict, others try to innovate; [Milton] Payne improvises, Curtis [Williams] 
does not, he sticks to [Adam] Petersen's style. Arnold says that Petersen was the “master.” He says 
that Vincent Harris was a pupil of Mr. Petersen.

Arnold describes how most of older folks [floormasters] learned to call quadrille; they got a chance 
to call at small dances on the estates before going to a hall — it was there you learned to dance 
before going to a hall — there they danced in a coconut branch tent on the bare earth. He says they 
used to dress up for quadrilles at halls — you had to wear a coat, “white drill” 

Soule asks about fancy steps of older dancers. Arnold say that when he was young, he used to 
compete with other fellows for fanciest steps.

T028-02 2. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses jig: mostly done in country areas. He says it was “like a cooling off.” He 
says men competed against one another; just music and dance; Cariso: people make songs about 
other people; an “impromptu” thing; Ciple203 used to make songs like that; he played a biscuit tin. 

203. See Ciple in “People”.
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All I Want I Get It was a Ciple song, a real incident: a married lady met a pom204 flute player after a 
dance; both people are dead now.

T028-03 3. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses Bluebell Party and Champagne Party — had to do with the way people 
dressed. He says these were “upper class” dances. They were by invitation only. The ladies wore 
blue dresses and gloves; the men wore white suits. There were also “champagne” dances, to which 
the ladies wore beige, and the men wore white suits with a red tie and gloves.

T028-04 4. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses his time off island. He says he left at age 18 in 1927 and went to New 
York, returned in 1937. He says he also went to New York in 1945 and stayed until 1967.

T028-05 5. Soule asks about masquerades.

LEROY ARNOLD SR.: Oh, that was beautiful; that was something to talk about. Because here you 
had every street — On every estate on the island, the people would get together at these times, such 
as Easter, and Christmas especially, and New Years. And they would get together and dress in 
costumes. And then the people from the estates — this end [west end of St. Croix] would come down 
to Frederiksted . . . maybe Christiansted {end} would go up to Christiansted. And then they would 
dance all along the road. And you would meet me from Bethlehem, from Høgensborg. And we'd 
come down, into town. Then we'd branch off in the different streets. All the streets had masquerade 
at the time. It wasn't a parade as we know it now. Everywhere you went, the street was — there was 
troupes dancing.”

Arnold mentions David and Goliath, Mother Hubbard, all manner of troupes. The troupes would 
meet and compete at 6 PM in Fort Square. “Then they used to come to your homes. For instance, like 
if you and I are married, they will come to our home and they will dance.” You’d give them some 
nice drink and a little money...

ARNOLD: “But all streets in the town was occupied with the masqueraders; so as kids, you run from 
this one to the other one and running back and forth. See?”

Soule asks if any of them were scary to him as a child.

“Yes. They had one they used to call “The Bear.” Well, this man would dress up in a cruda bag205 
from head to foot; you never see his face. Then he'd have a tail! That's him, just one individual; he 
had no troupe; he was just an individual just running back and forth from street to street, up and 
down. And if there's a group of kids, he would run after them and they will scatter and all like that!”

Soule asks if he knew who played the Bear.

Arnold says Paddy Moore did the Bear until he got set on fire and then he stopped; 

Soule asks about other costumes. Arnold describes long gowns with small mirrors; there was a dance 
they called “The Donkey” — he says it used to be a European court dance.

He says the drums were homemade: the kettledrum, bass drum, flute, steel and squash, that's all they 
had; he mentions Wild Indian and their hatchets and movements; He says David and Goliath was a 
play,206 had music and words; Willie Carroll was a great dancer, he was most notable of all the 

204. See pom flute in the Glossary.
205. A burlap sack; raw sugar was shipped in these. (Vals)
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troupes who did David and Goliath. Arnold says Carroll was more dramatic, performed with more 
feeling, and made one feel that they were part of the drama.

T028-06 6. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses tea meeting; gives a basic definition. Describes the King and Queen and 
their various subjects. He says the choir sang in between the speeches. He says that performing at tea 
meeting took a lot of study. The speeches were not serious. They served tea and buns.

T028-07 7. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses games he played: cops and robbers, mango seed war.

T028-08 8. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses quadrille, how it used to be. Some floormasters began the quadrille with 
a waltz. He says the dancers danced in ring around edge of floor. The floormaster would select a 
couple to be the “head.” 

Arnold says some floormasters began the quadrille with the “grand march,” [he describes] 
particularly Mr. Petersen and only and Miss Bailey’s troupe, the Cultural Dancers do this, and also 
Mr. [Wilfred] McBean [floormaster] used to call it. The floormaster came into the middle of the line 
to call the commands so that people could actually hear him. He says the floormaster used to be on 
floor with the dancers — not with a microphone on a stage as they do today. He says the floormaster 
must lead the quadrille. He says that Curtis Williams conducts dances most similarly to Adam 
Petersen and Vincent Harris. Milton Payne does not conduct in the same manner. Bones is more 
staccato. He says that the quadrille is really a court dance.

T028-09 9. Leroy Arnold Sr. discusses the transfer of island from Danes to Americans. He says that those who 
lived well under the Danes were sad to see the islands transferred, but the field workers welcomed 
the change.

Arnold remembers the taking down of the Danish flag. He describes some of what the Americans did 
to improve conditions in the island: they brought in doctors and vaccinated people, made those who 
kept livestock build a bench for feeding the animals. He says that the Americans changed the 
educational opportunities. He says that under the Danes, one could only go to school until age 12, 
and only half-day school. The Americans added more grades, but still there was no high school. He 
says there was really nowhere to go with such little education.

Arnold says people started going to the States in the twenties. The plantation workers made only 20 
cents per day, then one dollar per day, then five dollars per day. That’s when landowners started 
switching over to cattle. He says people got together to farm little plots.

Soule asks what Arnold remembers about the labor strike of 1916

ARNOLD: Well, I remember that all the people on all the estates were turned off the estates. I 
remember that they were walking around about town, sleeping under the galleries and anyplace. And 
then, the more affluent people in town would get together and cook for them and feed them and let 
them stay on our premises.

206. See play in the Glossary.
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T029 Jamesie and the Happy Seven in St. John I - May 4, 1979 (STX)
Date May 4, 1979, from 9:00 PM until 2:30 AM.

Location St. John, Jamesie and the Happy Seven, a St. Croix band, perform at a dance at Fred's 
Bar and Restaurant.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians

Ohaldo Williams Sax
James Brewster Guitar, vocal
Nathaniel “Soda” Moore Banjo-ukulele
Paul Horsford Bass
Lloyd “Perico” Thomas Conga
Callixtus Harrison Triangle (Steel)
Anselmo Clark Güiro (Squash)

Circumstances: Soule and Foley met up with Jamesie and the Happy Seven performing at a dance at 
Fred's Bar and Restaurant, St. John; it's a two-room establishment with a large outdoor stage and patio.

The band was on a raised platform between the dancing area and the street. The dance was attended by 
around 150 native and white residents, plus a few tourists. Congenial atmosphere, with lots of dancing. 
At first, the band was apprehensive about letting us record them, but later got enthusiastic and came and 
listened to our tapes during their breaks. Ohaldo Williams, the sax player, who played in the States for a 
while, was the spokesman regarding the recordings and the releases; he also turned out to be the most 
friendly when he heard the quality of the tapes. Ohaldo has been with the band for only a year. Before he 
joined them, they had no wind instrument and weren't very popular; now they are the most popular local 
band in the Virgin Islands, well-liked by people of all ages.

T029-01 1. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Take One Lick, Come to Pappy. Instrumental. [Late tape start.]

T029-02 2. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Mary Buck. Instrumental.

T029-03 3. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play When the Gut Come Down or Why Why Why.

T029-04 4. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Darkie Eat the Fowl Wing with James Brewster vocal.

T029-05 5. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Taste Am. Instrumental. The guys in the band said this was 
“foreday music.”

T030 Jamesie and the Happy Seven in St. John II - May 4, 1979 (STX)
Date May 4, 1979, from 9:00 PM until 2:30 AM.

Location St. John, Jamesie and the Happy Seven, a St. Croix band, perform at a dance at Fred's 
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Bar and Restaurant.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T029

Circumstances Same as T029

T030-01 1. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Tittie's the Girl I Really Love “but nobody knows but me.” 
Instrumental.

T030-02 2. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play All I Want I Get It with James Brewster vocal.

T030-03 3. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Porque Sera with James Brewster vocal.

T030-04 4. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play La Chiquita.

T030-05 5. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Musician Want Something to Drink.

T030-06 6. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Compadre Pedro Juan, a Dominican Republic merengue.207 
[James Miller plays a flute version of this on T077-02.]

T030-07 7. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a waltz.

T031 Jamesie and the Happy Seven in St. John III - May 4, 1979 (STX)
Date May 4, 1979, from 9:00 PM until 2:30 AM.

Location St. John, Jamesie and the Happy Seven, a St. Croix band, perform at a dance at Fred's 
Bar and Restaurant.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

T031-01 1. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Marianne.

T031-02 2. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Alphonso Joseph Second Figure, also played by Ohaldo at a 
quadrille dance, T044-03.

T031-03 3. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Ram Goat with James Brewster vocal.

T031-04 4. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a polka-mazurka. Ohaldo told Soule he learned this tune from a 
Jeppesen208 record. Like a waltz, instrumental. 

207. Composed by Luis Alberti (1906-1976) of the Dominican Republic. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” 
in the Introduction.
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T031-05 5. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play You Belong to My Heart. A bolero. Instrumental.

T031-06 6. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Sardine Pan.

T031-07 7. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Red Sails in the Sunset.

T032 Jamesie and the Happy Seven in St. John IV - May 4, 1979 (STX)
Date May 4, 1979, from 9:00 PM until 2:30 AM.

Location St. John, Jamesie and the Happy Seven, a St. Croix band, perform at a dance at Fred's 
Bar and Restaurant.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

T032-01 1. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play A Los Oscuro, a Dominican Republic merengue.209

T032-02 2. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Zoop Zoop Zoop with James Brewster vocal.

T032-03 3. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Aye Aye Aye or Don't Touch Me Down There. Instrumental.

T032-04 4. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a waltz medley: Lady in Blue, My Heart Cries for You, and 
Tennessee Waltz.

T032-05 5. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Can't Find the Hole with James Brewster vocal.

T032-06 6. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Sly Mongoose210 with James Brewster vocal. [Late tape start.]

T032-07 7. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Miss Lucy on the Bayside with James Brewster vocal.

T033 Jamesie & the Happy Seven in St. John V - May 4, 1979 (STX)
Date May 4, 1979, from 9:00 PM until 2:30 AM.

Location St. John, Jamesie and the Happy Seven, a St. Croix band, perform at a dance at Fred's 
Bar and Restaurant.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

T033-01 1. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Alec Benjamin.

208. Arthur Jeppesen recordings are on “T122 LP: Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)” and “T123 LP: Dance to the Music of 
Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)”.

209. This song was recorded by Angel Viloria y su Conjunto Típico Cibaeño, a merengue band performing in the US Latin 
community in the 1950s. It was the first band to enjoy major success in popularizing merengue music outside the 
Dominican Republic. The band featured Angel Viloria on the accordion (the accordion player was the traditional leader). 
See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.

210. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
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T033-02 2. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Roll Out the Barrel.

T033-03 3. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Rum Call — this is the musicians’ name for this tune — meaning 
it's the last piece they play before a break. [Similar to Cut 5 on T030.]

T033-04 4. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Porque Sera and Solamente Una Vez with James Brewster 
vocal. [Slow tunes.]

T033-05 5. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Mr. Moore Your Jackass in Me Yard with James Brewster 
vocal.

T033-06 6. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Good Night, Irene211 with James Brewster vocal.

T033-07 7. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Dixie.

T034 Alwyn Richards' Group at Caneel Bay I - May 6, 1979 (STT)
Date May 6, 1979, 8:00 PM to 11:00 PM

Location/Event Alwyn Richards and his group, a St. Thomas band, perform in a tourist night club at 
Caneel Bay Resort, St. John. 

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Date May 6, 1979, 8:00 PM to 11:00 PM

Technical Stereo

Musicians

Leonard Creque Guitar
Harry Lang Drums
Julian Andrews Bass
Alwyn “Lad” Richards Sax

Circumstances: This was recorded at a sedate outdoor nightclub on a terrace near a bar/cocktail lounge of 
Cannel Bay, an exclusive, expensive resort-hotel in St. John. There was a small, quiet, all-white audience 
who mostly watched quietly. They applauded and danced now and then. This may be one of the best 
examples of how local musicians and traditional songs get transformed for the American tourist 
audience.

T034-01 1. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune. [This might be the end of their first set.]

T034-02 2. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified piece, a slow tune.

T034-03 3. Alwyn Richards and his group play Danny Boy.

211. Composed by Gussie Lord Davis, an African-American Tin Pan Alley composer active in the 1890s, whose songs were 
sold as sheet music and performed in minstrel shows.
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T034-04 4. Alwyn Richards and his group play Roll Isabella Roll.

T034-05 5. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T034-06 6. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T034-07 7. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T034-08 8. Alwyn Richards and his group play Let's Fall in Love. [Twice]

T034-09 9. Alwyn Richards and his group play Just the Way You Are.

T034-10 10. Alwyn Richards and his group play Fire Down De or Why Why Why. [End of set.]

T034-11 11. Alwyn Richards and his group play Strangers in the Night.

T035 Alwyn Richards' Group at Caneel Bay II - May 6, 1979 (STT)
Date May 6, 1979, 8:00 PM to 11:00 PM

Location/Event Alwyn Richards and his group, a St. Thomas band, perform in a tourist night club at 
Caneel Bay Resort, St. John. 

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T034

Circumstances Same as T034

T035-01 1. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T035-02 2. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T035-03 3. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified tune.

T035-04 4. Alwyn Richards and his group play Danny Boy.

T035-05 5. Alwyn Richards and his group play an unidentified jazzy cocktail lounge tune.

T035-06 6. Alwyn Richards and his group play I Wish You Love.

T035-07 7. Alwyn Richards and his group play Bye Bye Blackbird.
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T035-08 8. Alwyn Richards and his group play Perdido. Mr. Richards later told Soule this was “made famous 
by Duke Ellington”.

T035-09 9. Alwyn Richards and his group play Spanish Eyes.

T035-10 10. Alwyn Richards and his group play an All the Things You Are by Jerome Kern and then an 
unidentified tune.

T036 Ivan Petersen Group I - May 8, 1979 (STT)
Date May 8, 1979

Location/Event St. Thomas, Lucinda Millin Home for the Aged. This was a dance/party that Soule set 
up to record St. Thomas quelbé music. About 75 residents attended, maybe 30 of them 
danced. We provided free drinks and cake. The residents (all quite old, some in 
wheelchairs) seemed to have a great time. The staff was quite friendly and danced and 
joined in.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians

Ivan “Pete” Petersen Sax and flute
Cecil George Sr. Drums
Gustav Civil Squash
Antonio Ludwig
Julian Andrews
Arthur Christian? Sax?212 []

T036-01 1. Ivan Peterson Band plays Mary Bool. Late tape start. Petersen sings.

T036-02 2. Ivan Peterson Band plays “a jam;” this is at the end of set; includes a plug for Petersen.

T036-03 3. Ivan Peterson Band plays Mon Tiaba. Instrumental.

T036-04 4. Ivan Peterson Band plays a tune. The name of it may be Mona.

212. See also “T010 Cold Goose Gang, Tea Party I - July 23, 1979 (STT)”.
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T037 Ivan Petersen Group II - May 8, 1979 (STT)
Date May 8, 1979

Location/Event St. Thomas, Lucinda Millin Home for the Aged

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T036

Circumstances Same as T036

T037-01 1. Ivan Peterson Band plays Old Lady Walk a Mile and a Half and She Tillilie, composed by 
calypsonian, Lord Kitchener. Instrumental.

T037-02 2. Ivan Peterson Band plays Alec Benjamin. Instrumental.

T037-03 3. Ivan Peterson Band plays Alphonso Joseph Second Figure.

T037-04 4. Ivan Peterson Band plays Morning Star. Instrumental.

T037-05 5. Ivan Peterson Band plays Sly Mongoose.213 Hesitant start, instrumental.

T037-06 6. Ivan Peterson Band plays Nobody's Business. Instrumental.

T037-07 7. Ivan Peterson Band plays Jane Jane Jane. . . .  “with a gum boil on her knee . . . .”

T037-08 8. Ivan Peterson Band plays an unidentified tune that could be one of those a band plays before a break.

T037-09 9. Ivan Peterson Band plays Mama Look at Boo Boo.

T037-10 10. Ivan Peterson Band plays their “final jam.” [The tape runs out before they finish.]

T037-11 11. Ivan Peterson Band plays their “final jam.” [New reel of tape. Begins with a drum solo.] 

T038 Mungo Niles Group I - May 10, 1979 (STT)
Date May 10, 1979, 8:30 to 10:30 PM (cuts 1-7); early 1977 (cuts 8-11)

Location/Event St. Thomas. Cuts 1-7 in a function room at Bluebeard's Castle Hotel. Cuts 1-8 at 
Krigger's Flower's Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A West Indian Luau.”

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians on cuts 1 through 7

213. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
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Reginald Williams Sax and flute
Cecil George Sr. Drums
Bushner Harley Squash, vocal
Mungo Niles Guitar, accordion, vocal
Lambert George Cuatro
Sam King Washtub bass
Viggo Niles Upright electric bass

Circumstances: This was a recording session that Soule set up with Mungo Niles. It was an extremely 
rainy evening. The rain caused many problems in getting set up; Soule was told that St. Thomians don't 
like to go out in the rain. The sax player that Mungo wanted couldn't make it from St. John, so Mungo got 
Reggie Williams (the son of Ohaldo Williams) to fill in, but Reggie didn't know the old tunes or the style 
of playing, having grown up in the States. The musicians kept having to coach Reggie along. Enthusiasm 
was not up to par and this event was not very successful. The function room at Bluebeard's Castle Hotel, 
St. Thomas in a carpeted room with on chandeliers

Cuts 8 through 11 were recorded some time in early 1977 from 9:00 to midnight at Krigger's Flower's 
Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A West Indian Luau.” This recording was made for the 
Virgin Islands Adventure, a multi-media show for tourists. The names of the musicians were not taken, 
although many are probably the same as those on T010.

T038-01 1. Mungo Niles’s band plays Dem Boy Dem Been Here Til Dem Gone214 with vocal by Mungo. [1979 
recording.]

T038-02 2. Mungo Niles’s band plays I'm a Better Man Than You . . . “I could give a dollar or two” with 
Mungo vocal. [1979 recording.]

T038-03 3. Mungo Niles’s band plays “a French Polka,” with Mungo vocal. Mungo said this means St. Thomas 
French. [1979 recording.]

T038-04 4. Mungo Niles’s band plays How You Know What I Got, with Mavis Vanderpool vocal. Includes a 
false start. [1979 recording.]

T038-05 5. Mungo Niles’s band plays Caroline; There's No Place Like Home; and LaBega Carousel with 
Bushner Harley vocal. [1979 recording.]

T038-06 6. Mungo Niles’s band plays Uncle Joe. Late tape start. Harley vocal. Then Uncle Joe, a second time. 
[1979 recording.]

T038-07 7. Mungo Niles’s band plays Martina Andrew215 twice. Instrumental. [1979 recording.]

T038-08 8. Mungo Niles’s band plays at Krigger's Flower's Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A 
West Indian Luau.” This recording was made in 1977 for the “Virgin Islands Adventure,” a multi-

214. The melody is Oh Dem Golden Slippers by Bland. This was a black minstrel song from the 1890s.
215. For lyrics and possible interpretation, see T019-01.
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media show for tourists. The names of the musicians were not taken, although many are probably the 
same as those on T010. This tune was called a Second Figure on T011, cuts 2 and 10. 

T038-09 9. Mungo Niles’s band plays at Krigger's Flower's Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A 
West Indian Luau.” This recording was made in 1977 for the “Virgin Islands Adventure,” a multi-
media show for tourists. The names of the musicians were not taken, although many are probably the 
same as those on T010. This was called a jig; same as T010-04. Performed twice, both renditions are 
very brief. 

T038-10 10. Mungo Niles’s band plays at Krigger's Flower's Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A 
West Indian Luau.” This recording was made in 1977 for the “Virgin Islands Adventure,” a multi-
media show for tourists. The names of the musicians were not taken, although many are probably the 
same as those on T010. This is a Second Figure. Same as T011-08. [Late tape start.] 

T038-11 11. Mungo Niles’s band plays at Krigger's Flower's Garden in St. Thomas at a dance party called “A 
West Indian Luau.” This recording was made in 1977 for the “Virgin Islands Adventure,” a multi-
media show for tourists. The names of the musicians were not taken, although many are probably the 
same as those on T010. This is a slower piece. Probably not a St. Thomas song. [Tape runs out 
before the tune is finished.]

T039 Evilina “Miss Ebby” Gordon I - Aug 3 & 10, 1979 (STX)
Date Mornings of August 3 and 10, 1979.

Location Evilina Gordon’s apartment in the LBJ Project, near Christiansted, St. Croix.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T039-01 1. A conversation on August 3, 1979 between Evilina Gordon, Mary Jane Soule, Sylvester McIntosh, 
and Gordon's neighbor. Gordon says she never heard Mary Catherine from Frederiksted. Neighbor 
says Miss Liburd used to sing cariso under the tamarind tree. They say that all of them are dead. 
Gordon says that for the cariso, women sang and “the man knock the keg — not a drum — they call 
it a keg.” The neighbors says them days was good days, especially around Christmas when there was 
cariso practice.

T039-02 2. EVILINA GORDON sings Sixteen Dumplings, August 10, 1979: 

Sixteen dumpling me give the boy. Look he yet 'em in a one meal.
Disturbance216 been ah watch he. Look he no broke down give the dog self.

You must go home, oh, Peter, you must go home. 
Me no got no fowl house to put you in. Peter, you must go home, boy.

You must go home, oh, Alec, you must go home. 
Me no got no fowl house to put you in. Peter, you must go home, boy. 

216. “Disturbance” is the name of the family’s dog.
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Sixteen dumpling me give the boy. Look he yet 'em in a one meal [laughing].
Disturbance been ah watch he. Look he no broke down give the dog self.

You must go home, oh, Alec, you must go home. 
Me no got no fowl house to put you in. Alec, you must go home, boy.

“You see, the boy were courting girl, you see? So they cook and give he food. He want the food! So 
they cook sixteen dumpling and give he and he sit down and eat every piece, and the dog watching 
he. He even ain't give the dog a little piece. You see, so [chuckling] put in a sing! They no want he, 
must go. See, the girl mother no want he. He want too much! So he had to go.”

Me no got no dog house to put you in. 
Alec, you must go home, boy.

You must go home, 
Oh, Alec, You must go home. 
Me no got no dog house to put you in. 
Alec, you must go home, boy.

“See, make he self small. He should have broke piece and give the dog. So then when he been ah 
broke piece and give the dog, now then he would ah all right! Ha ha! Whooh . . .”

T039-03 3. EVILINA GORDON sings Since I Born From Me Mother, August 10, 1979:

Oh, since I born from me mother, girl, ah sixteen man I own, 
Then I never met up me second217 ‘til I meet up to Edmund Gallway.

Bust me head, oh Edmund, he bust me head, 
Edmund, bust me head and he burn me blood,218 for hinder the219 girl from whore 
‘bout.

Whore away, oh, me ah go whore away.
Let me whore so ‘til me boiler bust.220 Look, the doctor there for me, now.221

Whore away, oh, me ah go whore away.
Let me whore so ‘til me boiler bust. Look the doctor there for me, now.

Oh, since I born from me mother, girl, ah sixteen man I own, 
Then I never met up me second ‘til I meet up to Edmund Gallway.

Bust me head, oh, Edmund, he bust me head. 
Edmund, bust me head and he burn me blood for hinder the girl from whore ‘bout.

Oh, since I born from me mother, girl, ah sixteen man I own, 
Then I never met up me second ‘til I meet up to Edmund Gallway.

Bust me head, oh, Edmund, he bust me head, 

217. My second = my match
218. “Burn me blood” refers to an Obeah practice to stop the singer from whoring.
219. For hinder = to stop
220. “’Til me boiler bust” means “until my body gives out.”
221. “no” is a way of saying just the opposite: “yes, definitely.”
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Edmund, bust me head and he burn me blood for hinder the girl from whore 'bout.

Whore away, oh me ah go whore away.
Let me whore so 'til me boiler bust. Look, the doctor there for me, now. 
[She laughs.]

“You see she been a bad girl. You see? Been bad. So ee got ee husband, but ee got this one too. See? 
So what ee husband no do, ee keep man want to do it. See? That’s how it go.”

T039-04 4. EVILINA GORDON: “Yeah. You see. One sing the chorus. One will sing — say well when I sing 
one part, somebody come in with another part, you see? It's two supposed to sing. And then it have 
somebody to knock the keg. So you sing one and the next one come in with the chorus. See? It sound 
more better when one sing when one come in with the chorus. So I trying to remember. Sometime, 
you know, I remember a lot of them. Now I didn't expect you this morning.”

T039-05 5. EVILINA GORDON sings Oh Bella Ask Mr. Jackson:

Oh, Bella, ask Mr. Jackson, girl, ah which part he get he learning.222 
He say, “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat.”223

Let he lone, oh, all you let he lone, 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

When I talking to a Crucian, girl, and not no nother nation, 
Jackson wouldn't land in St. Thomas, wuh they fraid they been paralyze he.

Let he lone, oh, all you let he lone, 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

Oh, Bella, ask Mr. Jackson, girl, ah which part he get you learning. 
He say, “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat.”

Me father was a minister. Me grandfather was a teacher. 
Me mother went to college, and I bound to get me learning.

Let he lone, oh, all you let he lone. 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

Me father was a minister. Me grandfather was a teacher. 
Me mother went to college, so I bound to get me learning.

Oh, let he lone, oh, all you let he lone. 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

Oh, Bella, ask Mr. Jackson, girl, ah which part you get you learning. 
He say, “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat.”

222. “Where did he get his education?”
223. Soule was told that the phrase “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat” is meant to sound like a nonsense version 

of what Jackson seemed to be saying when he spoke Danish; in other words, this line is meant to ridicule Jackson for putting 
on airs.
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Oh, let he lone, oh, all you let he lone. 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

I talking to a Crucian, girl, and not no other nation. 
Jackson wouldn't land in St. Thomas, wuh ee fraid they been paralyze he.

“D. Hamilton Jackson.”

Let he lone, oh, all you let he lone. 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone. All you no been know he.

The law ask Mr. Jackson, ah which part he get he learning. 
He say, “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat.”

Me father was a minister. Me grandfather was a teacher. 
Me mother went to college, so I bound to get me learning.

Oh, let he lone, oh, all you let he lone. 
Then you better let D. Hamilton Jackson lone, 
All you no been know he.

“D. Hamilton — he had the Union. He take people out of slave. D. Hamilton Jackson take people out 
of slave here. See? Used to work for little or nothing. And he go all 'bout to get people out of slavery. 
And he get people out of twenty cent a day. D. Hamilton Jackson. But people don't talk good of him 
today. But he bring this island good. He were leading people, then he come be judge. See? Be judge. 
Hamilton Jackson.”

“And when he been judge, when he were going go be judge, he beg the people them, ‘Don't come to 
the fort.224 Don't come.’ But people already want to advantage one another; you got to go to the 
court. Cause the Bible say ‘the lawless’ must go to the court.225 The lawless. The court is for the 
lawless. See? And we don't respect one another. So you got to go to the court. But he do wonderful 
thing in St. Kroyx.226 He do wonderful thing for this island. D. Hamilton Jackson. Got songs of him, 
but you see, I can't remember all, can’t remember all, but I remember that little piece, so.”

T039-06 6. EVILINA GORDON sings Annie Nugent, August 10, 1979:

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent,227 me say, tell mama me gon.
Me say, tell me mama for tie belly.228 Me going ah lazaretto.

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, me say, tell mama me gon. 
If I never live to come back again, tell me mama me gon.

224.  Each town has a fort that was built during the Danish regime; even after the United States purchased the islands, each fort 
was also where court was held, where people were jailed, and generally symbolized government and authority.

225. See previous footnote.
226. Archaic pronunciation of St. Croix. Linguistic hypercorrection?
227. According to the 1911 census, Annie Nugent was a 31-year-old resident at the Estate Richmond Leper Asylum, known 

locally as the lazaretto (built by Danish Odd Fellows in 1904). Therefore, the song dates to sometime between 1904 and 
1911.

228. Tie belly — (1) to bind belly to hide pregnancy; or, (2) “to brace yourself; get ready to face difficulty.” 
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“See? She been sick. So they come for her to carry her to lazaretto. So her mother didn’t there.229 So 
ee left a message, you know, to tell her mother ee must tie belly. If ee never live for come back again, 
ee gone a lazaretto.”

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, me say, tell mama me gone. 
If I never live to come back again, I gon a lazaretto.

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, me say, tell mama me gone. 
If I never live to come back again, I gon ah lazaretto.

Mama, me going. Oh yes, tell me mama me going. 
Me say, tell me mama for tie belly, I gon ah lazaretto. 

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, me say, tell mama me gone. 
If I never live to come back again, I gone ah lazaretto. 

“See? She going and people put it in a sing. ee going so they just sing it — tell ee mother — left a 
message to tell ee mother she gone. So you put it up, you sing it, you see? Tell mama, I gone. Tell 
me mama, me gone. If I never live to come back again, tell me mama, me gone, I gone a lazaretto. 
Somebody’ll talk something and then you put it together. You make a sing out of it.”

SOULE: “What’s the difference between a sing and a cariso?”

GORDON: “It’s different. A sing is different to a cariso. You put the words them together, but ‘sing’ 
and cariso is two different, because you play a flute in singing. And in a cariso, you just watch 
somebody and you put it — you put the word them together, you know? And you make a cariso. See 
if I see you going there and you no look good, me will say ‘Well watch pon ee’ or something 
looking like that. Cariso, they say — claim — is ‘throw word.’ you throwing word after people. 
See.”

“I know a lot of cariso, but it is I don’t sing none for such a long time, but I know a good bit. See 
when you and somebody there together, and you changing230 views or what you could member, you 
could member a lot, but. . . .”

T039-07 7. EVILINA GORDON sings Something for Mind, August 10, 1979:

Something for mind,231 oh, me got me something for mind. 
One mama, eleven daddy. Me got me something for mind, man.

Got me something ah yet me out.232 Me kah left ah man ah mind you.233 
Got me something ah yet me out. Me kah left ah man ah mind you. 

Something for mind, oh, me got me something for mind. 
One mama, eleven daddy. Me got me something for mind, mam. 

229. Her mother wasn’t there.
230. Exchanging.
231. Something to take care of. (Jacobs)
232. Bothering me, annoying me (“eating me” in Standard English).
233. I (certainly) left a man to take care of you. kah is included for emphasis.
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“You see that's a woman all time ah meddle with people. So ee got ee belly now,234 ee no know ah 
who father. ee call Tom, Dick, and Harry name. You see? Call Tom, Dick, and Harry name. So they 
put in a sing.”

Something for mind, girl, you got you something for mind.235 
Got you something and yet you out. You kah left ahm and come mind me.236 

Something for mind, girl, you got you something for mind. 
One mama, eleven daddy. You got you something for mind, mahm. [She laughs.]

“You see? So we call all that ‘cariso.’ See? the woman got the belly, but ee no got no Daddy. You 
kah understand? So 'one mama, but eleven Daddy. Now one child can get eleven Daddy [laughing] 
— only could got one! You see? So.”

T039-08 8. EVILINA GORDON: “I know a long time, people live more better than today. Long time, you get 
up this morning, you meet people — [She yells ‘Hello’ to a passing neighbor.] — you tell them 
‘Morning.’ You couldn't pass nobody. Today, children them meet you, butt you down,237 they ain't 
saying nothing. Long time, now, you meet a man, whether you call he by ‘Peter,’ the woman, she 
‘Jane,’ or... You nah call people full, you understand? You greet them with some name. Today, now, 
full-mouth!238 See? That was the Danish time. But the American time, now, you call anybody full 
name. You don't say ‘mister’ or nothing. You just say ‘Peter,’ ‘John,’ or so. Long time, now, if you 
want something, your mother send you, ‘Tell Miss Mary, gimme little sweet oil239 or gimme piece 
of lard, or gimme little sugar, little flour.’ You going, you going say, ‘Good morning . . . .’” [Tape 
runs out.]

T040 Whim Handicapped Band Performs I - May 11, 1979 (STX)
Date May 11, 1979, 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, a recreation room at Whim Gardens, housing for the elderly.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians:

Maude Andreas Vocals and squash
Wilfred Pedro Squash and flute
Charles Haynes Guitar
Leopold Derricks Guitar
Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh Sax

234. She’s pregnant.
235. Something to take care of (a baby).
236. You ignore your own business (that is, you don’t know who the baby’s father is), but you come out and mind my business.
237. Butt you down = pass you.
238. Addressing someone without using their “title,” such as “Miss” or “Mister.” This is a disrespectful way of addressing an 

adult, particularly by a child.
239. Sweet oil is oil for frying, such as corn oil.
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Circumstances: It was a rainy day. Mary Jane Soule had intended to record this band playing at a picnic 
which was canceled due to the rain. This was an alternative recording situation we came up with; we had 
the band set up in a 30 foot square room in the Recreation building. Thom Foley was present and we had 
all our mixing equipment with us, but the mixer failed to work once we got all the band's equipment set 
up, so Soule recorded using only two microphones. 

Various residents and staff at Whim Gardens came by and listened now and then. All the musicians but 
Mr. Derricks and Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh are blind. Sylvester McIntosh, who helped Soule get in 
touch with and set up this band, played sax with them as a favor and they were delighted to have him. Mr. 
Pedro who started out playing squash, went and got his flute after a while and played a few pieces while 
Miss Andreas played squash. These musicians call themselves “The Whim Handicapped Band.” They 
were without conga and steel, which they said they like to have.

T040-01 1. Whim Handicapped Band plays Sly Mongoose.240 Late tape start. Pedro on flute lead with Andreas 
playing squash.

T040-02 2. Whim Handicapped Band plays Sly Mongoose, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas playing 
squash. [With big microphone thump.]

T040-03 3. Whim Handicapped Band plays Twenty Cents for the Pan Cover, with Pedro on flute lead with 
Andreas playing squash.

T040-04 4. Whim Handicapped Band plays Rupert, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas playing squash.

T040-05 5. Whim Handicapped Band plays Ho Bin Sen Yo, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas playing 
squash. Plus a discussion of what to call it.

T040-06 6. Whim Handicapped Band plays Listen to the Mockingbird, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas 
playing squash. They later tell Soule this is not the American Mockingbird.

T040-07 7. Whim Handicapped Band plays Take the Boy to the Prison, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas 
playing squash.

T040-08 8. Whim Handicapped Band plays Mary Buck, with Pedro on flute lead with Andreas playing squash.

T040-09 9. Whim Handicapped Band plays What Make You Do Me So? — with Andreas singing and Sylvester 
McIntosh on sax, and Pedro on squash.

T040-10 10. Whim Handicapped Band plays Seally Bell, with Andreas singing and Sylvester McIntosh on sax, 
and Pedro on squash.

Oh, Seally Bell, Seally Bell, oh, you wildin’ privateer,

240. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
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Where you get the side piece241 to hold the boy?
Seally Bell, Seally Bell, oh, you wildin’ privateer, man.
Where you get the side piece to hold the boy?

Oh, the father and the son, and the extra married man,
Where you get that side piece to hold the boy?
Oh, the father and the son, and the extra married man,
Where you get the side piece to hold them all?

All the boy them call your name. But I love you just the same.
Where you get the side piece to hold them all?

All the boy them call your name. But I love you just the same.
Where you get the side piece to hold them all?

Seally Bell, Seally Bell, oh, you wildin’ Seally Bell,
Where you get that side piece to hold the boy?
Seally Bell, Seally Bell, oh, you wildin’ privateer,
Where you get the side piece to hold them all?

Oh, the father and the son, and the extra married man,
Where you get that side piece to hold the boy?
Oh, the father and the son, and the extra married man,
Where you get the side piece to hold them all?

Oh, you narrow round your waist and you magah in your face.
Where you get that side piece to hold the boy?
Oh, you narrow round your waist and you magah in your face.
Where you get the side piece to hold the boy?

T040-11 11. Whim Handicapped Band plays Mary Bool Loose Me, with Andreas singing and Sylvester 
McIntosh on sax, and Pedro on squash. [Pedro later said that Ciple242 made this song.]

T040-12 12. Whim Handicapped Band plays Jane Jane Jane, with Andreas singing and Sylvester McIntosh on 
sax, and Pedro on squash.

T040-13 13. Whim Handicapped Band plays Enjoy Yourself, It's Later Than You Think, with Andreas singing 
and Sylvester McIntosh on sax, and Pedro on squash.

T040-14 14. Whim Handicapped Band plays Fire Down De, with Andreas singing and Sylvester McIntosh on 
sax, and Pedro on squash. [Tape ran out before end of performance.]

241. A woman’s sexual parts; vagina.
242. See Ciple in “People”.
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T041 Whim Handicapped Band Performs II - May 11, 1979 (STX)
Date May 11, 1979, 11:00 AM to 3:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, a recreation room at Whim Gardens, housing for the elderly.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

T041-01 1. Whim Handicapped Band plays I Know That You Want Me to Want You. [Late tape start.]

T041-02 2. Whim Handicapped Band plays Open Your Middle Door. “Boom, boom, boom.” [Andreas later 
said “I heard that here, St. Croix, 1945. When the Americans and Germany, World War II. I heard it 
myself, people singing it. A boy by the name of Seals, I hear him sing that, Seals, the Boom-Boom 
Man.”]

T041-03 3. Whim Handicapped Band plays Bad Man'ga.

T041-04 4. Whim Handicapped Band plays Get Up, Charlie. [Charles Haynes later said that the only person he 
ever heard sing this song is Maude Andreas.]

T041-05 5. Whim Handicapped Band plays Man'ga Beatty, Loose Me.

T041-06 6. Whim Handicapped Band plays Man'ga Beatty, Loose Me again.

T041-07 7. Whim Handicapped Band plays Oh Mama, Hold Baby. [Jet at end.] [Wilfred Pedro later said that 
Ciple243 made this song.]

T041-08 8. Whim Handicapped Band plays Oh, Mama, Come Hold Baby again.

T041-09 9. Whim Handicapped Band plays Fire Down De.

T041-10 10. Whim Handicapped Band plays Now Give Me the Number One, Drive It Home.

T041-11 11. Whim Handicapped Band plays Ten Rum Bottles.

T041-12 12. Whim Handicapped Band plays Burma Road. [Andreas later said this song was from another 
island.]

T041-13 13. Whim Handicapped Band plays Joey, Joey. [Andreas later said she learned this song by hearing it 
on the radio.]

243. See Ciple in “People”.
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T042 Quadrille Dance I - July 27, 1979 (STX)
Date July 27, 1979, 9:00 PM to 3:00 AM.

Location/Event St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix. Quadrille dance.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances: Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix; music by Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 

St. Gerard's Hall of St. Patrick's Catholic Church is a large church hall with gothic windows and a 
wooden floor and high ceiling. About 300 people attended this event. Curtis Williams was floormaster; 
he trained with Adam Petersen. The event was organized/sponsored by Senator Harvey

The musicians are the same as on T029, except that Milton E. Gordon is playing an upright electric bass, 
and Paul Horsford is no longer with the band.

T042-01 1. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven play Po Me Dasit;244 played in the same melody as If I Had the Wings of an 
Angel.245 This tune did not appear to be part of the quadrille set. It is an instrumental, no caller. 

T042-02 2. The band plays Liza Williams — also known as Never Mind Liza Williams for the “Sixth Figure to 
“set up” the dancers.

T042-03 3. The band plays Tantoo Liza, Come Back Again246 for the First Figure.247 

T042-04 4. The band plays Lily of the Valley for the Second Figure.

T042-05 5. The band plays If A We Money No Raise This Year for the Third Figure. [Curtis Williams later told 
Soule that the Third Figure is a change key and that right-into-right is a Third Figure call; the call 
used to be “grand change.”]

T042-06 6. The band plays Bells of Scotland248 for the Fourth Figure. [James Brewster, the guitarist, also later 
told Soule that Leroy Arnold Sr., the manager of the band, taught James Brewster and Ohaldo 
Williams, the sax player, this song.]

T042-07 7. The band plays Alex Benjamin for the Sixth Figure. The tune is followed by Curtis’s announcement 
of the end of this set of quadrille.

244.  Per Sylvester McIntosh. 
245. If I Had the Wings of an Angel a.k.a. The Prisoner’s Song. For some lyrics and the song’s origin, see T129-06. 
246. As later identified by James Brewster.
247. James Brewster later told Soule that the tempo of this tune is the same as was played in the old days. 
248. Sylvester McIntosh identified this song as Bells of Scotland. James Brewster identified it as Sweet Laurilee. (May be 

known elsewhere as Scotland the Brave.)
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T042-08 8. This is an entire set of quadrille, as performed: It includes the six previous cuts: T042-02, 03, 04, 05, 
06, and 07.Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams, band 
is Jamesie and the Happy Seven. 

Note: This cut is not indexed or footnoted. See previous cuts for footnotes.

The time between tunes is the actual time that elapsed. Between the Sixth Figure (prelude; to set up 
the dancers) and the First Figure = 45 seconds; between First Figure and Second Figure = 20 
seconds; between Second Figure and Third Figure = 40 seconds; between Third Figure and Fourth 
Figure = 27 seconds; between Fourth Figure and final Sixth Figure = 35 seconds.]

The band plays Liza Williams — also known as Never Mind Liza Williams for the “Sixth Figure to 
“set up” the dancers.

The band plays Tantoo Liza, Come Back Again for the First Figure. 

The band plays Lily of the Valley for the Second Figure.

The band plays If A We Money No Raise This Year for the Third Figure. [Curtis Williams later told 
Soule that the Third Figure is a change key and that right-into-right is a Third Figure call; the call 
used to be “grand change.”]

The band plays Bells of Scotland for the Fourth Figure. [James Brewster, the guitarist, also later 
told Soule that Leroy Arnold Sr., the manager of the band, taught James Brewster and Ohaldo 
Williams, the sax player, this song.]

The band plays Alex Benjamin for the Sixth Figure. The tune is followed by Curtis’s announcement 
of the end of this set of quadrille.

T042-09 9. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a waltz as the round dance that typically follows a set of 
quadrille. Ohaldo says he learned this tune from a Jeppesen249 or Richards250 album.

T042-10 10. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play in between sets: St. Croix Country Dance. According to both 
Sylvester McIntosh and James Brewster, this song came from a Wesley Thomas's record; James 
Brewster says some of the lyrics are: “hear them people say, Sarah, you thieving massa chicken.”

T043 Quadrille Dance II - July 27, 1979 (STX)
Date July 27, 1979, 9:00 PM to 3:00 AM.

Location/Event St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix. Quadrille dance.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances Same as T042

T043-01 1. Quadrille Merengue. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. 
Williams. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Sixth Figure, Midnight Merengue, as the prelude 
during which the floormaster sets up the dancers. This is a Crucian merengue or quadrille 

249. Arthur Jeppesen, band leader from St. Thomas. See Jeppesen, Arthur in “People”.
250. Alwyn Richards, saxophonist and band leader from St. Thomas. See Richards, Alwyn “Lad” in “People”.
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merengue.251 Curtis Williams says the Sixth Figure always starts with “Right Promenade” followed 
by “Ladies Hands Across.” Tape runs out in the middle, then a new reel was begun, therefore, there 
is a pause in this cut. James Brewster says some of the lyrics for this song are: “Mira, Mira, you 
come quick and see the man gone with me one and only black fowl; He gone, he gone, he gone. Me 
one and only black fowl . . . .”]

T043-02 2. First Figure.Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Alphonso Joseph First Figure, T090-01, for the First Figure. 
[James Brewster later told Soule that some of the lyrics are “see what Garty . . . .”]

T043-03 3. Second Figure.Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Alphonso Joseph Second Figure, T090-02, for the Second 
Figure.

T043-04 4. Third Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Plant a Piece of Plant Cane for the Third Figure. This is “An 
Alphonso Joseph tune,” per James Brewster, who also said that the lyrics are “Plant a piece of plant 
cane right behind the door, and the heat from Mary's backside burn them out . . . .” Brewster also 
said that this is actually a First Figure.

T043-05 5. Fourth Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Roll Out the Barrel for the Fourth Figure.

T043-06 6. Sixth Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Po Me Valentine for the Sixth Figure. At the end, the caller says 
“That's all for you folks.”

T043-07 7. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven play Tennessee Waltz for the round dance.

T043-08 8. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play between sets: Matty Gru; segues into Zoop Zoop Zoop. [Not part 
of the quadrille.] With James Brewster vocal which comes in at end; followed by announcement of 
Jamesie Band at pool the next day.

T044 Quadrille Dance III - July 27, 1979 (STX)
Date July 27, 1979, 9:00 PM to 3:00 AM.

Location/Event St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix. Quadrille dance.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances Same as T042.

251. For more information about quadrille merengues, see “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
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T044-01 1. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven play between sets: Can't Find the Hole, with James Brewster vocal. [Late tape start.]

T044-02 2. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play between sets: 
Shake Your Little Foot; a mazurka, instrumental. 

T044-03 3. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted;. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play between sets: 
Plant a Piece of Plant Cane. Sylvester McIntosh called this a seven-step and also said this tuned 
could be used for a First Figure. 

T044-04 4. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play between sets: 
E1 Negrito Del Bate, a “Puerto Rican merengue.”

T044-05 5. Sixth Figure set up. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. 
Williams. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a Sixth Figure as the prelude, or setup, for a the 
quadrille set. The band plays Po Me Dasit.252 James Brewster's lyrics are: “Come Peter, Come 
Peter, Come let we go, If she leave her tears on her pillow, come let we go.”

T044-06 6. First Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Alphonso Joseph First Figure, T090-01, for the First Figure.

T044-07 7. Second Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Rice and Milk253 for the Second Figure. Stanley Jacobs said that 
Ohaldo is only playing part of the melody; there is another part to this tune. 

T044-08 8. Third Figure. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven play If A We Money No Raise This Year for the Third Figure. 

T044-09 9. Maharp. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. Jamesie 
and the Happy Seven play the maharp.254 [One reel of tape ran out toward the end of the gentlemen 
moving forward; we quickly changed reels and were able to get rolling again before the “Gentleman 
forward” commands were complete — meaning that the head couple was reunited. Since there was 
then a gap in the recording, Soule spliced at a point that still makes the calls accurate, although 
there are some number of “Gentleman forward” commands missing from the edited recording.] 

252. This melody is the same as If I Had the Wings of an Angel a.k.a. The Prisoner’s Song. For some lyrics and the song’s 
origin, see T129-06.

253. Stanley Jacobs learned this tune from Ben Graham. Ohaldo Williams may have learned it from a recording of Stanley and 
the Ten Sleepless Knights. Stanley says there is another part to this tune, but Ohaldo does not play it.

254. No Fourth Figure was played. Sylvester McIntosh says this is typical of the way Curtis Williams, the caller, conducts a 
set of quadrille. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in the Introduction.
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T045 Quadrille Dance IV - July 27, 1979 (STX)
Date July 27, 1979, 9:00 PM to 3:00 AM.

Location/Event St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix. Quadrille dance.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Circumstances Same as T042.

T045-01 1. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; floormaster Curtis E. Williams. Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven play Mr. Moore Your Jackass in Me Yard.255 for the Sixth Figure. At the end, 
floormaster says “That is all for now, Ladies and Gentlemen.”

T045-02 2. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play after all sets 
are completed: All I Want I Get It with James Brewster vocal.

T045-03 3. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play after all sets 
are completed: Cigar Win The Race. [See T019-08 for lyrics.]

T045-04 4. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play after all sets 
are completed: Your Mother Catch a Flea. 256

T045-05 5. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play after all sets 
are completed: El Jarro Pichao. Instrumental. A Dominican merengue (by Angel Vittoria) played as 
a Crucian merengue.257

T045-06 6. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted. Jamesie and the Happy Seven play after all sets 
are completed: Stand Back Girl . . . “and give me the thing from behind.” James Brewster vocal; 
goes right into next piece Good Night Irene.258

T045-07 7. Quadrille dance at St. Gerard’s Hall, Frederiksted; band is Jamesie and the Happy Seven. James 
Brewster's closing announcement followed by Zoop Zoop Zoop followed by Brewster: “Good 
Mornin’.”

255. This is a Sixth Figure. It followed the maharp on the previous recording, “T044 Quadrille Dance III - July 27, 1979 
(STX)”.

256. Per Sylvester McIntosh, this is a two-step.
257. For more information about merengues, see “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
258. Good Night Irene “ultimately derives from a sentimental waltz composed by Gussie Lord Davis, an African-American 

Tin Pan Alley composer active in the 1890s, whose songs were sold as sheet music and performed in minstrel shows.” http:/
/www.culturalequity.org/currents/ce_currents_leadbelly_faqs.php
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T046 William Carroll I - April 2, 1979 (STX)
Date April 2, 1979, around noon

Location William Carroll’s home in Grove Place, St. Croix, a small, neat house packed with 
photographs and decorative objects.

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule & Leona Watson.

T046-01 1. William Carroll recites describes the David and Goliath masquerade jig.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “Now, my speed was masquerade jig. I cannot member much; I member 
some of it. Many, many years. Oh the last time I played David and Goliath was in 1946.”

SOULE: “When would you play David and Goliath?”

CARROLL: “Yeah, we mostly did it on holiday season. Like Christmas, Easter Monday, and we 
have Whit Monday, and we have — all the holidays, them! Fourth of July. And at that time we used 
to go on the street. But now should you have to play it, you play it on a in — you can't play it on the 
street now. St. Croix is not like those days. You have to take it on a indoor sport.259 But you cannot 
get people.”

SOULE: “What would you dress in?”

CARROLL: “Well you dressed in costume, different color. And you dress just like in the old time, 
with the Philistine and the Israelites. I don't know if you ever see the picture of them. Of Goliath. 
These big men, big army men, and the big helmet — well, you dress just like that. And as if now, 
you going to fight, say, just like America fighting against the other nation. Well, you will find that 
they all doesn't dress alike.”

T046-02 2. William Carroll recites speeches from the David and Goliath masquerade jig.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “In David and Goliath, you have the Philistine, and you have the Israelite. 
The Israelite is the army that conquer Goliath. You see? Goliath was a Philistine in which we have a 
mighty champion. He was a mighty champion and when he talk, the whole hill tremble. He was a 
giant, a very great man. That's the part I used to play. Be Goliath.”

“Now, we have a man in which we call first strummer260 in David and Goliath. He is the man — he 
pitch a challenge, and his challenge is —”

And there went out a champion... 

“See that’s what he say —”

And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistine.

“Now, in other words, he telling you about this champion:”

He named Goliath of Gath. 

“And he says —”

259. Sport is sometimes synonymous with play. See play in the Glossary.
260. See also Paddy Moore’s reference to a first runner, T062-01.
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He height was six cubit and a span, and a helmet of burning brass. He was armed with 
a coat of mail. The weight of his coat was five thousand shekels of brass. His upper 
stature measure more than twice three’s cubit.

“He say —”

He had greaves of brass on his legs, a target of brass between his shoulders. And the 
staff of his spear was like a weaver's beam. And his spear head...

“Now this man is telling you about this Goliath. He say ‘His spear head weigh six hundred shekels of 
iron. And it had one bearing a shields went before him.’”

“Now, he is telling you about Goliath. And then David gon come in, and David gon challenge him. 
You see, I will give you the lowdown, now, David will tell Goliath — because David is on the 
Israelite side — that is the man going to kill Goliath. You see? And he was guarded by King Saul 
and Abner, because he right between them.”

“So David will tell Goliath —”

“Behold thy foe!” 

“And Goliath with answer him there —”

Behold him where?

“And David will tell him —”

Here. 

“And then he tell him —”

I sent to King Saul for a man to fight and they sent me a stripling youth — just fit to 
dance with a dog!

“So Goliath will turn to him and say —”

Am I a dog?

“David say —”

No. You are a creature. You are worse than a dog.

“Then Goliath get mad.” 261 

T046-03 3. William Carroll recites speeches from the David and Goliath masquerade jig.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “Now — I'm going to give you a illustration in the way how it should be 
said.”262

And there went out a champion out of the camp of the Philistine . . . he named Goliath- 
of Gath — whose height was six cubits and a span. He was armed with a coat of mail. 
The weight of his coat was five thousand shekels of brass. He had greaves of brass on 

261. Some recitations taken from King James Bible, Samuel 1, chapter 17, but most come from Hannah More, (February 2, 
1745 – September 7, 1833) was an English religious writer, and philanthropist. 

262. Ibid.
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his legs — and a target of brass between his shoulders. The staff of his spear was like a 
weaver's beam. And his spear's head weighed six hundred shekels of iron. One bearing 
a shield went before him. 

And he stood unto the army of Israel and said unto them, “Why are ye not come out to 
set you a battle in to array men of Israel? Am I not a servant to Saul your king? If not, 
choose me man and let him come down to me. And if he able to fight with me and kill 
me, I shall be his servant. But if I prevail against him, and kill him, he shall be our 
servant, and serve us.” 

Herald. Saul!

[To Soule] “And then you will get a next one.”

“And Abner said unto David —”

Still to the event of this long war uncertain — still to the adverse host on either side — 
protract, with lingering caution, an encounter — which must to one be fatal. Why 
comest thou hither? With whom thou art leave those few traveling sheep in the 
wilderness? I know thee pride, and the haughtiness of thy heart. Go down that thou 
may see the battle. Go home, my boy, return for shame. For thou art leading bad 
instruction into their head.

“And David answered and said —”

What have I now done — is there not a cause? Speak thy REE TAYN my son, thy 
servant, HERE IT BE. Thy servant kept thy father sheep at Bethlehem. And there comes 
a lion and a bear. I went out after him, and hold him and smote him by his beard. And 
that uncircumcised Philistine shall be as one of them, seeing that he had defied the 
army of the living God. 

And Goliath answered and said — unto the Israelite, “Where are the mighty man of 
war? Who dares accept this challenge — a Philistia chief. What victor king? What 
slaughtered realm? What general drench in blood, claims this high privilege? What are 
his rights? What cities laid in ashes? What ruined provinces? What hearts of kings, to 
his battle killed, or at his altars slain, has he to boast? Is his bright armory thick set with 
spears and sword?, and coats of mail, of vanquished nation, by his single arm to mine. 
Yet I swear — I grudge [the glory of his parting soul] — to fall by my right hand. It 
will sweeten death. To know that you have had the honour to contend with the dread 
son of Anak. Latest time — from blank oblivion shall retrieve his name — Who dared 
to perish in unequal fight — and crush beneath a single blow. 

HUHF NIY EE and FIH NEE UHS — The famed ark itself — I Goliath — I bore to 
Ashdod!

T046-04 4. William Carroll recites speeches from the David and Goliath masquerade jig.263

WILLIAM CARROLL: “And David said unto Goliath:”

Behold thy foe!

263. Ibid
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“Answered Goliath —”

Behold him where? 

“David —” 

Here!

“Goliath —” 

By Ashod's name thou lie'st. Now will I meet this little mouse, insect warrior? Since 
thou has dared me thus, already I will behold your mangled limbs. Your each from ears 
— long to feed that fierce blood-snuffing vulture around your spear. I will twist your 
shiny locks — I will toss your head in air as a wild bull have toss an antelope across the 
sea. Boy, I do not terrify?

“Says David —”

No. Election? of my sovereign fall on thee.

“Goliath —”

And me boy, yes. Ah? see?

“David —” 

Since thou comest to me with sword, spear, and shield, I come to thee in the dread 
name of Israel I come. No sword nor spear I bring, but these five smooth stones that I 
gather from the brook — with such a simple sling as a shepherd use, I, David, dare you 
to the trial.

T046-05 5. William Carroll recites speeches from the David and Goliath masquerade jig.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “Said Abner —”

Saul has slain his thousand, and David tens of thousand, and honor be to David, great 
David, greatest son.

CARROL [singing]:

Prepare your festial rites prepare.
Let the triumph rend the air.
Idol gods shall reign no more.
We the living Lord adore! 

Let heathen hosts of Israel foe
Proud Goliath to overthrow.
Fallen Philistia, with thy trust
Dead and mingle with the dust.

Saul has slain his thousand
And David tens of thousand.
And honor be to David.
Great David, Jesse's son.

Soldiers, away with him — and go and tell his father and mother — what great tide 
have meet him.
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T046-06 6. William Carroll recites speeches from the David and Goliath masquerade jig.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “And after you sing that part, it mean that Goliath, he’s dead. He's 
completely dead now. David kill him and cut off he head. And hang his head up on a sword.”

SOULE: “When you said this, did you move around?”

CARROLL: “You move around in action.”

SOULE: “And who would say what you just sang? Would there be a chorus?”

CARROLL: “That is after David kill Goliath, that is what King Saul now are telling everybody that 
“Saul have slain his thousand, but David tens of thousand.” In other words, you put it this way. That 
Saul was a mighty man, but here David come and kill tens of thousand. In other words, David only 
kill one man, but the one man that David kill have killed so many, and would have killed more. 
Therefore it becomes a jealous feelings, now, with King Saul against David.”

SOULE: “Where did you first learn this?”

CARROLL: “Well, at the time, when I started to play David and Goliath, I was a boy about 14 years 
old, and I used to go around where the men them are practicing David and Goliath. So it had 
happened that they had want a boy to lead, to pitch a challenge to Goliath. And they come to me 
about it. Yeah, so he started to read it, you know, this paper to me. But with that belief that I will 
never able to get it in time from Friday night to Monday night. I say, ‘I will show you that I will.’ 
And the Monday night, after we get together and start to practice, I had able to said it. Right out. And 
then the Wednesday night, the King Saul get sick, so therefore they couldn't practice. So I told them, 
‘I'll take it up.’ ‘You think you could?’ I says, ‘Yes.’ And I went and I take over King Saul. And 
before the week over, I could've been master, first strummer,264 King Saul, and Goliath. 
__________________________. And it didn't take long that I could've mastered the whole of David 
and Goliath.”

SOULE: “So you did that from the time you were fourteen?”

CARROLL: “Fourteen years, yeah.”

SOULE: “Was it an old custom here?”

CARROLL: “It's a old custom. In fact, it originate from the British country — from Nevis and St. 
Kitts.”

SOULE: “Did it come from a particular writing?”

CARROLL: “We had the book of it, of the whole lineup of David and Goliath. In which, of course, 
you will find a part of it in Samuel, into the Bible, in the book of Samuel. Into the Bible.”

SOULE: “Are you from Grove? Where did you perform it?”

CARROLL: “We travel from place to place. We started at 6 o'clock in the morning, until six in the 
evening. You get a permit from the court. And then we'd go around — in other words, it's not only 
David and Goliath — but all different sports.”

SOULE: “Where did you go? Did you go to other villages?”

CARROLL: “Oh, yes. For instance — At times depends on the — we have men living in different 
villages. Well we may decided we going to start this morning at 6 o'clock at Grove Place. And we 
are heading for Christiansted. So we will start at Grove Place. From Grove Place, we may out — find 

264. See also Paddy Moore’s reference to a first runner, T062-01.
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ourselves in River, and then we circle around from place to place until 3 o'clock, because you cannot 
go in town before 3 o'clock at that time. Well that was the law. You play anywhere around the 
country, and then 3 o'clock, we get in town, and then we perform from that time until six.”

SOULE: “Did you walk?”

CARROLL: “Well, yes, at that time. At that time, we had to walk. And think nothing about it!”

SOULE: “How many of you were there in the whole group?”

CARROLL: “Well, at least, the less that you can play with in that group, you can play with ten men. 
You can have ten men, but make sure you have to have these men which are the top men. You must 
have David; you must have King Saul; you must have Abner, you must have Goliath. The other men 
— these top guy could fit in for the littler, simpler thing that they may have to say. But these top 
men, you must have them. And the Philistine part is only two men that talk on the Philistine part. 
That is Goliath. And Goliath top man, which we call Captain Sapp. He dress next to Goliath.”

“So Goliath will ask him —”

If there is any man in Israel to fight with me?

“And Capt. Sapp will answer and says, ‘No!’”

“And Goliath will ask him, “‘Why?’” 

“He says —”

Because you is Goliath, the Lord of Gath, 
Champion of Philistia, giant sons of Enoch, Governor Race.?You are the governor of 
your race, the Philistines?
“Ha, ha, ha, ha!”

“He [Goliath] laughing.”

T046-07 7. Soule asks about the audience for Goliath.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “Well, a great crowd, but most of the kids, they get out the way, because I 
never smile. You see, you carry a tall pole,265 and the hat on your head is a sheepskin. And a 
galvanized belt around the waist. About a half of a foot round the waist. And a long sword. So you 
look like a real champion. That’s right. Yes, it’s really very educated. But in the days of today, you 
cannot get the young people into it. They take up something otherwise. Now, at the least, I on my 
way — I’s on my way out now. I’m 76 years. On my way out. But nobody could take it up.”

T046-08 8. WILLIAM CARROLL: “Well, tea meeting is something – – it sound very religious but in the tea 
meeting, we have like choirs, just like when you go to church, and you have your church choir. Just 
like it is that I usually conduct the choir for that part of tea meeting.”

“And we have to have a chairman and a vice-chairman, because we have speakers, and what we will 
call orators, you know, different subjects. Maybe someone may go up there and tell you about the 
Bible, about the Scripture. Some may come and tell you about physiology, astrology, or whatsoever 
you think the subject will be, because you want to be to the top. I want to win you, and you want to 

265. A karetta plant flower stem was Goliath's staff.
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win me. So I'm trying to beat you with a subject. Because we are running for a prize — first, second, 
and third prize, at least.”

“Then we have the King and the Queen, Danish king, Danish Queen, Prince, and Princess. Also, the 
English King and Queen, Prince and Princess. Then we have the President. That's how it was 
performed. Actors, just like it is. And each part, to the President… In other words, we sing them in. 
When the president comes in, we have to sing the American anthem. And the English King come in, 
we sing the English anthem. And the Danish, we sing our Danish anthem. Well I really cannot 
remember it now; I used to be very good on it in Dane. But I cannot remember all these years. We 
have it in Danish and we have it in English. But really I cannot remember it now, so long, you know. 
In the tea meeting, we usually sing anthems. For instance, let us say now — if you going to bring in 
the President, well you know the American anthem, well, for sure. I may say just like this — you 
bringing in the chairman, the choir bringing in the chairman. So you going to sing:”

There's a chair here prepare for the chairman.
Wait until the chairman come.
There's a chair here prepare for the chairman.
We are waiting 'til the chairman come.

We are waiting, we are waiting,
We are waiting, we are looking
We are waiting 'til the chairman come.

There's a chair here prepare for the chairman.
We are waiting 'til the chairman come.

“And you wait and you continue until the chairman come up. Now after the chairman got up, then he 
address the floor. Then we need the vice chairman. Then you have to sing him in too.”

Vice Chairman, Vice Chairman, is now 9 o'clock.
Vice Chairman, Vice Chairman, is now 9 o'clock.
Vice Chairman, Vice Chairman, is now 9 o'clock.
Where is the man that will never turn back?

Now is the time. Now is the time.
Now is the time for Chairman, now is the time.
Now is the time, Vice Chairman, now is the time.
Where is the man that will never turn back?

“And you continue sing, until he come. And then you continue, and there's so many songs into tea 
meeting. That's because of the fact, if we start the tea meeting 8 o'clock, and it depends on we have 
plenty of speakers, the subject could run ‘til morning. So you have to have lots of song to continue. 
Often as somebody finished up, you call upon you choirs. And that's the way then — we have by 12 
o'clock, we call for an intermission. Maybe an hour, maybe a half an hour: then we go back to work 
again.”

T046-09 9. Soule asks about the orators for tea meeting.

WILLIAM CARROLL: “Well, I have to notify some good people. There are some people around, 
they know plenty more than I do. There are lots of people to go up there to talk; most people turn 
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twice. I wishing that I hadded the education where most people — because I ain’t get no schooling. 
That's natural. But there's something that God give me that maybe he ain't give many people. I stop 
in grade 2. That's right. But I can ____________ an audience talk when I feel well. [He laughs.] But 
I give God a lot of thanks. He's the one I have to thank.”

SOULE: “Was there a time when somebody would get challenged by someone in the audience?”

CARROLL: “Well, yes. Suppose I bring up a subject, and I know a guy back there may of course, 
maybe I know he could talk, so I challenge him in my own language at the way I feel like.”

May he come, may he come, like Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego. 
May he come like Joshua, the son of Nun. 
Tell him I'm here without dread nor fear. 
Come and meet me if you dare. 

“You see, I challenge him in kind of a — if he feel that he not well-satisfied, well he gon get up and 
put out the best. Since I challenge him, he coming and he gon put out he best. Maybe he win me, 
maybe not.”

“You could make up these things. Well I give you a little illustration. You say, for instance, now, 
that I'm call upon. Well, my name, well-known, is Willie Carroll. But I will not give my name 
‘Willie Carroll.’ I will give my name, some other funny thing, and everybody looking around, ‘Who 
he name so, French Weed?’ ‘Who name so?’ Then I will start from the door now, then they will 
know it is me. They know I'm coming now. I will start from the door:”

I'm coming, Master Chairman, I'm coming. 
And I'm taking my own time, step by step. 
I'm coming, Master Chairman, I'm coming. 
I'm coming like Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, 
Who was cast into the fiery furnace, Master Chairman. I'm coming. 

I'm coming like Joshua the son of Nun, 
Who stopped the movement of the sun, master chairman, I'm coming. 
Sir, I'm coming like Daniel who was cast into the dens of lions. 
Master Chairman, I'm coming. 
Master Chairman, Sir, ladies and gentlemen, good evening. 

As I was sitting in my sanctorum, I was contemplating over my evening oration. I hear 
my voice so boldly evalocating by one ___________________ Generalissimo. So it 
compels me to rise from my sanctorum to the elevated rostrum, to illustrate my 
illustration. Master Chairman, I'm here!

SOULE: “Wow!” [Everyone laughs.]

T047 Ethel McIntosh I - April 7, 1979 (STX)
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Location Ethel McIntosh at her home in La Grange, St. Croix.
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VIV047-14.

Circumstances: Ms. McIntosh's son, Sylvester McIntosh, brought Soule to visit his mother. Sylvester 
McIntosh did most of the interview. It was a lovely, sunny day. Mrs. McIntosh’s home is a charming 
country house with wooden doors and surrounded by fruit trees. Ms. McIntosh knows lots of songs and 
stories, and is a great performer. Although a little shy, she was extremely helpful and generous with her 
knowledge.

T047-01 1. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Since I hearing about Hamilton Jackson affair in the Virgin Island, there’s 
one thing I’ve never heard no one said about something that happened in the fish market square 
down here.266 There’s a man, his name was Mr. Scheffer,267 in the Danish time. He [D. Hamilton 
Jackson] was to had a lecture up in the Fish Market Square, and there’s a song about that.”

“The man that came to arrest him [Jackson], Mr. Scheffer — the people them had to save Mr. 
Scheffer. And Mr. Jackson himself had to take Mr. Scheffer from the crowd and put him up on the 
rostrum where he [Jackson] was supposed to talk. And that man [Scheffer] said Mr. Jackson was not 
to lecture in the fish market square that night. But the people them determined that they want Mr. 
Jackson to lecture, and Mr. Jackson had to come in the crowd and take him [Scheffer] out of the 
crowd, for the people there was going to damage him — with conch shell.”

“They used to had a heap of conch shell by the fish market there. And the people there run — the 
women them — had the apron, they put conch shell in they apron. And at that time the man used to 
walk with the boastick — they call it a cane. They call it boastick in that time. And the man them 
walk with the boastick, and some of them had a kind of knife they call blue ribbon knife [laughing] 
— it was made of steel, with black handle. And the man they used to wear ‘dungaree’ they call now. 
But at that time they call it blue drill — blue drill pants. And then they had a head kerchief tie around 
they waist, like the way the Mexican take as bandana, they had it tie round they waist, and they went 
to the lecture the night.”

“And one man by the name of Charles Sanders take his knife — and as Scheffer come in to take Mr. 
Jackson down off of the stand, he take his knife and he dab it. He dab it on Scheffer, on his rear. And 
then he tell Scheffer, ‘Mind your r. Scheffer, mind your r.’ And that time, Mr. Jackson take him 
[Scheffer] up, and tell them, ‘Be quiet, leave him alone.’ Mr. Jackson get to lecture that night. And 
the song is —”

Ethel McIntosh sings Remember the Night in Fish Market Square. 

You remember the night in fish market square, 
When Scheffer said Jackson couldn't lecture there the night. 
All the people bawl, he got to lecture here tonight, 
Hamilton. Jackson, you got to lecture ‘til down in hell.268

“{That’s} a cariso, like. What they call calypso now. But, at that time, it is woman used to sing. 
Woman. They call it cariso. But this is what the man them calling it calypso. But it is cariso. It was, 
that time. Because it is woman used to sing.”

266. Frederiksted.
267. See Scheffer in Chronology.
268. “Down in hell” means “no matter where you are (even in hell), you are going to lecture.”
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SOULE: “Did you learn songs from your mother?”

MCINTOSH: “Well this is one I learned from my mother. Because when they used to go to these 
lecture in the night, I hear me mother say what happen in town. So when she come home, I hear she 
and my father talking about what happen in town. And that’s where I hear it from.”

SOULE: “Did your mother make up songs?”

MCINTOSH: “Well she used to make up song of herself. But she don’t go used to go in public go 
sing it, you know. She just sing it at home.”

SOULE: “When did the women sing these songs? Did they have music with them?”

MCINTOSH: “Yes. Yes, they used to sing around. It had a day for that.269 When they had a 
holiday.”

SOULE: “What was the holiday?”

MCINTOSH: “Easter, Whit Monday. Those holiday don’t count now. It cut out. But Easter, Whit 
Monday, those used to been big holidays for here. And when the crop finished — they call it crop 
done when they finish harvest cane. Then they have a holiday.”

SOULE: “All the women would come together?”

MCINTOSH: “Yeah. You have a practice. They have a practice. And when they finish, they have 
the days them that they will make a tent out of coconut branch tent somewhere on Prosperity pasture, 
out there. Or anywhere in town, in a yard.”

“And they have plenty of them, you know. Some sing, and some give the chorus; they call it the 
choir. Yeah. Because it's very tiresome for one person have to sing and answer, so they have two 
group.”

T047-02 2. SOULE: “What were some of your favorite songs you heard from your mother?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Well, the first one I sang there was one of the favorites what I hear from my 
mother. And then a next one is — The quadrille when they start — they say Annaly — Annaly — 
where Mr. Lawaetz live? — well they say the girls them there had know to dance quadrille. And then 
the other one up to the South Side there, them can’t dance quadrille. They’re just only stumping 
kasha [laughing] They can’t dance quadrille.”

“They say, ‘Annaly girl they could dance quadrille. Mon Bijou them a kick up a ring. Tamarind tree 
I go dig out tonight.’”

“That is when they who know the quadrille now, they dance one place, and they could take out a tree 
out a root.” [She laughs.]

Sylvester McIntosh starts to sing the lyrics to Annaly Girl and Ethel McIntosh joins in.

SYLVESTER AND ETHEL [singing]:

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.
__________________ girl them a stump kasha.
South-side girl them a jump up too.
Tamarind tree root I gon dig out tonight.

269. There was a day for that.
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T047-03 3. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And then a next one. Some man had a girlfriend, and the girlfriend was 
leaving him. And he went to somewhere else and they wouldn’t accept him. But then he going back 
to this same one what he leave. And then he’s gonna say now — the mother-in-law for the girl going 
ask him where he went, because he going back to this old one what he had.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Patrick Joseph:

“He say —”

Patrick Joseph, boy, Patrick, a where you going tonight?
He say ‘Mother-in-law, no ask me not a word.
Cause you got your y-ear270 for hear, and then you got your y-eye271 for see,
I going back a me keeper Sarah Jane.’

You no hear I going back ah me keeper Sarah Jane.
You me no going back ah that devil Sarah.

He say, Pitch me bundle up, he say, tie ahm let me go.
Sarah Jane no been do me all of that. 
You got your y-eye for see, and then you got your ear for hear.
I going back ah me keeper Sarah Jane.

T047-04 4. Sylvester McIntosh: “What about the one ‘Me no want no —’”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Oh. Carbé?”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “You got any story behind that?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Just make up so. One man had a girlfriend and ee was leaving him. The 
girlfriend getting fed up with him, chasing him to go. But then now, he don't want to leave this 
girlfriend. So he tell her that if she ain’t favor somebody to pay her house rent.272 And then he come 
back now, and he come and he cry! And she say, the onliest way she will take him back is just 
because now she owe a few months' house rent. So she gon take he back for that [chuckling]. She say 
—”

Ethel McIntosh sings Carbé Man.

Me no want no carbé man. I say, me no want the man again. 
Me no want that nigger man back ah me door. 
She say, “If I catch he back ah me door, me ah go drive he, let he go, 
I going treat he like the worst of rover dog.”

Me no been want the man again. Me no been want no carbé man. 
Me no want that nigger man back ah me door. 
But he kneel down to me bedside, and cry there like a child, 
So I going take he back just to pay up me house rent.

SOULE: “What’s the word ‘carbé?’”

270. Ears
271. Eyes.
272. He’s offering to pay the rent.
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ETHEL MCINTOSH [laughing]: “Stupidy. Foolish.”

T047-05 5. Soule asks if the cariso songs in the town were different from the ones from the country.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “No. The people them from the country come in town, with that.”

“The last cariso it had — Peter Christian273 should know about it, because ee keep in Peter Christian 
yard. It was a man had live in Christiansted — he was a continental. I forget what was he name, but 
anyway, Jerry was working with that man — that’s the man take Jerry to Miami. When Mary 
Catherine274 was singing there. She was the last person sing cariso. That was the last cariso it 
had.275 [Remembering] Mr. Newton was the man name!”

SOULE: “Who was Mary Christian? (sic)”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “She died.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Mary Catherine.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Mary Catherine Williams.”

SOULE: “What were some of the things that you remember her singing?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Well, I know one she had make with the governor that put the standpipe in 
the island first. Governor Evans.276 He was a continental. He was the governor for the Virgin 
Islands. He was a good governor, but when he was going, he said the onliest thing he couldn’t do — 
if he had done anything wrong, he ask the public pardon — but the onliest thing he couldn’t do was 
to make rain fall.”

“So she had sang, ‘She have to get a golden shoe to give me Governor to walk in. I got to go get a 
golden cloak to give me Governor to kiver.’277 She say ‘Love he, oh, ah-wee love he — Handsome 
Governor Evans, ah-wee love you to ah-wee heart.’” 

Ethel McIntosh sings I Got to Go Get a Golden Cloak, a cariso.

I got to go get a golden cloak 
To give me Governor to kiver. 
I got to go get a golden shoe 
To give me Governor for walk in.

“She say —”

Love he, oh, all we love he, oh, 
Handsome Governor Evans, 
All we love ee like a money.

T047-06 6. Ethel McIntosh introduces Goodbye Dr. Steward.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And then it had a doctor278 was going away. His name was Dr. Steward. He 
was very good to the people. Any hour of the night, you could call him, he was out — to the people. 

273. Peter A. Christian, 1914-1985 was a poor boy who rose up in the economic world of Frederiksted by owning a grocery 
store and trucking business. Mary Catherine the singer was his wife’s godmother. 

274. See Mary Catherine in “People”.
275. The last cariso there was . . .  
276. Waldo A. Evans, Governor 1927-1931.
277. To cover. To wrap my governor in.
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So she [Mary Catherine Williams] had one saying: ‘Goodbye, goodbye, Doctor. Goodbye, Doctor 
Steward. I hope we might meet in Jerusalem.’” 

We bid you goodbye, goodbye, Doctor.
Ah, goodbye, goodbye, Dr. Steward.
We bid you goodbye, goodbye, Doctor.
Doctor, I hope we might meet in Jerusalem.

“That was a farewell for him.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “See, mostly the cariso was a minor {key}.”

SOULE: “What was Mary Catherine like?” 

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “She was a tall lady. Tall. And she had two swollen legs. Call it elephantitis 
(sic), they call it.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “They didn’t call it that back then.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [chuckling]: “No.”

SOULE: “What did you call it?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “’Big foot.’ And they had according to the size.”279

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “And they had ‘rose.’”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “‘Big foot rose.’ Elephantitis (sic). Had some named ‘goose.’ When it’s just 
from here to there — [She indicates where by pointing at her lower leg.] — they call it a ‘goose.’ All 
the way up, they call it elephantitis (sic). And then they have some ‘bearing provision.’”

T047-07 7. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “. . .  ask you about this one they used to sing.” 

ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces “Bongo Tuffy Sarah?280 

MCINTOSH: “Two big foot with the tannia281 pon ahm.”

I wonder if all you see my Sarah. 
Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 
Soon you see her you bound to love her; 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Mind you know what I want you to member: 
She's my UHREE BUH REE and me mutton cucumber.282 
Me diddledoo283 and my moonlight wonder 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Her head resemble one broke down door mouth.
Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.
Her head resemble one broke down door mouth.

278. And then there was a doctor . . .  
279. See big foot in the Glossary.
280. “Bongo” is a common nickname; it can mean “rough.” Here it refers to a woman who is robust, tough, not beautiful.
281. Tannia is an edible tuber. The song claims that her swollen legs had large bumps on them.
282. Wild cucumber (Cucumis anguria) that grew in the cane piece. Used in soups, pickles, stews. (Vals)
283. A tree cactus (Cepholocereus royenii), also called a pipe organ.
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Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.

Mind you know what I want you to member: 
She's my UHREE BUH REE284 and me mutton cucumber. 
Me diddledoo and me moonlight wonder 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Her foot resemble one ferris ham.
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 
Her mouth resemble one broke down door mouth.
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Mind you know what I want you to member: 
She's my UHREE BUH REE and me mutton cucumber. 
Me diddledoo and my moonlight wonder 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

SOULE: “Who did you learn that song from?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Marie Richard.” [Marie Richards]

SOULE: “Who was that?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “She was a street nurse.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “She used to play the guitar.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Guitar, and sing.”

Sylvester McIntosh says that when he was in Catholic school, first and second grade, she used to 
come to the school and sing.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Mr. Powell used to play the guitar for her when she sing. Since she had got 
blind?”

Sylvester McIntosh says Marie Richards was a school nurse. Marie Richards, what she used to do, 
she used to make up her own songs. I can’t say she was a calypsonian, because it wasn’t calypso she 
was singing . . . .

T047-08 8. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “She had make one with some donkey.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Oh. Don't Tie Your Donkey Down There.”

[Sylvester starts to sing and Ethel takes over —]

Don't tie your donkey down there. I say don’t tie your donkey down there. 
That donkey ate me guinea grass. Donkey laugh at me when I pass.
Don't tie your donkey down there.

Don't tie your donkey down there. I say don’t tie your donkey down there. 
Your donkey’s a perfect ass.
Don't tie your donkey down there.

“Donkey laugh at she when she pass. Don't tie your donkey down there.”

284. Something like “a sweetheart.”
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T047-09 9. Ethel McIntosh sings Pot Pon Fire. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And then ‘I have to get a few more bricks to build up me chimney higher. 
When the raben pickney a come from school, them a peep on me pot pon fire.’”

“Them a peep on me coconut KLAH REE.”285

Ma’am, I gotta get a thousand brick, just to build up me chimney higher. 
For when the raben pickney ah come from school, 
Them ah peep on me pot pon fire. 

The same hog what kill mooma, he come again this year. 
When me cutlass286 meet he mouth, they gone give me all kind of name.

I gon BLIHK pon them, I going jump on them.
Especially the one wuh name Harry.
When me going ah church, I prepare for hear the text. 
The same hog what come again, I gon give Albert a share.
When the raben pickney ah come from church,
Them ah peep on me coconut KLAH REE.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “They go peep on the coconut tree.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH [to Soule]: “You understand that?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “It had287 a pig, a hog. It had a hog, he used to come and root the ground. 
When her father planting, they have come and they root her ground. But she say he going walk with 
a cutlash — ‘cutlass’ they call it — thing to chop.”

“So when the hog come back, they say the same hog, ‘cause the mother die from the — ‘cause the 
mother planting, and she couldn’t reap it through288 this hog. Because the hog already destroying it.”

“And she say tomorrow when she ah go for hear the text — because she going grind the cutlass to 
meet this hog. And she say when she use her cutlass back and front, they going give she all kinds of 
names; they gone call her bad name, they going cuss her, because she going kill the hog.”

“And then she say, she got to get a few bricks to build her chimney higher. Because when the 
schoolchildren they passing by, they gonna peep on her pot, where she ah cook. The children them 
see what she cooking.”289

Soule asks if there were certain times when people use to sing. Perhaps at night.

Ethel McIntosh says that her father used to go to a song-party. They would go to a different village, 
and it would be men competing with each other. The one that sang the most popular song and make 
the most money at the table, would come the winner . . . She says her father was invited once to sing 
with a man named Mr. William, Prince William. 

Ethel McIntosh speaks with Sylvester about who Prince William was. 

285. The name of a dish made of grated coconut boiled until it is smooth like milk, and then poured over rice.
286. She says KOO SAH DUH.
287. There was . . .  
288. Because of.
289. The woman is cooking the hog she killed.
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ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Well, Damon Jackson and my father was to sing that time. But Damon 
Jackson went around saying telling people that my father just going to make himself look small. And 
Damon Jackson went and sing with me father again. Though he didn’t want to sing with he the first 
time, because he say he say my father just gon make he look small. And Damon Jackson lose the 
cake again! ‘Cause my father take it from him!’”

Soule asks if children went to these things. Ethel McIntosh says, “No, these were big people.” . . .  
“Kids couldn’t roam. They had to be home.”

T047-10 10.  Soule asks about a song that went Balancez Bay Lah. Ethel McIntosh says “That’s a play.290 
Children used to play it in the village.” Soule asks how it goes. Ethel McIntosh says you hold a ring. 
One person go in the ring and they goes around with a stone or something. And then the person drops 
the stone in front of someone.

Ethel McIntosh says another one like that is Me Bundle Too Heavy. And then someone has to help 
you with the bundle. You drop the bundle in front of someone, and that person has to help you lift 
that bundle.

Ethel McIntosh says if you don’t balance that bundle on your head, the person that you drop it in 
front of is getting licks until you balance yourself...

Me bundle, me bundle, me bundle too heavy,
Oh John John, please to help me,
Such a long, long road I’ve got to walk,
Oh John John, please to help me.

Ethel McIntosh says the minute the other person hoists the bundle to put it on his head, he is falling 
down, and getting blows. “It is only three time you could do that. Only three time you could fall 
down with the bundle.”

Soule asks for the song that goes with Balancez Bay Lah. Mrs. McIntosh says it’s similar, a ring 
game. One person in the ring says “I went to down” and the others in the ring say “Balancez BAY 
LAH.” The person in the middle goes on: “I went to town . . .  I drink me rum . . .  I tumble down . . .  
Head hurt me” . . .  “Belly hurt me” and so on.

Ethel McIntosh describes another ring game, Papa Lincoln, Hold Your Dog. “Come down, come 
down, to me bunch of rose.” She says you’d touch each part of your body from your head down.

Ethel McIntosh describes Missy Gold Pin . . .  “You lost 'em, find and gimme.” She says you don’t 
want to get caught with the ring, you get blows. 

Another song, perhaps in the same game, is Man-A-War, Man-A-War, What You Collar Me So 
For?

T047-11 11. Ethel McIntosh tells some of her personal history. Says she was born at Estate Fountain, but she 
never lived there. Says she was born in 1908. Grew up in an orphan home for a while because she 
was frail, delicate, went back and forth to the hospital. Lived afterward with her mother at Sprat 
Hall, and the manager [Mr. Couford?} had to give her a pint of milk every day. Then, when she went 
to school, she lived with a lady named Blanche Estonelle in town; Ms. Estonelle came from the 

290. See play in the Glossary.
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States. Then, when Ethel, left school, she had to go to work. Her sister sent for Ethel from Puerto 
Rico. Ethel worked there for about three years. Then when her sister left for the States, she brought 
Ethel back home to St. Croix.

T047-12 12. Soule asks if there were any songs about the Danes.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “That was the Fireburn. They were wondering where the Dane man went go 
hide when the Fireburn.”

Sylvester says the song is used as a First Figure or a Third Figure.

Ethel McIntosh sings Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? (Dem Bokra).

Who know which part them Dane man went go hide when the Fireburn?
Ah where them Dane man went go hide, 
They say they went under KEH NEHL291 ball.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “You know the KEH NEHL ball? The KEH NEHL there to the fort. What they 
used to shoot them old time cannon with. Well, they say it is underneath there the Dane man they 
went go hide.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH [sings off mic]: 

Where them Dane man went go hide?

ETHEL MCINTOSH [joins in singing]:

When the Fireburn?
ah where them bokra went go hide. Check under KEH NEHL ball!

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “It's a Number One or Three quadrille.

Soule asks about the “queens” who were supposed to have led the Fireburn.

Ethel McIntosh says a girl named Matilda — “Mattie” — was named for her grandmother who was 
one of the Fireburn women. The Fireburn Matilda used to walk “back so.” because she [the Fireburn 
woman] went on a tread wheel while imprisoned in Denmark. “Caused her to be walking so.”

Ethel McIntosh says what she knows of the Fireburn women is that one had a grass knife,292 one had 
a grip293, and the next one had a piece of bill.294 “The three of them had their own ammunition.”

Soule asks for songs about work in the cane fields.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “I know one song ‘bout this Estate La Grange here.295 They had a kind of 
grass — it were hard to work on. They call it bur grass.296 And the people them say they wasn't 
going go dig none of La Gran' bur grass, because they say the manager and the driver is one. If you 
complain about something to the manager, and you complain to the driver, ee say all gonna be the 

291. Cannon.
292. Grass knife is a short, curved knife.
293. Pitchfork.
294. She pronounces this BAYL. A bill is like a machete, but much shorter and broader. It also has a hook, so cutter can hook 

cane and pull it toward him/her.
295. The Fleming family purchased the La Grange estate in the 1930s. “All of them named George” means they all treat the 

laborers equally badly.
296. A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
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same thing, because you don't get no right. Because it seems like all of them named George Ifield.297 
And they say —”

Ethel McIntosh sings La Grange Bur Grass.

Carmelita Susan, 
Come, ah-wee go walk 'bout! 
No let ah-wee dig none of La Grange bur grass! 

Carmelita Susan, 
I rather go go walk 'bout, 
Me ah no go dig none of La Grange bur grass!

If the manager wrong, the driver say he right. 
And if the driver wrong, manager say he right. 
If the manager wrong, driver say he right. 
Oh lord, in that way, none ah we no got no right!

Sylvester McIntosh mentions another one that James Brewster sings: Time So Hard.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Yeah, I know the little girl what make that; they call her ‘Mary Nurse.’ She 
went to New York. She used to live in the yard next to my auntie. Well, 'tis Benton and a woman had 
named Mattie — they used to call her Mattie Kribishee. But is the two of them was living. Benton 
and this Mattie Kribishee. And then 'tis Benton is who tell Mattie that she should come out go go 
look work, because time so hard — if Mattie thinks his money bear pon tree.”298 

Soule asks if there was a song that’s different than what James Brewster sings.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “No. It’s the same, but he don’t sing it just how it is. The man say —”

Time so hard, and Mattie won't go look work. 
Time so hard, and Mattie won't go look work. 

You just ah sit down and wait pon me. 
You no know me money no bear pon tree. 
Time so hard, you no hear the dog gone out and look work. 

Soule asks if Ethel knows any stories. Ethel McIntosh and her son Sylvester have a discussion about 
whether she told him stories when he was little.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And then it had a next song299 about La Grange bur grass.300 They say ‘I 
going up a yard, go ask Mr. Fleming, let he hire one German plow, because he say the German plow 
— no American plow — can dig out them bur grass root.’” 

Sylvester McIntosh asks if that’s the same one as a tune he knows. Mrs. McIntosh says it’s a 
quadrille and explains the lyrics of a song about the Fireburn. 

Ethel McIntosh sings German Plow.

Going up a yard, 

297. Ifield was a common Barbadian surname.
298. Money grows on trees.
299. And then there was another song . . .  
300. A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus). 
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Go go ask Mr. Fleming, 
Let he bring out the German plow. 
I say a German plow, no American plow 
Can dig out them bur grass root.

T048 Lambert George - May 2, 1979 (STT)
Dates May 2, 1979 

Location St. Thomas. Lambert George interviewed at his home, a small house in an old 
neighborhood in Charlotte Amalie. This was one of the interviews that Soule did for an 
“Appreciation Ball” described in the introduction to T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Archivist note Cut T048-01 was originally labeled VIV027.

T048-01 1. Lambert George describes how he got interested in music in high school, around 1916; how Alton 
Adams got him in Navy Band; started on alto — horn, then trumpet for which he became famous; 
pride in first Navy Band; in his first 16 years, played in St. Thomas, Puerto Rico and Cuba; 
afterwards, played in Community Band; went back in Navy in 1942 for four years; played trumpet, 
sax, bass drum, baritone horn; 1943: back to St. Thomas with band; 1944, went to Puerto Rico; 1945, 
he went to Navy Great Lakes near Chicago, went to black music school; then music school in 
Washington DC; studied harmonizing; transferred to Navy Band in Detroit . . .  a colored band . . .  
1945 until 46; came out of service in January 46; joined Community Band again in 1946, played 
until 1964; since 64, played guitar; he used to like 'classical music' — band music: marches, 
overtures, grand selections, grand waltzes, concert waltzes . . .  also likes orchestra music; also local 
music . . .  calypsos and so, used to call them country dances . . .  didn't used to have names; they 
have more dance bands and calypso bands now; he thinks they should keep up Community Band; 
misses German, Danish, Brazilian bands gave St. Thomas incentive for concert bands — says 
younger bands have it better because they can learn music in school; but they don't keep up the 
classical and semi-classical music; calypso has lowered the standard in St. Thomas.

T048-02 2. Lambert George describes how he used to write for a combination which played concert music for 
festivals, was part of the Community Band; Thyra Smith; born Oct. 17, 1901; worked as carpenter 
and painter.

T048-03 3. Lambert George tells a long story about his relationship with Alton Adams.

T049 Ethel McIntosh II - April 7, 1979 (STX)
Dates April 7, 1979

Locations Ethel McIntosh’s home. 

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh, Ethel McIntosh's son, and Mary Jane Soule 

Archivist notes This recording originally included: VIV049-06 (Andreas), which was moved to T114.

This also originally included: VIV049-07 (Frank Charles), which was moved to T104.

This recording also included a recording of Elisa Pedro, which was moved to T017.
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T049-01 1. Soule asks about when they used to act out stories about King George and the Dragon. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH: What I know is that they used to keep it as a show in different places. And 
you had to pay to see it. But I have never seen the whole of it because — 10 o’clock I was supposed 
to go home. . . . So the onliest thing I have seen is as far as when the dragon come out, with this heap 
of candles — fire lighting on he head, I have to go home. So I’ve never seen the end of it.

Sylvester McIntosh [quite off mic] asks if Willie Carroll was in that play. Then he asks if it’s the 
same Carroll as in the song about a still. Sylvester and Ethel talk back and forth about who the “still” 
song was about.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting lyrics from the song about the incident involving the still]: “He say, 
‘Run Peter get a pan. Run Thomas?, bring the john? Run Peter get a pan . . . watch all the rum ah 
waste.’” [laughs] “Police coming for he.”

Ethel McIntosh recites Run Peter, Get a Pan.

Run Peter get a pan
Run Thomas bring a john301

Run Peter get a pan
He say, “Watch all me rum ah waste.”

All of me run ah waste pon the ground
Look how me rum ah waste
Look how me run ah waste.
All you, look how the rum ah run.

Ethel McIntosh says they carried the man to the fort. He had a lawyer, but the lawyer [Creque?] told 
the man not to speak in the courtroom, he must let the lawyer speak for him. 

Sylvester McIntosh [off mic] tells more of the story . . . McIntosh says they didn’t catch the man with 
any rum, but once the man was acquitted, he says “Your honor, may I say something?” As soon as he 
says that, the lawyer closed his book and walked . . . The guy says to the judge, “You know Peter 
Lewis had a still, too.” [Thus admitting that he had a still.] . . . He got six months...

Soule asks if Ethel McIntosh sang her kids songs before they went to bed. She says “sometimes.”

Ethel McIntosh sings Fiddle and a Drum.

Oh, you Daddy got he money, 
Wouldn't give you Mama none, 
But Mama gon go trust for you,302 
A fiddle and a drum.

Clap hand for Mama 
'Til Papa come. 
Bring cake and sugar plum, 
Give all you some.

Your good for nothing Papa 
Coming up the line. 

301. Demijohn?
302. Trust for you = take on credit.
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He ain't got no money 
But a bottle full of rum.

Your Daddy got he money
And your Mama got none. 
But Mama gon go trust for you
A fiddle and a drum.

T049-02 2. Sylvester McIntosh reminds Ethel about a Bru Nansi story she used to tell about how Bru Deer was 
Bru Nansi’s Best Riding Horse. It had a song “See Bru Nansi coming down” — but he says he can’t 
remember it.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [narrating]: “Oh, Deer. Bru Deer. Bru Nansi tell some king that Bru Deer was 
he father best riding horse. And Nansi had want to marry to the king daughter. And Deer wanted to 
marry to the king daughter, too. But Nansi went and tell the king that Deer is he father best riding 
horse — the daughter can’t marry to he! So the king say, ‘Well you got to prove it out to me — how 
Deer come your father best riding horse.’”

“So Nansi went and tell Deer, [speaking Nansi’s voice soft, with a lisp] ‘You see, the king say you 
got to prove yourself that you ain’t the best riding horse. How you going to do it? I going tell you 
what for do. You know what you do. You must get a SA DEE — that’s a saddle — a SA DEE — and 
you must get something for put me foot into.’ That time, Deer ain’t know that ‘tis a harness he 
buying for he. When he get them thing now, he say, ‘And you must get something could brush the 
fly off of you.’ Deer went and he get it. He say, ‘When you get all that, I gon tell you the day.’”

“So he went and tell the king now the day when he and Deer went for the showdown. So the girl is to 
stay by the window — and they going ride, pass bay — and the girl is to look out, and see.”

“When the day come now, Nansi say [to Deer], ‘I too sick.’ [in lisping voice]. Deer . . . and Nansi 
say . . . And Deer say, ‘Not if I got to carry you on my back. I got to prove it out.’ He [Nansi] say [in 
lisping voice] ‘Well, all right, you could carry me pon your back.’ And he went on; he put he foot in 
the stirrup, and he going. He say, ‘CHOOKUH — CHOOKUH —No go too fast, because I no feel too 
good today.’ Deer going with the CHOOKUH — CHOOKUH — CHOOKUH — CHOOKUH [in other 
words, he’s going at a slow pace] ‘til when he reach near the king place where there were the 
daughter looking out. He bawling —”

You see me Nansi coming down, 

“That time, he singing slow, you know:”

You see me Nansi coming down, 
You see me Nansi coming down, 
Look out, look out. [She says “YOOK out, YOOK out” in the lisping Nansi voice.]

MCINTOSH [getting louder and more animated, and chuckling throughout the rest of the story]: 
“When he reach — When he reach the window now which part the girl looking out, he haul 
up . . . Deer, he jerk me mouth with the bit in he mouth, _________________and he say ‘YOOK out, 
YOOK out, YOOK out, YOOK out.’”

MCINTOSH [singing much faster than before]:

You see me Nansi coming down

“That time he singing hard, you know —”
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MCINTOSH [singing much faster than before]:

You see me Nansi coming down, 
You see me Nansi coming down, 
You see me Nansi coming down, 
Look out, look out. [She says “YOOK out, YOOK out” in the lisping Nansi voice.]

“And the girl look through the window and she say ‘Papapapa, look, what Nansi come to pass.’” 

“Deer take bush up to now. From there, deer turn wild. That’s how deer live in the bush.”

T049-03 3. Ethel McIntosh tells the story of Bru Nansi and Cricket.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And then Cricket. Cricket, now, you know, now, Cricket does jump? Well, 
they say Cricket wasn’t jumping all the time. ‘Tis Nansi lick off one of Cricket foot — ‘cause he to 
be jumping so. They say, the king wanted somebody that could knock a drum. — but you ain’t to 
see. You ain’t to see the person what knocking the drum. So Nansi take that. [Speaking in Nansi 
lisp.] ‘Yes. I think I could do it.’ But Nansi went in with Cricket and they’re going to keep 
something like a party. And everybody had to pay to hear the drum knock itself.”

“When the day come now, and he had to sing three times, before the drum start knocking itself. That 
time he get in with Cricket now to get into this drum, and jump up. And meantime he singing —”

Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM crow.
Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM crow.

“The third time now when they sing that, then Cricket is to start jumping up in the drum. Then the 
last time he sing —” 

Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM —
Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM crow.

“And then Cricket start to lick up. He say —”

BLING DEE DING-EE-DING, BLING-DICK-EE-DICK-DICK.

“That Cricket rolling? from one part of the drum, licking up heself in the drum. He say —”

BLING DEE DING-EE-DING, BLING-DICK-EE-DICK-DICK.

“And everybody amazing because this drum knocking and they ain’t see nobody. That time they 
ain’t know Cricket there in there.”

“All right, now, they make recess, and go there to the place there, they eating and so. That time 
Cricket resting heself, but Nansi ain’t giving he nothing to eat all that time, you know. Until when 
Cricket did get a chance, and he see Nansi, and he say [whispery, lisping voice] ‘Nansi’ . . .  He 
[Nansi] say, ‘Shut your mouth. You going get double pay when you ain’t get nothing to eat. Shut 
your mouth.’ So they start again for the second time. He say, —”

Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM crow.
Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, Talk you no hear, me MAHM crow.

“The last time he start to sing, now, Cricket start. He say, —” 

BLING DEE DING-EE-DING, BLING-DICK-EE-DICK-DICK.

“Until when the show over now. When time come now for Cricket to get he pay, he ain’t see Nansi 
coming come come give he nothing, so they walking and they going home now. He say, [Cricket in 
soft lisping voice] ‘Man, Nansi, you no give me no food to eat, and you ain’t offering me no money.’ 
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Nansi say ‘What! You ought to glad you alive!’ Nansi search, and he take out the blackest copper, he 
give Cricket. And Cricket murmur over it. And he take a stick and he lick off one of Cricket leg.” 

“And that’s why Cricket jumping ‘til now.”

Sylvester McIntosh says Nansi is a wicked fellow. 

T049-04 4. Sylvester asks Ethel about the one “Dance Ah Corner, No Dance Ah Middle.”

Ethel McIntosh tells story, Dance Ah Middle.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “ . . . you spoil people get a child just — Tekuma. Yeah. Tekuma. Bru Nansi 
have always say that he’s the best dancer. And now he want to go take over somebody woman. And 
now Bru Tekuma say that he could dance. So he went and he take out this person on the dancing 
floor. And he [Nansi] say, ‘You can’t dance a midi, man.’ Tekuma say, ‘Yes, I could dance a midi.’ 
But Tekuma know — he fraid Nansi, so . . . So Tekuma gone in the corner, now, go go dance by 
heself. He [Nansi] say, [much louder, more animated] ‘No dance a corner, man, dance a midi! No go 
a corner go go dance. Because you want for spoil303 people girl child just like that?’” 

Dance in the midi, no dance in the corner
You spoil people girl child just like that.

“And then everybody had their eye pon Tekuma.”

Sylvester McIntosh says he understood that they had a pot of water in the middle...

T049-05 5. Sylvester McIntosh describes masquerades.

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “All right. Like I say, you would hear — who used to be the — what 
the man name? Kiah Braffith, for instance, he used to dance the Wild Indian.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And Sammy Dumlin used to dance Wild Indian.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “No, Sammy Dumlin was like a Indian Rubber Man. Used to double up 
and thing.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Kafoon.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Yeah, he used to kafoon, but most of his thing was doubling heself up 
on the ground like a rubber man or something like that.”

Soule asks what kafoon means and they tell her “somersault.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “You had the Wild Indian music which consists of what — drums — 
just kettledrum, bass drum, a fife — or a piccolo — or something like that — steel. Paddy Moore, the 
same guy out in Whim, he used to play the bass drum. And for the Wild Indian music, he would 
knock the bass drum like this, you know, BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM BOOM and then the kettledrum 
would pick up all the rest — DOO DOO DUM DOO DOO RUM TI KA DUM TI KA TI KADUM TI KA DUM 
ADUM DUM. And then the flute, and so on. And that was the Wild Indian music.”

“Now, the Mother Hubbard music was more guitar and maybe some —”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: Squash!

303. Ruin
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SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “...drum, squash, steel — which you get a completely different sound. 
It used to sound like — “oooo 0000 oooo 0000 oooo 0000...” 304

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “You have the Wild Indian group. They're men dressed like Indians! 
They had beautiful costumes and a mask — and it was mostly, you know, these fine safe wire?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: Safe wire!

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “...that they'd put in the mask and then they would paint a face on that. 
But you could not see through from the outside, but he can see perfectly clear from inside out. 'Cause 
I myself used to be a Wild Indian.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “And she [Ethel McIntosh] had order me a Wild Indian suit out of 
Walter Field. [Ethel says Sears, and they argue about that for a minute.] Cause at the time, Walter 
Field say — the catalog say “‘Don’t send one penny.’” [Ethel joins in.]

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “So I used to dance Wild Indian, too, and I used to do those Wild 
Indian dances — there was a special dance.”

“Then you have the Donkey — Donkey music, which is bass drum, kettledrum, maybe a squash or a 
fife. And the music used to go like this: BOOM, DUHM DUHM DOO DUHP; BOOM, DUHM 
DUHM. . . . And these people, they had the shape of a donkey built around them. You couldn't see 
their legs. You could just see from here up [indicates his waist] and there’s a donkey head, and 
there’s a rein on it, and a tail and everything. What it really was half a wooden barrel. See? Those 
wooden kegs that they used to use? They'd cut it, not around, but cut it in half, and then they'd get a 
hole in the middle and . . . they would have cloth over it down to their foot. And the head of the 
donkey, and the tail, and everything like that, and I mean they’d be going — moving up and down 
like a donkey . . . BOOM-BOOM, DUHM DUHM DOO DUHP; BOOM-BOOM, DUHM DUHM...”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And the piccolo going PEEP PEEP PEEP...”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Then this John Hog. Which was the name of a man they used to call 
John Hog.305 And he had a special music — his music now — today, sometimes when I play with 
Jamesie band, if I play the bass, I usually play that for some type of song that he play, I play that 
beat, which I call John Hog music — today they call it Two Deuce.306 So I go DUM DUM BOOM, DUM 
DUM BOOM . . . The way the drums and you got steel — you got squash there, but that’s the beat that 
you’re hearing. . .John Hog troupe. John Hog music.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Men.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “They was all men. Oh the Mother Hubbard — they was women — 
bunch of women. All women.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Ladies. All ladies. And a queen.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “And her sister into that . . . Auntie Carrie in that.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “I think I was saying that if you notice that this song for the Donkey 
music goes BOOM, DUHM DUHM DOO DUHP; BOOM, DUHM DUHM, and the John Hog comes down — 
DUM DUM BOOM, DUM DUM BOOM. See?”

304. Mr. McIntosh may be referring to the Crucian tambourine when he says “oooo 0000 oooo 0000.” For more information 
on the tambourine, see “Masquerade jig musical instruments” in the Introduction.

305. There was a man named John Hog who used to blow pipe.
306. Two dice, each with two dots.
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T050 LP: Archie Thomas, Alwyn Richards, “Calypsos from the V.I.” - 1975 (STX & 
STT)

Album/record name: Calypsos from the Virgin Islands, Archie Thomas and his band, from St. Croix, on one 
side; Alwyn Richards and his band, from St. Thomas, on the other. Musicians are not listed. 

Copied from the album cover: “Recorded in the Virgin Islands; Request Records, 66 Memorial Highway, 
New Rochelle, N. Y. 10801.” Copyright 1975.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC05.

T050-01 1. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Palma Dumplin.

T050-02 2. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Mambo De Plantation. Instrumental.

T050-03 3. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: West End Romance.

T050-04 4. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Mambo St. Croix.

T050-05 5. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Kill Thing Pappy.

T050-06 6. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Pan Bush Mary.

T050-07 7. Archie Thomas and His Rhythm Makers: Pretty Girl.

T050-08 8. J. A. Richards and His Orchestra: Mamboleen and Scambaugh.

T050-09 9. J. A. Richards and His Orchestra: Kum to Papie.

T050-10 10. J. A. Richards and His Orchestra: Cash Me Ball.

T050-11 11. J. A. Richards and His Orchestra: Roll Isabella Roll.

T050-12 12. J. A. Richards and His Orchestra: St. Thomas Mambo. Instrumental.

T051 LP: “Typical Virgin Islands Tunes” - 1964 (STT)
Copy of album named “Typical Virgin Islands Tunes.” Copied from the album cover: “Copyright 1964; 
Produced and recorded in Charlotte Amalie; Produced by Antonio J. Benvenutti.” The musicians are all 
from St. Thomas, although a couple may have been born elsewhere; for example, Ivan Petersen was born 
in St. Croix.

Archivist note This recording was originally labelled REC06.

Musicians
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King Obstinate
Milo and the Kings
Lord Sausage
Tony and the Rocks
Lord Blake
Ivan Petersen

T051-01 1. No Twist, performed by Milo and the Kings with King Obstinate vocal.

T051-02 2. Wabine in the Country, performed by Tony and the Rocks with Lord Sausage vocal.

T051-03 3. Arabella, performed by Tony and the Rocks, Ivan Petersen on flute, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-04 4. Pollyberg Lenore, performed by V. I. All Stars, Ivan Petersen, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-05 5. Jealousy Over Man, performed by Tony and the Rocks, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-06 6. This Is Carnival, performed by V. I. All Stars, Ivan Petersen, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-07 7. V. I. Government, performed by Milo and the Kings with King Obstinate vocal.

T051-08 8. Marmee Seed, performed by V. I. All Stars, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-09 9. St. Thomas Carnival, performed by Tony and the Rocks, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-10 10. Savan Road March, performed by Tony and the Rocks.

T051-11 11. The Dog Lover, Lord Blake vocal.

T051-12 12. Confusion Family, Lord Blake and Lord Sausage vocals.
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T052 Whim Handicapped Band Discussion - June 26, 1979 (STX)
Date June 26, 1979

Location/Event St. Croix, Maude Andreas’s apartment at Whim Gardens, where there is a gathering of 
her band and her grandson, Lorenzo Acosta. Others present are Wilfred Pedro, Leopold 
Derricks, and Charles Haynes. Soule is playing T040 and T041 and asking questions 
about the songs.

Interviewer Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule visited Maude Andreas' apartment in Whim Gardens, St. Croix; Maude Andreas, 
Wilfred Pedro, Leopold Derricks, Charles Haynes, Lorenzo Acosta (Andreas' grandson) were all 
gathered there. Soule asked them about the recordings collected on T040 and T041.

Sunny day; Ms. Andreas lives in a small apartment in Whim Gardens, a housing complex for the elderly; 
seven of us sat around a playback system that Soule had set up; Soule was playing the tapes mad of their 
music on May 11 on the kitchen table; after each tune was played, their comments were recorded on a 
second tape deck and a hand-held microphone; everyone had a great time and got to know each other 
better.

T052-01 1. Soule asks Wilfred Pedro to sing the words to Rupert or Camie.

WILFRED PEDRO: “If I could remember it now.” [He laughs.]

Cammie, Cammie, you no shame.307

Wildin’ Cammie Scipio,
You no shame to hear your name.

One at the window, one at the door.
Rupert on the step just to haul in the door.308

Rupert, Rupert, Rupert, you no shame.
Wildin’ Rupert Simmonds, 
You no shame to hear your name.

One at the window, one at the door.
Rupert on the step just to haul in the door.

Cammie, Cammie, you no shame.
Wildin’ Cammie Scipio,
You no shame to hear your name.

Cammie, Cammie, you no shame.
Wildin’ Cammie Scipio,
You no shame to hear your name.

One at the window, one at the door.
Rupert on the step just to haul in the door.

307. “Aren’t you ashamed?”
308. The door was closed.
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[He laughs and everyone claps.]

Soule asks about the song.

PEDRO: “Well, it's a girl was running with two fellow. So one was in the house, the next one want 
to come in.” [He laughs.]

SOULE: “Did you know the people the song was made on?”

PEDRO: Yeah. They die now.

Soule asks who made the song.

PEDRO: “A fellow named Lam Weiner.”

SOULE: “And you heard him sing it?”

PEDRO: “Yes.”

T052-02 2. Soule asks about the song Twenty Cents for the Pan Cover.

SOULE: “Now how about the one about the pan cover?”

WILFRED PEDRO: [He laughs.]

Oh twenty cent for the pan cover.309

Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Get up off of my pan kiver.

Went to bedroom last night.
Paper bill for your pillow.
Went to bedroom last night.
Paper bill for your pillow.

Oh twenty cent for the pan cover.
Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Pan kiver like a horse collar.310

Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Twenty cent for the pan cover.
Get up off of me pan cover.

[He laughs.] 

SOULE: “Where did you hear that one?”

PEDRO: “Well, long time, from when I was a boy going school, I hear them sing it. That's a old, old 
song.”

T052-03 3. MAUDE ANDREAS sings Ho Bin Sen Yo:

Yes, you been with me so long, you don't know me dirty ways.

309. Twenty cents for pussy.
310. Big pussy.
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And you been with me so long, you still don't know me nasty ways. 
And you put the thing in the bowl with the hole, and all the sauce run out.
And you left the greasy water there for me.

Who been send you?
Who been send you?
Who been send you? 
Who been send you to eat doave311 pork and okra fungi?

Who been send you?
Who been send you?
Who been send you? 
Who been send you to eat doave pork and okra fungi?

You been with me so long, you don't know me dirty ways.
You been with me so long, you still don't know me nasty ways. 
You put the thing in the bowl with the hole, and all the sauce run out.
And you left the greasy water there for me.

Who been send you?
Who been send you?
Who been send you? 
Who been send you to eat doave pork and okra fungi?

Who been send you?
Who been send you?
Who been send you? 
Who been send you to eat doave pork and okra fungi

“That's it!”

T052-04 4. WILFRED PEDRO sings Listen to the Mockingbird:

Oh listen to the Mockingbird.
Oh listen to the Mockingbird.
The Mockingbird is singing on the tree.

“I ain't know the other part. [He hums some.] I ain't know all the words of it. I know the tune.”

SOULE: “Where did you hear that one?”

PEDRO: “From the time I was small.”

SOULE: “Is that a Crucian song?”

PEDRO: “Well, I really can't tell you if it's a Crucian...”

T052-05 5. WILFRED PEDRO sings Don’t Take the Boy to the Prison:

Don't take the boy to the prison.
Don't take him there for life.

311. Doave = To roast in a pot, with spices and herbs. Probably from Spanish, “Adoubar” or French “Daube.” (Vals)
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For he did not stole the chicken.
The chicken who follow him there.

Don't take my boy to the prison.
Don't take him there for life.
For he did not stole the chicken.
The chicken who follow him there.

[He chuckles.]

SOULE: “Do you know who made that song?”

PEDRO: “I don't think that song made here. I learn it, and the other fellow playing it.”

T052-06 6. Soule has asked about the song Mary Burt Bad Belly Woman.

MAUDE ANDREAS: “Oh, it was just a woman, she was — just the same as Mr. Pedro say: a 
woman was having a good time with different men. And the real one that she was with say he don't 
want her again. And he put her in the song, saying:”

You bad belly woman. I don't want her again.
Mary Burt, she, I don't want her again.
Wildin’312 privateer.313 

ANDREAS: “In other words, cussing her out, because she's just fast going.”

SOULE: “Did you know the person who made that song?”

ANDREAS: “No. I wouldn't know the person who make the song.”

Pedro in the background suggests that Ciple314 made the song.

ANDREAS: “Ciple?”

SOULE: “Did you all know Ciple?”

ANDREAS: “Yes. He die . . , knock the drum, and he play — oh and it was beautiful with him!”

SOULE: “And where was Ciple from?”

PEDRO: “From the middle [of the island], the center, Lower Love [estate]. He'd play the pan and 
he'd sing. He was like the leading instrument.”

ANDREAS: “He used to play a kerosene pan, knock the kerosene pan and sing himself.”

SOULE: “I talked to Drake and he said he could play a kerosene pan if I could find one.”

PEDRO: “Yeah, he used to knock the pan, play the pan too. And that same kerosene pan sound like 
a saxophone. Yeah, and a biscuit pan.”

T052-07 7. Soule has just played a recording of Andreas singing What Make You Do Me So.

SOULE: “Do you know where that song came from?”

312. Pronounced WIY LIN = promiscuous; refers to a girl who does not follow social rules; wild, crazy; perhaps derived from 
“wilding.” (Jacobs)

313. A “loose” woman. (Jacobs)
314. See Ciple in “People”.
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ANDREAS: “Well, I knew it when I was a child. A woman was married to a man. And he leave her 
for another woman. And so the woman was just crying and singing that song. I hear the people 
singing it. You know you hear the people, but you don't know who they is singing about.”

SOULE: “Where would you hear people singing?”

PEDRO: “They have a thing they call the cariso . . , Mostly they get the songs off of the cariso. You 
have to have the keg knocking and the person singing. The other set of people answer, the chorus, 
you see.”

SOULE: “Would they do that for a festival, or on an ordinary day?”

PEDRO: “Any time they ready to play. They used had it at a dance. Singing, like make songs off of 
other persons and thing.”

T052-08 8. MAUDE ANDREAS introduces and sings Oh, Mary: 

ANDREAS: “This old girl will sing a cariso for you, but this one is filthy, too, I mean it sound — 
you know how? At least you say you want to hear it.” [She laughs.]

Oh, I turn ah last row, me hear him, and I turn ah first row me hear him.
Me turn ah last row, me hear him, 
On account of me something, the driver turn me way.

Oh Mary, oh me Mary.
Oh Mary, Well I'm privateer,315 I want me husband.

He say, turn ah last row, me hear him, and me turn ah first row me hear him.
Me turn ah last row, me hear him, 
On account of me bumbo, the driver turn me way.

Oh Mary... [laughter]

“Let ee go for that.” [Lots of laughter and background comments.]

“Yes. I'll tell you what it's all about. This one is a driver. He's very forward. Some people work. 
There was a woman come to look for a job, and he give her the job but he said, ‘You gon got to be 
me woman!’ And she decide ‘Not such a thing! I come for a job to work.’ He say, “Well, all you got 
— if you come, you better work. Otherwise, you got to go!’ Anyhow, she make up her mind, and she 
went to work. And driver there behind her, ‘Work up! Work up! Work up!’ Only because the woman 
wouldn't decide to be his friend. He go near her. He say, ‘You wouldn't give me that thing now? You 
gon work here ‘til you shit.” “Saving your presence.” [Laughter; “Saving your presence,” meaning 
“Excuse my language.”]

“That's all.”

SOULE: Are you a cariso singer?

ANDREAS: “No, but I know a little: I heard me grandmother.316 She used to sing cariso, and knock 
the drum too. [She imitates the drum.] And the people them go OOOOOOOOH and got they dress like 
so. Oh it was a beauty, at least in the olden days.”

315. A “loose” woman. (Jacobs)
316. Ms. Andreas’s grandmother was Mary Henry.
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T052-09 9. CHARLES HAYNES: “She [Soule] should have been here when the people used to dance in the 
street. David and Goliath, Mother Hubbard, and Plait Pole. It really pretty.”

SOULE: “When did they do that?”

HAYNES: “Well, only on holidays. Like Fourth of July, or maybe August Monday, [to Maude] 
Fourth of July, no? Any holiday. That's right. And they dressed in different costume, like a costume. 
That's right.”

SOULE: “When did they stop doing that?”

PEDRO: “From the time when they bring in this Carnival.”

SOULE: “Did they do it when you were a kid?”

HAYNES: “Yes, I even used to even take part in it myself, when I was a kid. They had a play they 
called David and Goliath. I don't know if you heard about that. It's something about in the Bible. The 
men, they got together, and each man have a part to play. I used to be David. And the man is Goliath, 
you know. I kill Goliath, you see. But I have a little slingshot, you know, a ball you know, you see. 
And I hit him to the side of his head and he fall. And I have the speech, you made a speech, you 
know, they have a speech.”

SOULE: “Do you remember the speech?”

HAYNES: “Well, let me see. Goliath would say:”

I am Goliath, the Lord of Gath, the mighty champion of the Philistine, the cruelest man 
you will ever find around the Philistine. 

“He say, then:”

Once I follow a fair lady to the Giant's317 gate.
Concern her dungeons so deep that to meet her fate.
When I desire to bust the door and set the captain free,
All little do he roam, and little do he rest.
But I heard he's a fiery dragon, I wish I could catch you.
I'll clip your wings so you shall not fly, 
I'll view the land of you before I die.

“That’s Goliath part. Then David will say:”

Thou come on then.
Thou comest to me with sword, spear and shield.
But I come to thee in the name of Israel, I come.
No sword I bring, no armor, 
But just two small stones which I gather from the brook.
With just a simple sling as a shepherd would use
I dare him to the trial — I dare you to the trial.

SOULE: And where would you perform that?

HAYNES: “You do it on the street. You see, now there's a King Saul. And there's two men in 
between Goliath and myself, you see? So that Goliath don't come to me, and I don't come to Goliath. 
To protect. Now this man Goliath, he is mean. He had a pole, and he try to break through these two 

317. Dragon’s.
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men to get to me. And those men got to block him, to stop him. You know? That's right. But when 
I'm gonna slay him, these men get out the way. You see? And I and him face each other then. Then I 
run up and I hit him. [He laughs] With the slingshot, you know? It's a pretty play. Nice.”

SOULE: “Did you do this with a Mr. Carroll?”

HAYNES: “I didn't play with him, though. But Carroll was a Goliath man, yeah, he played it. Willie 
Carroll, yeah, he name, I heard so, but I never play with him.”

SOULE: “When did you stop doing David and Goliath?”

HAYNES: “Well, I about 13 or 14 years. What year was that? Let me see. It could have been around 
1923 or 1924. The early part, you know, in the 1920s. That's quite a many years ago.”

T052-10 10. Soule asks about the words side piece in the song, Seally Bell.

MAUDE ANDREAS: “Yeah, side piece.318 In other words, she's a thin woman. And this woman 
wanted to know where — she's so thin — how she could go around with so much men. Side piece 
mean you ain't got no body. You thin. Flat. Flat in front, flat behind.” [She laughs.]

CHARLES HAYNES: “Pancake.” [More laughter.]

ANDREAS: “I didn't know how she could get so many men going with her, and then she so thin. So 
they will ask her, “Where you get side piece to hold them all? Because it's so much: the father and 
the son, and still a extra married man.” So that's how it go so...”

T053 Ethel McIntosh III - June 26, 1979 (STX)
Date June 26, 1979, late afternoon.

Location St. Croix, Ethel McIntosh’s home. Ethel crocheted while we talked.

Interviewers Sylvester McIntosh and Soule

T053-01 1. ETHEL MCINTOSH and her son SYLVESTER MCINTOSH discuss the words to the maharp.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
And turn around to view Jerusalem.

“Me no remember the rest.” 

She hums the verse and then sings it again.

T053-02 2. Ethel McIntosh discusses tea meeting. Says that she likes it, but has never seen the end of it, because 
“I have to go home before it over, because that thing last ‘til morning.”

T053-03 3. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Annaly Girl:

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.

318. A woman’s sexual area.
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Northside girl them ah kick up a ring.
Southside girl them ah stump kasha.319

Tamarind tree root I gon dig out tonight. 

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
I been dead, I been gone to hell. 
I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell.

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
Southside girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Northside girl them ah stump kasha. 
Annaly girl them a dance quadrille.

T053-04 4. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Bongo Tuffy Sarah: 320 

I wonder if all you see my Sarah. 
Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 
Soon you see her you bound to love her. 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Mind you know I want you to member. 
She's my IREE BUH REE321 and me mutton cucumber.322 
Me diddledoo and my moonlight wonder 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.

Her head resemble one broke down door mouth.323

Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 
Her head resemble one broke down door mouth. 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.

Mind you know what I want you to member. 
She's my IREE BUH REE and me mutton cucumber. 
Me diddledoo and me moonlight wonder.
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah. 

Her foot324 resemble one ferris ham.
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.
Her mouth resemble one broke down door mouth. 
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.

Mind you know what I want you to member.
She's my IREE BUH REE and me mutton cucumber. 

319. Dig out kasha roots. Kasha is a wild, thorny bush (Acacia farnesiana) that grows all over St. Croix.
320. Ethel McIntosh learned this from Marie Richards’s album, Folklore Melodies, TT0155.
321. Something like “a sweetheart.”
322. A wild cucumber (Cucumis anguria) used in soups, pickles, and stews. (Vals)
323. Door frame. (Vals) b
324. “Foot” here refers to her lower leg, which was swollen with elephantiasis.
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Me diddledoo and my moonlight wonder.
Me Bongo Tuffy, kah tuffy Sarah.

T053-05 5. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Don't Tie Your Donkey Down There:325

Don't tie your donkey down there. I say, don't tie your donkey down there.
That donkey yet me guinea grass.326 
Donkey laugh at me when I pass.
Don't tie your donkey down there.
Don't tie your donkey down there. I say, don't tie your donkey down there.
That donkey’s a perfect ass. Don't tie your donkey down there” 

T053-06 6. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Pot Pon Fire:327

Ma’am, look I gotta get a thousand brick, I got to build up me chimney higher. 
For when the raben328 pickney329 ah come from school,
Them a peep on me pot pon fire.
The same hog what kill mooma,330 he come again this year. 
When me cutlass meet he mouth, 
They gone give me all kind of name.

I gon put lick pon them, I gon jump pon them,
Especially the one name Harry.
When I going ah church, I prepare for hear the text.
The same hog what come again, I going give he Albert a share.
When the raben pickney ah come from church,
Them ah peep on me coconut KLA REE.331

“They gon peep on the coconut tree.”

T053-07 7. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings If A We Money No Raise This Year:

Manager McDonnell,332 come law for me,333 
Like you law for Waterloo. 
I say, Pepe McDonnell, come talk for me, 
Like you talk for Waterloo.

325. Ethel McIntosh learned this from Marie Richards’s album, T155. Better rendition on T047-9.
326. Prized fodder (Panicum maxumum). (Vals)
327. Ethel McIntosh learned this from Marie Richards’s album, T154. Better rendition on T047-8.
328. Hungry, ravenous”
329. Children. Probably from pickaninny.
330. Mother.
331. The name of a dish made of grated coconut boiled until it is smooth like milk, and then poured over rice.
332. Unable to find a manager named “McDonnell” around the time of the Fireburn. Another version of this song on T067-09 

refers to a “McDermon.” Further research needed to determine to whom the song refers. The reference to Waterloo is also 
unclear and has been interpreted a number of ways. Some think it implies that if the war commences again, it will be like 
the battle of Waterloo. Others believe that Waterloo was a person’s name.

333. “law for me” = represent me; plead my case.
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He say, if ah-wee money no raise this year, 
The war commence again. 
If ah-wee money no raise this year, 
The war commence again.

And if the war commence again, 
It going worser334 than before. 
If this war commence again, 
It going worser than before.

If ah-wee money no raise this year,
The war commence again.
If ah-wee money no raise this year,
Root toot toot toot toot toot.

“That's when you gon blow the shell,335 you see? They blow the shell when they got war! Conch 
shell. Manager McDonnell, that’s the manager for the estate. They say “come talk for me” — just 
like when you want a lawyer . . . come law for me. Like you law for Waterloo. Cause they say that if 
the money no raise, ‘tis war they going make. If ah-wee money no raise this year, ‘tis war commence 
again. And they say if the war commence again, it going worser than the first one. Aha.”

T053-08 8. Ethel McIntosh describes her father. He was a tall man, thin. He used to sing at a thing they call 
song-party. It was like calypso is now. They sang for cake. People who like your singing, come on 
your side. The winner is the one with the most people on their side. The more people on your side, 
the more money they throw in your plate. The one who gets most money wins a Vienna cake. You’d 
share the cake with all the people on your side. It took a basket of eggs to make Vienna cake.

Ethel McIntosh says her father worked in the fields. She used to leave from Williams336 [they lived 
at Williams], and come through Krouser yard337 there, and bring her father lunch before she went to 
school in afternoon. “Up them high hill there where Arthur got. He [her father] either up there stump 
kasha338 or tan-tan339 with a pick-axe.”

Ethel McIntosh says that when her father came home to eat, he always left something behind and left 
a note saying who it was for. He always shared his food with his kids.

Ethel McIntosh says she and her siblings had to share everything, even a mango.

Ethel McIntosh says her father worked in the field five days a week plus on Saturdays he helped 
different people with their provision ground. He was a man always with the soil. He had eight 
children.

T053-09 9. Ethel McIntosh describes how the thrush them sit in papaya trees and one asks “Sweet?” And the 
other one answers, “Sour!” to keep the tree to himself. She says that gaulin340 and chinchary341 

334. It’s going to be worse.
335. Conch shell.
336. Sugar plantation named Estate Williams.
337. Krouser was another name for Estate Prosperity, having been owned at some time by someone named Krouser
338. Dig out kasha roots. Kasha is a wild, thorny bush (Acacia farnesiana) that grows all over St. Croix.
339. Wild tamarind (Leucaena glauca). (Vals)
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always have a fight. She sings “Yah, yah, chinchary a come.” Mountain Dove sings “Moses Preach 
God Word.” Ground Dove sings: “Come home” means somebody gone dead. Pigeons say “Broke up 
the coop.” 

Sylvester McIntosh remembers having pigeons and mountain doves.

Ethel McIntosh tells about what the roosters say to the hens — 

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting in “rooster” voice]:

Look in my pocket you see a quart.342 
Take it and BUY a guava tart.343

Ethel McIntosh says the little pullets just come out, they no start to lay yet. And they say to the 
rooster —

ETHEL MCINTOSH [Reciting in “pullet” voice]:

Momma say I mustn’t talk to you because I learning to confirm.

Ethel McIntosh says the next hen, when she see a rooster coming, she ain’t got no chicken, but she 
cry “settee —”344 

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting in “young chicken” voice]:

KAH-KAH-KAH-KAH-KAH-KAH-KAH —
Tell my mother on you.
Can’t take no money from you because I learning to confirm.

“When the rooster say —” 

ETHEL MCINTOSH [in “rooster” voice]:

Look in my pocket you see a quart. 

“Hen say —” 

ETHEL MCINTOSH [in “hen” voice]:

Me no want your stinking quart

Soule asks if Ethel McIntosh knows any saying about frogs. She answers “I don’t know frog 
language.” Then she tells the story of Crab and Gaulin —345

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “You notice a crab have a dent in his back? And a gaulin neck how it stretch 
— how a gaulin neck stretch? Well, they say it was a crab stretch a gaulin neck. Because crab was in 
he hole and mosquito was always been in crab hole. So the gaulin does eat mosquito. So gaulin went 
in crab hole, shove in he head to catch the mosquito. And crab there down in he hole and he hold 
gaulin neck — and stretch it. So gaulin had to pull and that’s what make gaulin neck stretch. So 
when gaulin meet crab now come out to feed,346 gaulin come down and he put a dent in he back — 
break he back — for stretching he neck. Garlin say . . . “

340. A heron or egret.
341. Gray kingbird (Tyrannus dominicensis). (Vals)
342. A quarter. (Vals)
343. A pie or pastry. Fruit-filled in various sizes or forms, usually turnovers.
344. A settee hen is a hen that is laying. (Vals)
345. A gaulin is a heron or egret. The story of Crab and Gaulin is an etiological cante fable. For more information, see “Stories” 

in the Introduction.
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ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Crab, let me lone.
Do buddy crab.
Me no come here for nothing.
Do buddy crab.
He say, gaulin, go broke you back,
Do buddy crab.
Crab, let me lone.

T053-10 10. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Me Mother Had Tell Me:

Me mother had tell me not to marry to no Bobajan.347 
She said don't let none of Santa Cruz blossom348

Go go marry to no Bobajan.

Bobajan. Bobajan. Man, them Bajan349 are the worse kind. 
They might feed you well and clothe you well, 
But macrone350 you for you351 lifetime. 

Say what me go do with them?352

What me go do with them? 
Bajan are ten for cent and two for bratta.353 
What me go do with them so.354

T053-11 11. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and then sings Tell Them Bobajan.355 

“There’s a man [Captain Blackwood]356 used to hire people. And the rice bag them, at that time, the 
people there used to wear the bag what the rice come in, too. But he want he rice bag, now he want to 
stop them from using the rice bag. So they say, ‘Captain Blackwood say he want he rice bag and the 
antigarrat357 them ah wearing rice bag.’ He say, ‘Tell them Bobajan, they got to get along, because 
Captain Blackwood bawl out: he want he rice bag. And antigarrat them ah wearing rice bag’”

Tell them Bobajan, they better get along.
I say, tell them Bobajan, they better get along. 
Tell them Bobajan, they better get along. 

346. When the gaulin saw the crab come out of his hole to feed.
347. Bobajan = A person from the island of Barbados.
348. Pretty girls.
349. Bajan = A person from the island of Barbados.
350. Cripple.
351. Your.
352. “What am I going to do with them?”
353. Bratta = thrown in for free, so “ten for a penny and two for bratta” means there were so many of them, they were like 

things being sold very cheap or given away for free.
354. Camille “Derby” Macedon later told Soule that this song was by Mary Catherine.
355. Camille “Derby” Macedon later told Soule that this song was by Mary Catherine.
356. See Blackwood in Chronology.
357. Garrat is derogatory term to refer to a person from down-island. The addition of the prefix anti connotes a person from 

Antigua.
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Captain Blackwood bawl, say he want he rice bag. 

Captain Blackwood say he want he rice bag. 
And the antigarrat them ah wearing rice bag.

“And long ago when you working for the master, the man them what working on the estate, and the 
manager don’t want to pay you no money — if he got a shirt — at that time, they used to wear white 
— if he have a white shirt or a white jacket, he give you for your week’s pay. Or either, at that time, 
they used to wear old planter hat. White. He give you. Give the man. For he week’s pay.”

“That time you will feel so you got something good, you know. Because only them could have wear 
white. Only white people used to wear white that time.”

“People don’t wear white much now. Long ago, the church them — when you’re going to church 
service and so, they call for white. You going procession: White! People married in — they married 
in, in white! You going to funeral: White! Everything was white, white, white. But now, they going 
funeral in any kind of thing. You go church in any kind of thing. You go half-naked and all to 
church.”

T053-12 12. Soule asks about wakes. Ethel McIntosh says she’s never been to a wake. She says that at wakes, 
they sing church hymn, tell stories and so. A wake would last until morning. They’d serve tea and 
coffee.

Soule asks about tea meeting. Ethel McIntosh says tea meeting had things from Bible. They ate 
coffee, tea, chocolate,358 tea, peanuts, buns. Cocoa used to grow behind Sprat Hall. Also vanilla 
beans and black pepper used to grow near there.

Soule asks about traditions around births. Ethel McIntosh says there’s not much done for a 
Christening. Sylvester McIntosh says his mother told him how babies came on boat after being 
ordered from Walter Field catalog.

T053-13 13. Ethel McIntosh and her son Sylvester McIntosh discuss ordering from the Walter Field catalog; then 
Ethel MacIntosh sings Christian Booker T.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [chuckling]: “A man had thief a pair of cart wheel and when they catch he the 
fort, the judge ask he ‘Where you get the wheel them from?’ He say, ‘Order it from Walter Field.’” 

Soule asks if Walter Field is still in business. Sylvester McIntosh says, “No. They went out.” Soule 
asks where they were. Both McIntoshes answer “Chicago.” 

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “They used to write outside359 ‘Don’t send one penny.’ You just order 
anything you want and it come COD. That’s why that guy had order half the catalog, and then back 
up his donkey cart to the post office. Christian Booker T. And the lady tell him, ‘Well, OK, here’s 
the stuff, now the money.’ ‘Oh, the catalog say, “Don't send one penny.”’ So they made a song out of 
that.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Christian Booker T, the catalog say “Don’t send one penny.”
Christian Booker T, the catalog say “Don’t pay one damn.”360

358. Cocoa.
359. On the outside of their catalog.
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But I got to get some cocoa tea 
From Booker T. Washington.

T053-14 14. Soule asks about a play that has a line “Mr. Frog went out for a walk.” Ethel McIntosh says it’s not 
Mr. Frog, it’s Mr. Fox. She sings Mr. Fox Went Out For a Walk:

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Fox went out for a walk one day. Mmm hmm. Aha.
And is where he met a bear.
And he say Mister Bear, will you marry me? Mmm hmm. Mmm hmm. Aha.
He say, what will you have for the marriage feast? Mmm hmm. Aha.
What will you have for the marriage feast? 
A slice of bread and a cup of tea. Mmm hmm. Aha.
Mr. Bear drink off all the cup of tea. Mmm hmm. Aha.
He drink off all the cup of tea and he get on he knee and he began to freeze. 
Mmm hmm. Aha. Mmm hmm. Aha.

“And then _________________ there is Tantoo Liza. ‘Before I go to sea with a woman again, I rather 
go with a female.’”

Sylvester McIntosh says these are jokes you would hear from Holiday and Drake when they had 
massin on the street.

Ethel McIntosh says there was a man he was gong to sea. He went with a woman named Tantoo 
Liza. They went in a johnnycake boat. He told her not to eat from one side of the boat, but she 
“wouldn’t hear” and kept eating on this one side of the boat. He say it’s a lucky thing he had a knife, 
and a shark take he up. He say he had to grip and rip with he knife to get Tantoo Liza out. And he say 
before he go to sea with a female again, I rather go with a woman.

T053-15 15. Soule asks about a song about Tantoo Liza. Sylvester McIntosh describes how they use the same 
melody for several different songs. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and explains Wenchman:

Woman, me no want, me no want, me no want.
Woman, me no want, me no want no wenchman.361

You a gimme wenchman. No gimme wenchman.
You a gimme wenchman and the wenchman full of bone.

Woman, me no want, me no want, me no want, at all.
Woman, me no want, me no want no wenchman.

Ethel McIntosh says that song was made by her Uncle James, her mother’s brother, Francine’s 
father. Uncle James’s mother had cooked this wenchman for him, so he made this song to tell he 
mother he don’t want no more wenchman. [She sings it again.] 

360. “Don’t pay one damn! = “The catalog definitely said don’t pay one penny.”
361. Bony fish.
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ETHEL MCINTOSH: “They have two kind of wenchman. One kind they call a pitchpine362 
wenchman. And a next one they have the head is very short in the shoulder and the eyes big. They 
call them Cina Ross363 wenchman. Cina Ross was a woman looked like that — big eye and short 
neck. So they call the wenchman that.”

Ethel McIntosh says wenchman is a good fish for kallaloo.

T053-16 16. Ethel McIntosh sings and explains Boss Borine:

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

When you there, you massa estate, you come call me Boy364 Borine. 
And when you come in ah from the estate, you call me Boy Borine.

Me say, Boy, me no boss for you. Work up your row, work up your row. 
Boy, me no boss for you. I say rattan,365 that are your boss!

“One man, he was a manager for a estate. So, when this person [the singer] go in the manager estate, 
he always call he ‘a Boss.’ You see, call he ‘Boss.’ But when he [the manager] left the Boss estate 
and he come down which part the other person [the singer] live, he say ‘Boy, me no Boss for you, 
me rattan, ah me rattan ah Boss for your ass.’ He say, ‘Me no Boss for you. Me rattan — that are you 
boss.’”

T053-17 17. Soule asks about a kerosene pan. Ethel McIntosh says that the last time she saw a kerosene pan was 
at the Agricultural Fair. They had a booth with “old-time” things: coal, goose. They used to make 
mattresses, by stuffing it with grass, and put in on a horse.366

T053-18 18. Ethel McIntosh recalls Ciple367 singing advertisements for local businesses; then she sings one of 
them he made up for a bus company named Andrews Blue Line.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Me no know much about Ciple sing. [She pauses.] He used to sing about 
Andrews Blue Line,368 like advertising, because we didn't had no radios to broadcast nothing. But 
this one was Andrews Blue Line. He go ‘round the town every afternoon, like now. [It is late 
afternoon.] He got a set of people say, say ‘Ciple, where you going tonight?’ He say, ‘Follow me!’ 
And you will know. And he start to sing — 

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Andrew, I know I had something to tell you. 
You going see where the Blue Line do them by and by.
He say, I stand to my window and see when the Blue Line pass; 

362. Pitchpine is a type of lumber that is oily and has many knots.
363. Probably a woman named Elcina Ross.
364. Perhaps Ms. McIntosh used the wrong word here. This song would make more sense if the first line said “Boss Borine.” 

The meaning is when you visit your master’s estate, you call the driver “Boss,” but when you meet the driver elsewhere, 
you call him “Boy.” The driver seems to say that it doesn’t matter what you call him, because ultimately his rattan whip is 
your “Boss.”

365. A whip made from rattan.
366. Sawhorse. They used to set up a couple of sawhorses, put boards across the pair, and rest the mattress on the boards.
367. See Ciple in “People”.
368. A bus company. At the time there were two rival bus lines in Frederiksted: Andrews Blue Line and Fleming.
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I stand on me bed and I hear when Blue Line blow.

Aha, but never mind. You going see where the Blue Line do them by and by.

“Then he say —”

Fleming gua-gua369 packing back to Puerto Rico.
Fleming gua-gua packing back to Puerto Rico.
They say Fleming gua-gua packing back to Puerto Rico.
Because Andrews Blue Line is the best gua-gua in town.

“He sing for Andrews today, tomorrow he sing for Fleming!”370

T053-19 19. Soule asks about a man named “Halliday.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “He used to be the same like Drake. I think he started before Drake. He 
used to had this music behind him, and he would be singing down the street, but this was mostly for 
masquerade, when they had a holiday — that’s why they call him ‘Holiday’ —”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “That was he right name.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “OK, we’ll argue about that later. He'd come down the street, and he'd 
have on this make up on his face and thing too and this —”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Black clothes with he top hat, black top hat. And he book.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Long scissors coat.”371

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Book in he hand.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Book!””

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “He either playing judge or doctor.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “And his thing were mostly telling jokes. Comedy. He’d stop on a 
street corner and everbody’d gather around. And he’d say a couple of jokes, and everybody would 
laugh. And he’d tell the band to be quiet when he’s saying these things, and then when he’s done, he 
say “Alright. Music!” and then they would start going down the street with this string music: guitar, 
pipe, and steel and squash. He didn’t used to had a flute because he had a voice. By the end of the 
day, he hoarse. But —”

Sylvester McIntosh sings When Foreday Come: 

When foreday come, When foreday come —

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “That was one of Ciple372 thing. Ciple make that . . . Hammer and chisel can't 
do better! That's when he talk something. That's what his speech end up with.”

Ethel McIntosh’s other son, James, in the background: “Hammer and Chisel can't do better.”

Soule asks about When Foreday Come.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “That was just a song. That was he road march. Any time he marching.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

369. A bus (from Puerto Rican Spanish). (Vals)
370. This may be Selwyn Fleming.
371. Tuxedo.
372. See Ciple in “People”.
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When foreday come, When foreday come. 

“And then you keep marching.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “They start off. Then he'd march for down the street for a block. See? 
And then when they reach the next block: ‘Stop!’ {the music}, and he'd start with some —”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Say a comedy. ‘Hammer and chisel can't do better.’ That’s when he talk 
something: that’s what his speech end up with.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “See, after you have gotten the punch line to his jokes, he would say, 
well, a hammer and chisel couldn’t do any better. Then: ‘Music!’”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH [singing]:

When foreday come. 

“{And he} gone.”

T054 Alwyn Richards - May 3, 1979 (STT)
Date May 3, 1979 

Location St. Thomas. Alwyn Richards interviewed at his home, a large house overlooking Smith 
Bay. This was one of the interviews that Soule did for an “Appreciation Ball” 
described in the circumstances of T021.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled T027.

T054-01 1. Alwyn Richards describes his early career with Community Band and during high school; Born May 
6, 1914; out of high school, was working all over the island, then at Caribbean Hotel for five years 
until 1954 when he was invited to play in Miami; played there for five years; then played other 
places in the States; he was hurt in a bathtub and came back to St. Thomas and never went back to 
play in the States; stopped for a while, then got back into it again; group in States was Julian 
Andrews, Brownie, Alvin Best, Pershing DeGraff.

T055 Maude Andreas and Wilfred Pedro I - June 27, 1979 (STX)
Date June 27, 1979, 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, Wilfred Pedro in Pedro's apartment in Whim Gardens.

Interviewer Soule.

Note Interview continues on T056.

T055-01 l. Soule asks what dances of the 1940s were like. Wilfred Pedro say “The same like now — like how 
they dance it now — the quadrille, seven-step, and the waltz. He says that in his “boyhood days,” 
dances were held in the estate cotton houses — where they cleaned the cotton — or a tent made of 
palms and sticks from the bush. 

Pedro says that just about every estate had dances, especially on moonlight nights, because it would 
be “clear” — there were no electric lights.
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Pedro says he was born in St. Croix in 1905. Soule asks if he remembers being told stories as a child; 
he says they didn't partake too much in stories.

Soule asks about his work: he used to work as carpenter and for telephone company

Pedro mentions quadrille floormasters he remembers who have died: James Norton, Mr. King,373 
Mr. Weeks; he says there were many others but “they die out.” Soule asked if each floormaster had a 
different way of calling quadrille. Pedro says no, they all called the same way. Soule asks if Pedro 
had a favorite caller; he says no. Pedro says that Adam Petersen was the last floormaster who knew 
how to call the lancers.

Pedro says that if the fluter made a mistake, “the whole thing spoil.” And if the dancers made a 
mistake, the floormaster had to stop the musicians and start over — note that this was in “dancing 
practice.”

Pedro says his first flute was made of bamboo and that he made it himself. He says the bamboo flute 
sounded just the same as a metal one. He describes how he used to make the bamboo flutes. He says 
he spaced the holes according to how he spanned his fingers.

Pedro says he and Petersen taught Stanley Jacobs to play lancers. He says Stanley plays it just as he 
was taught because “you can't change the lancers.” He thinks the lancers came from Africa and 
doesn’t doesn't know where other dances such as the schottische or seven-step came from.

Soule asks about other types of music. He mentions that his brother-in-law was a musician. 
“Masquerade was really a good show.” 

Soule asks about Ciple374 and Pedro says he was a man who was studying to sing and knock the pan.

T055-02 2. Wilfred Pedro says he never played for masquerade jig, but he knows the tune of it, and whistles a 
bit of it. He says it’s the same music that they play at the end of a set of lancers. Pedro says it’s 
“something like a jump-up.” Andreas says she used to go to the jig when she was young; had some 
little boys that used to say speech.

MAUDE ANDREAS recites some speeches:

Fella, fella, stop! [The speech maker said this to stop the music.]

When I was the age of twenty,
I had them young girls plenty.
But now I come the age of twenty-one,
They call me the biggest obeah man.

Music!

“And then they start to play again —”

Come boy, come boy, come boy, come!
Jig-a-jig-a-jig-a-jig-a....

“And that is the jig.”

Pedro says you could take poetry and make a speech in a jig.

373. James King
374. See Ciple in “People”.
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PEDRO recites two speeches:

Look, just look, the railway train.
If you climb on the fence, you can see it quite plain.
The stoker been smoke, and the driver look out.
_________ puff _______ puff, goes the engine.

“Then you have one...”

Boo Robin, Boo Robin
You big belly ben.
Me one alone could fight three estate gang.
If any man think it offend,
Meet me right down to Campo Rico bull pen.

“Then you got one [He tries to remember...]”

One fine day in the month of June
Tom and Lucy went to gather some berries...

“I can’t remember them now...”

Andreas mentions the song for Lord Daniel.

Pedro mentions “Fair lady... I am coming Lord Daniel...”

ANDREAS [singing]:

King George what have I done?
King George what have I done?
If I offend your mother and your father,
It is your mother and your father fault.

I know very well and I see very well
That my life won't last me long.

Andreas and Pedro talk about William Carroll knowing jig plenty. They also mention a man named 
Jack Edward at Kingshill who used to jig but can't speak so plain because he have a stroke.

T055-03 3. Maude Andreas and Wilfred Pedro discuss bird calls.

Andreas describes how the thrush says “Sweet” or “Sour.” 

Pedro says the mountain dove says “coo coo.” Pedro says this is the same as a pigeon.

Andreas says that the ground dove says:

Mary dead, poor she. 
Moses preach, God word.

Andreas says this means somebody “going dead. Now, sometime it happen, sometime it don’t.

She repeats the ground dove song, and says it is “so dry.”

Andreas mentions another dove call: “Come home, come home.” Pedro says it is the same bird, the 
ground dove. Andreas says it means the person is being called out of the world. 

T055-04 4. Maude Andreas and Wilfred Pedro describe several lullabies. Andreas says that when the colored 
girls were hired to white people, they would sing I'm Rocking My Baby from Morning Til Night.
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ANDREAS sings [with a yodel]:

I’m rocking my baby from morning to night.
I’m rocking my baby to sleep.
I’m rocking my baby from morning to night.
I’m rocking my baby to sleep.

Oh lay, oh lay, oh lay hoo, oh lay hoo, oh lay hoo. (yodel)
Oh lay, oh lay, oh lay hoo, oh lay hoo, oh lay hoo.
I’m rocking my baby to sleep.

This baby belonging to a decent young lady.
I’m rocking my baby to sleep.
This baby belonging to a decent young lady.
I’m rocking my baby to sleep. 
[She repeats yodel.]

Pedro recites Sleep Baby Sleep, and Andreas sings a fragment of the same song:

Sleep, baby, sleep.
Sleep, baby, sleep.
Your little bed is deep...

Andreas describes how she sang to her kids. Andreas sings Rock A Bye Baby:

Rockabye, baby, in the treetop.
When the wind blows, the cradle will rock.
When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall.
And down will come cradle, baby and all.

Pedro mentions “Hop Hop Hop, go and never stop...”

Andreas sings a fragment of Mr. Frog Went for a Walk. [More of this to be transcribed.]

Mr. Frog went out for a walk one day. Ah hah. Ah hah.
Mr. Frog went out for a walk one day, and on his way, he met a mouse. Ah hah. Ah 
hah.
And he said to the mouse, “Will you marry me?” Ah hah. Ah hah.
And he said to the mouse, “Will you marry me?” 
Oh yes, oh yes, oh I’ll agree. Ah hah. Ah hah. 

Soule asks when they would sing a song like that. Andreas says “big people375 would play with 
children, hold ring.” 

Andreas sings Zoop Zoop Zoop:376 

TOOM BAHK UH LAY MAHK AH LAY MAHK AH LAH LAH 
LAY AH LAY AH LAY 
ZAHM BOH you tell you KOH KOH, say377 get ahm already 

375. Adults.
376. Compare this version to the version Hector Roebuck performs at the beginning of the St. Thomas radio documentary, or 

to the original Roebuck recording T136-8.
377. In other versions of this song, the singer has said “kokobay” (leprosy); therefore the line means that the person has already 

got leprosy.
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Tell your KOH KOH say WAH LOH 
ZEH REE MAH SAH REHM BRAH ZERRY 
WAH LOH WAH LOH WAH LOH 
ZAHM BOH LAY AH LAY AH LAY AH 
ZOOP ZOOP ZOOP 

Pedro describes action of same.

Pedro mentions Elena. 

Andreas sings Mary in the Middle

Mary in the middle
Boss End oh, ring diamond.

“You call by name!”

Tell me who is Mary lover...

Pedro says “you come into one another . . . butt into one another.”

“One in the ring and then they stop to the next person and you pick the one that you want...”

Mary in the middle, boys I know, 
Ring diamond. 

Pedro says “You call by name, which one you pick out.”

Mary in the middle, boys I know, 
Ring diamond. 
Tell me who is Mary lover, oh, 
Ring diamond. 
Tell me who is Mary lover, oh, 
Ring diamond. 

Andreas says “Then you pick out somebody . . , kiss . . , then the person that pick you out, come and 
kiss you, and dance a merengue in the ring:”

Dance a merengue in the ring with your lover, oh.
Ring diamond.
Dance a merengue in the ring with your lover, oh.
Ring diamond.

Pedro says you leave the person you picked in the ring, and they call for another person who takes 
their place, and you keep going until each person has danced in the center of the ring.

Pedro and Andreas describe Balancez Bay Lah [jet overhead] . . . Pedro says, “Isabella, Balancez 
Bay Lah” . . . “It's a play”378 . . . “What kind of motion you have — the controller of the ring will 
make different motion, then he come to you and you make the same motion, you see? Whatever he 
do, you have to do.”

Andreas says “You hold your hip and you start to wind, and after you wind, the person got to wind, 
too.”

Andreas sings a fragment:

378. See play in the Glossary.
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Isabella, balancez BAY LAH,
I went to town, balancez BAY LAH,
I drink me rum, balancez BAY LAH,
I coming home, balancez BAY LAH,
I start to tumble down, balancez BAY LAH,
Isabella, balancez BAY LAH...

More description. You got to do the motion, otherwise you get licks.379 

[All of this needs more careful transcription.]

Drop, Peter, Drop Boy mentioned by Pedro, he describes action. “You go in the ring, you drop that 
thing. They stop behind the person. You will start to run behind the person that drop it. If the person 
ain’t get it, . . , you turn ________ and you lick! Tain’t nothing bad to feel, just a light...”

T055-05 5. Maude Andreas and Wilfred Pedro tell some jumbie stories. Pedro mentions Jack-O-Lanterns . . . “it 
was a natural fact.” He says cars have caused them to not be seen; how you could see the lights in the 
bush on certain parts of the road. Andreas says if you follow the light, you could fall in a well, or 
break your neck, and never get back. If you find that one is leading you, you just stop, lay down, and 
if you can turn your dress inside out. Pedro says you can also get rid of them if you smoke, or light 
matches. 

Andreas tells a story about jumbie. Her husband went to the States and had to get Welfare to go after 
him. One night, her daughter saw something. They say when you want to see those spirits, look 
between her legs to see the spirit. There was an ugly man in the corner. She got rid of him with a 
Bible and read the 123rd psalm and laid the Bible in front of him.

But then he came back. There were stones firing at her house in Frederiksted. Children crying, 
looking at same corner. They called her at work at the hospital because her children were in the 
street. A pan came right at her daughter and cut her. Another one came at her son and he passed out. 
They found out that the father had a woman in New York and it was she who sent the spirit. Then 
Andreas got some advice about how to get rid of the spirits: turn shoes upside-down, put turpentine 
around the house.

They said you could go to an obeah man. Andreas tells another story of a girl who wouldn’t leave her 
husband alone. Andreas was crying she wished her grandmother would come and get her and she 
dead and done. Husband heard a whooshing sound. Husband got neighbors. Turns out her 
grandmother had blown in her face and caused her to pass out. A neighbor brought a demijohn and 
some rice and rum, and caught the grandmother spirit in the demijohn. They corked her up in the 
demijohn. Then the neighbors rubbed her up with congo root and chervil and spirit of turpentine. 

T056 Maude Andreas and Wilfred Pedro II - June 27, 1979 (STX)
Date June 27, 1979, 2:00 PM to 4:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, Wilfred Pedro in Pedro's apartment in Whim Gardens.

Interviewer Soule.

Note Interview continued from T055.

379. A beating.
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T056-01 1. Wilfred Pedro describes how the spirit of his father used to walk with him when he was going to, or 
coming from, his job at the telephone company

Pedro describes that how the night his mother died, he received a sign. He heard singing and there 
was a black bee buzzing around his head

Pedro describes how one night, around 8:00 [plane goes by], he passed and scared off a jumbie. It 
was somewhere facing Mon Bijou and it was very dark when he heard a thing in the bush. 
Something was hot like fire. He says the jumbie’s feet did not touch the ground. He says he turned 
his coat around for protection.

Pedro tell a story about walking by Lower Love380 when a jumbie crossed in front of him.

Andreas describes what a jumbie looks like. She says the flesh is gone, and they have fire in their eye 
sockets.

Pedro says jumbie could sometimes take the form of a wolf.

Andreas tells the story of pigs under the tamarind tree; story of man who took one home; maxims, 
including “Don't interfere with animals at night!” Pedro: met a cat one night that was someone he 
knew. Andreas explains more about animal spirits; Pedro tells story of Alvin wrapped in a white 
sheet, ducked behind a tree on the same night he died. Andreas tells the story of patient who called 
for water, she brought it, then he slammed the door behind him as he left the hospital. 

T056-02 2. Tail end of story by Wilfred Pedro and Maude Andreas . . . They give advice on magical protection 
from jumbies; “these are old-time jokes.” Andreas tells story of footsteps in a new house, how she 
cussed, used ammonia spirits; Pedro says it's good to have aloe around; Pedro tells story about a 
jumbie dance at a factory; Pedro talks about the tambourine.

T057 St. Croix Musicians Discussion - June 21 and 28, 1979 (STX)
Date June 21 and 28, 1979

Location St. Croix, home of Ohaldo Williams

Informants Leroy Arnold Sr., McIntosh, Jacobs, and Dell

Interviewer Soule.

Technical Mono

Archivist note Note: Part of cut originally labelled VIV057-03 or VIV057-04 (Sylvester McIntosh 
alone speaking about William Henry Drake) was moved to T019-07.

T057-01 1. LEROY ARNOLD: “She [Ethel McIntosh] has some marvelous memory where these old things are 
concerned. But then, I can't remember her living in the country for so many years because as far as I 
could remember her: she was always in town! But yet to have that memory, you have to be living 
around the country area.”

Soule asks if people sang those songs more in the country.

ARNOLD: “Yes. On the various estates, at the time. Because after they were finished working in the 
daytime, this was like their recreation in the evening. You had to make your own recreation.”

380. A sugar estate.
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SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “What she [Ethel McIntosh] explained to her [Soule] is that she used to 
go to the poor yard, to the old people, and she used to do favor for them. And they would try to give 
her money, or something like that, and she didn’t want any money. So they would tell her stories and 
sing song for her. And these are the song that she remember.”

[They begin a jig discussion. Soule asks about Pauliss.]

MCINTOSH: “Pauliss, he dead. He used to dance jig I think.”

SOULE: What was that little thing that you sang?

MCINTOSH [singing]: 

All the people cry out have mercy on King Ballantine.

MCINTOSH: “I don't know the rest of it, but this was part of playing dragon and all them thing.”

ARNOLD: “Each one outdo the other in jigging.”

SOULE: “What was the jig like?”

ARNOLD: “It's a form of a dance or something. Like — Irish jig, but not as refined. You understand 
what I mean, because these people were barefooted and they just jig and improvised all kinds of 
steps. So I have to come up behind you and see if I could top you, and he would come and see if he 
could make more intricate steps than I made before. And somebody else on the side would sing jig-
a-boy, jig-a-boy, jig-a-boy, jig-a-boy, . . , And I would be jigging like the devil, and when I fall out, 
or whatever it is, and I stop, the fellow begin and they would be saying things, but I was too small to 
remember it. I could remember the jigging part of it, but the songs, I don't know, really.”

MCINTOSH: “I have a tape of Adam Petersen singing a jig.”

SOULE: “Are any of the tunes what this band plays?”

McIntosh hums a jig tune.

T057-02 2. DELL: “We had three sets of masqueraders come out. A set would come out like 9 o'clock in the 
morning and they'd dance like Wild Indian and things like that. Then you had a set would come out 
like noon. They used to dance the Horse. A man dressed up with a thing around, like the horse and 
the donkey, right?”

DELL AND STANLEY JACOBS: “And a little boy were dancing it.”

DELL: “Like coming on to four or 5 o'clock in the evening, the moko jumbies and all like that.”

For a few minutes, Dell, Stanley, and Sylvester are all talking at once, and imitating some of the 
music the masqueraders used to play.

MCINTOSH: “When they start the Wild Indian music, they go BRAPP, BRAPP, BRAPP, BRAPP. 
And then BOOM, BOOM, BOOM, BOOM. BRAPP, BRAPP, BRAPP, BRAPP.”

They all talk at once again. Someone mentions Mother Hubbard.

JACOBS: “And they had different beats.”

MCINTOSH: “OK, for the Donkey music: they used to go... [He imitates the Donkey music.] They 
had the Jackass music.”

JACOBS: “When you got David and Goliath and them, they used to had Donkey too. Same thing!”

DELL: “Yeah, but they had a different beat.”

JACOBS: “They had a next beat. They had a next beat going with that, man.”
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DELL: “Yeah, David and Goliath had a completely different beat.”

They imitate the beat.

T057-03 3. LEROY ARNOLD: “Well, it was important in that day. The floormaster commanded the dance. It 
isn't like today. When the floormaster say 'Well, you come out of the dance, you obeyed. Because 
when the quadrille is set up, he got in the middle of that line, we had no microphone, so in order to 
hear him, he would dance also with the dancers.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “I remember, I think this was when that young people had now take 
over the quadrille. This was in 1969 or 1970. And then the young people started getting into it. 
Harris, one night, blew the whistle, somebody wasn't dancing right, and he stopped the dance and he 
went down and pull a boy. He say ‘You ain't know what you're doing.’ {The boy answered} ‘Me pay 
my money to come in here. I don't care what you say. Don't put your hand on me again.’ Harris say 
‘What?’ He went up to the microphone and he say, ‘Ladies and gentlemen, a thing happened here to 
me tonight that never happened to me before.’ And he start to cry . . . Tears start to come 
down . . . He say, “Boy say he gon put shot in me old ass!” . . . And he say he done with that, he ain't 
calling any dances anymore.”

“You see, the floormaster was the man. And you do what he say. And if you couldn't do it, you get 
out. But today is a different story. I pay my money to come in here, and you can't tell me nothing.”

ARNOLD: “You see, when I was a boy you couldn't go to a quadrille dance or to any dance … My 
parents sent me to school to learn to dance the quadrille and the various dances of the time. Now, for 
instance, we don't even dance quadrille like we danced then, because a lot of the commands they 
called in those days, the present day caller don't call it. You couldn't go in the line to dance unless 
you knew to dance, unless you pick it up as a kid around the estates. But if your parents were affluent 
enough, they send you to dancing school, so that when you went on the floor, you knew to dance the 
quadrille.”

MCINTOSH: “I have gone to one in the old days, I mean the old days for me, at Cumberland Castle. 
I used to pass there all the time and I hear the quadrille dancing up there. But I never attended until 
one night my mother carry me, and I go up there and Wilfred McBean was the floormaster. And she 
encouraged me to go into the dance. And something I did wrong, Wilfred McBean blow he whistle. 
He say ‘Man, you ain’t know what you doing! M’son, you come out of there.’”

ARNOLD: “They used to dance side, head and foot and side. You ever seen that? Head and foot and 
side? Well, when you had so much people in the dance hall, you set up this way, this way, and that 
way. So when you give the command, these two meet and perform, then you give the command and 
the other two meet, so everybody will get a chance to dance. Otherwise some people never get a 
chance to dance the period of the dance. Head and foot and side.”

“So the last place he [Adam Petersen] really commanded was to the golden wedding for Mr. 
Johnson. As a matter of fact, he was very sick then. He had to be brought in a wheelchair. And he did 
it. He called the commands. This was again — was for the lancers.”

Polo quadrille is another type of dance. And they have Sir Roger de Coverley. But then these are 
classical European court dances. And now, to tell you how they came down here, I have no idea.”
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T058 William Carroll II - June 29, 1979 (STX)
Date June 29, 1979.

Location St. Croix, William Carroll’s home in Grove Place.

Interviewer Soule

Technical Mic/wind noise throughout first three cuts.

T058-01 1. William Carroll describes tea meeting; you have orators, choir, chairman; describes the ordering of 
activities, mentions vice chairman and English King, English Queen, prince and princess; as English 
royalty enters, choir sings an anthem. Then the chairman comes out and addresses the floor, the choir 
sings again, and then the vice-chairman comes out and addresses the floor, then the choir again, and 
then they call for the English king. [Mic/wind noise throughout; low level at head.]

T058-02 2. William Carroll describes tea meeting; how the royal family sits on rostrum for duration of meeting 
and gets waited on. [Intermittent mic/wind noise]

T058-03 3. William Carroll describes tea meeting and how girls come around and serve tea. He says that during 
intermissions, you go to the bar, if you like. They also sell food: chicken leg, peanuts, cake — all to 
raise money. [Intermittent mic/wind noise]

T058-04 4. William Carroll says that when he was a boy, Ciple was a man.381 He says Ciple used to compose a 
lot of songs. Had a tin pan he used to play. William Carroll says Ciple was very good; he thinks 
Ciple died around 1947. William Carroll says he [Carroll] went to the States in 1948. Says Ciple 
lived at Lower Love, then Christiansted where he died.

T058-05 5. William Carroll says the jig was a kind of play382 from the British Islands. He mentions the role of 
the showboy who “talk a lot of speeches — what you will call poems.” He lists several champions 
that took part: HIY TEE YAN Champion, Yellow Champion, Cross Champion, Crown Valentine, King 
George, Slasher.383 “Slasher was next to the king. King George kills Slasher and Crown Valentine; 
another character called Matty Gru. [He says James Brewster sings it.] Then we had a dragon, 
dressed up like a devil, didn’t say anything, dragon was a trouble maker.

T058-06 6. William Carroll describes speeches of the jig; you can compose your own, or find them in a book; 
the music was tambourine and bass drum; the dance was like 'juba'; you stop the music to talk or to 
fight against each other; A person would come out dressed up and stop the music, then start to talk; 
after you finish talking one part, the music starts again; sometimes from 8 PM to 6 AM; had women 
too: Crown Valentine wife, King George wife, Mistress Daniel, Mistress Matty Gru.

T058-07 7. WILLIAM CARROLL: “Uh, for instance, now, suppose we are fighting against each other. It just 
like we throwing word at each other. So I may — after I drop on the floor, now, I will say —”

381. See Ciple in “People”.
382. See play in the Glossary.
383. The “valiant soldier” of the Saint George or King George dramas. 
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[From Horatius by Thomas Babington Macaulay, 1st Baron Macaulay (1800 1859); he was a 
nineteenth century British poet, historian and Whig politician.]

Out spake the Consul roundly, “This bridge must soon go down;
And since Janiculum is lost, naught else can save the town.”
And how can man die bitter in ashes fateful God.
The ashes of his father and his temple of his gods.

Hew down the bridge, Sir Consul, in all his speed he may.
I, with two more to help you, I'll hold the foe in play.
On he path straight, a thousand, and do many stop by three.
Who will stand on either side to keep the bridge with me.

Now with a crash like thunder, I fell every loose beam.
The dam a mighty wreck a fell? around the stream.
And a long shot of triumph who fell from the tower of Rome.
Unto the high turret-top, it fell a yellow foam.

[The original is as follows.]

Out spake the Consul roundly: “The bridge must straight go down; 
For since Janiculum is lost, naught else can save the town...” 
And how can man die better than facing fearful odds, 
For the ashes of his fathers, and the temples of his Gods, 

Hew down the bridge, Sir Consul, with all the speed ye may! 
I, with two more to help me, will hold the foe in play. 
In yon strait path, a thousand may well be stopped by three: 
Now, who will stand on either hand and keep the bridge with me?' 

But with a crash like thunder fell every loosened beam, 
And, like a dam, the mighty wreck lay right athwart the stream: 
And a loud shout of triumph rose from the walls of Rome, 
As to the highest turret-tops was splashed the yellow foam.

CARROLL: “So, that is one. And then I give you a next one which says — this is a English 
history—”

Wrote the queen a letter on the 24th day of January.
And ask if he can {accept} fall of you and your company.
When the queen hear this news, he heart were terrible sore.
He said “My ship can't sail in the ocean as he used to do before.”

He build a noble ship and a Galleon Rainbow was her name.
He rig her off, he brig her off, and send her to sea.
With two hundred and sixty five bold marine to bring proud word back to me.

He sail it east, he sail it west, for nothing they did spy,
But they reached to the spot that night where proud war would lie.
He say “What brought you here, you dirty dog, you coward, wanton thief.
You come here tonight to lay an anchor to put the queen in grief.”
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He say, “Oh, no, you liar, I always hear you lie.
I have never robbed no Englishman, never robbed none but three.
Two I sink to the bottom of the sea. You I will take with me.
And go and tell the queen for me, ‘If he rule dry land, I rule salt sea.’”

WILLIAM CARROLL: “So you got two good pieces...”

[The Rainbow was a galleon of the English Royal Navy, built at Deptford Dockyard by Peter Pett 
(the first of that name in this extensive family), and launched in 1586. Commanded by Sir Hugh 
Seymour, she fought against the Spanish during the Spanish Armada, including the Battle of 
Gravelines in 1588.]

T058-08 8. William Carroll describes the role of the show boy: “had the role of leader.”

T058-09 9. William Carroll recites Twelve Months of the Year:

In January, cold wind blow.
In February lies the snow.
In March, the sun shine oh so bright.

[He omits April and May.]

In June, the farmers mowed his field.
In July, the sun dry the grass.
In August, harvest just begun.
September turn the green leaves brown.
October, weather come shake them down.
November come with grieves and pain.
Good December comes and ends the year.

William Carroll says he learned this poem as a boy at “singing parties” that his mother took him to.

T059 Margaret Parris I - June 29, 1979 (STX)
Date June 29, 1979, 11:00 AM.

Location Margaret Parris’s home in Grove Place, St. Croix.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule visited Margaret Parris at her home in Grove Place, St. Croix. Margaret Parris was 
born in 1897; at the time of this recording, she is 82, almost 83. Margaret Parris's home was the first one 
built in Grove Place after the establishment of the Labor Union in 1915 or 1916. Margaret Parris had one 
of her legs amputated a few years back. It rained on and off during the recording.

T059-01 1. Margaret Parris describes her house, how she came by it in 1918 with the help of the Labor Union. 
“My mother built a little galvanize house.”

T059-02 2. MARGARET PARRIS: “You see I got this half a foot?384 I tell so many people. They say, ‘Why, 
Ms. Parris, you didn’t go and get a foot?’ I could ah get a foot like anybody else, I told the doctor 
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from the beginning, ‘I don’t want no foot.’ I don’t know why. When Christ call me, I’m going to got 
me two foot. Because I’m not going back to Him with a one and a half foot; I’m going back as how 
He put me here. I going get me two foot, sister. I going walk and jump and leap!”

T059-03 3. MARGARET PARRIS [rain in background]: “It was here in our country, here, in St. Croix, in the 
Virgin Island, that this thing for Mr. Jackson begin. And rest him in his spirit and ashes now, to 
Christiansted cemetery. He is ‘The Man,’ as the old people would say, take the scale off of our eyes, 
so that we could ah see the way for ourselves, in this Virgin Islands, in this St. Kroyx country, where 
he lived, and where we had pay a passage to him to go to Denmark with our grievances.”

“Mr. Jackson, when he return from Denmark, back here to St. Kroyx and Christiansted, he was the 
first man to have a free press, a free paper. And that paper had called The Herald. Mr. Jackson, the 
first newspaper any person could’ve ever read in this country in 1916 was by Mr. Jackson get the 
free order from the king of Denmark that he can have his free press. Called The Herald. And this has 
happen up there to Christiansted, to the waterfront, to a big house there, in 1797, something so. That 
place where they sing and that, we call it The Herald Square. And the name of the paper was The 
Herald.”

SOULE: “You remember Mr. Jackson?”

“Yes. This very spot was the very first spot in Grove,385 he give ahm to my mother. This very first 
spot. All around here: no houses; just bush and grass386 and guava tree, and we build right in here. 
We build a nice house. This was the very first house build up.”

“When it come in the years farther on and farther on, then the other union leader suggest to sell the 
spot to us. And then we could ah buy the spot. Everybody could ah buy they little spot. You see 
where the croton there? That is the width of this house. That little place there, it was another little 
spot which we bought; we buy that out, too.”

“Mr. Jackson: he was a ‘real regular man.’ He was born in St. Kroyx; he was born in East End, to a 
place name East Hill. And his father was a teacher of that school to East Hill. When Mr. Jackson was 
also a teacher in this country.”

“He had want to become a minister as his father, but afterward, he tries to be a teacher. Well, I think 
it was from the teacher time, that he was studying these book of this Virgin Island, as to set, or make, 
the people free. Free! Or what you call, free of speech, because the American mean you have free 
speech.”

“Long ago in the Danish time, you had to hold down, you had to hold down. But Mr. Jackson is the 
one who help us to step a little further. So, I’ll say again, I always when his name have to come up in 
my mouth, I say, ‘God bless him and rest him in his spirit and in his ashes’ because he did ah good 
for the Virgin Islands. Yes.”

“You could talk to him, even when he had become ‘The Editor.’ You know if he go there, and you 
say ‘Hello Editor,’ he done hear you. And he stop. If you want to talk with him, you could talk with 
him anywhere in the street of the town. He never scorn, he never nothing. He was for the people. 
Yes. He was for the people. And rest him in he ashes and spirit.”

384.  “Foot” means “leg.” Her leg is amputated below the knee.
385. Sugar plantation named Estate Grove Place.
386. Bur grass, a weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
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SOULE: “Did he do something special in Grove? Did he start the union here?”

PARRIS: “Yes. When he come back from Denmark, that time, we, the people, was on a strike 
because that February month in 1916, when the people was call out to go to cut the sugar cane, we 
decided we’s not going to do any more work unless we get our money raise. At that time we getting 
twenty cent a day. And we’s not going to cut no cane or nothing.”

“And that morning, we throw down our bale; the people throw down the bale and throw down the 
bale and turn off! And the manager send the cart to pick up the bale. And the people who them gone 
to work in the village, he ride through and tell the driver, ‘Call for the hoe, and call for the bale and 
thing.387 And tell them to get off the estate.’” 

“So, we have to get off ah the estate. And that time, so many people go to the different school and 
the churches; and so rescue for shelter.”

SOULE: “How old were you then?”

PARRIS: “I was 19 years then, I born in 1897; I’m 82, going 83.”

SOULE: “You were working in the fields at that time?”

PARRIS: “I didn’t work in the field. I were working in the white man house. Suppose like clean the 
house, or suppose like cook, or suppose like mind the babies, and thing like that.”

SOULE: “Who were the people that you worked for?”

PARRIS: “Dane people. Danish people who manage the estate. If you look in the driveway, you see 
a chimney right down here so. There were the last place I know I work for the Danish people. And in 
those time, you work in a Danish house. You getting $6 a month. One time I work right down here in 
Grove Place to this house mashed down now.388 You getting six dollars a month also. But it 
happened that a minister for the Holy Cross Church up there come in to stay with them, and had a 
extra room. So that extra room had to clean too. I get three more dollars. So I get nine dollars a 
month in this house.”

“In the Bethlehem houses, I get six dollars a month. Everybody who work, you get six dollars a 
month. In that time, money was small, but it really was better. Because if you going shopping, you 
could get a tin big so, filled with butter, lard for two cent. Suppose you go to the store and you say, 
‘Mr. Moore want two-cent lard bratta389 butter. You ain’t call for the butter, but you call for the 
bratta. Cause when they put that two-cent lard, they gon put another bratta, so you call for the bratta 
in butter.’”

“And when you move, you got a little skillet, big so for two cent. You got a hunk of fat pork so. 
Maybe for two cent. Two-cent fat pork will last you whole week. So the money was small, but still it 
were better. Today, so many people get a good pay. But as you get it, it gone in the store. Gone in the 
shop for food.”

387. The strikers were told to leave the tools and goods that belong to the plantation, and because they are not working, they 
have no right to continue living on the estate.

388. The house isn’t there any longer, or is in ruins.
389. Something extra, given for free.
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T060 Margaret Parris II - June 29, 1979 (STX)
Date June 29, 1979, 11:00 AM.

Location Margaret Parris’s home in Grove Place, St. Croix.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

Circumstances Same as T059

T060-01 1. MARGARET PARRIS: “But then, it had another sport,390 especially on the Christmas time, that we 
call “Mother Hubbard.” Girls make up their pretty dress, and the boy with the King looking pon 
them, we make up and we gone on the street to dance. We will dance on the street. We will dance in 
that park. Or we’ll dance up to a big man house.” 

“Suppose like this gallery, we will dance in front there for him. And they will throw a couple dollars 
to you there. Like that. Dance in the street.”

“And this same thing Willie Carroll telling you about: Oh, that was a wonderful thing in St. 
Kroyx.391 This Goliath and David. But he ain’t able with it no more. And he’s the only person there 
now, but he ain’t so well now. Because it take training, and the training is from the Bible. But it have 
the time that different part of the Bible — you cannot go; you only have to take this far and no 
farther.”

“But the David and Goliath is nice. And then we had another thing we call Shakespeare; that was 
another good enjoyment.”

“But nothing ain’t there in St. Kroyx now. Nothing ain’t there in the Virgin Island now. Everything 
gone. Well, we trying to bring back to life — because again, I say — we should leave these thing for 
the younger generation. What we trying to bring to life back now — I don’t know if Willie tell you 
about it — tea meeting! And it’s me and the same boy Carroll; we the only one alive . . . to bring 
back tea meeting . . . just now — next month after next, which is August, we planning to have a tea 
meeting. That’s another lovely thing, what I love. Yes.”

SOULE: “When you did Mother Hubbard, did you have music with it?”

PARRIS: “Yes, man.You got the music on the street there. Like dancing. Like real dancing. And 
decent dancing.”

“And then it have392 another one [chuckling] we call jig. Jig. ‘You going tonight to the jig?’ They 
keep that jig in the night. So, all of them, they was nice entertainment. The jig was like — you 
jigging you know! You jigging on you foot.393 Jig! A different kind of thing to the dance. Jig and 
you jig. The music playing. Then when you want to stop, you say, ‘Music ah stop!’ and when you 
see the music ah stop, and you got a little rhyme to recite. You say it.”

“The jig. This man . . . he will gone out, and then it have another man name Lord Daniel. And when 
you hear the music begin to play, he telling you —”

PARRIS [singing]:

390. There was another masquerade activity. . .
391. Pronounced KROYX. Archaic reference to St. Croix; linguistic hypercorrection?
392. There was. . .
393. Foot or leg.
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Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. \
Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
Oh, Lord Daniel in your wife bedroom.’” [laughing] 

“Oh, God!” [laughing]

“We used to had a lot ah little nice nice thing. But then Matty Gru, they ask him, ‘What you were 
doing when Lord Daniel in your wife bedroom?’ And the other person will answer, say —” 

PARRIS [singing]:

He were drinking glass by glass. 
And he were giving toast by toast. 
He was drinking glass by glass, 
When Lord Daniel been in he wife bedroom. [She laughs.] 

PARRIS: “Oh, Lord!”

SOULE: “They stop the music?”

PARRIS: “Yes. Say, ‘Music ah, music ah stop!’ And you hear the music ah stop. And then you say 
your piece, you say your jig piece, you say what you want to say. That’s another pretty one.”

“And in those days, people — young boys and girls and people — if a jig there to Lower Love 
tonight, we gon go there. And in those days, you know we had to walk. Yes. We gon go there. You 
walk because you love the jig, and you want to go go hear the recital them. Ee got one fellow — he 
there to Kingshill now — now he the onliest one I could remember alive, there to Kingshill, what 
used to be in this jig. One fellow. He name Jack. What that boy title? But if you ask for Jack Edward. 
He was a jig-man.”

T061 Joseph “Paddy” Moore I - July 30, 1979 (STX)
Date July 30, 1979 4:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, function room at Whim Gardens.

Interviewers Sylvester McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule and McIntosh met with Joseph “Paddy” Moore in a function room at Whim 
Gardens (apartments for the aged). McIntosh conducted most of the interview, as Paddy didn't seem to 
understand Soule; we sat in a big room with a few chairs and a desk; it was a sunny, breezy day.

T061-01 1. JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “{I learned to blow pipe on} just a piece of pipe about that length. I 
learned that me self. Blowing it every afternoon until I get the tune them. And then I get a longer 
one. I have seen {other} people {blowing}, but they ain’t learn like me. I learn different to them, 
because I learn by Almighty God and me self: Almighty God first, and I second. I learn of me own 
self; nobody ain’t learn me. That’s the way I learned to blow. But I blow different to them; them 
can’t blow like me. They will blow all right, but they ain’t going to blow as me. They gon blow 
different. But how they does blow, I could blow, too. But I does _________ and change off because 
I don’t like that way. I like to blow my own way, as how I learn myself. And that is plenty better.”
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Soule asks how Paddy get all the different notes. Then she remarks on how he seems to blow using 
his whole body.

MOORE: “How I learned to blow that, the different movements. But they can’t blow like me; they 
got to learn to blow like me; they can’t blow so. I blow different to them.”

“You know that fellow there, they say play the best squash?”

MCINTOSH: “Alec?” [Alexander Williams, I believe.] 

MOORE: “Well he me there when I were blowing the pipe, he tell me he got to study for me to 
scrape the squash the right way. Because he say I blow different to the rest.”

“He say, ‘Let me tell you something: from the time I playing squash with the pipe, you blow 
different pipe to the rest them. You don’t blow like how the rest them blow; you blow different. But 
I like how you blow. You blow in a kind of a way: you have the music full all the time. You don’t 
blow single. You blow double.’ You see. That’s the way I learn myself. Nobody ain’t learn me; I 
learn to blow that way. I learn of me self. Nobody ain’t learn me.”

Soule asks what kind of pipe Paddy first blew.

MOORE: “{The first pipe I blew} was a piece about so long, from here to there. So long, I learn on. 
That was a galvanize pipe. The length of them, no longer. I learn off of that. And when I find I could 
ah bring the note them to suit, I throw down that, and I take a longer one, and I find the same thing 
happening. Then after I find that happening then, then I take now a longer one and I bend it like a 
‘S.’ {The one I play first} it was a straight pipe.”

“And the first music that I blow a pipe with, is a fellow had living to Christiansted, they call Joe 
Knight.394 They had playing some music up there in a cafe. And it was the person that had blowing 
the pipe with them was One-Hand Kenny.395 That time they never knew that I could a blow pipe, but 
I have go several place with them, but I never blow nobody pipe. I only stand up and listen them.”

“But one day, it was a Saturday, I leave from down here, and I went Christiansted ___________ to 
buy a pair of shoes and I hear the music in the cafe. 

McIntosh asks how Paddy got to Christiansted. 

MOORE: “I go on the bus. I never walk that day. I drive go, and I drive come back. So as I hear the 
music, after I buy the pair of shoes, I went over there to them, and I there in the place sitting down 
and watching them. And afterward, Kenny say, ‘Well, of course, I really want to ease me belly; I 
going to the toilet.’” 

“So Kenny get up, lean up — it was a muffler pipe he had blowing and it were straight out so. So he 
leans against the wall inside the same place where they were playing and he went to the toilet 
outside. And they find that he stay in the toilet a hour and a half and he can’t come yet, and the 
people them want music. And Joe Knight say, ‘Well, the music can’t start to play without-N that 
pipe; the pipe got to be here.’ That time they never know nothing about it this drum business what 
they got now.”

“That time they never know that I could ah blow pipe. I there there sitting down all the time, and the 
people them calling for music all the time. So Joe Knight went now to the toilet and he find Kenny 
there on the toilet there, easing he belly. He say, ‘Man, what happen to you?’ He say, ‘Man, my belly 

394. Joe Knight played the saxophone, and also danced masquerade. (Copemann)
395. AKA One-hand Dan.
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hurting me too bad. Every time I feel ah finish, when I get up, and wipe and everything, and I start to 
haul up me pants, it start again. I got to go back. And that what keep me back.’ He say, ‘Man, then 
your belly hurting you.’ ‘I don’t think I gon able to blow the pipe any more, because I want to ease 
my belly. That may come up in blowing the pipe. So I ain’t able to blow pipe no more.’ So Joe 
Knight come and he say well Kenny say he ain’t able to blow pipe any more because he belly hurting 
him.”

“So they say, ‘Who gon blow the pipe?’ ‘I got a young man wuh sitting down there. Call he. See if 
he can’t blow pipe.’ He say, ‘No. That man never blow a pipe with we yet. That man had come many 
time, and hear we playing, and he drop sit down, and he ain’t know nothing about blowing pipe.’” 

“That time I could ah blow pipe! So I there there sitting down all the time, all the time. So I get up 
now and I go to the corner and take up the same pipe, and I give two toots with the pipe. I say to me 
self, ‘Mmm mmm, this pipe, I could blow it.’ That time, I had me own {pipe at} home.”

“I say, ‘Well, Knight, any figure that you want to play, play. Let me hear.’ He say, ‘Man, you don’t 
know could blow no pipe.’ I say, ‘Man, I say, ‘Play!’ Let me see.’ So he start to play a merengue. So 
as he start to play a merengue now, I step behind him with that pipe, m’son. . . . ‘Let me tell you. Tell 
me something. That man does blow a better pipe than Kenny.’” 

“So Joe Knight say, ‘Well if I had know that he could a blow pipe, I would ah take him long time 
and let he go on blow, but I never know the man could ah blow pipe. He custom ah come with we 
different places and that man drop, sit down, and he no blow no pipe.’ I say, ‘Like how cat walk no 
say ee mouse!’”396 

“He say, ‘M’son, you really good for true. One-Hand Kenny ain’t able to touch you in blowing a 
pipe.’” 

MCINTOSH: “This is One-Hand Dan?”

MOORE: “One-Hand Dan. A pickup kill he up the road there.”

MOORE: “So One-Hand Dan outside on the toilet and he hear this pipe blowing, he want to know 
who blowing this pipe. So when he did come, Joe Knight tell he, ‘See that man sitting down there? 
That’s the man had blowing the pipe.’ He say, ‘Man, you lie, man. Because that man never blow no 
pipe yet. An how he blow pipe? But anyway, whoever had blowing the pipe, that body had blowing 
a good pipe, because I hear the pipe how the body had blow. He blow really a good pipe. I gon tell 
you.’ So he turn and he say, ‘Well, man, you know what happened. Well I want to find him out to 
see if it is he had blowing that pipe. Play it again, let me hear.’” 

“He start now to play a Sixth Figure. And I step behind the Sixth Figure and I blow the pipe and 
everything. He say, ‘Well, my father, m’son, you could ah blow pipe long time, and you playing like 
you can’t blow. You keep on sitting down with us all about we go to play, and you nah do nothing, 
and you really could blow a good pipe.’ So they say, ‘Well, front your face, Kenny.’ Everybody say 
the same thing. ‘In front your face. If you gonna try to blow pipe like that young man, you dead. You 
ain’t able to blow no pipe with he. Because them note that he bringing in blowing pipe, you cannot 
bring them.’ He say, ‘No, I don’t learn it that way.’ He say, ‘Well, nobody don’t learn he. He learn of 
he self to blow, and how blow so good?’” 

396. Proverb.
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“He say, ‘Well I don’t know, but I can’t blow his style.’ I say, ‘Well I could blow your style, and still 
blow my style.’ Of course, in blowing he style I don’t keep it out so long; I turn on my style. Because 
his style is a little bit too slow, I don’t like it. And he ain’t full the music sufficient for me. Too far 
apart. So I got to blow my style because then my style now full the music right up, bring the music 
up all the time. So I would ah blow that way. So, it is so it come to happen so.”

“I say, ‘M’son, I going home now because now it almost 3 o’clock and I going home.’ They say, 
‘Don’t worry to go, because if you was to only go now, we got to stop play, because Kenny ain’t to 
play any more.’ I say, ‘Well I can’t afford to stay here to play no pipe. Because nobody ever invite 
me to blow no pipe.’ He say, ‘Well, nobody had not invite you to blow pipe because they never 
know that you could blow pipe. But you blow a good pipe. You blow a better pipe than Kenny too.’ 
I say, ‘Well I can’t help.’ He say, ‘But man you going places with we, and we never hear you blow a 
pipe yet.’ And that was the first band that I blow pipe with. And from that time, the boy them start to 
take me — different people — to blow pipe with them.”

“One night this Phonso Joseph had playing there to Cumberland Castle. That time, Cumberland 
Castle, they used to play music there. So I living the poor yard then over there. So I there lying down 
now; and all at once? it start 9 o’clock to play. Because Phonso say when he start 9 o’clock and start 
to play, two o’clock the music finish. Because when you start 10, then of course now, the music stop 
3 o’clock. But if you start 9, then you break up 2. So I say all right.”

“So I there there. This time, this fellow Ruben Petersen were playing the guitar with he. I don’t 
know if he could play up to now. Ruben Petersen? But he used to play guitar at them time.  . . Ruben 
come there the night about five minutes — I had my watch — about five minutes past nine, and he 
knock my door. Say, ‘Who that knocking broking397 down that door there?’ Said, ‘Me ah Ruben 
Petersen. I want to talk to you, man. I want you help me with this music up there.’ I say, ‘You want 
me to help you with music up there? Me can’t help you with no music, man. And nobody never 
invite me to play nowhere.’ He said, ‘Come, man.’ Because — I had play with them already, you 
know — with Ben them already with them boys and so — so he knew that I could blow pipe. So now 
he come for me. He say, ‘Come now, man, put on your clothes and your shoes and come with me 
and go up to Cumberland Castle and play with Phonso Joseph.’ I say, ‘Man, tell me the plain truth. 
OK. You can’t settle nothing for me. I got to talk to the head man, Phonso Joseph, when I go up 
there.’ That time he had two police working in the hall the same time. I say, ‘Well I got to speak to 
Phonso Joseph when I go up there.’” 

“So when I did go and everything, I gonna carry my pipe: I don’t like that pipe wuh that man had a 
got there. I rather blow my own pipe. So I carry my pipe with me, and I turn to Phonso, and I say, 
‘Phonso, you want me to blow pipe?’ He say, ‘Man, you could blow pipe?’ I say, ‘Yes, man, I could 
blow pipe.’ He say, ‘Well, OK, we listen to see if you could blow pipe.’ He say they break up two 
o’clock. I say, ‘Well, OK.’ Well now ee just after nine o’clock. I gotta play a good time now. The 
most that I want him to give me is $15 — I don’t care how much they charge — but I want $15 for 
my trouble. So the police turn to him and he say, ‘You hear what this man say? All you go and 
disturb that man out of he bed, and that man want $15, if you want he to blow the pipe. Otherwise, 
everybody gone go home.’ He say, ‘You want the $15 dollars now.’ I say, ‘The quicker the better. 
Because if you pay me now, you ain’t got to pay me when music finish.’” 

397. Breaking.
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“And they pay me the $15. And after they pay me the $15, I shove the $15 in me pocket, and Phonso 
Joseph start to play. He start to play Number Four quadrille music. And I step behind he start to blow 
the pipe. They say, ‘That man could blow a good good pipe, man. What is this? He blow a better 
pipe than Graham.’” 

“Because then Graham just start to blow pipe and he fall down, and bleeding through he nose, and he 
frothing through he nose and he mouth, and he ain’t able to blow no more pipe. Because that man 
had a slow strain before he start to blow pipe, and the doctor did order him not to blow no more pipe 
because he got a slow strain very quick, after he blowing the pipe, because he stomach have to work 
up with that pipe. And he stop him, tell him he mustn't blow no more pipe, but he wouldn’t listen to 
the doctor, and he still went to blow pipe. And as soon as he start to blow, he tumble down the same 
frothing through he nose and he mouth. Say he couldn’t blow no more. Ambulance come pick him 
up and carry him to the hospital.”

“So they get me now to blow. And, of course, they give me my $15, and I blow the pipe with them, 
and they play until 2 o’clock, and then they break up. So I never had to wait for no money because I 
done get paid. So I start to walk out now with my pipe, they call me back, say ‘Man, come here.’ So 
I turn back and I went to them. And they give me $5 more. He say, ‘Take the $5 — for your 
kindness, because if you never had come, then we wouldn’t ah had no music.’” 

“And from that time, Phonso Joseph take me to blow pipe with he. Yeah. I blow pipe with Phonso 
Joseph to he death. I blow pipe and all in the street, in the holiday, too. To masquerade and all, with 
this same Phonso Joseph.”

T061-02 2. Soule asks what it was like when they used to perform in the street.

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “That was a holiday; that was a New Year’s Day. So any spree could 
come out that day, and mas anywhere, but when ‘tis not a holiday, you can’t do it: police stop you.”

Soule asks about the instruments that were used.

MOORE: “I used to blow pipe. I used to play, too, bass drum. And sometime I play kettledrum too. 
But I mostly play the bass drum.”

Soule asks if Paddy ever made his own drum.

MOORE: Yes, I make my own drum. I get three ram goat skin and one ewe goat skin, and I clean 
them off. And after I done clean off the hair and everything, I take them and I put them in a pan 
about so high and so wide, and I buy five whole bottle of rum. I soak my skin in rum, not water. And 
I just take a stone and put on them, that the rum could soak right over them. And they stay in there 
until they come soft and everything, that you could wrap them.”

“And I take the first skin — the kettledrum now, have on two ram goat skin, and the bass drum have 
on a ram goat skin and a ewe goat skin. The ewe goat is the booming head. And the ram goat skin is 
the chime head. You see? That’s the way I fix them.”

“My kettledrum got on screw. And my bass drum got on screw. ee never had nobody in the whole of 
this place drum more crasser than mine. My drum them was really good. Got a man in Christiansted 
buy them from me, since I get this way, because it ain’t no need more for I to have drum now, in my 
old age, because I done with that. Because I 78, 78 years. So I say, ‘No. ‘Taint no good now to have 
music anymore, because then, you ain’t coming younger and younger, you coming older and older.’”
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“Yes, I have go out me alone, massin. Fellows playing for me and so. And I make $300 in the one 
day, me alone massin. I used to dance plenty, yes, I understand the way how to do it. And the 
Everlasting looking out for me, because they know that I does give some good joke.”

Soule asks, “You used to give some good jokes?”

MOORE: “Yes, I used to give some good joke, massin.”

SOULE: “Like what? Do you remember what you used to say?”

MOORE: “I never used to say nothing, no more than massin, dancing and so.” 

McIntosh explains to Soule that what Paddy means by “jokes,” is the way he used to dance.

Soule asks if he danced with the drum.

MOORE: “When I massin with drum, I dance different than when I massin with string instruments. 
With drum now, I pitch me self all about, jump up and making a lots of thing. But with string music, 
I stand to one place, and mas and so.”

MOORE: “But, you see, when I massin with drum, sometime I dance Indian, sometime I dance 
black-face: black up me face and so. [He chuckles.] Yeah. I never used to talk nothing, but I used to 
mas and so, jumping up and making a lots of thing, those time.” 

MOORE: “But all those things I stop, I stop it. I don’t do it anymore. I done with it. Because I 
getting old now and what I could ah do when I was younger, I can’t do it now. I can’t mas anymore. 
So I stop with it.”

T061-03 3. Soule asks Paddy to explain more about how he made drums.

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “Well, you see, I had know a little blacksmith work that time, so I 
used to make me own screws and so. From the bass drum and the kettledrum. I never used to pay no 
money for that. I get me iron and so on and make them. And then I get me screw plate, and thread 
them and so, and get the nut and put on, for each nut and so, and for each screw. I used to make them 
up me own self.”

“And get a pan and make the kettledrum. And I get a pan again and make the bass drum out after. 
You know ee got something that they does make spout out ah for houses. They long and they broad. 
So I cut that in two, because the length ah from one there, to that table over there. And the wideness 
from there to here. So I cut it cross here in two, about this length. That’s the wideness of them. And 
about the length of that, and then bend it right in, and it come round about that. And then put wire 
and so on. That’s the bass drum, not the kettledrum.”

“And then I get me skin and everything and scrape them off and soak it and everything and wrap it, 
but I don’t wrap it during the day; I start to wrap the skin on the drum half past eleven the night. And 
12 o’clock I finish, and got them hang up me house there. I give each screw two thread apiece, and 
have them hang up there. And they stay there until they dry. And after they dry, I wet them down 
with rum again, and let they stay there and dry again. And after they bone dry, I wet down again with 
rum, and let they stay there. So that’s why that nobody drum couldn’t play like mine; if rain even 
fall, they still high.”

“So I had a five set: five kettledrum and five bass drum, and I sell them out. I sell a set of music to 
fellow used to dance David and Goliath, but they had to alter them, because they was too crass. They 
had to take off the skin and wrap it fresh: soak it in water and wrap it fresh, and then afterward, they 
start to play dull.”
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“But their music can’t play like we. We were dancing Indian, we have to have wild music, but then 
they have tame music. So of course, they got to take their time and so. But we music now R-R-RIP-
TUHNG, TAHKUHTUHN, TAHKUHTUHN [imitating the sound of the drum] — fast, see, Indian. But then 
they David and Goliath. Different beat.”

T061-04 4. JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “After I had learned to command myself, I had living to Harden398 
— Wheel of Fortune. And I was there all the time. I was 20 years, the same time. And every 
Saturday night, they have quadrille music there to Concordia 399 and I used to leave from my home 
and come ‘til up there.400 ee were William Robinson used to blow the pipe. That time I don’t know a 
thing about blowing a pipe. I come up there. And in the four Saturday night when they break up, I 
say, ‘Man, William, I going blow more pipe than you.’” 

“He say, ‘Not you. You never blow more pipe than me as long as you live.’ He say ‘You sure?’ I say 
‘All right, man, you will see, and you will hear.’” 

“And then I start to practice myself on a piece of pipe about that length. Practicing myself every 
afternoon until I break off, until I learn the note them and thing. And then I take a longer pipe, and I 
could ah bring it the same. And then I take a next pipe, and I bend it. I learn and everything.”

“But how William come to know that I could ah blow a better pipe than he: They had a fish fry under 
the fish market a Friday night in West End. And I had living up here the same time. And this Frank 
Charles now give he a pipe was to blow. Frank Charles don’t know nothing about no pipe, you 
know. He can’t blow pipe, he only could play banjo.”

“That time, he Frank Charles know I better he {William} in blowing pipe. So I went there now, — it 
was them Miller boy were playing there — and Frank Charles say, ‘William, give Joe the pipe there 
and see if he ain’t able to blow more than you.’ He have the pipe to he mouth and he ain’t blowing, 
you know, he only doing so . . . but he nah blow. You only hearing the music, but you ain’t hear no 
pipe a blow. They say, ‘But, man, you nah blow the pipe.’ He say, ‘Well give me a can of beer, and 
you’ll hear what I blow.’” 

“When he done drink the can of beer, he doing the same thing. He only got he mouth over the pipe 
mouth, and doing so, but he nah blow. ‘Give the man there the pipe, and then you will hear pipe!’ 
That time, they know that I could a blow. He say, ‘No, man. Who you get to play here? It ain’t I?’ He 
say, ‘Yes it is you. But man you nah blow no pipe, man. You ain’t blowing no pipe at all. Give he 
the pipe, and you will hear pipe.’ Man, he wouldn’t give me! He know I would ah better he. He 
wouldn’t give me.”

“So I leave from there unknowing to everybody and I walk come here straight home the same night. 
Walk from the fish market and come home here and take up that same pipe — I had it in my house, 
and I went straight down. And I did reach down there, they were playing a Sixth Figure. He got the 
pipe, but he ain’t blowing it. Soon as I step in, I start on mine. They say, ‘But, William, you hear 
pipe now? Man, you can’t blow no pipe, man. We give you a beer and everything...’”

“He take the pipe and he throw it down on the pavement there, in the fish market. So after we done 
play out that set, I put my pipe on the table and I went take up the one what he were playing, and I 

398. Harden is another name for Wheel of Fortune.
399. Concordia?
400. “Come til up there” means “went until I arrived there.”
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start to blow that one. And that pipe is a good pipe! . . . I stand and I blow until they finish the music; 
they stop half past 12 o’clock, because they have start from seven {o’clock}. And they give me $15. 
They no pay he no money...”

“When I start to blow the pipe, and then they start to jig up. Because my blowing have the music 
good.”

“But he {William} never blow nothing. Then afterward, such a length of time and so, he trying to 
blow pipe . . . but he don’t blow pipe good. Then he take sick and he went to the doctor, and the 
doctor turn to him and he say, ‘You have a slow strain.401 Don’t blow no pipe no more. You stop 
with that.’” 

“Ee got two more boys that blow pipe — they live to Grove Place.”402 

MCINTOSH: “The boy, Doo. Benson.”

MOORE: “Yes, and then ee got Rawlins.403 Rawlins meet me, he say, ‘How the hell you does blow 
pipe so good? M’son, you could really h’rass up a pipe.404 M’son, you really could blow for true!’” 

“Last night, had a woman and man was arguing about that same thing. They got a fellow that living 
up here in the place up here, in Whim, when you hear he blowing a pipe, you could dance, because 
he blow good. . . He blow what you call independent pipe.” 

“This Frank Charles know when me practicing me self to blow pipe. He know to that same 
Høgensborg,405 because he had living there with he mother and he parents and so. And he know 
when I had practicing me self there. Nobody had practice me. I practice me own self on it. That’s 
why I could blow so. But I could blow their way, but their way ain’t suit me. Too single. I don’t like 
it that way.”

“So Ben Graham even turned to me and said ‘Man, how you does blow pipe so? Me can’t blow pipe 
like you. You does bring some good notes and I ain’t able to bring them.’406 I say, ‘That’s you. 
Nobody no learn me. Me learn me self ah blow.’ Me tell he that.”

T061-05 5.  JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “Freegut407 bull pen408 sitting down, was a New Year's Day, I never 
went nowhere go mas that day. And I gone Freegut went in town there LIY DEN ING409 down. So this 
fellow what they call Loibert come up the street, and I feel the body410 knocking me with he hand. I 
say, ‘Who that touching me there?’ I had waiting there because there the masquerade them used to 
coming to town, New Year’s Day, so I was waiting there to see them.”

“But they had a set of masquerade had come in to town, but they never pass there. They had come in 
Claude O. Markoe School way, by Peter Christian,411 and come in town. And they get there 3 
o’clock, they get there by Miss Nesbitt, they start the music there. So the fellow what had blowing 

401. Straining of the groin. Can lead to bamancoo, big seed, two brothers (all indicate enlarged testicles).
402. Sugar Plantation named Estate Grove Place.
403. George Rawlins.
404. Harass up a pipe = play pipe really well.
405. Sugar Plantation named Estate Høgensborg.
406. Bring them = make them.
407. Freegut was an area of Christiansted, so named because during slavery, freed blacks often lived in that area.
408. Ox pen.
409. Creole for laying down.
410. The body = His body, him.
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the pipe, sometime he fall down with the pipe and so, he couldn’t blow anymore. And it was Drake 
been ah blow pipe — Drake could blow pipe, you know! But he can’t blow it as me. Drake fall down 
there and thing; he drink too much ah rum and so. And he fall down there and bleeding through he 
nose and he mouth. They take he up, carry he in the hospital now; the people them couldn’t dance. 
And that set of Mother Hubbard, they come from Fredensborg,412 they were dancing. And this man 
couldn’t blow the pipe no more.”

“And they sit over a whole dish of fungee and kallaloo that same day and they have three whole 
bottle of run and they drink it off there. Before they start to play, you know. That time, I there home 
in my house. But them never know that I could ah blow pipe, neither. Otherwise, they would ah get 
me. And they say, ‘Man come help me down here; the people them can’t get to dance, because Drake 
take sick, and he can’t blow the pipe no more.’ I say, ‘OK.’ I went down. ‘You can’t settle this 
business. I got to talk now to the fluter when I go down there.’ And when I did go down and 
everything, he say ‘Is this the man that you bring to blow the pipe?’ He say ‘Yes.’ But Liburd could 
blow pipe, but you see, couldn’t blow as me. So he take me and I went. And I tell them the most that 
I want for the afternoon is $10. They tell me, ‘The quicker, the better, here’s your $10. You go and 
play.’” 

“They loose a Sixth Figure there; and I blow the Sixth Figure all the time. Ms. Nesbitt give the 
money; we leave from there and went the hospital and everything. That time, the hospital were that 
old hospital___________. Went and I play there. The same Sixth Figure. And they play that Sixth 
Figure partly all over the streets, and I don’t stop blow: There there all the time there, blowing. 
Make the money and everything. Police come now, there with us and so on. As soon as 6 o’clock, 
tell we, we have to stop play. If we want to play, we have to go in yard and play there, and then we 
could get to play. And we went in a yard, and we play in the yard until seven o’clock the night, then 
afterward, they say, ‘Well, my father, m’son, tell you the plain truth: I wish we had had you from the 
beginning. From the morning. But I never know that you could ah play, you could ah blow pipe.’ I 
say, ‘Yes, man, like how cat walk, it ain’t see mouse.413 The mouse different to how he walk.’” 

“You see that pipe there. It ain’t anybody could blow pipe, you know. I telling you, ee hard! Yes. If 
you don’t understand to blow pipe, you never blow ee. You got to know. You’ll put it to your mouth 
all right, but ain’t able to play with music. You may even to blow ‘pooh pooh pooh’ but you can’t 
blow. You got to change the note them. You got to change them up.”

McIntosh asks how he does that.

MOORE: “I change it with me mouth. Different note from me mouth. The pipe. 
_________________ So that’s why I could blow so much; I change it up. And I don’t tired in 
blowing. No, I don’t tired.” 

Soule asks if Paddy ever played for the jig.

MOORE: “I used to blow pipe from in Danish time. ‘Tis in the Danish time I learn to blow pipe, I 
used to blow pipe in the Danish time, plenty and so.” 

411. Peter Christian’s property (often used for commercial purposes, is sort of a landmark in Frederiksted, being situated at the 
last big turn one makes before entered the town proper.

412. Pronounced FRIH SEN BERG. A sugar plantation, Estate Fredensborg.
413. Proverb.
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T062 Joseph “Paddy” Moore II - July 30, 1979 (STX)
Date July 30, 1979 4:00 PM.

Location St. Croix, function room at Whim Gardens.

Interviewers Sylvester McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances Same as T061.

T062-01 1. McIntosh asks if Paddy played for jig.

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “Jig? No, I never play for jig; I have dance jig, but I never play for it.”

SOULE [to Sylvester McIntosh]: “I want to find out how they used to have the jig dancing.”

MCINTOSH [to Paddy Moore]: “How they used to have the jig? The jig is a part of quadrille, or 
they used to had a special time to have jig? When they used to have the jig?”

MOORE: “Well, you see, if you going got jig, before they start the jig, they start a Sixth Figure: bass 
drum and tambourine.”

MCINTOSH: “This is in a quadrille dance?”

MOORE: “No. It jig they going play, but they start a Sixth Figure first. And after they done play out 
that Sixth Figure, then they start the jig. That’s the way. They jig several pieces until the time up and 
they stop.”

“One time they take me to be the dragon with the bull horn for me head414 and thing, and walking on 
me knee and me two hand, you see? Just like a dog. The light and thing from me head. Let me tell 
you something, m’son, people had to run out of that place. I was going on everything like a cattle, 
bawl everything like a — WOO OO OO OO, and a whole heap415 of thing. Yes, and I got a chain on me 
and all, bust down the chain. {I say} brokootum, brokootum,416 all the time.”

SOULE: “What else was there besides the dragon?”

MOORE: [not understanding Soule’s question] “I do a lots of thing already, man. All them thing I 
don’t do them no more.”

MCINTOSH [to Moore]: “What else did you got in there? Like man with sword?”

MOORE: “Yes, they have sword and so in the jig. They mostly dancing the jig and so. They cussing 
each other, you know. The first body that does come out is the showboy; he come out first — a little, 
little boy! And he start to talk his speech and everything, and stop the music, and start to talk his 
speech and so on, and start the music again, and he talk and everything. King George and all ah that. 
Come out from one different thing to the next and so. And afterward, they stop with he.”

“Then afterward, a man come out, and then he start now to talk from one different thing to the other, 
you know. Jigging and so on, and then afterward another one come out now with that man, so they 
discussing now one another! This one throwing words after that one! And the other one throwing 
words after the next one! That’s the way jig go. You see?”

SOULE [to Sylvester McIntosh]: “I want to know if they said the same thing every time they did it.”

414. Ox horns on my head.
415. A whole lot.
416. Onomatopoetic sound indicating an uproar or a noisy disturbance.
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MCINTOSH [to Moore]: “If they got jig tonight and let’s say they keep a jig Friday night, is the 
same thing what they do tonight they gon do Friday night?”

MOORE: “Yes, the same thing. They don’t do no other thing but the same thing all the time —”

SOULE: “Would the same people that did the talking, would they do the dancing too?”

MOORE: “Yes. They do all that and all too.”

MCINTOSH: “The showboy — he does take part in the dance too?”

MOORE: “He’s the first runner.417 He take part for the first, and he talk all kind of different thing. 
From one thing to the next. And when he time up, he gone back in. And then a man come out and he 
start to —”

MCINTOSH: “The showboy — he ain’t gon take part in the dancing?”

MOORE: “No, no. He dance, when he come out first, he start to dance. And afterward, he stamp the 
foot and he stop the music, and he start to talk his speech and so on. Couple time and afterward he 
done. Yes and gone back in. And then a man come out afterward and he start to abuse and talk one 
another and thing, and saying this and saying that. But me forget all them thing what they used to say 
now, man, it such a length of time now, that business ain’t stirring418 no more. That done with.”

“The onliest body that got set of music what used to play for the jig is Elsie Boyce {at} Peter Rest 
Station, she’s there. Peter Rest. She got the tambourine and bass drum there. Me ain’t know what she 
going do with them thing.”

McIntosh talks about who he thinks Elsie Boyce is.

MOORE: “She used to shave all we to the poor yard, man. A short, stout, clear-skin woman. She got 
the bass drum and tambourine.”

T062-02 2. JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: Now this boy, Frank [Frank Charles]. You know, I used to head419 
drum for him, because he never know how to do it. So ee keep on worrying420 me straight straight 
with this drum business to fix and clean off skin and so on there. I show he the way how to do it, you 
see? I show he the way how to clean the skin, and how to soak it, and how to wrap it, and everything, 
you see? But I ain’t giving the real hoedown421 of it you see?” [Sylvester McIntosh laughs.]

“So for he drum can’t come high like mine! He soak his skin in water, but I tell he say ‘No, man, 
don’t soak your skin in water, man. Buy so many bottle of rum and then soak the skin in that, in the 
rum. And then head422 it twelve o’clock in the night, or half past ten in the night.’ He ain’t doing as 
what I tell he. Because if he had doing as what I tell he, when he had playing them drum — them 
drum is his own, you know — when he playing them drum, they would ah sharper!” 

“But he don’t know how to do it. He only put on the skin so. He can’t fix them so. And them screw 
what he got on for the kettledrum is good screw, but the screw what he got on for that little barrel, 
them ain’t no good screw, man. They ain’t even as big as this finger, them screw. No, man. He ain’t 

417. Performer. See also William Carroll’s reference to a first strummer, T046-02.
418. Stirring = active.
419. Put the skin on the head of the drum.
420. Bothering.
421. Complete truth
422. Put the skin on the head of the drum.
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understand the way up to now to fix them. And them skin what he got on there: them is goat skin, but 
he ain’t got them right.”

“The kettledrum supposed to got on two ram goat skin. And the bass drum, a ram goat and a ewe 
goat. The ewe goat skin supposed to be the knocking head. And the ram goat skin supposed to be the 
chime head. But he ain’t got them so.423 And them ratkla424 wuh you see pon the kettledrum, it is I 
fix them meself. ‘Tis I wrap them round. ‘Tis I wrap them round and show he how to fix them and 
so. And show he the way how to make the screw them and everything; I make the little screw about 
so long. I make that. That before the ratkla. He got it on there, on the kettledrum there. And I make 
the tongue425 and everything for the kettledrum that that screw go through and screw up and so on 
with the ratkla and everything. All that I do, for he. But he ain’t got them set right. And I telling he 
how to set them, and he ain’t doing as what I tell he. So of course, he — They will everlasting be that 
way.426 Because he ain’t understand the way how to fix them the right way.”

McIntosh says he thought the hole in the drum was too small.

MOORE: “No. No. You know what happen to that bass drum what he got there? I say, man, the air 
hole where the air coming out — out ah. Ee so small, ee want to open again wider. Open it a little 
wider and see if that drum don’t sound more because then the hole is too small. He can’t get the 
amount ah air now to come out there — ee block the air so the bass drum don’t sound so hot. And he 
open it, and afterward the drum start to sound better now. The bass drum. He have keeping in the air 
because the hole was so small. I say, ‘Man, go ‘bout your business, man.’ The moment that you 
could take your finger and shove through that hole, then ee good. But if this finger can’t go through, 
then the hole is too small. And then he bore it out wider, and the bass drum sounding better now. I 
say, man, got the hole was cloaking the sound of the drum.”

“And that barrel what he got there — I don’t know how he come by the barrel because I ain’t 
question he. That barrel was one of the old time barrel what used to come here with nail. That same 
barrel. I don’t know how he come by that. Because it a length of time now, you don’t see them 
barrel.”

SOULE: “I found the barrel. I found it.”

MOORE: “But you see, I going tell you what happen. I don’t build my bass drum so like how he got 
that thing. I get the thing and I cut it myself, I build my bass drum; I don’t build it out of no barrel. I 
build my drum out of tinning! And my drum is louder than his one.”

“I ain’t able to talk to he about these thing; he don’t do as what I tell he. I had seven set of music. Me 
build up me self. Me sell them out from one body to the next. You know them fellow what used to 
play there to Bethlehem, what they call ‘Neemo’ them. Me sell them a set of music. Their music 
wasn’t no good. And they want a set from me to buy. And I sell them — but you know to alter them, 
though, because they were so crass. They had to alter them, take off the skin them and soak them in 
the water, and so on. Get them down, you see?”

“When I were massin, dancing Indian, me never fraid of no music. Ee got no music could a kill 
mine. Not then. My music used to sharp so bad.”

423. He has the skins reversed.
424. Wires that used to run under the skin.
425. Where the strings go through to the other side.
426. They will always be that way.
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“And if you get under the cool,427 ee still sharp. As soon as you see start coming on four or five 
o’clock, when the sun cool down and everything, ee just like sun ah burn ah with them,428 what me 
got, they still sharp. And if rain even fall, they still crass. Yes, sir. See, according to how I fix them.”

“When I had living there to Prosperity, all them boy used to come from town, come out here and let 
we have some fun and so on, playing and so. They suppose want to know how my drum in the night 
— so cold — and how my drum them so good. It’s according to how I fix them. I fix them to be that 
way. Them never used to play dull.”429 

“I tell them I going dance Indian coming from up Bethlehem coming down. And as soon as we get 
by Harden Gut — that time Harden Gut were running water — the fella touch the kettledrum, the 
kettledrum were sharp so bad, man. I say, ‘Man, listen, you know what you do?’ All the screw off, 
the screw them a ratkla so, pon it. The drum still sharp. I say, ‘Man, you know what you do? Dip the 
kettledrum in the water there. By my order, you dip it in the water, because I know it going play.’ 
[He chuckles.] He dip in the water and everything. He say, ‘Well, man, it ain’t going dry by the time 
all you get in town to play, because we ain’t too far from town.’ I say, ‘Man, you hear what I tell 
you. Dip it in the water and let we walk go.’ And as soon as we get to John Dooks430 blacksmith 
shop,431 I say, ‘Strike your music up.’ Let me tell you something: ee just like he never dip it in 
water. Drum crass so bad. Go een-ah town with the bass drum. And the body what had knocking the 
bass drum was the fellow that they call Peter James. And he gon knock the bass drum. And Cecil 
[Klegg] been a play kettle.”432

T062-03 3. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Who you think is the better drummer, between Cecil and 
Hoosterman?”433

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “Hoosterman can’t play no kettledrum with Cecil, man. No sir. The 
best drummer man that I know — that could play a kettledrum — they ain’t got no man able with he 
— he’s a fellow had two good good foot.434 They call he Alphonso Fox.”

“M’son, let me tell you yah, he ain’t had a man could ah play a kettledrum with he, I telling you. He 
could ah really play a kettledrum. And the doctor had to cut off one of he foot — because one of he 
foot had black and blue — something had wrong there — that he used to walk now with a crutch. 
And he never been here; they had to carry he to America. And ah there he dead. He was the best 
kettledrum man. Me ah tell you.”

“One day, a New Year’s day, we had playing — Cecil had playing — and we went up Christiansted 
— and he been up there, and he lean up he self against the lazaretto435 — the lazaretto wuh been 
there to the place there. And he take the kettledrum from Cecil, m’son, and let me tell you, I say to 
me self, I say, ‘Lord. I should ah had that man the whole day.’ But I couldn’t had he, because the 

427. In the shade.
428. The drums sounded the same in the shade or at night as they did during the heat of day.
429. Dull.
430. “John Dooks” was the nickname of a man named John Williams. His daughter now (2012) lives where the blacksmith 

shop was.
431. Corner of East Street and Queen Cross Street, by Freegut.
432. Cecil Klegg played the kettledrum.
433. Alexander “Hoosterman” Hendricks played kettledrum and danced masquerade. (Copemann)
434. “Foot” can mean “foot” or “leg.” He’s comparing Fox to someone who probably had big foot (elephantiasis).
435. Leper hospital.
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man had one foot, but he play ah really play a kettledrum, m’son, I telling you. When you talking 
about accordion, you got to look for a man that could play accordion with he, m’son. He there 
home.436 But he no there home no more because he dead. [He laughs.] He could ah play. I don’t 
know how he could ah play so much, but he could have really play.”

“And what happen, I make Hoosterman look small a day.437 He never know. He think that I was a 
jodón438 man; he never had know. But it is Ciple439 learn me to knock bass drum. But I put a pen 
up440 Hoosterman.”

“You know Magnus441 had come over here New Years Day. Had dancing on the stick. Had bring a 
man to play the bass drum with Hoosterman from St. Thomas to here. Me seen a lots of note from 
the bass drum. Can’t play the bass drum, for true?”

“So I say, ‘Man, let me help you little on that bass drum.’ He say, ‘You could play bass drum?’ I say, 
‘Yes, I could play bass drum; otherwise I wouldn’t ah ask you.’ He say, ‘Well, OK, take the bass 
drum.’ And I take the bass drum from he.”

“But I had to screw up the bass drum and so. Had to haul it up, because ee never had screw, ee had 
rope on it. And I haul up the bass drum and everything. And so, ‘Play now. Let me see.’ And I start 
to play. And after I start to play, m’son, let me tell you something, I haul down, haul down pon the 
bass drum, you hear me. Hoosterman had to tell me, ‘Hold down, man. Hold down, old boy. Cheese 
and bread!442 M’son, you sharp so bad, pon the bass drum. If I know you could ah play so much, I 
would ah take you to play with Magnus from St. Thomas … over here. And you could ah live in St. 
Thomas.’ I say, ‘Me? Me no live St. Thomas. No Sir. Not me.’” 

“So he say, ‘Hold down, m’son. Let me tell you something. From the time I play kettledrum, I never 
meet a man could harass a bass drum like you. You really could play for true. Where you get them 
note from?’ I say, ‘Where I get them from now? Them is the note that the man want.’” 

“Man443 start to step pon the stick there, bringing the step them — he never bringing them step when 
the other man knock the bass drum — but I learning the step them on the drum. And the man 
bringing them pon the stick. Me telling you. But me ah man ah beat a bass drum no more. 
Hoosterman to tell me, ‘Hold down, man.’ So, let me tell you, I make Hoosterman go in hell 
there,444 pon the bass drum. M’son, I start to bring some note from that bass drum — them is the 
note you got to bring. Hoosterman no able to fish up them note. Not he.”

“Ciple tell me, ‘Any time that I hear a man start to roll a kettledrum for moko jumbie, don’t follow 
that rolling. Don’t bring no double up. Only go, DUHM DUHM DUHM, GUH-DUHP; DUHM DUHM 
DUHM, GUH-DUHP; DUHM DUHM DUHM, GUH-DUHP [imitating the drumbeat]. Go on so, all the time 
when he ah roll. You no bring no double up there. You go on so all the time. DUHM DUHM DUHM, 
GUH-DUHP; DUHM DUHM DUHM, GUH-DUHP [imitating the drum]. All the time he ah roll, you go on 

436. “He there home” means that he could play really well, as in “he could really get down.”
437. One day.
438. Jodón is Spanish for troublesome, irksome.
439. See Ciple in “People”.
440. As in “pen he up,” meaning to put someone in their place, or outdo them.
441. See Magnus in “People”.
442. Substitute for blasphemy.
443. See Magnus in “People”.
444. Keep up with me.
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so.’ And I go on the same way. Make Hoosterman hear,445 m’son, is a roll and a chop. When he start 
to chop, then I give it a rap then, and I step back. DUHM DUHM DUHM, GUH-DUHP [imitating the 
drum]. You see all the time so. Good music, man.”

T062-04 4. McIntosh tells Paddy that Soule want to know who Ciple446 was.

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “Who Ciple was? Ciple had two big foot,447 but they wasn’t so big; 
but he used to sing and play a pan.448 

“He used to go on good, though. I have blow pipe with he, Ciple. But after they find out I could ah 
blow so good, I used to blow with Ciple.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “What kind of pan he used to play?”

MOORE: “He used to play this kerosene pan, man, kerosene oil pan. You know the kerosene oil pan 
what we used to get? He used play one of them. He used to play and sing. He used to play good, 
too.”

MCINTOSH: “She [Soule] wants to find one of them.”

MOORE: “Not one of them you never find today. I surprise that he, Frank [Charles], get one of them 
barrel what used to got nail in there. Me surprise. Me don’t know when the last I see one of them 
there.”

MCINTOSH: “‘Tis she [Soule] get it for he.”

SOULE: “I found it in a lumber yard in St. Thomas.”

MOORE: “Well, you see, St. Thomas got some old-time thing up to now. And they got up to the old-
time Indian mask and thing. Mask for oman449 and mask for man. They got them same thing up to 
now. And they got some old-time cap — me got couple of the cap them home there. Me had on one 
of them same cap when I were blowing the pipe there in Catholic Church Hall the Saturday. I had on 
one of them same cap on me head; I got three of them cap, different color.”

T062-05 5. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “You used to knock down fellow with rock-stone?”

JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: Who me? [He laughs.] Yeah. I used to knock down coconuts — 
knock down coconut and knock down people too!” [Laughing]

“Knock down a man up there, but the man never know ee were me. They take he up and carry he 
hospital. And ask the man, they say, ‘Man, you know who knock you down? You ain’t know that 
you was in some accident ah time, quarrelling with somebody? And then that body waits until this 
time, and knock you down?’ He said no, he never quarrel with nobody, and he never was in accident 
with nobody.”

“That time, the man lie. That man meet me up ah there. He had big foot.450 And he had a fellow had 
on a blue clothes: blue pants and blue shirt; and I had on the same blue pants and blue shirt too. So 

445. Meaning something like, “Show Hoosterman how it’s done properly.”
446. See Ciple in “People”.
447. Elephantiasis.
448.  A kerosene pan, a rectangular tin container which held a gallon or so of kerosene.
449. Woman.
450. Elephantiasis.
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the man really think it is me who have naaring451 he, because I have on the same suit. Because he 
never the fellow what has naaring he; but he only see me.”

“And my mother had send me from Høgensborg452 in town to buy couple pounds of fish for her. 

And the man see me, and the man call me. He say, ‘You come here, little.’ I say, ‘What you want 
now?’ He say, ‘It ain’t you were naaring me about my big foot.’ I say, ‘Me no naar people what got 
them thing, because, as know what? I may turn out, too: because I may get worser than you. So I 
don’t naar people.’ He say, ‘Yes, you son of a gun. You’s the one!’ He land me one boastick.453 
That time, he never know what kind of man I be, you know.”

“M’son, I had to run from he, because he gon give me more. He trying to run to catch me, but he 
couldn’t catch me! He foot them was too heavy. [He laughs.] And I take it in mind; I never say 
nothing to he.”

“When four Saturday pass, in the five Saturday, my mother send me from Høgensborg send me to go 
buy fish for her. When I go, I remember the man. The man there right below the fish market there, to 
the sea, to there self cleaning some peck-peck454 fish they give he.”

“And you know when the fisherman used to go now, and they used to get conch and so, they used to 
bring them in and knock them out, and got them by he: this heap is yours, and that heap there is 
mine, all the way so. So when the cart come now, he’ll buy these different heap — who the person is 
for, and so on. So the conch shell there they pack up.”

“So I see the man. That time, they used to catch some good jacks455 and so on. Big jacks and thing 
from Sandy Point. The market had a whole heap of456 jacks, and got a whole heap of people in the 
fish market, arguing that they want so many pounds of jack, and all of these thing, and they ain’t 
noticing me. I go just to the conch shell heap, and catch up a lovely conch shell with the point them 
turn up so.”

“That time, the man face turn to the west, and he back turn to the east. And ‘tis the east I coming 
from. And I went and I take up the one conch shell — praise God, it was the one conch shell — if I 
take up two, I would ah kill he.”

“So, I see he there there cleaning the fish; I say to myself … ‘The man there.’ But I never tell me 
mother and me father nothing. Because I had fraid to tell my father, because my father would ah go 
in town and kill he … because my father was a stick-man, you know; he’s a Bobajan.457 I say, ‘No, I 
ain’t gon tell my father nothing. I going take it in mind and I gon wait up for that man.’” 

“And then, the five Saturday, I went in town, and see the man there there cleaning fish. I just go and 
I take up one of the conch shell. After I take up the conch shell, I hold it so, and I turn the point them 
so. I gon find which part458 the point there.”

“I land the conch shell.459 Man, that time, I look back to see if anybody see me; nobody nah notice 
me460 The man notice the fish wuh they there. And the conch shell catch he behind he head there, 

451. Naar = make fun of, poke fun at. From Danish. (Vals)
452. Sugar Plantation named Estate Høgensborg.
453. He hit me once with a boastick (a cane). (Seaman)
454. Any small fish (Seaman).
455. A fish (Selar crumenophthalmus) considered a delicacy. (Vals)
456. A lot of.
457.  Barbadian (born on the island of Barbados). Barbadians were known for a certain type of stick-fighting.
458. Where.
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and the point broke off in he head, kafoon he down461 een-ah the water. And I walk off now, with 
me two hand in me pocket, like I didn’t do a thing. Come right up to the fish market, call for the fish, 
and they sell me the fish and everything.”

“Ee had a little boy with the cart down there, see the man there flutter under the water. If they never 
go quick, he would ah drownded.462 The boy call out, and they run get he out of the water.”

“hey carry he to the hospital. They ask he, ‘You know who it is knock you? You and nobody never 
been in no quarrel no time? That the two of you had going fight?’ . . . He say, ‘No. Me and nobody 
wasn’t in no fight no time, that he knock me now with stone.’ But the man forget! He forget, because 
I left he a length of time . . . I never worry with he. But that Saturday, to make the five Saturday, 
attack he then. He ain’t know it when I attack he. I hit he one time . . . kafoon he down!” [He 
laughs.] 

“I feel sorry for he afterward, though. I said to me self, ‘God. I should ah been better? with 
he.’ . . . And I take my fish, and I come home with it . . . Me mother, me father there.”

“And when I done with he, three Saturday after that, I knock down a next one. Ee had a man had do 
me a trick, again too. Been in a Morales shop, been a buy goods. Had a whole heap463 of people 
been in there. And you know the two half . . . them same place where they used to sell there. The 
door them is two half ah door; so, one part of the door, the wind blow, and the door were half shut in, 
and the other part open. Well the part was half-way shut in, when I look, I see the same man what 
knock me! There there buying thing! And he face now down to the west, go meet Morales, and I 
coming from the east.”

“And I stand and I watch he, and I couldn’t find no rock-stone, and me was to knock he down. Well, 
m’son, you know what I do? I went by the street, looking, looking, I can’t find no stone. In West End 
street, you know can’t find rock-stone, you know. The onliest464 way you will find stone, you gon 
by the bay. That’s the onliest way.”

“And I went down on the bay, and I see several, many rock-stone down there. I see a stone — it was 
a blue bitch [beach?] rock-stone. Just as big as me fist here, and ee round like ball. I take ee up and I 
put ee in my pocket, and I come right back up. And when I come, I stand to the side of the door, and 
I peep in. That time, there the man ah buy goods; and the man ah there calling for he goods.”

“Man, and I draw back . . . and hit him one in the head kafoon he over the counter465 [laughing]! . . .  
And he was the owner for the shop: he get frightened. The man fall down in there; they had to get the 
ambulance, take he to the hospital. They ask he if he ain’t know who knock he. The man say no, he 
ain’t know. They say, ‘You and nobody never been in no variance466 no time?’ He say no. But the 
man forget what he do me, that he could rightly say, well, it is me do it. Then if he had take as me do 
it, then he would ah had me. But he forget, because I keep he long before I do that. But he say he no 
know who it is do it.”

459. I hit him with the conch shell.
460. No one noticed me.
461. Knock him down.
462. Drowned.
463. A lot of.
464. Only.
465. Knock him over the counter.
466. He pronounces this “WAH REE ANSS,” 
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T062-06 6. JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “I raise up in the Danish time; I born when the Danish had here.”

SOULE: “What do you remember?”

MOORE: “I born that time a little boy. I used to go to school, but I ain’t take my lesson: I can't read 
and I can’t write. Because I had studying a lot on stone. That’s why I can’t read and I can’t write. 
Because anybody was to attempt anything to me, I could wait a month, or two day, before I attack 
them about it, and knock them down . . . The very teacher — I knock down the teacher and all, in 
school, [laughing] . . . rock-stone. Kafoon he upside down. I was a rock-stone man, yes! I had 
studying on stone, more than anything else.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “How it was like in the Danish time compared to today? It better in the 
Danish time or better now in the American time?”

MOORE: It was better in the Danish time. The money was little bit: you wasn’t getting much 
money. But food and everything was correct, was good. But now, in this time, you getting more 
money than that time, and it worser this time, in the American time. I ain’t like it, but I got to make 
out. Because what you could ah do in the Danish time, you can’t do it now. In the Danish time, I 
could ah jump up: I could ah do a lots of thing, and nobody ain’t asking me nothing. But you can’t 
do it now in the American time. Ee different. Yes. That’s what happen.”

SOULE: “What else did you do when you were little? Did you go in the country?”

MOORE: “I have living in the country, and afterward I leave out of the country and I came in town, 
in West End467 town. And I was a fellow used to sleep all about. I never used to live in no house; I 
used to sleep all about. But I start to get dew beating.”468

MCINTOSH: “You use to play baseball?”

MOORE: “No, I never play that.”

MCINTOSH: “What kind of games you used to play?”

MOORE: “My game was drum. Drum from a boy. My game was drum. Playing and so. I had like 
that. And then, you know Griles had a carousel, to the place in town there; I used to go everlasting to 
the carousel. I had like that.”

MCINTOSH: “In front the fort there?”

MOORE: “Yes. All them kind of thing I had like. And I had like the theater and all, too. Used to pay 
and go in and so. And I used to dance and thing! And I never used to pay no money to go in. I do a 
little dancing and I go in for nothing. My dancing duh make a whole heap469 of people come and 
admire me, and they pay to go in, but through that, now, I ain’t got to pay no money because I’s who 
call the people them up in dancing, because they have the music, you know. All those thing I used to 
do.”

“I used to mind mule and sheep and all of them thing, and bull. The mule them and so. But all them 
thing ain’t happening now. Ain’t got no molasses, no oil-meal. When the mule them done drink the 
water and everything in the copper,470 all the oil-meal there settle down to the bottom of the copper; 

467.  Frederiksted
468. A condition that results from sleeping out in the open air.
469. A lot of.
470.  A tub or vat, originally made of copper but later made of iron, used to boil down the cane juice. Sometimes used to feed 

or water the plantation animals.
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and I just put in me hand, and I just dip it up so, and start to eat it. Yeah. And I were minding mule, 
and I minding bull.”

“But, let me tell you. Ee never had a man could run as me. Me could run more than them . . . I could 
ah run too bad, man. Me no know what they call shoe. And lately me start to wear shoe. Me could 
take off my shoes and walk up and down the place. Me no press for471 shoes. My foot them hard. 
Only lately, me wearing shoes.”

SOULE: “Did you always like to walk?”

MOORE: “I like to walk plenty. Very seldom I pay taxi to go in town. I walk go in town, and I walk 
back. Walk go in town, and walk back. I like plenty walk. Sometime I walk cross here, go right 
through Campo Rico, and go all the way right down, and go in town. Walk. I walk go that way, and 
I walk coming back. Y’see? Up to this morning.”

“I could ah pay a dollar and fifty cent go, and fifty cent back. And I ain’t pay a cent. I walk go, and I 
walk come back. I ain’t pay no money.”

“Some people is lazy to walk, and some people ain’t able to walk, because their foot472 ain’t good, 
they have pain and so. And Praise God, if I’s to get pain, I ain’t get it yet. Me foot them 
___________________ is as good as ever. From since I know myself, I never get no corn yet. My 
foot never so hurt me that I can’t walk. Me foot them is strong and healthy. That’s why I could walk 
so much. I have leave from down here with fifteen half-bag of coal in a one-wheel wheelbarrow, and 
put on fifteen half-bag and shove until I meet Christiansted. Sell them off, and shove the thing, come 
back down. Yes. I have do that. Several and many time.”

MCINTOSH [to Soule]: “He go around town [Frederiksted] with broom and a cart. ‘Broom!’” 

MOORE: “Broom and thing.”

MCINTOSH: “And when he sell enough down here, he gone to Christiansted.”

MOORE: “Christiansted too.”

SOULE: “What kind of work did you do?”

MOORE: “I used to work all in the field and so, the field and so, and plant up, cut cane, dig cane 
hole. All kind of thing I used to do. I used to burn a little coal and sell, and all of that. Mind cattle and 
mule and all them thing. All that I used to do. Drive mule-cart and I drive bull-cart; all that I used to 
do. But afterward, I couldn’t get nowhere for I to stay after me mother and father dead, I couldn’t get 
no house, I used to live all about. Sometime I gone all ‘bout to sleep in the night.”

T062-07 7. JOSEPH “PADDY” MOORE: “‘Tis the doctor what caused me to be in the welfare; I had started to 
get dew beating.473 And I went to the hospital because I find out that I getting the bad feelings all the 
time. I want to know what it coming from. So I went to the hospital, twelve o’clock at night. The sick 
nurse give me something to smell. And ee say, ‘If you feel good between this474 and six o’clock in 
the morning, you could go. And if you don’t feel good, you have to wait until when the doctor come 
to find out what you...’”

471. Interested in.
472. Feet or legs.
473. A condition that results from sleeping out in the open air.
474. Now
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“He give me the thing to smell. As soon as six o’clock, I said, ‘I feel alright.’ I did had feel alright in 
truth, because it take away the bad feeling. And I went outside. And as soon as I went outside, I went 
on a piece of wall, and I drop sit down, and ee start again! The bad feeling start again. And I come 
back in … and he say, ‘Sit down in that chair.’ Doctor expect to be here for 8 o’clock. And I sit down 
in the chair, and after, the doctor come in. He say, ‘What wrong with that man sitting down in that 
chair?’ Ee say that man come in here from 12 o’clock last night, had the bad feelings and so. I give 
him something to smell and the bad feelings had leave ee and he went out — I tell ee ee could go 6 
o’clock and he did when 6, and about 5 minutes after that, he come back in the hospital again, got the 
same bad feelings again . . . ”

“The doctor say, ‘OK, come on here.’ He carry me in a room, say, ‘Take off your shirt. Take off you 
marina475 and so.’ And he test me and everything. He say, ‘Oh, I find out what wrong with you. I 
know what wrong with you.’ That time, I never used to sleep nowhere; I used to sleep ‘bout the place 
all in the night dew. He say, ‘Something bad is wrong with you. That’s why you got this bad 
feeling.’ He ask the janitor if he have any empty bed inside number 4 room. He say, ‘Yes. ee have 
two empty bed in there.’ Said, ‘Well, OK, bathe this man skin off, and change his clothes, and let 
him get in bed.’ And I went, and so on; they had give me from one different thing to eat, and so on 
there?”

“And you know when the doctor tell me what I had? . . . The Tuesday in the other week, he say, 
‘How you ah feeling?’ I say, ‘I feeling alright now. Feeling quite alright and everything. Quite 
healthy and strong.’ He say, ‘You got the heart to say sure476 that you feeling healthy and strong? 
But you ain’t clear up yet. I can’t let you go yet, because you ain’t good yet. And more than this?, 
you don’t have nowhere {to sleep}.’ I want to know how that man know! ‘You ain’t have nowhere 
to sleep; you sleeping all about in night dew. You just have getting dew beating477 and that’s the 
reason why that you had the bad feelings all the time. Up to now, you ain’t finish yet, because I have 
to get a house in the poor yard for you.’ So he went and he asked Elsie Boyce; he say, ‘You have any 
empty house?’ He say, ‘One empty house.’” 

“He say, ‘Well, OK, I want that empty house to give this man what I have in the hospital 
there.’ . . . And he keep me in the hospital the whole week; and when ee turning the other week, the 
Monday, he come and he tell me, say, ‘Change your clothes.’ That was ten o’clock. ‘You going out 
now; and you going in the poor yard.’ And so me come to get in the poor yard; in the poor yard up to 
now. ‘Tis through the doctor, what make I get that. You see?”

“I wasn’t the age what I have now, I was lesser age when I went in the poor yard, I was lesser age 
because I was twenty when I went. I was twenty years, but now I’s 78 now, 78 years.” 

475. Undershirt with thin straps. Now usually made of cotton. In Paddy Moore’s time, they may have been made of a soft fabric 
resembling cashmere made of merino wool. (Vals)

476. You can honestly say...
477. A condition that results from sleeping out in the open air.
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Date 1977

Location St. Croix, function room at Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged (“Kingshill”).

Interviewer Tony Kahn, recording for the “Virgin Islands Adventure” multimedia show.

Technical Mono

T063-01 1. Tony Kahn asks Mr. Adam Petersen, “Could you tell me what the quadrille is?”

ADAM PETERSEN: “Well, it’s a old, let me say, if I have to say, I should say, a old Crucian 
dance.”

“I was born in the year 1900. And from that time, I met quadrille going ahead.”

Kahn asks if he did quadrille even as a child.

PETERSEN: “Well, you know, see it dance and all like that — of course you couldn't do all these 
things as a child because at home you had your parents to meet with. To school you had your teacher 
to meet with. So for that reason to be as a child. And you start to go to school when you are seven 
years. You stop when you are thirteen. So you had six years to be to school. Now after you stop your 
schooling, then you know you have your parents to deal with.”

“But then to be truthful, I was privilege to have the experience of quadrille from the time I was 
twelve. But I had to be quiet. I couldn't be loud with it. Yes, I remember that there was — I born at 
the Estate Hope first — {ex}cuse me — let me tell you, I born at the Estate Hope. And that's over 
where Hess is there now. And born there at Hope and then, after seven — after six year — going 
seven years, I started with school — I went to school six years. Born in the year 1900, November 15. 
And, as I told you before, that I had the experience of quadrille from the time I was — let us say to 
be truthful, twelve.”

KAHN: “What kind of dance is quadrille?”

PETERSEN: “I understand that it’s a Danish dance. {It} was brought down here by the Danes, who 
had St. Kroyx478 at that time…”

Kahn asks if quadrille is like a square dance.

PETERSEN: “Well, it’s different to a square dance, because a square dance, you dance it in a circle. 
And this quadrille dance, you dance it by the long ring. Yes, you can put as much as you can control 
in the ring. Let us say, a pair of person is counted to be one. You can have two head, two foot, three 
head, three foot, four head, four foot. Now, you count them like this. Suppose that you, the 
floormaster, will ask how much couple you have on the ring. Suppose you tell him you have three 
head and three foot. That mean that you got two, four, six, you got twelve person to dance. That's 
three over on that side, and three over on this side. Which mean six person because you always count 
a pair as one: a man and a woman, a man and a woman, a man and a woman . . . Well that is how the 
quadrille dance.”

“You don't set up as a square dance. We have dances that imitate the square dance: that is what we 
call lancers and polo quadrille — they dance in squares, just eight person in a ring. You can dance 
many rings but eight person {in one ring}. Two there, two here, two there, two there.”

478. A pronunciation of St. Croix used by some elderly folks.
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KAHN: “What’s the music that’s used for the quadrille?”

PETERSEN: “Oh yes string music. What you call string music — guitar, a saxophone or a flute. The 
flute is the leading instrument.”

Kahn stops tape because a phone is ringing.

PETERSEN: “String music, yes. We have that string music. That is supposed to be a leading 
instrument. It could be a clarinet, it could be a coronet, and then it could be a saxophone, it could be 
a flute. And sometimes some people even lead with a violin. That's the leading instrument. And you 
have a guitar. Then you have a banjo. You have a bass horn — well, today they's using a bass string 
guitar, a very big guitar and just about four string on it and they play bass with that today. Well, we 
call that the string music, because all the string instrument. But in days of my time, we had a skin 
music also. Skin, yes. That was bass drum and tambourine, and like that.”

Kahn asks if the music was fast or slow or elegant.

PETERSEN: “They had to play with time. Because you, the floormaster, in charge of that.”

Kahn asks what the floormaster does.

PETERSEN: “Oh, the floormaster do the calling, give the orders to the dancers.”

Kahn asks for an example.

PETERSEN: “For instance you's the conductor of this dance tonight. Of course, people ask you to do 
it: you don't just go and volunteer and all like that. They come and they ask you, ‘Adam, I have a 
dance Saturday night and I asking you to conduct it.’ If you are not engaged, you say, ‘Yes, I will.’ 
And if you are engaged, then you say, ‘Well, sorry, but I'm engaged. I has a dance to conduct 
Saturday night.’ Well, they have to get somebody’s else because there always floormasters. You 
cannot have a quadrille if you don't have a floormaster: you must have a floormaster since it's the 
quadrille dance. There now, that person do the calling, give the orders to the dancers. They have to 
do as he say.”

“For instance, they'll set up here in two straight line. One this way and one that way. The first order 
the floormaster would say —”

Salute your partner.

“And then he continue his order —”

Partners round, ladies change away.

“And then after the ladies done change and they reach back home, he say —”

Dress back and hold the line. Grand meet the company.479 
Draw. Once more. Partners round, ladies change.

“They change and —”

Ladies alone.

“And they get back to their station. Then you say —”

Balancez. Balance your own.

“In other words, they mean to say —”

479. From the French compagnie.
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Partners round. 

“He blow he whistle. [Petersen makes the sound of a whistle.] The music stop. That's right. And then 
it continue. And then it have six pieces to play — well, seven pieces to play, because you play One, 
Two, Three, Four — well on Five, then you has a merengue and a Sixth Figure to dance and that 
ends the set. That's a set of quadrille.”

Kahn asks how long a quadrille goes.

PETERSEN: Well to be truthful, depends on the, depends on how the floormaster runs it. You can 
do it slow, as you can do it quick. Well a very quick one, you give the orders and then sometime you 
could cut it. So you call that slow — you — you cut quick. That's right. But once ago — then — 
before my time as a floormaster, before my time, you had to carry the bars them out — eight bars to 
each music. And that really, did you, I don't think it would take a hour. I don't think. Don't think it 
will take a hour to run through a set of quadrille. As long as you got your ring set all ready! And 
everybody understand and know what they are to do; you have no mistakes. You do it in quick one, 
very quick.”

Kahn asks for a series of orders Petersen might give in a quick quadrille.

PETERSEN: “Well, yes, it can be done. You, ask I told you, you have Number One. In fact, you get 
the merengue, the first piece, as to prove that your ring is set.480 Now, you do start to begin: you 
going start your dance. Ahem. Of course you have to make an announcement —”

Ladies and gentlemen, we are about to begin our quadrille. 
At this present time, I'm asking each and everyone prepare themself481 that are ready to 
dance. 
Gentlemen, prepare! We are going to start.

“You turn to the musicians, and you say, ‘Mr. Fluter,’ or you call him by his name — Well, our 
favorite band at that time was Mr. Alphonso Joseph. He die. So I'll say, ‘Mr. Joseph, please give me 
a country dance, merengue —’” [Tape ran out.] 

T063-02 2. ADAM PETERSEN [tape restart]: “{You} turn to the musician and you say, ‘Give me a country 
dance, merengue.’ They understand you immediately and they start the piece of music.”

“And you will listen to it, and if it's suitable for you, you say, “To those good gentlemen intend 
dancing, may they salute their partner, and promenade unto the right!” So those fellows salute their 
partner that they intend dancing and hook and going round the ring. And according to how you see 
what's on the ring, you say —”

Dress back and hold the line!

“And after you dress back and hold the line, then you say —”

Ladies, hands across!

“Then they'll come and they'll stretch their hand to each lady, you know, and then you come down 
between the line and you part them off, and you part them off. Meanwhile you parting them off, you 

480. See “Setup for quadrille” and “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
481. Himself; herself.
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counting them. Suppose you say, well, when you reach to the end, you got ten head and ten foot — 
that's a nice set of quadrille right there!”

“And then you loose them all —”

Dress right away back and hold the line and prepare for that coming bow; 
Grand Meet! Draw. Once more. Partners round. Ladies change away. 
Ladies alone. Balance your own. Partners round. Salute your own. 
Balance contrary head and foot. Partners round. 
Dress back there and hold the line for me, please. 
Grand meet the company.482 Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. Salute your contrary partner, and balance all home. 
Partners round and salute!

“You blow the whistle. That's the merengue. That was the one to let you prove that the ring is well 
set, no mistake.”

“Then you call for Number One. And let me say that you have Number One, Number Two, Number 
Three, Number Four — sometime we use a Number Five — occasionally we use a Number Five or a 
maharp — and then you got the Sixth Figure and the merengue483 to end it. So you would like the 
orders for each figure?”

KAHN: “Sure. That would be marvelous.”

PETERSEN: “We done the merengue so we prove that the ring is well set. So I call to the musicians 
again; I say, ‘Number One.’ They start the Number One — ready for orders; I say —”

Salute your own. Dress back and hold the line. 
Grand meet the company.484 Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. Ladies change away. Ladies change away.

“And they change and they change and they come —”

Ladies alone. Balancez your own. Partners round. Salute your own. 
Balance contrary head and foot. Partners round. 
Salute your contrary partner.

“Then —”

Balance all — right back home to your station.
Balance away. Partners round.

“And then you, “Salute.” The music stop. The Number One finish. And then you going over at the 
Number Two.”

“And each piece of music have the beat. And the beat — you, the floormaster, have to put it in the 
dancers. The livelier the floormaster is, the more livelier the dancers is. It gives the musician a good 
spirit when he has a lively floormaster, and also the dancers. But he has to be spirited. He gives he’s 
order just as how he feel. If he spirited, he give a lively order. Now if he's not spirited, he just — 

482. From the French compagnie.
483. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
484. From the French compagnie.
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sluggish. Just slow in talking and nobody scarcely want to hear what he say anyhow. But if you’s up-
to-date and so, well you call for the Number Two right ready. And as you say, as I said —”

Salute your own, gentlemen! Partners round.

“You say —”

Ladies change away!

“That's right.”

Ladies. Ladies alone. Balancez your own. 
Partners round. Dress right away back on the line. Salute. 
Gentleman from the foot, lady from the head, advance!

“And you dress them back there. When they had enough —”

Dress right away back and hold the line. 
Grand meet. Draw. Once more. Partners round. 
Ladies change away. Ladies alone. 
Balancez your own. Partners round.

“And you ‘Salute!’ The Number Two done.

“So, we going at the Third Figure now. The Third Figure, as usual you say —”

Dress back and hold the line. Grand Meet. Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. Ladies change away. Ladies alone. Balancez your own.

“Now —”

Partners round. Right into right, and prepare for Grand Change.

“If all the dancers acquainted with that, they know what they doing. Then you say —”

Calvary march right. Grand change.

“That's right.”

Grand Change. 

“Go round like in a calvary: you going hand in hand, hand in hand all the time, you know. Calvary 
like. Then when you meet your partner, you say —”

Salute your own! Keep balancing until I say.

“When that bar come again, you say —”

Continue.

“They go round until you meet your station. Then you say —”

Partners round. Ladies change away.

“The ladies they all change. [Tape stop and restart here, but nothing was lost.] Then you say —”

Partners round. Ladies change away. Ladies alone. 
Balancez your own. Partners round. Salute your own. 
Balance contrary head and foot. Partners round. 
Dress back there and hold the line. 
Grand meet the company. Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. Salute your contrary partner then balance everybody home. 
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Balance all home. Partners round.

“And you, ‘Salute.’ You blow your whistle, you stop the music. So that was the Third Figure, 
because there's where you had your Grand Change.”

“And then you go there now to the Fourth Figure. And as custom, you would always remember say 
—”

Salute your own. Dress back and hold the line! 
Grand meet the company. Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. 
Now, gentlemen from the head, take your partner in hand, dance her down to the foot.

“So you take your partner from the head and you dance her go down to the foot —”

Deliver your partner to a contrary partner there.

“You left the one gentleman having two ladies now. And then you say —”

Sashez!485 
Dress right away back. 
Sachez for a second time. 
Right and left turn.

“You turn the two ladies like that — And then you say —”

Gentlemen on one side, ladies on the next.

“So, the gentlemen them from down there come up here. And then all the ladies down on that side 
and the gentlemen here. And then you say —”

Sashez!

“So the ladies and the gentlemen they start to make the ambooshay.486 And you will watch them and 
see how they's doing it — as long as yourself making ambooshay also. Ahem. And then when they 
had enough ___________________ comes the order, you say —”

Salute your own, gentlemen, right left contrary!

“So everybody grab their contrary partner. The fellows from down, they take your contrary partner 
and put her in her place and then —”

To your own partner. Partners round. Dress back and hold the line. 
Grand meet. Draw. Once more. Partners round.

“And you ‘Salute!’ That finish. Number Four finish. We got — sometime we dance a Grand 
Change.”

“Also for the Five Figure, sometime we dance a Grand Change. Or we could ‘balance contrary on 
the right’ with the same Five Figure. And sometime we take a good piece of music we call the 
maharp. The maharp goes just like this —”

Salute your own. 
Dress back and hold the line. 
Grand meet the company.487 

485. Alteration of French chassez. (Vals).
486. Performing (dancing, playing an instrument, etc.) using some special steps or style of one’s own.
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Draw. Once more. 
Partners round. 
Balance your own.

“And then when that beautiful bar come, then you say —”

Now clap! Then beats! Partners round. 
Salute contrary to the right.

“And you go around with that until you reach back home to your station. Depends on how round the 
ring is. You go right around with that until you reach back to your station. Then you:”

Partners round. Balance your own. 
Partners round. Balance contrary head and foot. 
Partners round. Salute your contrary. 
Balance your own home. Partners round.

“And you ‘Salute!’ The maharp done.”

“Then, we have the Sixth Figure. The Sixth Figure, you don't have much order to give, but you could 
make it as, you know, as uniform as you like. You just say —”

Dress back, hold the line. Grand meet. Draw. 
Once more. Partners round. 

“You could say —”

Promenade right.

“They go around hooking you know and —”

Stand fast. Take your lady in hand and dance around the floor.

“Then they take their partner and they dance from that distant right away round to which part488 
they’re supposed to come back and meet their own station. And then, you get them to grand meet 
and draw and once more and partners round, salute. The Sixth Figure done.”

“And then, for merengue, you do that the same. You —”

Partners round

'You — of course — this ‘partners round’ and this ‘grand meet’ is the real orders for the quadrille. 
Yes, and then you have this merengue. And you the floormaster — as I told you — the more touchy 
the floormaster is, the more peppy the music will give him, the musicians would play. The dancers 
also. So a very bright floormaster carries a very good name.”

T063-03 3. ADAM PETERSEN: “And yours truly, Adam Petersen, was doing that for 34 years. I was doing it 
from the time I was seventeen year. And then, I get cut off in 1951, the twenty-fourth of August, a 
Friday afternoon. Oh, I fell from a trailer, and the trailer went across me.”

KAHN: “That really put you out of commission.”

PETERSEN: “Yes, right out of commission. Two years later I came up here as a resident. {I been 
here} twenty-four years. Twenty-four years.”

487. From the French compagnie.
488. Which part = where.
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T063-04 4.  ADAM PETERSEN: “You got to time your music. You know sometime the musician go a bit fast, 
and other time they go slow. You have to call them up as well as you have to cool them off. That beat 
you have to carry with you. When you hear the music, you have to be the man to time your music. 
That's right.”

“I like a very good name. I'm getting that up to now thank God for that. I believe I've lived all my life 
having good names. That's right. I'll give you the chief reason. After my accident, fellows that I teach 
the way of conducting a dance — be a floormaster, they, today, is charging money to conduct a 
dance. A thing that I was doing for thanks. That don't mean that I did not inherit anything! But I've 
never charge.”

“You know, I always figure that when you charge a person, they pay you. It's a possibility that they 
don't have no more use for you. You work for them and they pay you. But when you haven't charged 
them, well, they always remember, not if it's ‘Howdy’ they will send. ‘You know Adam Petersen up 
to Kingshill? He up there yet? Tell him Howdy for me.’ That's something nice to me.”

“That's people that I have done things for and never charged them. Today, they's charging 35 dollars 
and 40 dollars to conduct a set of quadrille. 'Tain't nothing for thanks. And they's people who I teach. 
That's right. And they's getting paid to do it — of course, it's a job too, you know! It's a work — you 
have to work.”

“But I'm saying in my time was no money time. It was just ‘Thanks.’ And such people always 
remember you, not if 'tis with a guava, not if 'tis with a berry! They say, ‘When you go over to 
Jerusalem, give Mr. Petersen this for me.’ Regardless of how simple, they send something and 
always, not if 'tis to say. ‘When you go over to Jerusalem, tell Mr. Petersen Howdy for me. I gon 
come over one of these day, come see him.’ Even that helps. But when I charge you and you pay me, 
you ain't must even say ‘Howdy’ for me. You don't have to remember me. It means if you want me 
you gon pay me again. That's all. And since there's money, I coming. Since money's involved in it, I 
coming! Well!”

“My time wasn't the money time. My time was for thanks. ‘Thank you very much.’ And I say, ‘OK, 
you are welcome.’ And I gone home. That's right!”

“So you see, the time of old is far different to this time. These young people of today, they does not 
take things as they's granting people favor. You have to pay them.”

“Here, now, presently, just in this institution with permission from my administrator, I am teaching 
quadrille up here. I have three groups comes up here regularly for their lesson, for quadrille. Not a 
cent! My folks they say, ‘Man, you going {to} teach them dance for nothing?’ I say, ‘Yes, I get it for 
nothing.’ I didn't had to pay a cent for it. Just my night practice, and the floormaster had liked me. 
But I hadn't money to pay him. That's right. And he give me every ounce of it.”

T064 Adam Petersen II - 1977 (STX)
Date 1977

Location St. Croix, function room at Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged (“Kingshill”).

Interviewer Tony Kahn, recording for the “Virgin Islands Adventure” multimedia show.

T064-01 1. ADAM PETERSEN: “{I} born Crucian.”
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[Speaking of the transfer of the islands from the Danes to the Americans] “I was seventeen years of 
age that time. The transfer was a Saturday. That was the day the Danes give up and the Americans 
take over. It was a general holiday in the Virgin Islands. The first {ceremony} was in St. John, St. 
Thomas, and then the afternoon, they came over here. They brought in the Marines, the gendarmes 
them — That was the Danish — They give up and the Marines had take over. I remember that 
correctly: I had a dance to conduct that very Saturday night at Estate Hope. It had people to the 
dance plenty.489 I tell you there was many crying and all like that.”

“But I know I wasn’t crying: I spent seventeen years with the Dane, and I’ve never been persecuted 
by law. I’ve never had a case in the court where the Danes are concerned —”

“I going tell you the truth. As a young man, I hadn’t had any hard time in the Danes. So I really did 
miss them. As a young man seventeen years of age, I was well accustomed to the Danes: hadn’t any 
hard feelings about them, because as a young man, I always try to be law-abiding.”

T064-02 2. ADAM PETERSEN: “My father was a driver for the Estate Hope and Jerusalem, and after a while, 
then, he was moved from Hope to Jerusalem where he was driver there until around 1920. He die 
1921 anyhow; he got sick and had to be hospitalize several times, and then he die.”

“But then, I was yet anxious to have the presence of somebody’s else, anyhow. So I was one who 
proud of going over to the Americans. If nothing else, they offer free speech: you could explain 
yourself. Even how it was, you had to hide your feelings; you couldn’t talk. Right up here490 was a 
court house; this very building was a court house; they had a fort491 up here. The Danes, you had to 
highly honor them. Of course . . . everybody like to honor people. But if you have to honor a Dane 
man, you will have the best of him. You will have the very best out of him. They likes honor. You 
honor their wife, you honor their children, and all like that. Now I was doing a lot of that.”

“And still, my person that was in charge — or had the estate — they was not Danes. Well, their son 
he born here, but the father came from Ireland or someplace anyhow … it was the Moores. You had 
to honor them anyhow, because that was St. Croix place. The manager could send the watchman 
with you with a letter, if he really wants you to be penalize . . . he {my father} was always ‘Yes, 
master.’ So I had to adopt that principle, too. Of course, I had no hardship it. I inherit a lot of ‘Oh, the 
boy for the driver is a manageable boy.’ I had like to be manageable. I like to hear that.”

T064-03 3. ADAM PETERSEN [describing life under Danish rule and then during labor union movement]: 
“There was villages. The villages were contained of the manager’s house, the overseer house; the 
driver he live in those same villages. So, the person that feel that they can live on this estate, they 
will come and ask for a {room}. {They had} these long row houses, sometimes seven, eight rooms 
together; sometimes three and four; and all like that. Well, a village will contain about sometime 
thirty-odd rooms. And those rooms, people live in them. Those people that live in them, work on the 
plantation, call it on the estate. And then there was three groups: the first, second, and third class. 
The first class, as a boy, I grew up and meet, was twenty cent a day. The second class was fifteen 

489. There were many people at the dance.
490.  Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged
491. Both Christiansted and Frederiksted have a fort that was built during the Danish regime; even after the United States 

purchased the islands, the fort was also where court was held, where people were jailed, and generally symbolized 
government and authority.
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cent a day. And third class was eight cent a day. Now this third class is the children them that is 
going to school, but then, half day school, from eight o’clock to twelve. Then you go home, and you 
get a job on those estate that is carrying third class. ‘Taint every estate carried it. Those estate that is 
carrying third class, the children always go there and put in a half day work. They get four cent. They 
shake up bur grass,492 they pick worm, they’ll slip cottons, they pick cottons — We had a cotton 
plantation here, too, we had cotton growing — Yes they do all the messy, all the small, little work. 

“The second class, they do the second class work. Then the first class, they do the first class work. 
Twenty, fifteen, and eight.”

“And then, in the year 1915 — I don’t know if you have ever heard this before — we had a 
gentleman by the name of D. Hamilton Jackson make a trip to Denmark to speak about us. And 
when he came back from Denmark, he came down here with full power. Then, the salary was raise: 
first class get 35 cent a day; second class, 25; and third class get 15. Right there. And then we have 
been raising until we reach to a dollar a day. Then D. Hamilton Jackson was Editor, President, and 
the Big Shot of St. Croix.”

“Then he leave and he went to the States and leave Mr. de Chabert493 in charge.” Then, Mr. Chabert 
get some lawyer: Granady.494 He get Mr. Granady as lawyer. And when we did hear for ourself, D. 
Hamilton Jackson had to run come back here quickly because Granady had the whole thing to 
himself. As far as everybody see and know, he was running Mr. Chabert; you know, Mr. Chabert 
was a very easy man and all like that. So Jackson had to quickly come back. Leave us at a dollar a 
day. And when he came back, there was a six-week strike. That’s right. And he had to quickly get us 
back to work, for sixty cent a day. If ee didn’t take 60 cent from the companies then, I tell you, we 
would have been in a poor state. Things were much more cheaper; foodstuff was plenty plenty 
cheaper495. Materials was plenty plenty cheaper. Shoes! Well that was a very slow thing in St. Croix. 
Three quart{ers} of the majority used to go barefooted. But when D. Hamilton Jackson make his 
first start, then we had rubbers496 pon top of rubbers. Shoes pon top of shoes. People start to wear 
shoes in the field.497 And you couldn’t be a good worker in the field with shoes on your foot. That’s 
really true. You should be barefooted. ‘Tis mud you working in, you know. ‘Tis mud you’re working 
in. You know when shoes get all dirt how it would be.”

T064-04 4. ADAM PETERSEN [speaking of life on estates before Americans]: “Things was much more 
cheaper: foodstuff, materials. And then, provision were very, very plentiful. When I say provision, I 
mean provision: yam, potato, tanya, tomato, and everything added to it.”

“That same estate that you is living on, give you a small piece of land, say about a tenth of an acre, 
for you to plant your provision. If you is a good worker, you could work about three grounds. It’s 
just for the driver: if you is a good worker and you is able to work, because after you done plant, then 
you have to take care of them until harvest time. And when harvest time, then you got potatoes, and 
everybody that plant . . . there is no selling, because everybody got.”

492. A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus). 
493. See Ralph de Chabert in Chronology.
494. See Granady, Octavius C. in “People”.
495. “Plenty plenty cheaper” = “very very cheap.”
496. Sneakers.
497. Sugarcane field.
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“You got people in town, you could give them a half bag of potato,498 a half bag of yam, tannias,499 
everything! They will give you something in return, but not sell, although there’s a market that you 
can go and make out your things . . . people come who have nobody to give them, they’ll buy too. 
And then besides, you can raise as much stock as you like: pigs, fowl, duck, turkey, whatever you 
wants to raise, raise. You raise your stock. The butchers them come around from Christiansted, 
Frederiksted, and the country district, and buy your stock. After I came to young manhood {I did that 
too}. In fact, I meet my father doing it: raise pigs, fowls, goats. And people come and buy. And he 
was the driver; his pay was 40 cents a day when the ordinary man get 20.”

“The driver500 carry on the work, keep the time of the persons that working. And he’s responsible 
for the field … he leads the work; he carry on the work. He don’t work, but he see you work. If you 
need to be spoken to, he speak to you. That’s the driver.”

T064-05 5. ADAM PETERSEN: “After I stop school, I worked to Hope as a second class, but I do the most 
work to Jerusalem: work in the field. Of course, I must first say, I went to a trade, because my father 
was able to give me a trade, anyhow. He tell me to pick a trade I would like, and I pick a saddler 
trade. You know what’s a saddler: he makes the harness for the animals, and saddle, and bridle, and 
all kind of things for the animal that work in the cart. And he’s called a saddler and you have to go to 
trade for that, you know, to a boss.”

“Of course, I was going on and I get along very nice, and I even had know the boss had like me, and 
all like that. But one morning, I happen to broke two needle, you know, sewing, and probably I must 
be pry a bit too much instead of hauling straight so the two needle break. So, I went away to tell him. 
He tell me which part501 he going put some lick!502 I say, ‘Yeah? Not me.’ I say, ‘Not me.’ Because 
[laughing], I going {to} tell you, there was people around the place that I didn’t want to see me get 
licks. I didn’t mind a couple licks, because I knew he couldn’t kill me: he couldn’t mash me up.503 
But the boss them was privilege to give the scholars them a thrashing just as a schoolmaster in a 
school.”

“The bosses them — carpenter, wheelwright, joiner, and all like that — they used to have boys going 
to learn the trade. And if you have to do them anything, they give you some lashes. And you will 
pray that they don’t report it to your parents, else you get more, because they always feel the boss 
right. If you didn’t do something, you wouldn’t have get licks. So, you try keep it from your parents 
them, and you take the couple lick from you boss.”

“But, then, there was somebody there that I didn’t want them to see me getting licks. And he was 
determined to give me the licks in the presence of the person. And, for that reason, I say, ‘No.’ He 
have never knock me before, but just because those steel needles break, and why he get vex is 
because he was so cheap that he ain’t had no more needles. Then he was on the spot, because the two 
last break now, and he had no more. So cheap. That’s what happen. And I get vex because of his 
cheapness; he could’ve had more needle.”

498. Crucian sweet potato, not the white potato found in the continental United States.
499. An edible tuber (Xanthosoma violaceum) cooked and eaten like potatoes. (Vals)
500. The driver, usually a former laborer, was like a foreman to other laborers on the sugar plantation.
501. Where.
502. A beating.
503. Mash me up = beat me up.
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“I left the trade. And my father was willing to take me back the afternoon to know what was the 
trouble. And I know that it would have still turned out that I was the wrong person, so I tell my 
father, ‘I don’t want any more trade.’ He encouraged me all how.504 If I don’t want to go to this one, 
he will get somebody’s else . . . a saddler . . . I say, ‘No no no, I don’t want to go.’”

“Another reason why I didn’t want to go back to the trade is: There was another young fellow just a 
year or two older than I, and we had plans! I were learning the saddler trade, and he were learning a 
carpenter and a wheelwright. So he would have build the carts: make the wheels. And I would’ve 
been making the harness and coach, paint up buggies and cart, and all like that. So we had plan: 
when we had get out with the trade, we would’ve open a big shop: you bring your cart, you get your 
harness, and you get everything right there! Only had want a good blacksmith to be with us, so we’d 
have had blacksmith, carpentry, wheelwright, and saddler — right there! So when you come with 
you cart and you have your animal and so, you have everything there. But unfortunately his mother 
got sick, and for that reason he had to cut off from his trade and go in the field to work. So I figure, 
well, I could do that too. I ain’t must trade man.”505

T064-06 6. ADAM PETERSEN: “I brought up as a Catholic. My religion is Catholic. As a child, I was baptized 
in the Catholic faith . . . Around eleven, twelve years, I was an acolyte over at that same St. Ann’s 
Barren Spot there for over five or six years; I think I was seventeen years when I stopped serving 
Masses. My father was a Moravian, my mother was a Catholic, and I was baptized to the Catholic 
religion, and I remain a Catholic up to now...”

T065 Agatha Benjamin - Aug 1 and 2, 1979 (STX)
Date August 1 and 2, 1979

Location St. Croix, on the steps of St. Paul's Church in Frederiksted.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule was introduced to Agatha Benjamin by former Senator Walter I. M. Hodge during 
breakfast by the pool at the Frederiksted Hotel; Benjamin was very willing to talk; she is probably in her 
70s, a very sharp dresser, very involved in her church. Cuts 1 through 4 were recorded on a bench on the 
Frederiksted waterfront, St. Croix; cuts 5 through 13 on the steps of St. Paul's Church. 

T065-01 1. Agatha Benjamin discusses masquerades. She says they had masquerades on holidays such as 
Easter, Whit Monday, Christmas, Fourth of July. She describes the Wild Indians, says they had 
feathers in their hats. She especially remembers a gentleman named Swimmer, who used to dress in 
a barrel hoop, “put on something like a KAWNG KAWNG, and dance around with the lace, the 
insertion all around, and then he had a headgear.” They used to call him “Swimmer and the 
Donkey.” She says each group of masqueraders had their own group of musicians, the music was 
string music: flute, guitar, banjo.

504. He encouraged me all how means “He tried everything to get me to commit to learning a trade.”
505. “I ain’t must trade man.” = “I wasn’t meant to be a trade man; I must work in the field.”
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T065-02 2. Agatha Benjamin discusses jig. “I used to see them jigging.” And the women used to get together 
and they say “Heavy boy, heavy boy, come again another day.” “It was a play.506 She says they 
recited, then they sang and danced. She says she was too small at the time to go out with them, but 
her mother could jig, and her mother taught Agatha.

T065-03 3. Agatha Benjamin discusses tea meeting. She says the purpose was to get people together and have 
them learn things. Says the tea meeting sometimes included recitations from Shakespeare. She says 
they served teas and “chocolate” or “cocoa.”

She describes how at one tea meeting, a man came in and meant to say “Order.” but it came out OH 
DOH and that was very funny because it sounded like a man’s name. She describes how she once 
participated in a tea meeting as a character named Silver Leaf, how her outfit was made by a lady 
who lived with her family and how every bit of the outfit was silver. She had a piece to recite, but 
she can’t remember it now.

T065-04 4. Soule asks if Agatha Benjamin knew Ciple. 

AGATHA BENJAMIN: “Yes, I knew Ciple507 very well; he used to sing and play at our home. He 
played with a kerosene pan; you know, a tall tinning — a tin pan. They used to send it here with lard. 
They call it the kerosene pan. And he composed lots of songs” . . . “One of them was Tantan Jennie 
with the paper bag. Tantan Jennie was with a group of other young women. And they went into a 
store.” . . . “That store belong to one lady. She was Miss Benjamin at first — no — she was Miss 
Durant, and then after she married to a man named Mr. Benjamin, then she married to another one 
whose name was _____________ Calixte, he was a Frenchman. Then the last husband was 
Hagemann.”

Benjamin says Mrs. Hagemann went to France regularly to keep herself youthful; Mrs. Hagemann 
was a milliner and made hats to sell, and she imported some, some Panama hats, in her store, and it 
was those hats that Jennie and her cohorts stole. And the store had a clerk by the name of Mr. John 
Klyvert. And the girls stole the hats and went right through the door.

Benjamin says Ciple composed the song, and it said that Tantan Jennie was the head, and she had a 
paper bag, and another brown skin one named Martha King, and Ciple said, “Madame had no time to 
check.” And he said “When Mr. John was checking it down, all the people form around.” But the 
three women who stole the hats said “Madame, we don’t care a damn.” Benjamin says they didn’t 
take the girls to court. “And it was a lovely song.” And he composed it in her mommy’s home. She 
says her mother used to feed him, give him his lunch and supper, and sometimes his breakfast.

Soule asks if Ciple had children. Agatha says she doesn't know if he had children; he was mostly 
alone. James Brewster may know some of his songs.

“Had another man who was taking up his songs , , , his name was Halliday.”

Benjamin says Ciple was tall, dark, handsome, stout, about 5 feet 7.

Benjamin remembers another fellow — younger than Ciple — named Any Two Time. She says she 
knew him too, but he died about 1973 and 1974. She says he used to run errands for people, and 

506. See play in the Glossary.
507. See Ciple in “People”.
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when someone asked him to do something, he’d answer “I’ll do it, I’ll do it. Any two time” and 
that’s how he got his nickname, his “right” name was Peter Hart.

Agatha Benjamin says she doesn't know how Ciple got his name. She says some people called him 
“Sample.” 

T065-05 5. Agatha Benjamin describes some medicinal herbs. [She has a bunch of herbs with her.] She 
discusses Ginger Thomas and how it is the “head” plant of the Virgin Islands [the official flower of 
the Virgin Islands]. She describes how to make bush bath; says you have to use three kinds of water: 
rain water, water from a spring or from a hydrant, and ocean water not from the shore, but from 
somewhere further out. 

Benjamin describes how to make bush tea, says you have to be careful not to “draw too much” — 
must use only three sprigs. 

Benjamin names some other bush for bath. Mentions Spanish Needle, Minnie Root. Says some of 
these are disappearing from St. Croix due to development. She says you must take a bush bath only 
after you have washed with soap, then you take the bush bath and you don’t dry your skin afterward. 
She says you can use hibiscus too. 

Benjamin says that when making bush tea, you mustn't draw too much. Best if you don’t boil it at all, 
just cover the leaves with hot water, and take it with sugar, no milk. She says bush tea can be 
poisonous if boiled. She says after you pour on the water, you should let it settle for an hour.

Benjamin describes some of the bush she has with her. Mentions Creole Senna, which the aliens call 
Cattle Tongue . . . not to be confused with a bush the native Crucians call Cattle Tongue.

Benjamin mentions Sweet Scent and says it’s good for getting rid of a cold, but you must make the 
tea using only three leaves. Not? Creole Senna, sometimes called Senna.

Benjamin says you shouldn’t drink Black Wattle tea if you have heart problems.

Benjamin says St. John Bush only grows in the country. She also says that Inflammation bush is 
good for sprains and for cancer: if you take it in the early stage of cancer, the cancer will go away. 
She says Soursop tea is good for headaches: you can even take 3 fresh leaves and tie them around 
your head. She says soursop is also good for fevers.

T065-06 6. Agatha Benjamin says her mother told her stories about Bru Rabbit, Bru Goat, and others. She tells 
the story of Bru Nansi, Bru Tekuma and the Cattle Belly; says Bru Nansi was a spider; other Bru 
Nansi stuff.

T065-07 7. Agatha Benjamin discusses fish calls of fish ladies in Christiansted. She remembers hearing them 
call “Fry and boil!” “Grouper!” “Congo!” “Fry and boil, ladies!”

T065-08 8. Agatha Benjamin says that cariso was “a native folk song.” She claims that Ciple's songs were 
cariso,508 and that now we call the same type of song “calypso.” 

“The older folks used to have a keg like a little barrel, a small barrel. And they will beat on that keg 
while they sang. And they didn't quarrel very much with each other. When you did them anything 

508. See Ciple in “People”.
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that was wrong, they look at you from head to foot and they composed a song about you! And that 
lasts forever. Even though you die, somebody remembers the song.”

Benjamin says it used to be women that sang. [She points out a woman walking by on the sidewalk; 
the woman is dressed in red and white.] She says they composed a song about her when she was 
younger. She was living with some other girls because her mother was dead. The girl she lived with 
was a cook whose name was Hyacinth Henry, but we used to call her “Eye of the World.” She has 
like a “cast” eye. They composed this song about Darkie, whose real name is Odelia.

Agatha Benjamin sings Darkie Eat the Fowl Wing.

BENJAMIN [singing]:

We call her Eye of the World. Her name was Hyacinth.
She was the cook for the day.
Eye of the World. Her name was Hyacinth.
She was the cook for the day.

What the ___________ I going to tell them people? 
Darkie steal the fowl wing. 
What the hell I going to tell those people? 
Darkie steal the fowl wing.

Look under the cellar, you will find the fowl feather. 
Darkie yet the fowl wing. 
Look under the cellar, you will find the fowl feather. 
Darkie gone with the wing. 

Agatha Benjamin says James Brewster knows this song, as well as Ram Goat and Jackass [Mr. 
Moore Your Jackass in Me Yard] — he learned these songs from he mother.

Agatha Benjamin mentions again that Darkie is still alive, and how when Hyacinth left the house, 
Darkie ate most of the food that had belonged to the people Hyacinth cooked for.

T065-09 9. AGATHA BENJAMIN: “And they didn’t quarrel with each other as the people of today. They just 
composed songs. Which was even worse, because it was a continuation from life to death. When you 
die, although you dead, it still remain on record: somebody sang it afterwards.”

“Anyhow, Ciple509 composed this [Tantan Jennie] in our home. . . . He called my mama “Mama 
King.” . . . He say “Mama King, get me a kerosene pan.” . . . A kerosene pan was one of these high 
pans. . . . Lard came in those pans — tinning — or they used to bring lard in it, lard. And so when 
you take out all the lard, they sold the pan. Sometime the shopkeeper will give it to you if you were a 
good customer.”

Agatha Benjamin says that her mother said “I’m gonna get those boys —” You see, they had boys, 
before they _____________, they go around, and if they know there’s places where there’s water, 
and full your bath pans for washing. Now, these pans you have and you just gave them a show ticket, 
if they want food, you give them, give them enough money to buy what they want. That’s how we 
used to live in the past years.

509. See Ciple in “People”.
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“Well, he [Ciple] started out like this . . .  Had the pan knocking.” 

BENJAMIN [singing]:

Tantan, she with the paper bag
Martha King with the pair of specs
Madame had no time to check.
Martha King with the pair of specs
Madame had no time to check.

“It’s a pity that my voice is horse.” 

Agatha Benjamin explains that Mr. John was the clerk for the store. Explains where store was. Says 
that the high brown lady who owned the store [Mrs. Hagemann] used to make nice ice cream, and 
parched peanuts, and cakes. People used to go there after the cinema and buy what they wanted.

BENJAMIN [singing]:

While Mr. John was checking it down, 
All the girls form around 
While Mr. John was checking it down, 
All the girls form around 
Madame, Madame, we don’t care a damn.

“They said they don’t care a damn. And they stole the Panama hats.”

T065-10 10. Agatha Benjamin says Sankeys were written by Ira Sankey. Sometimes they still sing them at her 
church, for example, What a Friend I Have in Jesus.

T065-11 11. Agatha Benjamin describes Gentleman John. “Gentleman John! I could remember him! Gentleman 
John used to sing songs and be in the masquerading troupe. He used to have an old parasol, a old 
funny parasol — a broken one. And he used to put a padding in his bowels. And they used to say, 
‘Gentleman is big in the waist.’ And he used to sing a lot of songs.”

“There was a song about him.”

BENJAMIN [singing]:

John, John, Gentleman John.
I don’t care if the ___________ break down.
Sufficient I get a place to lie down.

Agatha Benjamin describes how people say some spirits had come from down the island in a 
demijohn, and after they arrived in St. Croix, they got away, and they were in Christiansted to 
Company Street, and they were saying “I want to go home.” Then Gentleman John and some others 
composed a song about the spirits, and how they wanted to go home to their native land, Antigua or 
somewhere.

BENJAMIN [singing]:

I want to go home. I want to go home.
I want to go back to my native land. I want to go home.
I don’t care if the ___________ break down.
Sufficient I get a place to lie down.
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I want to go home. I want to go home.

BENJAMIN: “___________ ___________. Because he lived in the country — he used to come to 
town, masquerading around. And he had this parasol with the broken sticks, up.” And an old black 
hat and an old black shift. And he danced, but he was a fine-looking darkie, with a nice straight nose. 
And he stepped up with the beat of the rumba. I think I see he coming up King Street now.”

T065-12 12. Agatha Benjamin describes “crop done.” She says it was a celebration between February and March 
when they had planted the cane and it was ready to be sent to the mill to be turned into sugar. They 
sang songs, and had johnny cake, crab and rice. The celebration involved lots food and a “coal 
liquor” that was served in calabashes.

T065-13 13. Soule asks Agatha Benjamin if she knows about David and Goliath. “Oh sure. When I was a little 
girl. It’s a biblical play. It's not an ordinary play510 as the other masqueraders. It has something to do 
with the Bible.” Goliath would come out and make his speech. She recites some of Goliath’s speech. 
Describes how David got the stones. “Grand shout. Philistinian shout” She hums some of the song. 
And some drumming. She says they hum “a dead march.” 

Agatha Benjamin says they used to do it at Christmas time. “They wore costumes! Goliath was well 
dressed! He was dressed in the days of old. They had like camel skin and feathers in the hat — the 
outfit. Oh, he was nicely dressed!” 

Benjamin says there were about ten players and a drummer. Says she also saw it as a growing girl.

BENJAMIN: “They don't have it anymore, since they have the Carnival. Y'see? All the 
masqueraders go with the Carnival. You don't have single masquerading anymore, but it was nicer 
when they had single masquerading.”

Agatha Benjamin says a “queen” was the head of each troupe and when the queen rang a bell, the 
other members of the troupe followed her. 

T066 Ida Joseph I - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 11:00 AM.

Location Ida Joseph’s store in Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule.

Soule and McIntosh visited Ida Joseph in her store on King Street in Frederiksted, St. Croix. Joseph's 
store is a small, one-room place, selling mostly clothes and sewing supplies; her two grandchildren, 
Teddy (around 6 years) and Elizabeth (around 4 years), were present (sitting and laying on the rug). This 
was at least the fourth attempt that Soule and Sylvester McIntosh had made at recording Ida Joseph. She 
had always sent us away, but this day, she let us stay and record, although she wouldn't let Soule put the 
microphone on her, hence this is a poor quality recording. 

Ida Joseph knows a lot of songs and usually sings one or two to McIntosh whenever she runs into him. 
On this day, she had a page of notes, or a list of songs, that she referred to occasionally.

510. See play in the Glossary.
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T066-01 1. Ida Joseph tells the story of D. Hamilton Jackson. She says he was a teacher who turned politician 
and went to Denmark and came back, and was editor of The Herald newspaper. She says there was a 
labor strike in 1916. She says the plantation owners didn’t want to pay the workers any more. A man 
named Schmiegelow511 — they used to call him “John Hog” — sent a telegram to Denmark, asking 
them to send for a warship to quell the riot in Santa Cruz. But when the warship came, they didn’t 
find any riot.

JOSEPH sings about Liberty Day, the First of November, and the Valkyrien:

“Then they say —” 

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

It was Liberty Day on the First of November,512 
Mr. Sorenson513 the La Grange administrator
They sent a telegram home for a warship to quell the riot in Santa Cruz.
They sent a telegram home for a warship to quell the riot in Santa Cruz.

We have no savages in our native island.
We have peaceful and hard-working men.
But when the battleship entered in the harbor,
It met us without shoes on our feet.

They arrive in Santa Cruz on a Saturday afternoon.
Tra la la...

“That is quelbé. Cariso is something else.”

T066-02 2. IDA JOSEPH: “Like if two people had a quarrel, and the one want to tell the other something, you 
know. Instead of going out and start yelling all over the place, they made a song of it. And too, if 
conditions weren’t right, and they wanted to correct it, they make a song about it, too. Somebody — 
maybe a set of people was picking on another person, so they —”

Ida Joseph sings Let He Lone.

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Let he lone, oh all you let he lone
Now you better let me cuñado514 ‘lone ‘cause he born yah pon the island.

If we never take the blind515 off,
If we never take the blind off,
If we never take the blind off,
All we may go hide ahm.

511. Pronounced SWEE LOH. See Schmiegelow in Chronology.
512. November 1, 1915 was the first official day of the existence of the St. Croix Labor Union, and also the day the first edition 

of the Union’s newspaper, The Herald, was published. For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.
513. Pronounced SHUN SUHN. See Sorenson in Chronology.
514. Spanish for a very close friend or relative.
515. Blinders.
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“Then you got Lizabeth. That's another one. That's a cariso. Now this woman, she were going to a 
dance and I guess she borrow somebody petticoat.”

“Then you had the music that went with that. You had — like I were telling you about Lizabeth...

Ida Joseph sings Lizabeth, You Bajan Man-a-War.516

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Lizabeth, you Bajan man-a-war
You going down ah where you go dance
Take care me petty coat tail.
Petticoat with insertion lace, mind me petticoat tail.
WEH NAH Bajan man gon turn you round,
Take care me petticoat tail.

“Then you got the drum.” [She imitates the drum.]

Look ah here, look ah here...

“Then the tambourine which was a different instrument to what they got now. What they call a 
tambourine. We call it a TAM BREEN. And that would be going OOOOOH...”

“Then somebody will be saying — when they start to dance — they get on some . . . ‘Half 
right!’”517

MCINTOSH: “Half right?”

JOSEPH: “Of course. ‘Half right.’”

T066-03 3. Ida Joseph introduces and sings the quelbé about Mr. Colbann. 

IDA JOSEPH: “Then you had the song about Mr. Colbann;518 this man he was going home; but at 
the time, Bethlehem, Lower Bethlehem, there was the gut, which was a body of water that run all 
year round. It’s not a river, because it’s not big. But it ran all year round, and then when we got 
heavy rain, it was impassable, because there wasn’t a bridge over it or anything. “

“But this man was riding in his horse and cart, and he decided to cross this gut. So, when he got 
halfway, the body of water started shoving him farther down, down toward the gut, and then he 
would go down through Bethlehem Gut and Fair Plain and then into the sea. Because the gut, they 
used to carry people away at the time. So when he found the horse and cart was being washed away, 
he held on to a mango tree. So the people them, they made a song of it. This a quelbé.”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Old Colbann never had no right to drive he cart by the fan mill519 site.
The horse and the cart, the jackass and all, gone down by the lagoon mouth.

The two black bread, the one goldfish, all gone in the lagoon mouth.

516. A hussy; a woman seeking sexual attention.
517. Soule asked a number of Crucians for the meaning of the phrase “half right,” but no one was familiar with it. However, 

after listening to Ethel McIntosh’s description of dancing cariso (T113-07), Soule is fairly certain that this was a move 
used in cariso dancing, especially because Ms. Joseph is using the phrase while recalling a cariso.

518. See Colbann, Ferdinand in “People”.
519. The fan mill is the iron water mill that provides water for the cattle in the fields. 
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Two black bread, the one goldfish, gone down the lagoon mouth.

Mary Colbann, hold the light. Let me dig your man out the lagoon mouth.
The biggest of the crab, the fattest of the crab, gone down in the lagoon mouth.

“So he saved himself by holding onto the tree.”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

All the people them a run come see, Colbann holding to the mango tree.

T066-04 4. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH sings Before Prohibition about a still: 

Before Prohibition years ago, Raymond and Carroll had a still. 
Peter Lewis went to Kingshill Police Station. 
They say, look how the rum pouring down. 
Run Raymond run.

Ida Joseph says the melody used to be to a song named Pull Your Stockings Up a Little Higher (Just 
an Inch Above Your Knee).”

T066-05 5. Ida Joseph says that people don’t tell stories anymore because they have radio and TV. She says 
people used to sit outside at night, especially during the summer months. One person would tell a 
story, and then another person would tell one. By the time they were finished, it was time to go to 
sleep.

Ida Joseph describes Bru Nansi.520

IDA JOSEPH: “This fellow, Bru Anansi, he seemed to be a smart fellow. And he was always on the 
winning side, you know. But he was full of tricks. He was a treacherous fellow. You couldn’t believe 
anything he said.”

Ida Joseph tells the story of Bru Nansi Marrying the King's Daughter. Nansi wanted to marry the 
king daughter but the people said that she was supposed to die the same night she was married. And 
her husband would also have to bury with her. [She makes Nansi’s voice a high-pitched lisp.]

Ida Joseph says that Nansi agreed to bury with she, but he had no intention of burying with she under 
a gobi tree.521 Nansi hired ground lizard for a whole bag of flies to be the parson. Ground lizard 
went up in the gobi tree. Time for funeral came, and Nansi professed to be still wanting to get buried 
with his wife.

Ida Joseph says that after Nansi professed his wishes, then Ground Lizard spoke in a deep voice from 
up in the tree, and said “Since I made the world, I never made the living to bury with the dead.” So 
they panicked and told Bru Nansi he couldn’t bury with the dead wife. [Distortion when she speaks 
loudly.] When ground lizard come to get he pay, Nansi eat him.

T066-06 6. Ida Joseph tells a Bru Anansi story: How Bru Anansi Caught Ground Dove. How Anansi couldn’t 
catch Ground Dove because he had wings and could fly away. Anansi found a place with an inner 
room with a dumpling tree. Anansi set up a contest to see who could go the longest without eating. 

520. See “Stories” in the Introduction.
521. Calabash tree.
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Anansi stayed in the inner room with the dumpling tree; Bru Ground Dove was in the outside room. 
Anansi was stuffing himself on the dumpling tree. Bru Ground Dove died of hunger, and Anansi 
sang a song and ate Ground Dove with a piece of bread.

T066-07 7. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH sings Where Did You Get That Hat?522

Where did you get that hat? Where did you get that tie?
Isn’t it a dandy one and just in the proper style.
I’d really like to have one, the very same as that.
Wherever I go, they’d shout “Hello, where’d you get that hat?” 

When I was a little boy, my old grandfather died.
If I would have his fortune, I must always wear a tie.
Whenever they would see me, they’d say “Oh, what is that?”
Wherever I go, they shout “Hello, where’d you get that hat?”

T066-08 8. Ida Joseph tells five jumbie stories.

IDA JOSEPH: “You got the jumbie523 story, too.”

Ida Joseph says that someone was walking between Christiansted and the middle of the country at 
night, and they saw a very tall man, couldn’t even see his head. The jumbie said, “Good Night, You 
mustn't walk so late . . . when I leave Jerusalem it was 12:00.”

Ida Joseph goes on to say that then you had the fellow with the watchhouse,524 like near Castle 
Coakley.525 A man went in the watchhouse to escape the rain and a jumbie came in also to escape 
rain.

Ida Joseph describes Jumbie musicians with tambourine526 and drum in the middle of the road. She 
imitates the music. And a man with a catwhip to disperse something in a hurry. One jumbie yell 
“Half right!” The man fire the catwhip; the whole thing break up.

Ida Joseph says the jumbies were singing “Oh Granny, clean out your jar, Christmas a coming.”

Ida Joseph says that at Estate Windsor — but there is no more Estate Windsor; it’s all bush now —, 
driver was David Martin — a tall fellow. One night the dancing house was lighted up — the type 
they used to build with coconut branches. He saw jumbies in there having a dance. He drove them 
out using a catwhip.

T066-09 9. Ida Joseph discusses religion. You got the old-time prayer meeting, St. Thomas, St. Croix, and 
Tortola. They had their own spirituals. A man named Moorehead went to St. Thomas. At that time, 
the people who worked on the wharf had a union and they had union money. This Moorehead found 

522. British Music Hall song. Sometimes attributed to Joseph J. Sullivan, 1888; other times to James Rolmaz, 1901. Published 
in Wehman's Universal Songster - complete collection of 61 volumes of Music Hall, Theater, Irish, Sentimental, Comic, 
Nostalgic, Inspirational & Historic Old Songs.

523. Ghost.
524. Watchhouses were small structures near the plantation entrance where people kept guard. See “watchhouse” in the 

Glossary.
525. A sugar plantation named Estate Castle Coakley.
526. See “Masquerade jig musical instruments” in the Introduction.
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out about it. Then there was a fire, and then Moorehead and the money were gone. So they held a 
prayer meeting.

Ida Joseph sings Judgement Day Is A-Rolling.

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Judgement Day is a-rolling round.
Judgement Day is a-rolling, rolling.
Oh my soul beloved, get ready for the Judgement Day.

“Then you got to clap”. She continues singing Oh Beloved Get Ready, but with clapping too —

Oh beloved get ready, beloved get ready, for the day to come.
You better be converted, converted, converted. 
You better be converted before that day.
Come poor sinners, escape eternal fire,
But you can’t stand the trial on that great day.
You’ll run to the rocks and mountains, and mountains, yeah.
You’ll run to the rocks and mountains, and mountains on that great day.
Come poor sinners, escape eternal fire,
But you can’t stand the trial on that great day.

“There’s a Crucian one —”

Ida Joseph sings Where You Been When the Lord Been Passing By?

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Mister, where you been when the Lord been passing by?
He been here, and He been here, and He bless ah-wee527 soul ‘til he gone.
And He been here, and He been here, and He bless my soul ‘til he gone.

T066-10 10. IDA JOSEPH: “You had this fellow, Lord Rodister, who was at the queen's court . . . One morning he 
was taking a walk and the queen was coming . . . and there was a puddle.”

Ida Joseph say he didn’t put his coat in a puddle like Sir Walter Raleigh.

IDA JOSEPH: “The queen say —”

IDA JOSEPH [reciting]:

Squares and rules hide many a fools.

“Lord Rodister replied —”

IDA JOSEPH [reciting]:

Silk and scarlet hide many a harlot.
Good day to you, Queen Charlotte. __________________528

527. Our.
528. Possibly a reference to “The Great Harlot”, “dressed in purple and scarlet”, in the Bible (Revelations 17: 1-6).
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T067 Ida Joseph II - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 11:00 AM.

Location Ida Joseph’s store in Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

Circumstances Same as T066.

T067-01 1. IDA JOSEPH: “They they used to play ring, man. Yeah they used to play that too. Remember the Up 
Solee?”

MCINTOSH: “No, me no member that one.”

IDA JOSEPH: “You didn't play Up Solee Balancez Bay Lah, A jump a jump?”

I jump at jump
Balance BAY LAH

Jump a town
Balance BAY LAH

I drink me rum
Balance BAY LAH

Tumble down
Balance BAY LAH

Head hurt me
Balance BAY LAH

Belly hurt me 
Balance BAY LAH

Back hurt me
Izzybella
Balance BAY LAH

McIntosh mentions that the little boy in the shop, perhaps Ms. Joseph’s grandson, likes this rhyme. 
Joseph says he used to laugh when she sang it when he was little.

MCINTOSH: “I used to love it. My mother used to do all them things.”

IDA JOSEPH: “Yeah, they get out of doors and they’d hold his hands and form a ring. And then they 
would sing these songs. Some of these things was like a game of hide and seek — where you had to 
catch the person, try to catch them, and things like that.”

T067-02 2. IDA JOSEPH: “See now, if you had a quarrel with somebody and you want to tell them something, 
you sing like Emma Fowl Face,529 you know?”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Emma fowl face, let me lone. What the hell I got for you?

529. Soule asked several Crucians about the meaning of this song. One person suggested that Emma may have been a prostitute 
who often hosted sailors (ships) and bragged about it. The same person suggested that heavy sensation could imply that 
Emma was ill with venereal disease and was about to die.
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You Bajan530 wretch, you get so fine. You got one ship, you say ‘tis nine.
Wake me, shake me, don't let me sleep too late.
But the girl with the heavy sensation gon knock at the Golden Gate.

“But this one, yah531 pon me word —”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

I goin up in the yard. I going to go let the manager know
How them a drink up all the congo root to throw them belly.532

Go home, go home, oh, go home Kinila533 Andrew.
Go home, go home, Kinila, go home ah your mama.

MCINTOSH: “That's what they used to use, Congo Root?”534

JOSEPH: “That's what they say.”

“Now you had this Eat, Drink, Spree, and Merry. You know that one?”

“Yeah, well we had people from Antigua, St. Kitts, Nevis, Barbados. They even had some from 
Montserrat, you see? Here. And everybody lived in peace. I mean, there were no bother. There was 
this fellow, he used to gamble — some of his children and grandchildren over the place here, you 
know — so I won’t call his name. So, when he gamble and lose the money, Saturday — like 
tomorrow — if he had enough money left, when he go to town, he a buy a half-bottle, they used to 
call it a pocket-piece of rum. He come home now — they got these red fuller handkerchiefs, and they 
got it round they neck. Now that thing is to hold in a raw bread, you know the bread them — these 
titi bread — they call them a raw bread and he put that — he chook that, push the boastick through 
that thing, hold it over his shoulder now while he going home. So now when he get home now 
tonight, he ain't got no money to gamble, he going sing, his guitar. He's singing now —”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

What's the use to bank your money when your money got wings to fly? 
He say eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die.
He say, so you live, so you die, that is the reason why —
You must eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die. 

Ida Joseph sings “another Bajan one —” [Evangelina.

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

One Monday morning when the rain was falling
Chance of losing my life.
I met a little girl they call Evangelina, ask her to be my wife.
Now she gone, she got another fellow, good Lord I don't know.
I still care for she, I still love she, but though she do me wrong,
Although she do me wrong.

530. Bajan refers to a person from Barbados.
531. Here.
532. To abort.
533. Kinila is a girl’s name.
534. They used Congo Root, a local bush, to make a tea. Apparently if a pregnant woman drank enough of the tea, she would 

abort.
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But I don't know, it may be the last time I pass by she door.
But I don't know, but the Lord he knows.
Goodbye, Evangelina, goodbye.

Bye-bye Evangeline, goodbye.
You going to leave me since yourself and me can't agree.
What the hell you come to make a fuss over me for?
Bye-bye Evangelina, 
Goodbye, you're going to leave me
Goodbye, Evangelina, goodbye. 

T067-03 3. IDA JOSEPH: “Your aunt was called your “tantoo.” That was your aunt. And if you had to talk to 
somebody older than yourself — if it was a man, you were BIY JAN.535 And if it was a woman, you 
were SEE LEE SAH.536 And that was a mark of respect!”

T067-04 4. IDA JOSEPH: “Get ahm yah.” 537

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “OH, get ahm yah.”

[Soule is having trouble understanding conversation between Joseph and McIntosh.]

MCINTOSH: “{It} mean, get it here. Pon me word, you never get ahm yah for nothing.”

JOSEPH: “Means you wouldn’t get it for nothing.”

MCINTOSH: “Wouldn't get it here for nothing.”

JOSEPH: “And then if somebody tell you, you know, ‘If you bother me, I'll give you what Paddy 
[Moore] give the drum!’ You know what Paddy give the drum? A beating!”538

McIntosh recalls hearing the expression when he was small. Said his mother would spit on the 
ground and say, “Don’t let that spit dry before you come back from the shop, otherwise you get what 
Paddy give the drum.’ Paddy Moore. And they say he had well beat that drum...” 

T067-05 5. IDA JOSEPH sings Let We March:

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Let we march, come let we march.
Let we march, come let we march.
Let we march, come let we march.
I going pon the King Wharf,539 I don't want no larum.540

All me kind friends tell he for me,
Been ninety-seven cent a suit and a half.
I work 'til I tired, I work 'til I weary,

535. Soule asked several Crucians about this expression; none had heard it before.
536. Soule asked several Crucians about this expression; none had heard it before.
537. TBD: Crucian help needed to properly transcribe this phrase.
538. This is the same Joseph “Paddy” Moore recorded on tapes T061 and T062.
539. “King Wharf” was the name of the old Frederiksted pier.
540. Alarm; melee.
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And now in me old age ee leave me to starve.

“Then you hear the drum —”

[McIntosh imitates the drum.]

Soule asks about women singing cariso.

JOSEPH: “Yeah, but they had men too. They used to beat the drum. You know, they used to have 
what you call a cariso keg in the cart. That was New Year's — when the New Year's morning, they 
come out early in the morning — Christmas, the day after Christmas. But then the one with the drum 
and the flute, he gon come to the door and he gon start to sing Good Morning, you know?”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Good morning, good morning,
I wish you a Merry Christmas. Good morning,
Compliments of the season. Good morning,
And I wish you a happy Christmas. Good morning,
And a very merry new year. Good morning.
And I wish you could be a governor. Good morning.
You could go home to Copenhagen. Good morning.
And you come out to be a governor. Good morning.
Good morning, Manager Moses. Good morning.

“You see, that's the cariso group now. They come, with the thing, they gon wish you all them thing 
you know. See? Even if they didn't mean it.”

T067-06 6. IDA JOSEPH: “See, Christmas Eve used to be when people did the last of the Christmas shopping 
and prepare the sweetbread and cakes and things like that. And then there was a lot of noise, you 
know, like blowing balloons and things like that in the street. It was very noisy until the church bells 
start ringing. Then it became quiet and people went to church. Then after service was over, people 
come out of church and wish each other Merry Christmas. Then they go home and the serenaders, 
they came to serenade, you see? Nobody'll be sleeping, they'd be in their house and they hear in front 
the door, like people who come to serenade. And they would say, they might start with ‘There's a 
stranger at the door.’ As well, if it was in the country, and they went to serenade the manager, the 
plantation manager, they would begin by singing Awake. They would get under the window and 
they would sing Awake.”

Master and Mistress, awake, awake, awake.
Master and Mistress, awake, awake, it is morn.

“But then there's a big choir. Then they go to children and servants, Awake. The same. Then they 
would say —”

Oh, the happy bells are ringing
And the happy children singing
There's a star in Bethlehem shines bright.
Good morn. Good morn. Good morn.
We are only come to say Good morn.
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“Now that didn't come out the book. That was just, you know ... Then there was — come to the part 
‘Come let us go to Bethlehem.’ But the other part didn't come out the book. Then somebody would 
say — a fellow with a big voice, he'd say —” 

Ida Joseph sings Oh, Jerusalem.

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

I set watchman upon the wall.

“The others would say —”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

Oh, Jerusalem!
They shall never hold their peace.
Neither day nor night. Go thru the gates, prepare ye the way.
Prepare ye the way of his people.

Cast out the highways. Cast out the highways.
Cast out the highways and gather up thy standard.

[McIntosh joins in.]

Lift up thy standard. Lift up thy standard.
Lift up thy standard among thy people.

Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Amen.
Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Amen.

Amen. Amen. Amen. Ah-Ah-men.

“All right. They let you in now. They open the door. You go in. You said —'

IDA JOSEPH [reciting]:

I wish you health. I wish you wealth. I wish you generous score.
I wish you a heaven after death. I just can't wish you more.

“That's the singers, the religious ones....” [tape run out?]

T067-07 7. IDA JOSEPH: “They had the Virgin Islands Christmas Carols. They had nothing to do with holy 
night and silent night. Some of them, they read passages of scripture in the Bible. Like the one, ‘I set 
watchman upon the wall.’ Those scriptures came out the Bible. Then they had the A-B-C.”

A is for Angel who praises the Lord. 
B is for Bible, God's most Holy Word. 

“I almost forget that. From A to Z. You had A for Adam. That was another one.”

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

A is for Adam, the first man God create.
B is for Bethlehem where Christ was born.
C is for Cain who killed his brother Abel.
D is for Daniel who was cast in the lion den.
E is for Elijah who was taken up to heaven.
F is for the flood that drownded the world.
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G is for Goliath the giant slain by David.
H is for Hannah who gave her son to the Lord.

“And then it went all the way down to Z...”

MCINTOSH: “I never heard that one before.”

[Some conversation follows.]

T067-08 8. IDA JOSEPH: “Then you got the other song, you know, Duncan, I show you [McIntosh] that.”

MCINTOSH: “I know some of the words...”

JOSEPH: “You got this fellow, what’s-his-name, he was a composer too.”

MCINTOSH: “Who?”

JOSEPH: “Phonso Joseph, man.”

MCINTOSH: “Oh.”

JOSEPH: “He composed — but they were mostly waltzes. She's Lost and Gone Forever — you 
ever hear that one? And then there's the other one, ‘The girl is a girl...’ That ain't a waltz. ‘The girl is 
a girl I really love, nobody knows but me?’”

MCINTOSH: “I hear that. Tittie? Tittie's the girl?”

JOSEPH: “Huh?”

MCINTOSH: “Tittie?”

JOSEPH: “No. What's her name? Hillie. Hillie.”

MCINTOSH: “Oh, right, right, right. Hillie.”

SOULE: “How does that one go? “

Ida Joseph sings The Girl is the Girl I Really Love.541 

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

The girl is a girl that I really love. Nobody knows but me.
The girl is a girl that I really love. No one know but me.
The girl is a girl that I really love. No one knows but me.
But the only thing that bother my mind, she went in the yard with Block.542

Soule asks about the song about Duncan.

JOSEPH: “Duncan?”

MCINTOSH: “Well this is Duncan what had live up yonder, they were singing about?”

JOSEPH: “No, I don’t think it’s he. Because he was not a stupid man. _____________ this Duncan. 
But you see, ‘Tain’t all jackass named Robin is the same!’543 You know, you McIntosh — some 
other McIntosh do something, they put it on you.”

Ida Joseph sings Sit Down Duncan.

IDA JOSEPH [singing]:

541. Almost identical to Tittie's the Girl I Really Love.
542. A man’s name. Compare to Miss Bea Mapsey’s version.
543. TBD: Is this a proverb?
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Sit down, Duncan boy. Sit down to the door.
Sit down to mind the house until I come.
And if I get five cents, I will give you two cents.
Cause the other three I could pay the house rent.

T067-09 9. IDA JOSEPH: “Master McDermon, 544 no law for me, like you law for Waterloo.”

Sylvester McIntosh says he heard somebody singing “Come law for me, like you law for Master 
Loo.”

JOSEPH: “No. You see, it was the Fireburn. And then they claim that McDermon used to treat the 
people, he used to treat his well, you know. So, they had no plans to burn his estate or anything. That 
was on your way to Martin Marietta there — across from Machuchal, you know?” 

MCINTOSH: “Profit?”545

JOSEPH: “Yeah, well, the same thing there they call it Machuchal now. At one time that were Profit 
graveyard. They ain’t nothing but graves in there. And the whole thing used to be bush, you know. 
You hit the church and you look down there, that’s a set ah bush gone all the way there, used to be. 
Well, when you going facing the south, on the left hand side, is ah like a little hill. You might see 
some tombs there, you know, with something like a heavy chain or something, a little gate to open. 
That was where some of the McDermons bury, you know. That used to be Miss Hoffman them 
grandfather, the mother father. Well, their estate was Spanish Town, Clifton Hill, where they are 
now. And some of the estate gone, they sell it. That’s where they used to be. So McDermon used to 
treat them well, so they had no plans to burn his estate. But he didn’t like them burning the other 
people estate, so he start to talking. So they tell him — they mean he should shut up, you know. So 
they tell him, ‘Massa McDermon, no law for me,546 like you law for Waterloo.’”547

MCINTOSH: “Waterloo? I hear Masterloo.”

JOSEPH [singing]: 

Massa McDermon, no law for me, like you law for Waterloo.
Massa McDermon, no law for me, like you law for Waterloo.

If all we money no raise this year, the war commence again.
If all we money no raise this year, we make another war.

“Then you had —” 

Ida Joseph sings Punchinella.

JOSEPH [singing]: 

Punchinella oh,
That what make your belly big so?

544. Unable to find a manager named “McDermon” around the time of the Fireburn. Another version of this song (T053-07) 
refers to a “McDonell.” Further research needed to determine to whom the song refers. The reference to Waterloo is also 
unclear and has been interpreted a number of ways. Some think it implies that if the war commences again, it will be like 
the battle of Waterloo. Others believe that Waterloo was a person’s name.

545. Estate Profit.
546. “law for me” = represent me; plead my case.
547. The reference to Waterloo is also unclear and has been interpreted a number of ways. Some think it implies that if the war 

commences again, it will be like the battle of Waterloo. Others believe that Waterloo was a person’s name.
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Corn flour548 water make me belly big.549 

Punchinella oh,
That what make your belly big so?
Corn flour water make me belly big. 

Ida Joseph sings Where the Dane Man Gone Go Hide?

JOSEPH [singing]: 

So where them Dane man going to hide?
Under KEH NEHL550 ball.
But where them Dane man going to hide?
Under KEH NEHL ball.

T067-10 10. IDA JOSEPH: “Then you had — ‘Many years ago I hear the people say, The Yankee going to take 
over the land.’ Never hear that?”

Ida Joseph sings Yankee Going to Occupy the Land.

JOSEPH [singing]: 

Oh, many years ago, I hear the people say,
“The Yankee going to occupy the land.” Ha ha.
When you see a steamboat steaming in the harbor,
The Yankee going to occupy the land.

Oh, get away you Dane man, get away you dog.
The Yanks going to occupy the land. Ha ha.
When you see that red flag hanging over you,
The Yankees going to occupy the land.

IDA JOSEPH [reciting]: 

Many years ago, I hear the people say the Yankee going to occupy the land. Ha ha. 
When you see a steamboat steaming in the harbor, the Yankee going to occupy the 
land.

T068 Stanley Jacobs I - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979.

Location St. Croix, picnic table just outside St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted.

Interviewer Soule.

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Soule sat with Stanley Jacobs at a picnic table just outside St. Gerard's Hall. Sunny 
afternoon, with light rain on and off during the interview. Recording was made as Jacobs and Soule 
waited for the tea meeting551 to start.

548. Cornmeal.
549. Punchinella is apparently pregnant and doesn’t want to say so. (Jacobs)
550. Cannon.
551. See “T083 Tea Meeting I - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)” through “T087 Tea Meeting V- Aug 3, 1979 (STX)”.
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T068-01 1. STANLEY JACOBS: “The reason . . . that I came to play that way is because — by force. Well, we 
didn’t have amplification, right, so I had to learn to play the high notes all the time, because high 
notes — you will hear them. On a flute, when you play low notes without an amplifier, you’re not 
going to hear it, you know, I mean, in a band. When I started, we didn’t have no amplifiers.”

“Stanford Simmonds — our family and their family is good friends — from childhood. I used to hear 
his band playing long ago, when I was small. I learned to play guitar very young, like seven years 
old, I learned basic guitar, playing every now and then, but just practicing. A old man just show me 
how to play, and that’s it. My brothers used to have a little band. In them days, they used to make 
ukulele out of sardine pans — in them days, my brothers used to make them — my oldest brother 
used to play that too, and I learned to play that from him. They used to had a little band; they used to 
go on the Cay — Hotel on the Cay? — and play and make money like that. They used to had a 
harmonica, two of them — two banjo like that [sardine pan], and a guitar, steel, and marímbula552 
— that thing we talked about — they used to had that — that was the bass. That was before I learned 
to play guitar, in fact. I was very very small, a child, really. After that, my brothers went away, and I 
learn to play the guitar from this old man. I just didn’t be in any band; I just play every now and then. 
Until when I was in twelfth grade, we had a little band we used to play for the school. They used to 
have a thing they call “stunt night,” which was like a variety show. Anybody who had some talent 
would dance and sing, just like now. I used to play like that with some friends. 

Soule asks if they played Crucian music.

STANLEY JACOBS: “Essentially, that’s what it was, yeah. At that time, of course, we had outside 
influence coming in then...”

T068-02 2. STANLEY JACOBS: “I had a great interest in drumming at that time, too. Then I went away to 
school. When I came back, then I went to work there — at Herbert Griggs Home.553 Stanford 
Simmonds — was working there at that time. And Pedro,554 the blind man — every now and then, 
sometime, he’d be going home from finish working, and he would have his flute, and he would 
playing a tune. And I start to like it. I will listen to him, and then talk to him a lot, and he teach me 
some tunes. And then I say I want a flute like that, man. So Stanford showed me how to make it.”

“They had a maintenance shop there. We would take the pipe — conduit — galvanize — and make 
flute — you know, the fife — with the drill. And between the time — [laughing] that was in 1963 — 
and I went in Army February 1964 now — between 1963 and 1964, I must have made about a 
thousand flutes. Yeah, man. I’d be doing that every day. Until I got to the point where I knew all the 
proportions and I could ah just T-R-R-R T-R-R-R [imitating the sound of the drill] like that.”

“That flute that Miller 555 played, 556 I made that and I gave that to him when I was working up 
there. He had a relative {there} — I think it was he grandfather — he used to go to see him, so I had 
gave him that flute.”

552. A marímbula is a musical instrument of the Caribbean Islands (not to be confused with a marimba). The sound of a 
marímbula is produced by plucking the free ends of springy plates (“tongues” or keys) attached by one end to a resonator 
box.

553.  Also known as “Kingshill.”
554.  Wilfred Pedro.
555.  James Miller.
556. Old-Time Music Party.
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“So Stanford showed me how to play it; how the scale and all that. And from then, I start practicing 
with the old people. A lot of them used to teach me a lot of tunes. In fact, between then and last year, 
all the tunes that I knew was from the old people — all the tunes that I learned.”

T068-03 3. STANLEY JACOBS: “I went to the Army and I came back. I were drafted. I went back to Kingshill, 
and — same thing — playing music with all them people. Then I started to play with the Simmonds 
Brothers, that’s he first band I play with, Stanford and them. And that was playing ukulele. Stanford 
used to play the flute then, the fife. And I was playing ukulele. One night there was one of them — a 
tea meeting or something like that — Christmas night in the village — right across here. [A plane 
starts coming by, gets louder and louder.] I wasn’t confident yet, but that night, Stanford was 
confident in me, say, ‘You play a set now, man.’ Gave me the flute. And from then I stay with the 
flute.”

“That was 1966, 1967, 1968. Then, 1968, I think it was, I left from Kingshill and went to work to the 
hospital, and then Joey Brown557 had a band — this is Parris — that band was raising up. [Change in 
thought.] We used to play quadrille and lancers and all them things before, you know, but it wasn’t 
as popular as it is now. Every couple of months, then you hear about that kind of dance or that music, 
we used to play — Simmonds Brothers. Then Joseph Parris raise up his band and the guy who 
played flute for him was Phonso Knockout.558 I can’t remember his last name, but they used to call 
him Knockout, Phonso Knockout, and he used to play flute for them. So, the guy that play the banjo 
for them — Soda559 — you know him, right? — he work hospital — I started working up to the 
hospital then. He die — Phonso Knockout — he went to the hospital and he dead.” 560

“So Soda came to me and asked me to play with them.561 So I went and I start to play with them 
guys. All of them were old men and they knew a lot of tunes too, and they’d practice me a lot of 
tunes. There was an old man there named Francis,562 he used to sing, and he played the steel and the 
squash. He played a flute too — he has a flute, or he had a flute — which I would like to get, by the 
way — one of them old wooden one — pretty sound. He taught me a lot of tunes, too, because he 
would sing. I haven’t seen him for years. [Church bell starts to toll and continues for a while.] I 
haven’t heard if he died or what either. But, anyway, I was playing the little flute — the little fife — 
which I made; and then one day we practiced to my house, and they saw the other flute which I had 
— I had bought a flute — concert flute — I just couldn’t play it — I left it — I kept saying I’m going 
to practice it.”

T068-04 4. STANLEY JACOBS: “I play with Parris for a long time. In fact, that time, it was just like now: they 
used to have quadrille every Friday night; every Friday night. And we were the quadrille band. That 
time {Parris band} they had Francis, the old man, Soda, Parris, and the guy that play the pipe — the 
old man, Ben563 — oh, he was the best with that pipe. He was amazing to say the least. Blinky564 

557. Joe Parris.
558. See Knockout in “People”.
559.  Nathaniel Moore.
560. Fish poisoning, per Dimitri Copemann.
561. Joe Parris band. Although Soda said the band didn’t have a name at that time. See T017.
562. Sylvester McIntosh thinks this was a man they called Busso.
563. Ben Graham.
564. Sylvester McIntosh.
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started to play with us then, after a while, too. And we used to admire — me and Blinky always talk 
about Ben’s stamina, his endurance. At that time, we were number one band and we used to play on 
the holidays, Christmas, night after night after night. Sometimes twice a night. And there was one 
time, one Christmas, we had 13 gigs in a row! Some was twice in a day and some was three times. At 
the thirteenth one, we was playing and when we break, everybody’s say now {tired} and Ben there 
like this. I could not explain that up to now. Strong. Playing like that is really hard. Especially that 
instrument {the pipe}; it takes much more out of you than any other instrument. You get giddy, 
dizzy, if you play that too long. What happen — you putting out so much oxygen that by the time 
you just draw out that much, there’s not enough to get back to your brain. That’s what makes you 
dizzy. And the other day we were supposed to do this thing for Adam,565 he was gonna play, but he 
just couldn’t get away because his wife is sick and there’s nobody to stay with her.”

Soule asks “What thing for Adam?”

STANLEY JACOBS: “Before he {Adam} died, we were supposed to record this lancers. You see, 
before he died, he told me — I feel bad about this too — he called me to come to Kingshill and he 
said, ‘Jakie, let’s record the lancers, because I going soon.’ He told me he was gonna die, you know. 
And we didn’t get to do it — well, we did it one time, and it wasn’t a good take; we went to Bronco 
house; he had it set up, but something was wrong — I can’t remember right now exactly what it was 
— but everybody didn’t like it. And we were gonna do it again, you know. In fact, we did it went to 
Doc;566 and the idea was to do it — since Ben couldn’t make it that time — Doc had this eight-track 
— which Ben could ah come in any time and put the pipe on it. But before we got to the next step, 
Adam died.”

T068-05 5. STANLEY JACOBS: “I were playing with Joey Brown567 ‘til 1970. Anyway, we fell out; we had a 
disagreement, me and Joey Brown. At that time, was approaching Easter. I had been messing around 
with the other guys; the guys who are now the Ten Sleepless Knights, we grew up together, and all 
of us musician. We used to play music together a lot. So, meanwhile I was in this band, right? Joey 
Brown them. So me and Joey Brown had a disagreement, and it was coming to Easter; and every 
Easter, at that time, my peers used to go to Cramer Park and just stay there for the whole Easter 
vacation.”

“And there was an engagement Easter Sunday. We had a engagement with Joey Brown at St. 
Mary’s568 the week before, and that was where we had got a argument and I say, well I finish. — 
And I went up to Cramer Park with my friends. Well, it’s a situation where everybody’s just 
carousing — playing our little instruments and that's the way the music used to be, you know. It was 
more fun, then, too. I went up there and didn’t go to the engagement with Parris.”

“While being up there, we started playing and so. But, it wasn’t there it started really, you know — 
we played before that; I played with this group of fellows before this happen. We played at parties, 
but not like an arranged gig; it would just be at a party and we would say — ‘Man, let’s go for the 
instrument and play!’ — you know, we play like that. We even got a gig — as that group — to play 

565.  Adam Petersen.
566.  Doctor James, a gynecologist and music producer.
567. Joe Parris.
568. St. Mary’s Catholic Church Hall in Christiansted.
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at Crucian Moon; that’s while I was playing with Parris. But it wasn’t a establish band; at the time, 
we didn’t have no name. We were just playing like that.”

T068-06 6. STANLEY JACOBS: “In fact, up there {at Cramer's Park} is where the name came up. That’s what 
happen. There’s a guy on the first album, Volume I, you’re gonna see a guy with a guitar. It’s 
because of him we call the band that name. We play a couple of gigs before we even got a name. 
Pierpont Petersen — he’s a excellent guitarist, too; he’s a boss guitarist. Good. He was our guitarist 
at that time. He had a phrase he used to — well, he used to say it jokingly — anytime anybody say 
anything to him — we used to tease one another — and every time you tease Pierpont, he would say 
— ‘Listen, boy, don’t mess around here, because I spent ten sleepless nights!’ — meaning that he 
has ten children — so he spent ten sleepless nights making them. All the time, man; for a long time, 
he used to say that. ‘I spent ten sleepless nights, m’son, don’t frig with me.’ So while we were up at 
Lagoon 569 playing this music, we had a gig the Monday — this was Sunday and we had a gig to pay 
that Monday — this same group had a gig to play the Monday night. So we were talking about 
names — how we gonna get a name? So, Edgie came up with it — he say, ‘Why don’t you name the 
band Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights?’”

T068-07 7. STANLEY JACOBS: “OK, we started this band and we became very popular. It started with six, 
you know. We started attracting more and more people — and the band is such that — when we 
playing, anybody could come and play something, like that. Because, we were playing for fun. I’ll 
tell you the truth, when it became business, that threw off some of the appeal for me. Because that 
changes it.”

“The band became very popular, and naturally since we were that style, everybody could come in 
and play something. And as a result — some people would come play and leave. And others would 
come play and every time we’re playing, they’d be there. At one time, it had fourteen men in the 
band. [He laughs.] Since my attitude toward it was not one of business or have a rigid structure — in 
fact, it was totally unstructured. Everything was just, ‘What happen, happen.’ We didn’t start on 
time; we didn’t finish on time. We didn’t break — like now, you got to play 45 minutes and break — 
that was nonexistent. I used to like it then. In fact, I wish it were like that now. We used to play until 
the sun come up in the morning, that kind of thing. That’s the thing, man.”

“One guy came in who play the bass, he come up with the idea we should buy new instruments — 
new amplifier and equipment. And we got together, and we got these instrument — we play and play 
and don’t keep any money, just put it in the bank — and bought seven thousand dollar worth of 
equipment — started playing other music. Quadrille was sort of like on a downswing at that time, 
anyway, ‘cause there wasn’t much of it. In fact, we were the quadrille band and we had stopped. We 
used to play some of them in between, and then some of the other. We used to play both at the same 
gig. Then we started playing more of that other stuff; when I say ‘other stuff,’ I mean calypso, 
reggae, blues, rhythm and blues, rock and roll, American music, and other Caribbean music. Which 
is popular here, anyway. So, we started playing that more and playing quadrille, quelbé, and all of 
that less.”

“And the band was really good. We could play them things beautifully, man. The guys, as I told you, 
they are excellent; they are good, good musician. They are musicians’ musicians; they just can adapt 

569. TBD: Where is Lagoon?
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to any other style, which is a typical trait of Crucians, anyway, I think. Masters of adaptations; that’s 
my people. Anyway, we had broken up before. We broke up in the middle of it, and then we came 
back with eight guys playing that same thing. And we played for a year, playing that. And we were 
getting strong with that kind of music. But then in the meantime, people were asking for quadrille. 
And then members in the band were quarreling about that. Some wanted to play quadrille and some 
don’t want to play quadrille. So, Edgie and Dell stuck with me — say, yeah man, let’s play quadrille. 
The other guys didn’t like quadrille — I don’t know why.”

T068-08 8. STANLEY JACOBS: “I had decide to finish {playing music}. I had enough because it became so 
commercialized, so businesslike, and you have to be concern with what time you gonna be there, and 
what time you gonna break, all of that. That’s what I don’t like about it; I just don’t like that. But my 
love for playing overshadows that, anyway, so I still play. But that was an opportunity for me to 
finish, so I finished, and I say, ‘I done!’ The next night, Edgie 570 come over, ‘No, we can’t done, 
man. Let we play. We got to play.’ And we got these two engagements, anyway. I say, “OK, man.” 
So I went and got the other guys who are here now. And from then to now, we playing quadrille, but 
we haven’t picked up the momentum, I don’t think, yet. In fact, right now, we just starting to rev up. 
Yeah.”

T069 Stanley Jacobs II - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979.

Location St. Croix, picnic table just outside St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted.

Interviewer Soule.

T069-01 1. STANLEY JACOBS [discussing masquerading]: “In fact, every child used to be scared of it [the 
masqueraders]. You had to be scared because — imagine a person with stocking — nylon stocking 
and maybe sneakers or boots — and the stocking cover that. He would have like a gown, and the 
gown would be ‘til up here, and then you got mirrors, small mirrors, all over — all over this gown.”

“On their face, there is a screen — you know that wire mesh? — like a sword fighter’s thing — 
fencing — one of them thing. And then, a band around the forehead. And on this face, this thing [the 
wire mesh mask] — is painted a ugly face — a ugly, ugly face. And then there’s a band around the 
head and — you know what peacock feathers is? — long, long peacock feather — have about ten of 
them up in the air like that. Tight! And maybe a wig or something.”

“And this person has a machete, or a stick, and they’re dancing wild, jumping up — doing a lot of 
things, and making like they’re going to hit you, and like that! That got to scare you, man. And not 
one person — there would be about a hundred of them! [laughing] You must get scared! And the 
music — that would scare you. And then they way they — the dance they do is so agile; they move 
in so many directions in such a short space of time that it’s amazing to see it. It wasn’t amazing to 
me then, but now that I think back on it, these guy had to be good athlete, you know! Very strong! 
To jump up — so high up in the air! And making all them motions. Any child sees that, they got to 
be scared.”

570.  Eldred Christian, a musician in Stanley’s band.
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T069-02 2. STANLEY JACOBS [speaking about jig]: “It’s like a show! A jig — Numbers Two and Four in the 
set of quadrille are jig music. I mean, the rhythm is the same but when you playing something just to 
be a jig, there are certain particular tunes that they play — the melody is more spirited — there’s 
more staccato. The melody is harder to play — it’s plenty finger, but it’s the same rhythm. Well, the 
word jig tells you — the jumpy effect of it.”

SOULE: “Were there things people used to recite?”

STANLEY JACOBS: “It depends on what you were doing it for. Like tonight, there’s supposed to 
be a tea meeting? When they play this King George — that story — part of it is the jig — one of the 
components of this play — it’s something like a play571 — is the jig. But jig music used to be played 
— like in a quadrille, you could play a jig — who wants to get up and show off, could do it. In fact, 
in the masquerade — when they stop — they used to do something like what Halliday572 used to do. 
You would recite. Did you see Drattie — Drake? 573 Oh, he used to do that stuff good too. I learned 
plenty from him too. Yeah, man, he could ah dance good too. Well that kind of thing — they would 
have jig — they will have a man doing that jig — and he would stop the music and then this guy 
would recite. He would have a Sears Roebuck catalog, and he would reading — he wasn’t actually 
reading — he would be saying some poem that he knows, some funny thing, like a limerick or 
something like that. And he would have this catalog — this so-and-so-and-so, and then the minute he 
finishes — when he hits the punch line — the music start again, and the jig dancer would do the jig. 
And when they had enough of that, or when everybody throw money, then they'd go somewhere 
else, down the road 574 with that.”

T069-03 3. STANLEY JACOBS: “When we was at Kingshill,575 let me tell you. This is something that 
impresses everybody that sees it. It’s a home for the aged, right? And the patients in there — old 
people in there — who are bedridden, some of them paralyze — can’t move. [He chuckles.] And we 
used to play music through the wards, go with a group, guitar and everything, and drums. And you 
used to see those people in the bed — bedridden people — dancing up. Yeah, man. Everybody that 
sees it get impressed by that, you know, they like it.”

T069-04 4. STANLEY JACOBS: “You know what blew my mind? One night I was watching TV. It was a long 
time ago; I can’t even remember where it was — probably was in the Army. But, there was a 
documentary on them country music — those hillbilly square dances, you know with the violins. [He 
imitates the sound of the music.] And the banjos. What they were doing there were showing — they 
were tracing its origins. And here they started with Scotland; this is what they come up with. It 
started in Scotland; at least that’s as far back as nowadays we know that it went. Scotland! You hear 
the bagpipe; you hear a bagpipe playing. So they superimposed that bagpipe music on this violin and 
banjo; and I could hear our music in that!”

571. See play in the Glossary.
572.  Albert Holiday, a well-known street performer of riddles and speeches.
573.  Henry Drake, another well-known street performer of riddles and speeches.
574.  Move on to the next place they’re going to perform.
575.  When he worked as a social worker at Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged, known locally as “Kingshill.”
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T070 Andreas, Edney, and Haynes Discussion - Aug 10, 1979 (STX)
Date August 10, 1979, afternoon.

Location St. Croix, apartment of Maude Andreas, Whim Gardens.

Interviewer Soule.

Circumstances: Soule met with Maude Andreas, Charles Haynes, Hubert Edney in an apartment shared 
by Maude Andreas and Charles Haynes, Whim Gardens, St. Croix. Maude Andreas was taking Soule 
around Whim Gardens to meet people who would be potential informants. Hubert Edney was visiting 
Charles Haynes when we arrived. The conversation was very relaxed and open. Both Maude Andreas and 
Charles Haynes are blind.

T070-01 1. Soule asks if Lazzy Barry is the song about the man who sent for a woman from the States. Ms. 
Andreas says yes, he left the woman he was with and had children with, and sent for a woman from 
the States, and he marry to her.

MAUDE ANDREAS sings Lazzy Barry, I Got Something For Tell You:576 

Oh, Lazzy Barry, man, I got something for tell you.
Oh, I got something to tell you, man, what the nigger them ah talk you.
Some say you stupid, mam, and some say you foolish. 
To sent in America for get a darling for suit you.577

Yes, Lazzy Barry, man, I have something for tell you.
I got something to tell you, man, what the nigger them ah talk you.
Some say you stupid, mam, and some sah say you foolish.
You sent in America for get a darling for suit you.

“That’s it. Now I gon sing about St. Croix, the Virgin Islands.”

Santa Cruz, sweet home of my childhood days.
Santa Cruz, bless but where my spirit lays.
Come __________
Of those who ________
To teach me how to love and cherish
My dear old home.

Our ________ streams where I knew them to be.
Our sunny flowers, they climb to the sky.
The fish they hide in the ________
________ with my ________ and beautiful ________
In my dear old home.

Our hills are grassy
Our meadows are green
Sunbeams so radiant
________

576. See Barry, Lazarus “Lazzy” in “People”.
577. Mail-order bride.
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Our fruit and flowers
Our ________ and bowers
Our children singing praises to heaven.
Dear old home.

Andreas says this was a song from childhood school days.

T070-02 2. Soule asks about when they used to dance masquerade jig.

HUBERT EDNEY: “Oh, it was when the Danes have the islands. We had to had mas. Different 
groups of people they put on a mask, then they use to have King, they used to have Princess. And we 
go from estate to estate, dancing. They had a band. And you be in the country area, and you go in 
each town from 3 o'clock to 6 o'clock in the afternoon. But in those days, we didn't have so many 
holidays. We just had the different holidays but not as we had today. And then, as I said, the people 
used to go from place to place massin. We had David and Goliath, we had massin. We had Indians 
playing. Each group had their own music.”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “Moko jumbie.”

EDNEY: “Yeah, we call it moko jumbie, and all like that.”

SOULE: “What were some of the other groups?”

EDNEY: “Well these are the groups that I know. Some men black to their face, like what we have in 
the States.”

CHARLES HAYNES: “Wild Indian.”

EDNEY: “And they do a lot of dancing. But with the David and Goliath, as I said, each had their 
own part to say. And then in between, they had music too. And they would dance. And this man 
Goliath, he have this big pole on his shoulder, and he start to dance. And David he had his part to 
play. Just like in the Bible, that when this Goliath with the Philistine, they had to — everybody was 
afraid of this Goliath, and this boy was so brave that he got five stones from the brook. David was a 
shepherd, in fact, he used to take care of the sheep.”

HAYNES: “He fed his father's sheep in Bethlehem.”

EDNEY: “So I think the Philistine was on Goliath's side, and the Israelites was on David's side, 
something like that. And they was afraid to fight the Philistine.”

HAYNES: “King Saul was the head of the Israelite. King Saul. Then David came in. David want to 
go down to see the battle, to fight, but he was too much a young boy. He was not afraid. He was 
brave, you see? They sent him back home. They said. ‘Go and tend your father's sheep. Go and tend 
your father's sheep.’ But what prove him that he was a man — is when he killed the lion and the 
bear. When the bear came and stole a lamb from the flock. And he hold him by his hand, and he slew 
him, and kill him. Then they proven that he could have beat Goliath.”

HAYNES: “But Goliath thought he was coming to him with a sword, spear, and shield. But David 
went to him with two stones which he gather from the brook. He say, ‘With such a simple sling as a 
shepherd would use.’ He tell him, he dare him to the trial. He tell Goliath, he dare him to the trial. 
Then Goliath say, ‘Dare me to the trial?’ Then David said ‘Yes.’ So Goliath said to him —”

Once I follow a fair lady to the Giant's578 gate.

“He getting mad now, you know?”
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Concern her dungeons so deep that to meet her fate.

When I desire to bust the door and set the captain free,
All little do he roam, and little do he rest.

“That's the Goliath part, you know? But he tell David that he heard he's a fiery dragon. He wish he 
could catch him.” 

He'll clip his wings so he cannot fly. 
He'll view the land before he die. 

“So David say —”

______________ _______________, come on then. 
Thou comest to me with sword, spear, and shield. 
But I come to thee in the name of Israel, I come. 
No sword I bring, no armor. 
But two small stone which I gather from the brook. 
With just a simple sling as a shepherd would use, I dare you to the trial.

SOULE: “Great. Wow. How old were you when you did that?”

HAYNES: “Oh, I was on a boy going to school, about 14.”

EDNEY: “I didn't know you was a David.”

HAYNES: “Yeah, I play with Charlie Baltimore.”

EDNEY: “That's why you will more — even remember the story more than me. Because, you know, 
I mostly hear it from the play579 and I also read it in the Bible, because it's also in the Bible. It's taken 
from the Bible. In the Old Testament. That's what happen, so...”

T070-03 3. Soule asks about what Edney said earlier about some other islands.

HUBERT EDNEY: “That play came from the British Islands. I don't know whether Nevis or St. 
Kitts, but they really brought it from the British islands. A lot of things that we have here came from 
the British islands; people used to immigrate here when the Danes had these islands. For instance, 
like Nevis, St. Kitts, Antigua, and Barbados — those four islands that the British people used to 
come here immigrated by the Danish government. They came here to work!”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “They work for ten cent a day.”

EDNEY: “Yeah, they used to work on the estates. Now, how they really operate: when you come 
from the British islands, you come here, you are, what we call bonded today, but in those days, they 
call it “contract;” they contract you on the estate. For instance, like Whim, the owner here will take 
about 10 people, how much he want. And then you work here on Whim for one year. When that year 
is expired — you cannot move {from that estate} until that year is expired to go to another estate. 
But you are free to — if you want to go back to what island you come from, you could go, or if you 
want to go to another estate to live, or live on the same estate, but you can't move from that estate 
until that year is expired. And so, a lot of the people from the British islands, they remain; most of 
the people from these four islands I mentioned, they remain here instead of going back. And that's 

578. Dragon’s.
579. See play in the Glossary.
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why our ancestors in this island came from the British islands. You'll find every family — you could 
say — because remember the Danes had these islands for over 200 years, and the people was coming 
here all the time. So naturally, when they come here all the time then, you know, our ancestors have 
to come from the British islands because, as I said, the Danes had these islands over 200 years, you 
know. That's a long time. Seven nations had these islands, you know. The English had it. The French 
had it. The Dutch. That's why you'll find this island carry seven flags. Seven nations.”

HAYNES: “Denmark had it plenty.”

EDNEY: “United States just have it only 61 years. From 1917 to now. That's about 62 years. But I 
would say of all, United States is the best of the seven. Because we’re more develop under the 
American more than under the other six.”

Edney goes on about the American development. He says history will prove that the United States is 
the best, gave them more opportunities. 

ANDREAS: “Could you remember, Mr. Edney, that nobody — no colored people — could have go 
into the government house to work? Or to hang around. ‘Get away! Get away!’ A colored person 
cannot look at them. Man, they put gun...”

EDNEY: “They were very bad, you know, the Danes. We have more opportunities. I mean, there's 
no discrimination, whatsoever, you know?”

T070-04 4. Discussion of racial prejudice in States, compared to racial attitudes in St. Croix.

T070-05 5. CHARLES HAYNES: “I have danced masquerade jig, too!”

HUBERT EDNEY: “Yeah?”

HAYNES: “I was first showboy.”

EDNEY: “Yes, Ha Ha. Oooh! During the Christmas!”

HAYNES: “I was the first one opened the play.580 Y’know? Y’see? Well, my speech was this...”

EDNEY: “First showboy!”

HAYNES [reciting]:

Good evening, good evening, to ladies and gentlemen all!
My master, King George, send me tonight to pay you all a visit.
The visit is this and the visit is that.
Who can't find the window, find the door.
Who can't find the door, find the roofter.581

Who can't find the rooter, find the keyhole.
Who can't find the keyhole, rumble.
Who can't rumble, tumble.
For my master, King George, 
Will come out with the wood and brass sword, 
And put ladies and gentlemen to the King broad road!

580. See play in the Glossary.
581. Probably rafter.
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Root them!

EDNEY: “That's when we used to pay the money! That's when we used to pay the money! That was 
the first showboy!”

HAYNES: “Then the drum, drums knocking...”

EDNEY: “The drum knock.” [He imitates the drum.]

HAYNES: “But I couldn't even dance.” [Everybody talking at once.] “I was too young, you know?”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “Come, boy, come, boy...”

EDNEY: “And they start to jig. The jig is a dance, but we call it jig, like how you would say 
quadrille, we call it jig. Each dance have name. But then to every person that come out, they have to 
say a speech. Like how Charlie say. We call it a speech. Then they have different parts to play. It go 
whole night, you know! It go right down to the part where they have the dragon.”

HAYNES: “King Slasher. Crown Valentine.”

EDNEY: “They have champion. You remember champion? Willie Cussee mother was champion. 
Yeah. Oh woman play it, you know? Have one? The dragon, now he got a chain and a big horn on 
his head. It used to be nice. But there's a lot of these play gone out of existence because the young 
people don't keep it up, you see what I mean? So it dying out. Even the massin, that we put on mas, 
and the people would dance in the street. And then when they dance, they pick up the money. You 
either put a nickel — those days, it used to been a penny, or a nickel. And then when they finish 
dance 6 o'clock, then divide up what little money they got. But it was more pleasure than money. 
They go from one estate to the other, and people used to do walking, because there were no 
transportation in those days. We didn't had truck, we didn't had car. And we children, for instance, 
when you hear a drum, and you living on a estate — as you hear the drum, we children gone out to 
meet — like how you live in Whim, and you hear the drum, we run gone to meet the music coming 
in.”

ANDREAS: “— the dragon. Otherwise, everybody scatter.”

EDNEY: “It used to been a lot of fun...”

ANDREAS: “{The dragon} used to dress all in black and got the chain around the waist, and then 
this bull horn on his head and each bull horn have on every side, have candle light, and I'm telling 
you!? And coming after you?”

HAYNES: “Boy, that kind of scare you all right!”

EDNEY: “But the only thing I really see that they keep up from the olden days is when they have 
Christmas Carnival — the moko jumbie — you know this man on top the stick — that's about the 
only thing that I think they keep up from the olden days. [Plane] But the mas — that we use to had 
mas — for instance, when we had mas, and we had King, and Queen, and Princess, and people 
dancing — they used to had some small mirror on they clothes — but these uniform used to be 
colored clothes.”

HAYNES: “You see, we put stockings on our feet, we have stockings on, colors, different color 
stockings. And you have on a gown like, a skirt with mirror on it, little small little mirror. It's pretty. 
And you have on a cap — a thing with a crown on your head cut out, you know. And you have the 
sword in your hand. It used to be nice.”
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T070-06 6. Soule asks about other speeches from David and Goliath. “Did the dragon say anything?”

CHARLES HAYNES: “The dragon never did dance the jig. The dragon is — it's a play582 by itself. 
There's King Valentine, King Slasher, Matty Gru.”

HUBERT EDNEY: “One part named Jonathan in the Goliath. He say, ‘Jonathan, my son, lead me 
back to my tent.’ And I know of a lot of people who used to dance. Mr. Willie Charles, he die. And 
this man, Jimmy Barnes. A man named Fonsie used to walk lame. I know a lot, because I know from 
Mr. Powell time. That’s how I could name you all who I know was Goliath.”

HAYNES: “Yeah, I know Willie Harris. Willie Harris that died the other day? He used to dance 
David and Goliath, too, with Charlie Baltimore.”

EDNEY: “Celia brother. Willie Harris. And I know Bobby Henry, he was a Goliath. And I know 
Nathan, Soda? was?”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “Charles Sollas!”

EDNEY: “He was in it too. And all these people that we mention is from the British islands, so you 
could see that they dance it in the British islands. And all these people was British. They bring a lot 
of things here. But only from the four islands: St. Kitts, Nevis, Antigua, and Barbados. Only those 
four, that the people used to immigrate from, here. Not from St. Lucia and Trinidad, like they come 
now. Just these four islands.”

ANDREAS: “Boo Robin, Boo Robin.”

HAYNES: “I think that Boo Robin, that's a masquerade jig.”

EDNEY: “Big belly ben?”

ANDREAS [reciting]:

Boo Robin, Boo Robin, you big belly ben. 
Me alone chase ten estate gang.
If you think it offend,
Come meet me right down to Whim bull pen.

EDNEY: “‘Music!’ Then they say, ‘Music!’ And then the music start. And you see when the man 
dance, and he make a sign for the music to stop. [Andreas in background: ‘Fella, Fella, stop!’] You 
know he make that sign. And then he say another speech. Then! After he done say the speech. Say 
‘Music.’ And then the music start again.”

HAYNES: “The music start, and you dancing, you know?”

EDNEY: “Yeah, and they dancing, they jigging!”

ANDREAS: “And this one, they say —”

When I was the age of twenty,
I had them young girls plenty.
But now I come the age of twenty-one,
They call me the biggest obeah man. 

Music! [She imitates the music.]

HAYNES: “Yeah, man. It's pretty.”

582. See play in the Glossary.
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ANDREAS: “You ever see African dance? It's the same thing.”

[Haynes and Edney talk at the same time. Can't decipher...]

EDNEY: “And you have a sword and you could slide. It was nice. Some parts, there's just two men, 
and each of them making a speech on each other, as to criticize. I criticize you, and when I ask this 
music, and I make this, and you make the music to stop, then you make another speech to criticize 
me, you know. And then the people laugh. Say funny things. I say funny things about you — you say 
funny things about me. And it used to be nice. We call it speech, or a poem — what you would say is 
a poem. Speech. We call it a speech.”

HAYNES [reciting]:

Say, let him appear, let him appear.
If he have nothing to wear,
I'll send him DOOM DOOM to build his grandma’s tomb
With two long jackass hair.

EDNEY [laughing]: “Wheeee! A lot of speech I used to remember, too, but by going to the jig. I did 
like it a lot, you know. It was so popular. Everything was so plentiful in those days, because it was 
the only entertainment we had — you know that way? We didn't had disco and this and that.”

“And even the quadrille dance that we have, we never used to had it so often, because it used to been 
in a tent, what we call a big tent, make of coconut branches. And then only in the moonlight, we 
would have these dances. For instance, I living here to Whim. We may hear that they have a 
quadrille dance up to William's Delight. Because to keep it when the moonlight, because we had no 
electric light, so we travel on the highway walking, and then we use the lantern for light.”

Andreas in background make joke about people who get drunk and disagreeable and break the 
lanterns, and everyone laughs.

T070-07 7. Edney says that Soule couldn’t really know what happen in our [his, Haynes, Andreas] time. 
Because you didn’t meet583 it in your time. The children of today don't know about the past. [Jet 
overhead.] How kids today can't imagine carrying water on your head and how we used to cook, and 
so on. Andreas mentions the old-time wind-up phonograph. Edney says it was a dog with a horn 
[Victrola Talking Machine Company]; you had to wind it up. Edney recalls that when he was in the 
States, he had a radio. But in St., Croix, when he lived at Two Williams,584 and he wanted to listen 
to Joe Lewis fight, had to all the way to Concordia where there was a crowd of people gathered to 
listen to the radio — some of them outside. He remembers when his son came from the States, he 
would have to go into Frederiksted to make a phone call to his wife. Today you can make the call 
right from your own house. He describes more of the developments. Young kids have no idea where 
we came from. He says that he used to work for 60 cents a day; says he was born 1905, be 74 years 
next month, and lived in NY nine years [1926-35]. Charles Haynes says he was born 1912, lived in 
States 36 years, New York City. Was in Navy; left St. Croix at age 16 {would have been around 
1926].

583. Experience.
584. Estate Two Williams.
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T070-08 8. Soule asks Edney how he learned to play steel. Edney says it's easy to play steel; knows it from 
quadrille; quadrille was the only dance we had. He also danced in St. Mark’s Hall in Harlem, on 38th 
Street; music played by Homer Wallace., Before 1926, you didn't pay to go in to coconut branch 
tent; they collected 20 cents for each person around Fourth Figure; the currency then was French — 
francs and bits — not Danish, anyway; Maude Andreas disagrees; Fireburn women were on the 
money; The nickel had a grass knife and crown until 1926. By 1935, this had changed.

T071 Vivian McIntosh - Aug 10, 1979 (STX)
Date August 10, 1979, late afternoon.

Location St. Croix, a picnic table under a shelter at Whim Gardens.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule and Maude Andreas

Transcription Mary Jane Soule with assistance from Alvin Milligan.

Circumstances: Maude Andreas took Soule to meet Vivian McIntosh. We sat at a picnic table under a 
shelter at Whim Gardens, St. Croix. Vivian McIntosh is blind. She was not feeling too well, but seemed 
pleased to be asked to sing cariso and talk about her father, who was a famous floormaster. (He taught 
Adam Petersen.)

T071-01 1. VIVIAN MCINTOSH sings Captain Blackwood:585 

Captain Blackwood ah mash up our island,
Walk up and down and you take down the engine.
Mrs. Blackwood tell he to do it,586 
We know that we wrong, but we don’t want no larm. 

Hip hooray, hooray, hooray.587

Hip hip hooray, hooray, La Reine.
Hip hip hooray, we there ah La Reine.
We know that we wrong, but we don’t want no larm.

T071-02 2. SOULE: “Did you used to sing with somebody knocking the keg?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Me? I sing and Maude588 knock the keg down at St. Gerard’s Hall.”

Maude Andreas tells Vivian McIntosh that Soule wants to know about Mary Catherine.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Oh, Mary Catherine me auntie. Mary Catherine was the “Queen of Cariso.” 
Used to learn us, but me, me and Darling,589 but in the night when me sleepy — me want go sleep, 
me left ______ with it.” [Laughter in the background.]

SOULE: “Mary Catherine used to make up the songs, huh?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Mmm. Hmm.”

585. For more information, see Blackwood in Chronology.
586. She made him do it.
587. Vivian McIntosh sings this same refrain to multiple songs, perhaps indicating that the song has nothing to do with Estate 

La Reine.
588. Andreas
589. Vivian McIntosh’s sister?
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SOULE: “You remember any that she used to sing?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Mmm. Hmm.” 

Vivian McIntosh sings Mr. Hatterson, Open Your Window.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Hatterson,590 open your window, 
The harking bell ah for England coming591

All the girl them do raise their voice, 
But the girl up in danger and ee can’t stay no longer.

Hip hooray, hooray, hooray.
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine.
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine.
The girl up in danger,
She can’t stay no longer.

“You got that?” (Soule: “Yeah!”)

Mr. Hatterson, open your window, 
The harking bell ah for England coming.
All the girl them do raise they voice,
But the girl up in danger and ee can’t stay no longer.

Hip hooray, hip hooray, hip hooray. 
Hip hip hooray, hooray La Reine. [Wind noise.]
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine.
But the girl up in danger and ee can’t stay no longer.

“The girl went to Mr. Hatterson. She were getting a baby, you see? And Mr. Hatterson hold her in 
the house, and now she got pain, want to deliver, and Mr. Hatterson wouldn’t open the door, so she 
send and call her mother. And her mother went down with a set of them592 and tell her to open the 
window.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Hatterson, open your window, 
The harking bell ah for England coming.
All the girl them do raise they voice,
But the girl up in danger and ee can’t stay no longer.

Hip hooray, hooray, hooray.593 
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine. 
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine.
All the girl them do raise they voice,

590. Research into census records did not reveal an estate owner or manager named Hatterson. However, there were two 
Hattersons. For information about them, see Hattenson, Christian and Hattenson, Andrew in “People”.

591. “The lady is going to keep a lot of noise.” per Alvin Milligan, correspondence, 2011.
592. With a bunch of other women.
593. Vivian McIntosh sings this same refrain to multiple songs, perhaps indicating that the song has nothing to do with Estate 

La Reine.
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But the girl up in danger and she can’t stay no longer.

[To Soule] “You got that?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Hatterson, open your window, 
The harking bell ah for England coming.
All the girl them do raise they voice,
But the girl up in danger and she can’t stay no longer.

Hip hooray, hip hooray, hip hooray. Hip hip hooray, hooray La Reine. [Wind noise.]
Hip hooray, hooray La Reine.
All the girl them do raise they voice,
But the girl up in danger and she can’t stay no longer.

“The girl went to Mr. Hatterson. She were getting a baby, you see? And Mr. Hatterson hold her in 
the house, and now she got pain, want to deliver, and Mr. Hatterson wouldn’t open the door, so she 
send call her mother. And her mother went down with a set of them and tell her to open the 
window.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Mr. Hatterson, open your window, 
The harking bell ah for England coming.
All the girl them do raise they voice,
But the girl up in danger and she can’t stay no longer.

ANDREAS: “OoooH!”

MCINTOSH: “So then they had to loose her out.”594

ANDREAS: “Oh, the baby was for him?”

MCINTOSH: “Yes. But ee must had want to leave her there. And the girl want to go hospital. So she 
call — bawl and say her mother to come. And her mother come bring her regiment595 of them. And 
they stay to the door, and they sing, and then he had to open the window, open the door, and let she 
come out. So they put it in a sing.”

T071-03 3. VIVIAN MCINTOSH sings Tell Lazzy for Me:596

MAHSS597 nigger, oh, all you tell Lazzy for me,
It have a judge in he favor598

He could buy one horse tomorrow.

MAHSS nigger, oh, all you tell Lazzy for me,
It have a judge in he favor
He could buy one horse tomorrow.

594. Let her go
595. A good number of other women. Alvin Milligan.
596. See Barry, Lazarus “Lazzy” in “People”.
597. TBD: Needs additional research.
598. In their favor = on their side (Jacobs)
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Some say them sorry, and the rest say they feel ahm.599

But they all of them damn lie,600 
Every one of them been a raise flag.601

“Lazzy Barry had a horse, you see? And he have dead!” [Maude Andreas in the background says she 
sang a song about Lazzy Barry for Soule.]

“He horse dead. And then they say, the sister say, some say they sorry and rest of them feel am. But 
they all of them damn lie. Every one of them raise flag.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

MAHSS nigger, oh, all you tell Lazzy for me,
It have a judge in he favor,
He could buy one horse tomorrow.

Some say them sorry, and the rest say they of them feel ahm,
But they all of them damn lie, 
Every one of them been a raise flag.

“And it got another one, but you sing that one, Maude?”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “I sing this one.”

Maude Andreas sings Lazzy Barry, I Got Something To Tell You. 602

MAUDE ANDREAS [singing]:

Oh, Lazzy Barry, man I got something for tell you.
Oh, I got something to tell you, ma’am,
What the nigger them ah talk you.

Some say you stupid, man, and some say you foolish,
To sent in America for get a darling for suit you.

[Vivian McIntosh laughs.]

ANDREAS: “You know that one?”

MCINTOSH: “Yes, but I forget it.”

T071-04 4. VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “I had know a whole heap603 of cariso. Me auntie learn me. But tell you the 
truth, me girl, time now I am 79 years. Can't remember them, me dear girl, and because like I ain’t 
feel so hot, so good.”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “You know that one, let see. — Oh, I hear they say you had a book for 
lancers.”

MCINTOSH: “Yeah, but — dear girl — I wouldn’t tell you about that book.”

ANDREAS: “Somebody thief it from you no?”

599. Some people said they were sorry about the horse dying and some appeared to feel sympathetic to Barry’s loss.
600. All of them were lying. (Jacobs)
601. They are all glad that Lazzy Barry’s horse died.
602. See Barry, Lazarus “Lazzy” in “People”.
603. A lot of.
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MCINTOSH: “Me father — my father had a book for lancers. And when he was going to die, he 
give it to me. He say ‘Vivy, keep this book, and don't sell it at all, Keep it!’ I had the book. Couple of 
people come to me — offer me ten dollars for that book and I wouldn't sell it. I listen to what me 
father say.”

“Mr. Richard, Claude Richard, he come and he ask me to lend he the book, and I say, ‘My father say 
I mustn't to lend it out.’ I lend him the book, and tell the truth, he bring the book back to me.”

“And then he come again and he say I must lend him the book. And I say Mr. Richard, ‘I can't let —
.’ He say he going bring it back, and he never bring back that book to me. Have never bring it back to 
me.”

“Now somebody like that, you wouldn't think he would ah do that. Mr. Richards is an up-to-date604 
man. And one day, Mr. Richard come and ask me, tell me, ‘Miss Vivy, I tell you I had bring back the 
book. But I ain’t bring it back. I find it had mislaid among some other book. And I find it. But it there 
in pieces.’ I say ‘Keep it Mr. Richard, because why you going give me back for when it there in 
pieces.’ I say let he keep it. Book with lancers, they got all kind of lancers in there, all kind of things. 
That book was a very nice book. So me ain't got no book, me dear girl.”

SOULE asks if the book had words or music.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “The music. And he had learn a whole heap of people that lancers.”

SOULE: “Miss Vivian, who was your father?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “James King. Me father had name James King. Was a floormaster. He was a 
floormaster. He used to go all about to command dance. Mr. — You know who learn me father? Me 
father learn from Alfred Francis in Christiansted. Alfred Francis in Christiansted. Then after he learn 
me father.”

“And then my father used to go to Fredensborg605 and he learn Adam.606 And Adam learn his 
brother607 — Wilfred McBean to command dance. Yes ma’am. All them a good time.”

SOULE asks if Vivian McIntosh spent a lot of time doing quadrille.

MCINTOSH: “Yes ma'am. I am a great quadrille dancer. But I can't dance now. Well, I could ah 
dance because if I had somebody to lead, to hold me. I could have dance, but I had me heart. And I 
wouldn't worry to dance because I don't know when the heart gon start up on me again. So I does go 
to dance, but I just sit down and listen to the music. I don't dance. Mmm. When you got a bad heart, 
you know?”

T071-05 5. SOULE asks if Vivian McIntosh knew Ciple.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Disciple?608 Ciple dead. Ciple. Ciple used to knock a pan.”

SOULE asks if Vivian McIntosh remembers any of the songs he made.

MCINTOSH: “No, mama. I never used to be — He there on the South, you see? And I there in the 
North. You see, so Ciple to go with his pan, but me ain't know.”

604. Wealthy.
605. Pronounced FRIH SEN BERG.
606. Adam Petersen.
607. Not sure whose brother she is referring to.
608. See Ciple in “People”.
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SOULE asks where Vivian McIntosh lived.

MCINTOSH: “Mount Victory.”

SOULE asks if there were songs among the people she lived with.

MCINTOSH: “No, man. Mount Victory people them they had to work so hard, they never had time 
with song. [She laughs.] They had to work so hard, the people ain't got time with song.”

MAUDE ANDREAS: “The only one I know is Mary Catherine. Eh?”

MCINTOSH: “Yes, me auntie. She had live in town. She lived to Sprat Hall first, then she move 
went in town. Used to make cariso.”

ANDREAS: “I think she was family to the Brady them one the Brady them nen.”609

MCINTOSH: “Me ain’t know.”

MCINTOSH: “Ciple make a sing pon Lady Jo. Me father had a dancing practice to Fredensborg.610 
You know at that time, you never used to pay money to the door. You set up and when {it’s time for 
the} Number Four — you dance until when Number Four, pick up the money! Yeah. So when 
Number Four to pick up money now, Lady go away. And when the thing is done,611 ee come back 
so Ciple set up for ee this time.612 And when she come back, Ciple say, ‘Lady, you come back, but 
you ain't gonna dance!’” 

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

You see that girl, what they call “Lady? Lady Jo, ee run away!” 
You see that girl, what they call “Lady? Lady Jo, you run away!”

“If you know that you can't afford to pay the ten cent, 
Then lay down in your house and sleep! 
If you know that you can't afford to pay the ten cent, 
Lady, lay down in your house and sleep!”

“Then she gonna say —”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

“How I must sleep when I want to learn the dance?”

“Ciple say —”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

“Then walk with your money in your hand!” 
“How I must sleep when I want to learn the dance?” 
“Then walk with your money in your hand!” [She laughs.]

T071-06 6.  Vivian McIntosh sings Peep Peep Peep.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

. . . young turkey a ball. [Late tape start.]

609. Godmother
610. Pronounced FRIH SEN BERG.
611. When the money collection is done.
612. Ciple was ready for her this time. (Jacobs)
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Young turkey a run and bawl,
The young turkey a run and bawl, 
They going home to their parents. [She laughs.] 

MAUDE ANDREAS: “I used to hear ahm Darling613 with that!”

MCINTOSH: “Yes, me and Darling been get her learn us.”

ANDREAS: “And Mary Catherine.”

MCINTOSH: “But Darling, she used to sit up every night to hear, but we gone sleep. So me ain’t 
know much ah them, but Darling, she know a whole heap of cariso. But she die. But some time I 
hear her say —”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Peep peep peep, you no hear the turkey ah ball, 
The young turkey ah run and bawl, 
They going home to their parents. 

They going home to their parents. 
They going home to their parents. 
The young turkey ah run and bawl, 
They going home to their parents. 

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “But me see all you stand that side614 with the one they — that one there — 
a that one. Me gone ah sleep.615 Man, Mary Catherine. Oh Lord.”

Maude Andreas mimics a drum beat. 

T072 Horsford Family Band I - July 20, 1979 (STX)
Date July 20, 1979.

Location/Event St. Croix, Horsford Family Band plays at Villa Morales Restaurant and Nightclub

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Musicians

Christian Horsford Guitar
Viola Messer Vocal, electric guitar
Anna Phillipus Squash
Florencia Horsford Organ
Angel Ventura Drum
Rosaldo Horsford Bass
Keith Horsford Tenor guitar

Circumstances: Soule had heard good things about the Horsford family of musicians and visited one of 
the women at her home in Christiansted and arranged for her to get their band together to play at Villa 
Morales, a restaurant and nightclub near Whim in St. Croix. Soule arranged with the owners for the 

613. Perhaps this was Vivian McIntosh’s sister.
614. Vivian McIntosh could be referring to the group of women who sang the response to Mary Catherine’s verses. Ethel 

McIntosh called this group of women the “chorus.” See Mary Catherine in “People” and cariso in the Glossary.
615. Went to sleep.
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Horsford Family Scratch Band to play there on this night. The band was reputed to be a real traditional 
one. They showed up late with quite a contingent of teenagers who played electric instruments. It took 
them a while to get warmed up. There wasn't much of an audience; about thirty people were there for 
dinner — a few couples danced.

T072-01 1. Horsford Family Band performs Where Me NoNo Gone? with female vocal.

[This cut needs more transcription; some lyrics are like James Brewster’s: “some give a dollar, some 
give a dime.]

T072-02 2. Horsford Family Band performs a repeat of If You See Mr. Robin, Call Him for Me. [Without 
distortion.]

T072-03 3. Horsford Family Band performs Queen Mary, Christian Horsford vocal. [Very slow tempo.]

T072-04 4. Horsford Family Band performs Trouble Tree . . . “don't bear no blossom; nobody don't 
know . . . wake up, shake up, shake up your lodgin', Nobody don't know,” Christian Horsford vocal.

T072-05 5. Horsford Family Band performs Sardine Pan with female vocal and Gut Come Down, Why Why 
Why, Fire Down Deh.

T073 Horsford Family Band II - July 20, 1979 (STX)
Date July 20, 1979.

Location/Event St. Croix, Horsford Family Band plays at Villa Morales Restaurant and Nightclub

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T072.

Circumstances Same as T072.

[All on this tape need lyric transcriptions.

T073-01 1. Horsford Family Band plays Woman Sweeter Than Man, with female vocal

T073-02 2. Horsford Family Band plays Wash Your Tail-Light, with Christian Horsford vocal.

T073-03 3. Horsford Family Band plays Fire Girl You a Worthless Thing . . . “drink wine and iodine . . . make 
me 'shamed . . . don't have no clothes . . . you're a schoolteacher . . . young men talk your 
name . . . he don't want you no more . . . you're a naked thing . . . ” — female vocal with backup.

T073-04 4. Horsford Family Band plays Nobody's Business . . . “drink me rum, come home and tumble down.” 
— female vocal.
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T073-05 5. Horsford Family Band plays Ellie Fawcett, Two Step in the Grass with Christian Horsford vocal. It 
goes into No Place Like Home.

T074 Old-Time Music Party I - Whim Handicapped Band - July 21, 1979 (STX)
Date July 21, 1979.

Location/Event “Old-Time Music Party” at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

[All on this tape need lyric transcriptions.]

Musicians are the Whim Handicapped Band:

Maude Andreas vocal
Wilfred Pedro squash
Charles Haynes guitar
Leopold Derricks guitar
Hubert Edney steel
Frank Charles banjo
Paddy Moore pipe
Lorenzo Acosta conga

Circumstances: This event, an “Old Time Music Party”, was organized by Soule with the assistance of 
Sylvester McIntosh to present and record several bands performing folk music of St. Croix. Soule made 
up the name to describe a presentation to which she hoped that all sorts of native people would come, 
hopefully to dance to traditional Crucian music. Posters (around 30) were put up at busy places all around 
the island, and announcements were made on several local radio stations. About 150 people showed up. 

The mood all day long was extremely jovial and enthusiastic among those in attendance. Many of those 
in the audience were Crucian musicians themselves, and there was great camaraderie among performers 
and audience; occasionally people in the audience would go up on stage and play for a while; or folks 
from one band would play with another band. Lots of times, it had the feeling of a loose, happy jam 
session. Wilfred Pedro, the blind flutist from the Whim Handicapped Band, taught some tunes to some of 
the younger flutists. And everyone enjoyed the playing of Joseph “Paddy” Moore, blowing on the pipe, 
which he does rarely these days. 

In addition to the Whim Band, Frank Charles Band and Miller Band, there was an exuberant performance 
of masquerade music (T078) in which a small group, organized by Sylvester McIntosh, played as they 
walked around the hall, leading a little parade which included some elaborate dancing. This masquerade 
music was supposed to be what used to be played on holidays before the institution of Carnival. Sylvester 
McIntosh said later that the drum that they used back then had a lower tone than the one Frank Charles 
had made for this occasion, and the kettledrum actually had a higher tone in the masquerade days than the 
one used for this event. The afternoon included a few squabbles among musicians and ended in a big one 
centering around a set of quadrille which was abandoned mid-way. Food and drinks were sold by the St. 
Patrick's Church.

T074-01 1. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: American Flag 
Flying Over Germany. [Late tape start.]
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T074-02 2. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: Get Up Charlie.

T074-03 3. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: All I Want I Get 
It. [Andreas clears her throat a lot.]

T074-04 4. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: Bad Manager.

T074-05 5. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: Man'ga Beatty, 
Loose Me.

T074-06 6. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on squash and Maude Andreas vocal: Mary Bool.

T075 Old-Time Music Party II - Whim Handicapped Band - July 21, 1979 (STX)
Date July 21, 1979.

Location/Event “Old-Time Music Party” at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Musicians are the Whim Handicapped Band:

Maude Andreas Squash
Wilfred Pedro Flute
Charles Haynes guitar
Leopold Derricks guitar
Hubert Edney steel
Frank Charles banjo
Paddy Moore pipe
Lorenzo Acosta conga

Circumstances Same as T074

T075-01 1. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: Randall, Put 
on Your Shoes, as identified by Pedro or Sophie, Sophie, Put on Your Clothes, as identified by 
James Brewster.

T075-02 2. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: Twenty Cents 
For The Pan Cover. [Late tape start.]

T075-03 3. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: Mockingbird.

T075-04 4. Whim Handicapped band performs Liza Williams, and segues into Rupert. Wilfred Pedro, the flute 
player, doesn't know the name of this one; said he learned it from his brother-in-law.

T075-05 5. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: When 
Foreday Come, a Crucian merengue,616 as identified by Pedro. [Late tape start.] 
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T075-06 6. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: Pussy 
Whiskers . . . “Abby mind yourself, when rain come down” lyrics identified by James Brewster. 
“You could boil good soup, Gendarme mind yourself” are lyrics identified by Pedro. 

T075-07 7. Whim Handicapped band with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash: Taste 
Am . . . “Taste am, when you taste am, you go and never come back.”

T075-08 8. Whim Handicapped band — with Wilfred Pedro on flute and Maude Andreas on squash — perform 
Zoop Zoop Zoop.

T076 Old-Time Music Party III - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)
Date July 21, 1979.

Location/Event “Old-Time Music Party” at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Musicians are, more or less, the following:

Sylvester McIntosh Sax, Bass
Benneth Smith Bass [on T076, cuts 1, 2, 3]
George Johnson Squash, Steel
Frank Charles Banjo-ukulele and maybe some squash or steel
Leroy Miller Guitar
James Miller Flute, Banjo-ukulele
Stanley Jacobs Guitar, Flute
Joseph “Paddy” Moore Pipe

T076-01 1. Miller Brothers with Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh on sax. Soule did not get the name of this piece, 
but Sylvester McIntosh says the words are “Long time me ain’t had no nice time.” He also says he 
heard it on the radio. [Late tape start.]

T076-02 2. Miller Brothers with Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh on sax and doing vocal plays Martina 
Andrew.617

T076-03 3. Miller Brothers with Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh on sax plays a Cibao merengue (a merengue from 
the Cibao region of the Dominican Republic) that he later identified as Cibano.618 Instrumental. 

T076-04 4. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe plays All You Look Me 
Trouble. Miller later said he didn't know the name of this tune, but both Pedro and James Brewster 
identified it as All You Look Me Trouble. Instrumental.

616. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
617. For lyrics and possible interpretation, see T019-01.
618. The origin of this tune needs further research.
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T076-05 5. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe play Alphonso Joseph 
Crucian Merengue captured on T090-08. This is a traditional quadrille merengue.619 James 
Brewster later said this was played in the same tempo as Alphonso Joseph used to play. James Miller 
referred to it as a Second Figure.

T076-06 6. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe plays Carbé Man. [Flute is off 
mic at beginning; Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh sings toward end.]

T076-07 7. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe plays Wenchman, as identified 
by Sylvester McIntosh — or Tantoo Liza Gone, as identified by James Miller. Instrumental. 

T076-08 8. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe plays Annie Girl, No Come 
Back Again. . . . Annie Girl . . . ” is what James Brewster called this tune; it was also called a Fifth 
Figure by someone else.

T076-09 9. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe plays Me Own Ah Me Own.

T076-10 10. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute lead and Paddy Moore on pipe play an instrumental 
version of Tittie's the Girl I Really Love.

T077 Old-Time Music Party IV - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)
Date July 21, 1979.

Location/Event “Old-Time Music Party” at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Musicians Same as T076

Circumstances See T076

T077-01 1. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and Paddy Moore on pipe play a waltz: I Like to be 
Somebody's Darling, per James Brewster; or I'm Nobody's Darling, per James Miller; or Beautiful 
Lady in Blue, per Wilfred Pedro.

T077-02 2. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute and vocal play Compadre Pedro Juan.620 [Ohaldo 
Williams plays a sax version of this on T030-06.]

T077-03 3. Miller Brothers with James Miller on flute play When You Had Me: You Didn't Want Me . . . “but 
you want me now.” Title identified by both James Miller and James Brewster; James Brewster also 
said this was an Alphonso Joseph song; James Miller said he himself was taught this one by Eddy 
who used to blow pipe. Instrumental. [Two blank spots toward the end.]

619. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
620. Composed by Luis Alberti (1906-1976) of the Dominican Republic.
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T077-04 4. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute play Christmas Ah Come,621 with Sylvester “Blinky” 
McIntosh sax and vocal. [Late tape start.]

T077-05 5. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute play The Whistler. Stanley Jacobs later said this was a 
calypso composed by Lord Melody and popularized by Lloyd Thomas.

T077-06 6. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute and James Miller vocal perform Morningstar.

T077-07 7. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute and James Miller vocal perform Good Night, Irene.622

T077-08 8. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute and James Miller vocal perform Musician Want 
Something To Drink. 

T077-09 9. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute play Barrow Hog. Miller does a few quadrille calls 
after a while; somebody else sings too. Stanley Jacobs later said he learned this song from Stanford 
Simmonds; Stanley also said this was “a good Sixth Figure;” some of the words are “you got two 
barrow hog, you can give me one, gimme he hog trough, let me go . . . ”

T077-10 11. Miller Brothers with Stanley Jacobs on flute and James Miller vocal perform If A We Money No 
Raise This Year.

T077-11 12. Miller Brothers slowly gets it together to play a First Figure, dancers assemble, and Curtis Williams 
gives some commands. [Doesn’t quite work.]

T077-12 13. Miller Brothers play the same tune [but more precisely] and Curtis calls First Figure. 

T078 Old-Time Music Party V - Masquerade Music - July 21, 1979 (STX)
Date July 21, 1979.

Location/Event “Old-Time Music Party” at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Circumstances See T076

T078-01 1. An impromptu group plays Wild Indian music. Sylvester McIntosh, bass drum; Frank Charles, 
kettledrum; Stanley Jacobs, flute; plus squash and steel.

T078-02 2. An impromptu group plays Donkey music. Sylvester McIntosh, bass drum; Frank Charles, 
kettledrum; Stanley Jacobs, flute; plus squash and steel.

621. Lyrics can be found on T019-04.
622. Composed by Gussie Lord Davis, an African-American Tin Pan Alley composer active in the 1890s, whose songs were 

sold as sheet music and performed in minstrel shows.
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T078-03 3. An impromptu group plays jig music, like for King George and the Dragon. Sylvester McIntosh, 
bass drum; Frank Charles, kettledrum; Stanley Jacobs, flute; plus squash and steel.

T078-04 4. An impromptu group plays another beat for Indian music. Sylvester McIntosh, bass drum; Frank 
Charles, kettledrum; Stanley Jacobs, flute; plus squash and steel.

T079 Ten Sleepless Nights at Birthday Party - July 21, 1979 (STX)
TBD [All on this tape need lyric transcriptions.]

Date July 21, 1979.

Location St. Croix, an apartment near Christiansted that had been turned into a nightclub. Band 
plays for 16th birthday party of Stanford Simmonds' daughter.

Recordist Thom Foley assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians

Stanley Jacobs Fife
Alexander Williams Squash
Benneth Smith Bass
Luis Soldana Steel
Cyprian King Banjo
Stanford Simmonds Guitar, vocal
Walter Johnson Conga

Circumstances: July 21, 1979: 16th birthday party of Stanford Simmonds' daughter at an apartment near 
Christiansted that had been turned into a nightclub, St. Croix; performers are The Ten Sleepless Knights 
with Stanford Simmonds.

This party was given by Stanford Simmonds (the vocalist) for his daughter's 18th birthday. It was in an 
apartment that had been partially converted into a nightclub. The band is basically Stanley Jacobs and the 
Ten Sleepless Knights. Stanley has been close to the Simmonds family for a long time, and Simmonds' 
old band was one of the first that Stanley played with. There were maybe 200 teenagers crowded into one 
large room. The kids cheered when the band stopped and the disco music began. The disc jockey (and 
perhaps the manager of the apartment/club) was a young man, perhaps in his early 20s, named JB. 

T079-01 1. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Happy Birthday once slow with fife or flute, then fast with flute and 
sax.

T079-02 2. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Carbé Man. Then they go right into Where Did You Get That Hat? 
Then they go right into I'm A Policeman.623 All instrumental, slow tempo, fife or flute lead.

T079-03 3. Ten Sleepless Knights perform All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth.624 Instrumental; fife or flute lead.

623. This is a Crucian song. Often sung by Edgie, perhaps composed by Edgie.
624. See Colbann, Ferdinand in “People”.
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T079-04 4. Ten Sleepless Knights perform If A We Money No Raise This Year with fife or flute and vocal. 
[Poor tape start.]

T079-05 5. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Po Me Valentine with fife or flute and vocal.

T079-06 6. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Humpty Dumpty with fife or flute and vocal.

T079-07 7. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Annie Maloy with fife or flute and vocal. . . . “went to 
Diamond . . . Castle . . . own . . . tell your daddy how long . . . don't want no coffee, no tea . . . ” 

T079-08 8. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Me Dundo I Love You. There is a banjo mistake at beginning; nice 
background vocal after a while, best toward end. Then the band goes right away into a Sixth Figure 
named Midnight Merengue, a song Stanley learned from the Simmonds Brothers. (Note that this is a 
Sixth Figure — not a merengue.)

T079-09 9. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Morningstar and Martina Andrew625 — with lyrics “pompom full 
of hair” then Mary Burt; then Ella, You're Too Bad to the same tune as Wenchman. Lyrics: “You 
too full of bullshit.”

T079-10 10. Ten Sleepless Knights perform Take the Boy to the Prison. [Late tape start.]

T080 Joe Parris Hot Shots at Smithfield I - July 28, 1979 (STX)
Date July 28, 1979.

Location St. Croix, Joe Parris Hot Shots play for a dance at the Smithfield Motel.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians

Joseph Parris Guitar
Granville Simmonds Bass
James L. Petersen Conga
Alexander Lang Banjo
Ira Samuel Alto sax
Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann Alto sax
Emile Fergus Steel
Vernal “Matches” Philput Squash & vocal

Circumstances: July 28, 1979: Joe Parris Hot Shots perform at the Smithfield Motel, a small nightclub 
just outside Frederiksted. Recordist/interviewer: Mary Jane Soule & Thom Foley

625. For more lyrics and possible interpretation, see T019-07.
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Note: The band plays at this club just about every Saturday night. We just came in and recorded their 
regular performance. About 200 people were there, dancing, drinking, and partying. James Brewster (of 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven) was there dancing, and also came up and sang a couple of songs toward 
the end of the evening. Sylvester McIntosh, who helped Foley and Soule set up, played sax and sang a 
little at the beginning of the evening.

T080-01 1. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Camie or Carmelita. [Just the ending is on tape.] Dimitri “Pikey” 
Copemann is playing the sax; he later said he learned this tune from Ira Samuel. The lyrics are 
something like “Camie, Camie, wilding Carmelita . . . you no shame626 to hear your name,” but this 
rendition is an instrumental.627

T080-02 2. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform If You Rumba Me Tonight. Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann is playing the 
sax; this rendition is instrumental, but the words are “Come rumba me tomorrow . . . I gone rumba 
you tomorrow night . . . me mother gone fret, if she see me pantalet628 wet.”

T080-03 3. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform a song. The name of this tune is probably Lilian. Dimitri “Pikey” 
Copemann is sax lead; second sax is Ira Samuel; Pikey later said he changed the verse so it was 
easier for the band; this is a Lord Kitchener tune.

T080-04 4. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Sly Mongoose.629 Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann is lead sax; Ira Samuel 
is on other sax; Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh sings the vocal.

T080-05 5. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform The Breeze Was So Sweet, It Put Me To Sleep . . . “under the old oak 
tree . . . ” Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann said he learned this from James Miller — Miller sings it on 
T054; this is an instrumental version with Pikey on lead sax and Sylvester McIntosh on second 
sax.630 

T080-06 6. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Mary Bool. Dimitri Copemann is lead sax; Ira is second; instrumental.

T080-07 7. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Melody D'Amour. Dimitri Copemann and Ira Samuel on saxes. 
Instrumental.

T080-08 8. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Matty Gru with Ira Samuel on sax. Instrumental.

626. Ashamed.
627. It means, “Aren't you ashamed to hear people talk about you?”
628. Long underpants trimmed with ruffles extending below the skirt, worn by women in the mid-19th century. Often used in 

the plural.
629. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
630. The melody is the same as that of If I Had the Wings of an Angel a.k.a. The Prisoner’s Song. For some lyrics and the 

song’s origin, see T129-06.
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T080-09 9. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Me Dundo I Love You. Dimitri Copemann and Vern — nickname 
“Matches” — sing the vocal; there are two saxes, then a third joins in. [There is a big thump and a 
shaky ending.]

T080-10 10. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform John Dance — this is the name this band gave to this tune; Dimitri 
Copemann said he learned it from Wilfred Pedro.

T080-11 11. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Sardine Can, with vocal; Ira Samuel is on sax. [Late tape start.]

T080-12 12. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Old Lady Walk A Mile and a Half and She Tillilie. This song is by 
Lord Kitchener; Dimitri Copemann is the lead sax.

T081 Joe Parris Hot Shots at Smithfield II - July 28, 1979 (STX)
Date July 28, 1979.

Location St. Croix, Joe Parris Hot Shots play for a dance at the Smithfield Motel.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T080

T081-01 1. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Musician Want Something To Drink. This tune followed the last song 
on T087 immediately; the band took a break after this. Instrumental.

T081-02 2. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Hector Discharge. Some lyrics are “ . . . where I must go . . . go to the 
bushes and pick up mango . . . ” This song was made by Bongo Wallace, a Crucian; Ira Samuel is on 
sax; Dimitri Copemann is the lead vocal, backed up by Vern.

T081-03 3. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Island In The Sun. Instrumental; two saxes.

T081-04 4. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Camie. Ira Samuel on sax; instrumental.

T081-05 5. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Garty Ballantine. This rendition has different words than Soule is 
accustomed to hearing. Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann sings and plays sax; said he learned this from 
Wilfred Pedro and Mary Boscabell, and his grandfather, Stephen Gasper.

T081-06 6. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Black Cat. Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann on sax; he learned this one from 
his grandfather;631 instrumental.

631. See T159-12.
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T081-07 7. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform an unidentified instrumental. [It’s the same tune as the Third Figure by 
Tony and the Old Timers on T128-03.] Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann is on sax. Neither Copemann nor 
Sylvester McIntosh know the name of this one.

T081-08 8. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Hillie's the Girl I Really Love. Ira Samuel is on sax; he later told Soule 
that Alphonso Joseph made this song.

T081-09 9. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform St. Croix Country Dance or Massa Chicken. [Same song as the one 
arranged by Archie Thomas on his album, T089-12.] Instrumental with Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann 
on sax.

T081-10 10. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Patricia Girl You're Too Bad and then go right into Musician Want 
Something To Drink. Instrumental; Ira Samuel on sax.

T082 Joe Parris Hot Shots at Smithfield III - July 28, 1979 (STX)
Date July 28, 1979.

Location St. Croix, Joe Parris Hot Shots play for a dance at the Smithfield Motel.

Recordist Thom Foley, assisted by Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Stereo

Musicians Same as T080

T082-01 1. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform What Make You Do Me So and Po Me Dasit. These two songs are 
combined into one; instrumental, two saxes, Dimitri Copemann is the lead sax.632

T082-02 2. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform I Wouldn't Be Friend with a Policeman. Vocal is Vern Phillips; some 
of the words are “if I was a woman,” then something about “police;” Ira Samuel is playing the sax. 
This may be a song from Trinidad.

T082-03 3. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Everybody Going Ah Town or Pound Am. Instrumental, with Ira 
Samuel on sax.

T082-04 4. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Return To Me, an American standard. This is an instrumental version 
with two saxes.

T082-05 5. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Mercedes.633 This was identified as a Dominican Republic merengue; 
Sylvester McIntosh and Ira Samuel are both playing saxes; this is an instrumental.

632. Dimitri “Pikey” Copemann learned this tune from his grandfather. Some of the words are “Diamond, 
ruby . . . Bajan . . . they foolish too bad . . . ” Somebody said this song was made by Ciple and that 'Dasit' is a man who 
was left by a woman.

633. The origin and correct name of this tune requires more research.
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T082-06 6. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform I'm A Handy Man. Dimitri Copemann identified this song’s name and 
also called this “an old calypso;” instrumental; mostly it's Ira Samuel playing the sax, then Sylvester 
McIntosh sax toward the end. [There is a pause where the tape ran out and a new real was started.]

T082-07 7. Joe Parris Hot Shots perform Seally Bell with Ira Samuel playing the sax; James Brewster, who was 
in the audience, comes up and sings a piece; this tune goes right into LaBega Carousel with James 
Brewster singing and two saxes.

T083 Tea Meeting I - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM:

Location St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances: Tea Meeting at St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix. 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM. About 
350 people attended. they sat in chairs set up in rows. Five people posed at President and Mrs. Carter, and 
the King, Queen, and Princess of England. 

A chairman conducted the meeting. Various people passed him notes with special code-names on them. 
He called each to the stage where they performed a speech, song, poem, riddle, etc. The choir sang in 
between the various orators. 

The audience was enthusiastic, always ready to laugh. The event was sponsored by William Carroll 
(VIV46 and 58) to benefit his church, St. Luke A. M. E. Church in Grove Place. A lot of people left 
before the end. Much quiet time when nothing much was happening was edited out of the recordings. 

Bush tea was served during intermission. Drinks and food were on sale during the entire evening. The 
event seemed a little low-key to Soule, relative to what had been described to Soule during interviews. 
Perhaps because there were fewer orators than were expected, it ended two hours earlier than had been 
scheduled.

Bush tea was served during intermission. Drinks and food were on sale during the entire evening. The 
event seemed a little low-key to Soule, relative to what had been described to Soule during interviews. 
Perhaps because there were fewer orators than were expected, it ended two hours earlier than had been 
scheduled.

Who was recorded: Luz James, William Carroll, James Miller, Leroy Daniels, Edna Morris, Reverend 
Stevens, the choir from St. Luke's, and many more.

T083-01 1. Prayer; thanks for coming; Introduction of Willie Carroll; Opening remarks by Willie Carroll.

T083-02 2. Chairman gives a history of tea meeting; Asks young people to take up the custom; calls James 
Miller to sing American Anthem

T083-03 3. American Anthem; Applause and laughter; choir marching in. [Late tape start.] Choir sings a 
variation of Onward Christian Soldiers. Choir then sings Sankey #363, There’s a Stranger At the 
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Door.634 W. Carroll announces bringing in of American President; Choir sings My Country Tis of 
Thee. [The racket at end is a fan on the stage.]

T083-04 4. Choir sings some thing like Joyfully Sing; Choir sings God Save The Queen. Willie Carroll invites 
people to speak [off mic]; Choir then sings Sankey #94, Crown Him; Choir: There's A Chair Here 
Prepared for the Chairman; Opening remarks by the chairman — says Good Evening to everyone; 
gives brief scenario; then calls upon the choir to “harmonize.” Choir sings an unidentified song.

T083-05 5. Chairman asks for “Merry Girl;” He makes a little speech about church and Bible; “Merry Girl” 
approaches [off mic for a long time]; she is Margaret Parris; she sings Sankey #23, To God Be the 
Glory, and the choir joins in at Ms. Parris’s request. Chairman describes prizes.

T083-06 6. Chairman calls “Don't Bother” to speak. Chairman asks choir to “harmonize.” Choir sings Sankey 
#1127, Joy Bells. Chairman calls “Don't Bother Me” again.

T084 Tea Meeting II - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM:

Location St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances See T083.

T084-01 1. “Don't Bother Me” [William Carroll] approaches the stage from rear of hall [off mic]; He greets 
everyone; gives his oration; his subject is 17th chapter of Samuel, fourth verse [David and Goliath]; 
Chairman: “harmonize”; Choir sings Sankey #1174, Rise Ye Children of Salvation. [It has the lyric 
“Pour it forth, almighty anthem.”]

T084-02 2. Chairman calls “The Couple.” “The Couple” sings I’ll Build My Mansion or Mansion Over the 
Hilltop, an old-time gospel song. Chairman speaks for a while about the country; singles out 
Rosalyn Carter; Choir sings The Palace of the King.

T084-03 3. Chairman calls “Dandy Lion” to speak; “Dandy Lion” makes his entry; his subject is “something I 
don't know anything about;” he proposes “educational questions” [riddles]; Chairman reminisces 
about his first Tea Meeting [interrupted by conference with William Carroll]; Tea Meetings used to 
be held at Diamond School [where Boy Scouts is now]; Samuel Boyce used to be chairman; people 
who were poor had mighty minds; names some topics; says how the Tea Meetings dwindled away; 
how St. Gerard's hall has played a role in revival of quadrille; hopes to see same revival of Tea 
Meeting; people used to compete by estates; “harmonize” Choir sings Oh Happy Days.

634. Alvin Milligan noted in 2013 that there used to be “Sankey sings” every Sunday evening.
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T084-04 4. Chairman calls “Brown Eyes;” “Brown Eyes” sings Brown Eyes.635 Applause; Chairman announces 
all types of tea being prepared; mistakenly says you have to pay for tea; announces recess; During 
recess, chairman announced that tea was free.

Beautiful, beautiful Brown Eyes.
Beautiful, beautiful Brown Eyes.
Beautiful, beautiful Brown Eyes.
I never love Brown Eyes again.

I love you my darling.
I love you with all my heart.
Tomorrow we might have been married,
But ramblin has kept us apart.

Beautiful, beautiful Brown Eyes... (chorus)

Down from the barroom he staggered,
And fell down by the door.
The very last words that he uttered:
“I never love Brown Eyes again.”

Beautiful, beautiful Brown Eyes... (chorus)

T084-05 5. Choir entering again; walking up to stage as they sing an unidentified song. [A camera flash can be 
heard recharging.]

T085 Tea Meeting III - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM:

Location St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances See T083.

T085-01 1. Chairman announces opening of second portion of Tea Meeting; talks about lemon grass tea; 
chairman says he wants to have contest by different areas of the island; calls “Nothing Much” to 
speak; “Nothing Much” speaks; all of it is off mic; very hard to understand; good speech on Prayer 
[toward end is loud spot] Choir sings.

T085-02 2. Chairman calls “Merry Girl;” she talks about Tea Meetings all the way back to 1919; She is in a 
wheelchair; she refers to chairman as “Mr. James.” She talks about keeping the tradition alive; her 
topic is Faith; she goes on for quite a while.

635. Beautiful Brown Eyes was written by Alton Delmore and Arthur Smith. First recorded in 1937 by the Arthur Smith Trio 
(Arthur Smith, Alton Delmore, and his brother Rabon Delmore). Subsequently recorded by Rosemary Clooney, Connie 
Francie, Chet Atkins, Kitty Wells, Gene Vincent, Ramblin' Jack Elliott, Burl Ives, and others.
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T085-03 3. Chairman calls “People will talk” [Sister Edna]; She sings a solo, He’ll Understand and Say Well 
Done, an old gospel song. [Tape ran out, restarted.] Chairman compliments the singer.

T085-04 4. Chairman tries to call friends from Mon Bijou and La Vallee; calls “I Don't Believe;” She sings Wild 
Man From Borneo.636 Chairman singles out Maude Andreas; Chairman asks choir to “harmonize.” 
Choir sings an unidentified song.

T086 Tea Meeting IV - Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM:

Location St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances See T083.

T086-01 1. Chairman calls “Don't Bother Me.” Margaret Parris says something; “Don't Bother Me” comes up to 
stage again; song about a Greedy Woman.637 — “My name is Morgan, but not J.P.;” Choir sings 
Sankey #1094, A Christian Band From Far and Near. Applause.

T086-0 2. Chairman call Rosalyn Carter to speak; Rosalyn makes a very short speech; judging and prize 
description; calls a lady from Christiansted; she gives a short speech; He calls “Dandy Lion” again; 
“Dandy Lion” [Leroy Daniels] does riddles.

T086-03 3. Chairman call Reverend Stevens to stage; Chairman makes $100 contribution to the St. Luke A.M.E. 
church; Rev. Stevens asks a riddle about one goat facing north, another facing south, can they see 
each other.

T086-04 4. Someone wants to ask two questions to “Dandy Lion;” A riddle about a priest; a riddle about a 
postage stamp and schoolmaster's cane; chairman announces that the choir will sing, invites people 
to sing along; Choir sings Whispering Hope [with lyric: “soft as the voice of an angel”].

T087 Tea Meeting V- Aug 3, 1979 (STX)
Date August 3, 1979, 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM:

Location St. Gerard's Hall, Frederiksted, St. Croix.

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Circumstances: See T083.

636. From the California State University, Fresno web site: “Cumulative song. AUTHOR: unknown. EARLIEST DATE: 1908 
(collected from Charles Neville). FOUND IN: Britain (Wales, England (South)), Canada (Mar), Australia. REFERENCES: 
Kennedy 311, “The Wild Man of Borneo,” Creighton/Senior, pp. 258, “The Wild Man of Borneo,” DT, KINGCARA.

637. The melody is 1890s music hall — probably American, except tempo is very slow; a novelty tune.
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T087-01 1. Choir sings Crown Him. Chairman calls “Senator” to stage; “Senator” gives riddle about cutting up 
a johnny cake, what is his phone number; Choir sings an unidentified song.

T087-03 2. Chairman says it's going on 1:00; asks choir to sing while President, King, etc. retire. Choir sings a 
Baptist hymn, All Hail, Immanuel! by Charles H. Gabriel. Chairman announces prize winners: 1st 
prize is $25, goes to “Dandy Lion” [Leroy Daniels] and “People Will Talk” [Edna Morris]; 2nd 
prize is $20, goes to “Merry Girl” [Margaret Parris] and “The Couple;” 3rd prize is $15, goes to 
“Don't Bother” [William Carroll] and Brown Eyes [Miss King].

T087-03 3. Chairman praises Willie Carroll and the people who worked behind the scenes, calls James Miller to 
sing; Miller sings another Baptist hymn, Lead Me, Guide Me by Doris Akers and the choir joins in; 
Blessing by Reverend Stevens.

T088 LP: Archie Thomas, Alwyn Richards, “Calypso Holiday” (STX & STT)
Album/record name: Calypso Holiday. Archie Thomas and his band (from St. Croix) on one side; Alwyn 
Richards and his band (from St. Thomas) on the other. Musicians are not listed.

Copied from the album cover: Recorded in the Virgin Islands; Monogram Records, Inc., 1650 Broadway, 
New York. Note that the jacket names both Thomas's and Richards's groups, but the record says Richards 
on both sides.

Note that the first cut on the album, Silly Bell, could not be copied because of chip in disc.

Technical Mono

T088-01 1 Archie Thomas: Virgin Isle Country Dance

T088-02 2 Archie Thomas: Pan Bush Mary

T088-03 3 Archie Thomas: Kill Thing Pappy

T088-04 4 Archie Thomas: Palma Dumplin

T088-05 5 Archie Thomas: West End Romance

T088-06 6 Alwyn Richards: Kum To Pappy. [Record skipped when played.]

T088-07 7 Alwyn Richards: Cash Cash Me Ball. [Only part recorded because of chip in disc.]

T088-08 8 Alwyn Richards: Roll Isabella Roll

T088-09 9 Alwyn Richards: Mambolean and Scambaugh

T088-10 10 Alwyn Richards: O Beah Man
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T088-11 11 Alwyn Richards: Hit and Run

T089 LP: Archie Thomas, “Island Favorites” (STX)
Copied from the album cover: “Virgin Islands Top Dance Band.” This band is from St. Croix.

Technical Mono

Musicians

Archie Thomas Sax, Clarinet
Wesley Thomas Piano, Solovox
N. Bailey, Jr. Vocalist
I. Niles Vocalist
M. Adams Trumpet
R. Malone Guitar
M. Laurence String bass
R. Benjamin Drums
H. Peterson Congas
M. Christian Cowbell, Steel

T089-01 1 Archie, Buck Me Up

T089-02 2 Cane Fire

T089-03 3 Skipper the Jockey = name on jacket cover; Skypper Riding = name on the label

T089-04 4 Matty Gru = name on jacket cover; Matto Grue = name on label

T089-05 5 Fire Down De

T089-06 6 V. I. Road March

T089-07 7 Weed Woman

T089-08 8 Never Did Love You

T089-09 9 Queen Mary

T089-10 10 Melbourne Merengue = name on jacket cover; Melbow = name on label

T089-11 11 Wood Picker

T089-12 12 St. Croix Country Dance — “arranged by Archie Thomas.” Lyric includes something about stealing 
massa chicken.
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T090 LP: Alphonso Joseph (STX)
Album/record name: “Virgin Isles Quadrille.” Alphonso Joseph and His Band with floormaster giving 
commands. This band is from St. Croix.

Copied from the album cover: Tarco Record Co., Joseph Levine, conductor. Thomas Brothers Recording 
Co., P. O. Box 744.

Technical Mono

Note A number of fluters and saxophonists recorded for this project learned tunes from this 
recording (or from another musician who had learned the tunes from this recording), 
and when they identified the tunes they played, they often said something like, “That’s 
an Alphonso Joseph song/tune,” indicating that they learned the tune from this record 
or from someone who identified the tune as such. As Stanley Jacobs said in 2013, “I 
give the song the name of the person who taught it to me.”

(Alphonso Joseph had died before either Stanley Jacobs, Sylvester McIntosh, Dimitri 
Copemann, or Ohaldo Williams began playing traditional music, so they could not 
have learned these tunes from live performances.) The tunes referenced below have 
been renamed by Soule in order to facilitate cross-references to them. All of these tunes 
are played at a much slower tempo than bands of the 1970s and later play them.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC03.

T090-01 1 Alphonso Joseph First Figure. [This is named “Number One” on the LP itself. The tempo of this 
rendition is considerably slower than the tempo used by the quadrille/quelbé bands recorded live in 
the late 1970s and 1980 for this project. Stanley Jacobs said this is a “long song; it has lots of parts 
to it. With this song, you don't have the latitude to add flourishes.”]

T090-02 2 Alphonso Joseph Second Figure. [This is named “Number Two” on the LP itself. The tempo of this 
rendition is considerably slower than the tempo used by the quadrille/quelbé bands recorded live in 
the late 1970s and 1980 for this project.]

T090-03 3 Alphonso Joseph Third Figure. [This figure is actually comprised of two separate tunes; when 
Stanley was playing quadrilles with Adam Petersen as floormaster (1970s), Adam told Stanley that 
the old-timers sometimes played multiple tunes for a given figure. The first song is Sammy Frances, 
the second is unnamed. This is named “Number Three” on the LP itself. Again, the tempo of this 
rendition is considerably slower than the tempo used by the quadrille/quelbé bands recorded live in 
the late 1970s and 1980 for this project.]

T090-04 4 Alphonso Joseph Fourth Figure. [This is named “Number Four” on the LP itself. Again, the tempo 
of this rendition is considerably slower than the tempo used by the quadrille/quelbé bands recorded 
live in the late 1970s and 1980 for this project. This tune is unnamed. On T166-04, Stanley plays this 
tune for Soule to use as a reference.]

T090-05 5 Alphonso Joseph Sixth Figure. [This is named “Number Six” on the LP itself. The tune is German 
Plow or German Diesel Plow. Again, the tempo of this rendition is considerably slower than the 
tempo used by the quadrille/quelbé bands recorded live in the late 1970s and 1980 for this project.] 
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T090-06 6 Loreta.638 [This is named “Merengue” on the LP itself. It is a quadrille merengue also known as a 
Crucian merengue. Stanley Jacobs said (in 2013) that this rendition is played as a Sixth Figure and 
his band plays it as a Dominican merengue.639]

T090-07 7 Maharp.

T090-08 8 Alphonso Joseph Crucian Merengue. [This cut is also named “Merengue” on the LP itself. As 
identified by contemporary musicians, this is a Crucian merengue, also known as a quadrille 
merengue.640 As Stanley Jacobs said (in 2013) about cut T090-04, this rendition is played as a Sixth 
Figure; however bands of the 1970s and later play this as a “Dominican merengue.”]

T091 Lucille Roberts - Jan 22, 1980 (STT)
Date January 22, 1980

Location St. Thomas, Lucille Roberts in her office at her “pre-school.”

Interviewer Soule.

Technical Mono

T091-01 1. Lucille Roberts says she was educated in private school, a Moravian School; there was no high 
school; the children were sent to Antigua for grades higher than 7; this was under the Danes. She was 
born September 18, 1904; spent two years in Antigua at training school; got training to be a teacher; 
schools in VI expanded, finally included senior high school. 

Lucille Roberts gives a brief history of the Transfer; she was 13 at the time; describes how people 
cried at the anthems. She says how good life was in those days, how close people were, how they 
helped each other. She says there was a lack of fear; people lived as brothers and sisters; there was 
no black and white separation. She speaks of how disturbed she is by changing behavior patterns of 
the past ten years. Mentions how education has changed from when she went to school; in her day, 
they used slates to write on.

T091-02 2. Lucille Roberts discusses the quadrille dance; says she started at 13 dancing at “home parties.” She 
says the bands were made up of violin, flute sometimes, guitar, the squash [güiro], small guitar 
(cuatro). She says the band was known by name of leader. Mr. Barzey, the shoe maker, had a band. 
They also had Mr. Wilson (sax). She says that in the early days, they didn't even use conga. She says 
the bamboula was the only music that had drum. She mentions “Miss Clara” and “Essie” and 
“Rosita” — these were the bamboula people she remembers. The callers are dead mostly; she only 
remembers Herman Ludwig and another named Joe — a shoemaker, bowlegged. She says that after 
the calling, you had a bell — similar to St. Croix — to change the figure; she says that quadrille is 
from England; waltz from France; lancers is from Danes and French; St. Croix's quadrille is “the 
imperial.” St. Thomas' quadrille is “the flat German.”

638. Composed by Luis Alberti or Diomedes Villadares - TBD.
639. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
640. See “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
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T091-03 3. Lucille Roberts discusses the accordion — “music box”, guitar, güiro, cuatro, the triangle was part 
of the early orchestra “music of the French people;” they danced barefoot and looked at their feet. 
The northside French were farmers; Carenage people [people from Frenchtown] are business people; 
they have their jealousies.

T091-04 4. Lucille Roberts says that the quadrille has five different figures; First, Second, etc. and each has a 
different formation; the First Figure is slow, Second is faster and more complicated; Third Figure is 
more beautiful, like an arch; a long line dance; slow; She gives example of melodies and tempo for 
First Figure and then Third; She says the Second Figure is 4/4 time; likens it to a jig; also says it's 
like a Virginia Reel; She says there are many melodies that can be used for each figure. She doesn't 
think there are words to these melodies. She says in the last figure [the flotation merengue],641 all 
the gentlemen dance without ladies; she says they use “country dances” like Jamesie and the Happy 
Seven’s music for the last figure where the men “really get away.”

T091-05 5. Lucille Roberts says that the The Mountain Kings and the Mountainaires [Rico's group] play the 
traditional music; she says that Percival Nurse is a great musician [sax]; he's a Crucian.

T091-06 6. Lucille Roberts discusses folk stories; how her father used to tell them stories; she mentions 
religious songs and lullabies; she says they played ring games, hide & seek, family games, Brown 
Girl in the Ring, Drop Peter Drop. She sings Brown Girl; mentions the one about Sally; someone 
kneels; she sings and laughs; explains Drop Peter Drop, then she sings it; mentions Here We Go 
Loopty Loo; discusses what the ring games teach the children. She played mostly at family events, 
no ball parks; she grew up in Frenchman's Hill and then near where Walter's disco is. She says that 
area was called “upstreet;” below Market Square was “downstreet;” beyond Raphune Hill was 
“east.”

T091-07 7. Lucille Roberts discusses “pet-names” and how they referred to a person’s behavior; she says “anti-
men” means gay men; used to be fewer of them; girls didn't have nicknames unless they were 
prostitutes or whores; “they'll build up songs on anybody;” Bru Matty Bru is a Crucian song about 
the slaves; she sings a little of Queen Mary.

T091-08 8. A recording of Lucille Roberts calling a quadrille dance with recorded music. [Recorded in the 
Spring of 1980 by Mary Jane Soule at Lucille Roberts’s home/pre-school.]

T092 Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh II - Jan 20, 1980 (STX)
Date January 20, 1980.

Location St. Thomas, pre-performance at Pilgrim Terrace, a nightclub catering to natives.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

641. For more information, see “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
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T092-01 1. Sylvester McIntosh describes how the quadrille is structured and how the band determines what to 
play. Soule asks why they play Queen Mary for a quadrille. McIntosh says you can use any song you 
like if it fits the figure. Quadrille starts with Sixth Figure and ends with merengue.642 Queen Mary is 
a Sixth Figure. He says calypsos came from Trinidad; he says they are similar to a Sixth Figure 
because they tell a story. However, most Sixth Figures are locally composed songs. He says that 
after Sixth Figure, you go to a First Figure (“a Number One”), like Sammy Francis Turn Rosita 
Wild.

T092-02 2. Sylvester McIntosh says that the beat for a Sixth Figure is fast. The guitar player uses an “upstrum.” 
For Number One, guitar and banjo play “triple rap” and that makes the difference. The bass man 
plays off the beat.

T092-03 3. Sylvester McIntosh sings Sit Down Duncan and explains the word carbé. He says its’ a name for a 
dumb person: for example, a man whose woman is treating him bad, but he can’t see it. Says Sit 
Down Duncan is a Sixth Figure. In Third Figure is rapid up and down. [Plane in background.] He 
says that in Second Figure or Fourth Figure, it's a down-strum, but rapid. Hillie's the Girl I Really 
Love (a Second Figure) . . . gives example of how the squash plays. McIntosh says there are three 
rhythms in quadrille: Sixth Figure; First and Third Figures are the same; and Second and Fourth 
Figure have the same rhythm. A [Crucian] merengue ends the set and that's like Ho Bin Sen Yo. 
Merengue [Crucian] is a “slow pace” — or Mary Bull. Those are Crucian merengues or quadrille 
merengues — not Spanish merengues.

T092-04 4. Sylvester McIntosh says he used to hear about quelbé643 dances and Crucian buck-up — all real hot, 
fast songs. St. Croix music is now coming to St. Thomas. McIntosh says he’s been with some pretty 
good bands. Archie Thomas used to be the top band, before multiple saxes and reading music. 
McIntosh started with the Pond Bush Hot Shots — “my little scratch band” — they had an 
“outdated” keg. Someone took the band to Puerto Rico in 1956; they also played at Pilgrim Terrace 
[in St. Thomas] in 1958. “Pond Bush” was an area of Frederiksted — by the Lagoon area — it was a 
swamp — Crucians spell it “pan” [pond] — “Upstreet” Frederiksted was Two Brothers. They used 
to fight. In 1958, the band had a bass keg, steel, squash, two guitars . . . Ira Samuel played 
guitar . . . and an amplifier — McIntosh’s father had bought an amplifier. The band became popular 
after the first night was so slow. Kept the place rolling for two nights; mostly played merengue and 
calypso.

T092-05 5. Sylvester McIntosh says he also was in a band called the Clefs — there were six of them. At that 
time, Joe Parris was playing quadrille without amplification about once a month at St. Gerard's Hall. 
About 100 people would attend. They played on the floor of the dance hall, not on the stage. Phonso 
Joseph and Phonso Knockout644 alternated playing flute. Then Stanley [Jacobs] played flute with 
them — Stanley had learned from Pedro. Then, Sylvester started coming around with his sax — this 
was when Sylvester learned the quadrille figures — the only figures he knew prior to that were Sixth 

642. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in the Introduction.
643. See “Quelbé” in the Introduction.
644. See Knockout in “People”.
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Figures from playing in his father's band — this was the end of 1969, beginning of 1970 — 
Sylvester started playing [with Parris band] little by little — people didn't like the sax, but then 
younger people started to come. By 1970, the dance was packed. He played with Stanley. He 
[Sylvester] was not a member of the band; Sylvester didn't know whole sets, so he just played the 
songs he knew. Stanley was thinking of starting his own band; there was a big fuss — someone has 
it all on tape — Soda asked Sylvester to play — the figures just came to Sylvester. “I didn't know I 
had all these figures; they just come like that.” “I introduced the saxophone into quadrille.” Stanley 
started his own band; Parris became the hottest band. Prior to this, he [Sylvester] had played with 
Stanley. Sometimes, he played off behind Stanley when Stanley played.

T092-06 6. Sylvester McIntosh describes his father's band: full drum outfit, tenor banjo — not banjo-ukulele — 
two guitars, squash, no steel, bass horn [tuba]. Sylvester says his father played sax in a band, but he 
played guitar walking, or at home. Sylvester says he played in his father's645 band as a guitar player 
when he was 15. Says his father's band never played quadrille, they just played calypso and “island 
songs.” Sylvester can remember running behind the truck his father's band was on. CPL — some 
organization they made a song about — he sings a little of it; they also played Island Girl Audrey — 
Sylvester sings a little — probably from another island. Most of those songs were from Lloyd 
Thomas, like the Bedbug song, and Went to Berlin on a Donkey.646 Lloyd Thomas was a top 
calypsonian: he was born Crucian, but went to other islands. “Due to present infatuation, had a girl in 
St. John . . . ” LLoyd Thomas blew a flute, too. McIntosh says he know if Lloyd Thomas is still 
alive.

T092-07 7. Sylvester McIntosh says he doesn't know the words to Taste Am. How James Brewster remembers 
old songs, but puts his own words to them. Sylvester says he learns songs from his mother.

8. Sylvester McIntosh sings Cigar Win the Race — a Crucian song.

9. Sylvester McIntosh sings his version of Carbé Man. “Nobody teach me these things — they just 
come to me.” He sings Sophie Benjamin.647

T093 Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen I - Feb 10, 1980 (STT)
Date February 10, 1980.

Location St. Thomas, Gerda Benjamin's home on the east end of St. Thomas.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Note Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen are daughters of “Miss Clara,” a famous dancer of 
the bamboula. 

Technical Mono

645. Ivan McIntosh
646. Actually, Lloyd Thomas popularized this song, but didn’t compose it. I Went to Berlin on a Donkey (a.k.a The 

Sauerkraut Calypso) was written by Lord Melody (1926 – 26 September 1988). Melody was a popular Trinidadian 
calypsonian, best known for singles.

647. Sophie Benjamin Clark was married to the father of Evilina Gordon (T039 and T111). For lyrics, see T019-03.
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T093-01 1. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen discuss their mother, Miss Clara,648 the bamboula lady; they 
say their mother was born in 1887. They say they grew up in country; describe how people used to 
carry coal in town; how they used to sing while they worked. They say they will ask Amos [Frett] 
about coal work chant; he's 80-odd years old.

T093-02 2. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen discuss what country life used to be like; wasn't too populated 
where they are up until the 30's; they lived near some graveyard; went to town once a week on 
Saturdays; grew food and fished; sold provision649 in town; okra, pumpkins, hot peppers, cane, old 
kind of Dukes, pigeon peas, sweet potatoes, bananas; made a big shopping at one time, like for flour, 
corn meal, sugar; some people only went once a month; no electricity; “corned” the meat; salted and 
dried it; the animals they raised and ate; they way they used to share food; their mother had a trash 
house;650 trees from bush and plaited; floor was dirt — used bush for broom; pistarkle or maran;651 
used to buy big cakes of soaps; how they washed clothes in the gut; used to get so much rain; used 
kerosene tins; boiled clothes with “pulling bush” that comes soapy with “blue” and “washing soda” 
— hung clothes on bush — had the coal goose you put hot coals inside to iron — blew the ashes out 
— [“Cold goose” literally means “a cold iron” — as in an iron that was used for ironing clothes. So 
the band name “Cold Goose Gang” implies that the musicians are elderly.]

T093-03 3. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen say that the primitive days was wonderful, healthy; knead up 
your dough and cook it in an iron pot; three stones to keep pot off coals, then tin on top and more 
coals; cooked soup in kerosene pans; always cooked for more than the family; these days you don't 
know whether coming or going; This road was just a path; just animals could pass; their 
transportation was by animals or cart; Going into town; there was no-one but narrow path and trees; 
everybody was a family; government made kids go to school; you had to go to court if your kids 
weren't in school for three days; they went to James Madison school; they walked and ran; faster 
than cars; barefoot; clothes clean; hair in order; kids worked hard; some of our words may not be 
right to express our feelings about those days; how they used to scare brothers and sisters — today 
you think it's a burglar — confusion and furious-ness — any adult could correct a child; when you 
lost pride and respect, you never get it back . . . and you had to say hello to the adult that beat you.

T093-04 4. Gladys Venzen says she was born in 1923 at the “old hospital.” Midwives used to come around; 
Gerda Benjamin born in 1925; funny stories their parents used to tell about where kids came from; 
“used to order them” or “pick up a package at the hospital;” they used to call menstrual period “your 
flowers” or “your health;” so scared when you first got your period; what you were supposed to do; 
bought material like diapers, you made napkins from; you had to wash them white every month with 
bleach; used a little blue water; always told not to throw away our blood for people to kick it around; 
said not to throw it in the sun; there were night soil pans; shouldn't have blood thrown in the sun 
because it gives you cramps; they said you shouldn't get wet; the first time you menstruated, they 
washed you from head to foot to prevent you from catching cold; they gave you a bath and put you to 
rest; after that you could get wet; when you had a baby, you had to lie down for nine days; “nine 

648. Clarita Simmonds Smith Matthias. 
649. Vegetables, usually root vegetables.
650. Shack made of straw and grass or palm fronds. (Vals)
651. A poisonous bush found in profusion in formerly heavy-grazed areas. The leaves have been used as pot scrubbing agents.
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days lying in;” used to have tanks, like containers for charcoal; tanks for water; told women not to 
lean over tanks too much because it could break the child's neck; today they tell you not to stretch 
too much; good to work hard when pregnant; pointed belly meant a boy; round one was a girl.

T093-05 5. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen say that a cloudy sky means good fishing days; they used to be 
able to predict weather; one way their parents made money was by catching whelks; up at 3 A.M., 
caught whelks at low tide; “pick them;” when sun up to certain height, they went back and cracked 
them on the way back; wash them and bring them home; tail of whelks; kept them fresh in corn bag 
with sea water; next Morning, take them to town on their heads.

T094 Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen II - Feb 10, 1980 (STT)
Date February 10, 1980.

Location St. Thomas, Gerda Benjamin's home on the east end of St. Thomas.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Note Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen are daughters of “Miss Clara,” a famous dancer of 
the bamboula. 

Technical Mono

T094-01 1. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen discuss how their mother used to sing and dance at parties; 
“Creole songs;” songs made off other people, like calypso; 

They mention Roll Isabella Roll and sing a bit of it.

[Singing]:

Roll Isabella roll, roll Isabella roll,
Roll Isabella roll, the damn shopkeeper got the island down.

Gladys Venzen: (laughing) “See, my mother danced the Heel and Toe, bare feet. She get up on those 
toes and she make her thing there!”

Sometimes she sing and knock [the bamboula drum]; 

Gerda Benjamin: “Two persons on the drum. One sit on the drum to knock the front pan. But she sit 
on something else on a little stool and then she hit on the back of the drum. We call it the katta stick. 
And that keep the beat, with the drum.” 

Their father was a bush man — cut timber — for one baker in town; how they made fish pots from 
hoop or wiss;652 split sticks and plaited them; also had black wiss and split in two and plaited them; 
Mebobo [Williams] used wire; how they like to go fishing; Gladys Venzen went to New York for a 
while; when she came home, she realized how much she missed; she made traditional food in NY; 
how she makes fish seasoning; she was 23 or 24 when she left; lived in NY 21 years.

652. Withe. Any and all of a variety of tropical vines, stems, or roots found in the islands and used for tying things or for 
basketry.
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T094-02 2. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen discuss their mother: she was talented, and if encouraged, she 
could have done more; she was funny and made plays for the church; she could have been a great 
woman. 

There was no music except for bamboula; that was their dancing music; parties in dance halls; 
special place on Mt. Zion Hill; Jubilee house; was hall where stone crusher is.

How Man Coo Alley got its name; named for the man who lived there; had a quess653 — they call it 
a coo — 

Soule asks what the parties were like.

Gerda Benjamin: “They sing. They just sing and knock knocking and singing and the others like 
answering. Maybe you got 'bout three or four lines, but, you just singing it over and over.”

They used to have drums with special little pegs that gave different tones.

Gerda describes how they made the drums: Kegs came with salt pork; bore holes; hook stick; goat 
skin; ewe skin; clean and dried; hoops banged around; pegs go in hole and fine rope goes around 
starting with master peg; set the drum using those pegs as keys; used fire to tighten; “bamboula 
drum;” size of drum; hoopla; bigger than nail barrels; goat strap to carry; Al Cohen's barrels are 
bigger.

T094-03 3. Gerda Benjamin and Gladys Venzen discuss Tway She She. 

“We used to had one, a Creole one singing, ‘two sisters living with one man.’ But it go like this —”

Gerda speaks it; 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 
GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

Gerda Benjamin & Gladys Venzen: “So, it used to sing like this — the person that knocking the 
drum, she sing:”

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN…

Gerda Benjamin: “Then the group that's dancing:”

SHOO WAH WAH 

Gerda Benjamin: “You see, they answer:”

SHOO WAH WAH 

Gerda Benjamin: “And she say,”

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 
GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

653. Swollen testicles. (Seaman)
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Gerda Benjamin: “So you see it was like a chime she sing and they answer. And that time, the type 
of the music going on and they're just holding their skirt and jigging around.”

Gladys Venzen: “Oh yeah, and then they used to wear some big white skirts, stiff with starch!” 

Gladys Venzen joins in; hold skirt and jig around; they used to wear big white skirts with lace; 
quadrille is a little like it; Jig was one; two-step; fox trot;

Gladys says Creole was ancient, old time.

Gerda Benjamin: “It was a language which we did never learn — they never taught us — but a few 
of our people used to speak it.”

Gerda says there was a book of Creole; Eldra Schulterbrandt might know; they say that they'd like to 
get a drum; Gerda knows a man who could knock with katta stick.

Their Mother didn't dance at carnival, just at dances; she was leader and had two sisters.

Miss Clara’s father was from St. Croix, her mother from St. John; Maybe bamboula was an Indian 
dance.

When you used to twist yourself, it was called bèlè654 or Heel and Toe; Gerda Benjamin wrote some 
down in a yellow book; Introduction to Pittee Fwee; she calls it “French language”.

Gerda Benjamin (singing Tway She She and slapping her chair):

T094-04 4. What was the song when you twist yourself. Heel and Toe, Bèlè.

Gerda says one of them was in the French language.

They sing Pittee Fwee.

PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY 

Gerda Benjamin: “To me, it's a way of telling you how to dance. When you say “Warriette655 — PIH 
TEE FWEE warriette” … Then you find that everybody like twisting theyself. MEH JEH VEH NAY, PIH 
TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY — and then you go on the Heel and Toe again. And you 
like going in one direction and then you coming in the other direction. You know, what some of the 
song when you twist yourself, you used to call it the bèlè. Bèlè.”

She says she can remember the movement; they never went to dance except once at James Madison; 
Benny, Zeke were old man dancers; how he used to wear pants high; he would leap and sashay; 
Gerda performed in Carnival with her mother when Carnival was revived.

654. See bèlè in the Glossary.
655. To warriette is to dance using some special steps, style, or flourishes of one’s own; may be synonymous with ambooshay.
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T095 Ethel McIntosh, Vivian McIntosh, & Andreas - Jan 30, 1980 (STX)
Date January 30, 1980

Location St. Croix, picnic table under a shelter at Whim Gardens

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Transcription Mary Jane Soule with assistance from Alvin Milligan

Technical Mono

Archivist note This recording was rearranged from the original VIV095.

T095-01 1. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Dirty Victoria:656

One Sunday morning, I went in the King Street, 
When I meet up Queen Victoria, WIH TEE657 smell like a herring barrel.

Roll, drummer, roll. Roll, drummer, roll. 
Roll the keg, Arabella, let we dance Dirty Victoria. 

One Monday morning, I was walking in the King Street, 
And I meet up Queen Victoria, WIH TEE smell like a herring barrel. 

Roll, drummer, roll. Roll, drummer, roll. 
Roll the keg, Arabella, let we dance Dirty Victoria. [Vivian McIntosh laughs.]

T095-02 2. Ethel McIntosh sings Queen Mary Weary in Jail.658

Queen Mary bawl out, “I weary in jail.” 
Queen Mary bawl, she tired in jail. 
Queen Mary bawl out, “I weary in jail.” 
See what sort of a governor, this ain't got no feeling. 

T095-03 3. VIVIAN MCINTOSH sings Oh We Want To Know:

Oh want to know, oh we want to really wuh.
We want to know from the Editor
 If we trouble to Mr. Shmiegelow.659 

Oh want to know, oh we really want to know.
We want to know from the Editor
If we trouble to Mr. Shmiegelow. 

Talk you _____, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear.
Talk you _____, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear. 

656. Sylvester McIntosh says there was a man named Big Jack, who owned a bar. Victoria was his wife; she tended pigs — 
that’s why she smelled.

657. Means either “with the” or Witty,” a nickname for Victoria.
658. This same song was collected from Mary Catherine Williams around 1920 by an early ethnomusicologist, Maude Cuney 

Hare. See Mary Catherine in “People”.
659. Pronounced SWEE LOH. See Schmiegelow in Chronology.
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SOULE: “Who's the Editor?” [Several people answer at once.]

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “D. Hamilton Jackson.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “And he said he want to . . . really want to know if he trouble to Mr. 
Schmiegelow. Mr. Schmiegelow was a white man what had come to shoot Jackson. When he 
[Jackson] went to Denmark and he come back — he [Schmiegelow] had come to shoot him. And 
everybody gathered together up to the head of the fish market. And then Mary Catherine say —”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Oh, want to know, oh, ah-wee really want to know.
We want to know from the Editor if we trouble to Mr. Schmiegelow. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “He they used to call ‘John Hog?’” 

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Yes.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH [singing]:

Talk you ______, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear.
Talk you ______, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear. 

T095-04 4. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings White Frock:

I buy one white frock for married in, me no married in a shirting.660

I want white silk frock for married in, me no married in a shirting.
The frock what you married in, them ah call you back for alter.
If you shame661 for bring em back, you must send em with you daughter. 

And when I had married, I had servant all around me.
I never left me man ah house to go peep in a pot ah kitchen. 

MAUDE ANDREAS: “What is this?”

T095-05 5. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Elizabeth, You Bajan Man-a-War:

Elizabeth, you Bajan man-a-war, 
You going ah La Vallee662 dance tonight, but take care me petticoat tail.

Me petticoat with insertion663 tail. Take care me petticoat tail.
WEH NAH Bajan man going spin you around. Take care me petticoat tail. [Laughter.] 

MAUDE ANDREAS: “The woman borrow her petticoat, and then — because she were going to this 
dance. And then now, she going now tell everybody now ‘tis the petticoat she borrowing must — 
And when the man going spin he around, must take care the petticoat tail. Oh my goodness.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “{I had know} a heap664 of thing, but, you ageable,665 you forget all them 
thing now.”

660.  At another time, Ethel McIntosh explained that this term means common cotton fabric, such as would be used in making 
men's shirts. 

661. Ashamed.
662. Estate.
663.  Soule asked Ethel McIntosh what “insertion” meant, Ethel McIntosh pointed out a piece of lace sewn as a spacer between 

two pieces of opaque fabric in the skirt Soule was wearing.
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T095-06 6. Maude Andreas discusses the rawness of the song she’s about to sing. Says Soule can boil it, cook it, 
stew it, do anything she wants, but the song is “properly raw.” 

Maude Andreas tells a story about a fisherman named Mr. Sarauw who used to “trust fish out to 
different people, and go to them — when they had get paid — for money.” This day, he went to 
collect from a woman named Ella Fawcett, but she said she couldn’t pay because she’d been 
couldn’t work for two weeks. So the fisherman said “Haul your ass in the grass!” 

[When McIntosh starts to sing, she is off-mic, so there’s thumping as Soule turns mic to her 
direction.]

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Two Step In The Grass:

Mr. Sarauw, Mr. Sarauw,
Me never work for the last two week.
He say, two step in the grass, Ellen, I going tear me fish out your rear.

He say, “You had a bluefish, you had a wenchman, and a lovely boil666 on the strap.667

Two step in the grass, Helen, let me tear me fish out your rear.
Two step in the grass, Helen, I going knock the fish out your “r.”668 

T095-07 7 Soule ask about a song about Thomas Scott, a song that Ciple669 made.670

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott is a bad young man, 
'Cause he hide corn pork, chook671 in he trunk. 
He stamp he foot, he clap he hand, he gone away. 
ah where he there, me no know.
He must ah gone 'round in he room go sleep. 

Oh, Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott, that bad young man. 
Because he hide corn pork from he son. 
Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott is a bad young man. 
Because he hide corn pork from he son.

Soule asks if Ethel McIntosh knew Thomas Scott. She says yes, and then says that his grandson, 
Charles Ferrell works at the Pennsylvania Bank on Strand Street.

Ethel McIntosh asks Maude Andreas if she had know Ciple’s right name. Maude Andreas answers 
“No.”

664. A lot.
665. Elderly.
666. “A lovely boil” is a fish that you would cook by boiling rather than frying or stewing. (Jacobs)
667. Fishermen used to strap fish with wiss, a vine that grows wild in the pasture and was used as rope. (Jacobs)
668. “r” is the most discreet was of saying “rass,” meaning “your ass;” derived from “{you}r ass” the way ‘twas is derived from 

“{i}t was.”
669. See Ciple in “People”.
670. Thomas Scott was a stick-fighter from the Dominican Republic. His wife was Nellie Scott, from Antigua, a water-carrier 

in the sugar cane fields; she also led a masquerade troupe.
671. To chook is to shove.
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T095-08 8. Ethel McIntosh sings Payne Dead. She explains the song, saying that a woman had killed a man in 
the market and was justified in doing so because the man was her own man. They discuss Stone Cold 
Dead In The Market. Maude Andreas said she sang it in New York.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

There's a crying in the market, 
They say Payne dead. 
Payne dead, Payne dead, Payne dead. 
There's a crying in the market, 
They say Payne dead. 
Mama, me no kill nobody man than me own man.

And I wish Grand Session was tomorrow. 
I wish Grand Session was tomorrow.
I say, me wish Grand Session was tomorrow.
Let me get to facen Major Gyllich672 independent. 

T095-09 9. [There is a jet going by.] Ethel McIntosh gives an explanation of Tantan Jennie by Ciple:673 The 
thieving happened in Hagemann Store which was where the Police Station now is, may have taken 
place in the 20's; John Klyvert was the clerk; “Madame” was Mrs. Hagemann. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Tantan Jennie:

While Mr. John674 was sitting down, 
And all the people swarm around 
To see Tantan Jennie with the paper bag, 
And Martha King675 with the pair of specs.676

Madame,677 they say, Madame, 
Madame, the girl getting me for tag.678

Madame, Madame, Madame, 
The girl they no care one damn.

Francis say you must carry it back, 
Next one say, must change the frock.
Francis say you must carry it back. 
Martha say “I going change me frock!” 

T095-10 10. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “I know one say I Get Up in the Morning —'

I get up in the morning 

672. See Gyllich in Chronology.
673. See Ciple in “People”.
674. John Klyvert was a clerk in Mrs. Hagemann’s store, Au Bon Marché, an elegant dry goods store in Frederiksted. For more 

infomation, see Hagemann, Rosamond Durant in “People”.
675.  Census records list an Anna Martha King as having been born around 1901.
676. The girls were shoplifting; the incident probably occurred between 1910 and 1920.
677. “Madame” was the proprietress, Mrs. Rosamond Hagemann.
678. “for tag” = “for dressing, for wearing”
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I eat me leg of mutton,679 
And I drink me cherry cordial,680 
Me no trouble to bulldog driver.681

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

I get up in the morning and I eat me leg of mutton,682 
I drink me cup of cordial. Me no trouble to dunkoo warman.683

“Marra!”684 me be there, “Marra!” 
Say “Marra!” me be there, “Marra!” 
“Marra!” me be there, “Marra!” 
Me no want no deceitful “Marra!”685

I get up every morning and I eat me leg of mutton, 
And I drink me cup of cordial. Me no trouble to bulldog driver.686 

MAUDE ANDREAS [singing]:

Me get up this morning, man, me no tell nobody “Marra!” 
Me no tell nobody howdy, man, me too damn deceitful.

Me get up this morning, man, me no tell nobody howdy. 
Me no tell nobody howdy, man, me too damn bad-minded.

“The other woman get up and she say —”

Oh, let me lone. Oh, mama, let me lone. 
You kah take you belly687 and make burying ground.688 
Oh, mama, let me lone.

Oh, let me lone. Oh, mama, let me lone. 
You kah take you belly and make burying ground. Oh, mama, let me lone.

Ee say, I get up this morning, man, me no tell nobody “Marra!” 
No gon tell nobody howdy, man, me too backbiting.

Me get up this morning, man, me no tell nobody “Marra!” 
Me no tell nobody “Marra!,” man, me too backbiting.

Oh, let me lone. Oh, mama, let me lone. 
You kah take you belly and make burying ground. Oh, mama, let me lone.

679. Goat.
680. A drink made from sorrell (McIntosh).
681. Anyone. This means “I don’t bother anybody.” (McIntosh, Jacobs)
682. Goat.
683. Pest, varmint. No doubt derived from vermin. (Seaman)
684. “Good morning!”
685. I don’t want a “Good morning” from the other person.
686. I’m no trouble to another person
687. Andreas explained that if a woman has sex one night and drinks avocado pear bush tea the next morning, no baby will 

develop. But the tea is highly poisonous if you drink it after the baby is formed.
688. You could abort your baby. (Burying ground = cemetery) (Jacobs)
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ANDREAS: “That’s how they used to catch after each other. They were neighbors.”

Soule says she didn’t understand the lyrics.

ANDREAS: “That is, she was getting babies all the time, and she taking them and throwing them 
away, she never deliver with none. She wouldn’t bring any. Never go hospital. She just use different 
things, and throw it out. Gone! And then again, she go again with some other body, a next person 
here, there, everywhere. Bram, bram, bram. She throws it away again. Never come.” 

Soule asks how she would abort.

ANDREAS: “ . . . a lot of bush, different bush that you could boil and drink.”

SOULE: “And if you’re pregnant...”

ANDREAS: “Make it go, never come.”

SOULE: “What bushes do that?”

ANDREAS: “Now, you see, you gon put me in jail.” [She laughs.] “They call one “a pear bush.” 

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Avocado. Avocado pear. 

SOULE: “Oh yeah? The kind that you eat?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Yeah. The bush for that. They boil it and drink it. For instance, if they have 
contact tonight, and they drink that tomorrow morning, then whatsoever form, gone. And if they 
wait too long, better — don’t do nothing.”

SOULE: “Because what? It would harm the baby?”

ANDREAS: “Harm baby.”

ETHERL MCINTOSH: “Harm mother. Harm father and all. All generation.”

ANDREAS: “If you don’t do anything about it, and it form and it come a good size, and you go and 
you mess up with it, you kill yourself, you kill the baby. Oh boy.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “All gone. Down in the Lagoon Mouth.”689 [Andreas laughs.]

T095-11 11. Discussion of Cassie Dayton, the actual person whom the song is about. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Cassie Dayton: 

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner690 bring me down here.
I say Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? They say Skinner bring me down 
here.

I say, which Skinner?691 Black Skinner, Skinner bring me down here.
Is white Skinner? No black Skinner, Skinner bring me down here.

They say you hand full ah ring, and you can’t do a thing.692

I going pack you back to your Ma.
Before any disgrace, I going mash up your face. I going pack you back to your Ma.

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.

689. Reference to the song, All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth.
690. Also known as Skin-Eye.
691. There were two individuals named Skinner, one white, one black. Black Skinner sent Cassie Dayton “hand full ah ring,” 

meaning that she was married (to him?). Note: More research needed. Check Ten Sleepless Knights’ “X-Rated” CD.
692. You can’t do a thing = she’s not good at love-making. (Jacobs)
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I say watch in her face and tell me who she favor.693

One of Foster old mule!694

T095-12 12. Soule asks about the song, Maya Come Hold Baby.

SOULE: “What about that one about “Mama, hold baby...?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “She [Andreas] know it.”

ANDREAS: “You too.”

MCINTOSH: “No, Miss Andreas know more about it than me.” [They jokingly argue a bit about 
who knows the song.]

MCINTOSH [reciting]:

Fifty yards of cloth, Maggie and Inga start to cart. 
From the house to the kitchen, ‘tis there, the cloth was stitching. 

When the police did reach, Inga start to screech.
Maya, hold baby, you name the granny.695

Mr. Mac had tell Maggie, keep her hand to her side.
Maggie say “I willing, Mr. Mac, but I got a low tide.”696 [Andreas laughs.]

Ee say, “On account of a man, Maggie stretch her hand.697

Maya, hold baby, you name the granny.

ANDREAS. “Now sing it now. You say it, now sing it.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [McIntosh singing with Andreas joining in]:

Fifty yards of cloth, Maggie and Inga start to cart. 
It was fifty yards of cloth, Maggie and Inga start to cart.
Mr. Mac say, hold baby, you name the granny, 
Maya, come hold baby, you name the granny.

From the house to the kitchen, the cloth was ah stitching. 
From the house to the kitchen, ah there, the cloth been ah stitch.

Maya, say, hold baby, you name the granny, 
Maya, come hold baby, you name the granny.

Mr. McBean tell Maggie, keep ee hand a ee side. 
Maggie say, “I willing, Mr. Mac, but I got a low tide.”

On account of a man,698 Maggie stretch her hand. 
Maya, come hold baby, you name the granny.

693. Look at her and tell me who she looks like.
694. She looks like on of the old mules in the Foster neighborhood. (Foster was the name of a neighborhood at the head, or 

south side, of Frederiksted per Stanley Jacobs.)
695. You should hold the baby since you are its grandmother???
696. Soule surmises that this means Maggie’s fortunes are low; she’s having a rough time financially, perhaps.
697. Stretch her hand could mean reach out to steal something OR reach out to beg.
698. She has no man to support her.
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SOULE: “Who was the Mr. Mac in that song?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “He was a policeman. He was a policeman. And then they call the policeman 
for these people who had steal these bolt ah cloth. And then the police tell one of the girl that she 
must keep her hand to her side. And the girl say, ‘I willing to keep me hand to me side, Mr. Mac, but 
I have a low tide!’ [Some discussion unclear.] So they say, ‘On account of a man, Maggie stretch her 
hand.’ That mean she had nobody to support her, so she had to stretch her hand to thief! Mm-hmm.”

T095-13 13. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings When I Was A Little Boy:

SOULE: “Remember when I played a tape for you that I made of Drake, and there was a song on it 
that went something like, “All the tune that I could play...”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

...Over the hills and far away.
TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE IY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY.
TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE IY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY.

“But he used to say, ‘All the tune that he used to play was to get them girl in the family way.’”

SOULE: “Who used to sing that?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Children used to sing it.”

When I was little boy going to school, 
I had buy a guitar for twenty cent.
All the tune I used to play,
It was TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY.

TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY.
TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY. TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY.

“That is when children learning to play guitar. They got a ‘mandolin’ — you calling it. That’s the 
only tune they could ah play was TEE RAH RAH BOOM TEE AY. They couldn’t play no other tune but 
that. So they say it was that was the only tune they used to play. But the other — bigger boy — they 
used to say, ‘All the tune they could ah play was to get the girls them in the family way.’”

T095-14 14. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Peep Peep Peep, a song by Mary Catherine.

T095-15 15. Maude Andreas sings Answer Me, a Nat King Cole song. 

T095-16 16. ETHEL MCINTOSH: [To Andreas] “And I’m going to sing one that Mr. Andreas used to sing for 
you.” Then she sings I'm Knocking At Your Door Again.

T096 Vincent Harris I - Jan 28, 1980 (STX)
Date January 28, 1980.

Location St. Croix, Calquohoun home of Vincent Harris.

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh.

Technical Mono
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T096-01 1. VINCENT HARRIS: “I was born right here in Christiansted; after I became to the age of three, I 
came in country — my mother came in the country, living on Sion Farm. From Sion Farm, she was 
transfer over Barren Spot. She used to be a house-maid. And I grew part of my time there, to Barren 
Spot; I go to school there, and I also went to school Peter's Rest.”

SOULE: “When did you first meet the quadrille?

HARRIS: Well, I would say like this: that it's something runs in his family, I should say. My mother 
uncle, he used to be a caller.”

SOULE: “What was his name?

HARRIS: “His name were Charles Frederick. He used to be once a caller for quadrille in the early 
age. Then, my brother came, and he also conducted the calling. He had another friend by the name of 
George Richards. They both go together, and both of them used to do the calling. Mr. Adam Petersen 
got his teaching from both of them.” 

SOULE: “Oh, really?”

HARRIS: “That's right.”

SOULE: “{Be}cause, as I said, I did record him, but at the time, I really didn't know to ask him the 
right questions, so I never learned that about him.”

HARRIS: “Yes. Being a friend of my brother, when I did mature sufficient — start going to dance 
and so, he pulls me into it, and it's from him that I were being taught to call.”

SOULE: “So, when was that? Do you remember around what year that was?”

HARRIS: “The first year that I ever did calling were within the year 1930.”

SOULE: “Can I ask what year you were born?

HARRIS: “I was born 1906, September the fifth. So I am, what you call, an ageable699 man today, 
age 73 I reach.”

SOULE: “Do you remember what it was like to learn to call?”

HARRIS: “Well, you see, in those days, the young men, at that time, were not ah been anxious of 
being a caller. Just the same as today: today you wouldn't find much young people like to do it; there 
are very few. In the early age, the men . . . such like my brother, George Richards, and a lots of the 
other callers that I do know that is dead and gone — like Alfred Francis, Cummins, Fred James, and 
all those men — they used to keep what you call ‘dancing practice’ to teach the young people to 
dance. It wasn't too expensive because all the dancers had to do — each dancer, every weekend, give 
a five cent as to give the musician an offer, or to buy drinks for the musicians. That's all it used to 
cost. And then, when they dancers they matured sufficient, the callers they used to keep what you 
call a dancing party to show the folks what they had learned and what they can do.”

SOULE: “Where would they have the dancing practice?”

HARRIS: “Well, in the days of old, there were very, very few dance hall. The one or two dance hall 
that were in the island in those days were in the town. To get those halls to dance, you had to rent 
them; you had to pay for them. The poor people in those days couldn't afford that, because labor 
were very, very cheap . . . sufficient that they could have survive with. But they used to make the 
sacrifice: who want to learn. It used to been the young folks would put a nickel a week and they go to 

699. Elderly.
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practice . . . being taught to dance. In the country, they used to cut those branches from the palm 
trees. They go in the forest and they cut the branch, and they make what you call a tent: a big place, 
once and a half the size of this area that I have. And they danced on the earth — dirt floor — but it 
used to be good. Sure, they had it well prepare; they wet it down and roll it, and after you dance on it 
once or twice, it set and it come smooth.”

SOULE: “What was the hardest thing about learning how to call?”

HARRIS: “Well, even as now, the callers of today, they don't all idolize that. That is what 
causing . . . today. Any ageable700 person who learn to call in those days, and have to call today, you 
will find the majority of young dancers are going to criticize them. Even, too, the musician are going 
to criticize them.”

HARRIS: “The first thing the caller of old would instruct you about was the bar of the music; to be a 
caller, you have to be fully acquainted with the bar of the music; each and every number for 
quadrille, lancers, polo quadrille — calvary701 is just an ordinary dance — you have to know the 
bar; I may ask how many bars does Number One Figure contain? He [Sylvester McIntosh] might be 
able to answer, but few musicians know how many bars each number contains.”

HARRIS: “You call the calls according to the bar — that's the hardest part of being a caller; today, 
the callers just call as it comes to their mind, that's the truth. Number One Figure contains four bars; 
it's the shortest figure. Number Two contain nine bars. Number Three contain seven bars. Number 
Four also nine bars. Number Two is same as Number Four; they are the two longest figure to dance 
because they have more commands than any other. The calls that are used today for Number Two 
and Number Four leave out most of the essential calls. If I have to conduct a dance, the dancers don't 
know the calls.”

T096-02 2. Vincent Harris says that when you get to those figures, say the Second Figure, that contain nine bars, 
musicians complain about blowing too long; Lots of things are being changed to suit the younger 
generation. Fifth Figure is seven bars. “Some tunes are taller than some,” like poetry. Verses in First 
Figure are very short — four bars; there are some First Figure where verses are tall; to get right 
vision, you have to cut First Figure from four to two; Sylvester McIntosh tells of criticizing James 
Brewster for using a Third Figure for a First Figure.

T096-03 3. VINCENT HARRIS: “I through calling for past two years; chief reason is my throat. I danced all 
over this island. The calling is something you have to be taught. You could learn by standing on the 
side and writing it down, but you have to know the bar. You have to call the command seconds 
before the appointed time . . . give the command seconds ahead of the bar so the dancers can meet 
with the bar for the move. What causes the mess today is that the bar has already beaten the 
command. By time the dancers start moving, the next command comes — you see like a mud pool.”

T096-04 4. VINCENT HARRIS: “Everything today is modern. Lots of young folks don't like Fifth Figure, 
because you have to prove yourself in dancing. The men don't like to compete and be criticized. In 
my time, they danced from One through Six, then the merengue; before the Number One, there was 

700. Elderly.
701. See calvary in the Glossary.
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also a merengue to gather dancers together so that the caller could check that they're paired and in 
the right place. After that, he give them a short piece and then call for the First Figure.”

T096-05 5. [There are dropouts throughout this cut.]

VINCENT HARRIS: “The bands of the old days never took names; they were called according to 
the leader of the band. In my time, we had the greatest in the island: Mr. Waterman, great fluter, a 
pom flute702 about three feet long. We used to call him ‘Pom Flute.’ He could play anything. His 
flute was made of wood, ordered from an instrument company. He was tall, about 6'8” or 7 feet. He 
born in River or Fountain. Another very good fluter was John Francis. Sylvester McIntosh mentions 
Samuel George. They discuss whether Samuel George and McIntosh’s father may have been family. 
McIntosh asks Mr. Harris if he knows who taught his father to play sax. McIntosh’s father, Ivan 
McIntosh, was a lover of instruments. He had a mandolin and two guitars. He taught himself to play 
sax.”

VINCENT HARRIS: “We had a very young fluter, dead now, named Alphonso Joseph. I have one 
of his records. The record was cut by Archie Thomas. It was made in the sixties.” McIntosh says he 
thinks it was 1963.

VINCENT HARRIS: “In the early age, most of the music was led by flutes. As time went on, we had 
clarinet. We had Paulie Thomas, a good clarinetist. The clarinet came in after the Navy band — 
1917. there were clarinetists in the band; they used to go to local clubs and played second to the 
fluters in local band. A couple of local guys were in the Navy band: Brannigan and Paddy James. 
After that, a few native boys became saxophonists. The first one to play sax on this island was Alec 
John — he moved to Puerto Rico — he was the first to play quadrille with saxophone. Then there 
was Aldo [Ohaldo?] Williams; his uncle and father raised a band — one clarinet and one sax — that 
was a band in this world, me-son. They were playing quadrille — that was all the dance in the island 
at that time.”

T097 Eulalie Rivera I - Jan 28, 1980 (STX)
Date January 28, 1980.

Location St. Croix. Home of Eulalie Rivera, Frederiksted.

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Sylvester McIntosh.

Technical Mono

T097-01 1. Eulalie Rivera describes songs that were taught to kids at Diamond School 25 years ago by the 
principal, Charles Emanuel; she says they were spirituals that were made in the VI; she sings Sister 
Where You Been So Long . . . “when the Savior was passing by;” She sings Tis Amen. Charles 
Emmanuel died about a month ago; wonderful, intelligent, self-taught, well-versed in music; taught 
himself to read music; in charge of many church choirs; he was the one who drew the picture of 
Bordeaux, an imaginary picture. At his funeral, they sang his songs; the last one was I'm Going 
Home, Praise the Lord. She sings it.

702. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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She describes how the songs used to say “white angels,” so they changed it to “bright angels.” She 
says people long ago used to believe that everybody in heaven was white; such an image of white 
supremacy in the Virgin Islands; she has a paper somewhere with all the songs written; Sankey 
hymns. 

T097-02 2. Eulalie Rivera describes how, years ago, Crucians used leisure time by having masquerades on 
holidays — more scarce than today — we had Easter Sunday, Easter Monday, Whit Monday, First 
of November, Christmas Second Day, and Three Kings Day; Whit Monday was a religious holiday, 
forty days after Easter — Holy Dove, Holy Ghost; Those were the days we had masquerading; they 
got together months and years ahead and planned what to represent; usually stories from the Bible 
and other stories they had heard, like Cinderella, Snow White, Mother Hubbard; they made groups 
and came around and gave their performance; years ago troubadours did it in Europe; we had it on 
holidays; by law, we could do it from 12 to 6; those near to Frederiksted came to Frederiksted, those 
near Christiansted went to Christiansted; but it was mostly Frederiksted that had the masquerades; 
they went around and performed wherever a group of people were, or their friends; people would 
give them whatever they had: mostly drinks; at Christmas time, people gave sweet bread703 and ham 
to the performers; or somebody passed a hat and performers divided up the little that they got. 

T097-03 3. Eulalie Rivera continues speaking about masqueraders.

EULALIE RIVERA: “They had the Devil! And he would beat the drum and he was dressed up, like 
a Devil — like what we imagine a devil to be. Oh gosh, and he was a fierce creature! He used to run 
after children, and if the children bothered him — and it was such a sight!”

“I remember one day, the Devil was coming down the street and I was hanging over the fence in 
Ebenezer Orphanage. And in my haste to get away, my foot caught between the posts. And that man 
came with the lash up, his teeth grinning. He had two horns on his head; his face was painted black 
and red — and I was so scared, that I froze to death! And he hit me one lash!”

“I never forget that day — and I thought I was — had pass out. And that was masquerading.”

“There were two people, the Devil and His Imps. They always walked together. And they had no 
music — I think they had a drum.”

“His face was painted extra black — his lips very red, around his eyes, white. And he had these two 
horns on his head and a tail, attached to his — A old cow tail or something attached to him and as a 
child we were very a-scared — and some of the masqueraders we were so afraid of because they 
wore some ugly mask! And at one time I couldn't believe it was people. The mask was set on their 
face, so that it give you the effect as if there's somebody from the devil or from far away coming into 
— to attack you.”

“Well, they did their things on these holidays, and at six o'clock you would see them walking home 
tired, walking from town to country, from town back to the country where they came from. So, that 
was masquerading and you hear the people today say “mas.” That is what mas really is, the short 
word for masquerade — they don't want to say “masquerade” — but “masquerade” you know mean 

703. A kind of bread containing raisins, essences and nuts, not quite the richness and consistency of cake, having a yeast base. 
Usually served at Christmas time. (Vals)
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you're appearing to be what you are not. 'Cause you're masquerading. And the music that they sang 
was mostly composed about themselves.”

T097-04 4. Eulalie Rivera says she had godmother/cousin Mary Catherine. Mary Catherine had elephantiasis on 
two feet; she lived in poor yard.704 Poor yard was donated by someone in Denmark; Mary Catherine 
said don't let them operate on me . . . a doctor was experimenting . . . strapping woman . . . big, 
tall . . . married 3 times . . . very famous cariso singer . . . anything happen, she put it in a 
song . . . died in late 40's705 . . . I don't remember her song. Ciple had big foot706 
too . . . barefoot . . . kerosene pan.707

T097-05 5. Eulalie Rivera says that she was the one who brought the quadrille dance back into focus in the early 
1950s. There was no quadrille at that time because people said it was for the “old people.” I took my 
first car and drove to Alphonso George708 at Estate St. George and asked him who could play 
quadrille. He told her about another Phonso709 who lived at Estate Slob.710 She asked the one from 
Slob to come to Cumberland Castle to play for quadrille; they came every Friday night. Of course, 
the young people didn’t want any part of it. 

T097-06 6. Eulalie Rivera says that all she had to pay the musicians at that time was twenty cents a night. She 
says she made $40/month at the time, and paid the musicians to come and play and took them home 
to the country. Got younger people involved and started going to St. Gerard's Hall. Then young 
people began to follow. Where did people get this quadrille from. Ireland. Most farmers came from 
Ireland . . . Brought by Danes to manage the plantations and people in the villages observed them. 
Every estate had a village and a tent . . . coconut branches and bare floor. Weddings or parties were 
held outside cause houses were small. Her father, Rolhson, a plantation manager, told her how 
quadrille started. He was not Crucian . . . he was a Dane came here when small.

T097-07 7. Eulalie Rivera says that today everybody likes quadrille . . . she says quadrille today is not done as it 
should be. She says to dance quadrille means four sets. She says the second set was composed of 
lancers and calvary.711 She says the first set was similar to what they do today; she says they did a 
windmill that they don't do today. She says they also used to promenade for each set. She says that 
today they use tournez too much, she gives an example. She says it’s too hard to make changes now. 

T097-08 8. Eulalie Rivera describes how people move about in their classes; she says that quadrille came from 
the cane piece niggers, and that the other people didn't want to know quadrille until the late 1950s; 
before then, it was only for the country niggers; she says the people in town were too sophisticated.

704. Poor yard
705. Mary Catherine Williams actually died in 1955. For more information, see Mary Catherine in “People”.
706. Elephantiasis.
707. See Ciple in “People”.
708. Probably Phonso Joseph. See Joseph, Alphonso “Phonso” in “People”.
709. Probably Phonso Knockout. For more information, see Knockout in “People”.
710. Estate Slob was where Kingshill Cemetery is now.
711. See calvary in the Glossary.
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Eulalie Rivera describes how when she was a child, at 8:00, country people had to leave town — a 
bell rang. She had a gendarme boyfriend — the gendarmes used to check the bags and carts of 
people leaving town. She says you couldn't steal, or they would trot you to the prison. [Dogs are 
barking in the background.] She says they didn't have crime and ill feeling. She says that when 
you're poor, you love everybody.

T097-09 9. Eulalie Rivera says she was born in 1909 at Annaly. She says her father712 was a manager there, and 
her mother worked there. She says it was the habit of manager to pick best looking black girls to 
sleep with, and the parents of the girl considered it an honor. She says you could give child the 
father's name without his signature. She says her mother died when she was 3 weeks.

Eulalie Rivera says she was raised in Queen Louise Home until she was two or three years old when 
she went to the Lutheran Church Ebenezer Orphanage, where she stayed until the age of 14. She says 
the Lutherans taught her to teach. She also says that the Lutherans were the first to establish 
kindergarten. [Dogs and traffic in background.]

Eulalie Rivera says she was one of first Kindergarten teachers. She says she used to play organ for 
Church, and that she got $6/month to teach kindergarten. She says she taught for about 48 years; she 
began teaching at age 13 when she was sent to Christiansted to establish a kindergarten. She 
mentions that the first kindergarten was in Frederiksted. 

T097-10 10. Soule asks about Ciple. And Eulalie Rivera says that “Ciple” was his nickname.713 She describes 
how sometimes if you made a mistake talking, the name would stick with you. She says her 
nickname was “Catfeather” because she was afraid of cats and chickens. 

Eulalie Rivera describes how they had a man here named Carentine, but during a hurricane, a shed 
fell and his name became “What Happen Happen.” She says that when she grew up, everybody had 
a nickname. 

Eulalie Rivera says she doesn't remember any of Ciple's songs. Anytime he felt like singing, he 
would. She mentions the Weezy Woozo song, and then she sings it. She explains the song in terms of 
the rivalry between Christiansted — Boss End, and Frederiksted — West End. 

She says that Crucians shorten things up. For example, they say “yes - no.” or “yes, man.”

Eulalie Rivera says that in W.W.II, they had infantry men in St. Croix. The marines tried to imitate 
Crucians by saying, “Yes, man.” She says Crucians are noted for shortening the words. 

Eulalie Rivera says she speaks differently when talking to friends from Denmark. Otherwise she 
says she “Talk me Crucian.” 

EULALIE RIVERA sings Weezy Woozo:

Boss End714 girl, they hang on the wire. 
West End715 girl, they sweet like a sugar. 
All they want is the weezy woozo.716 

712. Carl Emil Langballe Rohlsen was the manager or overseer at Estate Annaly at the time Eulalie Rivera, his daughter, was 
conceived. He was a Danish Lutheran, born in St. Croix. See Ethel McIntosh’s song about him: T113-06.

713. See Ciple in “People”.
714. Christiansted.
715. Frederiksted.
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All they want is weezy woozo. 

EULALIE RIVERA: “Just like that. Boss End. You see? There was a rivalry between Christiansted 
and Frederiksted all the time. Call Christiansted ‘Boss End’717 and Frederiksted ‘West End.’ ‘Boss 
End’ because all the managers and all the people in government lived up in Christiansted. ‘Boss 
End!’ But in talking about it, it come ‘Boss En.’ ‘Boss En.’” 

She sings Weezy Woozo two more times. She says they used to tease the boys from Christiansted. 
She describes how the boys from Christiansted and Frederiksted would go back and forth between 
the two towns to meet girls. She says that when auto mobiles came in, the boys would come around 
looking for girls. 

T098 Eulalie Rivera II - 1977 and 1980 (STX)
Date Sometime in 1977 and February 15, 1980.

Location St. Croix. Cuts 1 through 5 recorded by Mary Jane Soule at the Claude O. Markoe 
School in Frederiksted, where Rivera is telling stories to a group of young 
schoolchildren. Cuts 6 through 10 recorded in 1977 by Tony Kahn for the “Virgin 
Islands Adventure” multi-media show.

Technical Mono

T098-01 1. Eulalie Rivera tells the story of The Devil and the Kokobay Boy.718 She explains to a class of 
children how people used to tell stories. The basic people in the stories: Bru Anansi, etc. When I was 
10, I was in the hospital and heard this story: Story of girl with ugly brother. She tries to find a 
suitable husband, but nobody's good enough. Then the devil disguises himself as a man and the girl 
and her parents accept him. The Brother tries to warn them but they don't believe him. The brother 
goes to live with the sister and her new husband. The Devil sharpens knife every night. The brother 
plays sick one night that the Devil tries to kill the girl. The next time, he pretends to need water. The 
Devil keeps trying to bring water in a basket . . . gets too tired to kill the girl. Next time, the Devil 
sharpens the knife, the boy knocks him out. And he and his sister go home to mother. The moral: 
Don't go for things just because they look nice. [Recorded February 15, 1980 by Mary Jane Soule. 
Rivera was with a group of children at the Claude O. Markoe School, Frederiksted.] 

T098-02 2. Eulalie Rivera tells the Bru Nansi, Bru Tekuma and the Cattle Belly story. Bru Tekuma was a 
good-for-nothing. He was fat and Anansi asked him why. Tekuma tells Anansi a magic word to go in 
the cattle belly and eat the meat from inside, but the says that when Anansi is inside, if he sees a 
thing going “lickity, lickity, lickity,” “No touch ahm, no touch ahm at all!” So Anansi goes in and 

716. Sex.
717. “Boss End” is an old name for the town of Christiansted. The town was called Bassinet (the French word for harbor) when 

the French occupied St. Croix. It was then shorted to Bassin. However, because many plantation owners and government 
personnel lived in there, Bassin became “Boss End.” (This is an example of linguistic hypercorrection per Highfield.)

718. In The Man of Words in the West Indies, Roger Abrahams describes a type of Bru Nansi story from St. Vincent: “In the 
other type of story most commonly encountered the protagonist is commonly the Old Witch Boy — also called the 
Jiggerfoot Boy because of his club foot — who is the son of Massa King, and therefore the younger brother of the beautiful 
daughter. A great many stories are told in which the daughter’s hand is won by one who reveals himself as an animal or 
devil creature who keeps his wife in bondage. But her little brother . . . discovers what has happened and manages to free 
her.” p. 171.
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eats. [Recorded February 15, 1980 by Mary Jane Soule. Rivera was with a group of children at the 
Claude O. Markoe School, Frederiksted.]

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that the next day the farmer sees the cattle getting 
thin, so he gives him more food. This continues until one night when Anansi went up to the thing 
going “lickity, lickity” and he said to it, “No knock719 me. If you knock me, I knock you back.” So 
the thing knocked him and he cut it, and the cattle fell down and died, and Anansi couldn’t get out.

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that the next morning, the laborers came to work and 
saw the dead cattle and decided to skin it and get the meat. When they did, Anansi jumped out and 
yelled at them for getting cow shit on him, and threatened to tell the farmer that they were stealing 
the meat, unless they give him some meat, and so they did.

T098-03 3. Eulalie Rivera tells the story of the Lady With Three Children — One Eye, Two Eyes, Three Eyes: 
There was a mother who had three daughters, One Eye, Two Eyes, and Three Eyes. The mother and 
One Eye and Three Eyes didn’t like Two Eyes, so they were mean to her and made her do all the 
work, like Cinderella. Two Eyes had to care for the goats and got only a little leftover food.

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that one day, Two Eyes was crying and Bru Anansi 
came along and told her to say, “Little goat bleat, little goat bleat, little table arise.” So she said the 
magic words and a table appeared spread with beautiful food and she ate. When she went home later, 
she didn’t eat any of the leftovers, and the mother and the other girls noticed and wanted to know 
why. So the next day, One Eye went with her when she went to mind the goats. Two Eyes took the 
goats way up the hill and One Eye got tired and went to sleep, and while she was asleep, Two Eyes 
said the magic words and the table of food appeared and she ate, so when they returned home, One 
Eye said nothing unusual had happened.

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that the next day, the mother sent Three Eyes with 
Two Eyes and the goats. Two Eyes led them further up the hill until Three Eyes got tired and went to 
sleep, but only two of her eyes were closed, the one in the middle of her forehead stayed open and 
saw Two Eyes say the magic words, and saw the table with the food. So she went back and told her 
mother. 

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that the mother told Two Eyes that the mother is 
going to kill the goat. The next day when Two Eyes is tending the goats, she is crying and Bru 
Anansi comes along and tells her that she should ask for the goat’s heart when the goats are killed. 
So she does and she plants the heart in front of the door to the house and a golden apple tree grows. 
But when the others try to pick the fruit, the limbs of the tree pull back and they can’t reach the fruit, 
but when Two Eyes goes to pick the fruit, there is no problem. 

Eulalie Rivera continues with the story, saying that one day, a prince comes along and asks for an 
apple. One Eye and Three Eyes try to pick but can’t because the tree limbs pull away from them. 
Then Two Eyes picks and the prince is so pleased that he asks to marry Two Eyes and the mother 
says yes. After they go off and marry, the apple tree dies, but the prince and Two Eyes live happily 
ever after. [Recorded February 15, 1980 by Mary Jane Soule. Rivera was with a group of children at 
the Claude O. Markoe School, Frederiksted. There are kids in the background sound; at one point, a 
plane goes by.] 720

719. Bump, shove, hit.
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T098-04 4. Eulalie Rivers tells story of Granny So Longo Bam Bam Terrio . . . story of the little girl who 
couldn't remember her granny's name. [Recorded February 15, 1980 by Mary Jane Soule. Rivera 
was with a group of children at the Claude O. Markoe School, Frederiksted.] 

T098-05 5. Eulalie Rivera tells how when she was young, she used to love goat-head soup; she tells the story of 
the kids who eat the dumplings out of the pot and then tell their mother that the goat head butted the 
dumplings out of the pot. [Recorded February 15, 1980 by Mary Jane Soule. Rivera was with a 
group of children at the Claude O. Markoe School, Frederiksted.] 

T098-06 6. Eulalie Rivera tells the story of The Devil and The Kokobay Boy721 [Recorded in 1977 by Tony 
Kahn for “Virgin Islands Adventure.” This version has an abrupt beginning and ending, compared 
to cut 1.]

T098-07 7. Eulalie Rivera tells the story of The Horned Animal Dance . . . horned animals only were 
invited . . . Bru Dog and Bru Cat conspire to go to the party . . . dog puts on fake horns . . . “Dance a 
corner, no dance a middle.” . . . Dog falls in trap door . . . that's why Dog always barking after every 
animal they see. [Recorded in 1977 by Tony Kahn for “Virgin Islands Adventure.”]

T098-08 8. Eulalie Rivera describes Jumbie music . . . people dance under Mountain tamarind tree. [This is part 
of an interview recorded in 1977 by Tony Kahn for “Virgin Islands Adventure.”] 722

T098-09 9. EULALIE RIVERA: That is really a highly imaginative story there. [Recorded in 1977 by Tony 
Kahn for “Virgin Islands Adventure.”]

T099 Camille “Derby” Macedon - Jan 29, 1980 (STX)
Date January 29, 1980, mid-morning.

Location St. Croix, home of Camille “Derby” Macedon in Calquohoun.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

T099-01 1. Camille “Derby” Macedon describes a man named Albert Holiday who sang and gave riddles; he 
used a Sears and Roebuck catalog, Ellen Fawcett, jokes about women smelling like fish; he died 10 
years ago; Macedon was born 5/15/38; Holiday was 6 feet tall, and he weighed about 200 pounds. 
We didn't used to have festival . . . on certain holidays, people came out to perform . . . moved from 
street to street with the masquerade . . . people throw a nickel or a dime. Halliday turned the catalog 

720. Rivera may have added Bru Nansi to this story; she once refers to him as “the fairy.”
721. In The Man of Words in the West Indies, Roger Abrahams describes a type of Bru Nansi story from St. Vincent: “In the 

other type of story most commonly encountered the protagonist is commonly the Old Witch Boy — also called the 
Jiggerfoot Boy because of his club foot — who is the son of Massa King, and therefore the younger brother of the beautiful 
daughter. A great many stories are told in which the daughter’s hand is won by one who reveals himself as an animal or 
devil creature who keeps his wife in bondage. But her little brother . . . discovers what has happened and manages to free 
her.” p. 171.

722. See also Frank Charles’s stories on T104 about Mountain tamarind tree.
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upside-down and pretend to read . . . made rhymes . . . Man and Johnny Cake Boat . . . music was 
more on quelbé side . . . tells a story throw words and answer . . . didn't rhyme too much . . . gives an 
example James Brewster does like quelbé . . . mostly drums.

T099-02 2. Camille “Derby” Macedon says we also had cariso . . . Mary Catherine . . . people used to pay a few 
cents to hear her sing and play tambourine . . . lots of people used to attend . . . the evolution of 
calypso . . . the old music was drum, mostly rhythm . . . Calypso is a higher stage. We do extempo or 
picang in calypso . . . it's like cariso . . . and it’s not done too much today . . . Calypso in 40s and 50s 
was different . . . not so much music . . . they used just guitar more like poetry . . . there was no 
chorus . . . just pencil and paper and guitar.

T099-03 3. Camille “Derby” Macedon discusses how he started in talent shows in high school . . . played banjo, 
flute, etc. . . John L came in '56 or '57; Macedon used to accompany him; one night, John L got sick 
and Macedon got to sing . . . John L came back and heard him sing Macedon was scared — John L 
helped him; taught him how to rhyme; then John L gave him topics to write on; then told him to get 
into melody; Macedon began to like it. The Chapel Show at school . . . He didn't have a name like 
the others . . . his brother named him Derby and the name stuck.

T099-04 4. Camille “Derby” Macedon says his first great song was Black Witch and the Mule in '61 or '62; 
Sang for the Air Force in Fort Patrick, Florida; sang for officers; he was more of a club 
singer . . . there was plenty of work; $5 a night; sang with just guitar; extempo or picang singing 
about the guests in the hotel; in those days, calypsonians were more real . . . had a harder job; thing 
[words] were out and gone . . .  they didn't remember them, didn't write them down; we used to have 
a picang or extempo in every calypso show . . . you had to do that; upon the LP I did, we had a 
extempo. With Dell Anduze; we started together; Devil and Derby; we thought nothing of it when 
we started; we got $100 for doing the record.

T099-05 5. Camille “Derby” Macedon discusses doesn't count his junior calypso years. . . . After playing in 
hotels, he got offers to travel mostly Puerto Rico and Florida . . . got hoarse in cold climate; after a 
while, decided to come home; got leave from Public Works; worked for them from 56 or 57; got 
bored, came home, got bored, came home, got married; moved back into real calypso; couldn't sing 
the way he sang in clubs — took him 2 years to get into it. His big record was Wabin General — 
about how __________________ protects all the prostitutes. His next big hit was political. Ron de 
Lugo and Democratic split. He made a song named Midnight Shepherd. Next one was Me Wife Is 
Me Life, Kelly. Next were Water Problem, Block Stone, Stand Up Charlie, Immigration, Marcella, 
Juan Luis Jam . . . those were the outstanding records. He also mentions Crucian Culture; say it 
“may be my masterpiece” . . . it made people sit up and take notice — tells us we should wake up. 
He says “we're not together . . . adopt too much that's not our own . . . this was bugging me for years. 
He says he could have been as big as Sparrow if his people supported him. Says we have so many 
talented people; he says that lack of support leads people to drink. He says “My people gave me no 
respect.” He says he almost stopped singing. He says it used to worry him that people didn't seem to 
like me . . . let me take a trip . . . went to St. Lucia after I won crown in 1975. The crowd of 20,000 
went wild. Then he knew he could sing, got confidence. Now he knows . . . “even if you don't like 
me, you got to like what I doing, because I know what I'm doing.” . . . Started to win lots of crowns.
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T099-06 6. Camille “Derby” Macedon discusses calypso competition in St. Croix, the problem with the 
Carnival Committee, lack of respect. He says he’s not competing anymore. Originally, John Bell 
encouraged him. He's afraid he'll win without giving other guys a chance; he has already won 7 
crowns and has nothing to prove.

T099-07 7. Camille “Derby” Macedon discusses how rough it has been. I couldn't do it now — no support — 
used to be good audiences; no money but you were heard; now you only get a chance to sing once or 
twice a year;

T099-08 8. Camille “Derby” Macedon discusses problems with Trinidad calypso.
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T100 Curtis Williams - Jan 29, 1980 (STX)
Date January 29, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, a picnic table in a park in Christiansted. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

T100-01 1. Curtis Williams says he was born in Frederiksted, 1941; grew up around quadrille; knew where 
quadrilles were kept, but wasn't allowed in as a child; for years, quadrille laid dormant; in the late 
50s and 60s, it had almost died completely; one person who was responsible for reviving it was Miss 
Lilian Bailey, founder of the St. Croix Cultural Dancers; she died last month; she went to St. Thomas 
and hired Mebobo Williams723 to come to St. Croix and play flute with local musicians; don't know 
much about him; there were no local quadrille bands at that time; cost to get into a dance was $1; 
now it's 3.50, $4, or $5, but in 1964 and 1965, it was just one dollar. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says people began to get interested in quadrille and musicians began to form their own 
bands; there was Joe Parris and his original band, Stanley and the Ten Sleepless Knights, the Miller 
Brothers, Jamesie and the Happy Seven; then Parris band broke up, but he put together another one; 
now a new band is forming with Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and disenchanted members of other 
bands. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams describes his interest in quadrille: says he practically grew up in Miss Bailey's house; she 
encouraged him; Vincent Harris used to call dances for Miss Bailey, but his voice began to give him 
problems, so Miss Bailey encouraged Curtis to call; most of what he knows is on-the-job training; 
He used to listen to Mr. Harris and speak to him, but to get real training, Curtis went to Mr. Adam 
Petersen, the Grand Floormaster; Curtis went to him for instructions and pointers; also, Milton 
Payne used to give Curtis a chance to call a set now and then, and that's where Curtis got his 
experience and composure. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that the Cultural Dancers, with whom Curtis is affiliated, put on not only the regular 
quadrille, but also the polo quadrille and the lancers; lancers is a nice, stately dance; it is danced in 
squares, like the polo quadrille; there is distinct music for the lancers; Curtis went back to Mr. 
Petersen for instruction in lancers, but while involved in that instruction, he passed away; the 
members of the club remembered some of what he called, and helped Curtis put it together; Curtis 
am presently getting involved in the polo quadrille; He says he can call it, but not to perfection; the 
original and the lancers, he can call. [Wind noise throughout.] 

T100-02 2. Curtis Williams says that several people have been instrumental in getting him to be a caller . . .  

Williams says that there is really no innovation in quadrille; there are standard calls, and a standard 
way of dancing; you can interchange them how you want to, but you don't experiment with new 
calls; there is not a set pattern in calling quadrille; not one thing that always comes before another; 
you can mix them up how you want to. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that basically, quadrille has seven different dances, called a set; lots of people think 
they can stop after one dance; there's First Figure, Second Figure, Third Figure, Fourth Figure, 

723. For more information, see Williams, Julius “Mebobo” in “People”.
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maharp, and Sixth Figure; they all have their own music; First Figure music can be used for Third 
Figure; Second Figure could be used for Fourth Figure. Maharp is a distinct number; Sixth Figure is 
also a distinct number. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that you usually start up with a Sixth Figure to get the dancers paired up; 10 dancers 
on the left must have 10 dancers on the right; each person must have a contrary partner. [Wind noise 
throughout.] 

Williams says that First Figure is a very slow number and it's the shortest of all the dances. He says 
that Second Figure is more upbeat, little longer than First Figure. He says that Third Figure has the 
same beat as First Figure; this is the one where you do calvary 724and that sort of stuff; calvary is 
where floormaster leads dancers around the hall. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that there is a book that gives examples of calls, for example, Promenade . . . you 
could do that in any number. 

Williams says that what is called depends on the mood of the caller that particular night; you can use 
any command in any dance; for the maharp, you use your regular tournez, balancez, promenade, but 
you also use “clap your hands and stamp your feet.” [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that “Dress back and hold the line” is where two lines join hands and hold hands; then 
you say “grand meet” and the two lines come back, then “once more.” They meet again, then 
“partners round, ladies change away” means ladies meet in center, turn around, then back to their 
respective partners — this could be called in any number. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that Soule has to come and see the dance. [Wind noise throughout.] 

T100-03 3. Curtis Williams says that the calvary consists of caller asking all dancers to join hands and form a 
circle; then caller comes down and takes the lady of the Head — there is a Head and Foot — and 
leads them around the floor, and eventually back to their original station; then he tells them to join 
hands once more, then promenade in a circle around the floor, then “now meet,” withdraw, meet 
once more. . .[Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that there are some standard movements that you expect all the time; for instance, if 
you say “Dress back and hold the line, now meet” — that has to be done twice, and at the second 
meeting, you say “partners 'round, ladies change away” — this is standard. Sometimes the dancers 
anticipate these standard calls. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that the Sixth Figure is a two-step; lively; not as lively as Second Figure or Fourth 
Figure which are more like a polka; Sixth Figure is the one where the couples get to dance around 
the floor with their own partners — refreshing — Second Figure, Fourth Figure, and maharp take 
more energy than the others. [Wind noise throughout.] 

T100-04 4. Curtis Williams says that in old days, floormaster controlled dancers and band; he even determined 
what sons were played; today, you can't refuse anyone from dancing since they pay money at the 
door, but Mr. Petersen told me that in the old days, if the caller felt the line was too long, he would 
go down and indicate that certain people couldn't dance a certain set; this would create a problem 
today; I tried it once, and I almost caused a riot; floormaster should control the band . . . blows the 

724. See calvary in the Glossary.
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whistle and asks for a particular number; I don't know the names of the songs, but I know the beats; 
several times. He says that he has asked for a maharp and the musicians played something else and I 
had to blow the whistle and ask them to stop. The only thing you blow the whistle for is to start and 
stop the music. I've worked with all the recent bands; I have no problem; each band has its own style, 
but it's all quadrille music; I don't have a preference . . . well, I do, but I won't say. [Wind noise 
throughout.] 

T100-05 5. Curtis Williams says that the hardest thing is calling on the bar; like poetry, you have to call on these 
particular bars, or beats, or meters; you don't call in-between: it messes the band up; you have to 
have a good ear; It's one, two, three . . . then you call; the dancers also know where the calls are 
supposed to come; older dancers have no problem. Don't know how Mr. Petersen learned to call; He 
never heard of “Flat German” or “Imperial” quadrilles; it's a French dance — the name indicates it's 
French; He doesn't know the history; what [Soule] is doing is good . . . no records were kept; you 
might get different opinions, because no records were kept. [Wind noise throughout.] 

Williams says that knew Lilian Bailey very well; he was close to her kids; she resurrected quadrille 
from the dead; the quadrille we have now came into existence because of her; she was a Crucian; she 
died last month; booklets given out at her funeral; she was a pleasant person; she was honored with a 
resolution by the Legislature; member of the Arts Council. [Wind noise throughout.] 

T100-06 6. Curtis Williams says that only time he was in the States was the two years when he was in the 
service; bands sound better now than when he was a kid because of the electronic instruments; he 
says they used to call the bands “scratch bands.” Instead of a bass, a guy blew an exhaust pipe from 
a car or a truck, steel, squash, guitar, banjo, flute — no sax that he remembers. Another dance they 
used to do was the jig; he doesn't really remember it; it was just 1964 or 65 that we got back into 
quadrille; many people who come now didn't used to come; now, lots of young people come too; 
Here's a chance for one guy to spin every woman in line. [He is speaking of the maharp.] [A plane 
goes by.] Polo quadrille does not have its own special music; lancers has its own music, five 
numbers; it's really beautiful. [Wind noise throughout.] 

T101 James “Jamesie” Brewster I - Jan 29, 1980 (STX)
Date January 29, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, home of James Brewster. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T101-01 1. James Brewster says he was born 1932; grew up in Concordia;725 father was musician; every week 
they used to have a little thing under the tamarind tree, playing music and things; He used to go 
down and fool around with the instruments; left home at 10 years old; Miss Christiansen in 
Prosperity — Brewster says he went around with her kids, so he went to live with them; the son Carl 
had a guitar and he showed Brewster the chords — used to play in C. 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson, her mother, Mr. Christiansen, and some other people used to sit down on 
front stairs and sing the old time music; Miss Bea's mother taught me some songs; some of them that 

725. Sugar plantation named Estate Concordia.
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he sings now; He says he knows a lot of old songs; He put just two or three of them on his record; 
every time he makes a new record, he puts two or three more on it — that way it keeps going with 
those old song. It's really getting taken up by the young people now, the old people had to sit on the 
sides. 

Brewster says their culture had been dying out; Phonso Mashup used to play, but he passed away; 
then we had Alphonso Joseph; then we had Parris; then Ten Sleepless Knights — Brewster says he 
doesn't know what happened to them — started to play soul music; like Derby726 . . . We Are 
Crucian . . . we don't want to move our thing to other stage than what it's supposed to 
be . . . [Derby?] said that the quadrille music should be stepped up a little more, so you could sing 
calypso to it, and quadrille could blend with it. 

Brewster says the quadrille is different to calypso. Brewster says he wants to keep it the way it's 
supposed to be . . . “culture music;” he says “we have to keep the old music for the old people in 
Kingshill.” “They ain’t know calypso.” 

T101-02 2. Soule asks Brewster about his father and Brewster answers that his father used to play squash with 
Alphonso Joseph at Cumberland Castle; [He says something about “Birdland,” and “used to sell 
food.”] Brewster used to go with his father from Prosperity; sometimes his father used to let 
Brewster play the squash — says he didn’t know how to play for quadrille, bu played for the “round 
dance,” not during the quadrille; one night, the guitar man didn't show up, but Mr. Joseph showed 
Brewster how to play. He says Alphonso Joseph showed him how to play during a band break. 
Brewster says he then copied the other guitarist; he used to sing, too. 

The band had squash, steel, 2 guitars, banjo, flute, and muffler pipe . . . no drum and no amp; Miss 
Bea Mapsey taught me songs; He says he just learned two songs from an 89 year man in the old age 
home.

Some people tell him that he shouldn't sing a song before he puts it on a record. He says “I have this 
one.” Knock it all about on she bottom belly — Can’t Find the Hole was taught to me by Miss Bea 
Mapsey; she said it was a song they used to use as a Sixth Figure to start the quadrille. Now, he 
always has to play that song because people ask for it. 

Brewster says it seems to him that quadrille is getting more and more better; he says it's a cleaner 
type of dance. He says that one can go to that type of dance [quadrille] and there’s no trouble. He 
says that quadrille music unites people; he says “even if you and I have trouble, if we're both dancing 
in the same ring, we have to communicate.” “Like bringing everybody together.” He says you get in 
that ring, you have to touch one another; the leader or the caller will make it his business, if he 
knows the people don't talk,727 he'll make sure that they have to dance together; he says we're not 
accustomed to not knowing people — not talking to one another. He says that Crucians are not 
accustomed to people not knowing each other.

Soule asks how much the caller controls the band; Brewster says the caller should not tell the 
musicians what to play; says that when his father had played, the band started up on its own, and the 
caller only blew the whistle to start, then when the First Figure is done, the band goes ahead and 
plays next; then the caller stops when the bar is done. He says the Sixth Figure is the one where the 

726. Camille “King Derby” Macedon, Jr.
727. Two people are not speaking to each other because of something like a disagreement.
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band takes a rest. He says some callers have favorite — “famous” — songs, but he doesn't think 
that's right. He says he don't like to play with Milton Payne because he wants to tell the band what to 
play; Ohaldo has lots of numbers, but Payne sometimes stops him and tells him what to play, and “I 
says that is wrong.” 

T101-03 3. James Brewster says that he told Ohaldo that quadrille music didn't used to be such a fast tempo as it 
is today. Brewster says his band brought the speed up a little to make the people more happy. He 
says the bands used to play “more slow” like the tempo on the Phonso Joseph record.

Last Friday night, a man who used to play with Phonso Joseph, but then went away for 20 or 25 
years, came up to Brewster and said the music was good, but we played it too fast. “And it’s true.” 
Brewster says that it used to be that only the maharp was fast because there used to be so many 
people — they played it fast so that the blower728 wouldn't get worn out. Brewster says that when 
you have the command, “up and down partner” — you can see from the stage that the people have to 
rush to do the steps. 

Soule asks Brewster what happened to the Fifth Figure. James Brewster says he never heard of a 
Fifth Figure; they always used to skip Fifth Figure; he says he asked Phonso Joseph about that; the 
Five ain't nothing; the Six takes up the place of Fifth Figure because it's a longer piece.

Soule says she noticed that First Figure and Third Figure have the same beat.

Brewster says that the First Figure is to set you up, get everybody together. He says that the caller 
has to come down from the stage during “ladies hands across” and pair the dancers from the front to 
the back. Brewster says that the First Figure gives the caller the speed to get the dancers set up. 

Brewster says that the Second Figure is slow; Third Figure is slower than Second Figure, depending 
on how the band plays it, and how the caller wants it; can't use same song for Second Figure and 
Fourth Figure. Brewster says that Second Figure and Third Figure is very slow, but some callers 
want it to be fast. 

Brewster says that Mr. Levine from St. Thomas used to call when Phonso Joseph played.

Brewster says Adam Petersen was “the man.” Brewster says he used to play with four guys: steel, 
squash, guitar [what Brewster played], ukulele; at Christmas time; says he used to go up to the old 
age home and play and sing. He says the old people used to jump up. He says that Petersen came and 
told him, “You have a life in front of you, boy. I'm going to pray to Almighty God to help you. You 
come up here. I'm going to give you lessons to get this music right.” Brewster would hum and play 
guitar, and Adam Petersen would correct him. 

Brewster says he used to sing alone before he had the sax [Ohaldo Williams]. His band used to play 
at Rainbow. The five of them used to go to Mr. Adam [Petersen] and he told each musician how to 
play squash and steel — except for the banjo guy; Petersen would say “Hum a Number One,” etc., 
then he would stop the band if the tempo was wrong; Petersen used to call for the old people — 
“Dominate. Hook up man and woman.” After, it get to Brewster that he couldn't get it out at all; he 
was looking to try to forget it, tried to play calypso, but the quadrille kept coming back to him. 

728. Fluter or saxophonist.
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T101-04 4. James Brewster says that Adam Petersen was one of the number one quadrille callers in the V.I. 
because he was the one who called the lancers. [Airplane goes by.] The lancers is like a star. 
Petersen showed them how to dance that. Brewster says he knew Petersen from the time he was five 
or six, up by Upper Bethlehem. Brewster says he used to go up there with some other kids. He says 
“from small,” he used to go around these old people, and sometimes they'd take their belt to him 
because he was too small. Brewster says he used to get licks729 a lot because he used to run away. 
“Every time I hear a flute and music, I gone!” Adam Petersen had a place he used to practice in 
Bethlehem. Brewster says Petersen was the caller for Stanley, Phonso Mashup. 

Brewster says he doesn't know where quadrille came from; he only knows what his parents told me; 
his father didn't spend much time with Brewster; his father was busy with work . . . no time to sit and 
talk; what Brewster knows is what other people taught him, like Blinky's [Sylvester McIntosh’s] 
father [Ivan McIntosh]; Brewster got licks from him for meddling with his instruments. 

T102 James “Jamesie” Brewster II - Jan 29, 1980 (STX)
Date January 29, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, home of James Brewster. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T102-01 1. James Brewster describes how Ohaldo Williams came to play with Jamesie and the Happy Seven. 
He says that Ohaldo used play with {Joe} Parris, but they had a falling out. Brewster says he went to 
talk with Ohaldo after that and Ohaldo told Brewster what he used to make playing with Parris, and 
Brewster said OK.

Brewster says the band’s first engagement with Ohaldo was a fish fry. He says the band didn't 
practice with Ohaldo beforehand.

Soule asks if having Ohaldo in the band changed the way they play music.

Brewster says that when Ohaldo blows, “you get it with all the instruments. He give you like a bass 
sound.” Brewster says that Junie [Sylvester McIntosh] is good too: he knows a lot of songs. He says 
that Junie taught Parris and Ohaldo many of the songs that they do. He says that Junie knows those 
songs from his mother. Brewster says that Junie can blow the sax more like a flute. He also says that 
Ohaldo can switch melodies but stay in the same key. 

T102-02 2. James Brewster says he has lived in St. Croix all his life; used to be in masquerades; had a bass 
drum . . . made from a barrel that a small ham used to come in; they took a goat skin, used to sun it, 
scrape the hair off; these barrels had a rim — they kept the rim on and then they got a second rim for 
the other side; they also used a fine rope to hold the skin, and a stick that used to set all those hoop; 
barrel had a small belly in it. On one side, they took a stick and wrapped some cloth tight on it — 
into a ball — to play one end of the drum. [He imitates the beat.]

Brewster says the kettledrum they made out of a cheese box; then a guy had a thing look like a frying 
pan, but they call it a tambourine; used to tie deer skin with a rope. He says the box has a rim and 
some had clamps made by a blacksmith named John Dook. Thread and bend, put other rim over the 

729. A beating.
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skin. They would put six bolts and nuts; the blacksmith would check it to his thumb how he want it; 
he used to use something like a glue [rosin] to rub all over the skin. The band was just a bass drum, 
kettledrum, flute, tambourine, and a steel — no squash. There were just five of them. [He imitates 
the rhythms again.] He says the masqueraders would be all dressed up in “tear up” clothes, crocus 
bags, “with a bill and thing,” hatchets and things made of wood, wooden earrings. Some of them had 
to stop because they had bad hearts and “this thing does exhaust you.”

Brewster says they had a guy730 who used to jump three or four feet in the air. There was also a thin 
guy named David. They had another guy who was really good on that was Paddy Moore . . . “He 
was the man of all!” 

Brewster says that the other men who used to play this type of music were Black Hog, Man Jones, 
William Robinson, Phonso Mashup in Christiansted, Cecil — lives in the old age home. Brewster 
and Junior [Sylvester McIntosh] did mas for New Year's on King Street [with Stanley Jacobs on 
flute]; Junie [Sylvester McIntosh] took the bass drum, Brewster took the kettledrum, Santos take the 
steel; Stanley start to blow; somebody else was playing the kettledrum, but a woman said he was 
playing wrong; Junie said “Give it to Jamesie. Man, everybody start to jump up!” They used to do 
this thing 12:00 in the morning, 4:00 in the morning. “When you hear this thing coming down the 
street, me son, Yo! After you hear one group, then you hear another one coming down; you never 
seen it before, right? He says they call it moko jumbie. 

T102-03 3. James Brewster gives an example of jig music; he says that these people got this fast foot movement; 
fast, fast type of music. “It's a play,731 a nice show, too.” He says he’s supposed to go to La Vallee to 
a man named Mr. Hewitt . . . he's going to show the band some tunes they could play when they go 
out to play by the pool. 

T102-04 4. James Brewster says he sings a song they call Too No Kasha. He mentions a dance in Bethlehem. 
He recites the words to the song. 

Girl, I love you.
But the onliest thing I got to give you when we wake up is me wedding from me wife.

“She gon answer him back...”

Well, me no want your ring; me want clothes to put pon me back.

He says Dr. James's son can't believe Brewster doesn't have the words written down. Brewster says 
that some of the songs he sings, he has to change the words. He says that in old times, you could 
have sung anything, but you can't do it today. He says he never knew any cariso. He says the same 
guy from La Vallee knows a lot of cariso.

T102-05 5. Brewster sings Rise Up, Matty Gru.

BREWSTER: He [Mr. Carroll who lives below Kingshill and plays a kerosene pan] say:

Rise up, Matty Gru, Rise Up.
Rise up, Matty Gru, Rise Up.

730. Joseph “Paddy” Moore, interviewed on T061 and T062.
731. See play in the Glossary.
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Rise up, Matty Gru, Rise Up.
It’s time to raise and go home.

You no hear them a cock them ah crow.
You no hear them a cock them ah crow.
You no hear them a cock them ah crow.
Me child, it’s time to go raise and go home.

Any man, any man, any man.
Any man in another one house.
Any man, any man, any man.
Oh, Lord, it’s time to go raise and go home.

“And then Cassie Dayton —”

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down there?

“This was a girl, right. Her mother sent her one place, and she left and she went some other place. 
So, one of the neighbor know which part her mother had sent her. So the woman ask her —”

Cassie, Cassie, Cassie, Cassie Dayton, 
What you doing down there?

“So she says —”

Me mooma send me down there.

“He [Mr. Carroll] was singing it. . . I know part of it, but I didn’t get it too good.”

T103 Frank Charles I - Jan 31, 1980 (STX)
Date January 31, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, home of Frank Charles, just outside Frederiksted. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Note Frank Charles speaks very fast and this summary of what he says in the recordings may 
not be accurate. Return to it later and correct any errors.

T103-01 1. Frank Charles describes how they used to contract Barbadians here, one guy named Tappin used to 
stay home and wear their clothes and eat their food. Frank says they started to beat him one Saturday 
— they were good men on sticks and knives. Four of them beat this guy for a while, then three gave 
up; one guy kept on and chased the other guy. Frank says they were kids and saw it all — then the 
guy being pursued turned around and gave Tapee a cut on his shoulder; Frank says they ran and told 
their mother — they called their mother “nana.”

He describes how the Danes used to carry you to the hospital, they’d put you in a cart with some 
cane trash — “like a pig” — and beat you all the way to the hospital; he says it used to be rough.

Mr. Charles went to Diamond School; it went up to the 6th grade; his teacher was Charles Emanuel; 
had to have money to go to high school; or else take a test; called the primary grades A, B, C, etc. 
Schooling was better in those days: “You couldn't be rude.” They had to be clean or get strapped. PIY 
PIY. Frank says everything was “perfect” and “nice.”
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Frank’s mother wanted him to go to high school — grades 7 to 9: his teacher was Claude O. Markoe 
— the school is named after him; they learned Spanish — there were three Spanish teachers; the 
Spanish they learned is different from what the Puerto Ricans speak, they use patua; Mr. Charles 
says he worked as an interpreter in Customs. 

T103-02 2. Frank Charles says that after he finished school, he learned mechanic trade; worked on buses; there 
were bus lines in St. Croix: Vieques, Blue Line, Fleming, and “Excuse the Dust;”732 they raced and 
had good fun; ran from Frederiksted to Christiansted; left because of problem with Arthur Turner; 
Mr. Charles left and went to stomp kasha733 at Stony Ground734 with machete and hoe; 40 cents a 
day, $2 a week; lived good; for example you could buy a whole fish for two cents. [Soule thinks this 
was around 1925-27.]

Mr. Charles had three children; fed them good; after that, went to Bethlehem to learn a trade again, 
in a garage; drove for the Andersons family — other family name Virginia Thomlin?? — in Golden 
Grove; they still come to visit; 7-passenger Studebaker, also had seven servant; their father was head 
man for Bethlehem, from Denmark; Carl used to dig for Carib relics, found tools and a big jar of 
Danish money; the Danish money had 20 cent pieces in those days, 20-cent piece and 40-cent piece, 
and 1 cent, and 2 cent; the dollar was big.

Frank Charles says he graduated from ninth grade — that’s all they had at Claude O. Markoe school; 
Mr. Charles was born and grew up at Enfield Green. His sister worked for Daniels family; Daniels 
told his sister to have him apply for job at Customs, but some high color man didn't want him 
because he was from the country. They didn’t like people from the country to come to town and get 
good jobs. 

Frank Charles says the man at Customs asked Mr. Charles if I knew about boats; he says he used to 
swim from the time he was years old, made bateau, knew about motors; in those days, when 
steamers came from the States, they had boats called BUHM735 boats that used to pull the big boats 
and would bring the passengers in.

Frank Charles says a man named Augustus James; started outboard motor up and showed them how 
he could skull; Mr. Charles helped them even though they treated him bad; Oscar Henry and Ulysses 
Harrell gave Mr. Charles a miserable time. The guy had a stroke last week, Mr. Charles went to see 
him in Christiansted hospital.

Frank Charles says he is called “Poncho;” he describes how he got his uniform; transferred to 
Christiansted; white people helped him — a man named Tony Hopkins — made him an inspector; 
once, when he had trouble with his car, Hopkins gave Mr. Charles the Customs car to go home in, 
instead of the bus. The colored people said Mr. Hopkins was crazy to do so.

Frank Charles says he was the Port Director for the whole island; he says he showed off the car; 
drove jeeps on super tankers; Captain wanted to take Mr. Charles to Africa, but he was afraid the 
crew might pitch him overboard in the night. 

732. The “Excuse the Dust” bus line was owned by Loren Francis, Helen Joseph’s brother. Helen is also the sister of Tino 
Francis. For more information, see Francis, Tino in “People”.

733. A wild, thorny bush (Acacia farnesiana) that grows all over St. Croix. (Vals)
734. Sugar Plantation named Estate Stony Ground.
735. TBD: Ask Crucians about these boats.
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T103-03 3. Frank Charles says Elizabeth Taylor came to St. Croix with Jacqueline Onassis; Mr. Charles says 
was on duty and drank and ate with them; they teased him back at Customs: “Mr. Charles, you met 
aristocrat!” Mr. Charles stayed at Customs 35 years and never had one hour sick leave; Mr. 
Gallagher from Washington asked Mr. Charles how he did it; Mr. Charles says he retired in 1969. 
[Soule figures that he must have started in 1934,] He says he worked in Christiansted 16 years; 
sailed on a Puerto Rican boat for two years; boat was the Bruha — means “witch.” The boat had two 
masts, 79 tons. Frank Charles says he went everywhere, and he lists the islands he’s been to: 
Curacao, Trinidad, Barbados, Antigua, St. Kitts, Tortola; describes taxis in Aruba. 

T103-04 4. Frank Charles says he played music all the time from when he formed a band in 1921; lived in Grove 
Place; Joe Williams played clarinet, so did Paul Thomas; so they raised a band: a scratch band, string 
band: guitar, banjo, pipe, steel, squash; scratch band got its name from Americans; Mr. Charles used 
to make squash; says they called the bands “string bands” before; sometimes the bands had two 
guitars; the banjo was not like his, it was long and had five strings; then they had a tenor banjo too — 
easier to pick on that — you could be a lead; all the instruments had to ordered from the States.

Mr. Charles says they used to make their own ukulele out of wood, but it couldn't give the sound, got 
broke easily and got cracked from hot sun; Feinberg in Chicago;736 some in music shop now sound 
sharp but don't have melody; ones with wood got more melody; plastic doesn't sound so good; when 
they had the celebration at the post office for 50 stars on the flag, there were lots of bands; Mr. 
Charles had his bass drum and kettledrum made with a goat skin; a fellow came up and asked him 
why my drum sounded so good; Mr. Charles told him it was the goat skin; Miss Petersen wanted him 
to play for David and Goliath in the parade, but he couldn't do it because Paddy Moore was sick and 
couldn't play the bass drum, and the Rasta flute man didn't show up. 

Frank Charles discusses a play, perhaps David and Goliath. “I just watched them; they say speeches; 
a little boy with a slingshot comes out; it's a nice play; he says he wants to do it next year; the music 
is just bass drum, snare drum, steel, piccolo or flute — sometimes made of bamboo; the steel 
[triangle] for the masquerade jig has to be a “high” steel — lighter sound than the one for quadrille; 
the quadrille steel is heavier; they had masquerade . . . people on stilts . . . that music is also 
supposed to be bass drum, kettledrum, steel, and flute for the people on stilts [moko jumbies]; Mr. 
Charles had the steel made by a blacksmith from a truck spring; Mr. Charles says that he played with 
Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh the other day for some white people by Beeston Hill;737 Mr. Charles 
says that he plays both types of steel, quadrille one first, and then the lighter one; [He then actually 
demonstrates both types for this recording.] 

T103-05 5. Frank Charles says “He [Adam Petersen] was the master for the island on that [quadrille].” Mr. 
Charles says he used to play for him all the time; their flutist was Alphonso Joseph; Adam Petersen 
was the floormaster, a big man, gave the command; got on the floor; he would call First Figure, 
Second Figure, Third Figure, Fourth Figure, Sixth Figure, merengue; then a new set of people; 
Phonso Joseph played a pom flute,738 long, black flute with keys, but he couldn't play on the keys, he 
only used the holes; fellow named Gaskin who went to States came back before Phonso died, came 

736. Feinberg may actually have been out of New York.
737. Sugar plantation named Estate Beeston Hill.
738. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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to dance at Cumberland Castle and wanted to show Phonso a tune, but he couldn't play Phonso's 
flute because the keys didn't work.

Phonso played nice, but he couldn't handle the keys; died around 1946;739 Phonso got most of the 
quadrille jobs because he was the best; there was another flutist named Phonso Panya740 — “Panya” 
was his nickname. Mr. Charles says he had deaf, but he played good; the floormaster command the 
musicians, and he command the dancers.” 

Frank Charles says he used to play with another band, Miller Scratch Band;741 he says they had 
another floormaster named Vincent Harris; Harris had learned from Mr. Petersen; now these young 
fellows in the band want to command the floormaster; they wanted to play whatever they wanted for 
a First Figure; Mr. Charles says he got in an argument with them; Mr. Charles argues that Harris had 
to be the boss; after a while, they saw that he was right. He says that Harris would stop the music if it 
wasn’t right. 

Mr. Charles says that the First Figure and Third Figure are the same; Second Figure and Fourth 
Figure are more or less the same; “They don't worry with Five.” It was something like a jig, but they 
cut it out because it was too harassing for the older people; quelbé was what we called the Fifth 
Figure in the old days because it was a “jig-up dance”. . . “you rub your heels together and slide.” 

T103-06 6. Frank Charles says “Quelbé . . . I think it's a French word; it's a dance, you go backing up, then you 
come full speed and you rubbing your heels together. Nobody knows it now.” He says [Dimitri] 
Copemann [sax player] wants Mr. Charles to teach him some old tunes; Sylvester “Blinky” 
McIntosh knows some; quelbé was like a jig. [Soule gives it a try.] Now, they have Sixth Figure for 
the fast number; after the Sixth Figure, they play a merengue, where you can dance the way you do 
to the music of the other big bands; after the merengue, you can play some other little thing. 

T103-07 7. FRANK CHARLES: The jig was another thing. They used a tambourine and a bass drum. [He 
imitates the melody.] They dance around, spin, then there was a little fife thing, and they'd say 
“Fiddler, fiddler, stop!” and then they would say a speech, then say “Music!” and then the music 
would start again.

Frank Charles gives examples of short speeches. 

All the way from Sion Farm742 gate [noise], 
Lay me a table full of white yarn, 
Give me my spoon and give me the fork, 
Carlton743 young boys light like a cork.

“Then they say ‘Music!’ Then they start to jig, then another fellow say ‘Fiddler, fiddler, stop!’” 

You know why that fellow so BRAG AH DOH SHEE.744

739. Intense investigation into the timing of Alphonso Joseph’s death indicates that he was alive and playing flute at least thru 
the early 1960’s. In fact, Vincent Harris and Sylvester McIntosh believe that the recording Archie Thomas made of Mr. 
Joseph (reproduced on T090) was made around 1963.

740. For more information, see Knockout in “People”.
741. Miller Brothers band recorded on “T076 Old-Time Music Party III - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)” and “T077 

Old-Time Music Party IV - Miller Brothers - July 21, 1979 (STX)”.
742. Sugar plantation named Estate Sion Farm.
743. Estate Carlton.
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And they all smell like a drum ah cock-a-roach-ee! 

“‘Music!’” [He hums some music.] 

“‘Fiddler, fiddler, stop!’ They would give like a puzzle —”

In Amsterdam there are many, 
Holland wanted much, 
Found in any timber, 
Not in any church, 
Found in every mountain, 
Not in any tree, 
Tell me what that can be.

“The letter M.”

Ti tee, ti tee, ti ta, 
How many t's in that? 

“When you're dancing in the jig, anybody could come out and say anything; after they say ‘Music!’ 
then everybody dance.”

Frank Charles says you paid five cents to go in; he says he didn't perform in masquerade jig, but he 
watched. 

Frank Charles says they had another tambourine dance. [He hums the sound of rubbing the 
tambourine with rosin.]

Frank Charles says Archie Thomas took a man named Joe Weeks to Puerto Rico; Weeks was a 
master on the tambourine, but he got so excited, that he died; the people honored him by giving a lot 
of money; 

Frank Charles says he had a tambourine, but he gave it to a fellow named Berty. Had an old man 
named Hatchett tried to teach Frank to play the tambourine, but Mr. Charles couldn’t get the groove? 
— he could knock with his fingers, but he couldn’t get the rubbing sound. [He makes a sound like 
oooo-OOOO-oooo.] Mr. Charles gave the tambourine to Berty, and he thinks Berty gave it to Elsie 
Boyce; Berty can play the pipe; Paddy can't play anymore; Elsie told Mr. Charles that she sold the 
bass drum; he says the drum he made from the barrel that Soule gave sounds just as good. 

T104 Frank Charles II - Jan 31, 1980 (STX)
Date January 31, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, home of Frank Charles, just outside Frederiksted. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Archivist note Cut T104-09 was originally labelled VIV049-07.

T104-01 1. Soule asks about the King George “play.” Frank Charles says, “Yeah, that was the jig.” [masquerade 
jig] He describes how there was a man dressed up like a King George, and they say a speech. He 
would be the king for the play.

744. Braggadocious (adjective, informal (US) = boastful, bragging.
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FRANK CHARLES: “And the dragon had _____________ come out. After the King George come 
out, they have these performers, then they will bring the dragon out.”

Who have money take their seat
Who don’t have money, take the door.
For my master, King George, will come out —

“I forget the other part. And then this man will coming around dress up like a dragon, and if you 
don't have any money, he will frighten you. You got to got out, you know. . . . He say —”

The master, King George, will come out with the wood and brass sword,
And he’ll send everybody out in the King broad road!

Mr. Charles says that if you didn’t have any money at that point, you’d have to leave.

“Say —”

Who have money take their seat
Who don’t have any money, take the door.
For me dragon come out with the wood and brass sword
And sending everybody in the King broad road!

Mr. Charles says that this type of jig is different from the quelbé jig dance described in T103, cut 6. 
He also says they had that jig only up until 1927 or 1928. “Olden time.”

T104-02 2. FRANK CHARLES: “Then they used to keep a wake if somebody die. They will keep a party, they 
will have coffee, bread, thing to eat, drink rum, and have a good time. Eat and drink coffee and sing 
a lot of songs and hymns over the body.”

“In those time, they didn’t have people to attend to you [funeral homes], you bury your own dead. 
You kept the body in your house. Then you dig the grave and have them bury.”

“And if somebody kill a relative of yours, and you got the body, you put the spirit on the person. You 
send the dead person’s spirit on the murderer, and they don’t live — they die.”

“We had a man here, we used to call he Kito, he name was Pedro, he killed a girl, and the mother put 
the spirit on him. And they had him locked up in Frederiksted jail down here. I were working to 
Customs then, so a surgeon [probably a police surgeon] used to lock them up, his name [the 
surgeon’s name] was Mr. [John] Carr. So Mr. Carr told me Kito bawling in the court how Maggie 
beating him, beating him, jamming up. 

So Carr took his club and knocked Kito up, and said, ‘What’s the matter with you?’ Kito say, 
‘Maggie beating me. Open the door! {Let me} come out!.’ Carr say, ‘No, you got to stand back745 
yourself.’ 

The other morning, make he jam he head to the door, so now he stone dead.”746

“The spirit was beating him all the time. You got to know what to do.747 You can’t do it now 
because you can’t keep the dead at home like in the old days. 

But in those year, you do it yourself, you got your dead, and you get a grave-digger to dig a hole, and 
you fix them748 how you want. And then you give a man749 some money, and then you speak to 

745. Face what is your due; in other words, “You made your bed, now you have to sleep in it.
746. He killed himself by jamming his head into the door.
747. To do obeah to get the spirit of the dead person to go after the killer.
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them. And that person750 don’t live, can’t live. He duh torment, and torment, and torment, and beat 
him until he die.”

“You got to know how to do it. You cut a tamarind tree [to make a whip], and you put down two or 
three cents, pennies, ?by it?, and then you get something from the pharmacy and you put in a little 
vial, and then you get a scissors. And then you put in their hand.751 You speak to them, tell them, 
‘You got to torment that boy, stab him, and beat him with that whip. You come yourself, you wait, 
let a week go by, maybe about a month. __________ mash up, you got to wait until the spirit get 
more for themself,752 and after that, they start on you. The person turn crazy, run up and down.”

“But you can’t do it anymore, because you can’t get your dead home. But they put the spirit — 
sometime they come and they stand right over you and stay. You could feel it, the weight, the heft, 
but you can’t move because the spirit got more power than you. And then they stay long ‘til you die. 
They come meet you dead.”753

“Most people don’t know how to do it. It was the older ones know how to do it. And they used to do 
it all the time. So when somebody killed somebody, they don’t worry because they could put the 
spirit on the person — some people don’t think it’s true, but I know for a fact, it’s true.”

T104-03 3. Frank Charles tells a story about a man killing his wife. The mother of the murdered woman buried 
her daughter and fixed754 the husband. The man was scared of what the mother had done and asked 
Mr. Charles’s mother if he could stay at Mr. Charles’s house. She said OK, but in the night, Mr. 
Charles felt a heft pressing on him. He told the man about it, but the man didn’t believe it and when 
back to sleep. Then he woke suddenly and shouted because he felt the same heft. The man became 
tormented and was bawling and howling. Finally, he got sick and died.

Mr. Charles says that obeah could make someone get sick or get mash up. Mr. Charles tells a story 
about a man who wanted a woman but she didn’t want him. He put a powder outside her door, but 
the woman suspected the man and always wore shoes when she walked outside, but another man in 
her house went outside barefoot and stepped on the powder and developed big foot.

He says that some people don’t believe in obeah. 

Mr. Charles tells a story about a young man of 23 years who pushed an 83-year-old man named 
Henry on a Monday. And the old man said to the young one, “You gon dead before me.” And the 
young man drowned that Thursday. The moral is that you should never cuss an old person, never 
full-mouth.755

T104-04 4. Frank Charles says that when he was small, if you didn’t say “Good morning” to an adult, the adult 
would beat you and tell your parents, and then they would beat you again. He says people lived nice 

748. The dead person.
749. An obeah man?
750. The person that killed the dead person.
751. You put the whip in the hand of the dead person. Most people say you were to place a whip and a scissors with the body.
752. Until the spirit gets stronger.
753. People come and find you dead.
754. To fix is to cause someone or something to be possessed of a spell. (Vals)
755. Addressing someone without using their “title,” such as “Miss” or “Mister.” This is a disrespectful way of addressing an 

adult, particularly by a child. 
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together when he was young, they shared food when he was growing up, and they all lived in close 
community in long row.756 They play ring, told Nansi stories. 

Mr. Charles tells a story: One night a fellow came from the country with starched pants and as he 
was walking along, the pant legs rubbed together and made a swishing sound. He thought it was 
jumbies following him, so he started to run all the way to Høgensborg, and as the swishing got faster, 
he thought the jumbie was running after him. He saw a light when he got to Høgensborg and he ran 
in the house. He thought the jumbie chased him all the way from Mountain [estate] tamarind tree [a 
frequently described hangout for jumbies.] “He nearly ran his life out from fright!”

Mr. Charles tells another story: There was a Bajan named Joe Reed was passing by Mountain 
tamarind; he coming from Fredensborg757 after midnight. And the moon shine like day, and he hear 
music playing, especially the tambourine. [Mr. Charles imitates the sound of the tambourine.] He 
stand up and he see a bunch of jumbies dancing in the middle of the road. He was carrying a whip. 
He says you could use a whip to frighten the jumbies by cracking it. PIY! like a shot!

So he sees this bunch of jumbies dancing in the road and he’s wondering how he’s going to pass 
them. And the tambourine was playing. And the man just stand up and listening to them. And then he 
started dancing with one of the jumbie ladies — her name was Tarpie.

FRANK CHARLES [reciting with a Barbadian accent]:

Spin MAH, Tarpie, spin MAH.
If you can’t spin MAH, leggo MAH.

“So he take up he catwhip from he shoulder and he fire. PIY! And he get rid of them like that.”

SOULE: “You could get rid of them like that? With a whip?”

CHARLES: “Yeah. When it sound like a shot. When you crack: PIY! They don’t like the sound. The 
sound bother their ears. They scatter. They don’t come again. They don’t like to hear that. You fire a 
shot or something. They scared; they ain’t coming back; they keep away. They know it danger, 
because a whip sound like a shot. So they run and scatter.”

“You know one night, they coming down the road again, and the same Mountain tamarind tree — 
they say it was a evil place where they have spirit and whatnot. So he saw a bunch of pig — a big 
hog with a lot of young pig. And he think, “I like to have one of those pig. So he run and he hold one 
of the pig, and the mother start after him. But he say it was a jumbie hog, but it wasn’t a jumbie hog, 
it was a hog that had pig. And so he must of pick up a young one and so the mother running, all the 
way home to Høgensborg, and he got in the house and slammed the door quick. We got a lot of fun 
in those days. Yeah. A lot of joke.”

SOULE: “There was a jumbie hog?”

CHARLES: “Yeah, they say it was a jumbie hog used to been living there to tamarind tree. So with 
these pig, you know?”

SOULE: “Which tamarind tree?”

756. A series of small individual rooms adjoining barracks-style. Originally built as slave quarters, but used after Emancipation; 
some were built in towns when laborers moved from planations in large numbers. Each room occupied by an individual, 
couple, or family. Cooking was done outdoor. Common outhouse facilities. (Vals 72)

757. Pronounced FRIH SEN BERG.
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FRANK CHARLES: “We call it Mountain tamarind tree, in the middle of the country below 
Diamond school. This tree is over 200 years old. They call it Mountain tamarind tree. They always 
say that that’s a spot where they have spirit and thing. They used to say that all the time. Any time 
you walking in the road, come to Mountain tamarind tree, you just scared to walk there, because you 
figure well something will happen to you. Mountain tamarind tree.”

T104-05 5. Frank Charles says there was a manager that used to turn into a wolf — the Dane man. Mr. Charles 
says he doesn't believe it; they used to walk with a boastick758 with a knot on the end. One time, a 
man knocked a wolf and the next day, the manager said “You knocked me last night.” When the 
islands were transferred in 1917, the marines used to beat people and accuse them of being wolves. 
If a pregnant woman walks under a white horse belly the child will come a wolf. Mr. Charles says 
that people say that, but he don't believe it.

Soule asks about the whip.

Mr. Charles says that they used to make a kasha759 placket and tie it on the end of a stick; the noise 
it made would scare a spirit away, jumbies too. When he was sick in the hospital in 1973, two guys 
came and said, “We dead and we want you dead, too.” Mr. Charles says he cursed them . . . He says 
you have to use bad words to them. It was just their heads and necks, no bodies; the nurse came in 
and wondered why he had cussed so bad, but Mr. Charles didn't tell them about the jumbies because 
they might think he was crazy and give him some medicine. 

Frank Charles describes how, on another night, he saw four fellows coming to him with a casket on 
their heads — in 1973 or 1974 when Mr. Charles was very sick in the hospital; Mr. Charles cussed 
them and they went away. Mr. Charles was very sick, lost 25 pounds in 2 weeks; nobody thought he 
would live; he had three operations for abscess on his back; he says “All I telling you is true.” 

Frank Charles relates how some lady's grandfather had asked Mr. Charles to bury him when the man 
died; he wanted to be buried a special way. Mr. Charles did it, but on the third night after the man 
died, Mr. Charles felt a coldness on his face; it was the dead man thanking Mr. Charles; the minister 
also thanked Mr. Charles. 

T104-06 6. Frank Charles says Buster used to play guitar with him; he says they grew up together; Mr. Charles’s 
mother used to take care of Buster when his mother was mad at him; Mr. Charles says that when they 
were older, Buster always used to remind me of how good Mr. Charles’s mother was to Buster; 
when Buster died, he came back to Mr. Charles twice, but Mr. Charles told him to get out. Mr. 
Charles had to cuss him. Buster died about 3 years ago. The doctor had told him not to drink and not 
to play sax, but he did it anyway. One time he blew pipe down by the pool and he fell right over after 
five minutes. Mr. Charles says you can't play steel if you have a bad heart, either. He says they had a 
man named Grooby who played steel in the band. Dr. Ella told him not to play; he played two more 
time and he die. “All those things I experienced are real facts.” 

T104-07 7. Frank Charles describes how when somebody died, they kept a wake. Lots of food, like a feast; lots 
of singing, like Sankey and hold songs; three weeks or a month after the person die. In Puerto Rico, 

758. A cane or stick used as protection, or as an assist in walking; generally made of hard woods. (Vals)
759. A wild, thorny bush (Acacia farnesiana) that grows all over St. Croix. (Vals)
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they have wakes too, but they keep happy, they don't sorry; the Puerto Ricans play guitar and cuatro 
at wakes; they drink a lot and spree.

T104-08 8. Frank Charles talks a bit about his children and grandchildren and great-grandchildren. His first wife 
went to NY on the steamer, Narissa; she left three boys; it was hard; Mr. Charles had to work from 
6:00 to 6:00 at Customs; had various girls come and help; then Mr. Charles decided to take boys to 
grandmother in the country, but she had them running around naked, so Mr. Charles got a friend with 
a truck to get a bed, and when he went to pick up the kids, the grandmother fought him. 

Mr. Charles had to go to court because some woman accused him of stealing a bed; Mr. Charles paid 
a lawyer $10; Hamilton Jackson was a bad judge; people tried to do him something with salt and 
lime — Obeah. Mr. Charles says he has a boy who's a clerk in the court in New York. 

T104-09 9. FRANK CHARLES: “Want me to speak about banjo? Well, we call the banjo-ukulele. In the 
quadrille dance, that keep the time. After the saxophone or flute is the leading, the banjo is second. 
Have to give the exact timing of the music. If it [the banjo] is not playing right, then the people 
cannot dance. We have Number One, Number Two, Number Three, Number Four, and Number Six. 
The Sixth Figure is quick music, you know? And the banjo got to be hitting right, otherwise the 
people just stand up, can’t dance. I’m an old-time player; play over 50 years — with every musician 
on the island, all kind of people...”

Frank Charles tells how one time have a dance . . . Cumberland Castle . . .  fellow from the States 
could play the banjo good, but not hitting right for the quadrille. The people couldn’t dance and the 
man got angry. 

FRANK CHARLES: “Got to beat that banjo with time. Got to got the real time. If you don’t got the 
real time, they cannot dance . . . Number One, you got to know it. I wish you could hear some tape 
that we play. [He speaks to Sylvester McIntosh, mentions Soda? . . . ] You got to get that time right. 
And then it’s nice. Very good.”

“Then this kettledrum and bass drum now. . .Years ago, we had masquerade in the street. Easter, 
Easter Monday, and Christmas all now, you hear, practice us. Then we had the play, David and 
Goliath. They have a big man dress up that dress up with all kind of thing. [William Carroll] He used 
to dance Goliath. And that’s another set of music with drum. You have to play according to how they 
want to move, they go backward and forward.”

“Then we have another set we call the Wild Indian. That music is wild! Wild! The flute got to be 
very high TEE TEE TEE TEE TEE . . . then the drum following to suit, all the people jump up. That’s 
Indian.”

“They had another one we call moko jumbie — those on the sticks — stilts — they had another beat 
again. You got to know all those things.”

“Then they have the Plait Pole. They have a lady — lot of ladies, one is a queen and one is a king, 
and they get 'round a pole and they plait it in and plait it out. Got a different kind of music again. So 
all of those know — Indian music.”

“They had another man — and he play a Wild Devil, they took a big chain and put it around his 
waist and put his face in the red, and put his Lick Tongue, and he had another set of music again. 
You hear the different beat, and you know that’s Lick Tongue, or that’s moko jumbie, or that’s 
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Indian, or that’s David and Goliath — you know from the way the drum is beating, you know? The 
different sound. Got to play according to how — we had some nice fun in those days. Wonderful 
time.”

Frank Charles tells a story about playing drums and a sailor comes up and asks him what kind of skin 
on the drum and Frank tells him his drum is goat skin 

FRANK CHARLES: “Once I were playing there in the town. And some sailors came and say ‘What 
kind of skin you have on?’ I say, ‘Well, this is goat skin.’ Say, ‘What kind of goat?’ I say, ‘Ram goat 
skin.’ You have to use two skin: the ram and the ewe, the woman and the man. The side of the ram is 
heavier in tone than the one for the lady is — boom, boom, boom . . .  And the one with the ewe — 
DANG, DANG, DANG . . . The one have the real D note — give a deep tone. So we use a ewe and a 
ram. People playing on the ram goat side.”

“Sometime when they have parade, I go with them. Get somebody to knock the bass, and I take the 
kettledrum, put it up, and it sharp, and we go down the street...”

Soule asks about who plays the pipe. Frank says Paddy Moore. Then there is a man in Grove Place 
named Doo. Frank describes playing at Whim Great House Museum, with Paddy Moore on the pipe, 
and Buster?, says he sang cariso. 

T105 Irwin “Brownie” Brown - Feb 2, 1980 (STT)
Date February 2, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, a small office in WSTA radio station. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

T105-01 1. Brownie says he’s been playing music for 29 years; first instrument was ukulele; played piano with 
band called Tumbleweeds; began playing drums with Lad Richards' band around 1951; been a 
drummer ever since; singing came as accident when we were working at Caribbean beach Hotel as a 
calypso band; Mighty Zebra, a Trinidadian, use to sing with us; One night he was sick and Brownie 
started singing; went to play in Miami in 1953, stayed two years; then one month in Las Vegas; then 
back to Miami for three years; then South Miami for couple months; Fort Lauderdale three and a half 
years; couple years at another place; then St. Petersburg and Sarasota; traveled to Boston a couple 
times; Came back to St. Thomas in 1963; born June 2, 1935. 

T105-02 2. Brownie says that people used to make up their own lyrics and tune; most tunes only had one verse; 
like Zoop, Zoop, Zoop and Guavaberry; between Christmas and New Year's, there was serenading; 
they would travel with guitar with a small amp, bass . . . They would play in front of somebody's 
house and people would turn on the lights and have the musicians in for some food. People would 
see something and just make a song, like Bull Passing in Tortola Town; many short songs, lyrics 
keep repeating; he says you hear them now from the Senior Citizens; he says they used to hear that 
music around holiday times or birthday parties; guys would come out with pipe, banjo, guitar, little 
drum, squash, triangle, some guys blew on a bottle; this was what they used to hear; they made 
music of what they had; sometimes you would hear the community band; also there were the regular 
bands; on the radio was Latin music; some discussion of drums. 
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T105-03 3. Brownie says their old time bands played a lot of kinds of music, like quelbé in St. Croix; seven step, 
two-step, mazurka, polka-mazurka; he says quelbé is what Brewster [James Brewster] plays; He 
says amstroohut was what they used to call that old music . . . he doesn't know what it means; Cecil 
George been around a long time; Brownie thinks his father taught him; Brownie’s father died in 
1948; he was in Navy Band. He speaks more about the Navy Band. His parents both born in St. 
Thomas. 

T105-04 4. Brownie describes how they used to have carnival a long time ago in fall or near Christmas; had 
Zulus and Indians and women in colors; marched through streets and all through Savan; everybody 
came from their own little spot; Ron DeLugo got “real” carnival started in 1951. DeLugo was DJ on 
WSTA; some steel band came and DeLugo said “Let's have a Carnival” and led the band up and 
down the street; everybody was out there the next year. Now, it's too dangerous. 

T105-05 5. Brownie discusses bamboula; says they used to hear that when they had Maypole, Indians, Zulus; 
they used two drums: a snare drum, a tom-tom, and a flute, also squash, triangle, and sometimes a 
pipe. These guys would go from 2:00, 3:00 in the morning until the next night; stop along the way 
for drink and food; he describes the people from Savan who did that music: Perniss was a leader of 
most of these groups; he played the big drum — “tom-tom.” 

Another fellow was named Flittenberg . . . played the flute or the snare drum; Coopin John was 
another; names sound silly now; man used to play the Indian: David Hines; looked like an Indian 
chief; none of them are still alive; Brownie says he lived near all of them; played cards: Five Pedro 
on Sundays; drank rum called BEE TOH;760 they all had families; young guys used to play ball where 
Jane E. Tuitt school is now; Brownie says he lived at number 2 Levoki Straede; could go out again at 
night and sit under the light. 

T106 Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace I - Feb 8, 1980 (STT)
Date February 8, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, home of Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace, a small, very tidy wooden house in 
Frenchtown. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule and Marianne Magras.

Note Interview continues on T137.

Technical Mono

T106-01 1. Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace says she was born 1901 in St. Bart's; under the Dutch, then the French; 
made first communion there, then came to St. Thomas at age of 10; married twice; Americans 
bought St. Thomas after she was married; in St. Bart's they spoke only French; picked up English 
here; she didn't go to school; learned ABC herself; children didn't go out alone; played “li'l joke” 
with nuts, marbles; used to pick cotton and steal little pieces; grandmother sent her to shop to sell 
baskets for a few cents; she bought things for half-cent; picked big tamarind and sucked the syrup; 
her songs are French; husband was a singer; used to play tambourine; LaPlace tells a story about 

760. TBD: Research this word.
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somebody and seven girls, who married who, and their kids. . . . A song about somebody who 
vomited in a hat; “Dr. Bum full;” sang Miss Lucy on the Bayside . . . something about a carousel.

T106-02 2. LaPlace says they used to have a good time, down on the bay; with some other girls . . . took bath, 
danced, “made a big spree out of nothing.” Sings a bit of Doux Doux Amour. Recites in French 
“Adieu, I'm going to Paris.” She says that when they were young, they had to get home to do their 
work, otherwise Mama behind them with a belt; had a lot of clothes to mend; had nine children; used 
to make a “lodgin'” on the floor; used to sleep all together, but when kids got big, separated the girls 
and the boys; she says she made tea for all of them before they went to work; she was the oldest girl. 
Discusses her siblings.

T106-03 3. LaPlace says that “before time,” they used to have a little dance every Sunday; had tambourine, 
accordion; at Christmas, they had a little dinner, visit around before they went home; nobody fought 
then like they do now. The tambourine was make with a goat skin: you put it out to dry, then burn all 
the hair off. . .

LaPlace says you take a dry sweet gourd to make a güiro; you have a music box, then you make a 
hell of a thing! She had danced, learned quadrille; they had it in St. Bart's. She describes their house 
in St. Bart's. Hurricane. Parties for elections. A demijohn of rum cost a dollar; sweet liquor; she 
describes a drink for females. Mama used to make sweet AN EESH; here, used the guavaberry. 
describes how to process them.

T106-04 4. LaPlace says the quadrille was pretty: a row of people here, a row of people there; woman on one 
side, man on the other; two-step polka . . . pretty! Now, they play it on Sunday afternoons in St. 
Croix: two-step polka, three-step polka, two-step waltz. She describes the dance. She says quadrille 
wasn't in her time, because she was small, but she went to see them. She describes something about 
quadrille at Carnival, people getting killed, poisoned. They played quadrille when they reached the 
fort; used to make parades in the garden. [Emancipation Park?] Had a fellow here, they used to call 
Popo.

LaPlace says you had to pay two cents for the dance . . . he alone and his wife were dancing; fell 
down over the step. French. Little white dog.

T107 Marianne Magras - Feb 7, 1980 (STT)
Date February 7, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, home of Marianne Magras, Frenchtown. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

T107-01 1. Marianne Magras says that in the past, women weren't allowed in bars; French people went to St. 
Bart's because of persecution of Catholics by the Huguenots; they were from the coast of France; 
religion was focal point; strict upbringing; women, when they sang, had to be drunk . . . women had 
to be seen and not heard, but told stories and recited poetry. Parents told me stories to frighten us 
from darkness and keep us in the house. Story about sorceress, ball of fire, take her skin off. A 
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woman they call PIH PEEN used to turn into this thing, too; had a big tumor on her back; seven devils 
were in there; once, she dropped her skin on the doorstep and some fellows put salt on it, and when 
she came back, she disintegrated. . .

T107-02 2. Marianne Magras say that the Virgin Mary appeared to somebody on Cassi Hill; says her mother 
told story of how when she got up early, she would see a ball of fire; at night, she sometimes saw an 
extra long shadow; werewolf . . . one was said to live near where we used to swim; She says she 
hears the chains; GAH BAH YEH ROH was a person so tall, you couldn't see their head, you could only 
see their shadow.

T107-03 3. Marianne Magras says she lived with her grandmother for two years and the grandmother didn't 
speak any English, so Marianne can understand French, but she can't speak it; her grandmother came 
here at the age of 12; French first came to St. Thomas between 1850 and 1875, first settled on the 
north side; didn't mingle with natives; language and color difference; Frenchtown was 
geographically isolated; “chacha” was the name for the French people . . . many versions of the story 
of how they got that name; Frenchtown used to be called “Chacha-town;” landfill.

T107-04 4. Marianne Magras says that people used to go around with accordions, Maracas; played French 
waltzes and carols; Latin music also popular; cowboy music; calypsos. Hank Quetel may have tapes; 
his band was Hank and the Twilight Strings.

T107-05 5. Marianne Magras: “Sometimes they would have parties, dances they call the Danse de Bouchet. The 
“Dance of the Bouquet.” A person would have a dance at their home, and they would take a bouquet 
of flowers and throw it into the crowd and whoever catches it, they have to keep a dance at their 
home the following month or whatever.”

She says that the French people used to take death very seriously; periods of mourning went on for a 
long time; never had music at wakes; you had to drape your house, remain indoors, no radio for six 
months. When they had no funeral home, had to bury person the day after they died; they would lay 
the dead person in a coffin on two chairs covered with white pillowcases; if there was a person in the 
house who had been close to the dead, they had to pass over the coffin to ward off the spirits. 
Christenings were a big deal; spend last savings to throw a party.

T107-06 6. Marianne Magras says that the Frenchtown French always thought we were more metropolitan than 
the northside French; animosities extend to politics, church; we loved to go to the country to get 
mangos. . .

T107-07 7. Marianne Magras sings Doux Doux Amour, then she explains it; they also do Alouette; she says 
they played games as kids . . . Farmer in the Dell. Nice to hear them sing The Marseilles, but that's 
died down; used to have celebration on 14th of July.

T107-08 8. Marianne Magras says that many natives have moved out of Savan . . . most live in TuTu; some own 
homes, others in housing projects; now, people in Savan are mostly aliens; Buck Hole was a slum, 
but was knocked down.
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T108 Almondo Magras - Feb 8, 1980 (STT)
Date February 8, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, home of Almondo Magras, Frenchtown. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

T108-01 1. Almondo Magras says he was born Frenchtown, 1921; it was poor, all fishermen; got $10 for 100 
pounds of fish; says they spoke French, but had to learn English in schools; he says the kids had 
work to do: make baskets, mats, hat, and sold them in the Market on Saturdays — 18 cents a hat; 
people called this area “Chacha-town.” French people don't like the name; his father was born 1898 
on Hassel Island; his grandmother had come three years before; he says that at that time there were 
only a few small houses in Frenchtown, and people cooked outside; he says two rooms was a big 
house in the days when he got married [38 years ago]; he says his mother came from St. Barthélemy 
when she was eight years old; she was born in 1902; got married in 1918. He discusses his siblings. 
Heard his mother hum songs when he was young. There were dances at people's homes; music was 
accordion, tambourine, iron . . . accordion was lead; maybe a guitar; tambourine was made from 
goat skin. He describes how they made the tambourine. Sebastian at Normandy bar has one he made 
himself; Leo Moron has a tape of the music.

T108-02 2. Almondo Magras says the old songs were all French songs; some were patua, some were “good” 
French; says he worked as chief accountant for Pan Am for 23 years; he and his wife have been to 
France five or six times; they could speak with the Parisians. He describes a book he read about how 
the French came to the Caribbean. He says the bands today play old songs plus modern calypso, etc.

T108-03 3. Mr. Magras tells a story of how his father abandoned fishing to get into the bootleg business; started 
a bar in town; Mr. Magras and his siblings inherited the bar, turned it into a laundromat; built 
apartments, etc.

T108-04 4. Almondo Magras describes how kids used to get whipping if any older person reported that the kid 
had done wrong; importance of education; new generation has no respect; says he used to work for 
Mr. Levy; had to do 6 or 7 fathom of plait; played with cashew nuts; he explains the game, says there 
was something they would spin. He describes how they played for pins, made own toys, got toys 
from the States, played marbles. He explains how they played. He says another game they played 
was Palette and he explains how to play it.

T108-05 5. Almondo Magras describes how they played cashew761 when we were small: hid a little piece of 
stick in a certain area. When he grew up, it was work and school; house burned in 1931 or 32. He 
discusses the fire and its consequences . . . Describes the werewolf and chains . . . He says that PIH 
PEEN was black lady that sometimes turned into a ball of fire. He mentions the first radio in 
Frenchtown, and the first televisions. He says he worked for the Navy for 17 cents an hour, and 

761. A game. See Vals.
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taught himself to type; says he worked for the Navy until the base closed down; then he worked for 
airlines, then Pan Am.

T108-06 6. Almondo Magras describes how weddings used to be; he says they were three-day celebrations; says 
a man had to have his own house built before he got married; he tells about the letters people sent to 
ask for a wife.

T109 Gerda Benjamin - February 1980 (STT)
Date February, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, home of Gerda Benjamin. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

T109-01 1. GERDA BENJAMIN sings Hand Me My Petticoat: 

Hand me my petticoat, hand me my petticoat, 
The petticoat with insertion tail,762 
Hand me my petticoat. 

Hear what mama say, 
Melea lick up on her finger, 
The petticoat that I hang down there, 
Hand me my petticoat.

“And then you got the beat of the drum, you know. And they just singing it over and over, you know. 
So then they Trayla.” 

[Singing]:

TRAY LAY LAY LAY, TRAY LAY LAY LIY. 
TRAY LAY LAY LAY, TRAY LAY LAY LIY. 

Hand me my petticoat. Oh you, hand me my petticoat, 
The petticoat with insertion tail. Hand me my petticoat.

Hear what mama say. Melea lick up on her finger, 
The petticoat that I hang down there. Hand me my petticoat.

“I sang Tway She She the other day, right?” 

[Reciting]:

TWAY SHEE SHEE,763 SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 

“You have Roll Isabella Roll.” 

[Singing]:

762. A lace insert that went around the skirt.
763. Soule comment: To me, two lines sound very similar to English: TWAY SHEE SHEE = two she she (two women) and LOH 

WUNG = living, WEE = with, AY = one, MAHN = man. 
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Roll Isabella roll, roll Isabella roll,
Roll Isabella roll, the damn shopkeeper got the island down.

Went to the shop with a quart{er} to buy fifteen cent thing,
When I look in me hand, the damn shopkeeper give me tally for change.

Roll Isabella roll, oh, roll Isabella roll,
Roll Isabella roll, the damn shopkeeper got the island down.

Soule asks if there were other songs about people.

BENJAMIN: “We had another one with a lady; her name was Clementina, and her daughter was 
Adelina. So, maybe the daughter get in some mischief, so they had sing the song —

Gerda Benjamin recites and then sings Clementina.

[Reciting]:

Hear how Clemmy bawling, she bawling, she bawling,
She bawling for her daughter, her daughter Adelina.

“So the song was —”

[Singing]:

Hear how Clemmy bawling, she bawling, she bawling.
She bawling for her daughter, she bawling, she bawling.

Her daughter Adelina, she bawling, she bawling.
Hear how Clemmy bawling, she bawling, she bawling.

“And that was a beat. With the drum.” “We had the one we used to sing — Red, White, and Blue.

[Singing]:

Red, white, and blue
Is a ___________ nation too.
Red, white, and blue
Is a ___________ nation too.
Red, white, and blue
Is a ___________ nation too.
Three cheers, three cheers
For the red white and blue.

“All of them are just short songs. You just sing the words over and over. ___________ see if I could 
remember any more. Pittee Fwee. PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY.

[Singing]:

PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY, 
PIH TEE FWEE warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY.

PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
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“Over and over again.You see? And all of those have a different beat — in the drum — and they 
dance a little different. Oh the warriette and the Pitty Fwee is the same song.”

Soule asks about the dancing that went along with the songs.

BENJAMIN: “Yeah, you see, because you’re dancing loose, like when you go in a disco. You dance 
loose, but certain of them, you have — like you have seven-step and so forth. You got certain steps 
you do for that. And you have some of them you call the bèlè764 — you have the... You have to 
dance it [the bèlè] one way. And then you had the Heel and Toe. I wasn’t too clever with the Heel 
and Toe.”

Soule asks if Benjamin know how to dance the bèlè. Gerda answers, “A little, I think.”

Benjamin tries to remember “another fast beat one.” She says the bèlè would be like the Pittee Fwee, 
and she sings a little more of it. “And then when you say warriette,765 then you wind yourself.”

T109-02 2. [Benjamin describes the knocking of the stick on the bamboula drum] — She says that the people 
that used to play the bamboula drum that also did something with their foot “to help with the sound 
of the drum.”

GERDA BENJAMIN: “I could keep up a beat — KAH TAH KAH TAH KAH TONG KAH TAH KAH TAH 
KHA TONG TONG, but ‘The old lady [her mother, Miss Clara] she had a round? — a way she used to 
knock the stick. And it sound different. Because each of the songs, it's a different knock. You see, 
when you knock: TONG TAH KAH TONG, then you letting the person just jump up and — all the time. 
But she have the bèlè, which you have [she hums/voices an example] — KAH TAH KAH TAH KAH 
TONG KAH TAH KAH TAH KAH TONG TONG — something like that.”

Benjamin describes how she knocks the drum and how the beats all sound alike, but “it really ain’t 
supposed to be.” She says the old man [Amos Frett] doesn't know about the stick, but he can knock 
the drum. She says the only two people that could do the sticks were her mother and Richard Frett. 
She says she asked her mother to show her how to do it, but Gerda couldn’t learn.

T109-03 3. Benjamin says that those drums were good; they used to use those barrels for cisterns, then they got 
the metal ones. Barrels used to come with all kinds of things in them: salt pork, beef, salt fish; these 
barrels had a hoop around them, like tinning.

T109-04 4. Benjamin remembers Tink I Got a Tink and recites a little. She discusses the lyrics. “Shove your 
finger in my eye,” instead of “hole” — 

[Half-reciting, half-singing]:

Tink I [ain’t?] got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Tink I got a tink
Tink I got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in my [hesitation] eye. [She laughs.]

764. See bèlè in the Glossary.
765. To warriette is to dance using some special steps, style, or flourishes of one’s own; may be synonymous with 

ambooshay.
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“We say eye, because the other part is kind of rough. It have a part where you have to use ‘hole’ — 
instead of using ‘hole,’ I use ‘eye,’ because, you know, you’re taping it. This one is —”

[Singing]:

Tink I ain’t got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Tink I got a tink
Tink I got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in my eye. 

A dollar was enough, KAH RAH HO 
A dollar was enough,.
A dollar was enough, KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in my eye. 

T109-05 5. “... that’s the Creole one.” 

Gerda Benjamin sings and beats Tway She She twice.

[Singing]:

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

[Singing and beating the rhythm]:

TWAY SHEE SHEE,766 SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

SHOO WAH WAHHHH. . .SHOO WAH WAHHHH. . SHOO WAH WAHHHH. .  [trailing off]

Soule asks Benjamin to sing it again.

[Singing and beating the rhythm]:

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH

LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH

DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH

LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH

DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH

766. Soule comment: To me, two lines sound very similar to English: TWAY SHEE SHEE = two she she (two women) and LOH 
WUNG = living, WEE = with, AY = one, MAHN = man. 
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TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

SHOO WAH WAHHHH. . .SHOO WAH WAHHHH. . SHOO WAH WAHHHH. .  [she trails off]

Soule asks about the Tink song.

[Singing]:

You tink I [ain’t?] got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Tink I [ain’t?] got a tink
You tink I [ain’t?] got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in me hole.

A dollar was enough, KAH RAH HO 
A dollar was enough.
A dollar was enough, KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in me hole.

[Singing and picking up the tempo]:

Tink I ain’t got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Tink I got a tink
Tink I got a tink KAH RAH HO 
Shove your finger in my hole. 

[She laughs.]

Soule: “Great.”

T110 Frenchtown Community Center - Feb 12, 1980 (STT)
Date February 12, 1980. 

Location/Event Frenchtown Community Center, St. Thomas. Meeting of Eugenie, Greaux, Dorothy 
Danet, Asterie Magras, Ann Bernadette Aubain, and Josephine Danet; This gathering 
was arranged by Marianne Magras.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

T110-01 l. A Frenchtown woman tells a chicken soup story in Patua.

T110-02 2. A Frenchtown woman tells a story of man taking the place of St. Joseph statue in more standard 
French.
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T110-03 3. A Frenchtown woman tells a story of priest peeing in the bushes, in Patua. English explanations of 
the first two stories above: There was an old lady who used to clean the church; she broke a statue of 
St. Joseph; asked an old man to take the place of the statue; but a boy noticed that St. Joseph was 
licking his beard because he was eating mangos; the man came down and ran away; The chicken 
soup story is really true . . . some boy put a live chicken in the soup. 

T110-04 4. A Frenchtown woman tells an English explanation of priest story: a priest was visiting somewhere, 
but couldn't find a bathroom; had to go in the bushes and wiped himself with stinging nettle; the 
more he preached, the more he scratched; “The word of God is in my mouth, but something else is 
down below . . . the fire of hell!” 

T110-05 5. A Frenchtown woman tells how when they were kids and came from school, they had their chores to 
do. . . . [The rest of story is in French. An airplane goes over toward end.] One of the women gives 
an explanation in English, telling how after school, they did chores, maybe had a piece of bread; had 
to do plaits before they could go out to play. 

T110-06 6. A group of Frenchtown women mention quantique — a type of religious song; One lady sings a love 
song; the song says she loves a man and wonders if he loves her. Next, there is a song about red and 
white ribbons and how the ribbons are put on underwear or around the man to prevent an erection. 
[Soule thinks that perhaps this maybe a double entendre of word, bon de.] Next a group sings Doux 
Doux Amour. [“Doux doux” means “dear.”] The melody is well known in France; the refrain is 
“C'est la . . . pour toujour.”767

T110-07 7. A group of Frenchtown women have a discussion in Patua. [They may be telling the story of the song 
they are about to sing.] The group sings a song.

Soule asks what the song was about. The ladies talk all at once about a man who has many daughters 
to marry off, but he doesn't have any money to give them . . . he asks God what to do; may have been 
a ring game. Soule asks when the song was sung; someone says it was as sung at weddings. [The 
song is a kind of joke.] Then one woman sings another song by herself. The translation is something 
like “I'm going to see my lover . . . when she sees me, she smiles . . . are you engaged?” . . . she is 
and he tries to woo her away. 

T110-08 8. A Frenchtown woman sings La Maitresse Aimee; the song is about something like “his lover is 
already engaged. . .” 

T110-09 9. A group of Frenchtown women sing a well known Patua song, Madelon . . . like a camp song, per 
our translator; like a teenage farce song. 

T110-10 10. A group of Frenchtown women sing O Ciel, O Ciel, O Ciel. [This is a religious song.]

767. English translation would be something like “I’m here forever. . .”
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T111 Evilina “Miss Ebby” Gordon II - Feb 14, 1980 (STX)
Date February 14, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, apartment of Evelyn Gordon.

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule.

T111-01 1. EVILINA GORDON: “Me? I — Look! I haul trash, I load bagoon. I load cane truck. All that work I 
had to do; I had to work mother and father for my children them.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “You know Cecilia Harris?”

GORDON: “I think so.”

MCINTOSH: “Well, when I been a boy going to school, in the vacation time, I used to work to 
Mount Pleasant. And I used to meet she in six o’clock in the morning when I get up. She had to 
already fix her children and send them off to school and she had to catch William Bosun bus for six 
o’clock in the morning to get to Bethlehem.”768

GORDON: “I know ‘cause I used to work porter, used to work porter, what all them work there me 
do. Work porter: you get up early ah morning, you got you hoop769 on you shoulder, you got your 
breakfast pan with your food een-ah770 your hand, going to work.”

“Today, the children them ah sit down and get money! Soon they open they mouth, they call you old. 
When I tell them the work what you have do, you all right, see? Government does pay them for kill 
people. Ah that what them ah do, them foodstamp and _______________ if they open work. Make 
them work if you want to work, you’ll go work. You no want to work – hungry! Watch me. Me dig 
cockle, me dig cockle771…”

MCINTOSH: Me too. 

GORDON: “… to sell me can’t get the cockle the cockle them sell, them sell – me swap them for 
food – for get food to give me children them to eat because I were mother and father for my children 
them. See? Today now they get everything free! They no go, go go dig cockle and all like that. Well? 
All them work me do.”

MCINTOSH: “If somebody go go dig cockle now, that could pay.”

GORDON: “{It} could pay because they does sell dear. They no doing nothing. See they get free 
food. Free food they get. You ah old, nah get nothing. They ain’t giving you, they give the thing by 
favor. Me kah work like hell een-ah772 this island, hear me, don’t get a thing. Not a thing. They say 
me income too high. ‘Income too high!’ And ee got people getting whole heap773 of food; they send 
the food them all about, go give people. Eh eh.”

“Now I does work to that church up there, that church up there, LBJ. You think a little cuss they duh 
cuss me. When I plant me flowers them, they go in, they go thief out me flowers them, me flowers 

768. Estate Bethlehem was the largest plantation in St. Croix at the time Ms. Gordon worked and lived there; it was also where 
the Central Sugar Factory was located.

769. Hoe.
770. In.
771. A whelk, a bivalve mollusk? A whelk is any of various large, mostly edible marine snails 
772. In.
773. A lot.
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them. They thief the very television put up there ah the church. Me go find television up there. Me 
call the priest. Then come. Police who come for see the television. They go with the television. 
Thief. All the Government fault. Open work! And give the children them, let they work, if they want 
work, they will work. Whiles774 they want money.”

“Me got children, me got grandchildren. I got great-grand {children}, and if they no choose to work, 
ah them business. Me know me done work already.”

MCINTOSH: “You gone do your share.”

GORDON: “Me done work.”

MCINTOSH: “Well, it’s true that when a person been working for a long time, even though they 
__________, they don’t want stop work.”

GORDON: “When you accustomed to work…”

MCINTOSH: “Like what you doing, you…”

GORDON: “…you can’t stop. Because you accustomed to do it. You accustomed to do it.”

MCINTOSH: “I see you keeping you self busy.”

GORDON: “I does work to that church up there. That church up there, LBJ. You think a little cuss 
duh cuss me?775 When I plant me flowers them, they go in, they go thief out me flowers them, me 
flowers them. Thief out the flowers them.”

MCINTOSH: “Why?”

GORDON: “Because them thief. They thief.”

GORDON: “They thief the very television — put {it} up there in the church. Me go find television 
up there. Yeah. Call the police. Then come take the television. Come from West End. They thief the 
television from West End, you know. Bring it to Boss End,776 LBJ church, come put it in there. I 
work me, I work and find the television in there. Me call the priest.”

GORDON: “Then come. Police who come for see the television. They go with the television. Thief. 
All the Government fault. Open work! And give the children them, let they work, if they want work, 
they will work. Work if they want money. But they get free food stamp. See? Free food stamp.”

“They call me stupid. Because I duh work up there to the church. They say me too stupid. ‘Catholic 
Church got plenty money, and they could pay people to work.’ But me still don’t pay they no mind. 
Me duh go up there and clean the place. But they do cuss me too bad. Call me all kind of ‘old this’ 
and ‘old that.’ Yeah. That’s right. That is terrible! Terrible, I telling you. When I go go clean, the 
little nigger them go go dirty the place. But only good faith I got.”

T111-02 2. SOULE: “Tell me again about burning coal.777 What kind of tree would you cut down?”

EVILINA GORDON: “You cut any tree for burn coal. You cut any tree, but you see, there be more 
money with the grigri,778 you see?”

774. While.
775. Ms. Gordon is implying that it is not a small cuss, it’s a big cuss — plenty cuss.
776.  Christiansted.
777. Burning coal = making wood into charcoal.
778. A hardwood tree.
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“Me cut the grigri to sell the grigri, to sell it to get money to buy food to give me children them.”

Sylvester McIntosh asks if grigri makes a better coal. 

GORDON: “Yeah, grigri coal is good. But I had want a piece of grigri to sell it, and cut a plank to 
sell it to the boat. Boat. See? And they complaining because I cut the grigri. And the white people 
them coming — be name Skeoch. Norman Skeoch and them when they been working there to 
Bethlehem?”

“I tell them I cut the grigri to burn coal, but ee no coal . . . but I cut it to sell too to get some money. 
And then, the white people them come. So when them come and I strip all the little nigger them, had 
them naked. So they come the Sunday to say ‘Nobody mustn’t cut no wood, in the – the grigri in the 
gut.’ So I strip the little nigger them. I had them naked when they come. So they tell me, ‘Cut any 
wood in the gutside, but don’t meddle with the grigri, because when the place start to work, they will 
need the grigri to make wheel.’ See? But I cut the grigri to sell the grigri because I had me children 
them to feed — I was mother and father to them.”

“And the man wuh report me tell them that I cut the grigri. He had wanted to give the man for rum, 
to get rum. That happened to Bethlehem, when I had lived there to Bethlehem. They say, ‘Cut any 
wood in the gutside, but don’t meddle with the grigri.’ So they give me more pluck then, to go go cut 
wood. Cut wood and burn me coal.”

“So with this, the man had named Arnott. They use to call he Arnott. I go after — I done set up me 
coal kiln. The man go there go go — I draw out me coal. And when I go, I hear this working, when I 
go now, me meet Arnott to haul out me coal, I say, ‘Oh, God! Arnott, ah what you had do here?’ He 
say, ‘Girl, me ah haul coal!’ I say, ‘But not for you coal kiln, ah for me coal kiln!779 What you ah 
draw out me coal for me set up me coal kiln there.’”

“And I cuss he and I run from there with me dog them, go down Old Work780 to ee wife. But tell he, 
‘Oh, God, Miss Love, I gon complain Arnott to you.’ [She laughs.] ‘Arnott up there haul out me coal 
out of me coal kiln and me cut me wood for burn me coal, to get food to give me children them for 
eat and Arnott haul out me coal kiln up there.’ And I run from Old Work, go back there by the coal 
kiln, but he been gone, he no been there.”

[A neighbor is talking to Miss Ebby from outside.] Miss Ebby answers, “You full of noise!”

T111-03 3. EVILINA GORDON: “Yeah, long time was very hard in this island. Very very tough.”

SOULE: “How many children did you have, Miss Ebby?”

GORDON: “Mmm Mmm. Let me see. Mmm Mmm. Me no could count now. [She laughs.] DAH I 
had so much. I had so much. Let me see. I had Marie. I had Freda. There some dead, you see? 
__________________________ Some dead. I have now, I have three alive. Marie, she die. You had 
know Marie? Marie Parris, don’t tell me that. You had know Marie. Marie she die. She die since she 
ah woman. I have her picture there.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “What was her title781?”

779. But the coal kiln is not yours, it’s mine.
780. Bethlehem plantation old (sugar) works.
781. Surname.
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GORDON: “Parris. She die. She die self.782 1970. That’s why I tell you that you know her. She had 
lived to Bethlehem there for years. Marie Parris. You know her, I tell you, you know her. She had 
lived to Bethlehem, right by the factory.”

SOULE: “How old were you when you had your first baby?” [There is some talking in the 
background.]

GORDON: “I been about 14, 15.”

SOULE: “And when did you have the last one?”

GORDON: “Me no know. Me no remember. Me no remember. Because she a woman now. About, 
in the thirties. You see, long time ago, work like hell, you can’t put thing ah paper and thing, you 
know. Go work. You go work. But children today they could do anything because then they 
_______________ there with them, ah thief them ah thief. [She chuckles.] Thief them ah thief. You 
can’t walk, go left your door open, good. When you come back, they gone in your house.”

T111-04 4. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “When Cumberland Castle use to had thing down there, you used to be 
there?”

EVILINA GORDON: Dance. “Yeah. Me love dance.”

MCINTOSH: “I been to Cumberland Castle as a boy. But, you know, in them days, the floormaster, 
he was sole boss. And when he used to stop the music or tell you come out of the line because you 
make mistake…”

[From here on, Sylvester McIntosh is on mic.]

MCINTOSH: “…I was saying that Wilfred come and drag me out of the line. I make some mistake 
— Wilfred McBean. __________________________ people foot, and me cuss he, and go down the 
street. ‘Me ain’t gon dance you dance, man.’”

GORDON: “Because you accustomed to go down the street. You no get nothing for that. You and 
people ah dance, you want clearance to spin around the floor. No want nobody 
__________________________ you foot.”

MCINTOSH: “__________________________ how quadrille dances.”

GORDON: “Quadrille is good.”

MCINTOSH: “It a big thing now. All the old people can’t get in; the young children used to say, 
‘…That’s for old people.’ Now can’t even get a chance to get in the quadrille dance.”

GORDON: “You can’t dance like before, because the young people them ain’t give you a chance to 
dance. I like the seven-step. Them there good. Polka, all them thing there now, 
__________________________ they can’t do it. Polka. When you there on the floor with a good 
polka, I tell you. Waltz. Mmm Mmm.”

MCINTOSH: “You know Mr. Richards that used to be bank manager down in Frederiksted? Claude 
Richards? Anytime we playing anywhere, and he come, he there – mostly to parties – he don’t go to 
dance – if it a private party and he there, he always had ask for a seven step – he and he wife...”

GORDON: “Seven-step is good, man. Seven-step is good. Lancers, all them thing.”

SOULE: “You danced lancers?”

782. See “Forms used to intensify” in “Guidebook Conventions for Representing VI English”.
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GORDON: “Yes. Used to dance, man. Up to since me live here, I used to go Frederiksted to dance. 
Yeah. Pay a taxi, go down.”

SOULE: “You want us to take you to a quadrille dance this week?”

GORDON: “I tell you, I ain’t well, I sick. I can’t go to all those . . . I can not stand the heap of noise. 
I can’t even go to the hospital self783. My sister was there for months and I even ain’t go a day to see 
her. When I go to the hospital, I get sick.”

Sylvester McIntosh tells Gordon about how his band is going to play calvary784 at the Agricultural 
Fair. He discusses the name of the quadrille group. Says it is led by Francine Russell, Sharky’s 
mother.”

GORDON: “You see I don’t take the risk to go all those place, because I ain’t to been way too much 
excitement there. I get nervous. I’s a nervous type; the least little thing get me nervous, you see? So 
I don’t. I go to the hospital to see somebody, when I come back, I take sick.”

T111-05 5. SOULE: “How did you learn to do those dances? Just by watching?”

EVILINA GORDON: “Yeah, and you practice. You practice. You see, you go to the dance. You 
want to dance, you practice to dance.”

SOULE: “By yourself, you practice?”

GORDON: “No, somebody will take you. Practice you. This Saturday night, you will go next week 
__________________________ you go again, you see, you practice. So when you practice now, 
then you come good. You can jump in so. Say you going go dance quadrille, you got to practice. 
Somebody take you and practice you. Say about four or five of you will want to go. Well, you 
practice that way. When you come good now, then I mean, you could warriette785 round the place, 
see? You practice. In everything, you have to practice.”

Sylvester McIntosh describes how he and his girlfriend will dance with a new couple to teach them.

GORDON: “The old dancer practice the young one. That’s what you do . . . Long time, when 
__________________________ me older. That time, bull cart and thing ah go, want to broke in a 
bull, you put that old one with a young one. See, a old one with a young one. You don’t take two 
young one and put them in because they no know what to do. Practice them.”

SOULE: “Miss Ebby, what did you used to wear to the quadrille dance?”

GORDON: “You wear your clothes, as customed.786 Only different is if Christmas and thing, then 
you dress up in something. Otherwise you dress the same and you go to dance.”

Sylvester McIntosh says that the quadrille groups who dress up today for a performance, they dress 
up for show. Miss Ebby says that’s like for a parade. Sylvester McIntosh says they also dress up for 
the Agricultural Fair. He says that his father told him that in the old days, it was just “come as you 
are.” Some people even wore work clothes if a dance was at the end of a work day. 

783. Self. See “Forms used to intensify” in “Guidebook Conventions for Representing VI English”.
784.  See calvary in the Glossary.
785. To warriette is to dance using some special steps, style, or flourishes of one’s own; may be synonymous with 

ambooshay. 
786. Accustomed.
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GORDON: “Well, you must clean. You go home and clean up and you come back . . . Long time, 
when they used to had spend evening and all like that, you going with you bundle, you got you 
bundle, tie up . . . you got you shawl tie up with you clothes. And you gone to tea meeting and all 
them things. Them thing ain’t happening now. The most thing what the young people them ah does 
study ah for cuss the . . . ‘old this’ and ‘old that.’ That’s the most thing they do. And what the old 
people them could do, they can’t do it. They can’t do it. Me ain’t care who call me old, because I 
know the work what I do, in this island, they ain’t going do it. They ain’t going do it.”

“Me cut cane, me dig cane hole, I load bagoon,787 I load truck, I cut wood, I burn coal. And they 
can't do that! Thank God for wuh I could ah do, and the little I could do now, thank God for it. They 
will never do it! Them ah practice ah thief ah rob people house.”

Sylvester McIntosh and Miss Ebby talk about back sugar – carrying sugar on their backs, and 
whether today’s young people would be able do it.

GORDON: “They can’t do it. They smoke too much of dope…”

MCINTOSH:”...and they ain’t eating pork . . . they eating this, and they eating that...”

GORDON: “They eat the dope!”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “...to back the sugar bag.”788

T111-06 6. EVILINA GORDON: “You got to feed yourself, man. You eat your fungee and kallaloo, fungee and 
maufé,789 dumpling and saltfish. Me duh cook me kallaloo. What? Me duh cook me kallaloo. Cook 
me maufé. Maufé good … maube790 . . . You know sometime when I have the thing, I cook.”

“I like me food. That’s right. I like my food to eat. I ain’t like – I ain’t know if I sick – I ain’t know 
how well I make out because I ain’t like – them say, ‘Well, you going bring – give me cereal and all 
them kind of thing.’ … Me want food to eat. That’s right. Give me fungee: I love me fungee. See? 
And me sick now, and eat piece of fungee, roast smoke herring, piece of fungee, okra fungee and 
rice. PUHN give me well good you know. See?”

“Now, I ain’t want like this cereal – if you see you gone give me cereal and all – Nnn Nnn. Me want 
me heavy food to eat. Me and anybody will gree,791 but feed me! That’s right. Feed me. No give me 
all like dry bread and all them kind of thing now. You give me food, cook food that I could eat.”

“When I cook beef soup, I got to go go cook piece of fungee. Me no go go sleep without me get piece 
of fungee down, me get piece of fungee. It’s soup too light. 

What you practice to go, continue with it!792 I been up in the States with my children them. Child 
use to tell me, ‘Mom, you cook what you want.’ Me want piece of fungee, me got to cook me fungee. 
Yeah, me cook me food what me want, man. Them are light food; me no want light food. I mean, I 
eat cereal. I does cook corn flour793 pap, and all them kind of thing. I eat cereal, but I don’t want it 
for a meal.”

787. A bagoon was a sort of flat-bed trailer on which field laborers would pile the cut sugar cane. A number of bagoons would 
be hitched together and towed by tractor.

788. Carry the sugar bags on their backs. (200-250 pounds)
789.  Cornmeal and fish.
790.  TBD: Look up recipe!
791. Agree.
792. Stick with what you’re used to.
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“Meal? No, sir! I gone eat this morning, twelve o’clock, I got to get me food. Night, I have to eat. I 
eat three time a day. That’s right. Because it’s what I customed to. You give me my food, let me eat, 
because I that me want – not little piece of dry bread and little bit of sugar and water.”

When I ain’t eat long time [meaning that she feels faint or weak — per Eldred Christian] you there to 
work, you there to work with your little sugar in your pan and piece of bread. When twelve o’clock, 
you make you sugar and water, you eat your bread. You couldn’t do better. That been saltpeter 
time,794 long time. See? Me want me food. You give me food for eat. I eat that when I go home now 
when night, I pick little kallaloo or something. When I go home ah night, I cook little bit of kallaloo, 
a little bit of maufé. Eat that dry bread, then when twelve o’clock, and sugar and water. See? When 
you get home ah night now, you cook a little bit of kallaloo, some with food, or something to eat. 
Well that time there, been young, me had hard time. Now me come old now, me have to take care of 
me self. Eh eh.”

T111-07 7. SOULE: “Did I ever ask you if you ever went to the jig?”

EVILINA GORDON: “Yeah. Me go a jig, yes. Long time all them thing there, me go to jig.”

SOULE: “What was the jig like?”

GORDON: “Them ah jig. They got couple people jigging. Boys, they jigging. Give speech and all 
like that.”

SOULE: “You remember any of the speech?” [Sylvester McIntosh is tapping his fingers in the 
rhythm of the jig music.] 

GORDON: “No. Sometime I duh remember them. But not now.”

“No … jig-a-jig. Everything got their own way. They got the jig song. I don’t remember all them 
thing now. You see sometime it go and come … you got to sit down and you study them, you know? 
Study them. Me no know nothing too much about jig.”

T111-08 8. EVILINA GORDON discusses the cariso, Me Own Ah Me Own:795 

“You gon get a man to put ah your door. That's a cariso. You got man to put ah your door. Damn 
any oman796 for come lick on you face. Ah dare oman.” [She laughs.] 

“You going get a man of your own. Dare any oman for come lick in you face. [She laughs.] You see, 
she married, she get a man so she had married, you see? So ee say dare, dare any oman come lick on 
you face.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “She got her own now.”

GORDON: “Yeah. Say, ‘have me own. That me own. Dare any oman come lick on you face.’ You 
got to study … I ain’t remember it just now … talking, I know what you mean.”

793. Corn meal.
794. This phrase needs research!
795. This song is about a woman who has a man and dares any other woman to try and steal him from her. Sung by Beatrice 

Mapsey Johnson on T129-04.
796. Woman
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T112 Ohaldo Williams and Sylvester McIntosh - Feb 14, 1980 (STX)
Date February 14, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, Ohaldo Williams’s home, Calquohoun.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

T112-01 1. Ohaldo Williams plays back a tape of McIntosh playing Garty Ballantine . . . they talk; Soule asks 
why Ohaldo wants McIntosh to play tunes. Ohaldo says he wants to add to his repertoire. A 
discussion of First and Third Figures follows. McIntosh says that First and Third Figures have the 
same beat, but the First Figure is shorter. Garty Ballantine is a First Figure; Sophie Benjamin is a 
Third Figure. McIntosh plays Sophie Benjamin on sax; Ohaldo records it; McIntosh plays another 
tune . . . a First Figure. Then, he plays a Third Figure . . . McIntosh plays another Third Figure?; 
then he does another Third Figure he doesn't know the name of. McIntosh plays a little of Sammy 
Francis . . . McIntosh does a couple fast numbers. [jigs?] McIntosh says it depends on round dance 
or Fourth Figure, in a jig form. [Soule is not clear about what he means.] He plays another tune, 
then another one which he says is a Fourth Figure, or could be a jig depending on the beat the band 
bring behind; Second and Fourth are similar; the Sixth Figure is faster. McIntosh describes squash 
for the various figures; guitar for Sixth Figure is up-strum;797 Ohaldo says Sixth Figure is 4/4 time; 
Second Figure is 2/4?; First and Third are 4/4.

T112-02 2. Ohaldo says he was born 4/27/26 in Fredensborg, but raised up in Gallows Bay; lived in St. Thomas 
from age three to age seven; St. Croix until 16, then back to St. Thomas until age 18 when he went in 
the army. After the army, he went to NY and stayed until 1967 when he came back to St. Croix. Says 
he’s been here since. Says he started sax at age 20 in the States; he played jazz, calypso, Latin, semi-
classic with Doc Wheeler; had one year of music in NY. Ohaldo says that when he got interested in 
the old music, he started following Joe Parris Hot Shots with Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh as lead 
sax. Ohaldo says he is originally a tenor man, not alto; he used to take his tenor around and play 
second to McIntosh, then Parris started paying him. He says that when Parris and McIntosh fell out, 
he [Ohaldo] became the regular sax player.

Ohaldo says that James “Jamesie” Brewster wanted to get into quadrille and he approached Ohaldo 
to play with Brewster’s band; Ohaldo told him to get a bass player and then started playing with 
them about three years ago [1977]; then Brewster’s band began to come up; the musicians in 
Brewster's band had to change their playing to get into quadrille; they had to get more precise. At the 
time, Brewster only played in one key, three changes. Ohaldo says they are still working on 
relatives, chord progressions.

McIntosh says that he noticed that bass player is not playing relatives. Ohaldo replies that he had the 
bass player do that so they don't clash. Ohaldo says he had to readjust his playing to play with 
Brewster’s band; had to use fewer embellishments.

T112-03 3. Sylvester McIntosh says he caused Parris to play in more than one key; when Stanley played flute 
lead for them, he used a concert flute in G so band got stuck; when I came, I had to use other keys; 
Parris knew the changes already; Ohaldo: Banjo plays more of the rhythm; Congas are usually 

797. Up-strum
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offbeat, in Latin music too; Pipe was used before the conga; McIntosh says that when he [McIntosh] 
started w. Parris, Ben Graham was playing the pipe; when Ben quit, then conga was playing part of 
the pipe off beat; didn't get a string bass player until long after; Ohaldo made Parris get bass; Parris 
used to bass up his guitar; after he got a bass player, Ohaldo got Parris to tune his amp different so 
we could hear the strings rather than just thuds; then McIntosh found out all the wrong changes he 
were making. . . he got away with murder)

T112-04 4. Sylvester McIntosh says that only band that used to change keys was “Bobo”798 from St. Thomas, 
was well-dressed, Ohaldo: he was a Crucian; Bobo was hired to play about once a month after 
Phonso Joseph and Phonso Knockout799 die.

T112-05 5. Ohaldo says his style is influenced by a lot of different types of music. He says that sometimes he 
falls into calypso or jazz. He says Sonny Rollins took Fire Down De and added jazz and called it St. 
Thomas; Rollins changed the chord progression.

McIntosh says Ohaldo’s playing sounds like jazz. McIntosh says he plays the way he heard it plus 
whatever comes into his head.

Ohaldo says McIntosh plays very authentic, more than Ohaldo. Ohaldo says he copies McIntosh’s 
runs, then adds some of his own. 

Sylvester McIntosh says he [McIntosh] plays some of the songs the way they are sung. He says 
ambooshay800 is a flourish. McIntosh says he plays the song then goes around those melodies with 
things from my head, not things he practices. 

Ohaldo says he does the same, but to be safe, he stays closer to the melody, because otherwise the 
band gets lost. He says that “with our people, you can't get off too much or you lose them.” Ohaldo 
says Professor Brown801 is the man in La Vallee that has a lot of tunes. Says he is usually home on 
Sundays. Ohaldo says Vincent Harris took Ohaldo up to see Mr. Petersen at Kingshill.

T113 Ethel McIntosh IV - Feb 14, 1980 (STX)
Date February 14, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, Ethel McIntosh’s home.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

T113-01 1. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Let’s see. I have one here This one is about a horse race. The man lived to 
Clifton Hill — he was the owner of Clifton Hill — named Mr. Hoffman.802 He was the one that used 
to douse the flag at the racetrack for the horse them to start. And this man that used to blow the shell 
for the horse them to go off was Ms. Andreas uncle. They say the entrance fee used to been fifty 
cents to go into the race, and the grandstand was a dollar and a half. So they calling the little children 

798. See Williams, Julius “Mebobo” in “People”.
799. See Knockout in “People”.
800. Ambooshay means dancing using some special steps or style of one’s own. Similar to warriette.
801. Soule thinks he means Arthur “Doctor” Brown.
802.  Axel Hoffman.
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them now, who want to come and see Bother Me, the horse, — the horse there was named Bother 
Me — and the other one was name Jig. So they say —” 

Ethel McIntosh sings Entrance Fee Was Fifty Cent.

Entrance fee fifty cent, 
Grandstand was a dollar and a half. 
Little children, come and pay you fifty cent, 
If you want to see Don't Bother Me and Jig.

Then they say, douse the flag, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again. 
ee say blow the shell again, yes, One Ball, 
Blow the shell again. 

“One Ball was the man — Miss Andreas’s uncle — he had one eye, so they call he “One Ball.” So 
they say, “One Ball, blow the shell again, let Bother Me get to run again.” Bother Me was the horse 
name. And Jig. 

Oh, blow the shell again. 
One Ball, blow the shell again. 
ee say douse the flag again, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again.

Oh douse the flag again. 
Let Bother Me get to run again.
Douse the flag again, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again.

Entrance fee, it was fifty cent, 
And grandstand was a dollar and a half. 
Oh little children, come and pay you fifty cent, 
If you want to see Don't Bother Me and Jig.

Oh, Bother Me gone ahead, Mr. Hoffman,
Bother Me gone ahead.
Jig gone ahead, Mr. Hoffman,
Douse the flag for me.

I say, douse the flag again, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again. 
You could douse the flag again,
Let Bother Me get to run again.

“So Bother Me had win Jig.”

Soule mentions that she has in the car a little drum that Frank Charles made.803 Ms. McIntosh calls it 
a base drum and says that’s what they played in the hall.804 [Soule brings in the drum.] Ms. 
McIntosh beats the drum a little, but says that there shouldn't be skin at both ends — one end should 

803. Soule found a wooden nail barrel in St. Thomas and brought it to Frank Charles to make a drum.
804. “Old Time Music Party” that Soule arranged at St. Gerard’s Hall. Recorded on T074-T078.
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be shut up with boards. She says size is right, but there should be pegs all around. This drum is too 
“high” or “thin.” She says it’s supposed to sound more like a bongo drum.

T113-02 2. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Then the one what I been telling you about, Garty Ballantine.”805 

Garty Ballantine, you got to go home, you better go home.
Garty Ballantine, I say you got to go home ah you man.

All I want I get it already,
You better go home, you got to go home
All I want I kah get em already,
You got to go home ah you man.

SOULE: “And that’s about that lady we saw yesterday?”806

MCINTOSH: “Yes.”

McIntosh gives the background of the Gammel Wilson song:

MCINTOSH: “This one is something about the Fireburn.807 This one had name Mr. Wilson — a 
manager man. His name was — they call he — Gammel Wilson.808 So his wife809 now, was afraid 
of him because they had say he had joined the ‘iron side’ — you know, they had two side in the 
Fireburn — one they say was ‘iron side’ and the other side they say was ‘our side.’ But this man say 
that he had belonging to the iron side, and the wife was afraid. So the woman say ‘Farewell, I going 
away. If all you never see me again, then Gammel Wilson mussee810 kill me.’ Because she say —”

Gammel Wilson ah run and bawl,
He had the iron side.

“Ee say —”

The iron side are the killing side,
Make Rosa run away.

“Rosa was ee wife name. He say —”

Gammel Wilson ah run and bawl,
He had the iron side.

“Ee say —”

805. Ms. McIntosh says she learned this from her mother.
806. Garty Ballantine = Garty Ballantine Richards. When she was young, she acted in masquerade jig as Fair Lady or Queen.
807. In 1878, Crucian field workers are disgruntled with the annual contract system, higher salaries paid factory workers, and 

restrictions on travel to other islands. Laborers gather in Frederiksted and a riot known as “The Fireburn” sweeps the 
western end of the St. Croix: one third of the town is burned and over 50 estates are damaged. The rebellion was led by 
four women, Mary Thomas, Mathilda Macbean, Susanna “Bottom Belly” Abrahamson, and Axeline Salomon. 

808. Gammel Wilson was probably Alex Wilson, of Estate Enfield Green. (?Could also be W. Wilson, Enfield Green?) Gammel 
means “old” in Danish. A quote from Robert Skeoch: Cruzan Planter, as told to Irene Armstrong. 1971 LOC 73-182742. 
Chapter VI: The Rioting Spreads. “The first real warning the Peebles had of the magnitude of the trouble in Frederiksted 
was ‘Old Wilson’ from Long Point rode over to Mr. Peebles and said ‘William, if I were you, I'd get, because I hear the 
rioters are coming out from town.’” Estate Enfield Green includes Long Point on the southwest shore of St. Croix. Next to 
Enfield Green is Betty’s Hope which was owned by A. Wilson.

809. Probably common-law wife, or possibly a mistress, but most likely of the laboring class.
810. Must.
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Iron side are the killing side,
Make Rosa run away.

“Then she say —”

Fare you well, fare you well, I gone.
If all you never see me again,
Then Gammel Wilson mussee kill me.

“So she was afraid of the husband. So she say that she wasn’t joining the killing side, to kill people, 
so she going run away from the husband. But she say if they ain’t see her again, then the husband 
must be kill her, because she wouldn’t join his side. They was the killing one, they was killing 
people. They call it ‘iron side.’ And then they had a next one, they say, was ‘our side.’”

T113-03 3. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and sings Cloth a Cent a Yard:

“Then this one. They say ‘Cloth a cent a yard, and you ain’t woman enough to buy.’”

Cloth a cent a yard, and you no woman enough to buy.
Cloth a cent a yard, and you no woman enough to buy.
They say cloth a cent a yard. You no woman enough to buy.
But you got you lodgin811 pin round you like them bachelor nigger man.812

Ms. McIntosh says she heard this song from her mother “just singing around the house.” [As well as 
the one about Gammel Wilson.] She heard the one about Bother Me and Jig when they have a horse 
race and the people them sing it. Ms. McIntosh says didn't know Mr. Hoffman or Ms. Andreas uncle.

MCINTOSH: “Then this one, they say the man licking ee wife because ee wife call he ‘a damn 
good-for-nothing.’” 

Ethel McIntosh sings The Man ah Lick He Wife.

The man ah lick he wife, and you hear he wife ah bawl,
William, no knock me pon me bare back so.
William, no lick me pon me bare backside. William, no lick me pon backside.

The man ah lick he wife, he wife ah bawl. The man ah lick he wife, he wife ah bawl,
The man ah lick he wife, the wife ah call he a damn good-for-nothing brute.

You damn good-for-nothing, you damn good-for-nothing,
You damn good-for-nothing, brute, you.
You damn good-for-nothing, damn good-for-nothing, you damn good-for-nothing, 
brute.

The man ah lick he wife, he wife ah bawl. The man ah lick he wife, he wife ah bawl,
The man ah lick he wife, the wife ah call he a damn good-for-nothing brute.813

Ms. McIntosh says she learned this song from Ida Joseph.814 Then she describes a song Junior 
[Sylvester McIntosh] used to play in high school, St. Kroyx Happy Boy:

811. Bed linen.
812. “Bachelor nigger man” = street people, homeless. The sentence means “You are walking around in your bedclothes like 

some kind of bum.”
813. This tune may be a mid-19th-Century waltz.
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MCINTOSH: “Then this one Junior [Sylvester McIntosh] used to sing it when he were going to the 
high school. After school that time, he used to had a little banjo; he were playing St. KROYX Happy 
Boy.”

St. KROYX happy boy does eat Mooma815 England johnnycake.
St. KROYX happy boy what like Mooma England johnnycake.
Mooma England ah run and bawl, John England gonna yet816 she and all. 

“The man used to eat plenty. That's her husband. And he used to work on the nightsoil.817 And she 
used to make johnnycake, she make tart, and all kind of things to sell. So when he come home from 
work, they say that he does be so hungry that he eat everything what Mooma England have. Mooma 
England was the wife. So they say —”

Ee yet Mooma England johnnycake. ee yet Mooma England toilet too.
Mooma England had to run and bawl. John England want to yet818 she and all.

T113-04 4. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And this one named Johnny Henderson.819 He was a judge. He was a judge 
and somebody fowl went in a next person house and do a damage. And the woman say that she going 
down in West End;820 she going go look for her right. But when she got down to the fort now to go 
go complain this neighbor fowl, the judge say that it ain't have no right for fowl. So she say —”

I going down a West End, I going go look for me right.
You no hear what Johnny bawl out, “Say no right no there for fowl.” 

“Then after she ain't get no right, before she come out, she say—'

You yellow-mouth821 Johnny Henderson, see down there make you wrong right.
Ah one grass-cutter your mama been, when the devil cut her rear.

“They say that the lightning — she was cutting grass822 up to a little place there for Lawaetz 
them.823 That was her occupation, she used to cut grass. And they say the lightning is who flash 
when she had a grass knife, and then it burn her up. That's why she say ‘Tis a grass-cutter your 
mother was, when the devil cut her rear.’” — That mean she’s dead. You see?” 

“And this last one is a man named Pauliss Williams.824 He were living up the country, and he was 
coming down, down this side, West End. Say he yaya — that time, they used to call they sister 

814. Ida Joseph was recorded on T066 and T067.
815. Mother. (Vals)
816. Eat.
817. Some latrines had a pan under the seat to collect human waste. Men were employed by the Public Works Department to 

collect these pans. This practice went on until the mid to late 1950s. (Jacobs) - See also Dookham
818. Eat.
819. It is likely that “Johnny” was a nickname for one Alexander Henderson, a Frederiksted (“West End”) judge in the late 

1800s. Alexander was born at Estate Oxford in 1845, and appears to have been the mulatto child of the plantation overseer, 
James Henderson, and a slave (who was the “grasscutter” in the song). During U.S. Civil War, Alexander served three years 
in the U.S. Navy. Then, in 1873, he went to Denmark to receive police training. Upon returning to St. Croix, he served on 
the police force during the time of the Fireburn and was very instrumental in getting the leaders of the Fireburn arrested, 
which might be one explanation for the derogatory tone of the song.

820. Frederiksted.
821. The epithet “yellow-mouth” was often used to insult mulattos.
822. Bur grass, a weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
823. The Lawaetz family owned Little La Grange.
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'yaya.' So this man say they ask he where he going. He say he coming down West End because he 
yaya sent to call he. So they say —”

Where you going, Pauliss, ah where you going?
I going down ah West End town; my yaya sent to call me.

“So when he go and he meet he yaya, now, he say —”

Me yaya Delfina, I really long to see you.
He say, ‘See one five cent you buy one bread, but no take and give Amelia.’

“Amelia was he sister, he next sister. But he say —”

No take and give Amelia. No take and give Amelia.
She been chooking with firestick on me eye. No take and give Amelia.

No give Amelia. No take and give Amelia.
She been knock me with turnstick on me head. No take and give Amelia. 

“Turnstick is what they does turn the fungee with. And the firestick is what they used to make the fire 
with to cook the pot. So he say Amelia had chook he in the eye with the firestick. So ee mustn’t — 
what ee buy with the five cent, ee mustn't take it and give Amelia.”

SOULE: Where did you hear that one?

MCINTOSH: “Me mother.”

T113-05 5. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Annie Cannie. 

“And this is the last one now. Annie. Annie Cannie. This one, they say, this woman was a — they 
say she was a handsome girl, so they sing it —”

A handsome girl like ah you
And such a big married oman825 in a house,
But when you wake up in the night, you could hear the pee ah porch.826

“She used to pee her bed.”

They say, Annie Cannie pee in her corn flour.827

“And she used to hide the corn flour pan underneath her bed. So in the night when she peeing now, 
they say they could hear how the pee going in her corn flour pan.” [Laughing]

T113-06 6. Ethel McIntosh sings Carl Rohlsen Too Low.

One Monday morning, I went up a yard,
And I asked for the nigger what say “I one white man.”
Ladies all, if you please to believe me,
The answer he make me, I shame828 like a dog.

824. The 1911 census lists a 60-year-old man named Pauliss Williams.
825. Woman.
826. From out on the porch, you could hear her peeing in the corn meal.
827. Corn flour.
828. Ashamed.
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You too low, Rohlsen,829 you low.
They say Carl Rohlsen too low.
You too low Carl Rohlsen, you lower one common five cent
You stop ahm ah yard. 

“You see, one man say that he went up in the yard. Which part830 the manager live, they always call 
it ‘up in the yard.’ So he say ee went up in the yard, and they say they would consider him a nigger, 
but Mr. Rohlsen consider he self a white man. 

So the man say he went go go ask for the nigger what think he’s a white man. Then they say — the 
answer what Rohlsen make the person — he say the person was shame831 as a dog. And he say that 
he was too low. ‘Carl Rohlsen, too low, you’re too low. One common five cent, you stop it a yard.’ 
So he say this ah woman — person — had work, and they mussee had832 owe Rohlsen five cent, and 
he take out the five cent of the — that time, they only used to get 97 cent — a dollar used to been 
their week’s pay. So, ‘tis only 97 cents, and then he take out the five cents out of the person money. 
So they say he was too low. ‘You too low, Carl Rohlsen, you low — one common five cent [coin], 
you stop ahm a yard.’”

T113-07 7. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and sings Sarah Civil:

“Mr. Friis833 — Mount Victory had belonging to him. So David Civil834 was a man used to work in 
the estate as porter — tend to the animal them. This David Civil now — he wanted to get up early in 
the morning around four, five o'clock. So he was going go pick up the fruit them first before he carry 
the animal out for the manager. So, when he go out to the animal now, the manager telling the man, 
he must go go wash the mule face, because the mule face got ee nyampee.835 So ee say —” 

Hear what Mr. Friis say, “David go wash the mule face.” 
So he say ‘tis Number Eleven gut, he want to go that one, 
Make he go wash the mule face.

“So the gut the man want to go is the which part836 the mango tree there. So the man want to go 
there, go go there pick up the mango now to carry in town, go go sell. So, because he don’t wash the 
mule face, he [Friis] say he have to leave the estate. So he [Civil] telling he wife now —”

“Sarah Civil, go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. Let we move from here tomorrow.”

Hear what Mr. Friis say. What make David go wash the mule face. 
Ah Number Eleven gut, he want he go that one. Make he go wash the mule face.

829. Carl Emil Langballe Rohlsen was a Danish Lutheran, born in St. Croix. According to Eulalie Rivera (T097-09), he was 
the manager at Estate Annaly at the time Eulalie Rivera, his daughter, was conceived. Ms. Rivera stated, “it was the habit 
of the manager to pick the best looking black girls to sleep with, and the parents of the girl considered it an honor.”

830. Where.
831. Ashamed.
832. Must have.
833. Charles Friis, born in Denmark in 1838, was the owner of Estate Mount Victory.
834. See Civil, David in “People”. 
835. Discharge or mucus from the eye. (Vals)
836. Where.
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“Then he going tell he wife —’

Sarah Civil, go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. Let we move from here tomorrow.

“And then they dance it. On their toe. The cariso: one hold the next one hand — a woman, you 
know, is hold the next one, and they call it ‘on your toe.’ And then when they going stop now, you 
put your toe down there, they call it a PEE DAH ROH. That means a ‘full stop.’ When they going stop. 
So you take the one person hand and you going so. Depends upon what kind of tune it be. They say 
—”

Sarah Civil, go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. Let we move from here tomorrow.

Hear what Mr. Friis say, what make David go wash the mule face. 
Ah Number Eleven gut, he want to go that one, make he go wash the mule face. 

“Then you spin ‘round.”

Sarah Civil, go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. Let we move from here tomorrow. 

“When you hear ‘tomorrow,’ you spin ‘round!”

Soule asks what “Number Eleven” means.

MCINTOSH: “That Number Eleven is where they used to name the different cane field. They used 
to call them by number, so that the people them could know what field they going go work. And if 
you ain’t have no cane there, you got a gutside what got fruit, you number it, so that you could know 
which part to go.”

Soule asks why Mrs. McIntosh doesn’t go to quadrille dances. Mrs. McIntosh says she used to go, 
but now her arthritis prevents her.

T114 Maude Andreas & Leopold Derricks - April 1979 & Feb 14, 1980 (STX)
Date Cuts 1 - 8: February 15, 1980. Cut 9: April 5 or 7, 1979

Location St. Croix, apartment of Maude Andreas, Whim Gardens.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule.

Technical Mono

Archivist note Cut T114-09 was originally labeled VIV049-06.

T114-01 1. Leopold Derricks says he was born in 1916 in St. Croix, spent all his life in St. Croix; Ms. Andreas 
started playing guitar when she was about 30; first husband taught me guitar; birthday is April 16;

Maude Andreas says she lived in NY a few years, and in Chicago a few years. She says that they 
don’t like black people in Chicago. At the time, work was very hard to get in St. Croix, so she went 
on contract to work in Chicago for a lady that was very mean to her. The lady wouldn’t let her wear 
her own clothes, she had to wear special clothes, sleep in a cold cellar.

Andreas didn’t like the lady’s food, so she went and bought some of her own food, and the lady fed 
Andreas' food to the dog. So Andreas ran away. She was about 50 years; she called up her sister in 
NY; then one day while the lady was out, Andreas changed into her own clothes and left everything 
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else she owned so that no one would suspect she was leaving, carrying a suitcase, and went to go get 
on the train, but she ran into a friend who gave her sister’s address; 

Andreas also had a letter to the son of a family in St. Croix; he got me a job in Wesley Memorial 
Hospital; worked for “many years,” but she left after a while because of a big, funny-looking man 
who gave money to the people she lived with to help support Ms. Andreas . . . He came after her at 
her home one night; So she “fly” again; then a girl I was working with at the hospital got me another 
room, then after a couple years, she came back to St. Croix, and never gone again!

T114-02 2. Andreas and Soule convince Charles Derricks to accompany Andreas with the banjo.

MAUDE ANDREAS sings Are You Lonesome Tonight twice.

T114-03 3. MAUDE ANDREAS plays drum and sings Lazzy Barry, Me Got Something to Tell You:837

Oh, Lazzy Barry, boy, me got something to tell you. 
Me got something to tell you, girl, what the nigger them ah talk you.

Oh, Lazzy Barry, boy, me got something for tell you. 
Me got something for tell you, boy, what the nigger them ah talk you.

Some say you stupid, man, and some kah say you foolish. 
{You} sent in America to get one darling for suit you. 

Oh, Lazzy Barry, man, me got something to tell you. 
Me got something to tell you, boy, what the nigger them ah talk you.

Some say you stupid, mahm, and some kah say you foolish mahm. 
{You} sent in America for get one darling for suit you.

T114-04 4. MAUDE ANDREAS plays drum and sings I Turn Ah First Row, Me Hear Him.838

T114-05 5. Maude Andreas says that when Christmas came, the people who was living on an estate would go to 
the manager's house to dance and sing, and the manager would throw twenty cents, but the wife was 
more generous and gave a dollar. “That’s all you get . . .very limey;”839 after this, they would sing 
Let We Go; she sings and plays the drum.

Andreas plays drum and sings Let We Go:

Let we go, let we go, let we go La Reine, let we go.
Let we take an enticing walk, La Reine.
If the master insult us, right back home.

Let we go, let we go, let we go La Reine, let we go.
Let we take an enticing walk, La Reine.
If the master insult us, right back home.

837. See Barry, Lazarus “Lazzy”” in “People”.
838. The song was preceded by Miss Andreas expressing concern that the song has bad words.
839. Cheap?
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Oh good morning, to you, Master Gyllich.840

How you like ah-wee Enfield841 girl.
_________________________________ in Prosperity.842

And I hope you enjoy many more.

Let we go, let we go, let we go La Reine, let we go.
Let we take an enticing walk, La Reine.
If the master insult us, right back home.

Let we go, let we go, let we go La Reine, let we go.
Let we take an enticing walk, La Reine.
If the master insult us, right back home.

T114-06 6. Maude Andreas says Crucian people does quarrel over the smallest thing; people used to have big 
foot; people caught cold because they couldn't afford to wear shoes; she tells story of two women 
with big foot. . . “Call her Big Foot Bitch before she call you one!”

T114-07 7. MAUDE ANDREAS sings Hear Them Talking About the Black and the White:

Hear them talking bout the black and the white.
I got a white man working for me.
Hear them talking bout the black and the white.
I got a white man working for me.

I don’t want no money, all I want is love.
And all I want is the wood and the clam.843

I don’t need no money from you.

She says it’s a vulgar one; “I hear it when I was a child at Enfield Green.”844 “Our parents chase us 
out when they heard us singing it;” she sings it again, but with the drum. 

T114-08 8. MAUDE ANDREAS plays drum and sings Eat, Drink Spree and Be Merry: 

Eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die.
What's the use to holding money when you still got wings to fly. 
So you live. So you die. That’s the reason why.
Eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die.

Eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die.
What's the use to spending money when you still got wings to fly. 
So you live and so you die and that’s the reason why.
Eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die.
Eat, drink, spree, and be merry for tomorrow you may die. 

840. See Gyllich in Chronology.
841. Estate Enfield.
842. Probably Estate Prosperity.
843. A man’s sex organ.
844. Sugar plantation named Estate Enfield Green.
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Andreas says the song came from the islands. Soule asks about Sit Down Duncan. 

Andreas plays drum and sings Sit Down Duncan:

Oh, sit down, Duncan boy. Oh, sit down.
Sit down, mind the house until I come.
If I work for five cent, I will give you two cent.
And the other one are for pay ah-wee house rent.

Sit down, monkey man. Oh, sit down.
Sit down, mind the house until I come.
If you whore for five cent, I will give you two cent.
And the other one are for pay ah-wee house rent. 

Andreas says the song is about a woman who used to prostitute herself to support her man and pay 
the rent.

Soule asks about Cassie Dayton song; Ms. Andreas said Cassie Dayton just died the other day; she 
says the song is a dirty one.

ANDREAS plays drum and sings Cassie Dayton:

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.
Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.

You hand full ah ring, and you can’t do a thing. Skinner bring me down here.
You hand full ah ring, and you can’t do a thing. Skinner bring me down here.

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.
Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.

You walk like a duck, and you can’t even { ... }. Skinner bring me down here.
You walk like a duck, and you can’t even { ... }. Skinner bring me down here.

Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here.
Cassie Dayton, what you doing down here? Skinner bring me down here. 

“Say ‘You walk like a drake, but you can’t even shake.’” [She laughs.]

T114-09 9. Soule asks about Andreas’s favorite old song. 

MAUDE ANDREAS [to Sylvester McIntosh]: “You never hear about Manager Beatty?”

MCINTOSH: “Mr. Beatty, loose her?”

ANDREAS: “Yes. That’s one of the old ones. That was Manager Beatty — it means that he was a 
manager for an estate, and this girl mother was washing, doing his laundry. And she send the clothes 
up with the girl to this manager. And the manager try to grab the girl, and that’s where the song 
comes from.”

MAUDE ANDREAS sings Man'ga Beatty, Loose Me: 

Oh, Man’ga Beatty, loose me, loose me, loose me.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, for my mother gon quarrel.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, loose me, please loose me.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, for my mother gon quarrel.
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Wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow,
When I come with the tray of clothes.
Wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow,
When I come with the tray of clothes.

Man’ga Beatty, loose me, loose me, please loose me.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, for my mother gon quarrel.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, loose me, loose me.
Man’ga Beatty, loose me, for my mother gon quarrel.

Just wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow, wait until tomorrow,
When I come with the tray of clothes. 

“That’s the old one . . . many years.” Andreas say she heard it from her grandmother. Andreas says 
she was born in 1909. 

T115 Vincent Harris II - Feb 15, 1980 (STX)
Date February 15, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, Calquohoun home of Vincent Harris.

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule & Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh.

T115-01 1. Vincent Harris describes how each verse in a song is a bar; Sylvester McIntosh sings Garty 
Ballantine and Harris indicates where the bar ends — a First Figure; McIntosh sings Sophie 
Benjamin and Harris indicates the bar . . . a Third Figure.

T115-02 2. Vincent Harris says that the natives adopted the quadrille dance from the French. Today, we have 
string music for quadrille; we used to have skin music: flute, tambourine, bass drum, steel, pipe; 
George Richards and Ambreas Williams (Vincent Harris’s brother), taught Adam Petersen; Harris 
says he himself learned from Petersen; “Floormaster, in days gone by, was controller of every part of 
the dance!” Now you pay your money and you dance as you like; floormaster can only politely 
request someone to give another person a chance to dance.

People used to hand-write invitations to the dances;845 the floormaster would request people to come 
on the floor; he would pair them off, then call a merengue and get everybody to their station; then he 
goes around with a plate and collects the fee; after that, he start the set; dance 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 
merengue; then he call for an extra piece of music and march you off the floor; that was the routine 
[jet].

Those days, had seats around the tent; then he call for “fresh ladies and gentlemen;” people who 
danced the first set could only come up if there weren't enough for the second set; he matched up 
men with ladies; in one night, you could have 4 or 5 sets of dancers; 

You had to have a policeman for every dance; The price was high: you pay 15 or 20¢ and got drinks 
all night; special dances such as Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, you would pay 25¢ — this 
included food and drink and sometimes a cake in the morning; in those days, dance started at 8:00 

845. See Vivian McIntosh’s description of sending invitations, T124-01
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and not through until 6:00 AM; The beauty of it was that the musicians had to play music from the 
dance hall to the home of the person who keep the dance, with dancers marching behind like a 
parade.

T115-03 3. Vincent Harris says transportation was very hard; had to walk; used to rent a car from Fleming or 
Armstrong, pick up people and charge a few pennies; I was living to Barren Spot846 . . . sometimes I 
made two or three dollars carrying people to dance; didn't have microphones until the instruments 
got amplified; you, as floormaster, stayed on the floor with the dancers; band up against a wall; had 
no stage; musicians were under center window at St. Gerard's Hall; if they were on the stage, people 
at end couldn't hear; there were very few floormasters who didn't dance; you got more chance to hear 
the bar coming; easy to miss the bar when you're watching all over the place; McIntosh says it was a 
help to people dancing to watch the floormaster dance and copy if they didn't know what to do.

T115-04 4. Vincent Harris remembers that in those days, the floormaster would match up inexperienced people 
with good dancers; people knew the dance so well, that if you cut a bar, the dancers will tell you you 
robbed them; musicians played all night; now, conductor does not call certain calls because dancers 
don't know them anymore; for instance, “right into right.” 

McIntosh demonstrates, Harris joins in; McIntosh describes how people mess up the steps; 

Soule asks if there are other calls not used anymore. 

McIntosh describes another one . . . Harris says we do part of it in Second Figure . . . wasn't done for 
a while . . . Williams847 has started to do it; Harris says Williams is one of the new beginners, has 
done well because he didn't have a chance like Bones or Payne to learn from me; Harris says he 
taught the upcoming floormasters in St. Gerard's Hall; but Williams didn't have anybody; started 
practicing on his own; have to give him credit.

T115-05 5. Vincent Harris says that when Mrs. Bailey, head of club, started to keep quadrille in Frederiksted, 
we didn't have anyone to play; Mebobo848 was one of the oldest fluters we had; club paid him some 
to come and play; Phonso Joseph had died, Stanley had just started up; don't know where Mebobo 
was born, I knew him from 1933 in St. Thomas; I used to go to St. Thomas to dance; The St. 
Thomians dance the “flat German” quadrille; “flat German” is different to the French quadrille; the 
numbers are almost the same; we say “grand meet,” they say “meet and bow.”

T115-06 6. Vincent Harris says that the main reason, the St. Thomians call it “flat German” is because they used 
to make their living from the Germans; French Wharf was leased to the Germans . . . they had a dock 
there where they used to ship coal to fuel the boats that came from all over the world; men and 
women carried big baskets of coal from where it was dumped to boats; the “hog” ran on track; paid 
people “tally a basket” — 2¢ a basket; people walked in pairs: one full the basket, the other dumped 
it; that's why they called it tally, because they worked in pairs; Americans took over in 1917, gave 
the Germans some years to get out, might have existed until 1925 or 1930; It was so amusing to hear 

846. Sugar plantation named Estate Barren Spot.
847. Curtis Williams.
848. See Williams, Julius “Mebobo” in the “People”
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them singing, like masquerade jig; this one sing something, the other one answer; I spent the whole 
day there — in 1925; they said speeches and so; sang like cariso.

T116 Vincent Harris III - Feb 15, 1980 (STX)
Date February 15, 1980. 

Location St. Croix, Calquohoun home of Vincent Harris.

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule & Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh.

T116-01 1. Vincent Harris says that he has used the calvary849 as a Sixth Figure for a regular quadrille, if the 
dancers were good enough; the calvary is included in the lancers; lancers is more for a party, not a 
“local dance;” you get a group of people who you teach to dance it and then you dance it as a show; 
for a “Snowball party,” or “La France party?,” or a “Bluebell party,” you would dance lancers, polo 
quadrille, or calvary; George Richards, my brother,850 and Alfred Collins used to give a set or two of 
quadrille to the other people, after the “party dance” was over; “tain't everybody could dance it, you 
have to be taught;” danced in rotation; figures for lancers are far different than quadrille; no Fifth 
Figure in lancers; in polo quadrille, you have [figures] One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six. Calvary is 
just one figure. Lancers has special music. For polo quadrille, you can play the same music as for the 
regular quadrille.

T116-02 2. Vincent Harris says that it's been five years since he called lancers; the last time was in St. Thomas, 
went with Ms. Bailey's troupe; polo quadrille is same way . . . likely to slip from memory cause you 
don't call it that often; he says he has it written down. He describes some of the calls.

T116-03 3. VINCENT HARRIS recites commands for First Figure of polo quadrille.

Salute your partner. Partners round. Head hook, foot walk free.
Side head hook, foot walk free. Balance away. Partners round.
Head and foot, ladies change. Then side.
Head and foot. Then side.
Balance away. Partners round. Salute.

Harris says you can dance it in couples of two; in olden days, it was couples of one; I suggested to 
Mr. Petersen that we dance polo quadrille and lancers in couples of two: four men and four women. 

Harris explains the set up: head couple to the east, side head couple is to the north. “Head hook, foot 
walk free means the head gentleman hooks his lady and walks west, while the foot couple cross from 
west to east: the head couple passes between the foot couple.

Harris says it's danced in a square, just like lancers; St. Thomas had Flat German and Square Dance. 

Vincent Harris recites commands for Second Figure of polo quadrille.

Salute. Partners round. Gentleman from the head, salute the lady to the foot.

“Then to the man —”

Change with the lady. Then change with the man.

849. See calvary in the Glossary.
850. Vincent Harris’s brother was Ambreas Williams.
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To your own partner. Partners round.
Head and foot, ladies change. Then side.
Head and foot. Side head and side foot, ladies change.
Then balancez. Partners around.

Gentleman to the side foot. . .

Harris explains that the gentleman to the side foot must repeat what the head gentleman did, and so 
on; in other words, the caller repeats the above commands for each gentleman in turn. After they all 
have completed the steps — [giving last commands for Second Figure of polo quadrille...]

Balance your partner. Partners around. Salute.

[Giving last commands for Third Figure of polo quadrille...]

Salute. Partners round. Gentlemen, meet and bow.
Ladies meet and bow. Gentlemen, meet and bow for the second time. Then ladies.
Gentlemen with their right hands across.

He explains that all four men come into the center. Gentleman from the head crosses right hands 
with gentleman from the foot. Then the ladies hold on to their gentleman’s left hand.

“Then you give the command —”

Promenade right.

“They go around until they meet their opposite position, then stop. Then you give the command —”

Divorce on your left side.

He explains that the ladies loose the gentlemen’s hands.

Now, turn right.

He explains that the gentlemen and ladies turn around. Now, instead of gentlemen crossing right 
hands with one another, they are crossing left hands. And ladies hold onto their gentleman’s right 
hand.

Left promenade — until they reach to their station. Partners round.
Head and foot, ladies change. Then side. Head and foot. Then side.
Gentlemen, meet and bow. Then ladies.
Gentlemen, meet and bow for the second time. Then the ladies

Then the ladies, right into right. . .

He explains that the ladies do as the men did before — moving to center, crossing hands —

Promenade right.

He explains that when the ladies meet their contrary position —

Divorce unto the right. Left promenade.

He explains that when the ladies meet their station —

Ladies change. Head and foot.
Then side.
Then head and foot again. Then side.
Partners round. Salute.
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[Giving last commands for Fourth Figure of polo quadrille...]

Salute. Partners round. 
Gentleman to the head, salute the lady to the right.

He explains the move and says that after that, he take that lady and put her over on the other side. 
Then he reads from his paper, thinks for a minute, then says he thinks he made a mistake. Then he 
says “No” — didn’t make mistake — “It goes like this. Yes.”

Gentleman to the head, salute the lady to the right.

“He take the lady and place her to the foot: he take the lady from the north and put her with the other 
lady to the foot. Then he return back to his station. Then salute the first lady; then the second lady. 
Then the man turn to the first lady, then turn to the second lady, then to the man. “Hold the line.” In 
other words, when he salute the lady — the lady . . . first — he go back to his station and salute his 
own partner.”

“Then he turn backward.He cross his hands in this position.” And then he come all the way dancing 
backward — he don’t turn his face. At the same time, the two ladies and gentleman to the foot is 
holding hands. When he get down there, then they all four hold hands. ‘Right promenade.’”

“Then they turn right, and when they get to the opposite position, “Left promenade.” When they turn 
and almost get to their original position, ‘Right through.’ The two ladies hold their hands up and he 
pass right through their hands and he go up to his position.”

“And the lady that he took from the head will just spin herself around and she get in her position. 
And by the time he get in his position, you give the command ‘Partners round.’ Then ‘Ladies 
change.’ Then ‘Stand fast to your station.’”

“Then you give the same command to each of the other gentlemen in turn: First to the gentleman to 
the right, then foot, then south. When south finished, Fourth Figure done.”

“It's a nice dance if you know how to do it; It's OK to miss the bar with the polo quadrille, but not 
with the lancers; have to really practice for the lancers; with lancers, every instrument have to start 
together; band leader has to know the music and start off just right; no half-bar in lancers, and no 
over-bar.”

T116-04 4. Harris, Vincent (quadrille floormaster): lancers commands

VINCENT HARRIS reads commands for First Figure of lancers.

Salute. Contrary salute. Tournez. Balance your own partner.
Head hook, foot walk free. Foot hook, head walk free.
Gentleman from the head, salute the lady to the foot.
Then turn. Salute your own. Then turn. Contrary turn. Balance your own. 
Foot hook, head walk free. Head hook, foot walk free.
Advance gentleman from the foot. Salute lady to the head. Then turn.
Salute your own.

Then finish. And this has to go all the way around. What the man to the head do, each man in 
succession has to do; the only change is the Windmill in the Third Figure. 

VINCENT HARRIS reads commands for Third Figure of lancers:

Salute. Contrary salute. Salute your own.
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Advance, gentleman from the head. 
Salute the lady to the foot. Salute the second time.
Ladies, hands across.
Windmill.
Advance, gentleman from the foot

“And he have to do the same thing what the gentleman to the head did. And the windmill four times 
just the same. That have the less command in it. See? More shorter than any of the others.”

T116-05 5. There were only two or three books with the lancers calls. Miss Vivian McIntosh’s father,851 James 
King, and also Alfred Cummins in Christiansted, but nobody knows what happened to that book. He 
also says that Mr. Claude Richards had a book. And Helen Joseph had a book with the music; 
[Swishy noise begins here.]

Harris says that Miss Vivy was the one who was responsible for reviving the quadrille. “Quadrille 
had gone to a dead standstill.” Miss Vivy wanted to keep a quadrille for the benefit of St. Patrick’s 
church. She asked Adam Petersen at Kingshill to conduct the dance, and she had asked Phonso 
Knockout852 to play. 

Mr. Petersen told her he was sick and didn’t like to leave Kingshill, especially at night. Petersen 
suggested that Miss Vivy get Harris to run the dance. Harris was living in Christiansted at the time; 
he had moved from Bethlehem in 1955. But when Miss Vivy came by, Harris said he had mostly 
forgotten everything about quadrille. 

But, Harris said that since it’s Miss Vivy, he would conduct the dance, but only if Petersen is willing 
to come along with Harris. So Harris told Miss Vivy to deliver the message to Mr. Petersen. And 
Petersen so wanted to get the quadrille dance back “in swing” that asked Mr. Christian to call Harris 
and say that he would come, but only if Harris drove him. This was in the sixties, early sixties. Might 
have been 1960 or 1961.

There was a lady Horsford used to keep dance where she lived at Estate La Reine almost every 
Easter, Easter Monday. Usually Mr. Petersen conducted. But one time, when she contacted Adam 
Petersen — she had a set of music from the Northside853 — and Petersen was already engaged, she 
canceled her dance, because she didn’t want anyone else to conduct it. 

She could have gotten John DooDoo, but she didn’t trust him. In those days, the conductor used to 
collect the money. Petersen always had an honest name when it came to collecting the money. Often, 
when DooDoo collected money, the money “didn’t balance.” 

Harris says that when he started conducting, and it was time to collect money, he would walk in front 
and have the owner who kept the dance walk behind him with the plate and collect the money. Harris 
refused to handle money.

851. Vivian McIntosh’s father, James King.
852. See Knockout in “People”.
853. See Northside in the Glossary.
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T117 Nathaniel “Soda” Moore I - Feb 15, 1980 (STX)
Date February 15, 1980

Location St. Croix, on the porch of Moore’s home

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule

Note: Soda said he was born in 1900 in St. Croix.

T117-01 1. SOULE: “Tell me about when you learned to play the banjo.”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Now, I gon tell you the thing of it. The thing of it — how I start. 
I start off a sardine pan. Ee ol’ nigger man sardine pan. I set to work and I get a piece of board, cut 
out a hole, and I shove the board in there and make my own fret. I make me own way of it — groove 
it out and make my own wire fret. Of meself.”

“Now I get four marlin string twine. Two big one and two small one. And you know, little nigger 
me, I got ee pulling. I about, let us say about, at that time I was about, I say about ten to twelve years, 
about that. About twelve years at least I think about that.”

“So all of us children, you know, get together and start that thing. So I say, ‘Well, me son, I going 
down to get something.’ And I take it and I start to fix it. And I got it [chuckle]854 and I make my 
little funny bridge. And I put it, and you hear [He imitates the sound of the sardine pan banjo, and 
then laughs.] But I know what I doing: I knocking. So after — that time I live with me aunt — after 
me aunt see now that, then she went to buy a ukulele now for me. Cheeseboard ukulele. She going a 
buy one, from a cousin of mine. She buy in 1928. I could remember that good. It was 1928. She buy 
that.”

“And I get there, the boy them playing around and I still knocking [He imitates the ukulele] up and 
down the place. They send me, they give me a little book, a little pamphlet with Old Black Joe and 
all them thing in it. And I sing Old Black Joe [He imitates the ukulele and laughs] in me own way.”

“I feel that ain’t enough. I feel meself getting not getting anywhere. So I set to work now, and I get 
between those old, ageable fellows that playing music every Saturday night. And they take me along 
with them. Every Saturday night. And every holiday, they take me along with them. Is another 
fellow playing banjo too. He be playing banjo now. Now he — he were the boss! And they take me 
along with them, and I going along with them, all the time, all the time, all the time, all the time. Til 
I start to get the knack of it, and get the knack with the figure them they playing.”

“So this night now, the Saturday night now, I could remember as good as ever. This Saturday night 
now, them keep dance to Hope.855 That’s the Adam Petersen856 what die. You keep dance under — 
under tent. So they does keep dance and thing under tent. They say, ‘Well, boy, me son, you got to 
play tonight.’ I say, ‘Me?’ Say, ‘Yes, man.’ I say, ‘Not me.’ They say, ‘You think we go get a man...’ 
— that time, everybody trying in those days to learn something — ‘You think we gon get a man over 
yonder to get one of them boy to make this money, and you there to us all the time? No, man, you 
gon play tonight.’ Say, ‘Not me, man.’ Ee say, ‘Yes, man.’” 
__________________________________’ 

854. TBD: What it was that he got.
855. Estate Hope.
856. See Petersen, Adam in “People”.
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‘“You got to play tonight.’ I say, ‘Not me, man.’ They say, ‘Yes, you got to play.’ ________ That 
time — you get all the joke now? — the home brew been — that time — it was bush rum, they call 
it home brew. Bush rum. They went and they get a couple glass. [He laughs.] Now this man who 
give me rum to drink, he don’t drink, you know? That the fluter, Junie. [He is addressing Sylvester 
McIntosh.] ‘Phonso Joseph.857 No, he don’t drink, you know. The most he drink ee a little bottle of 
soda. But now, when it come on strong,858 no dice. But now, he gon get, he going now get a bottle, 
and he gon get a glass of home brew and he gon give me to drink. Say, ‘Man, drink, man.’ Get that 
kerosene box and they turn it down. And they put the back of the kerosene 
box____________________________.”

“Now that bottle gon drive the heat to my skin now. [He laughs.] Man, me start to play. Adam blow 
he whistle — Adam blow the whistle there, call a merengue, set up. He watch me, you know, he say, 
‘Uh-huh.’ I start to play Number One — everything go back right down. I play.”

“He say, ‘Aha.’ He say, ‘Man, fellow coming.’ I say, ‘Yes man, it coming, for true. And it coming 
all right.’ I feel good now, you know. To myself, I say, “I doing good.’ OK. The first set. I say, ‘OK, 
there, good.’”

“Now, after that, I no want nobody go look for me. Me go look meself now. I go now to Miss 
Franklin,859 Ignatius mother, Miss Franklin I went to she. I say, ‘Miss Franklin.’ Ee say, ‘Yes, boy?’ 
I say, ‘If you could give me a drink?’ Ee say, ‘Man, you ah drink?’ I say, ‘Well they give me a drink, 
how it cause me to — you know — to play.’ Say, ‘I think that they could give a little bit cheaper. It 
could last more.’” [He laughs.]

“A rum was10 cent you know. Couple glass. I drink ee up, but now I can’t do that because it have me 
balance,860 you know. Me ah go back, man, and I get another drink, and I start up. Ooooh! man. 
Then I went to town again.”

“They say, ‘Ahhh-hahh, boy, fella get away now, man!’ Ah so the people them say. I hear, ‘Boy, you 
going on good!’ I say, ‘Aha, I glad to hear that.’”

“That time, the banjo bigger than me, but the neck be short, you see. It was a banjo-mandolin.861 But 
the neck be short. So I hang it around me shoulder. Man, I gon ____________________________, 
man. ____________________________ a warriette862 now, you know. Me feel mannish863 now. 
And the rum make me feel more mannish. So me warriette ___________________ Phonso864 
blowing.”

“Got the two guitar man, behind me man, and they driving me down. Now, so, what they do now: 
they put me in the middle of them, you see? One right, one left. I there in the middle. Man there does 
surround me. Axie’s father, Emanuel “Man” Andrew — he play a güiro. So they helping me, they 

857. See Joseph, Alphonso “Phonso” in “People”.
858. When it comes to alcohol.
859. __________ Franklin, Who she was is TBD.
860. This phrase needs explanation.
861. He means a banjo-ukulele.
862. To warriette is to show off your own style or flourishes; can be applied to dancing or to playing an instrument; may be 

synonymous with ambooshay. 
863. Mannish means to act like a man.
864. See Joseph, Alphonso “Phonso” in “People”
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driving me then. Drive me man. He say, ‘Go back man, play man.’ They encourage me, man? I loose 
banjo wild man!”865

“So from then, I start to develop meself, go around and thing. Catch one here, catch one this body. I 
catch one next body. Me ah telling that man I know, when I ain’t know. And if you show me this 
thing, I say, man, show me this thing. I go up a yonder, and the next man show me this thing. I say, 
Hell, man, ____________________________ right. Know what I mean? And that’s the way I keep 
it up all the time. All the time ‘til I get to which part I is now. And I tell anybody that get swell heady 
and say that, ‘Man I know this and man, I know that.’ Now _______________ catch, you gon set 
people up. That’s bad.”866

T117-02 2. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “You know them group used to play those song? When they 
come out on foreday morning.”867

Nathaniel Moore sings I’ll Take You Home Again Kathleen868 a.k.a Call Me Back Again, 
Kathleen.

Call me back again Kathleen.
Kathleen across the ocean wide and deep.
Please remember me once again, Kathleen darling.
Kathleen girl across the ocean wide and deep.

The road is call up over yonder.
Kathleen girl across the blue sea we go.
The road is call up over yonder.
Kathleen girl across the blue sea we go.

Says call me home again Kathleen.
Kathleen girl across the ocean wide and deep. 

“But I mean them put a drive behind that. You that blowing, you put a drive behind that. Ee got 
Six,869 you know. So they put a drive behind that. When I sing that now, Stanley, he gonna put a 
drive behind that.”

And then you got the girl that spin around the top. Spin off they heels.”870

MCINTOSH: “________________________________”

MOORE: “___________________________________ down there? [laughs] A sharp Sixth Figure 
man going down the road, them fellow, man, when with Easter Monday and Whit Monday and 
thing, there were fellow ____________________, going, them old fellows pumping music. Bad, 
man.”

“Now when you play for a quadrille dance. When you coming in on the way and playing for 
quadrille dance. And coming — You know, at those days, they used to keep all those dance in the 

865. Meaning he played with wild abandon (per Dimitri Copemann).
866. This paragraph could use further explanation.
867. Foreday morning means early dawn.
868. Variation of I'll Take You Home Again, Kathleen is a popular song written by Thomas P. Westendorf in 1875. In spite of 

its American origins, it is known and revered as an Irish ballad.
869. Sixth Figure.
870. Dancing and turning.
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Saturday night. From eight to six o’clock in the morning. Yeah. Six o’clock in the morning. Six 
o’clock Sunday morning, people coming out of dance hall, dancing all the way home, man. So I say 
when you come in, bout a half-past five or so, then they 
_________________________________________. Oh man, people want to break down the 
hall!”871 

T117-03 3. [There is a crackly noise on the tape through the beginning of this cut.]

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “So I say what I tell Ohaldo872 play, Junie. [addressing Sylvester 
McIntosh] . . . tell Ohaldo play. I tell Ohaldo when you practice and thing. I say, ‘Ohaldo.’ He say 
‘Yes?’ I say, ‘I ain’t got to hide and shame to tell you.’ I say — and you [McIntosh] know a little bit 
about it. He tell me, ‘Yes.’ Like the old time flute and thing, the most key they used to play is G key, 
you know? These scale we playing today, they ain’t accustomed to play it. But they play it on the 
guitar. You father,873 all them, you play them on the guitar. Take the guitar and turn it upside-down 
on guitar, man. But now, on the wind instrument now, they ain’t going to play them key. The famous 
key for them on the wind instrument, it was G.”

Soule asks if that was what Alphonso Joseph used to play.

MOORE: “All of them. All of them musician what part they —”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “All the flute and them play one key —”

MOORE: “All one key. That is G. But when they up — And partly all those men what you blow 
wind instrument, everyone of them body could ah play a guitar.”

[McIntosh mentions Joe Knight, a saxophonist and masquerader, off mic.]

MOORE: “Yes, G key, yeah.”

[McIntosh again off mic.]

MOORE: “Because you can’t play other key for that. No. Can’t play other key for that. See, that’s 
what happen. But today, now, today now, it — we more advanced. Sometime you know the key 
them, but we don’t play them but we don’t play them. To me, to keep you in trim, you know what I 
mean?”

[The crackly noise on the tape disappears at this point.]

T117-04 4. SOULE: “There were some songs that you were saying you’d like him [McIntosh] to play.”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Oh, yeah, that’s one, what I sing there [Take Me Back Again 
Kathleen]. A next one again.”

MCINTOSH: “Take Me Back Again Kathleen?”

MOORE: “No man. I done sing that already. I say you got to put a drive behind that.”

SOULE: “Sing it again for him.”

Nathaniel Moore sings Call Me Back Again, Kathleen again.

Says call me home again Kathleen.

871. Not literally. He means that the people were caught up in the fervor of the dance. (Copemann)
872. See Williams, Ohaldo “Haldo” in “People”.
873. See McIntosh, Ivan in “People”.
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Kathleen across the ocean wide and deep.
So remember me once again, Kathleen.
Kathleen girl across the ocean wide and deep.

Remember me again, Kathleen.
Kathleen, across the blue sea we go.
Call me home again Kathleen.
Kathleen girl across the blue sea we go.

Say remember me again, Kathleen.
Kathleen across the ocean wide and deep.
Remember me again, Kathleen.
Kathleen girl across the ocean wide and deep.

When the road is call up over yonder.
Kathleen girl, across the blue sea we go.

“But I mean them put the drive.”

T117-05 5. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “And then they got a next one go —”

Nathaniel Moore sings I and Johnny Were the Best of Friends.874

I and Johnny was the best of friends
Johnny don’t got a cent to lend.
Johnny walk bout ee big sweet mouth.
He take my wife and he knock she out.

Oh Lord, look me sorry.
Oh yeah, look me sorry.
People, people, run come see
How the grave for Johnny
And the girl is for me.

I and Johnny was the best of friends
Johnny don’t got a cent to lend.
Johnny walk bout ee big sweet mouth.
He take my wife and he please her out.

Oh Lord, look me sorry.
Oh yeah, look me sorry.
People, people, run come see
How the grave for Johnny
And the gallows for you.

“You see them thing short. Them short. That’s what happen. All the things _______ to play.”

874. This is the calpyso, Johnny Take Me Wife. The original recording is on a Rounder Records compilation CD, Calypso 
Breakaway 1927-1941, on which Johnny Take Me Wife is performed by Wilmouth Houdini And His Caribbean Orchestra: 
“Ah looka misery, wherever I see Johnny. People come from miles around to see, the grave for Johnny and the gallows for 
me!” (per Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways archivist)
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T117-06 6. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Got another song. I remember those old-time song, but then me 
alone. Yeah, the other day, I remember a song.” 

Nathaniel Moore sings Where Me Dog?875

Where me dog? Where me dog? Have you seen me dog?
Where me dog? Where me dog? Have you seen me dog?
Old lady walk a mile with you half pon you greasy pole.876

Old lady walk a mile with your greasy pole.

Where me dog? Where me dog? Have you seen my dog?
Where me dog? Where me dog? Have you seen my dog?
Old lady walk a mile with you half pon you greasy pole.

Old lady walk a mile with you half pon you greasy pole.
Mama you hear bout my trouble.
Trouble going to cause you in jail.
Mama you hear bout your trouble.
Trouble going to cause you to jail.

Where me dog? Where me dog? Have you seen my dog?
Where my dog? Where my dog? Have you seen my dog?
Old lady walk a mile with you half on you greasy pole.
Old lady walk a mile with you half on you greasy pole.

“Them are old-time thing. When ah time, I was a child growing up. All them thing used to play at 
ours house once upon time. Them old culture — them old time cultural thing.”

SOULE: “That song was made in St. Croix?”

MOORE: “Yes, ee got men used to sing, a man by the name Ciple,877 but he die now.”

SOULE: “Was that one of Ciple’s things? That song?”

MOORE: “Yeah.”878

T117-07 7. SOULE: “Do you remember any of his [Ciple’s] other songs?”

MOORE: “Ciple. Yes, he used to sing this again.”

Nathaniel Moore sings Two Step in the Grass.879

Two step in the grass.
[Laughing] Ellen, I going to get my fish out of you.

Oh Mr. Sarauw, Mr. Sarauw,
Oh, me no got no money today.
Oh Mr. Sarauw, Mr. Sarauw,
Oh, me no got no money today.

875. Parts of this song are similar to the song by Lord Kitchener: Old Lady Walk a Mile and a Half.
876. TBD: Translation of lyrics.
877. See Ciple in “People”.
878. This is an old calypso by Lord Kitchener that was adapted by local musicians. (Copemann)
879. Bur grass, a weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
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Ee got wenchman880 and a snapper
And a maiden doctor881 in your hand.
Oh Mr. Sarauw, Mr. Sarauw,
Me no got no money today.

Ellie Fawcett, Ellie Fawcett.
Come and pay me for me fish today.
Is a wenchman and a snapper
And a maiden doctor in your hand.

“Ciple put all them thing ah song, man. He were the boss, you know!”

SOULE: “Did you know him?”

MOORE: “If I know him! Yeah, man! I used to play with him, man. He knock a kerosene pan.”

SOULE: “And what did you play with him? Your banjo?”

MOORE: “Yeah. When thing sweet,882 he ____________________________, man. [He laughs.] 
And he would sing — He had a whole heap of song he used to sing, man. He used to sing ‘Mama’ — 
Ohaldo does play this too —”

Mama no pue, mamacita.
Mama no pue...883

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Ciple sing that. You remember that?”

MCINTOSH: “Yeah, I know the song, but that wasn’t his, though. [McIntosh sings a little more of 
the song off mic.]

Mama no puedo con ello [Mama, I cannot take it.]
Mama no puedo con ello...

T117-08 8. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Then you got a next one [by Ciple]. Oh you play them boy, a old 
time song. ____________________________”

BOOL RAHH

BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, MAH MAH

BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, PAH PAH

BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, MAH MAH, 
BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, PAH PAH 

“All them are old time thing, you know.”

SOULE: “Was there any more to that one?”

MOORE: “No. Ain’t got any more for that. That short! Them thing — they call them say — ‘short 
and sweet.’ No long thing. So when you sing BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, and then the others men, 
them answer. You see that’s what happen.”

SOULE: “Oh. Back and forth?”

880. A kind of fish.
881. Another type of fish.
882. When the music sweet him... (Copemann)
883. This is an old Spanish merengue song that Ciple adapted. (Copemann)
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MOORE: “You say:”

BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, MAH MAH 

“Then all of us say:”

BUN JEE, BUN JEE, BUN JEE, PAH PAH 

SOULE: “And he’s knocking the pan?”

MOORE: “He knocking the pan.”

SOULE: “When did he used to do that?”

MOORE: “Look ah Whit Monday and Easter Monday and thing. He used to play on the street for 
Mother Hubbard. See the ladies dancing and thing on the street, He duh got a full band. When you 
hear they say, ‘Ciple. Look out, Ciple coming down! Give he room! 
___________________________________?, man. Kill man ah play flute!’”

“They were lively, man. They used to make they own song here. Never tell Sparrow or anybody 
make song to stay? down here. No, they make they own song down here. Got men used to make they 
own song before we born. ___________________________________? But most of those men die 
out. That’s what happen, you see?”

T117-09 9. SOULE: “Do you remember who any of the other ones were, besides Ciple?”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “He got uh — I could remember a man live a place there — name 
LaMaya. Could member he too. And they say they got a one by the name of Prophet — Prophet 
Isaiah. Me ain’t — I know him. But I know LaMaya, but I always hear bout this one.”

SOULE: “Do you remember any of their songs?”

MOORE: “No. Me can’t remember no ________________ song. La Maya 
________________________________________________” 

[Reciting]:

I don't want no coffee.
I don’t want no tea.
I don’t want no young girl to make me a fuss over me.
Baby, tell me how long. [He laughs.]

Nathaniel Moore sings Milkman or How Long.

Baby, tell me how long, how long
Say I’m a milkman, the milkman son.
Sitting by the window til the milkman come
Baby tell me how long how long.

“Them old fella — them is __________________, man. They do got them afternoon party and thing, 
the Sunday afternoon, men used to invite each other to sing and thing, man. Man pon guitar — man 
got on guitar, kicking it up. Maya take from estate to estate. And walking you know. Three, four, 
five of them. And he walking. And those men walk and sing those songs. So they drop to your door, 
man. You open your door they come in, man, they sit ________. The place crowded with people.”

SOULE: “Do you remember that from when you were a kid, too?”
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MOORE: “Oh, they say ___________________________________ through growing up and thing 
and keep — hear them continue singing. Those ____________________________ what leave 
behind, you know? Continue singing it. So, I mean, it keep — keep remember it.”

T117-10 10. SOULE: “I’ve heard a few things about Ciple.884 He must have been a real talented —”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “No. Yeah. He used to, he used to play for the — Annaly.885 
Every year, he came here — Canaday, Mr. Canaday.886 Every year, Canaday send for him — come 
play for his party over there to Annaly. He don't want no flute, and no nothing. He just want Ciple 
alone and he group to come for there and play for him.”

SOULE: “So what did he have? He had this kerosene pan and then there’d be a banjo. What else 
would there be?”

MOORE: “A full band! They have a kerosene pan, banjo, two guitar, the steel, the güiro, and the 
pipe! Full band, a full band.”

SOULE: “And who was blowing the pipe in those days?”

MOORE: “___________________________________, was the last body was playing over by the 
— Junie [addressing McIntosh]. Graham.”887

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “Ben?”

MOORE: “They got some ladies who go around and sing those old guitar 
__________________________”

SOULE: “Yeah? Who were they?”

MOORE: “The most of them die out now, man. My mother used to sing 
___________________________ I could remember a little boy growing up there. He always come 
and sing with guitar. Bee Brown888 and others. She would sing this song—” 

Nathaniel Moore sings Go and Leave Me.889

Oh many a night with you girl I wander
Many a night with you girl I spend.
Cause when I think you was mines forever.
And now I find you was only lent.

Go leave me girl if you wishes.
Don’t let me move across your mind.
And if you think that I’m so unworthy.

“Ee got another part in it —”

Now come go and nevermore.

884. See Ciple in “People”.
885. Estate Annaly.
886. Ward Canaday owned a lot of property on the Northside, and the Lawaetz family looked after the property. See Northside 

in the Glossary.
887. Ben Graham (1901-1990), pipe player; born in St. Croix.
888. Arnold “Bee” Brown, guitar player. Taught Joe Parris to play. (Copemann)
889. A traditional love lament ballad heard widely in Britain and Ireland. Also U.S. and Newfoundland. Earliest date collected 

1906 by Greig-Duncan. (http://www.traditionalmusic.co.uk)
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And if you think I am so unworthy
Go [He laughs as plane goes by.]

“You see what I mean?”890

SOULE: “Who sang that?”

MOORE: “My mother sing that, for — you know those ladies used to sit down and sing to guitar, 
you know.” 

Go leave me girl if you wishes.
Don’t let me move across your mind [tape runs out]

T118 Nathaniel “Soda” Moore II - Feb 15, 1980 (STX)
Date February 15, 1980

Location St. Croix, on the porch of Moore’s home

Interviewers Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh and Mary Jane Soule

T118-01 1. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: [tape begins in the middle of a sentence] “... started, she rest it 
down a little while. And the young people them start to get the knack of it, and they get behind of 
her. Cumberland Castle891 there. Miss Vivy Mac892 keep a quadrille dance, man. She say, ‘You like 
it?’ We say ‘Yes, we like it.’ And through that, ee push ee forward some more. And keep it up. You 
know? And then after she advance, now, she have sickness come in. Then Miss Bailey893 take it up. 
And then — then it going again til now.”

T118-02 2. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “When all you start playing in the Hall,894 when you were playing with 
— I think with Parris895 them. You were playing with Parris them when ee start in the Hall there?”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Mm-hmm. This business 
___________________________________ I gon tell you how this thing go. We — we lived to 
Ralph De Chabert project.896 It was meself, Eliezer Griffith, Hoosterman,897 and Ben.898 I don’t 
think Alec899 was with us then, he come afterward. When we — And Knockout.”900 

“Now we get together now and we form a little scratch band. So — ‘Crash Pilot’ — they got up to 
Princess901 _________________________________ where they got the little bar there, Princess 
___________________. Every Friday night now, he902 take us now to play up there. Every Friday 

890. TBD: Explanation of why he laughs and what he means.
891. See Cumberland Castle in the Glossary.
892. Vivian McIntosh. She is recorded on “T071 Vivian McIntosh - Aug 10, 1979 (STX)”, “T095 Ethel McIntosh, Vivian 

McIntosh, & Andreas - Jan 30, 1980 (STX)”, and “T124 Vivian McIntosh and Wilfred Pedro - Feb 19, 1980 (STX)”.
893. Lillian Bailey of Frederiksted. She sponsored quadrille dances. See Bailey, Lillian in “People”.
894. The recreation hall of St. Patrick’s Catholic Church in Frederiksted. A popular venue for quadrille dances since the 1950s.
895. See Parris, Joseph “Joey Brown” in “People”.
896. Housing project named after Ralph De Chabert, Labor Union organizer. See de Chabert in Chronology.
897. Alexander “Hoosterman” Hendricks played kettledrum and danced masquerade. (Copemann).
898. Ben Graham, pipe player. 
899. Probably Alexander “Alec” Williams, squash player. (Copemann).
900. See Knockout in “People”.
901. Probably the Princess Nightclub (Copemann).
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night. So Miss Bailey now and a couple of more of them leave from down here,903 come up there — 
every Friday night. Harris — a group of them.”

“So, they asked us if we don’t come down there and play some quadrille for them. So Knockout904 
say yes. That time, it was Cyril Maynard and “Bee” Brown905 were playing guitar: two guitarists.”

“But how Parris come in: Parris come in this way. “Bee” Brown developed problems with his sight, 
and Maynard — pressure906 start to bother him, you know, then those two men give up. Then Parris 
come in at the same time. So me and {Parris weren’t on speaking terms — They had a disagreement 
over money.} Cumberland Castle some money that time. In 1965.”907

“So, when he come, he say, ‘Man,’ [someone told him] — he come the night [Parris was outside.] 
‘Jumbie out there.’ So I come out there, I say ‘Who you?’ Say, ‘You worthless nigger, you, come in. 
Come in, man.’ So I went with? he, man you know, some drink and thing. So he promise me now 
that {he got an amplified guitar} Sunday, he will come up. And give us a tune. But he got to play 
guitar.”

“So I got those two men — sickness and thing start to fail them. Then we put in. So we say all right, 
he got this guitar now. We don’t want no guitar. There were enough! And we take him on with us. 
And that how he come to play with we now. You see how it go, he come to play with us.” [After they 
decided to accept Parris in the group, they said that the one guitar was enough and they didn’t need 
any more guitars.]

T118-03 3. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “But then, who’s band was it?”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “It was Knockout908 band.”

MCINTOSH: “OK, how it come to name ‘Joe Parris band?’” 

MOORE: “It coming through you. When we start the record them, the first of the record, when we 
tell you by the hospital — me and Payne909 — I and Payne and that same Ben910 tell you, ‘Do not let 
Parris go down Puerto Rico put he name ahead on the record, because that band are not going to 
last.’ You’s the one says, ‘Oh ho ho ho. Oh, let he go, man. Let he go. Let he go.’ We say, ‘No, that 
band ain’t gonna last long.’” 

MCINTOSH: “When all you was playing in the Hall...”

MOORE: “The band ain’t got no name.”

MCINTOSH: “‘69 I think is was around ‘69 . . . All you was playing in the Hall. Stanley911 was 
playing...”

902. The owner of the bar may have been Lloyd Joseph, whose nickname was “Crash Pilot.” (Copemann)
903. West End (Frederiksted).
904. See Knockout in “People”.
905. Arnold “Bee” Brown, guitar player. Taught Joe Parris to play. (Copemann)
906. High blood pressure.
907. Copemann believes this occurred earlier than 1965.
908. See Knockout in “People”.
909. See Payne, Milton in “People”
910. See Graham, Ben in “People”.
911. See Jacobs, Stanley in “People”.
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MOORE: “___________________________________ I tell you something. Is after Knockout start 
to drink rum and go on with the stupidness and then he get sick.”912

“Then we went to Stanford.913 And Stanford say he stop play. So Stanford say he get a fluter for us. 
Stanley working to Kingshill. Then he went and he get Stanley. Stanley got one of these little tinning 
flute. Them tin flute. Look how Miller914 got.”

MCINTOSH: “That same flute that Miller got is the one that Stanley started with, but he said Miller 
would not admit it. Stanley make that flute.”

MOORE: Yeah? So we tell he all right. In as much he play so good with that flute. He gon get a 
bigger one. Say tell us he got a bigger flute — that the pom flute.915 Then we tell he: Me son, me son, 
you got to change that flute there.”

“So then Speckled Lamb916 come in now. Then we take the whole group up by Stanley’s place to 
rehearse every night. Speckled Lamb on the güiro. And we go up there. We go in the night, we go up 
there to Stanley to practicing with the pom flute.917 All of us. And we go there every night. I think 
___________________________________ I think a Friday, man — every Friday we used to go 
practicing. And I saw Stanley start to play the pom flute.”

T118-04 4. SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “But the question I want to ask is: when Stanley was playing with all 
you in the Hall in ‘69, what was the name of the band?”

NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “The band ain’t got no name, man. That’s what I tell you, the 
band didn’t have no name. Band don’t got no name at all. The name that the band get is after we 
went and go with this record business. Then you...”

MCINTOSH: “Before the record business.”

MOORE: “The band ain’t got no name.”

MCINTOSH: “— all you. There were some sort of an argument or something with the band. 
Something what Parris do and thing. We had a big meeting down to the hospital. And all you decide 
that all you want he as the leader no more. Parris. And all you gon make Stanley the leader.”

MOORE: “_______________________________________”

MCINTOSH: “I told all you...”

MOORE: “What you talking bout. I know what you talking bout. The thing about this. At the time 
when Parris came into the band, he was the onliest man that got a phone. Now listen carefully. He 
the only man got a phone. Then when he get playing out918 and thing, he will take the playing out, 
them. And they will know because he the only one got a phone.”

912. It is widely believed that Alphonso “Knockout” Marshall died from fish poisoning.
913. See Simmonds, Stanford in “People”.
914. James Miller of the Miller Brothers Quadrille Band. Plays a homemade six-holed flute made by Stanley Jacobs from a 

piece of metal pipe. See Simmonds, Stanford in “People”.
915. See pom flute in the Glossary.
916. Alexander “Speckled Lamb” Williams played squash. Nickname Alec.
917. Actually, Stanley had a modern concert flute, not the older pom flute. See pom flute in the Glossary.
918. Playing out. An engagement to play for some event somewhere. A gig.
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“Then after I get a phone, now, you get the idea, after I get a phone now, then it come now — he and 
I would get calls for gigs. So now I and he used to call — he and I used to correspond playing out for 
next week ___________________________________ time.”

“I gon call he and find out from him now. I say, ‘The band get a playing out next week. 
___________________________________ a time. ___________________________________ 
date. You got any playing out for that time?’ He tell me ‘No.’ Then I will tell the people them, 
‘Come back to hospital and meet me there.’ Because I working hospital at that time. Hospital 
_____________________________, you know. And I tell ______________________________ 
come back since that time, we able to play.”

“You get it, doc? That’s the way things used to work. To get down to brass tacks. The band ain’t got 
no name personal — no personal name til when we go and cut the record them, and go down Puerto 
Rico, then he go down there and put he name ahead — say well Joe Parris...”

MCINTOSH: “That’s not how it happen. I mean, part of it is right, but — OK, let me tell you this.”

MOORE: “Could you remember who gave the band its name...”

MCINTOSH: “Wait. Wait. Let me explain this. In the old days, when a fluter — he was the lead man 
with the band, they call the band by his name. So . . . Knockout . . . it was either Phonso Knockout 
band or whatever. Who is the next man after the fluter? Is the guitarist? So when Knockout — when 
Knockout went and what-he-name come in, it was Parris band. Parris band.”

MOORE: “No, them days — you see them days it didn’t work that kind of a way. Them days, now, 
the fluter is the head. And he carry the band name. And it come a matter that he got too sick or died, 
we got another fluter or a saxophone — he come in, he head again. Me and the underman — them 
cannot be the leader there. You’s a leader or you don’t play. You lose your money. And those days, 
you get the idea, that’s how it go. You see? Because, any time you get a underman to run band, that 
band ain’t gonna last. Because he think heself too big and the whole thing going to end in a long 
while. In a long while, the whole thing will go to hell. And that’s what happening today with his 
band.”919

MCINTOSH: “Well all you want to throw Parris out and _____________________ tell me I must 
take leadership . . . take a name. They name the band after me. I say ‘No.’” [He laughs.]

MOORE: “Yes, but . . . used to go and practice there up to his home. When I come down there the 
night, me and Ben, he said, ‘Man, Foamin,920 find a name for the band.’ He say, ‘What name?’ I say, 
‘The band name The Six Hot Shot.’ Then you say, ‘Oho, yes man, yes man, yes man, that sound good.’ 
And from then, this is this band was named The Six Hot Shots. He921 go to Puerto Rico and he put his 
name ahead: Parris and the Six Hot Shots.” 

T118-05 5. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “We tell ee plain, ah say watch now. This thing don’t last long, 
and by God ain’t last long for true. Because he start to go on and mess up the whole thing there. Yes. 
The first thing he start to mess up with the money.”

919. Joe Parris’s band.
920. Moore’s full nickname was sometimes “Foaming Soda.”
921. See Parris, Joseph “Joey Brown” in “People”.
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“I telling he, I tell, ‘Junie, that man thiefing.’ He ah tell me, ‘No, man. No man.’ I say, ‘No, man, all 
right, you going know.’ I say, ‘That man thiefing.’ Because I get it from good source, man. Because 
the people what he play with — what he play for — talking it. You want worse than this?”922

“One time we play for somewhere bout James Bennerson. He923 come and tell me “Only $200.” 
And _______________________________. When he told me ________________ Bennerson come 
and give me. Mr. B come, meet me outside standing. ‘Now, Soda.’ I say ‘Yes, Mr. B.’ He say ‘Here 
man. This check ah made out for the band. __________________________.’” 

“I say ‘No, that $250. How Parris say only 200?’ He say ‘No, don’t mind Parris. $250!’ I say ‘You 
see what’s there.’ And from then, me know the man thieving.”

“So when he say 250, he [Parris] go behind our backs and take fifty for himself. And still looking 
from the $200. Tell he so long time.”

“But God make it so that he catch him [chuckles] — he catch him of heself at night in St. John. He 
get in the jeep that Parris was in. Tell the wife, ‘Them boy think they smart, but I smarter.’ [He 
laughs.] ‘____________________ but I smarter. I tell you.’”

“When he [Parris] get enough, he sing out, say ‘Ayyy.’ ________________________And he start to 
cuss he wife now, and then the wife ah touch he to let he know that he [Blinky] there in the jeep too. 
But he ain’t mind he wife no mind.”

“He going downtown.924 [He laughs.] Oh, God! And God make it so._________________”

“He tell me, ‘Soda, you right. Parris have been stealing from us. Yeah, man. When he [Parris] got 
pay and thing, he would take a while to pay; he would stall and be secretive.’ I say, 
“?___________________________________.’ I don’t get money long time, man.”

“Oh God. And then the thing start to mess up from there. And the thing start to mess up. So.”

T118-06 6. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “Any time, any time you got a underman — it could be myself or 
anybody else — things ain’t go. You, the man that blowing, you the leader. Now, 
___________________________________925 We tell Ohaldo, ‘You is the boss, you know.’ But 
when Ohaldo show us different things.”

“Ohaldo say, ‘Let me tell you something. I come with all you: the band — Jamesie band. Jamesie 
band. And I know people say — The first thing people gon say that he come and take away Jamesie 
band.’ We say, ‘Yes, man. People say _______________________________.’ He say, ‘Well, let me 
tell you something. He _______ play, but he gon play at a higher serving.’926 He gon play for so 
much and so much. Now he gon put on his price. Who like it, who ain’t like it, it up to them. If you 
like it, you pay him. If you don’t like it, well _____ you don’t like it. Ain’t that right? Well? That’s 
all right.”

“So when I talk to Jamesie, Jamesie ask me ‘What do you say about that?’ Hee-hee-hee.927 He gon 
pay you. Well, _____________________, that’s all right. So Ohaldo ___________________ ain’t 

922. An expression of disbelief. (Copemann)
923. See Parris, Joseph “Joey Brown” in “People”.
924. An expression meaning he’s having a good time. (Copemann)
925. Ohaldo Williams joins Jamesie’ band as saxophonist.
926. For a bigger cut of the fee.
927. TBD: Is Soda making fun of Jamesie here?
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got enough money__________________. When he got a band, he got a band. But he are not taking 
enough money. The band is his, ___________________________________ serving, what he 
charge. And every time Ohaldo ah leave, but all we hold him there. It a funny thing. When he gon 
leave, we hold him. And when we gon leave, he hold we. But this ain’t gon hold me. I 
_______________________ ____________________________ for good. So I gone, I go. So ... and 
that’s ... so every time Ohaldo make up his mind to leave, Ohaldo put on five dollars more for the 
money. So if you give him 90, he say 95. When he gon left, he say, “Me-son if you want me you 
throw me five dollars more. I don’t know care how you gon get it, but you gon get it, but give me 
five dollars more.’ You understand how it go?”

“So every time he make up his mind to leave, he put down five dollars more on he money. So 
Ohaldo got he in the throat. You get me? ____________ See Junie? Ohaldo got he in the throat, man. 
So every time Ohaldo make up he mind to leave, he go there _______________________________. 
And he say ‘My son, if you want me to play, you gon give me $5 more.’ Ohaldo get him.”

T118-07 7. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “We ain’t want to play too much of his928 song what he does 
sing. We want to do things, got the girls them jumping.”

SYLVESTER MCINTOSH: “They want no new song in Tortola and Virgin Gorda and thing, you 
know. They had a band they playing some song ... GI Brass or something. When they done, the 
people them, when they stop play, ‘We don’t want to hear that ...'”

MOORE: “— Yeah. They want the culture...”

MCINTOSH: “We don’t want no modern song. We want old ...” 

MOORE: “Them are old-time thing, and old-time thing they want. They don’t want no Sparrow 
thing and all them thing that they have every day.”

MCINTOSH: “There’s a lot [of old-time songs] that nobody isn’t playing them. If you notice the 
tunes them almost sound alike, as each other. So they have to be sung — or else, if you just play it in 
the melody, it gon sound like a lot of other song.”

MOORE: “So you the leader now, you got to put the drive behind those song. You understand?”

T118-08 8. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “This song all you929 play, Ohaldo play too . . . Moore sings 
“Oh, girl, what make you do me so. Oh, girl, remember that I been your fine thing.” . . . Moore says 
there is a seventh, probably referring to a chord in the song.930 But now Ohaldo can’t put it in 
there. . . . Moore also says that Ohaldo can’t play the right changes or chords with Jamesie, because 
Jamesie can’t play the chord.931 Ohaldo is gonna play it straight. Just . . . what he name? Bad Man 
John? Bad Man John got — we call it relative _____________________. But Ohaldo says the 
chord is a seventh chord. But we say relative ___________________________________, you know, 
in our older days.”

Bad man John, no me want, no me want
Bad man John, no me want a yet you cane.

928. Probably referring to the Mighty Sparrow and the modern calypso. (Copemann)
929. Sylvester McIntosh’s band: Blinky and the Roadmasters.
930. Per Dimitri Copemann.
931. Per Dimitri Copemann.
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“Then you go back...” Moore hums the song. And says that Jamesie can’t go there and is going to 
“stick in a gear”932 — not knowing what changes or chord to play. He says Jamesie will play it that 
way “for weeks, for months.” . . . [He laughs.] “So Ohaldo play it straight straight.” . . . “He gon 
play it straight straight all the time, for he [Jamesie].” ____________________________.933

T118-09 9. Nathaniel Moore sings Oh Mrs. Junas, Me A Come.

Oh me ah come, Ms. Junas, me ah come.
Oh me ah come, Ms. Junas, me ah come.
Oh me ah come, Ms. Junas, me ah come.
Oh, me a come with me two big foot.

“That thing ah Ciple.”

Oh, Ms. Junas, I done in already.934

Oh, Ms. Junas, I done in already.
Oh, Ms. Junas, I done in already.
Oh, Ms. Junas, I done in.

Oh Ms. Junas, me ah come, me ah come.
Oh me ah come, come, come, come, come.
Oh me ah come, Ms. Junas, me ah come.
Oh, me a come with me two big foot.

“So now, that’s a Christmas Eve morning, he [Ciple] do that.”

T118-10 10. Nathaniel Moore sings Raise up, Matty Gru.

NATHANIEL MOORE: “Oh, he say —”

Raise up Matty Gru, raise up.
Raise up Matty Gru, raise up.
Raise up Matty Gru, raise up.
It is time to go home and rest.

It is time to go home and rest.
Yes, it is time to go home and rest.
Oh, it is time to go home and rest...”

“Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. I forget get them song now, man.”

T118-11 11. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE: “He [Ciple] got some song of 
Ohhh . . . . ___________________________________________________________”

Nathaniel Moore sings Tantan Jennie.935

932. This is a Crucian expression meaning that Jamesie would be stuck on the same chord. (Copemann)
933. Soda is saying that the band practiced the song for months, but Jamesie still could not play the right chords. After the 

chorus, there is a change, or what could be called “the verse”; Soda is saying that Jamesie could not play the right chord or 
change that is necessary for that part of the song; as a result, Ohaldo was forced to play the melody a little different. 
(Copemann)

934. TBD: Research meaning.
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Oh look ah Tantan Jennie with the paper bag.
Martha King with the pair of spec.
Tantan Jennie with the paper bag.

“Ciple make that.”

Tantan Jennie with the pair of spec.
When Mr. John was sitting down,
All the girl them ah form around.
When Mr. John was sitting down,
All the girl them ah form around.

Oh look ah Tantan Jennie with the paper bag.
Martha King with the pair of spec.

Oh Madame, Oh Madame,
Madame say, “Me no care one damn.”
Oh Madame, Oh Madame, Oh Madame.
Madame say, “Me no care one damn.”

When Mr. John was sitting down,
All the girl them ah form around.
Tantan Jennie with the paper bag.
Martha King with the pair of spec.

T118-12 12. NATHANIEL “SODA” MOORE sings a “Down South936” song:

Will you go J. J.?
Will you please pardon me?
Well you could judge me yah.
And then you please pardon me.

Oh you put me in jail to spoil my character,
To break the heart of my poor mother.
Put my darling to grieve and to wonder.
You could judge me now.

Oh you could judge me now, me now.
I beg you to please pardon me.
Oh you could judge me now.
I beg you to please pardon me.

Oh you gon put me in jail to spoil my character,
To break the heart of my poor mother.
Put my darling to grieve and to wonder.
You could judge me now.

935. This song tells the story of two girls shoplifting in a Frederiksted store named Au Bon Marché owned by Mrs. (“Madame”) 
Hagemann. For more information, see Hagemann, Rosamond Durant in “People”.

936. ‘Down South’ was a type of masquerade that was a local version of some type of masquerade or minstrelsy from the 
southern United States.
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SOULE: “Is that Ciple song too?”

MOORE: “No, no, no. That’s a ‘Down South.’ Got some fellows who play ‘Down South.’ It’s a 
play,937 you know, dress up and thing. And they call the play ‘Down South.’” 

SOULE: “It was a play?”

MOORE: “Mm-hmm. Was a play.”

SOULE: “Oh yeah? Did it have words in it and things?”

MOORE: “No. Well, you got a play, they say ‘Happy Days Are Here Again.’ _________________ 
__________________”

Nathaniel Moore sings Happy Days Are Here Again.938

Oh happy days are here again.
The skies above are clear again.
Let us sing the song of cheer again.
Happy days are here again.

Our tears and troubles are gone over
And I tell the world about it now.

Oh look oh happy days are here again.
The skies above are clear again.
Let us sing the song, girl, of cheer again.
Happy days are here again.

Our tears and troubles are gone over
And I tell the world about it now — oh-oh-oh.
Happy days come back again.
The skies above are clear again.
Let us sing the song, girl, of cheer again.
Happy days are here again.

SOULE: “The Down South?”

MOORE: They call it ‘Down South.’ A set of fellows, they used to dance it every year. Yeah, 
costume, dress up. They come from the country — in the country til they get in Frederiksted. That’s 
a long time, you know. That’s years.”

SOULE: “And what kind of music did they have?”

MOORE: “Guitar music.”

SOULE: “And do you know who any of the people were?”

MOORE: “Yeah, I know . . . some of them die. They got one name Joe Gorilla. One name . . . I 
know one alive now, he name Henry, Henry Samuel. He live at Christiansted by Bassin Triangle 
project.”939 

937. See play in the Glossary.
938. Happy Days Are Here Again is a song copyrighted in 1929 by Milton Ager (music) and Jack Yellen (lyrics) and published 

by EMI Robbins Catalog, Inc./Advanced Music Corp. Matthew Greenwald described the song as “[a] true saloon standard, 
[and] a Tin Pan Alley standard, and had been sung by virtually every interpreter since the 1940s. In a way, it's the pop 
version of Auld Lang Syne.”
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SOULE: “So what did — they just sang, or did they make speeches too, or what?”

MOORE: “Sang and dance.”

SOULE: “What kind of dance?”

MOORE: “A little dance of themself, you know.”

[Moore later said the little bugs that bite at dusk are mampee.940]

T119 Ethel McIntosh and Maude Andreas with Drum I - Feb 16, 1980 (STX)
Date February 16, 1980

Location St. Croix, home of Ethel McIntosh

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule

Ethel McIntosh & Maude Andreas at Mrs. McIntosh’s home; February 16, 1980; Subject: cariso, stories, 
jig, masquerading. On this tape, Ms. Andreas plays the little barrel drum that Frank Charles made from 
the nail barrel that Soule brought him. Ms. Andreas is playing a drum and Ms. McIntosh sings throughout 
the tape, unless otherwise noted.) 

T119-01 1. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE ANDREAS drums Me Mother Had Tell Me Not to Marry 
to No Bobajan:

Me mother had tell me not to marry to no Bobajan 
She said don't let none of Santa Cruz blossom941

Go go marry to no Bobajan.

Bajan. Bobajan. Man, them Bajan are the worse kind. 
They might feed you well and clothe you well, 
But macrone942 you for you lifetime. 

What me go do with them?
What me go do with them? 
Bajan are ten for cent943and two for bratta.944 
What me go do with them so.945

T119-02 2. ETHEL MCINTOSH talks about when Mr. Hoffman used to douse the flag for the horse race; 
entrance fee was 50¢; then ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE ANDREAS drums Entrance 
Fee Was Fifty Cent:

Entrance fee, it was 50 cents, 
And the grandstand was a dollar and a half. 
Little children you come and pay the 50 cents, 

939. Housing project.
940. Sandfly or “no-see-um.”
941. Pretty girls.
942. Cripple.
943. Ten for a penny = there were so many of them.
944. For free.
945. Macedon later told Soule that this song was by Mary Catherine. See Mary Catherine in “People”.
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If you want to see Don't Bother Me and Jig.

Oh, douse the flag again, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again. 
Oh, blow the shell again, yes, One Ball, 
Blow the shell again. 

Oh, douse the flag for me, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag for me. 
Douse the flag for me, 
Let Bother Me get to run again.

McIntosh explains that Bother Me was one of the horses, also Jig; One Ball was the man who used to 
blow the shell.946

T119-03 3. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE ANDREAS drums Eat, Drink, Spree, and Be Merry:

Eat, drink, spree, and be merry, for tomorrow you may die.
What's the use of you banking your money, and your money have wing to fly.
So you live and so you die, and that is the reason why,
We must eat, drink, spree, and be merry, for tomorrow you may die.

Eat, drink, spree, and be merry, for tomorrow you may die.
What's the use of you banking your money, and your money have wing to fly.
So you live and so you die, and that is the reason why,
You must eat, drink, spree, and be merry, for tomorrow you may die.

T119-04 4. Soule asks about Mary Catherine songs. Ms. McIntosh talks about Governor Evans947 who put the 
standpipes in St. Croix, put water in the street. Then ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE 
ANDREAS drums Handsome Governor Evans:

I got to go get a golden cloak 
To give me Governor to cover. 
I got to go get a golden shoe 
For give me Governor for walk in.

“She say —”

Love he, oh, all we love he, oh, 
Handsome Governor Evans, 
All we love you to like a money.

T119-05 5. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE ANDREAS drums Remember the Night in Fish Market 
Square:948

You remember the night in Fish Market Square 
When Scheffer said Jackson couldn't lecture949 there the night. 

946. Conch shell.
947. Waldo A. Evans, governor from 1927-1931.
948. See Scheffer in Chronology.
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All the people bawl, he got to lecture here tonight, 
Hamilton. Jackson, you got to lecture ‘til down in hell.

Soule says that the music is “great.” Ethel McIntosh says you get weary with this music because 
you're so accustomed. She says it sounds good to Soule because “Cat got bone ah play with it, and 
dog want it.” [A proverb.]

T119-06 6. MAUDE ANDREAS talks about “bad men you had in St. Croix” The first one was Charles Sanders 
Ethel McIntosh says he's the one had dab his knife on Scheffer. 

Andreas says there was also Judge Limpricht.950 Ethel McIntosh says he was a Governor. Andreas 
tells how people had to sell all their eggs for 3¢ each. One day a child went with a basket full of eggs 
into the yard of the Governor’s house, and when the Governor saw the boy, he loosed the dog after 
the child. The boy was so frightened, he dropped the basket and all the eggs broke. The Governor 
laughed. Then after the fun was over, he called the boy back, tied up the dog, and gave the boy $2 to 
give his mother for the eggs. “That was our Governor . . . Danish Governor . . . a bad man.”

Ms. Andreas tell another story about a Mr. Laycock, another “bad man.” One day the Gendarmes 
took Laycock to the fort, where Laycock man complained because they didn't feed him “vittles.” The 
other prisoners encouraged him to complain, because they knew what would happen to him. She 
imitates Laycock crying out for food, as well as the Danish accent of the guard. Ultimately, the 
Gendarmes tied him to a LEH-me-lone951 tree, bare-backed, brought out a bull chisel with nine cat-o-
nine-tails, and every lash they give him was a cut; he bawled.

T119-07 7. ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Taddy Lion952 had been to one, the name of Keturah, what he had lived 
with, carry her on the bayside, throw her down on the sand there, he beat her, and when he done, he 
bring bread titi and put it in her mouth and tell her if she must chah ahm.”953

ANDREAS: “Chah on the bread titi?”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “Yes, to find out if she living.” [Laughter.]

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “And he going to different estates all up the country, when he been 
watchman, he go in the country and the people them cook their husband food. The man is at work. 
They cook the food for twelve o’clock when their husband come home to meet the food. He [Lion] 
go in all the woman them house what live with man, shove he hand inside they food, and take out 
what he want out of their food, and they bawling out ‘God, Taddy Lion, what I going tell the 
husband?’ Well, he say, ‘Tell he Lion broke he fungee.’” [Ms. Andreas laughs.]

Soule asks about a song about Lion. Ms. Mac says it's the same man she had told a story about 
earlier: he got locked up and tied to a Leh-Me-Lone tree and had the fever; Taddy Lion. Soule asks 
“Did you make that song?” Ms. McIntosh says “Yeah.” and Ms. Andreas laughs.

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “He was my cousin but then he was so cruel. And all the people then up the 
country, they say they were chase he, because they say he was too ugly and too cruel. So he used to 

949. Lecture = speak at an open-air political meeting. (Vals)
950. Peter Carl Limpricht, Governor-General (1908 - 1911).
951. Let Me Lone tree. TBD: Check out other names are there for this tree & scientific name.
952. There was a stick fighter in the old days (when folks immigrated from Barbados, perhaps) named Maddens Lion.
953. Chew it (Jacobs)
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come around because he and my father is family. So he used to be with us. So he one day he come 
call calling me, so I say —”

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Me No Want Lion: 

Ah who want Lion? Me no love Lion, 
Me too fraid Lion. Me no want Taddy Lion.
Me no love Lion, DAH HOO want Lion.
Me no want no junjo954 down me door.

Ethel McIntosh says it’s a cariso. 

T119-08 8. ETHEL MCINTOSH and MAUDE ANDREAS have a discussion of “raw” lyrics follows, including 
the lyrics that James Brewster sings. Ethel McIntosh says that Seally Bell is a decent one if you 
know how to place the words. She says her father used to sing it to song parties. 

ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Seally Bell the way she learned it from her father:

Seally Bell, Seally Bell, oh you wildin’ Seally Bell,
Where you get side piece to hold them all?

Andreas tells story of Mother Nun from Dominica encouraging children in schoolyard to sing a dirty 
song, because she didn’t understand the words.

T119-09 9. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings and MAUDE ANDREAS drums Boss Borine:

When you been ah you master estate, you come call me Boy Borine. 
Now me come in ah from the estate, you does call me Boss Borine.

Me say, Boy, me no boss for you. Work up your row, work up your row. 
Boy, me no boss for you. Rattan,955 ah rass956 ah you boss!

T120 Ethel McIntosh and Maude Andreas with Drum II - Feb 16, 1980 (STX)
Date February 16, 1980

Location St. Croix, home of Ethel McIntosh

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule

T120-01 1. Soule asks about a rhyme “Ditten Dotten, something is rotten.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “What-he-name does say it. Drake!”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

Ditten Dotten.
One foot stink and the other one rotten!

ETHEL MCINTOSH: “That’s speech. What they used to say to jig.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

954. Literally, fungus or mushroom.
955. A whip made from rattan.
956. Polite was of saying “your ass;” derived from “{you}r ass” the way ‘twas is derived from “{i}t was.” (Highfield)
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My name is Dr. Ditten Dotten.
One foot stink and the other one rotten!

MAUDE ANDREAS: “And you notice he’s got one foot now, for true? He got ah one foot now, you 
know.”

MCINTOSH: “That used to been his speech when he going around with masquerade.”

ANDREAS: “He got a catalog saying...”

Soule asks about when they used to say “Heavy boy.”

MCINTOSH: “Oh, that’s when the drum knocking. That’s the jig.”

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Heavy, boy, heavy, boy, heavy all over.

MCINTOSH: “That’s when they jigging.”

ANDREAS: “And then they say —”

Ethel McIntosh recites Boo Robin.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

Boo robin, boo robin, you big belly Ben.
Me one alone chase three state gang.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

Barren Spot and Strawberry.
If you think it offend, 
Meet me down in Carlton bull pen.957 

Music! 

ANDREAS: 

Music!” 

ANDREAS plays the drum.

MCINTOSH mentions a play the Senior Citizens had in the hall958 in 1968 in which Ms. McBean 
was the first showboy. “But me and _________________ go go help her jig! And from then, ‘68, my 
foot start bothering me, and then me ah jig no more.” 

Soule asks about who sings Matty Gru in the jig.

They talk about the jig dragon; McIntosh says her Auntie took her home by the time the dragon came 
out; Andreas says the dragon used to thief food from the women who were selling food at the jig.

T120-02 2. ANDREAS tells the story of Matty Gru in King George's wife's bedroom, and MCINTOSH sings.

MCINTOSH says there was a parrot outside; She recites the speech that King George says to the 
parrot: “Poll pretty Poll, come to your lord and king, and tell what’s happened since he was gone.”

Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 

957. Estate Carlton ox pen.
958. See St. Gerard’s Hall in the Glossary.
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Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
It is time for you rise and go home. 

Any man, any man, any man, 
Any man in another one house. 
Any man in another one house 
It is time for you rise, rise and go home.

“Then the...

I'm going to tell me Lord Daniel when he come.
I'm going to tell me Lord Daniel when he come.
I going to tell he, I going tell me Lord Daniel when he come.
That Matty Gru been in he wife bedroom.

And then when he asks, “If you had a wife and he do that to you, what you would ah do?”

He say —

I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her.
I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her.
I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her. I would ah kill her.
I would stab her with me sword to her heart.

Then he say they going to kill he, got to call he sister Jane. Call me sister Jane and the little girl, 
Arabella.

He say —

Send and call me sister Jane
Send and call my dear sister Jane
And tell the little girl, Arabella,
Tell her to bring clean sheet and pillow.

For I see the light goes down,
As you see, the light goes down,
As you see, the light goes down,
King George, and you life is short as that.

ANDREAS sings and MCINTOSH joins in —

I know very well, and I see very well, 
That my life wouldn't last me long this night. 
I know very well, and I see very well, 
That my life wouldn't last me long. 

King George, what I have done! 
King George, what I have done! 
King George, what I have done! 
Have pity upon Crown Valentine. 

If I treat your dear mother rude,
If I treat your dear father rude,
If I treat your mother and father rude,
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It is your mother and father's fault.

MCINTOSH sings —

King George, why you so cruel-hearted?. . . 
You are in a race? rage? to take my life.
King George, why you so cruel-hearted?. . . 
You are in a race? rage? to take my life.

MCINTOSH: “Then he gonna....

Farewell, kind friends, farewell.
Since we must part, farewell.
Rolling waters may divide us
Until we reach on the bright shore.
Rolling waters may divide us all
Until we reach on the bright shore.

MCINTOSH: “That mean that he make up he mind to dead because he gon going dead. Then the 
next one come out —”

[Reciting]:

Got some ladies in the town, 
Wearing their hats without any crown.

“The jig come out and sing that!”

[Reciting]:

Think you say that John can't eat, 
When I meet he last night In me guinea corn piece! 
He had bag on he head, And a bundle in he hand. 
I run the nigger man til he drop down dead.
Music! Music!

Soule asks if the jig alternates between serious and joking. Then she asks about when the drum 
would be played.

Maude Andreas begins to play the drum.

MCINTOSH: “That’s when they jigging!”

They perform Heavy Boy.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [Singing]:

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Jig, boy, jig, boy, do your master work! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Jig-a-jig. Jig-a-jig. Jig-a-jig-a jig.

ANDREAS: “Fella, fella, stop!”

Maude Andreas stops playing the drum.
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ANDREAS [Reciting]:

When I was the age of twenty,
I had them young girl plenty.
And when I come the age of twenty-one,
They call me the biggest obeah man!

ANDREAS and MCINTOSH: “Music!”

Maude Andreas begins to play the drum again.

They perform Heavy Boy.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [singing]:

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 

MCINTOSH: “Fiddler, fiddler, stop!”

Maude Andreas stops playing the drum.

Ethel McIntosh recites When I Was a Boy.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

When I was a little boy going to school,
I had buy a guitar for twenty cent.
All the tune I could ah play
Was get them girl in a family way.

MCINTOSH: “Music!”

Andreas starts playing the drum again.

ETHEL MCINTOSH [reciting]:

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 

Andreas plays the drum for a few more seconds, then stops.

SOULE: “Oh, that’s the way it goes!”

Then Soule asks if the “Heavy Boy” would be in the same performance as King George.

MCINTOSH: “Yeah, yeah, yeah.”

Soule asks if the drumming would be at the beginning or the end.

MCINTOSH: “After they — when they make their speech. You see, when they come and they make 
their speech. Then after the speech done, say after that, and then a next one come and — that is for 
when they making speech.”

T120-03 3. ETHEL MCINTOSH and MAUDE ANDREAS talk about Ciple’s959 and Halliday’s marching song, 
When Foreday Come . . . they chanted it between stops; 

959. See Ciple in “People”.
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Mrs. Mac talks about Evilina Gordon’s song Ask Mr. Jackson, about D. Hamilton Jackson and the 
“Danish” words; 

Mrs. McIntosh describes a play they [Senior Citizens] made for the Danish Centennial. In the play, 
they wanted someone who could speak Danish. In the play, a lady named Ingledoo played the part of 
the Gendarme — she has since died. In the play, a bell was tolling and someone asked the Gendarme 
who the bell was tolling for. [Who died?] The Gendarme answered in Danish: “Ikke Forstå,” 
meaning that he didn’t understand the person’s question. The questioner thought he was saying a 
person’s name, so the person went around telling everyone that “Ikke Forstå” had died. The people 
began to lament, say he was such a good man.

Mrs. Mac's part in the play was to say that he owed her money. “Ikke Forstå dead and he owe me?” 
“He should have pay me before he go go dead.” Her character starts asking everyone if they know 
Ikke Forstå’s family so they could pay his debt. The debt turned out to be only seven cents; 

Ms. Mac tells story of how the Danes used to ask you where you were born — “Where you mother 
kommer fra?”

So they used to call the dead when they got home, “kommer fra.”

And so you ask and say Where you “kommer fra?” They say “You ‘kommer fra’ there home.”

They ain’t understand they asking you, “Which part you born?”

Ms. Mac talks about how the Gendarmes used to beat people; He say kommer fra there home.”

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

They both talk about how they shackled people to the back of a cart to take them to fort, and the 
prisoner had to trot along behind the horse and cart and if they didn’t keep up, they’d fall down and 
the cart would just drag them. That’s why people stayed out of jail.

They say how now they treat prisoners so good that prisoners want to stay in jail. When it comes 
time for them to get released, they commit another crime so they don’t have to leave jail.

Andreas tells another story about a woman who couldn't talk English good, had a baby to be 
christened; child's name was to be Pin Pon She; 

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Andreas expresses concern that Soule will run out of tape.) 

Mrs. Mac tells a story about someone named Boil, a woman named Miss McFallen, man named Fritz 
Heitman960 . . . crabs in the barrel . . . he got a nickname for boiling crabs the lady said to throw 
away: ______________________________ Boil; He threw machetes and rock-stones at people who 
teased him.

960. Census says a Fritz Heitman was 30 in 1901
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T120-04 4. Ethel McIntosh describes how they [?the senior citizen group?] had a play with the country girl and 
the town girl; country girl dress in bag clothes, barefoot, hair plait; Town girl said: “You yet the flour 
and you jump in the bag.” — They wore the flour bag for clothes — but town girls begged the 
country girls for their fruit; “your father got bamancoo;”961 but he walked with the money for the 
parson; . . . They start to sing —

Tell ah me, they ah waiting. . . 

Andreas tells story about why St. Thomas and St. Croix people are always fighting: St. Thomas 
people were Caribs, ate people; St. Croix people were Arawaks; St. Thomas people used to attack St. 
Croix. [Tape runs out.]

T121 James Brewster III - Feb 16, 1980 (STX)
Dates February 16, 1980

Location St. Croix, home of James Brewster

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Archivist note Cuts originally labeled VIV121-07, VIV121-08, VIV121-09, and VIV121-10 were 
removed from this archive.

T121-01 1. James Brewster talks about Ciple.962 Well, he [Ciple] was a guy actually used to go about with a 
kerosene pan; sometimes a guy with a guitar; he used to sing, knock pan; Brewster says that he 
[Brewster] used to go around with them. Says he [Brewster] used to run away [a jet goes by]; Ciple? 
used to get with my father; my father used to play squash; Alec McBean — in old age 
home . . . Whim — used to play the guitar; he says on holidays they used to go through streets; says 
he used to play steel; in fact, the only thing he can't play is sax; he says they used to have fun, like on 
a holiday, get together at head of King Street; didn't used to have to ask permission to play music in 
the street; when Ciple start to sing . . . and he had a voice! he didn't need no mic at all, no way; and 
he used to knock that pan. Brewster says that every weekend they had something under the big 
tamarind tree, had music from Saturday through Monday if it was a holiday; people used to fix food; 
went with gallons of rum, 98 cents a gallon! Also, some folks made cane rum. He says lived 
differently back then; people were more together.

T121-02 2. James Brewster discusses songs that Ciple made. He says that Mary Bool, that was Ciple's. Also, 
Too No Kasha. Another one Brewster got from Ciple is Trouble Tree Don't Bear No Blossom. “He 
[Ciple] could ah look at you and make a song after you. He had one —”

I give you a dollar and half to buy fish
But you give my money to Peter
Me ah work hard to support
And you ah give me fish head
Ciple can’t stand this kind of digging
So you better give me back me shilling. 

961. Swollen or enlarged testicles. (Seaman)
962. See Ciple in “People”.
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T121-03 3. Brewster says his band plays the old-time way and that's the problem; people pay $3.50 to go to 
quadrille now; used to be $1.50, or a dollar, even for the same hours; Brewster says he just move the 
speed a little to get the kids; also makes the age-able people get a little more spirited; people excited 
when his band plays, they don't all hang out at the bar; he says this is because his band step ups the 
music a little, gives it a heat.

T121-04 4. Soule is playing a recording. Brewster says the tune is an Alphonso Joseph one; “Alphonso Joseph 
was the one put the guitar in my hand.” Brewster says Alphonso Joseph was like a father to 
Brewster. Alphonso Joseph used to show Brewster the C chord and he was really strict; Brewster 
says he knew him from in Bethlehem, Alphonso Joseph, yeah; then he moved to Golden Grove, then 
to Whim, then to Frederiksted, and he was living in Foster and that's where he died. Ciple died 
around 1950.

T121-05 5. Soule is playing a recording of the Whim Band with Pedro on flute. Brewster says the lyrics to the 
song are “Payne no let she come back in the house again . . . Annie Girl, No Come Back Again.” 

T121-06 6. [Soule is playing another Whim Handicapped Band recording.] Soule asks Brewster to sing words to 
Taste 'Am; he does. 

Soule plays some of Whim Band playing Pussy Whiskers; Brewster sings along, then laughs, 
Brewster comments that Pedro makes his change too fast; “Pussy Whiskers could make good 
soup...”

T122 LP: Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)
Subject LP name: “Jeppesen Band of Renown.” 

Notes Copied from the album cover: Renown Records, P. O. Box 44, St. Thomas.

Technical Stereo

Musicians

R. Jeppesen squash
J. Welson guitar
P. De Graff vocal
O. Stagger drums
A. Jeppesen sax
L. Machiou
V. Emanuel guitar
R. Shoulbrun
R. River

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC13.

T122-01 1. My Way.

T122-02 2. Stranger in the Night.

T122-03 3. Merengue in C Minor.
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T122-04 4. Polka-mazurca.

T122-05 5. Seventh step. 

T122-06 6. Two-Step. This tune is Seally Bell.

T122-07 7. Blue Danube.

T122-08 8. Martina Andrew.963

T122-09 9. Dream of Me.

T122-10 10. San Francisco.

T122-11 11. Cuando Vuelvas.

T122-12 12. Merengue Arturo.

T123 LP: Dance to the Music of Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)
Subject Name of LP is “Dance to the Music of Jeppesen Band of Renown.” 

Notes Copied from the album cover: The Virgin Islands Favorite; Waltz, Country Dance, 
seven-step, two-step, Polka.

Technical Stereo

Musicians (All St. Thomians):

Pershing De Graff Vocalist
Vernon Emanuel First guitarist
Joseph Wilson Second guitarist & vocalist
Roy Schulterbrandt Trumpet
Vendol Matthew Bass
Rafael Amoros Bongo
Romeo Jeppesen Squash
Austin Stagger Drums
Arthur Jeppesen Saxophonist and leader

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC14.

T123-01 1. If You Were The Only Girl. Instrumental.

T123-02 2. Scotish [sic]. Instrumental.

963. For lyrics and possible interpretation, see T019-07.
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T123-03 3. Nazarene. Instrumental.

T123-04 4. Sardine Can & Man In The Moon. Instrumental.

T123-05 5. Lagoon Mouth,964 vocal.

T123-06 6. A Mi Manera.

T123-07 7. El Sueno. [This tune is played by the Cold Goose Gang on T010-01.]

T123-08 8. Polka Mazolke [sic].

T123-09 9. Queen Mary, vocal.

T123-10 10. Sly Mongoose medley: Dina, Sly Mongoose965 vocal, Lucy On The Bay.

T124 Vivian McIntosh and Wilfred Pedro - Feb 19, 1980 (STX)
Date February 19, 1980

Location Cuts one through five recorded at the home of Vivian McIntosh, Whim Gardens, St. 
Croix. Cut six was recorded in a class at Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Transcription Mary Jane Soule with assistance from Alvin Milligan.

T124-01 1. VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Yes quadrille had gone, but I bring it back. I used to keep dances! I used to 
keep dance! I print me card them and I’ll give it out.966 But it never been so dear like now you see. 
And then I share the card them out. And the night of the quadrille, then Phonso Joseph used to play 
for me. He was the fluter. And he used to play for me. And I get a lot of people to the dance.”

Soule asks if Miss Vivian can remember when that was.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “I can’t remember what year. Can’t remember.”

Soule asks when Mr. Joseph died.

MCINTOSH: “I can’t remember when he die, but I know he die. And then after he die, then one 
name Alphonso Marshall used to play. But all them thing, me ain’t member — me ain’t member all 
them thing — me dear mother. Me ain’t remember when they die. I know Phonso Joseph used to 
play for me. And after Phonso Joseph die, then Alphonso Marshall used to play for me. Both of them 
was two good fluter.”

Soule asks who used to call.

964. See Colbann, Ferdinand in “People”.
965. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
966. These were probably personal invitations to the dance. See Vincent Harris’s description of hand-written invitations, T115-

02.
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VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Who used to call? Adam Petersen. Adam Petersen he was my caller. And 
sometimes Vincent967 come Vincent will come help him.”

Soule asks if Miss Vivian got Mr. Petersen out of Herbert Griggs to call.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “No, he never lived to Herbert Griggs then. He never get sick then.968 He 
was living to Bethlehem and married to his wife Miriam. But I never get him to call when he go to 
Herbert Griggs.”

Soule asks who taught Petersen to call. 

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “I don’t know if it is my father. I know it had one name Alfred Francis, he 
teach me father. He teach me father, but I don’t know if it is me father teach Mr. Petersen, can’t 
remember, but I know Alfred Francis — he die a long time — he teach me father lancers and 
everything.”

Soule asks if the old-time floormasters called differently than those today.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Yes, they don’t dance quadrille like how we used to dance it. The young 
people them, they ain’t know it, and they keep too much ah noise running up and down. And if I was 
even able to see, I wouldn’t go to no quadrille now. Because the quadrille now ain’t like times gone 
when my father, Adam, and Vincent Harris — all of them.”

Soule asks what’s different.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Well, I can’t tell you how they different because some of the bars them are 
so short. Some of the bars them are so short. Payne, Payne going all even more than the rest them. 
Curtis [Williams] and all of them, they don't call it right. But of course, since I can’t see, I can’t go. 
And they got too much of dance that Adam them used to dance. And my father. They ain’t playing it. 
You have one named Bobbin Jone. Then, after Bobbin Jone, let me see, get the other one . . .  Tell 
the truth, it so many years now, that I forget partly all of them.”

SOULE: “Bobbin Jone, that was a kind of dance?”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Yes, it was a kind of dance!”

Vivian McIntosh sings Bobbin Jone.

One, two, three, four, 

“Then you come back —”

Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife.

One, two, three, four, 
Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.
Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.

“Then you go around:”

Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.
Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.
Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.
Bobbin Jone, Bobbin Jone, want to be my wife alone.

967. See Harris, Vincent in “People”.
968. Adam Petersen was injured and crippled in 1951 when a sugar bag fell on him. See Petersen, Adam in “People”.
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“Where you start from, you got to come right around and stop right there.”

Soule asks if that was part of the quadrille.

MCINTOSH: “Yes, ah.”

Soule asks if that was the dance after the quadrille, the round dance.

MCINTOSH: “Yes. Then they had the one named the band dance. Band dance: You hook your 
partner . . . I forget how the band dance go. I forget how the band dance — You go forward four 
times, you come backward four times, and then you turn. That was the band dance.”

SOULE: “I bet you were a great dancer.”

MCINTOSH: “Yes ah! I forget {all of them}. When we go to dance, me father go to dance, me 
father had like a lot of woman, you know. And when he see one of the woman he like, he gone with 
them and he give me the whistler for I to control the dance until he come.”

MCINTOSH: “Than, another Floormaster what die, named John DooDoo, used to call him John 
DooDoo, he say, “Father gone and he ain't come and tell us.” I say “I tired too bad.” He take the 
whistler from me and he control the dance. All them thing I forgot because that was the young young 
days. Now I's 80. I make 80 the twelfth of January.”

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “My father died in 1922. 1922 he die. I was just 22 when he die, 'cause I 
born 1900.”

T124-02 2. VIVIAN MCINTOSH sings Elias Prince.

“A cousin of mine, Elias Prince.969 I don’t know if that is a cariso. But he was going to New York 
and had getting a child with a woman named Sarah CASSELL. Then he sleep there the Saturday night 
and he was going leave the Sunday, and the child never born until the Sunday morning. So the sing 
go —”

Nine-o-clock the morning
When the steamer leave the harbor,
Then my little Helen come born.

Oh, nine-o-clock the morning
When the steamer leave the harbor,
Then little Helen come born.

Oh, you call ‘Lias Prince there for me.
Tell he let he bring the money come for the child.
Call ‘Lias Prince, there call ee there for me.
And let he bring the money come for the child. [She laughs.]

‘Lias sleep, ‘Lias sleep, the Saturday night, whole night.
And then Helen wouldn’t born.
‘Lias sleep to me Saturday night, whole night, 
And then Helen wouldn’t born.

All you call ‘Lias Prince there for me.

969. Census records say an “Elias Prince” was born in 1910.
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Tell he let bring the money come for the child.
Call ‘Lias Prince there, call he there for me.
And let he bring the money come for the child. [Laughs] 

SOULE: Oh, that’s a good one. Who made that song?

MCINTOSH: “The lady heself what get the baby; she had make the baby song heself.”

T124-03 3. VIVIAN MCINTOSH says the song about Mr. Hattenson, Open Your Window was not from Mary 
Catherine; Mary Catherine's one is Oh We Want to Know. 

Oh, want to know, oh, all we really want to know, 
We want to know from The Editor, if we trouble to Mr. Schmiegelow.

Talk you _____, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear.
Talk you _____, Jackson boy, talk and let Schmiegelow hear you.

“Schmiegelow was a white man, and he [Jackson] was a black man. He [Jackson] went to Denmark, 
and when he come back, Schmiegelow come and say that he gonna shoot him. And the night when 
we all there on the fish market — all a heap970 of people come — some got stone, some got brick, 
some got this — and Mary Catherine say —”

Oh, want to know, oh, all we really want to know, 
We want to know from The Editor, if we trouble to Mr. Schmiegelow.

Talk you _____, Jackson boy, talk and let them hear.
Blow your guts, Jackson boy, 
Blow ahm,971 let Schmiegelow hear you. 

“And Schmiegelow come up. And when he come, everybody come — they got rock-stone, they got 
this, they got that — they say they gon kill him. There were a man name — I forget what he name — 
but he was right near to Jackson, and he say, ‘Schmiegelow, don't worry to come. We will kill you 
here tonight!’” [She laughs.]

T124-04 4. Soule asks if Miss Vivian ever went to the jig.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “No. I never go all them place. To the jig and all like that. I stay on the street 
when they jigging in the street because I hear them — but I mean I never go which part they 
practicing and so. Oh me was so glad to see it me ain't 'member a thing. I would ah liked to see it. 
[She laughs.] Hear them! Paddy. Paddy used to be with them, too. And Willie Carroll. All of them 
used to sing in the jig. Mmmhmm.”

T124-05 5. Soule asks if Miss Vivian's mother ever sang songs to her.

VIVIAN MCINTOSH: “Me ain't got no mother. Me mother died after giving birth for me.”

Soule asks Miss Vivian who raised her.

970. A lot.
971. Them (your guts)
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MCINTOSH: “Me grandmother. She no sing songs to me. Is only Mary Catherine, you know when I 
went to live with Mary Catherine before I go to school. So when I seven years, I had to leave and 
come home to me granny and she sent me to school, to Annaly school.”

“Mary Catherine, she had two swell foot. 'Tis me Auntie. And is she sing —”

Peep, Peep, Peep
You no hear the turkey ah bawl.
Hear the turkey ah run and bawl.
He want to go to his granger.972

She laughs and asks Soule if she got that one on tape.

Soule asks Miss Vivian if she has children.

MCINTOSH: “One. I had a one and I had an abortion. But they die. The one live a year and ten 
months, and she die, she had a influenza and it kill her.”

T124-06 6. Soule is playing tape T075 of Wilfred Pedro playing so that Pedro can identify the tunes.

WILFRED PEDRO says the first one was Randall Put on Your Shoes.

Pedro says his brother-in-law taught him to play the flute [Ronald Riggers?]

Next tune Pedro identifies is Twenty Cents for the Pan Cover, then Mockingbird.

Pedro doesn’t know the name of the next one; says he learned it from his brother-in-law. The tune 
changes to Rupert. 

Pedro talks a little about quadrille. He says calvary973 is like a jig, hums a little of one calvary 
melody. He says calvary is a long dance.

The next song Soule plays is When Foreday Come. Pedro says “It's a merengue, like you play after 
a set of quadrille.”974

Soule then plays Pussy Whiskers; Pedro says some of the lyrics are “You could make good soup, but 
he won't sing any more lyrics because they’re too harsh.

Soule plays Taste Am. Pedro says some of the lyrics are “go and never come back.” He says he 
doesn't know where it come from.

The next one Soule plays is Zoop, Zoop, Zoop. Pedro sings along; says it was made from a ring 
game.

Soule play a tune from a recording of a quadrille dance. [It sounds like Curtis is calling the dance.] 
Pedro doesn't know the name.

Soule plays another tune, flute lead. Pedro doesn’t know the name to this one either, but says the 
words are something like “lay down in your house and sleep.” 

Pedro says he has been blind since he was 29 years when he got knocked on the back of his head 
while working with sugar bags. He got hit with sugar bag when some got stuck in some doorway. He 
has a wife and six kids. His wife lives in the States with a daughter.

972. His family
973. See calvary in the Glossary.
974. For more information see “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, and flotation” in the Introduction.
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T125 Beatrice Mapsey Johnson I - Feb 20, 1980 (STX)
Date February 20, 1980

Location St. Croix, kitchen of Beatrice Mapsey Johnson in Calquohoun

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and James Brewster

T125-01 1. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON recites the lyrics of Hillie’s the Girl I Really Love.

You see Hillie is the girl that I love so well, 
Nobody know but me. 
Onliest thing that bother me life, 
Hillie went in the yard with Block. 

See where Block had tell Hillie, 
'Wait til your money been come.' 

JOHNSON: “So he went in and he do he work and no more ah there there for give he.”

James Brewster describes how hard Miss Bea used to work.

T125-02 2. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings Pot Pon Fire.

SOULE: “Who's song is this?”

BREWSTER: “This is Marie Richards song.”

JOHNSON: “No, I know that from since I was a girl.”

SOULE: “How's it go again?”

JOHNSON [singing]:

Only for a thousand piece of board
I gon to build my kitchen little higher.
For when those975 schoolchildren pass across,
They going to peep in me pot pon fire.
So Gracious Master what is that?
ee enough to get me vex.
Well bitter cusada going to sway your belly
Is William John gon hear. [She laughs.]

JOHNSON: “Well, since I was a little girl, I hearing that sing. ‘Only for a thousand piece of board.’ 
So, the kitchen was so small, so they gon build it a little higher, because when the schoolchildren 
pass, they wouldn't interfere with the pot pon fire. So he say —” 

[Reciting]:

Gracious Master, what is that?
Enough to get me vex.976

From the time we used to got bitter cusada.

975. She pauses before she says “schoolchildren,” obviously trying to cover up some words she doesn’t thing are proper. Note 
that Ethel McIntosh sang “raben pickney” in this place.

976. She says WEX.
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“He say —”

Bitter cusada going to swell your belly.

“That mean they gon eat the cusada. So he say —

William John going to hear bout it.

SOULE: “Was it Mary Richards?”

JOHNSON: “Marie. Marie.”

JOHNSON: “But you see those day when all those things had singing, nobody never used to got 
nothing to record it over and over. You see? Is long time! Listen! Is only now — we __________ 
used to mas, you know. We never used to got like them field like they how in town, the Christmas.”

“Easter. Whit. Fourth of July. All them, we gone out massin. And not a mortal.”977

“Then we used to got the boom-boom. You hear [she imitates the drum]. All of that. Gone. You can't 
tell a mortal because nothing.978 Only if you know it, you will sing it. You see? But nobody never 
patronize — nights, days — after the young generation will got it. You know?” 

Johnson says that half of them sing, now, up now, the other day. I hear where Jamesie singing one 
the other day. I hear it sing from since I was a little girl.

T125-03 3. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings Hillie is the Girl I Love So Well:

“You got Hillie? Hillie was the girl I love so well?”

Hillie is the girl that I love so well, 
Nobody know but me. 
Hillie is the girl that I love so well, 
Nobody know but me. 
Hillie is the girl that I love so well, 
Nobody know but me. 
The onliest thing that bother me life, 
Hillie went in the yard with Block. 

Hear what Block had tell Hillie, 
'Wait til the money been come.' 
Hear what Block had tell Hillie, 
'Wait til the money been come.' 
Hear what Block had tell Hillie, 
'Wait til the money been come.' 
The onliest thing that bother me life, 
Hillie went in the yard with Block. 

“You see? So it’s Block and Hillie. You understand?”

Ms. Johnson says she knew both Block and Hillie.

She tries to remember another song. Jamesie asks about Mary Bool.

977. A mortal = a person, a soul. And now, nobody.
978. You can’t tell anybody about it, because it’s done — over — gone.
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T125-04 [BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON tells Bru Nansi stories.]

Jamesie asks about Bru Nansi and Bru Tekuma. 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson tells a Bru Nansi story about Stealing Corn. Bru Nansi and Bru Tekuma 
were brothers; went into cornfield; Bru Nansi tell Bru Tekuma, I will carry middle night one had to 
go in tree; the wheel bend and the story is end; 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson tells the Cattle Belly story about Bru Nansi how he went again to the 
cornfield and he went in his bull . . . “you so raven that you gonna bring the bad thing,” got in tree 
and crow like a cock, don't meddle with the thing going button-batten; can't put hog belly in the 
river; . . . the wheel bend. . . 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson tells another story about Bru Lizard, had a girl living with a fish, fish 
Whitenin; girl asked her mother to sing? She sings the song. The lyrics say the mother killed the fish. 
At the end, Johnson says “The wheel bend...”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson tells the Dance Ah Middle story about when the devil had a dance: who 
can't dance a middie must dance a corner [she doesn't finish]; she says Delta Dorsch knows a lot of 
stories; we have been to the school together.

T125-05 4. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “This other one, Phonso [Joseph] used to play.”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sings Mother, Is the Battle Over?979

Oh, my boy, your noble father,
Yes one who number with the dead.
Although I love him so dearly,
In heaven we all shall meet again.

Is he well or is he wounded?
Mother, do you think that he was slain?
If I play he might tell me, “Oh my father's coming home.

Oh, my boy, your noble father,
Yes one who number with the dead.
Although I love him so dearly,
In heaven we all shall meet again.

[Note: this song was sung at the Tea Meeting T083-T087.] 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson says she learned that and Alphonso Joseph played it in a Sixth Figure; 
Jamesie says that the old tunes a lot of musicians play are from Beatrice Mapsey Johnson, but she 
says “I forget them.”

T125-06 5. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings Mary Burt:

Oh Mary Burt, wildin’ Mary Burt
Tell Mary Burt, me no want her again.
Tell Mary Burt, me no want her again.

979. Mother, is the battle over? was a late nineteenth century song sheet published by Charles Magnus, 12 Frankfort St. N.Y. 
For more information, see song sheets in the Glossary. Note that Miss Bea also sang part of this song on T129-02.
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Tell me Mary Burt, me no want her again.
Oh Mary Burt, wildin’ Mary Burt
Tell Mary Burt, that me no want her again.

T125-07 8. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson describes how they used to play ring; she sing Lappy, Lappy, Lay. She 
tries to remember Please Turn That Stone . . . “We too dead!” . . . “Raise up the thing, let the place 
come up together!” 

She says another thing is we should talk to the white people cause they buy little things from us; a 
white man had danced with me, asked me my name and where I live; he says keep it up; we get help 
from those people that come to the island, they don't know sugar cake and this and that, they buy 
food from us; a man had liked my johnny cake; all these things just bring us up quite together!

T126 Amos Frett and Gerda Benjamin I - March 4, 1980 (STT)
Date March 4, 1980

Location St. Thomas, home of Amos Frett, age 86, born 1884 in St. Thomas

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T126-01 l. Amos Frett says he used to make the bamboula drum; he says he was an “orphan” but grew up 
amongst the Fretts; says his mother died when he was eight — no, his father died when he was eight, 
his mother died when I was nine. So, he grew up with his cousins (John, Elias, Edmund, and Ernest) 
and they used to make the drums on the Christmas season and knock bamboula, and all sort of 
dancing.

If you do anything they make a song on you; you thief, they make a song on you. They set up the 
drum on the Fifth of November. He says they used to light a pope and start to practice from that 
night, the Fifth of November — that was Guy Fawkes980 day; they knock bamboula from that night, 
practicing for Christmas

He says he always lived right here [in the “country”]; Amos Frett says he was born where Ms. 
Benjamin lives in Frydenhoj.

Amos Frett says he is like brother and sister with Ms. Benjamin because “I know when she born.” 
He says he is 86; born on December 8, 1884.

We used to have practice for bamboula, sometimes the people from St. John used to come down to 
practice, too. Thy had a special hall for that: “a dance hall” for that; people would gather at a certain 
hour to practice; 

All of them that used to knock the drum, they die now. Richard Frett was the katta man: Richard 
Samuel Frett. Then John Frett for the drum: he was a killer, he could ah roll the drum! And Elias 
Frett could ah knock the drum. And Richard could ah kill the whole of them out with the katta stick; 
He says he wishes he could ah knock it like Richard, rattle it; it was beautiful; he says all them things 

980. Guy Fawkes Day is annually celebrated in Britain on November 5. It is sometimes known as Bonfire Night and marks the 
anniversary of the discovery of “The Gunpowder Plot” organized by Catholic conspirators who planned the failed 
Gunpowder Plot of 1605 to blow up the Houses of Parliament. The tradition of observing this holiday was most likely 
brought to St. Croix by the laborers who immigrated from the British islands in the late 1800s. For more information, see 
“Importation of British laborers” in the Archive Introduction.
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gone out. Benjamin talks about the origin of the bamboula drum, says maybe it was from the 
Indians. Frett says the drum is from slavery time, came up from that time, and that was the music; 
some of the songs were Creole.

T126-02 2. Amos Frett says he can't sing the Creole, can't speak it. He says there are only a few words he could 
understand; he says all the old people used to speak it. He says that Charles Martin's wife — used to 
live by the Bay — could ah speak Creole, also Miss Bella could speak it good — a heavy-set lady — 
Ms. Benjamin says Miss Bella lives up near Bluebeard's Castle, on the hill on the way up; Frett says 
a few words in Creole to mean “Everything is good.” 

Ms. Benjamin says “How are you” in Creole.

They say that Charles and John Baker can speak it, and Emily too. Ms. Benjamin says Emily ain't so 
hot on it; Emily sang “Three Blind Mice” one time. [Ms. Benjamin repeats two lines in Creole.] 

Amos Frett says people wore everyday clothes to the practices. He says used to have the bamboula 
drum for Carnival: the woman all sing, or a man sing, and the others answer. 

And one plays the drum and plays the different notes. “We were so bad.” He says the last Carnival 
we had with the drum, it had rained, and they say “Nothing stop the Carnival” from then.

...He says that at some point, they got mixed up with the Crucians. The drum had gotten a little 
muddy, damp; and when John went to knock it, the hoop bust. So the Crucians lent us them their 
drum. Frett describes the hoops. [He may be comparing the hoops on the St. Thomian drum with 
those on the Crucian drums.] He describes how the Crucians used to use a “tub.” But he says the St. 
Thomians never used to use that, they used the cane.

Because of the rain, they couldn’t perform in the field, they had to play on the pier in front of the 
fort. He says “that was good days that time.” He describes how the people had umbrellas hanging 
over the street all the way up to the field; Ms. Benjamin remembers drying a drum by burning a 
paper inside the drum to make the skin come tight again; Frett also mentions rubbing something with 
alcohol fast, fast, fast? “Them days ain't coming back again.”

T126-03 3. Ms. Benjamin says the beauty of it is when you knock and you got your foot making the beat. Frett 
says, “All them people die out, but John could knock a drum, and he showed Frett. But Frett couldn’t 
learn the katta stick. They discuss the interaction between the drummer on the skin end and the katta 
stick beat. Ms. Benjamin says that she was coming up to knock the drum. but then John “killed” her; 
now I come old, my hand can't knock the katta; but if she hears somebody else knock the drum and 
they don't do it right, she can tell.

Ms. Benjamin says the katta stick is like the leading part, and the drum just keeping the beat to suit 
the katta stick; And if you knocking the drum and the katta man find you making bad notes, he 
knock you, he tap your behind . . . [She laughs.] 

One of them says, “All them fellows gone.” One of them says John knocked the drum for the last 
time at the Carnival [1952?]; Benjamin's mother was the Queen of the Bamboula; [John Frett is the 
nephew of the John Frett that Mr. Frett is referring to, so he knows a little about knocking the drum.] 
Frett says that yesterday he spent the day with Mimi up on the hill, but forgot to tell him 
about . . . Ms. Benjamin says called him but couldn't get him; 
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Ms. Benjamin asks Mr. Frett if he remembers the songs; she has some written down. She mentions 
Oh, Me Mama, Me Mama, She Cried and Annesta Ann Kribishee.

BENJAMIN sings:

Annesta Ann kribishee981 
You keep them home. 
Your two whoring daughters, you keep them home.
The one in the night like Easter goat . . .
Keep them home . . .

She sings Hand Me Me Petticoat:

Hand me me petticoat.
The petticoat with insertion tail . . .
Hear what mama say, __________________ upon her finger
Petticoat that I hang down there.
Hand me me petticoat.

Mr. Frett says you gotta answer according to the sing, you know; 

BENJAMIN: And when she sing, they say “Twi lee lee lee lee lee. . .;” 

She sings Oh Me Mama She Cry:

Oh, me mama she cry
There's no one to comfort me own
The babe in my arms to perish and die
There's no one to comfort me.

“That's a bèlè!982 . . . Heel and Toe...”

FRETT: “We call it a bèlè and then you got to dance heel and toe with that.”

Ms. Benjamin hums some of the melody.

They mention a couple of woman that danced that; they're dead now. And we used to go go 
serenade! 

Soule asks if these dances and this music was more of a country thing. Frett replies that the people 
used to come from town to “have the same pleasure.” 

Frett then mentions that they used to go serenading.

Frett says they had to carry the drum with them for the serenading. “Good Morning...”

FRETT sings Guavaberry:

Good Morning, good morning
Hand me the guavaberry. 

He sings it again, “It's a melee and a half!” Used to have it good.

981. Kribishee is the word for a fresh water shrimp.
982. See bèlè in the Glossary.
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T126-04 4. Soule asks if Mr. Frett has heard of amstroohut drumming. Mr. Frett says “Oh, yeah, they had it 
here. He says they got some boy could tell you about that.” He imitates the drumming: PUM-DOO-
PUM; PUM DOPUM . . . BBDDRRRRRRRR. . . He says “And then you jumping.” 

Ms. Benjamin says you jumping up like a stallion ass?

Mr. Frett says “Yeah, amstroohut that's what we used to call it.” He says it was a kind of dance too; 
like what they play for the Indians at Carnival now. Frett says that they had a fellow named Clem, he 
could ah knock a drum out of this world! They played a bass and a kettledrum. He says Clem might 
have been from St. Croix. Frett describes where Clem used to live: next to Glass Bottle Alley, in the 
Barracks yard? He says it was there they used to set up and practice. “That draw the crowd: 
Amstroohut!”

Ms. Benjamin thinks that you had to have a singer or leader for this type of music. [But she may be 
speaking of bamboula, not Amstroohut.] Benjamin says “My mother used to do it.” She says the lead 
singer did not necessarily knock the drum; the other people danced and answered like a chorus; 

Ms. Benjamin asks Frett what he used to bore the holes in the bamboula drum with; he says an 
auger. They describe the holes for the pins; tie a rope around it; had to be at a slant. They discuss 
more about the pins and the holes. 

Soule asks Benjamin and Frett to explain again how they prepare the skin for the drum. 

Frett says he open the skin and stretch it to see how big it is, rub it with ashes to corn it; then leave it 
for a couple days, then take a razor and take off all the hair, or else you can wrap it up and put white 
lime on it to take off the hair; the side of the skin that the hair come from got to be on top — that’s 
the part you got to knock; he saw somebody do it the other way . . . it looked good but it couldn't 
sound.

Ms. Benjamin asks Frett whether you rub in the ashes when the skin is fresh. Frett seems to say yes. 
He describes soaking the skin and then getting a hoop, actually two of them, he describes how to put 
the hoops on, and the pins too; one pin is called the “king;” he describes how to adjust the pins and 
tune the drum; how you tap it, and tap it; how they let the sun dry it; “That time you setting it up!”

T126-05 5. This cut needs to be redone.

Soule asks about a Frett says the first Carnival was 1952 . . .  Miller them __________________ was 
the Queen; As they [the King and Queen?] step out, the tug blew up __________________ this was 
in the olden days [when Mr. Frett was a child?] He says the Carnival had stopped for a while, then 
started up in 1952; was started up by Mango Jones [Ron DeLugo]. In those early days of Carnival, 
you had to carry your own food; and the parade was only on one day, not like now where they have 
two days for parades; Now they have it a whole week; that was Miller time? 

Benjamin asks Frett if they used to celebrate All Fools Day with the Big Head? Mr. Frett says “Oh 
yeah, that's what we called mas.” He says the biggest day was Three Kings Day, had all sorts of 
mas . . . can't remember the holidays we celebrated in Danish time; had horse race; used to mas on 
Easter Monday and Whit Monday; Whit was the last of the thing: that time everybody hold a picnic; 
under a lovely big tree — keep you from the hot sun, like right down here where the cows are; had 
hot kallaloo and all sorts of things they had cooked; but now everything change.

Frett tells Benjamin: You were small then, but we had mas out here [in the country]; remember 
__________________; man used to wear women frock and thing; we went to TuTu; I think it was 
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Whit Monday; it broke up; we would mas all about; I was one . . . I had on a frock too; we had string 
music: guitar, __________________, flute and güiro and an asspipe. 

Benjamin says they had a bath pan: a piece of board nailed to a bathtub with a string. She says that 
was the bass — and your little ukulele. “I used to be around my old lady with it.” 

Frett says that Benjamin’s mother was the Queen of the Bamboula and she keep it up; she was the 
head of it, she told us what costume we had to wear, and she get them fixed too; he says that 
sometimes they had blue shirts, black pants, and red sash [the men]; and the ladies had. . . 

Benjamin says they had the old-time hair tie, made out of madras handkerchief, gingham, different 
colors.

T127 Amos Frett and Gerda Benjamin II - March 4, 1980 (STT)
Date March 4, 1980

Location St. Thomas, home of Amos Frett, age 86, born 1884 in St. Thomas

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T127-01 l. GERDA BENJAMIN asks if AMOS FRETT remembers Creole songs like Tway She She; she sings 
a little . . . [He chuckles.] . . . Benjamin tells Frett, “They want to hear the Creole language” 
[referring to Soule and her nephew]. 

FRETT sings about Pauliss Boy:

. . . KRIH MIH NAH, 
WEE WEE WAH,
KRIH MIH NAH . . .

Benjamin imitates the katta stick and the drum; she wants to write down the lyrics.

She sings about Charlie Joseph: 

In the morning when everybody sleeping, 
Charlie Joseph boiling sweet potato. . . 
In the morning when everybody sleeping, 
He round a blaze of fire. [She laughs.]

FRETT sings about Charlie Molka:

Charlie Molka you ought to be ashamed
Charlie Molka you ought to be ashamed
Charlie Molka you ought to be ashamed
The woman . . . thief you with a goat. [They laugh a lot.] 

“Anything you do, they make a song off of it; like calypso now; my aunt make that song. He 
explains the song.” 

FRETT [sings another part of the song]:

When Nellie Molka was coming up the hill . . .
When Nellie Molka was coming up the hill . . .
When Nellie Molka was coming up the hill . . .

“Help me out with Gladys...” A little daughter.
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wanted sugar and thing. . .like begging 
come so hot . . .
shoo . . .

Ms. Benjamin asks about the one where the jumbie stop you to the gut: “You no pasa aqui...” Had to 
jump on rocks through the streams the jumbie come on his horse and he tell the man he can't pass 
unless he dance a kind of dance... [It’s a Creole song.] Frett mentions Creole words; Benjamin says 
some of the words are Spanish.

Benjamin asks for jumbie stories; Frett mentions Bru Nansi; Benjamin says Bru Nansi is a school 
thing; our old people had us scared of jumbies in the night . . . Frett mentions a jumbie on Raphune 
Hill, another one Cassi Hill, one with a chain used to run people . . . “I was small.”

T127-02 2. Ms. Benjamin asks about carrying coal in baskets at French Wharf. Mr. Frett says the senior citizens 
had a play of it the other day; you used to have to pass your basket by a scale. You had to go back 
unless you had a certain amount.

Soule asks if the coal people used to sing; Frett says Yes, they used to sing all kinds of things, but he 
can't remember any of it. 

Frett says, “I am the oldest around now; if I can't remember, then nobody can.” “They used to sing to 
keep the place merry.” He says there was a big piece of tinning; they call it a tally; it was for a basket 
of coal; that was money then; the coal carriers got three cent a basket. Mr. Frett: That was a 
bamboula too: That's Roll Isabella. [They sing a little of the chorus together.] “I went in the shop 
with a quart983 . . . to buy 15 cent thing, when I look in my hand, the shopkeeper give me tally for 
change instead of Danish money.”

The tally used to be with the government, the ship, go in the shop to change it; pack it up again to get 
the tally to give the people who carry the coal; didn't have cent like now; how you had to go right 
back with your basket if it wasn't full. Ms. Benjamin asks Mr. Frett about what the words to Roll 
Isabella means, he explains how they gave you a tally — worth 2¢ — instead of the regular Danish 
money; explains it again...

T127-03 3. Ms. Benjamin asks how they used to keep the dead. Frett says you got lime and sea water. Ms. 
Benjamin says you had to buy ice and keep them at home. 

Soule asks what they used to do at wakes. Frett says they sang hymns. Benjamin: “all night!” til 
broad morning. Frett say you put up a tent, buy coffee and beer and thing; coffee to keep you from 
not sleeping.

Soule asks about the mood at wakes. Frett says they didn’t act happy, like now people act happy at 
wakes, but not in those days; now they nearly keeping a spree when somebody dead. Frett says he 
don't like that. He wants people to be more serious at his wake and sing hymns.

Benjamin says they used to have ice on the dead; had to bury them the next day; had to dig grave 
right away because you can't keep them; so all night you singing and drinking; had booze too to help 
you sing all night; from there they go to graveyard and dig; sang special hymns for burial...

983. Quarter = twenty-five cent coin.
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T127-04 4. Soule asks if they celebrated when a child was born. Frett says they used to keep a nine night and 
eight night for them. They used to have a play,984 a Nine Night Play . . . make cordial and thing the 
night. “Then you hear Creole talk!” 

Ms. Benjamin says that when the mother delivered the baby, she had to lie down for nine nights. And 
when she gets up, she gets a bush bath; they called it the “lying in.” Those nine days and they give 
you things to drink so you could pass out; afterward a bush bath; then the mother could come out to 
the hallway maybe, but not outside.

People took good care of themselves at that time. They used to take good care of their body; people 
were hardy

Ms. Benjamin says that they had babies born with a “call.” It was a thin layer of tissue over their 
face; they say that those babies could see spirits; they have a splendid viewing vision; they say spirits 
plays with those babies that could see them and they just carry them off and sometimes you can't find 
them for a day or two; and when they do find them, they can't tell you where they were; it happened 
in my time; the old people take that tissue and dry it and grate it and put it in the child's tea so that the 
child don't see these spirits; others say they just dry it and keep it in a bag around the child's neck 
with some other thing like camphor... 

Benjamin remembers one night they saw a boy go off; at night he didn't come home; they knew he 
was born with that thing [the call]; so everybody went out looking for him; when they did find him, 
he was in the middle of a lot of “catch and keep” and under a rock, and the boy was under the rock 
and just laughing; you take him up but he can't answer you, he just laughs, you have to rub him up 
with all kind of things and afterward he can't remember how he got there. “So there is spooks.” Ha. 

Sometimes people dying real low, they drift off in a trance, and when they come back they could tell 
you so much of what their dead people tell them. “So that’s why there's a lot of things you really 
have to believe.”

T128 LP: Tony and the Old Timers All Stars (STT)
This is a copy of an LP of traditional quelbé or scratch band music from St. Thomas. The LP is named 
“Tony and the Old Timers All Stars with V. I. Traditional Dances.” Label says “Mungopeto Records.” 
Tony and the Old Timers all live in St. Thomas, although Percival Nurse and Ivan Petersen were born in 
St. Croix

Musicians

Ivan Petersen Tenor sax
Percival Nurse Alto sax
Tony Ludwig Guitar
Squanto Frett Bass
Rico Harrigan Trae (tres)985

Cecil George Drums
Texas Squash
Mungo Niles Ukulele and Triangle

984. See play in the Glossary.
985. A Puerto Rican chordophone with 9 strings in 3 courses.
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Technical Mono

[Note: There is some mix-up on song identification]

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC25.

T128-01 1. First Figure. [This is a tune from either “T122 LP: Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)” or “T123 LP: Dance 

to the Music of Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT)”.]

T128-02 2. Second Figure. [Also called a jig. Alphonso Joseph Second Figure - T090-02.]

T128-03 3. Third Figure. 4/4 sounds 19th Century. [This is the same tune as T081-07, title or lyrics not 
identified by Copemann or McIntosh.]

T128-04 4. Fourth Figure. [This is a jig.]

T128-05 5. Fifth Figure. This tune is Matty Gru.

T128-06 7. Medley: Cassie Dayton, Sly Mongoose,986 Nazarene.

T128-07 8. Identified on album as Heel and Toe Polka, but a.k.a. Put Your Little Foot.

T128-08 9. Tammy, “Tammy and the Bachelor, Livingston and Evans.”

T128-09 10. Unidentified. [Sylvester McIntosh could not identify.]

T128-10 11. Ah! Ah!

T128-11 13. Similar to T128-09

T129 Beatrice Mapsey Johnson II - March 7, 1982 (STX)
Date March 7, 1982

Location St. Croix, kitchen of Beatrice Mapsey Johnson, Calquohoun

Interviewers  Mary Jane Soule & Camille “King Derby” Macedon, Jr.

T129-01 1. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON is telling a story about the girl who is the subject of the song, Old 
Witch Pitch Pon Me Back.

“You see, she was the only girl. And they say she won’t go to the dance in the mountain. And she 
went to the dance. So when she come back, the old witch pitch pon her back. So she say —” 

Me mother, me mother, please open the door.

986. See sly mongoose in the Glossary.
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Me mother, me mother, please open the door.
Me mother, me mother, please open the door.
For the sake of the old witch pitch pon me back.

“So the mother say —”

When I had tell you, you wouldn't hear.
When I been ah tell you, you wouldn't hear.
When I been ah tell you, you wouldn't hear.
Come out me yard this time of night.

“She say —” 

AH PAH-DUH PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 

“Them old-time thing, you know [laughing]

PUMN PAH-DUH PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 
PUMN PAH-DUH PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 
PUHM PAH-DUH PUHM PUMN PAH DUHM PUHM. 

Me father, me father, please open the door.

“The father was a blacksmith. She call for she brother, she call for her father, she call for she uncle. 
Like she father was the onliest blacksmith. He come out now and he start to pound off the witch off 
her back. So he say —

When we had tell you, you wouldn't hear.
When we had tell you, you wouldn't hear.
When we had tell you, you wouldn't hear.
Come out the yard this time of night. 

“She say —”

Me father, me father, please open the door.
Me father, me father, open the door.
Me father, me father, open the door.
For the sake of the old witch pitch pon me back.

“So ee brother say —”

Me father, me father, please open the door. [She sings this much slower than earlier.]

“Then the sister come. Please open the door. So he went out now, that he was a blacksmith. He 
pound off the witch off ah she back. So, in pounding now, he singing —”

AH PAH-DUH PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 
PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 
PAH-DUH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH-DAH PAH DUHM PUHM 
PUHM PAH-DUH PUHM PUMN PAH DUHM PUHM. 

“They — the father knocking the piece of iron and knocking off the old witch.”

“Then! — The wheel bend and the story’s ended.” [She laughs.]
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T129-02 2. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “You know this one? Phonso Joseph, I learn Phonso that. He say 
—'

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sings Mother, Is the Battle Over? 987

Mother, 
Mother, is the battle over?
It was thousand has been slain today. 
If my father coming home I tell him
How that English gained the day.

“He the boy sing the mother —”

Is he well or is he wounded?

“He say —”

Mother, do you think that he was slain?

“He say —”

If we pray, he might tell me
Oh, my father he’s coming home again.

“He says —”

Oh my boy, your noble father
He is one who number with the dead.
Although I love him so dearly,
In heaven, we all shall meet again.

Is he well or is he wounded?
Mother, do you think that he was slain?
If I pray, he might tell me
Oh, my father is coming home again.

[Johnson to Macedon] “You don’t know that? ______ But Phonso, only Phonso, only Phonso. I 
learn Phonso. I learn Phonso and, man, we used to kick up for that.” She says that from since that, 
Phonso never turn back.”

T129-03 3. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: [to Macedon] “But you know this one, Turn the Stone. I know 
all of it, but it's a Sixth Figure.”

[She starts to sing Turn the Stone, but stops after a couple of lines.]

Please turn that stone,
Please turn that stone,
Please turn that stone,
Please turn that stone for me — 

[Brief exchange between Johnson and Macedon.]

“These ain’t new, honey, these is old-time, long-time.”

987. Mother, Is the Battle Over? was a late nineteenth century song sheet published by Charles Magnus, 12 Frankfort St. N.Y. 
For more information, see song sheets in the Glossary. Note that Miss Bea also sang part of this song on T125-05. 
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More discussion of lost culture between Johnson and Macedon. Macedon asks if Johnson knows 
Ciple’s988 real name. Johnson says she will ask Eva about Ciple's real name; she says Ciple was 
married to Eva's mother; she says Ciple had no brothers and sisters; he was from St Croix. “With the 
pan. Jennie?”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sings a couple of lines of Tantan Jennie.

Tantan Jennie, with the paper bag
Martha King with the pair of specs —

[Laughing] “When had Ciple had sing them sing, boy, you should see us, with this old kerosene pan, 
and it used to sweet!”

MACEDON: “He used to keep dance, play for parties and weddings and things.”

T129-04 4. Macedon asks Johnson about Mary Catherine. Johnson says she used to sing cariso with Mary 
Catherine. Macedon asks if Johnson knows any Mary Catherine songs. Johnson says Ebby [Evilina 
Gordon] can sing cariso.

Macedon says he used to go by Peter Christian989 and pay 3¢ to hear Mary Catherine. Johnson says, 
“We used to go there and answer her.” Macedon thinks it was around 1947 or 1948. Soule asks if it 
was like a show. Macedon says it “used to be in the open, like in the yard, you know. Used to pay 3 
cent or 5 cent and go in.”

JOHNSON: “And then they got a thing like a tambourine,990 and the tambourine is [she imitates the 
sound.]” 

Johnson laments how those things are gone now. Macedon talks about how people die out and no-
one carried on the culture.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sings Me Own Ah Me Own.

JOHNSON: “This one. All you got it, say, ‘Me own, ah me own?’”

Me own, ah me own, me girl, me own, ah me own.991 
If I one dog, me gon put he on me door.992

Me gon put he to me door. Me gon chain he on me door. 
Dare any oman who come lick hand on me face.993 

Me own, ah me own, me boy, me own, ah me own. 
If I one dog, me gon put he on me door. 

Me gon put he to me door. Me gon chain he on me door. 
Dare any oman who come lick hand on me face. 

“You hear, woooh woooh woooh woooh-woooh-woooh...” “Mmm-boy!” [Clap]

988. See Ciple in “People”.
989. See Christian, Peter in “People”.
990. A friction drum used in Crucian bands during the early 20th Century.
991. I’ve got my own man now.
992. Even if my man is a “dog,” I’m keeping him.
993. I dare any woman to come fight me for my man!
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“You gon get a man to put ah your door. That's a cariso. You got man to put ah your door. Damn 
any oman for come lick on you face. Ah dare oman.”

“You going get a man of your own. Dare any oman for come lick in you face. [She laughs.] You see, 
she married, she get a man so she had married, you see? So ee say dare, dare any oman who come 
lick on me face.”

Johnson then imitates the sound of the tambourine. Claps her hands and laughs. Soule asks if 
Johnson knows anyone who still has a tambouring. She say, “Oh, no, you no find none. Those people 
die out.” She says the last person with a tambourine was Phonso Messer but he died. Johnson and 
Derby speak of a couple others who died. They mention someone named “Bobby” who was a 
Goliath; she describes him [I think she says he was from Nevis.] Something about a bulldog? 

Soule asks where she learned the Me Own song. She says “The cariso sing.” Soule asks if that was 
where Johnson sang with Mary Catherine. Johnson says “Yes.”

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings Boom Boom Boom.

Johnson asks if Soule wants a next one. Soule says yes. 

Boom, boom boom.
Who ah knock on me door?
Me kiss your ass —

[She breaks off singing] — 

JOHNSON: “You see. You can’t... All of them are bad thing!”

Me kiss your ass from Princess
First ratta get a hole, he haul in ee tail.994

Johnson imitates the tambourine or the kerosene pan. Then she tells Derby that you could change the 
lyrics a bit to make it not so “bad.” You could say, “me from Princess.” 

JOHNSON [singing with her new lyrics]:

Boom, boom boom.
Who ah knock on me door?
Me from Princess
First ratta get a hole, he haul in ee tail.

“That is a man and a woman. So it was two man reach in — in the house. One is in before one. So he 
call to the door. So she say — ‘First ratta get a hole. He haul in he tail.’”

“So who there ain’t got to stand in. You understand? So all them little thing they used to put in sing. 
Not like now. You see. He say —”

Me from Princess
First ratta get a hole, he haul in ee holy tail.
Boom de boom boom... [She imitates the pan.]

“Me forget half of them. Me forget them for true. I mean, I try for member them. But I can’t member 
these. They gone from me. Got nobody.”

994. Song makes the analogy that the first ratta [rat] that gets in the hole and hauls in his tail, gets to stay. Miss Kiss-Me-Ass 
is saying that whichever man arrives at her dwelling first, gets to come in (and presumably have sex).
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Johnson and Derby discuss how you can’t get young people to sing these songs. She mentions Ebby, 
Drake, a few others, “All them people die out, what know all them good sing. Old time sing.” 

T129-05 5. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “The most I know is song — to sing. Well tonight, I going sing 
two of them ‘up there.’” 

[She is making a distinction between cariso/quelbé — extemporaneous, topical songs — and the old-
time parlor songs, I believe.] 

Ms. Johnson sings New York Town.995

It is two friends from old New York town.
Meet in a foreign land.
Once sang the praises of old Broadway.
It’s a grand Yankee land.

Rave of some lights oversea.
It is England and old Germany.
Give them Broadway where I gay night and day.
It’s a place for me.

Please take me back me back to New York town, 
New York town, New York town.
It’s the place I’m long to be.
With a friend so dear to me.

Coney Island down that way.
And a light across Broadway.
Herald Square I don’t care anywhere.
New York town. Please take me there.

New York town. Take me there.

T129-06 6. Macedon asks Johnson about a song about “moonlight.” 

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings Meet Me Tonight in the Moonlight. Based on The 
Prisoner’s Song a.k.a. If I Had the Wings of an Angel. 996

Please meet me tonight in the moonlight
Meet me tonight all alone
I have a sad story to tell you

995. Take Me Back to New York Town was recorded by both Billy Murray and Harry Tally in 1907. The lyrics are by Andrew 
B. Sterling, and the music by Harry Von Tilzer.

996. The Prisoner’s Song a.k.a If I Had the Wings of an Angel was recorded by: Vernon Dalhart in 1925; Composed by Guy 
Massey. From Wikipedia: The Prisoner's Song was copyrighted by Vernon Dalhart in 1924 in the name of Dalhart’s cousin 
Guy Massey, who had sung it while staying at Dalhart’s home and had in turn heard it from his brother Robert Massey, 
who may have heard it while serving time in prison. The Prisoner's Song rates as a 1920s all-time best-seller with a 
staggering seven million-plus copies sold worldwide in the version by Vernon Dalhart. The Vernon Dalhart version was 
recorded on Victor Records in October 1924 and marketed in the hillbilly music genre. It became one of the best-selling 
records of the early 20th century, with at least two million copies sold, as well as over a million copies of the sheet music 
to the tune.
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That story was never been told.

I have a grand ship on the ocean.
It mount up with silver and gold.
And before my poor darling should suffer
That steamer will anchor and sold.

T129-07 7. Ms. Johnson sings Change an Old Friend for a New.997

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “They got one say...” 

One day I went to see my lover
She looked down, but very sad and mean.
I said, Darling, oh Darling, what’s the matter?
She said she weary, and she tired think of me.

Darling, Darling, bear in mind
A good and kind friend is very hard to found.
But when you found this one is true,
Never change an old one for a new.
But when you found a friend so true,
Never change an old one for a new.998

My love is like a Jessamine,
A sweet white scented rose.
As you love me as I love you.
Nothing but death will part I and you.

You live so far, we cannot kiss.
But when we meet, we’ll never miss.
As you love me as I love you.
Nothing but death will part I and you.

Annie Malone, she’s my sweetheart.
I love Annie and Annie love me.
Soon to be married and never to be part.
I love my little Annie for my dear sweet heart.999

The rose is red, the violet1000 is blue
Carnation sweet and so are you.
Carnation sweet and so are you.
Nothing but death will part I and you.1001

997. “This appears to actually be a composite of multiple songs.” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist)
998. “This verse comes from an old American ballad, My Blue-Eyed Boy: ‘Go bear, go bear, go bear in mind, That a good true 

friend is hard to find. And when you find one good and true, Never change the old one for a new.’ This song was also 
recorded by the Carter Family as Bring Back My Blue Eyed Boy.” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [After 
receiving Jeff Place’s comments, Soule found My Blue-Eyed Boy in a 1922 book compiled by Louise Pound, American 
Ballads and Songs, published by Scribner.] Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T140-02.
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T129-08 8. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sings As I was Walking a.k.a. The Unfortunate Rake.1002

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “Then, this one say — I membering them now! I membering 
them.” 

One bright summer morning, as I was walking, 
One bright summer morning, so early one morn,
Whom shall I met up, my dear darling damsel,
She was wrapped up in flannel, most colder than clay.

Oh come dearest mother, come sit down besides me.
Oh come dearest mother, come and pity my crime.
My sad heart is aching, my poor heart is breaking.
I am deep in salvation, I am surely must die.

Oh send for the young man, that first introduced me.
Oh send for the doctor, although it is late.
For if he would've told me, the tricks he would've sold me,
For I am a poor girl, cut down in my prime.
For I am a poor girl, cut down in my prime.

My name is Loretta, but don't call my name.
My name is Loretta, but don't call my name.

Johnson says she learned that song from when she was a girl “up the islands.” 

999. “The section about ‘Annie Malone’ is the song, Little Annie Rooney, by Michael Nolan ,1885: ‘She’s my sweetheart, I’m 
her beau, She’s my Annie; I’m her Joe. Soon we’ll marry, never to part, Little Annie Rooney is my sweetheart!’” (Jeff 
Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [After receiving Jeff Place’s comments, Soule found the following: “After Nolan 
sang Little Annie Rooney in English music halls in 1890, Annie Hart (a.k.a. “The Bowery Girl”) brought it to the United 
States. When she performed at New York's London Theatre, the song became a hit, but the absence of any international 
copyright laws kept Nolan from collecting royalties. A bitter Nolan retired from composing, and his song later became a 
favorite piano roll and calliope tune, heard at circuses and carousels.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Annie_Rooney.] 
Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T140-03.

1000. She pronounces this WIY OHL.
1001. “The last verse (Roses Are Red) is an old verse from multiple folk songs. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Roses_are_red.” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [The Wikipdedia entry: “Roses Are Red can refer to a 
specific poem, or a class of poems inspired by that poem. It has a Roud Folk Song Index number of 19798. It is most 
commonly used as a love poem.”] Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T140-03.

1002. “This song is derived from the British folk song The Unfortunate Rake and its variants such as The Sailor Cut Down in 
His Prime, in which a dying sailor (in some versions dying of syphilis) tells his story to another sailor who comes upon the 
dying one. The Rake song eventually spawned several U.S. versions including The Streets of Laredo and St. James 
Infirmary/ Hospital. However, Ms. Johnson’s version probably branched off the stream before the American versions 
evolved.” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [Soule notes that in this version, the dying one is a “damsel,” “a 
poor girl,” and named “Loretta.” In the more syphilis-oriented versions, “For if he would've told me, the tricks he would've 
sold me” indicate that the dying man was infected by a woman who didn’t tell him she was infected; had he known, he 
would have tried mercuric chloride, a white salt that was an early treatment for syphilis: “Had she but told me of it at the 
time, I might have got salts and pills of white mercury.”] See also another rendition, T135-01.]
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T129-09 9. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “Them was the song that was in my days, we couldn't sing 
nothing that is bad. We got to sing decent song. But now anybody could do what they like now. Mm 
hmm.”

Soule asks when she use to sing? At a dance?

JOHNSON: “No! We couldn't go to dance, honey! When you was a girl, you couldn’t go to dance. 
You? You crazy? From school, to Sunday School. From Sunday School to a little picnic. But you 
had to go with people. Not like these children coming home one and two o'clock...”

Macedon asks how old Johnson was when she went to her first dance. [They have a little exchange.]

JOHNSON: “Boyfriend? Boy, let me tell you something. Me never know a boyfriend til me come a 
big woman.” 

Johnson describes how you got punished with salt water if you went with a boy.1003 Macedon asks 
about her first date. Johnson says that mother and father both had final say. If the mother say no, it 
done. And if either one of your parents said “no,” that was it. Macedon says “So they all does keep 
one head?” Johnson: “And if the father say you can’t go out, the mother say you can’t go.” Macedon 
asks if Johnson [and a boy] could go someplace by themselves. Johnson says no. “The onliest way 
you could got boyfriend, he go and court you and marry to you. And when he come, which part he 
there, and the father there, and the mother there. So the onliest time he get it1004 next is when he 
married. You know you got somebody. And then you taste little thing.” Macedon says, “You ain’t 
get nothing before that?” [They laugh.]

Johnson says it was better, then . . . And in those time, you didn't leave your husband … Your 
mother didn't want to take you back . . . But today the mothers open the door for the ones who want 
to come back home after leaving their spouses...

“But never so {in the past}. If I had got a child, {she got to stay with her husband.} “Me stand with 
mine; you could stand with your own, too.”

T129-10 10. Soule asks for biographical info about Ms. Johnson.

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON: “Me mother say I born 1901, not 1902. I born Nevis. I come 
here in the 20s. The most of everything's right in St. Croix. I've never lived with a mortal other than 
St. Croix.1005 . . . Never never. You see, it is right here I grew up, and everybody know me right 
here. Only if I tell anybody where I born, but everybody believe I born here, but I tell them “No.” 
'Cause it ain't take nothing off me. I got everything. I got everything, got everything there.”

SOULE: “How old were you when you came here?”

JOHNSON: “I think going on about 18.”

Soule asks how St. Croix was different from Nevis. Johnson says it was much better.

JOHNSON: “Although I was that bigness, it was still on the ground I used to sleep with my lodging 
under my head. That ain't no lie. You see, in a case like that you had clothes. So it different.”

Johnson discusses her mother and father . . . Her brother died . . . Has a sister named 
Alberta . . . Sister’s last name is Campbell, lives at Stony Ground, near Peter Christian, has two 

1003. Your parents would wash your skin with salt and water after they beat you.
1004. Sex.
1005. I’ve never lived with anyone else.
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white girls named Marjorie and Enid, she was born 1910. Johnson says she [Bea] first lived at Castle 
Burke when her family came to St. Croix from Nevis. She says she has always lived in the country, 
Marley, Foster . . . She was in her 40s when she got married to Mr. Johnson.1006 She had two 
children, both born dead.

T130 Jump-rope and Clapping Games - June 8, 1982 (STT)
Date June 8, 1982

Location St. Thomas, schoolyard of Lockhart School

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Stereo

Performers
Lydia Lewis Age 7
Toya Carty Age 7
Tanya Niles 
Charmaine Viera Age 8 or 9 
Michaela Swanston Age 7 
Linda Brewly 
Hansina Edwards Age 8)

T130-01 1. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
Soule chats with girls about who turns the rope in a jumping-rope game; who goes first, etc.

T130-02 2. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play Grandmother game. [Late tape start.] 

T130-03 3. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
Soule chats with the girls about where they learned Four White Horses on a Rainbow,1007 a 
singing-clapping game. Soule asks ages of participants. They recite the words to the game:

Four white horses on a rainbow,
Eh, eh, eh, up tomorrow,
Up tomorrow is a rainy day,
Come on down to the shadow play,
Shadow play is a ripe banana,
Eh, eh, eh, up tomorrow . . . .

1006. Macedon said Mr. Johnson was a “Bajan” (from Barbados).
1007. This game seems to be played throughout the Caribbean, although it is often called “Four White Horses on a River” and 

the lyrics “shadow play” are often transcribed as “shallow bay.” Per www.mamalisa.com, “This is a traditional Caribbean 
song. In one interpretation, it's about four white horses traveling on a river in a boat or on a barge. It's going to rain the next 
day, so they'd better come back up river to where it's safe in the shallow bay.”
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T130-04 4. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play Little Sally Water. Then Soule has them tell their names, ages, and where they're from. 
Four are from St. Thomas, one each from St. Croix, NY, and Tortola. 

T130-05 5. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play We're Going To The Circus.

T130-06 6. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They sing two songs for rope-jumping games; first one: 

Here come . . . twist . . . hop
[TBD: Lyrics could use additional transcription.]

Second one is Lambooshay . . . some learned it in St. Kitts, some on Nevis; they play Lamboshay 
with the rope. [The recording is poor.] 

T130-07 7. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play Lambooshay1008 with a group on the side of the players encouraged to sing by Soule.

T130-08 8. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play Lambooshay, a jumping-rope game, with Soule saying “now” to indicate when the rope-
twirlers spin the rope over the jumping-person's head.

T130-09 9. A group of girls, aged seven to nine, at recess in the schoolyard of Lockhart school, St. Thomas. 
They play a clapping game. 

T131 Arthur “Doctor” Brown - March 27, 1980 (STX)
Date March 27, 1980

Location St. Croix

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule and Camille “King Derby” Macedon, Jr.

T131-01 1. Arthur “Doctor” Brown says that Jack Edward — at Kingshill now — he could ah jig; the music was 
mostly bass drum and tambourine; the jig had “different posts1009 you had to dance;” there was King 
George . . . I danced several posts . . . you danced one by one; you were called up and you danced; 
the first one was first showboy — that is who open, then second showboy.” . . . Says he can’t 
remember so well today. Mr. Brown talks about how old he is, he says “Man, me seen enough 
Christmas fall on Sunday ya.” “Man, me done make 80.” People don't believe how old he is; made 
80 on December 24 just gone; he born 1899.

T131-02 2. Soule asks how Brown learned to jig. 

1008. Compare to ambooshay and bambooshay in the Glossary.
1009. Parts, roles, characters.
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BROWN: “That is something that you admire. From one to the next; you stand up and see what 
people do. And depends on your motion. I know some people don't have no motion for a certain 
thing. ______ motion to do that __________.”

Soule asks if Brown met the jig when he was a little boy.

BROWN: “Well, I start to — I do all the dance. I danced from since I was a boy to Anguilla.1010 I 
learned to dance Wild Indian. That’s the first. Walk on me hand, me two foot in the air, kafoon and 
do all them thing. The second ___________ Spade. And then come right back.”

[Some conversation between Macedon and Brown.] _________ McMillan School. 

BROWN: “Jig is a really good thing to stand up to admire. That’s how I come to . . . I can’t 
remember. I mean with — I ain't going to tell you all the dance I learned. The last one there — Well, 
I ain't talking about quadrille, cause that ain't me food, but lancers and all them things, me dance all 
them.”

Macedon asks how many people were typically involved in a performance of masquerade jig. 

BROWN: “First showboy, second showboy, King George . . . King Slasher, that is the George . . . If 
music strike up and so, I remember names. . . .  HI TEE AN Champion . . . and another 
one . . . They’re all gone now. You know you danced one by one, they call you and you’d go out...”

Soule asks where they used to keep the jig. Brown says they kept jig anywhere that was convenient. 
She asks if it would be performed at a dance or a party.

BROWN: “Well, it only come to a matter that you advertised a masquerade jig.”

T131-03 3. Soule asks if each performer said a speech.

BROWN: “Yes. Yes. You got to say speech; 

Soule asks if they danced, too.

BROWN: “When you get on the stage, you start to jig and then you stop the music and give your 
speech —”

Macedon asks what kind of thing they would say for a speech. Brown says “All kinds. What you 
know? I say, when I start —” 

BROWN [reciting]:

When I were young and in my prime, 
I had the girl them so many time, 
But since I come so old and dim, 
I can't do a damn thing.

“All them there you say.” Macedon: “Then the music start.”

BROWN: “Music start again and you jig. And then you come back again —” 

Beyond the corner, I saw a great light, 
Say Silk and Satin began to fight, 
Say Silk appear and Satin your bow, 
Boy, if you gimme sweet nickel, I dance you to the door! 

1010. Estate Anguilla.
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“Then you call music again.”

Soule asks if all the speeches were short like those Brown just recited. Brown answers yes. Macedon 
calls it “two bar” — “bar speech.” 

BROWN: “Then you go and you say —”

Watch, watch, salute me not,
Say three SPRUHNGS of an Irishman blood.
Say let — according to your post — say, let Cross Champion appear.
Now Cross Champion appear —

“Sealey, Sealey, Cross Champion, Yellow Champion, and the George, all them name, you know. 
Then you jump up and when — Sealey and the George were two hard men, they gon fight. And 
Sealey go to his stand and say — and the George will call — “Monsieur” — call the George, he say 
—”

I appear.
And Cross Champion disappear.
Touch me if you dare.

“Then the George go walk up to them. Got your sword. The Americans like that. Man, we make 
money . . .  Comanche;1011 You buy your clothes, you know: different colors what you feel like, 
when you gon jig. Me spent three, four dollars and pay a woman make me blouse. And we danced 
down in Frederiksted . . .  fort . . . Ain’t got nobody to jig.” 

Macedon asks where they would perform. Brown says “anywhere that was convenient.” Soule asks 
if they performed it on the street. Brown says you can’t dance jig on the street — you dance jig in a 
house. . . . Last time he did jig was at Comanche for Americans. . . . “When they call me up to jig — 
First Boo Robin, Second Boo Robin, all the way so. And Slasher, and Slasher; and all them different 
name.” 

Soule asks if Brown made up his speech. 

BROWN: “Yes. Yes. Well I study. Just like he [Macedon] does make cariso sing and so. You study 
a speech and all like that. You study speech.”

T131-04 4. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites a jig speech:

When I was young, my father bought a guitar for 50 cents.

“All like that.”

And the onliest thing I could ah play
Was to get them girls in the family way.

“What you make up, you know. I know plenty, but I can’t remember them now. It must be a matter 
that I hear music. I tell you the night when they call me to come — the place there — the Comanche 
— all you know Copper?”

MACEDON: “Norton?” 

1011. Restaurant in Christiansted.
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BROWN: “Yeah. He been there too, he been singing Ballantine. Them boy, them had some rum in 
the below part, underneath, and we been there you know. Like, the George call you up by your post, 
all the way. So when they call me up — I think I had two posts . . .  Mr. Schuster and his 
wife. . . When he knocking the tambourine, the motion what I bring when I come for dance and he 
knocking the tambourine, the motion what I bring, it give he motion to knock the tambourine. Oh, 
man! When I were young, man, it was different. And up to now when music starts up, it’s a different 
thing.”

[An exchange ensues between Brown and Derby.]

BROWN: “Sometime I go to Whim — go to Senior Citizen event, and we went down Whim, and the 
music — and the woman haul me up — . . . Frederiksted . . . I say ‘Miss, I can’t, I don’t know 
nothing about dance.’ She say ‘You can’t tell me, man, I see you dance!’ . . . I couldn’t turn ee down, 
I had to get up, and I start to dance now, then a next one take me up.”

T131-05 5. Macedon asks when jig was really popular. Arthur “Doctor” Brown says they used to dance it in 
Danish time. {We danced at Comanche} around 1946 or 1947? . . . He says they danced in 1947 or 
1948 in Frederiksted, near the Fort. 

Soule asks if they did the jig at holiday time. Brown says you could have a jig performance any time 
of the year, any Saturday night. 

Soule asks if audience members tried to dance tool

BROWN: “Oh, they won’t know it. Tain't everybody could do it.”

Macedon asks if it’s a more harder dance than quadrille.

Soule asks about juba.

BROWN: “Oh, yeah, juba — that’s a different thing, according to the music . . . he imitates the 
music. I have try it, but couldn't do it . . . you slide going on and you slide back and you making you 
impression and thing. I like masquerade jig, man I like it. But only now, I getting age now, I can’t do 
too much of it. But, I mean, it depends on the music, when the music start. As the music strike up. 
The masquerade jig is a jig to entertain people, you know, and so on. People just sit down and 
admire people do it. Jig is different thing altogether from the quadrille. Jig is just a 
entertainment. . . . And some people like to see people move. When your hear say they got 
masquerade jig, you understand — is a crowd. And when you see you dress — everybody dress with 
the different color thing and so. And when your time come, they call you by your post what you 
have, see? If you's a Slasher, or whatsoever it may be, when your time come, you go up.”

T131-06 6. Soule asks where Mr. Brown was born. Brown says he was born “up the island” . . . he says he came 
when he was a baby, maybe two years old. He was born on the island of Antigua, never went back.

T132 Stanford Simmonds - March or April 1980 (STX)
Date March or April, 1980

Location St. Croix, near the old Danish prison, just outside Christiansted. 

Interviewers Mary Jane Soule & Camille “King Derby” Macedon, Jr. 

Technical note Mono. This is not a great recording; there's a high-pitched whine throughout, probably 
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from nearby electrical wires and transformers.

T132-01 1. STANFORD SIMMONDS plays banjo and sings Barrow Hog with Macedon in background:

Me got three barrow hog, yes, you could got one.
And if you see when the morning coming round. 
And if you go cross the road...
Oh mama me ma__________________________________

Me got three barrow hog, yeah, you could got one.
And if you could keep the other one for yourself
And if your master come down on your ma, ma, ma
Oh mama me mama . . . .

He continues to sing without specific lyrics.

[There may be big low frequency noise in middle of this cut.]

T132-02 2. STANFORD SIMMONDS plays banjo and sings Moonlight Shining Bright Tonight, and Skinner, 
and Merrily We Roll Along:

Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo, let me walk, Doodoo, let me walk.
Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo, let me walk til the break of day.

Because Skinner love me no fool.
Oh, Skinner love me no —
Oh now she coming back
And now she coming back.

Oh, Skinner love me no fool.
Oh, Skinner love me no —
Now she coming back.
With her old guitar. . . Ah ha.

Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Mama let me walk, Doodoo let me walk. Mm-hmm.
Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo, let me walk til the break of day.

Send me Skinner to the market
Send me Skinner to buy some food.
Now she coming back.
She say, wait, I coming back.

Send me Doodoo to the market
Send me Doodoo, she’s coming back soon
Now she coming back.
With an old guitar.
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They say, moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo let me walk, Doodoo let me walk. [Macedon is in background.] Ah ha.
Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo, let me walk til the break of day.

Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Doodoo let me walk, Doodoo let me walk, mommy. Ha ha.
Moonlight shining bright tonight.
Mama, let me walk til the break of day.

Send me Doodoo to the market
Send me Doodoo, but coming back soon
Now I coming back.
Yes I coming back.

Send me Doodoo to the market
Send me Doodoo, but coming back soon
Now I coming back
With an old guitar.

Merrily we roll along,
We roll along, roll along.
Merrily we roll along,
We roll along, roll along.

Ah ha.

T132-03 3. STANFORD SIMMONDS plays banjo and sings parts of an The Crafty Farmer a.k.a. The Rich 
Farmer of Chest'field (Chesterfield) a.k.a. The Maid of Rygate.1012

There was one rich farmer in __________
To market his daughter must go.
__________ that no danger would happen
Knowing she had been there before.

On the way, she met a one robber [rogue],
A pistol he held to her breast.
Said “Deliver your money, and garment, my dear.
Or else you shall die in distress.

No money, no money, no value.
No money, no value, she said.
But he stripped that poor daughter quite naked. 

1012. Old English ballad. Appeared in Logan’s 1869 A Pedlar's Pack of Ballads and Songs. On Mudcat.org, correspondence 
indicates that this song is one version of a ballad in which a highwayman or robber is outwitted: he attempts to rob a girl 
on horseback on her way home from the market with money in her saddlebags. When she dismounts, her horse runs home 
in panic, but while the robber bundles up the few coins in her purse and her clothes, he bids her to hold the reins of his 
horse. The quick-witted girl jumps on his horse and escapes. More information about this ballad can be found at http://
mainlynorfolk.info/folk/songs/thehighwaymanandthefarmersdaughter.html
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And give her the bridle to hold.

The left leg she put in the stirrup.
She mounted her horse like a man.
She rode over hedges and ditches.
Said “Catch me, one rogue, if you can.”

She rode over hedges and ditches.
She rode on far ‘til she home.

T132-04 4. Stanford Simmonds says that they used to pick Moonlight Shining Bright when they sang it to girls. 
He sings a little of the previous song, but with picking instead of strumming. 

______________________________________
Said “Deliver your money, your garment, my dear.
Or else you shall die in distress.

No money, no money, no value.
No money, no value, she said.
But he stripped that poor daughter quite naked. 
And give her the bridle to hold.

The left leg she put in the stirrup.
She mounted her horse like a man.
She rode over hedges and ditches
Saying “Catch me, one rogue, if you can.”

She rode over hedges and ditches
Saying “Catch me, one rogue, if you can.”

“Me father, me father, {there been} trouble.
“Me father, I’m in danger,” she said.
“Me father, me father, I’m in danger.
But the rogue, he has done me no harm.”

“I rushing the song.”

“Before I born, that was a song. My father and mother used to teach me in this way.” He describes 
how people used to get together in a big ring, like right here — right here was the jail;1013 they used 
to walk all about and sing songs. He sings and plays an example of what they would sing in a ring: 

_________ all you see ahm very well
Kitty __________.
This-a-one __________.
Kitty __________.
This-a one black man tall __________.
This-a one white man tall ___________.

Ah-ha.1014

1013. Richmond Jail.
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Simmonds says they never had street lights, except for two; he says they weren't afraid; sometimes 
people would dress in sheets and scare people; told Nansi stories and ghost stories. Macedon 
mentions something about catching crabs. Simmonds says “It was two time [twice] it happen.” They 
discuss whether someone’s name is Goodrich or Coleridge.

Macedon describes how they used to catch crabs — like two night after it rains and then the sun 
burns hot. He says the crabs have to come out to get air and that’s when they’d go catch them to 
cook. 

Macedon says they went in the graveyard — cemetery — to pick up the crabs and they heard 
someone or something wailing in the night. Macedon says he wanted to see what thing was making 
this noise, but everybody ran and left him alone. Simmonds says he was curious too, but 
_________________________________. 

[Big low frequency noise starts here and lasts through the rest of this cut.]

Simmonds says they go back to investigate . . . The sun coming out . . . Macedon says his cousin 
dropped the bag of crabs. Macedon and his cousin were the last ones. They had to jump over a wall, 
but he hears the thing coming close and still wants to see what the thing is. The cousin jumps off the 
wall and takes off with Macedon right behind. He describes running away, but looking back. Finally, 
they go over the hill and arrived at his cousin's house in Frederiksted, and cousin wanted Macedon to 
come inside and lock the door.

The next day they heard that Mr. GREES was dead. Simmonds describes how their mothers used to 
warn them about spirits blowing on you. They mention a “live operation” which is like when a 
person is being operated on and/or is close to death, the spirit leaves the body. They also say that a 
Dane man named Hansen was a wolf. 

SIMMONDS: “They [the spirits] have the heft. They know when somebody’s around.”

Simmonds says you have to hide and keep your breath in. He says he used to go in cane piece; spin 
around three times, put a ‘X.’________________________________ Even the Dane man, wolf. 
_____________________________________ Simmonds says they used to have pistol, ride horse; 
horse would rear up when they saw a dog or a cat that was actually a person who had taken on a 
different form.

Something about Rosalie: ____________________________________ Simmonds and Macedon 
talk about riding in La Vallee . . .

T132-05 5. STANFORD SIMMONDS plays banjo and sings Why You Do Me So:

Darling, why you treat me so?
You promised to be my fine thing.
Doodoo, why you treat me so?
You promised to be my fine thing.

You know I forget you and the ring?
After you promised to be my fine thing.
Doodoo, why you treat me so?

1014. Camille Macedon said this little piece was something Henry Drake used to perform. See Drake, William Henry “Drattie” 
in “People”.
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After you promised to be my fine thing.

Mama, mama, look ah here.

[Brief conversation between Simmonds and Macedon.]

Mama, mama, look ah here.
I got the onliest little fine thing.

That is why I singing so.
Because I have my little soul.
The last little egg __________________________
You promised to be my fine thing. Ah ha

Oh, Junie, don’t you be ashamed.
Junie, don’t you be ashamed.
Macedon take you from my __________________________.
And now he want to keep you __________________________.

Darling, why you treat me so?
You promised to be my fine thing.
Mama, mama, look oo here.
Doodoo, do you do me so?

Oh, darling, why you treat me so? [Huge low frequency noise starts here.]
You promised to be my fine thing.
You promised to be my fine thing.
And now you got me _________ the ring.1015

__________________________ on.

Ah ha. Upstreet. Downstreet. 
Where me nono gone?

T132-06 6. Soule asks about the name “scratch band.” Macedon says it comes from the playing of the squash. 
They say the name came from tourists. Before that, they called their bands “quadrille band” or 
“fungee band.”

T132-07 7. Simmonds says Ciple1016 had two big foot; made a song “of heself.” Simmonds imitates how Ciple 
used to hum into his kerosene pan. Simmonds says that, in addition to the kerosene pan, there would 
be a steel, squash, and pipe.

Stanford Simmonds plays banjo and he and Macedon sing Ciple the Barber.

Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back, 

Ciple the barber, 
Went to shave he father. 

1015. Stupidy.
1016. See Ciple in “People”.
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Ciple the barber, 
Went to shave he father. 

Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back, 

Ciple the barber, 
Went to shave he father. 
Ciple the barber, 
Went to shave he father. 

Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back, 
Ciple the barber, 
Went to shave he father. 

Ah ha.

Simmonds hums some more into his banjo to imitate Ciple humming into the pan. They play the 
same tune again. [Macedon singing off mic.] Simmonds says Ciple said “MUH TUHM BAH...”1017 

“He say, ‘Wheel bend and the story end.’” 

Soule asks about how Ciple hummed into the kerosene pan; they demonstrate some more. Macedon 
says Ciple went to Kingshill. They discuss when Ciple died. Simmonds worked in Kingshill from 
1942. Soule asks if they know when Ciple was born. They says Doc James could give Soule some 
details. Simmonds says the name Ciple was from Danish time, like in Jackson1018 time. 

Simmonds says Ciple was not born in St. Croix — came from a Leeward island.1019 He says that the 
reason Doc James might know about Ciple is because Dr. James’s mother used to work “here” [at 
the jail?] and he father. Simmonds used to run away from home, taking his father's flute. He says it 
was a pom flute.1020 [Soule doesn’t get the Doc James connection with Ciple.]

T132-08 8. STANFORD SIMMONDS plays banjo and sings Savior, Walk with Me: 

_______, please Savior, walk with me.
Savior, listen to my plea.
__________________________________________
Let it be. Let it be.
Aha.

Simmonds plays banjo and sings Everybody Run Come See:

Everybody run come see, 
Toots got a fight in the penitentiary.
Everybody run come see, 
Toots got a fight in the penitentiary.

1017. ?Boot ‘em baugh?
1018. See Jackson in Chronology.
1019. This is probably not true. See Ciple in “People”.
1020. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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{Everybody} run come see, 
Toots got a fight {in the penitentiary.}
Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots got a fight in the penitentiary.

{Everybody} run come see, 
Toots got a fight {in the penitentiary}.
Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots got a fight in the penitentiary.

Bob Holland, yes, come see, 
Toots got a fight {in the penitentiary}.
Bob Holland, yes run come see, 
{Toots got a fight in the penitentiary.}

Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots just married in the penitentiary.

Bob Holland, yes run come see, 
Toots just married in the penitentiary.

Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots just married in the penitentiary.

Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots just married in the penitentiary.

Bob Holland, run come see, 
Toots just married in the penitentiary.

Macedon says Bob Holland was like a warden and Toots was a big strong guy.

T132-09 9. Simmonds talks a little about Boss Man John and how some people sing it different than he does. 

SIMMONDS [singing with Derby on banjo]:

Boss man John, no me one,1021 no me one.
Boss man John, no me one ah broke your cane.

Boss man John, no me one, no me one.
Boss man John, no me one ah broke your cane.

Simmonds says “she” sings it different from me.

SIMMONDS [singing with Derby on banjo]:

Fifty cents a cane, man’ga me want me one yah so yet
Fifty cents a cane, man’ga me want me one yah so yet

So boss man John, no me one, no me one.
Boss man John, no me one ah broke your cane.

1021. I’m not the one
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Boss man John, no me one, no me one.
Boss man John, no me one ah broke your cane.

Simmonds says “she” sings it different from me. “Everybody change up.” They talk a little about 
how people change songs, especially James “Jamesie” Brewster. They discuss copyright briefly. 
Can’t sue nobody for no song.

Jackass in me yard, and I want you bring him out.

Simmonds says Ciple sang the same tune but sang it different. Soule asks for a Ciple song.

Simmonds plays banjo and sings Morningstar Arise and How Long. 

The morningstar arise.
You no hear the milkman ah call.

Simmonds asks Soule if she wants to record. Soule says yes, and he continues with ukulele:

Me no want no coffee. Me no want no tea. 
Me no want nobody to come worry over me.

Oh baby, tell me, tell me, tell me. 
Please, baby, tell your mommy how long,
How long, how long, how long,
Oh baby, tell your mommy how long you taking man.

High like the mountain, green like the grass.
Every time the young ladies pass, you chook you hand in the ass.

Oh, baby, — Yeah? got that? — 
Please baby, tell me mommy how long,
How long, how long, how long,
Oh baby, tell me mommy how long, how long.

Annie Maloy1022 went to Diamond, 
Annie Maloy went to town
Annie Maloy come a Castle,1023 
And there she tumble down.

Oh baby, tell me, tell me, ho ho, tell me. 
Please baby, tell your Daddy how long,
How long, how long, how long, 
Oh baby, tell your Daddy how long you taking man.

High like the mountain, green like the grass.
Every time those young ladies pass, you chook you hand in the ass.

Oh baby, tell me, tell me, ah ha . . .over there . . . 

MACEDON: “Ciple been a kind of calypsonian.”

SIMMONDS: “Rhyming after people. Singing on people.”

1022. 1911 census lists an Annie Maloy, 29 years old, as a prisoner in the Frederiksted jail. Could it be the same woman?
1023. Estate Castle Burk.
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MACEDON: “Ciple was here before his time. He were like a real calypsonian.”

SIMMONDS: “Yeah, this old time thing like this: If you gonna sing a song about me, I’m gonna 
sing a song about you, right? You know, rhyming, rhyming.”

MACEDON: “Because what Ciple was singing — it wasn’t above quelbé music, it wasn’t quadrille 
music. The only different thing — that the beat — the beat was most of the calypso — old strum, 
like how the banjo was strum. In other words, you could take those old songs from Ciple and play 
them modern, and you won’t feel the change.”

SIMMONDS: “You could even do it sentimental and thing. He used to sing sentimental, you know.”

MACEDON: “There was a song he used to sing. It wasn’t really his thing; it was a Puerto Rican 
thing, but he used to put in his —”

Mama, no pue
______________________________.
Mama, no pue...

MACEDON: “And Panchita.”

Aye, Panchita.
Panchita bonita.
Have you seen Panchita?
Panchita bonita.
Say me mur [say me murio = die], Panchita.

SIMMONDS: “That time he...”

MACEDON: “People didn’t really realize the ability of this man, because he was before his time — 
he didn’t belong to that time really. And this man, the greatest thing. I used to admire this man.”

SIMMONDS: “It come from God, man...”

MACEDON: “This man was so great that he could keep dance just he alone.”

SIMMONDS: “And then with a steel and a pipe.”

MACEDON: “I really sorry that people didn’t record nothing of this man. This man had a terrific 
voice, but sweet. No rawness. This man was melodious, man.”

. . . talk for yourself.
Talk for yourself.
Talk for yourself.
The judge in your favor, so don’t be afraid.

“That’s cariso. With the jackass cart.” [He makes a drum sound.] “He been to Kingshill —”

MACEDON: “Mary Catherine.”

T133 Hazel Higdon - Spring 1980 (STX)
Date Spring, 1980

Location St. Croix, home of Hazel Higdon

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule
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T133-01 1. Hazel Higdon says that she and her husband came to VI in 1950; started radio station in 1952; local 
bands came to station to be on the air; was first radio station on the island; Marie Richards was 
devoted to the station; didn't have telephones to St. Thomas until 1957; Marie Richards played a 
great drum. The Higdons made arrangements to record her at WIVI; Marie lived in Frederiksted, 
next to the Catholic Church. Marie was tall, quite heavy, intelligent. Higdon says it was hard to 
record in those days; song lengths vary on the record because we let her do it her way; all recorded in 
one morning; her drum was like the one shown on the album cover. It was a little barrel. 

Higdon says she went to NY to get record printed . . . ended up in Puerto Rico. She says she has 
other things on tape. Says she wrote up the back of the record. She says that Marie said tears rolled 
down her cheeks when she heard the record on the radio. 

Higdon mentions a yearly anniversary celebration; Mr. Higdon recorded the anniversary . . . she 
says they wanted to serve . . . they came to St. Croix to put in a radio station.

Higdon says that Marie was never married, had no children; Marie was a nurse in the hospital. Ms. 
Higdon believes Marie was not born in St. Croix; Marie may have died in 1963; I think the songs on 
the record are all her own compositions.

T134 Alfred Lockhart - April 24 or 25, 1979, and Spring of 1980 (STT)
Date Cuts 1 & 2 recorded April 24 or 25, 1979; Cuts 3 & 4: Spring, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, offices of the St. Thomas Musicians' Union. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono, terrible electrical hum throughout cuts 1 & 2.

Note Cuts 1 and 2 were recorded for the “Appreciation Ball” booklet described in the 
circumstances of the T021 recording.

Technical Mono

Archivist notes Cut T134-01 was originally labeled VIV026-02.

Cut T134-02 was originally labeled VIV026-03.

T134-01 1. Alfred Lockhart gives his musical biography; describes his musical studies; started first steel band in 
V.I.; taught at high school, revived high school orchestra; taught many subjects at high school; went 
to college at Howard; taught high school from 1951 to 1960; 1960: worked for government for four 
years; started St. Thomas Musicians Union in 1952; later went into private business; has been 
president of Union about 21 years. 

T134-02 2. Alfred Lockhart says that V. I. Music has same roots as rest of Caribbean, except has Latin influence 
due to proximity to Puerto Rico; African influence; some say calypso doesn't belong to V. I.; says 
“kaiso” means encore; says cariso is French for song; people say quadrille and lancers are “ours,” 
but they all came from Europe; our native mixture of music is scratch band — used to be called 
fungee band; V. I. has same music as rest of West Indies, except for Latin influence such as guitars 
and congas; V.I. culture was multi-national, multi-racial. He has seen adulteration of traditional 
music for commercial purposes; says its because of exposure of young to the media; people need to 
relate to their cultural heritage; His concern is loss of true West Indian music; people feel old music 
is “degrading.” Before fungee band was drum head band; you'll find more of old music in St. Croix 
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because St. Thomas was always cosmopolitan while St. Croix was more rustic; more basic rhythm 
patterns in St. Croix; drums used to be keg and cheese box. 

T134-03 3. Alfred Lockhart says that St. Thomas Carnival started in February of 1912; no record of continuation 
in 1913; but 1914 another celebration in February, like in Catholic countries . . . stopped for some 
reason — maybe First World War, then prohibition, then the Great Depression, then Second World 
War . . . these may have been factors which prohibited Carnival — but they had masquerading in an 
informal way; groups would come out; day after Christmas was called Boxing Day; had Easter 
Monday, Whit Monday; had groups like Martiniquans, Bluebells, Moko Jumbie, Zulus, Down South 
— they imitated Minstrels, Donkey Mass — may be of Latin origin; I've seen it in Trinidad and 
Venezuela; in Trinidad, they call it __________________________ It's a mas in which a person gets 
inside a half a barrels with a paper-mache head and he dances in that.

Alfred Lockhart describes the Indians . . . I remember these . . . certain people like Indians and Zulus 
would meet each other in battle; one man from Savan named David Hines was with Indians; another 
man named Spuds played squash with the Zulus; old Mr. Phipps danced the Donkey Mas; Magnus 
Farrell1024 . . . The groups had leaders.

Alfred Lockhart mentions Mungo Niles, the Bluebells . . . In 1952, Ron DeLugo [a radio announcer 
at that time] got the people together to start a Carnival celebration in September, but more of a 
formal one with an organized parade; first one was Labor Day weekend; a hurricane was passing and 
it rained a lot but we didn't stop; the Duke of Iron — now dead — made a song Don't Stop the 
Carnival. Decided to continue the Carnival, but make it at another time of year, like at the end of the 
tourist season to attract more tourist business.

Alfred Lockhart says that they have adopted some others' ideas as they have adopted ours; we have a 
more formal parade instead of just playing mas; this year, our theme is “Mas Through the Ages” to 
give the younger people an idea of what mas really is; we want to bring back our cultural heritage.

Alfred Lockhart says they had another mas called Big Heads: paper mache heads like what they call 
in Trinidad Fancy Sailors; a lot of things you see here are the same throughout the 
Caribbean . . . shows there's a linkage, from common source; first steel band was 1953: a group from 
Antigua called Hell's Gate, followed by one called Casablanca from St. Kitts; then you had 
calypsonians . . . mostly came from other islands; started competition . . . there was Mighty Zebra —
his name was George Harris . . . sang at Carib Beach Hotel; Duke of Iron followed him; others 
passed through here.

Alfred Lockhart says there were no airplanes, but there was a line, called the Furnace Whitney which 
carried people by ship from Caribbean to New York; my father was a shipping agent; he names some 
of the early calypsonians . . . how they named themselves after war things . . . with the influence of 
the American Navy in Trinidad, the songs became less political and more double entendres — 
smutty . . . that's how calypso got the reputation of being smutty. 

Alfred Lockhart says that now, songs are getting more political . . . social commentary; we are trying 
to develop our local fellows; calypso is a poem set to music; used to be sung in minor key: chorus 
and refrain, then became commercialized . . . now has even changed its original beat . . . we even 
have soca . . . things change . . . cultural. . .

1024. See Magnus in “People”.
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T134-04 4. Alfred Lockhart says they always had a King and Queen of Carnival; in beginning, they were landed 
on a lighter — a barge — that brought them in — they were crowned originally in the Market 
Square; lasted only that one day; Governor Paiewonsky was a page? . . . Carmen Nicholson and 
__________________ were first King and Queen, they married after that.

Alfred Lockhart say that then men did not want to participate, so we went to just having a Queen; 
then to get kids — future leaders, we made a Prince and Princess; then went further to have a 
masquerade queen in costume and king, like other areas [Trinidad?]

Alfred Lockhart says they had tramps . . . used to be after Christmas Eve when Community Band 
would finish playing, they'd march through the streets and the people would follow them . . . it was 
called serenading recently people have changed the word to j'ouvert which means the opening of 
things . . . it's just the same as serenading . . . we are not copying! They used to go out in serenading 
groups . . . the groups used to practice from September . . . I heard them in the hills; 

Alfred Lockhart discusses the sociological aspects of Carnival . . . people have different theories; 
people forget ethnic and racial differences; no divisions according to class as in other places; 
Carnival crosses all strata of the community; Our Carnival differs because it is not limited to local, 
nationalistic stuff . . . we get more variation . . . we are international.

Alfred Lockhart says he has been involved since 1952 . . . not as chairman. He says they delegate 
responsibility to several subcommittees: Public Relations, Troupes, Parade, Village Fair, the 
Carnival Village, the Market Fair, the Calypso Tent, the Music, the Queens Committee, Prince and 
Princess . . . they meet periodically . . . Because of competitive nature of Carnival, people work on 
Carnival all year long; we made the Committee a year round thing to get more funding.

T135 Beatrice Johnson, Ethel McIntosh, Arthur Brown - Spring, 1980 (STX)
Date Spring, 1980

Location St. Croix, yard of Arthur “Doctor” Brown in La Vallee

Informants Beatrice Mapsey Johnson; Ethel McIntosh; Arthur “Doctor” Brown

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T135-01 1. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson and Ethel McIntosh are complaining about the tea meeting that William 
Carroll put on. Johnson says that tea meeting is all long-time song — like Sunday afternoon Sankey. 
They both complain about having to pay for the tea — the tea is supposed to be free at a tea meeting. 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson recalls her name from a previous tea meeting: “Bethlehem Old Bull Cart.” 

BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON recites her speech from the previous tea meeting:

Master Chairman,
Ladies and gents, 
I say ___________________.
Master Chairman, I’m coming once.
Master Chairman, I’m coming twice.
Master Chairman, I’m coming three times.
Master Chairman, I’m coming to tell you what my great-great-grandmother give me — 
a message to give you.

“And I start to sing. This is another one _______ I don’t understand. You sit down here. You say —
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JOHNSON, MCINTOSH, and BROWN [singing]:

There's a chair here prepare for the Chairman.
We are waiting ‘til the chairman come.
There's a chair prepare for the Chairman.
We are waiting ‘til the chairman come.

We are watching. We are waiting.
We are watching. We are waiting.
We are waiting ‘til the chairman come.
We are watching. We are waiting.
We are watching. We are waiting.
We are waiting ‘til the chairman come.

It is four o’clock by that watch.
It is time to commence this meeting.
Time to commence this meeting.
Time to commence this meeting.
Eight o’clock.

JOHNSON: “Then the Chairman is to get up and he give his speech and he come in. Then you get up 
now and the choirs them start to sing. And after the choirs them sing, now you get up and you give 
your name.”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson tells some more about the tea meeting where she was “Bethlehem Old 
BullCart” and then she recites —

Master Chairman, ladies and gents,
If you want me again, call me again.
If you can't call me by my name, call me by the phone. 

“_______________________, man. And when I reach back now, I start to sing, one sing —”

Johnson, McIntosh, and Brown sing The Butcher Boy.1025 

JOHNSON [starts to sing as McIntosh and Brown join in]: 

In American city, where did dwell
A butcher boy, I love so well
He courted me, my heart away
And then with me, he would not stay.

Mooma, Mooma, you do not know
What grief and pain and sorrow too.
Mooma, Mooma, you do not know
What grief and pain and sorrow too.

A pen and ink to write it down,
A chair for him to sit upon.

1025.  This is an old English broadside ballad: The Butcher Boy or The Butcher’s Boy (Laws P24, Roud 409). In the U.S., it 
was a folk song known as The Jersey Butcher Boy. It tells the story of a girl whose boyfriend has left her for another woman; 
she writes a suicide note and kills herself. In some versions of this song, the girl is pregnant.
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No gold, no gold, and silver fly.
And then with me, he as poor as I.

And then with me, he as poor as I.

[McIntosh recites another version.]

MCINTOSH [reciting]: 

Took a same? girl upon his knee,
‘Cause she had more gold than I.
But her gold will melt and silver fly,
In time to come, she’ll be as poor as I.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson goes on to describe more of the tea meeting and her speech about singing 
a song for a girl going home to the States.

The three of them sing As I Was Walking aka The Unfortunate Rake.1026

JOHNSON [singing with McIntosh and Brown joining in]: 

One bright summer morning, as I was walking, 
One bright summer morning, so early one morn,
Whom shall I met up, my dear darling damsel,
She was wrapped up in flannel most colder than clay.

Oh come dearest mother, come and sit down besides me,
Oh come dearest mother, come and pity my crime,
My sad heart is aching, my poor heart is breaking,
I am deep in salvation, and surely must die.

Oh send for the young man that first introduced me,
Oh send for the doctor, although it is late,
For if he would've told me the tricks he would've sold me,
For I am a poor girl cut down in my prime.

Six jolly young sailor, come and carry my coffin,
Six jolly young sailor, come and walk by my side.
And a bunch of primroses to put on my coffin,
For the people will smell me when I'm passing along.

For my name is Loretta, but don't call my name.

T135-02 2. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson describes how tea meeting should be done; she says that first, you have to 
have children — girls dressed in colors and boys dressed; have to have people to guard the queen. 
Queen should be pure gold! At 11:00, you gotta share the tea and that bun — nobody should get 
up. . . . the peanut...

1026. This song is derived from the British folk song The Unfortunate Rake and its variants such as The Sailor Cut Down in 
His Prime. For more information, see the footnote for T129-08. 
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[They seem to switch to talking about something else, perhaps a ring game.] I had loved when you 
coming round and pawning, your ring or your earring . . . and then you have Simon. “Simon say 
wiggle.” Doc chimes in.

T135-03 3. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson says we never thought it hard to cook. Doc says we had hold rings until 
foreday morning. Beatrice Mapsey Johnson mentions Joe Daniel; she says that she and Garty were 
first couple? . . . come down...

T136 Mungo Niles Group II - 1977 & 1980 (STT)
Date Spring of 1977 and sometime in 1980. 

Location St. Thomas. Magnus “Mungo” Niles and his band playing at Krigger's Flower Garden, 
a St. Thomas nightclub catering to natives. 

Recordist Thom Foley

Technical notes Stereo

Archivist note Cuts originally labeled VIV136-06, VIV136-07, VIV136-08, and VIV136-09 (all of 
Roebucks) were moved to T163.

T136-01 l. Magnus “Mungo” Niles and his band play a Seven-step at a quadrille dance at Krigger's Flower 
Garden in St. Thomas. 

T136-02 2. Magnus “Mungo” Niles and his band play at Krigger's Flower Garden in St. Thomas. Sounds like 
Put Your Little Foot; the chorus is “Hallelujah, I'm A Bum.” Someone said this was a popular song 
of the 1930's. [This recording has level changes.] 

T136-03 3. Dance at Krigger's Flower Garden in St. Thomas: Happy Birthday sounds.

T136-04 4. Magnus “Mungo” Niles and his band play a Schottische at Krigger's Flower Garden in St. Thomas, 
followed by wild crowd sounds. 

T136-05 5. Krigger's Flower Garden in St. Thomas: a man with guitar singing Moonlight Becomes You, a Bing 
Crosby hit in the 1940s.

T137 Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace III - February 1980 (STT)
Date February 8, 1980. 

Location St. Thomas, home of Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace, a small, very tidy wooden house in 
Frenchtown. 

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule and Marianne Magras.

Note Interview continued from T106.

T137-01 1. Marianne Magras asks LaPlace a question about _________________. Yeah, they got up on those 
quadrille; a lady with a bouquet; make round of house dancing with the bouquet . . . make them 
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smell the bouquet; the one who got the bouquet last has to give a dance, if they could afford it; we 
pass a good little time, but from a certain time, people got like a set of wolf: everything turn; if a 
person makes a little joke, they call you drunk; 

Soule asks about christenings. Got a few men who could sing good, they take a few drinks; then in 
the afternoon, everybody get a piece of cake and a glass of soda — the men had rum — and they sat 
down on a bench and sang all kinds of songs; my husband knew all kinds of songs; when I was 
young, I used to sing with him . . . but I forget them now; 

Now the young people speak English, they don't speak French anymore; all the people used to sing 
them songs . . . they gone, dead; Like the day you make birthday party, they had a song they sang: 
Mamee Hornet; She sings it in French, forgets some, sings some more . . . That's a song when a 
person making birthday. . .She recites some of it again . . . She says it’s a song for a birthday party, 
something like that.

T137-02 2. LaPlace says her husband used to sing one . . . I forget. . .sometimes it comes to mind . . . Sings 
Minui . . .  serenading at midnight . . . That's a little song we used to sing; Her husband used to have 
a KAY AY of books that have all the songs on it, don't know what became of it; After I get done 
mourning, every year I lost one of my family, they died one by one, and I forget all about singing; 
when you have somebody to help you, you can remember the songs, but when you're alone . . . She 
sings another one in French about a discussion after marriage; she says she also learned from her 
husband. Marianne asks her about one and she sings Adieu Paris then she forgets some of the words, 
tries to remember, then sings the rest of the song. 

Marianne asks LaPlace about the Marseilles. She tries to re member some of the words, Marianne 
helps her get started, but then she forgets and starts again, softly. I know a lot of songs but I does 
forget them; she sings another one: _________________; Then she explains the song in English: he 
had seven years here leave the girl, then she wanted to get married . . . [She sings some more in 
French.] She explains again: he had leave the girl for the seven years, talked to the priest about 
marrying the girl, two boys had wanted to marry the girl the same night. [She speaks some of the 
words, then sings some more.] “Adieu mon pere, adieu ma mere.”

T137-03 3. LaPlace says the French in the songs is the “real French” but we does speak the patua French to each 
other; she gives an example of speaking “real French,” asking someone if they want to speak French 
with you; the Northside French people talk a different patua than the Frenchtown French people; She 
talks a little about that in French and English with Marianne; Marianne tells Soule that it's like the 
difference between Brooklyn and Boston; She gives some more examples of people who speak a 
different Patua. No songs in Patua French. 

LaPlace says she’s not familiar with the people on the Northside, because they speak differently; she 
used to live at Barrett, Hull, _________________, lived all about. Her husband didn't make up 
songs; he learned them from the old people from St. Bart's . . . they had know the real French; but 
those people from Northside don't know much about singing French; they all learn English because 
they went to English school; had different groups — she names a few names.

T137-04 4. LaPlace says spiders used to come down over my hammock when she was small; she had wanted to 
bawl, but she couldn't bawl; you feel to call and you can't call, like somebody were holding you; She 
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says she was in the hammock and she see something coming down like a string; call “mama” — or 
try to call “mama”, but something holding her, what they call a footer — something that does 
squeeze you; She told mama that when she open her eye, she see an old lady was coming up through 
the window with a KAH LAY CHUH. This is a hood worn by women in St. Barts, sometimes, but 
rarely, by older women in St. Thomas; she threw it to the wind; She told mama about the person; 
mama said “you're too stupid; I going to fix it up for you.” Somebody told mama to put a plate or 
calabash under your hammock, and when he come again, he gonna fall in the sun, going to amuse 
himself by digging and will leave you alone. And that happened. She do it, and it get rid of it. When 
she was small. They used to come behind me: what they call the footer — don't know what they call 
it in English. We used to call _________________ in St. Barts . . . Marianne asks what she means; 
she says “snake”. Snake, scorpion: we had in St. Bart. Never saw mongoose. Had iguana, and big 
_________________ — wood slave.

T137-05 5. LaPlace says she see her father after he died; she was laying on her bed a few months after he dead; 
she used to iron his clothes; he came to the window leaning on it with two hands watching her in my 
face; she say “Papa, I know 'tis you there, go rest in peace, I going make some prayer for you.” So he 
disappear. Her husband too. He lifted up his tools piece by piece. Lifted them up and put them back 
down in the same place and she listened to him, didn't see him but she hear him. He was putting his 
tools in order because he was a carpenter; used to make boats; Terry had buy a little clock and put it 
on the table in case she needed to find out what time it was to take some medicine in the night; and 
maybe her husband didn't feel at peace with that; the clock was on the little round table in the corner; 
somebody came . . . She told him to sit down to the door . . . She put the clock on the table and after 
a little while the person heard my husband banging on the table . . . he didn't like the clock on the 
table; she moved the clock to the top of the buffet, the same thing happened; finally she moved it 
outside to the kitchen and she didn't hear him anymore; but the night he died, Terry hear him back of 
where he used to put he working clothes . . . Mama used to tell her — when she used to get up in the 
night and work on her plait — that somebody was going to play her some trick sometime; she said 
let them; she used to light the kerosene lamp and put it on the table, her pack of straw nearby, and 
she used to work; mama used to give her hell for doing it; after mama had dead, she was sitting there 
doing her plait with her pack of straw, she hear the rope of the hammock . . . she say somebody 
there; the person pick up the pack of straw and pull down the piece of plait LaPlace was working on; 
LaPlace used to hear the straw, hear her mama working on the plait; she say “Mama, you say 
something was going to make me frightened, but 'tis you there; I know 'tis you there!” The hammock 
raise up; no more! That's the only spirit I see.

T138 Adam Petersen Conducts Lancers Practice - 1977 (STX)
Date Sometime in early 1977

Location/Event St. Croix, function room at Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged (“Kingshill”). Adam 
Petersen, is rehearsing a quadrille performance group, the St. Croix Cultural Dancers, 
for a performance at a party arranged by the producers of “The Virgin Islands 
Adventure.”

Recordist Tony Kahn

Note This was recorded just before or after T063 and T064.
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T138-01 1. Adam Petersen rehearses dancers practicing the lancers. He begins with the First Figure of lancers 
—

ADAM PETERSEN: “Prepare. Everybody's line up nicely. Line up nicely.”

Contrary salute. Turn. Salute your own.
Lady from the foot, gentleman from the head, advance.
Advance for your second time and turn.
Salute everybody their own.
Right through head and foot, hook head foot, walk free.
Hook foot head walk free.
Balance your own. Balance away.
Salute. Contrary salute. Turn. 
Salute your own.
Lady from the head, gentleman from the foot, advance.
Advance for your second time and turn.
Then salute your own, everybody.
Head and foot right through hook foot head walk free.
Hook head foot walk free.
Balance your own. Salute. Contrary salute. Turn. 
Salute your own. Side.
Lady from the foot, gentleman from the head, advance.
Dress right away back.
Advance for your second time. Turn.
Salute your own. Side. Right through hook head foot walk free.
Hook foot head walk free.
Balance your own. And then with your salute. Contrary.
Turn. Salute your own.
Lady from the head, gentleman from the foot, advance.
Advance for your second time and turn.
Salute your own.
Side right through hook foot head walk free.
Hook head foot walk free.
Balance your own. Salute. Contrary. Turn.
Salute your own. [He blows a whistle.]

“Beautiful. The First Figure, right? I'm going over the Second.”

Salute. Fall in head and foot.
Sashay. Sashay.
Right and left turn. Hold on the line.
Meet and bow. Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Side. . . . Fall in. 
Sashay. Sashay.
Right and left turn. Hold on the line.
Meet and bow. Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Side. Fall in.
Sashay, Sashay.
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Right and left turn. On the line.
Meet and bow. Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Side. Fall in. Inside.
Sashay. Sashay. Turn. On the line.
Meet and bow. Meet and turn to your station.
And with your last, salute! [He blows a whistle.]

“That's the Second. Third coming up.”

“Third Figure.”

Salute. Contrary salute. Turn. Salute your own.
Lady from the foot, gentleman from the head, advance.
Dress right away back.
Advance for your second time. 
Meanwhile the lady go right away down on her right knee. 

“Fine. Rest quietly, baby.”

Grand meet.

“Stop that jumping...”

Salute. 
Lady from the head, gentleman from the foot, advance.
Advance for your second time.
Meanwhile go right away down. Fine. Rest quietly. Up.
Calvary march. 

“Take it easy. Take it easy. Yes. Look much better.”

Salute.
Lady from the foot, gentleman from the side head, advance. 
Advance for your second time.
Meanwhile the lady go down. 

“Take it easy baby.”

Rest quietly.
Windmill.

“Take it easy. No, man.”

Hands across and walk. Salute.
Now the side.

“That's nice.”

Advance for your second time.
Meanwhile the lady go right down, right knee or ?? your right knee.
Windmill. 
Hands across and walk with time.
And then you salute. [He blows a whistle.]

“Number Three finish.”

Prepare now. We going at the Fourth Figure.
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Salute. Head and foot visit right. Visit left.

“Straighten up in front each others nicely.”

Sashay. Walk in the front, ladies. Sashay.

“Pretty.”

Ladies change.
Change and turn to your station. And then with your salute.
Head and foot prepare. Visit left. Visit right.
Sashay. Sashay. Ladies change.
Gentleman drop back to your station to receive the lady coming to you.
Well turn! Then you salute. Head and foot done with each side.
Visit right side. Visit left side. Salute. Sashay. Walk in the front ladies.
Sashay. Ladies change. Change and turn to your stations.

“That's beautiful.”

Prepare foot. Visit left foot. Visit right foot. Salute. Sashay. Sashay. 
Ladies change. Change and turn to your station.
And then with your last salute! [He blows a whistle.]

“Pretty. Then you going right away over.”

[Next is the Fifth Figure of lancers.]

Head and foot meet and bow.
Side. Head and foot. Side. Sashay. Sashay.
Left into left. Grand change. Continue.
Salute. Fall in head and foot.
Side foot. Side head. Calvary march.
Salute your own.

“Fine.”

Meet and bow.
Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Yeah, your salute. Continue.
Salute. Fall in foot. Side head. Side foot.
Sashay. Sashay. Calvary march. 
Meet and bow. Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Side. Meet and bow side.
Head and foot. Then side. Head and foot.
Dress back with your left into your left.
And prepare for that beautiful grand change.
Salute. Continue. Salute your own. Fall in side head.
[He says “Turn around.”] Foot. Head.
Sashay. Sashay. Calvary march.
Dress right away back and then meet and bow.
Meet and turn to your station.
And then with your salute. Side meet and bow.
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Head and foot. Side. Head and foot.
Dress back with your left into your left.
And prepare for that beautiful grand change.
Salute. 

“Prepare there boy.”

Continue.
Salute. Fall in foot. Head. Foot.

“That's right.”

Sashay. Walk in the front, ladies. Sashay. 
Calvary march. Meet and bow.
Meet and turn to your station.
Head and foot meet and bow. Side.
Head and foot. Side.
Dress back with your left into your left for the last time.
Grand change. Salute. Continue. Salute. [He blows a whistle.]

“And that's the last of it.”

T139 Arthur Brown and Ethel McIntosh - Nov 1985 (STX)
Date November, 1985 

Location St. Croix, Senior Citizens' Center near Christiansted. Soule brought Ethel McIntosh to 
meet with Arthur “Doctor” Brown

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

T139-01 1. Ethel McIntosh sings Annaly Girl,1027 accompanied by her son, Sylvester McIntosh, on guitar:

[First time]

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight. 

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
I been dead, I been gone to hell.
I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell. 

They say, Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou1028 girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight.

1027. Estate Annaly.
1028. Estate Mon Bijou.
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[Second time]

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight.

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell.
I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell. 

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight.

[Third time]

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell.
I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell. 

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight.

T139-02 2. ETHEL MCINTOSH recites a jig speech, The Rats and the Mice a.k.a. The Bachelor’s Lament.1029

The rats and the mice
They make such strife, I had to go to London to look for a wife
The lane was so narrow, the streets were so broad
I had to bring my wife home in a wheelbarrow.

The wheelbarrow catch on fire. My wife get a fall.
Down came wheelbarrow, little wife and all.

T139-03 3. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites The Bachelor’s Lament1030 a.k.a. The Rats and the Mice.

The rats and the mice, they make me such a strife.
I soon to go to London to get me a wife.

The lane was so narrow, and the road was so broad
I was supposed to bring my wife in a wheelbarrow.

The wheelbarrow caught afire.

1029. This is an ancient English nursery rhyme. Sometimes called a “Mother Goose Rhyme.” Wives in wheelbarrows were a 
popular theme of English nursery rhymes. 

1030. See previous footnote.
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Down turn the wheelbarrow, me poor little wife and all.

T139-04 4. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites The Sun Was Scorching Hot.1031

The sun was scorching hot, and all the brooks were dry.
A tired and thirsty fox, with weary limbs came by.
“No water anywhere, I feel quite like to faint
My mouth was parched and sore.” — Those foxes had complain.

When creeping past the wall, he lifted up his eyes.
A bunch of juicy grapes, he sees at last a prize.

“What large and juicy grapes, the very thing for me.
I wish they weren't so high, or I can climb a tree.”

So weary at last the fox gave up the juicy prize.
As he limp away, thus bitterly he cried.

“The grape they look quite ripe, but I ain't sure they are so.
Let anybody have them, I think of them no more.”

T139-05 5. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites The Lilacs Are In Blossom.1032

The lilacs are in blossom, the cherry flowers are white.
I heard a sound below me, it took off the light.

It is a friendly swallow, once more come back for I.
I am very glad to see you pray _________.

The South, how do you like it? I like the sunny sky. 
Among the orange blossoms, one _________ a night is right.

And when spring appear again, I want you to come back,
You're just the same old swallow, your wings are just as black.

T139-06 6. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Goodbye, Goodbye To Summer.1033

Goodbye, goodbye, to summer, oh summer is nearly done.
And Robin singing sweetly in the falling of the year.
If autumn, autumn, autumn, dear, what poor Robin do?
'Tis autumn, autumn, autumn, dear, will soon be winter now.

T139-07 7. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites Alligator: 

_________ catch alligator, father eat rotten potato.

1031. Found in Chambers's Graduated Readers, Book II. W. & R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh, 1882.
1032. Found in a number of books and magazines for children such as The Nursery, Boston, MA 1869; and Appleton's School 

Readers, American Book Co., 1877; 
1033. “Goodbye to Summer is an Irish children’s song called Robin Redbreast by William Allington, 19th Century.” (Jeff Place, 

Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [After receiving Jeff Place’s comments, Soule found the song published in Flower Pieces 
and Other Poems, London: Longmans, Green, and Co, 1893.]
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It just that. It ain't nothing more than that.
_________ catch alligator _________ _________

T139-08 8. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites Last Night I Was Sitting:

Last night I was sitting in my Jubilee, 
August, September, October, November, December chair!
When I heard a gray headed Champion say “Let Sealey appear!”
Now, Sealey appear, Cross Champion disappear
Touch me if you dare!

T139-09 9. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites Whenever I Hear a Long Tail Hog:

Whenever I hear a long tail hog get a short tail pig,
You hardly could dance a common showboy jig.

T139-10 10. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites Rock I Stand:

Rock I stand on barren land, my fortune set me free,
The female tongue crack like a ______________. Great joy deliver me.

T139-11 11. ETHEL MCINTOSH sings Annaly Girl:

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.
South-side girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Mon Bijou girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight. 

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell.

T139-12 12. ARTHUR “DOCTOR” BROWN recites Happy Stars and Pleasant Places.1034

Happy stars and pleasant places,
When you show your happy faces.
So that I can see you shine
In this little bed of mine.

And crack your music, boy, and have your time.
This is a katta1035 but ee bundle there behind.

1034. Found in Our Young Folks, An Illustrated Magazine for Boys and Girls, 1869. Also in an Independent Second Reader 
by James Madison Watson, A.S. Barnes & Co., NY and Chicago, 1873. Also located in a column for children in the Otago 
Witness newspaper of New Zealand, November 17, 1892.

1035. Katta = head wrap. Might also imply “preliminary.”
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T140 Beatrice Johnson and Ethel McIntosh - Oct 1985 (STX)
Date October 1985

Location St. Croix, home of Beatrice Mapsey Johnson

Interviewers Nancy Groce and Mary Jane Soule

Note Originally recorded on analog audio cassette. These are late 19th Century parlor songs. 

T140-01 1. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings I Really Love That Boy.

I really love that boy, I really love that boy.
For in fact wherever I settle down, I really love that boy.

He have fine curly hair, and all with rosy cheeks.
For in fact wherever I settle down, I really love that boy

I really love that boy, I really love that boy.
For in fact wherever I settle down, I really love that boy.

He have fine curly hair, and all with rosy cheeks.
For in fact wherever I settle down, I really love that boy.
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T140-02 2. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings One Day I Went to See My Lover.

One day I went to see my lover.
He looked down, but very sad and mean.
I said, “Darling, oh darling, what's the matter?
Darling darling what's the matter?”
She said, “She weary and she tired think of me.”

I said darling, oh darling, darling, bear in mind.
A good and kind friend is really hard to found.
But when I found a friend, it's true.
Never you change an old one for a new.1036

T140-03 3. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON sings My Love Is Like a Jessamine.

My love is like a jessamine1037

A sweet white scented rose.
If I love you as you love me,
Nothing but death will part I and you.

I live so far, we cannot kiss.
But when we meet, we'll never miss.
As you love me as I love you,
Nothing but death will part I and you.

Annie Marona is my sweetheart.
I love Annie and Annie love me.
Soon to be married and never to be part.
I love my little Annie, for my dear sweetheart.1038

The rose is red, and the violet is blue.
Carnation sweet and so are you.
Carnation sweet and so are you.
Nothing but death will part I and you.1039

1036. “This verse comes from an old American ballad, My Blue-Eyed Boy: ‘Go bear, go bear, go bear in mind, That a good true 
friend is hard to find. And when you find one good and true, Never change the old one for a new.’ This song was also 
recorded by the Carter Family as Bring Back My Blue Eyed Boy.” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [After 
receiving Jeff Place’s comments, Soule found My Blue-Eyed Boy in a 1922 book compiled by Louise Pound, American 
Ballads and Songs, published by Scribner.] Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T129-07.

1037. Night-blooming jasmine.
1038. “The section about ‘Annie Marona’ is the song, Little Annie Rooney, by Michael Nolan, 1885: ‘She’s my sweetheart, I’m 

her beau, She’s my Annie; I’m her Joe. Soon we’ll marry, never to part, Little Annie Rooney is my sweetheart!’” (Jeff 
Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [After receiving Jeff Place’s comments, Soule found the following: “After Nolan 
sang Little Annie Rooney in English music halls in 1890, Annie Hart (a.k.a. “The Bowery Girl”) brought it to the United 
States. When she performed at New York's London Theatre, the song became a hit, but the absence of any international 
copyright laws kept Nolan from collecting royalties. A bitter Nolan retired from composing, and his song later became a 
favorite piano roll and calliope tune, heard at circuses and carousels.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Annie_Rooney.] 
Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T129-07.
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T140-04 4. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and sings Say Yes Or No.

“I will tell you one. A fellow was making love to a girl, but he don't know how to go about it. So, he 
say now —'

You could tell me yes or no, tell me yes or no.
And I didn't give a damn if you say yes or no.
Say yes or no, say yes or no.
And I didn't give a damn if you say yes or no.

Love in my pocket, but none in my heart.
Each one I love, I will give them a part.
Love is a thing that been brought to your door.
Then when you back turn, them do what them choose.

So you could say yes or no, say yes or no.
And I didn't give a damn if it is yes or no.
Say yes or no, you could say yes or no.
And I didn't give a damn if you say yes or no.

T140-05 5. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON introduces, sings and partly recites As I Was Walking:1040

“You know this — Ee got another one, say — I don’t know if you know it, say —

As I was walking, I heard a church bell tolling.
I look around, I turn around, I heard the _______ was passing.

Mooma, Mooma …

[She tries to remember more words and then recites.]

The church bell was ringing, and the corpse was passing.

T140-06 6. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and sings Broken-Hearted Milkman also known as Polly Perkins 
of Paddington Green.1041

“And they have a one, a broken hearted milkman —'

A broken hearted milkman in London he dwell.
He fell in that company of a young servant maid.

Such nonsense, such foolishness, I don't bear in mind.
For to marry a milkman, I don't feel inclined.

1039. “The last verse (Roses Are Red) is an old verse from multiple folk songs. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roses_are_red.” 
(Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [The Wikipdedia entry: “Roses Are Red can refer to a specific poem, or a 
class of poems inspired by that poem. It has a Roud Folk Song Index number of 19798. It is most commonly used as a love 
poem.”] Ms. Johnson sings similar lyrics on T140-03.

1040. “... seems like it could be (Ms. Johnson) trying to remember the verses to the very frequently performed ballad Barbara 
Allen: ‘As I was walking down the lane, And heard some bell a-tolling, And as they tolled they seemed to say, Hard hearted 
Barbara Allen’ and ‘As I was walking up the groves, And met his corpse a-coming: Stop, stop, said she and steam awhile, 
that I may gaze all on you.’” (Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways Archivist)

1041. Written by Harry Clifton, published as a broadside some time before 1886. Found in Britain, Scotland, and Ireland.
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The man that is to marry me must be handsome as gold,
With horses and carriages both handsome and bold.

His mustache must be like any watch spring compare.
And his hair must be thick as a cloud could hide in.

“Then he gon say —'

You're as beautiful as a butterfly, proud as a queen.
You're my pretty little Polly Perkin. You are ________ and green.
If I knew that you would love me, I would lay down and die.

T140-07 7. BEATRICE MAPSEY JOHNSON introduces and sings Look On My Apron.1042

“Look On My Apron? I can’t remember them now, for true now. Look On My Apron, How it go?”

MCINTOSH: “Girl in Bridgetown take warning by me...”

JOHNSON: “Young girls!”

Young girls, young girls, take warning by me.
Young girls, young girls, take warning by me.
Young girls, young girls, take warning by me.
Please look on my apron, and see if he can tie.

How could I marry you when I have a wife?
How could I marry you when I have a wife?
How could I marry you when I have a wife?
My wife she's the life and the pride of my heart.

“Then he let me know. He let me know.”

“But a girl that he had love, and he get her in the way. And now, he remember he have his wife, 
then!”

T140-08 8. ETHEL MCINTOSH introduces and sings Waiting At the Church1043 a.k.a. What a Fuss Obadiah 
Made of Me.

1042. “This seems to be a shortened reference to the old British folk song The Soldier and the Lady. The song has various forms 
and can even be found in the U.S. The reference to tying the apron refers to the fact that the lady is pregnant and can no 
longer tie her apron strings. See track 2-26 on this link: http://www.mtrecords.co.uk/pdf/hughes.pdf.” (Jeff Place, 
Smithsonian Folkways Archivist) [Soule looked up the referenced PDF — the album liner notes for Sheep-Crook and Black 
Dog, MTCD365-6, by the Dorset (England) Gypsy singer, Queen Caroline Hughes. The liner notes contain the following 
lyrics: “...Oh now,” said the fair maid, “will you marry me?” “Oh no,” said the soldier, “it won’t never be. For I’ve got a 
little wife at home in my own counteree, She’s called the cleverest little woman that your eyes ever see.” “Well now,” said 
the fair maid, “Oh, what shall I do? My apron strings won’t tie now, my gown won’t pull to...” In the album liner notes, 
Rod Stradling writes: “Under a variety of titles, including The Bold Grenadier, The Soldier and the Lady, and The 
Nightingale, this gentle, sensuous song had a huge spread across Britain and North America. Roud’s 219 entries include 
61 sound recordings.” “This ballad is also known as The Bold Soldier or The Valiant Soldier.” http://
www.contemplator.com/america/boldsold.html.] [Further researching Jeff’s comments, Soule also found that Henry 
Martin Belden, in Ballads and Songs Collected by the Missouri Folklore Society (1940), noted that this song was printed 
on broadsides in the 19th century in England. He also traced the song to a 17th century broadside ... that was about a 
gamekeeper and a lord's daughter. http://www.contemplator.com/america/boldsold.html]
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“And there's another one I know about a girl. She was liking this fellow; he used to take her in the 
park —'

Oh what a fuss Obadiah made of me
When he take me in the park.
He used to squeeze me 'til I was black and blue.
When he kisses, he always left a mark.

He take me now and then to see the fair.
And every day he treated me to wine.
But understand me gentle when I say he treated me.
It was not him, but I who used to pay.

He say, “I can't get away to marry you today.
I can't get away to marry you today.
I can't get away to marry you today.
My wife, she won't allow me.”

JOHNSON: “That’s a thing, me dear child.”

SOULE: “Where did you hear these? From your mother?”

MCINTOSH: “No. Other people, I hear...”

JOHNSON: “And some time you go, you hear different sing. You put it in you … I know a lots of 
them, but me forget some of them now . . . Some time I there at night time, just like me a practice, 
for all kind a thing, member. And another thing I can't member.”

T141 Derby 45s, Part One - 1966 through 1979 (STX)
Copies of 45 RPM records from Camille “Derby” Macedon’s private collection. These are all calypsos: 
Artist is Camille “King Derby” Macedon, Jr.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC19.

T141-01 1. Crucian Culture. Circa 1979; label says Art Decoteau: Music arrangements; Trevdall Pub. BMI; 
Crucian Records. 

T141-02 2. Marcella, circa 1979; flip side of Crucian Culture. 

T141-03 3. Water Problem, circa 1973; label: DFG records, music by Boyce Lewis, recorded in Trinidad.

T141-04 4. Black Stone, circa 1973; flip side of Water Problem. 

T141-05 5. Wabeen Agents, circa 1966; label says “DERBS.”

1043. Waiting At the Church was a popular British Music Hall song by Vesta Victoria. Composed by Henry Pether (music) 
Fred W. Leigh (words). Copyright 1906.
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T141-06 6. In Your Mind, circa 1966; flip side of Wabeen Agents. 

T142 Derby 45s, Part Two - 1966 through 1979 (STX)
Copies of 45 RPM records from Camille “Derby” Macedon’s private collection.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC20.

T142-01 1. The Midnight Shepherd. 1966, label = Caribbean; “the Mighty Derby with the Vibratones.”

T142-02 2. Funny People. 1966, label = Caribbean; “The Mighty Derby with the Vibratones.”

T142-03 3. Frederiksted Jamet Town. 1971, label = DERBS; “King Derby & Art Dekoto Band.”

T142-04 4. Stand Up Charley. 1971, label = DERBS; “King Derby & Art Dekoto Band.”

T142-05 5. Juan Luis Jam. 1979. “Produced by King Derby; accompanied by Joe Parris and the All Stars 
Band.”

T142-06 6. Miss Flahaty. “Produced by King Derby; accompanied by Joe Parris and the All Stars Band.”

T143 LP: Devil and Derby Side One (STX)
Copy of an LP album by Devil and Derby. All calypsos.

From dust jacket: 

• “V.I. Famous Calypsonians: Devil, Derby”

• Vocal, compose, and song by the Devil and Derby

• Music arranged by Wesley B. Thomas, with picture of Archie Thomas and His Recording 
Session.

• 'Devil' is Adelbert Anduze, native of St. Croix

• 'Derby' is Camille Macedon, native of St. Croix

• Product of Calypso Record Shop, Frederiksted

• “Recorded in St. Croix by the Virgin Islands Audio.” 

• Black Witch and the Mule, Dem Termites.

• Songs on Side A are by Devil; Songs on Side B are by Derby. 

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC21.

T143-01 1. Devil: Trip to Trinidad

T143-02 2. Devil: X-Ray Technician
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T143-03 3. Devil: Hard Top

T143-04 4. Devil: Rudy's Merengue [Instrumental]

T143-05 5. Devil: Calypso Jump Session

T143-06 6. Derby: Black Witch and the Mule

T143-07 7. Derby: Dem Termites

T144 LP: Devil and Derby Side Two (STX)
Copies of the remaining songs from Side B of “V.I. Famous Calypsonians: Devil, Derby” (as captured on 
T143).

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC22.

T144-01 1. Derby: Christmas Greetings

T144-02 2. Derby: Merengue at Vicky's. Instrumental.

T144-03 3. Derby: Cabana Shoes

T144-04 4. Derby: Whitey Could Wind

T144-05 5. Derby: I Want To Dance [mentions Christmas]

T145 LP: Folkways St. Thomas Recordings - circa 1950s (STT)

T145-01 1. Fourth figure of lancers by Mebobo's Quartet, St. Thomas, recorded by Walter and Lisa Lekis. 
Folkways FW6840 “Caribbean Dances,” ©1953. 

T145-02 2. Seven-step by Mebobo's Quartet, St. Thomas, recorded by Walter and Lisa Lekis on Folkways 
FW6840, “Caribbean Dances,” ©1953, and Folkways FE4533, “Caribbean Folk Music,” ©1960. 

T145-03 3. Bamboula recorded by Tram Coombs, Folkways FE4533, ©1960 and Folkways FE4502 African & 
Afro-American Drums. 

T145-04 4. Lapli Tombe (The Rain Falls) recorded by Tram Coombs, Folkways FE4533, “Caribbean Folk 
Music,” ©1960.
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T146 LP: “A Night in Jost Van Dyke” and “St. Thomas Carnival” - 1968 (STT)
Copies of an LP album with two names. Side A — cuts 1 through 5 — is called “A Night in Jost Van 

Dyke.” Side B — cuts 6 through 11 — is called “Carnival in St. Thomas.” Note that cuts 7, 8, 9, 10, 
and 11 were part of a band competition.

Copied from the album cover: Rounder Records No. 5002, 186 Willow Ave., Somerville, MA, 02144; 
Side A: Recorded in 1968 at Foxie's Tamarind, Jost Van Dyke, British Virgin Islands. “Foxie assembled 
the band, which consisted of most of the men on the island. Albert plays guitar; rest play various rhythm 
instruments including gourds, washtub bass, pots and pans.” Foxie sings lead. “Most songs of local origin 
except Mr. Walker by Sparrow.”

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC15.

T146-01 1. Fire Fire from LP Side A, “A Night in Jost Van Dyke.”

T146-02 2. Number One from LP Side A, “A Night in Jost Van Dyke.” [This is not a First Figure of Quadrille.]

T146-03 3. Mister Walker from LP Side A, “A Night in Jost Van Dyke.”

T146-04 4. Talking Parrot of St. Thomas from LP Side A, “A Night in Jost Van Dyke.”

T146-05 5. Better Get On Top from LP Side A, “A Night in Jost Van Dyke.”

T146-06 6.  Road March. Charlotte Amalie High School Band, in parade. From LP Side B, “Carnival in St. 
Thomas.”

T146-07 7. Mister Walker. Instrumental by Invaders Steel Band. From LP Side B, “Carnival in St. Thomas.”

T146-08 8. Sa Sa Yay. Road march, performed by Buccaneers Orchestra of St. Croix. From LP Side B, 
“Carnival in St. Thomas.”

T146-09 9. Over The Waves. Invaders Steel Band. From LP Side B, “Carnival in St. Thomas.”

T146-10 10. Baranquilla. Puerto Rico All-Stars: bass, five drummers, five saxophones, 5 trumpets, and three 
singers. [This recording fades out before end of cut on original LP.]

T147 Marie Richards I - circa 1955 (STX)
Copies of original recordings made by Raymond and Hazel Higdon as raw material for an LP album of 
Marie Richards. Hazel describes the circumstances of the recording on T133. 

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC28.

T147-01 1. These Beautiful Virgin Isles. Sung with guitar.
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T147-02 2. Mongoose, Come Out Your Hole. Spoken introduction, then sung with guitar. A line in the song is 
“what Paddy give the drum” — This refers to Joseph “Paddy” Moore.

T147-03 3. Get On the Beat to Sunshine Street. A poem with guitar.

T147-04 4. Keep Away From Roger Bridge. Sung with guitar.

T147-05 5. Stand On Your Feet and Fight. This tells the story of the 1878 labor riots; it is a poem accompanied 
by drum.

T147-06 6. Fireburn story with drums.

T147-07 7. Pot Pon Fire. Sung with guitar.

T148 Marie Richards II - circa 1955 (STX)
Copies of original recordings made by Raymond and Hazel Higdon as raw material for an LP album of 
Marie Richards. Hazel describes the circumstances of the recording on T133.

All cuts are sung with guitar, except for cut 7, Clear The Road, which is performed with a drum.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC29.

T148-01 1. Pond Bush Crab. Lyric says “she's too bad.”

T148-02 2. Don't Tie That Donkey Down There

T148-03 3. Defending My Dollar

T148-04 4. Crab and Rice

T148-05 5. Only Fifty Cents. This is a song about a girl with a huge appetite. 

T148-06 6. Banga Tuffy Sarah

T148-07 7. Clear the Road

T148-08 8. Crucian Kallaloo

T148-09 9. My Caribbean Queen

T148-10 l0.  Maufé
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T148-11 11. Nurses Calling

T149 Marie Richards III - circa 1955 (STX)
Copies of original recordings made by Raymond and Hazel Higdon as raw material for an LP album of 
Marie Richards. Hazel describes the circumstances of the recording on T133.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC30.

T149-01 1. Marie Richards sings with guitar: Okra Fungee and Fish.

T149-02 2. Marie Richards sings with drum Monongahela. “November 15, 1867” 

T149-03 3. Marie Richards sings with drum accompaniment It Was a Lovely Day on the First of November:

It was a lovely day the first of November,
When Sorenson1044 La Grange administrator
Sent a telegram home for a warship
To quell the riot in Santa Cruz.
He sent a telegram home for a warship
To quell the riot in Santa Cruz.

The lovely battleship the Valkyrien
With a crew of two hundred and thirty men
Sailed into the harbor on a Friday afternoon
To quell the riot that never was.
She sailed in the harbor on a Friday afternoon
To quell the riot that never was.

That was the answer of the planters to the workers
Who had pleaded for a few cents more a day.
The living wage was twenty cents a day's work.
The answer came, “No, not a cent more.”
The living wage was twenty cents a day's work.
The answer came, “No, not a cent more.”

We have no savages here in our native land.
We are honest, peace-loving, hard-working men.
Shame shame on those who sent for the warship
To shoot us down when we did them no wrong.
Shame shame on those who sent for the warship
To shoot us down when we did them no wrong.

Courageous sons like Theobald Brow1045 and Ralph Chabert1046

1044. Pronounced SHUN SUHN. See Sorenson in Chronology.
1045. Probably C.R.T. Brow, a signer (on behalf of the Labor Union) of the agreement that ended the labor strike of 1916. See 

St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.
1046. See de Chabert in Chronology.
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Illustrious orators like ah Reubel1047

Came to the rescue of the ____________ workers
And led them on to prosperity.
They led them on to prosperity,
Those courageous sons of Santa Cruz.

Our leader's name is David Hamilton Jackson,
And the Herald is the paper we call “The Whip.”
Congratulations to you our noble editor,
And your name will live in history.
Congratulations to you our noble editor,
And your name will live in history.

T149-04 4. Marie Richards recites Man is My Brother. A poem.

T149-05 5. Marie Richards recites Who Is My Neighbor. A poem.

T149-06 6. Marie Richards introduces Dear St. Croix, then sings with guitar. “This poem was written in 1920 
when the people of St. Croix were leaving in large numbers to go to continental U.S. . . . This song 
was sung in the schools at that time; it has the tune of Juanita.” She plays guitar. . . “St. Croix, dear 
St. Croix . . . our childish hearts are true.”

T149-07 7. Marie Richards tells the story of Emancipation, spoken without accompaniment; not a poem. “This 
is a story of the freedom gain by the slaves of St. Croix in 1848, under the leadership of Gottlief 
Bordeaux, Father Timothy O'Ryan, and Governor Von Scholten, Governor-General of the Danish 
West Indies. On July 3, 1848, in the town of Frederiksted, there was great commotion. . .” 

T150 Marie Richards IV, and Abel Thompson - circa 1955 (STX)
Copies of original recordings made by Raymond and Hazel Higdon as raw material for an LP album of 
Marie Richards. Hazel describes the circumstances of the recording on T133.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC31.

T150-01 1. Marie Richards tells the story of the ship Monongahela. “This story now is about the Monongahela, 
an American man-of-war that came in the harbor of Frederiksted on November 18 in 1867 . . . to pay 
a friendly visit . . . a storm arose . . . a tidal wave . . . found herself on dry land . . .  hundreds of 
sailors were drowned . . . their graves are in the cemeteries of St. Croix.” 

T150-02 2. Marie Richards tells the story of November 1, 1915. “Emancipation was 1848 . . . 30 years later in 
1878, there was a bloody revolt led by Queen Mary and her gang . . . That riot was put down in 
slaughter. In 1915, David Hamilton Jackson, a teacher and a lawyer, formed a committee; . . . went 

1047. Probably Charles C. Reubel, another signer (on behalf of the Labor Union) of the agreement that ended the labor strike 
of 1916. See St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.
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to Denmark to see the king and queen, and a wealthy lady named Mrs. Hiort-Lorenzen1048assisted 
him and sent him back. The government of Denmark gave Jackson powers . . . and some of the laws 
were lifted. Jackson returned, formed a union and bought a press. November 1, 1915 is the day we 
celebrate Liberty Day, the day we received the press and the union was formed.”

T150-03 3. Marie Richards speaks about vendors marrying provisions in the market, then about notable Crucian 
dishes: Okra fungee and fish, crab and rice, kallaloo, and maufé. “It's a strange name, but one we 
have to face when we go to the market to buy, particularly the vegetable market.” [This is the custom 
of “marrying provisions.”] . . . She talks about okra fungee and fish — how they're made now. “We 
come to crab and rice” . . . “the crab lives in hole” . . .  “to get him out, you wet his hole” . . . “nature 
helps you with rain” . . . “dunk him in your crocus bag” . . . “put him in a barrel with corn 
meal.”. . .Crucian kallaloo is another fine dish, made from papalolo.” . . . She describes how 
papalolo is picked and boiled; how kallaloo is prepared, other ingredients. “Then there's another one, 
the maufé, a French dish” . . . “made with salted meat, lots of fish” . . . “made when tomatoes are in 
season.”

T150-04 4. Marie Richards sings Doodle Doo Doo with guitar accompaniment . . . “want to know, my girl is a 
mamba joe, I love her, I love her so, doodle doo doo, what a gal, she dresses in calico, her hair in the 
pompadour, a pretty gal she makes a show, doodle doo doo.” . . . “I'm a happy, lucky boy. . .”

T150-05 5. Bambooshay and Roast a Time. Marie Richards sings with guitar. [First syllable is missed on the 
recording.]

T150-06 6. Portion of a radio broadcast featuring the “one man band, Abel Thompson” with “a Happy Birthday 
song for Wheelie.”

Mrs. Higdon prepared the following description of Abel Thompson for Soule: 

“ABEL THOMPSON— THE ‘ONE-MAN BAND’”

“Abel Thompson made all his own musical arrangements. He used a rectangular-shaped metal 
Nabisco can, about twelve inches across by eighteen inches high. On the top of the can, in a special 
bracket, was mounted a harmonica. A small drum was attached to the can which he beat with one 
hand. With the other hand, he played castanets and tapped the side of the can.

1048. Per Anne Walbom, President of the Danish West Indian Society: “The name mentioned is Mrs. Hiort-Lorenzen. Ingeborg 
Hiort-Lorenzen 1865?-1952. She lived in the islands between February 1904 and April 1905 and after returning to 
Copenhagen she kept in contact with many different people from mostly St Croix. Her husband (by education a lawyer) 
had worked in different parts of the Danish Government mostly tax departments. When a whole new bunch of laws was to 
be executed and at the same time a new Governor Mr. Norlien was appointed Hiort-Lorenzen became special assistant to 
Norlien. Both Norlien and the Hiort-Lorezens were considered too progressive or modern by the planters and the 
establishment on the islands. It is right that she later helped Jackson when he stayed in Denmark, and in this way shocked 
the conservative upper class. I am not sure Jackson met with the king, and I am quite sure he did not meet the Queen. But 
Jackson returned home with knowledge of how to form a Union and how to win a strike. Besides that he ensured the law 
of Freedom of the Press and a new bought press.”
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“Two pieces of metal were attached to the can. A string was attached to his foot, and when he moved 
his foot, the string would pull at the two pieces of metal and tap them together, making the sound of 
bells. He kept time with one foot while pulling the string and striking the bells with the other.

“A musical sheet was clipped to the top of the can. He decorated the can with dolls, ribbons, and 
even flowers. The various parts were all attached, making one instrument which he strapped around 
his neck. The entire unit was painted in various bright colors. And he played all these items at the 
same time, creating the sound of an orchestra.

“Abel composed ‘The Anniversary Song’ and played it over Radio Station WIVI on May 15, 1958, 
in celebration of WIVI’s sixth anniversary.

“Abel Thompson was Watchman and Caretaker at Radio Station WIVI for more than twenty years, 
up until his death. During that time, he was heard frequently over WIVI on the early morning 
program ‘Rise and Shine,’ as well as on certain special occasions, playing his unique instruments.
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T151 LP: Archie Thomas (STX), Herman Wallace (STT)
Subject Copy of an LP of Archie Thomas and his band; Herman Wallace1049 and his All Stars. 

Notes Unfortunately, no notes were made on the contents of this LP.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC27.

T151-01 1. Archie Thomas: Open Your Middle Door. “It’s me, Tappy Boy...”

T151-02 2. Archie Thomas: Jingle Bells

T151-03 3. Herman Wallace: Unidentified tune [with euphonium, and saxophone behind it]. Might be Cassie 
Dayton.

T151-04 4. Archie Thomas: Waltz [also with euphonium, and saxophone behind it]

T151-05 5. Herman Wallace: Hello Africa [contemporary calypso] Part I.

T151-06 6. Herman Wallace: Hello Africa, Part II.

T152 LP: Jamesie & the Happy Seven, St. Croix, “The Crucian Beat” - 1979 (STX)
Subject This is a copy of an LP named “The Crucian Beat.” 

Notes Copied from the album cover: Copyright Crucian Records, Inc. 1978, P. O. Box 850, 
13 King Cross Street, Christiansted, St. Croix, VI 00820. Program numbers 1, 2, 6, 8, 
and 9 are listed as “native song.” Program numbers 4 and 10 are listed as “Trevdall 
Music, BMI, Inc.”

Technical Mono. 

Musicians Jamesie is James Brewster, vocalist and guitarist. [Jamesie’s band was also recorded 
on STX03 (Christmas village quadrille exhibition), STJ129 through STJ130 (dance at a 
nightclub in St. John), and STX42 through STX45 (a quadrille dance). Mr. Brewster is 
interviewed on STX01, STX02, and STX121. An earlier LP (recorded before Ohaldo 
Williams, saxophonist joined the band) is captured on STX152.]

Musicians:

James Brewster rhythm guitar, lead vocal
Ohaldo Williams saxophone
Nathaniel Moore banjo
Lloyd Thomas conga, background vocal
Anselmo Clarke squash
Paul Horsford bass

1049. Herman Wallace played the euphonium, a conical-bore, baritone-voiced brass instrument, also called a bombodeen, 
something like a french horn. Wallace died in 1971. (Copemann)
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Hezekiah Harrison steel

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC16.

The recording originally named “VIV152” used to be “ZOOP CUTS RESTORED;” 
this VIV152 was removed from the archive when no longer needed: all original 
recording had been restored.

T152-01 1 Old Time Song (Fonso Joseph) [This is Alphonso Joseph Quadrille Merengue, same as T090-08.] 
3:30

T152-02 2 Me Dundo I Love You 3:48

T152-03 3 Dixie Land 2:52

T152-04 4 Ram Goat (J. Brewster) 4:05

T152-05 5 Polka Mazurka 2:45

T152-06 6 Alex Benjamin 4:12

T152-07 7 Man to Man (Mighty Swallow) 3:25

T152-08 8 All I Want I Get It 3:52

T152-09 9 Come Sweet Annie 2:48

T152-10 10 Time So Hard (J. Brewster) 3:43

T153 LP: Jamesie's Hot Five (STX)
Subject This is a copy of an LP named “Jamesie’s Hot Five.” 

Technical Mono. 

Notes The label says “Crucian Record.” There was no dust jacket. Cuts 1 through 5 are from 
Side A; cuts 6 through 9 are Side B.

Musicians Jamesie is James Brewster, vocalist and guitarist. Other musicians are not credited on 
this album, but are likely to be the same as on T152 with the exception of Ohaldo 
Williams and another person. [Soule doesn’t know who.] [Jamesie’s band, when it 
grew larger, was also recorded on T003 (Christmas village quadrille exhibition), T129 
through T130 (dance at a nightclub in St. John), and T042 through T045 (a quadrille 
dance). Mr. Brewster is interviewed on T101, T102, and T121. A later album is 
captured on T152.]

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC24.
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T153-01 1 Lillie Gal

T153-02 2 Mr. Moore, Your Jackass in My Yard

T153-03 3 Nobody Business

T153-04 4 Marie Bull

T153-05 5 Killie Lee

T153-06 6 Cigar Win De Race [See T019-08 for lyrics.]

T153-07 7 Bull Dog

T153-08 8 La Bega Carousel

T153-09 9 Run Jennie

T153-10 10 Good Morning Medley

T154 LP: Ten Sleepless Knights, “Pumpin’” (STX)
Notes Copied from the album cover: “Volume I: V. I. Folk Music / Quadrille & quelbé”.

Musicians See T155.

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC01.

T154-01 1 Identified on album as a merengue. Sylvester McIntosh calls it a Sixth Figure; the words are those he 
sings in Before Prohibition, about Raymond and Carroll’s still on T066-04.

T154-02 2 “Number One” — They play Sammy Francis as the First Figure. [See T019-04 for some lyrics.]

T154-03 3 “Number Two” — They play Alphonso Joseph Second Figure [sort of slow] as the Second Figure.

T154-04 4 “Number Three” — They play Alphonso Joseph Third Figure as the Third Figure. 

T154-05 5 “Number Four” — They play Bulldog, Don't Bite Me as the Fourth Figure.

T154-06 6 “Number Six” — They play Cigar Win the Race as the Sixth Figure. [See T019-08 for lyrics.]

T154-07 7 Weh Me Nono Garn [with vocal]
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T154-08 8 Poor Me Valentine

T154-09 9 Vietnam [vocal]

T154-10 10 The Butcher and the Politician (E. Christian) [vocal]

T155 LP: Ten Sleepless Knights, Volume 2 (STX)
Notes Copied from the album cover: quelbé, buckup. Mono. Recording engineer: George 

Seaman. 

Musicians The Ten Sleepless Knights

Stanley Jacobs flute, leader
Percival Nurse alto sax
Laurence Hendricks guitar
Cyprian King banjo
Eldred Christian vocal & banjo
Oscar Wells bajo
Christian Thompson steel
Robert Jacobs conga
Herman Thompson steel
Alexander Williams squash

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC02.

T155-01 1. Pony Dorseth (Crucian Folklore) 3:45 [vocal]

T155-02 2. Wash Yo Draaz (Crucian Folklore) 3:08 [vocal]

T155-03 3. Ho Bin Sen Yo (Crucian Folklore) 3:38 [vocal]

T155-04 4. Dun Dun (Crucian Folklore) 4:06 [vocal]

T155-05 5. Musician Want Something to Drink (Crucian Folklore) 3:11 [vocal]

T155-06 6. Two-Step (Crucian Folklore) 3:10

T155-07 7. Bad Manja (Crucian Folklore) 3:23

T155-08 8. Fowl Wing (Crucian Folklore) 4:25 [vocal]

T155-09 9. Morningstar (Crucian Folklore) 3:08 [vocal]

T155-10 10. Bottle on the Table (E. Christian, S. Jacobs) [vocal]
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T156 “Can't Done” by Edgie and the St. Croix Talent Club Band (STX)
Musicians “Edgie and the St. Croix Talent Club Band” (Eldred “Edgie” Christian, Jr.)

Notes Copied from the album cover: by Phillipus, Christian, James. 

Technical Mono. 

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled REC12.

T156-01 1. Can’t Done, Version 1.

T156-02 2. Can’t Done, Version 2

T157 Roebucks - 1980 (STT)
Date Just before Carnival 1980.

Location Hector and Elmo Roebuck at Hector Roebuck’s home.

Interviewer Mary Jane Soule

Technical Mono

Archivist note This recording was originally labeled VIV136.

T157-01 1. Hector Roebuck and his son Elmo sing Moonlight Shining Bright Tonight. Elmo plays banjo.

T157-02 2. Hector Roebuck and his son Elmo sing Poor Me Elmo plays banjo. [Tape starts late.] “That’s a old-
time calypso.”

T157-03 3. Hector Roebuck and his son Elmo sing Morningstar Arise and Zoop, Zoop, Zoop with Elmo playing 
banjo:

Morningstar arise
You no hear the captain ah call
Papa AHF he gon beat you MEE NAH NEE 
LAY HEE SOH FOH DEE LASS 

OH MEE NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
OH ME NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
OH NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH FOH DEE LASS 

OH AH LAY AH LAY, OH AH LAY AH LAY. 
RUHN GOH1050 tell me kokobay ah hit ahm already1051 
Tell me kokobay WAH LOH. 
GEH REE was a man BAH WAH LOH 
WAH LOH WAH LOH WAH LOH 
OH AH LAY AH LAY AH LAY AH 

1050. May be a person’s name or nickname, such as “Rungo.”
1051. He says that he already has leprosy (kokobay). (Highfield)
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ZOOP ZOOP ZOOP. 

OH MEE NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
FOH DEE LASS [Laughter.] 

[Compare to Maude Andreas version at the beginning of the Old Time Long Time radio 
documentary or to Andreas’s original version T055-04.]

T157-04 4. Hector Roebuck sings with his son Elmo, who also plays banjo, Mamboleen and Scambaugh.

You know, 'tis long since I been hearing things 'bout you. . . 
She bawl I want to go back to Scambaugh.
You too sweet for me.
. . .the girl from Pollyberg tell me all 'bout you
. . . the boy from Savan tell me all 'bout you. . .

T158 James Copemann Describes the King George Masquerade Jig
Date Unknown

Location Unknown

Interviewer Dimitri Copemann

Technical Mono

These recordings of James Copemann were made by his grandson, Dimitri Copemann. The original 
recordings were made on analog audio cassette and have a lot of traffic noise. These 
recordings are excerpts from the originals. They have been heavily re-processed by 
“denoising” in a studio, and have also been edited for maximum clarity.

T158-01 1. James Copemann describes, and sings parts of, the King George masquerade jig.

DMITRI: Tell me something now. Where that speech come from now?

JAMES: That speech? They make that for the jig. Because it’s a jig, you know! Got another kind, 
they say King George and Valentine. They got King George and King Slasher.

DIMITRI: This happen all in the same night, too?

JAMES: Yes, all that happen the same night.

DIMITRI: But they get it out of a school book you had? 

JAMES: We never had more than a thin book. But it is a English book, because all them book we 
had down here — Danish time — We didn’t have enough book from Denmark. All the book are 
from England. All our schoolbook are from England. The teacher them come from all the different 
place. You see? And the Inspector, they used to call he the School Director — he was to examine — 
the time — when the time come for examination. He was a Dane man. And all everybody in the 
school where I went, the teacher them come — some come from St. Vincent, Antigua. St. Vincent, 
Antigua. About there.

DIMITRI: So they had King Slasher too?

JAMES: Yeah, they had King Slasher play. The King Slasher, King George.

DIMITRI: But when King Slasher come out? After Valentine get killed?
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JAMES: Yes, King Slasher played after Valentine. ________________________ Valentine.

JAMES: Valentine is the first one?

JAMES: Yeah. Yeah. And they got the part:

Punchinella, Punchinella,
Make your belly big so.
Cornflower water make your belly big.

Punchinella come with a ______________________________________________, you know?

____________________ Make your belly big so. He had dance that. Punchinella, he there dancing 
with the King, too. ________________________________________________________.

Kill he, too. ____________________________ gut. ____________________________________ 
go down, you see? Make her fall. and King George killing Crown Valentine, and King George kill 
King Slasher, and something else.

DIMITRI: They ain’t got one with Matty Gru too?

JAMES: Yes, Mah Gru. Yes. Yes. Mah Gru. That time, the King going take Mah Gru and put he on 
out to the public show. Because he going take over he wife again. See? He gon take back he wife to 
he, but he gon take Mah Gru out on the public road. Mah Gru. That one go so —

JAMES [singing]:

_________ Lord Daniel, he’s coming.

Lord Daniel, yes. Lord Daniel, that is Lord Daniel. That ain’t King George. 

DMITRI: Oh, Lord Daniel.

JAMES: Mah Gru. That’s it. That same King George, he asking Lord Daniel ______________. 
Because he’s the highest man there. He’s asking Lord Daniel — Lord Daniel see him at the door. 
King George kill Crown Valentine, and I think he kill King Slasher too. He asking there for that 
thing, see? Because this Master Gru went there when {he} gon left he wife, left a little houseboy to 
take care of he wife ‘til come back. But after he step out, he there among the crowd 
_______________________________ for a little while. And now come this Mas Gru — this Mas 
Gru come and get into his wife house and ___________________________________________. 
He’s there about the crowd until after a couple of minutes. Then, after fifteen minutes time, then he 
coming out, and the music __________________________ then. Come inside —

JAMES [singing]:

Know he’s coming Lord Daniel, he’s coming.
He’s coming, Matty Gru, he’s coming.
Ah, he’s coming Lord Daniel, he’s coming.
Ah, say he coming Lord Daniel, he’s coming, Mah Gru.
He’s coming in his ______________________________________.
___________ man _____________________, and behind.
Lord Daniel __________________________________.
He’s coming, Matty Gru, he’s coming.
Lord Daniel and his __________________________________ too.

The King there _____________King got a whole set of man there behind he. ________________ he 
and all ___________________________. Nobody coming 
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_____________________________________ house. Find Mas Gru in there and they make he a 
prisoner. Take he out? ___________________ something, something. 
______________________________________________________. Then that done.

DMITRI: So that one there ain’t long.

JAMES: Yeah, that would be a long one too. 

DMITRI: You mean it got a lot more to it?

JAMES: Yeah. It got a lot more to it. Got a little houseboy, a little houseboy, together with he wife. 
Lord Daniel wife, _________________ houseboy. Mah Gru1052 come out. The woman, he wife, 
________________ __________. Tell he go down and get a ___________________________. 
When the little boy go out, then Lord Daniel, he say ‘OK.’ Mah Gru get in there ________________ 
with he wife. He there hooking up with the wife and thing, all kind of thing, see? All right. Then the 
King coming with the music. Coming up, coming up. Stopping and playing. Stopping and playing. 
Stopping and playing. And a good little ways out behind the crowd, you know. Stopping and 
playing. So when they get in the middle of the dance ___________________________.

DIMITRI: What part they used to keep a play like that?

JAMES: __________________________________________________.

DMITRI: They had a place built out for that . . . a big stage?

JAMES: Yes, a dance hall. A dancing house. But, but that’s on the ground. There ain’t no house. 
Fence round a wide place, a wide place. And the branch and thing there. That’s on the top and on the 
side. Go in ________________ and pass there. It used to full of people. _______ on the top, see? 
________ to inside. Branch. 

And so, when they play music for a good ways, all around, all around, they come in there. 

Lord Daniel and he _________ is who come now. _________________. They say —

He is coming, Mrs. Daniel, he’s...

Then, now, the little parrot. The little parrot. He got a parrot. He call the parrot, “Poll, Poll, Poll. 
Sweet Polly, Polly. Sweet Polly from Westminster Green, Polly come to your Lord and King, come 
and tell me what he was doing when Mas Gru was in my wife bedroom.”

That time, the little parrot come fly around and around. ___________________________. But he’s 
singing things. And what he’s singing is this —

He was drinking glass by glass.
He was having a game of All Fours.1053

Oh, Lord Daniel, you was having a game of All Fours.
When Matty Gru been in your wife bedroom. 

Oh, God, when he hear that! Oh! Oh! Stop the music! And after the music stop, he say that! But 
when the King — he say, ‘Music!’

_______________________...

An he coming with he sword, boy. He’s coming with he sword, because he intend to raise 
__________________. He say, ‘Music! Music!’

1052. Matty Gru.
1053.  All Fours is a card game that came into being some time during the English Renaissance. 
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[He hums a verse, and then he sings.]

He was having glass by glass.
He was having a game of All Fours.
Lord Daniel, he was having a game of All Fours.
When Matty Gru been in your house and your wife. 

JAMES COPEMANN: Oh! Oh! When he sing ____________ Keep up the music! Keep up! He 
don’t want the music stop at all, because he ain’t want the people hear that!

________________ last __________________. He say — That thing, that thing, I can’t remember 
it, but it was a good play. It was a good play. 

Me, I must have been all maybe about fifteen years old.

Last man ________________ sing the thing, and this parrot now when he starts, says — when he 
stop _________, the King say ‘Poll...’

T158-02 2. JAMES COPEMANN sings parts of the King George masquerade jig.

Then the ladies and gentlemen,
They bawl out _______________ _____________________ me,
Lord Valentine tonight.
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
They bawl out _______________ _____________________,
Me Crown Valentine.

“Then you say the speech for it. You gotta say speech.”

King George, what I have done?
You must tell me what I have done.
Say I treat your mother and your father rude.
But then, it is your mother and your father fault.

Then the Ladies and Gentlemen, they bawl out mostly _____________________,
Lord Valentine tonight.
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
They bawl out _______________ _____________________,
Me Crown Valentine.

See very well, and I know very well
My life wouldn't last me longer than tonight.
See very well, and I hear very well
That my life wouldn't last me long.

T158-03 3. James Copemann sings songs from the King George masquerade jig.

____ sweetheart over the grave
In my life ____________ us.

Then the ladies and gentlemen,
They bawl out mostly ____________________ me,
Crown Valentine tonight.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, 
They bawl out _______________ _____________________,
Me Lord Valentine.

See very well, and I know very well
My life wouldn't last me longer than tonight.
See very well, and I hear very well
That me life wouldn't last me long.

Then the ladies and gentlemen,
They bawl out mostly ____________________ me,
Lord Valentine tonight.

Ladies and Gentlemen, 
They bawl out _______________ _____________________,
Me Crown Valentine.

T158-04 4. James Copemann describes some of the action and sequence of the King George masquerade jig.

JAMES COPEMANN: “Then the Drum. The boom-boom music. The steel, the squash, and the 
drum and the one what so, you got in your hand. Got some little thing on there does shake... The 
flute, oh yeah, the flute. Pom flute.1054 A long thing so. Oh, boy, the Number One music. Yes sir. 
Then they saying the speech, _______________ speech you no hear ________________________, 
you know, they say Valentine, he gon get kill. But he ____________________ with the King, 
____________________ up with King George. He ___________________ up. 

“King George fire ____________________ pon he. King George firing back pon he. And thing like 
that. Wording up, but he, the man is to slay. 

“He, Valentine, is to say, ‘Music!’ He stop the music. And all the music stop now; they gon say 
speech. 

“Say, ‘King George, you member I saw you running one morning after some sparrows when salt-
ting was scarce in your house? And George, It wasn't you alone either. It was you, your wife, your 
wife's son, and a man by the name of Old Son Rouse. Was you, your wife, your wife's son, and a 
man by the name of Old Son Rouse.’” 

King George, when you sprang after the sparrows so, 
But none you didn't seize. 
King George, I could have seen that ‘morning-hungry’ 
Was bending your knees.

“And the King watch he so. Watch he so. And he say, ‘Music!’”

...

“All who doing that thing got to know it in their head.

“As Valentine say that now, he laying out the King. He shaming out the King. And the King 
watching he so. That time the King dress ___________________ and hat up there 
___________________ dress with all them little glass _____________________ round the 

1054. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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pontoon? ________________ _________________________ And he got he sword swinging. He 
swinging, he swinging, he swinging.

“He say, ‘Stop the music!’

“Then he Valentine he say, ‘Start the music!’

“__________________ ‘Stop the music! Stop this music!’

“Then he say —

Count Valentine, a Monday child was born for work.
A Tuesday child has far to go.
A Wednesday child is cheerful and giving.
But, Valentine, you as a Thursday child,
You gon have to work for your living.

A Friday child is joyful and strong.
A Saturday child is jolly and gay.
King George was born on a Sabbath day,
When Boney ?so happy? and gay. Music!

...

“Now he say the last one —

King George was born on a Sabbath day,
And Boney __________________ and gay. Music!

“And he stamp he foot, he say, ‘Music!’

“_______________________ ‘Stop the music!’

“_____________________ ‘Music!’

“_____________________ ‘Start the music!’

“_____________________ ‘Music!’

“And he going stop the music, and the music got to keep up by word of the King.”

T158-05 1. James Copemann recites The Battle of Trafalgar.1055

JAMES [singing]:

Come tell me what I have done.

“Then when he say that, the George stop the music.

“The George jump up and stop the music. The music stop, right off.

“He say —

You have treated my mother and my father rude, Count Valentine.
You have treated my mother rude.
You have treated my mother and my father rude, 
And I come here tonight to act their part.

1055. The Battle of Trafalgar, was written by Elizabeth Harcourt Mitchell in 1805. It was published London: J. Masters and 
Co., 1887.
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“He say —

With a broken heart.

“George say ‘Music!’ “George say ‘Music!’ _______________ ‘Music!’

“Then they got some different speeches out ah book to say.

“The King stop the music and the King jump up —

The Spanish flag, all red and gold, Crown Valentine,
Flies out in Cadiz Bay;

King George's ships are off the coast,
_______ watching night and day.

‘Come forth, Gravina! Villeneuve!
Before the British might;

King George is for Merry England, lads,
And God will defend his right!’

‘Come forth, O Spanish red and gold!
Forth! French blue, red and white.’

Valentine, behold the British hearts of oak
With Red-Cross Banner bright!

The French and Spanish men-of-war,
Sail out of Cadiz Bay —

The Trinidad, the Bucentaur,
On that bright October day,

All three and thirty stately ships,
Black castles on the main;

Crowd, crowd all sail, King George's fleet!
They all going back again!

Beneath the bright October skies, Valentine,
Away the white sails go, —

To where Gibraltar's lion lies [The rock of Gibraltar has the outline of a lion.]
He's watching both friends and foe.

But lo! King George's ensign float
It were borne on the western breeze,

A chase! a chase! Turn, Spain and France,
Valentine, they were face the Northern seas!

Tack, Villeneuve! Tack Gravina!
And run back to Cadiz Bay!

The great black ships plough through the foam,
White sails throw back the spray!

Press on, O British hearts of oak,
Steer north! cut off their van!

Clear, clear the decks! load every gun, Valentine,
And stand firm every man!

Out roll the Victoria signal flag,
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And the word of high-souled beauty
Fly forth aloft, Valentine! ‘England expects

Each man got to do his duty!’
Three ringing cheers sound through the fleet,

To hail that watchword glorious,
And every man already ah feel

Himself and his ship, victorious!

Outsail the Royal Sovereign for
The swiftest sailing ones,

Plunges itself into the crescent line
 With double-shotted guns.
‘Rake, rake the Santa Anna, lads,’

They had leave her a shattered wreck;
Hurrah! four hundred men lie dead,

Upon the Spanish deck!

Starboard the helm and grapple close, Valentine,
Laid ship alongside ship,

But tonight, soon shall the Spanish red and gold
Before the Red Cross dip.

From muzzle to muzzle, every gun, Valentine,
And face to face each man,

Brave Collingwood hath led the lee
And pushed into the van!

The white smoke fill the great calm sky,
With battle-thunder roar,

Those mighty hulls shall never see,
____ wreck on the Spanish shore.

For Lord Nelson in the Victory
Bear down full sail,

Whilst shot, shell, and ball, the Bucentaur
Sends down as thick as hail!

Bear down, O gallant Victory,
Lead on the windward line!

Where the sunlight might strikes the black hulls
And makes them flash and shine!

Thy spars and ropes are crashing down,
Thy wheel is shot away;

And fifty officers and men
Fall down on thy deck to-day!

Night twenty noble Spanish ships
Hold Nelson's line that day,

Fourteen are grappling with the best
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Of Collingwood's array;
The cheers, the crash of falling masts,

The great guns' deafening roar,
Those mighty hulls shall never see,

_____ wreck on the Spanish shore.

For Lord Nelson in the Victory
And he bear down full sail,

Whilst shot, shell, and ball, the Bucentaur
Sends down as thick as hail!

Bear down more gallant Victory
_______ the darkened sea,

For Lord Nelson led the windward line
And Collingwood the lee!

Thy spars and ropes are crashing down,
Thy wheel is shot away;

And fifty officers and men
Fall down on thy deck to-day!

Night twenty noble Spanish ships
Hold Nelson's line at bay,

And fourteen are grappling with the best
Of Collingwood's array;

The cheers, the crash of falling masts,
The great guns' deafening roar,

But those mighty hulls shall never see,
_____ wreck on the Spanish shore.

Close up, close up now in desperate fight,
The Red Cross and Three-color;

The great Redoubtable sails in,
To save Bucentaur,

The Bucentaur and the Victoria,
Hard fighting face to face,

Their anchors locked, their great hulls rocked
In terrible embrace.

Woe to the dark Redoubtable,
Valentine, woe to the Frenchman's ball,

When we hear it hiss across the deck,
And we saw Lord Nelson fall:

We had no time to sigh or weep,
But we bore him down below,

Then we rushed to prove by British shot,
It was the depth of British woe!

Two long sad hours the life-blood flow,
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And two long sad hours he lay,
But the dying face, he look up and smile

When England won the day;
And ere the deep red sun had set

In purple waves of beauty,
He breathed his last inspiring word,

‘Thank God! I've done my duty!’

The great black hulls dismasted swing
Across the darkening main,

When they went and they haul the shot-pierced flags,
The flags of France and Spain;

And since that day King George's Cross
Has ruled the dark blue sea,

For Lord Nelson lead the windward line, Valentine,
And Collingwood the lee! 

“Music! 

“Then they start again.”

T158-06 5. James Copemann describes the music played for the King George masquerade jig. He gives an 
excellent description of the tambourine.

JAMES COPEMANN: “Oh the music for the play. [He hums some music.]

“All that time, you know, all them thing _____________ knocking together. The steel, the squash, 
the boom-boom drum going DUM-GUH-DOO-GUM. You see. And all like that. And the pom flute.1056 
And the little thing in they hand,1057 you see the making so, ‘ooo-ooo.’ 

“But the people who could do it - don't take anybody to do it. You got to know to work that. You got 
to know to play that thing. The tambourine. A little round thing make out ah piece of skin and some 
little wood. But you got to be a man ________________ to do it. Cause they ain't bringing anybody 
up to do that thing what ain't know it. All you hear like this. [He hums some more.] 

“That time, the King got to _____________________ on he hand. _____________________ 
Valentine. [He hums some more.]

“___________________________________________________________.

“And he ________________________ ?three? for the mask and thing 
____________________________________. [He hums some more.]

“And all them kind of thing, you see. ____________________________

“Stop ah music. Valentine march. Valentine march. Stop the music, boy.”

1056. See pom flute in the Glossary.
1057. Tambourine.
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T159 James Copemann Songs and Stories

T159-01 1. James Copemann sings Saddle Me Horse.

_________________________________________________
They give me a glass of __________________________________
________________ went in me head
And I didn't know the way to get home.
I couldn't find Johnny to get up and saddle my horse.

Oh, Johnny Boy, ______________ Johnny m’son.
Come now, Johnny me boy,
Johnny, I want you come saddle me horse.

T159-02 2. James Copemann sings Julia Mudie.1058

“Drunken Julia Mudie. Julia Mudie. White woman had a estate somewhere down 
_____________________________________________ and drunk and drinking the rum. And 
________________________________ Tantan. 

“And Tantan took up the thing pon he. Because he say carry Tantan ah fort. But you see, Tantan 
__________________ so good. There, he in ah courthouse. ____________________________ 
Tantan had the whole ______ bout the estate and thing ___________________________ 
___________________________________ pon the estate.

“And Tantan says — 

Drunken Julia Mudie, she ah carry me ah fort.
But Judge Gyllich never asked me not even a word!

“Because when the woman tell he, the judge, that Tantan call he ‘drunken’ and cuss he out and say 
he ‘drunken and thing,’ he [the judge] say, ‘Say that, let me hear.’ 

“Now, Tantan say, 

Me lady, Julia Mudie, she carry me ah fort. 
But Judge Gyllich never asked me not a word.
Oh, me lady, Mrs. Mudie, ah, she gone down with me ah fort.
But all we Major, the man gon lock up me today.

“That's what Tantan sing in front of the judge!

“Of course, _____________ Dane man ___________ never find no part in it. ____________ til now, 
Mrs. Mudie. When Mrs. Mudie jump on he horse, ride a kind of — a woman had a kind of a saddle 
to ride, you know, a saddle with a two hook or something from? on it. Mrs. Mudie go bout. 

“Then, he say, ‘Tantan, you can go home. Go right home and go to your missus place. Go back at 
your house. Go back _______________________. Go on, ________________ for the lady.’

“Ah, Tantan start out to cuss out... When Tantan get Freegut, he got a place up Freegut on hill now. 
_____________ bout, there pon he horse walking, coming home — Julia. Tantan bust out there 
again:

1058. See Gyllich in Chronology.
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Me drunken married woman, 
The woman gon with me ah fort.
But Major Gyllich, the man never asked me not a word!
Ah, this mulatta, Julia Mudie, Julia, 
You drunk and gone ah fort.
But Judge Gyllich, the man gon lock up me today.

All you look out, the drunken nigger woman,
The woman gon with me ah fort,
To go beg Man'ger Gyllich to come lock me up today.
Ah you, the mulatto, Julia Mudie,
_______ gon with me ah fort,
But I hear Judge Gyllich is to lock up me today.

“When she come, when she there behind from the horse coming, and he hear that woman 
_________________ wheel? right back again!

“Wheel he right back again, and he go down and he say, ‘________________ 
__________________________. Now, Judge Gyllich, that man Tantan is a ___________________ 
and carrying off my name. Say how drunk I am and...’

“The gendarme man, the Dane man, tell he ________________ [some pseudo-Danish gibberish]. 
Gendarme ________________________________ and he bring back Tantan again. Bring back 
Tantan again!

________________________________________________________

“‘Not so. Not so so. Not right.’ They bring back Tantan. They say, ‘Now, Tantan, what have you 
done to Mrs. Mudie on the road, on the way?’

Tantan say, ‘Judge, I ain't do Mrs. Mudie a thing! I there going home and singing me song!’

He say, ‘What was the song?’

“‘I only say that the lady, Mrs. Mudie, take and carry me ah fort, but the Judge didn't never asked me 
not a word.’

“He say, ‘Tantan, sing that song!’

“Tantan sing the thing __________________________________

The lady, Mrs. Mudie, 
She does carry me ah fort,
To beg Judge Gyllich to come lock me up today.

________________________ ‘Now, Mrs. Mudie, I can't find anything with that!’ He say, ‘Go 
home.’

“And he go home and ________________________ Tantan _____________.

“But when she __________________________ going over there, he ain't go, he wait bout there, and 
when Tantan go ____________________________ start with the thing again. [He laughs.]

“Yes, and the woman start up with the thing, and the woman fly, go back down again at the judge. 
And the judge sent for Tantan again. Of course, he didn't find where Tantan ah cuss he out up there 
______________________.
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“Tantan tell the judge that he going at the court. _________ ain't prove and he ain't find he with 
nothing. He only say that ‘The drunken married woman take ______________ carry me ah fort, but 
Judge Gyllich never asked me not a word. That right. Then Tantan say this —

Ah drunken to the rum shop,
When I ball out once or twice.
Mrs. Mudie come in and call for the Dane.
Ah drunken to the rum shop,
___________________________________________
The married woman and call for the Dane.

Say now, the Dane, he say
‘Go home, go home, go home, Tantan, me boy.
Tantan go home to your missus place.’

The Major say, ‘Go home, go back home, 
Go back home, Tantan boy.
Go back home and go tend to your Man'ger place.’
But they all ah ________________________
Me Tantan ah walk, ah _________________________ in all the cart.

But they all ah ________________________
Me Tantan ah walk, ah _________________________ in all the cart.

Ah when the drunken nigger woman
She does carry me ah fort,
But the Major never did ask me not a word.

He say, ‘Go home, me boy, go back home, Tantan, me boy.
Go back home and go tend to your Man'ger place.’
I send you home to go tend to your missus place.

The Judge say, ‘Go home, aye, go home, me Tantan boy.
Go right home and go tend to your Man'ger place.’

T159-03 3. James Copemann sings Bryan.1059

“Bryan was the turkey?

“Say -

Oh, Bryan take my turkey
Oh, ____________________________________________
Tis a lucky thing I did not went away.
__________________ was the game
And Bryan make a lot of ____________________________
It's a lucky thing I did not have me gun.

Oh, Bryan bust me nose.
Bryan, you had me well exposed.

1059. Origin is TBD.
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But it's a lucky thing I did not have me gun.

Oh, Bryan and his crew,
The young men, they beat me black and blue.
But it's a lucky thing I did not have me gun.

Bryan and his crew,
Aye, they beat me black and blue.
But it's a lucky thing I did not have me gun.

But if my thing was a gun,
I could have shot Bryan as he run.
It's a lucky thing I did not have me gun.

What money you have bet it? betted?
You never will regret it.
But I will hold the grudge until the day you die.

I can bet ten thousand pound,
Bryan, I'll fight five thousand around.
And then show the world that I gon beat a Bryan.

T159-04 4. James Copemann sings Lagoon Mouth.1060

Mr. Colbann, no had no right
To drive he cart down the fan mill1061 site.
Old man Colbann, no had no right
To drive he cart down the fan mill site.

The horse and the cart, the donkey and all,
All gone down in the lagoon mouth.
Horse with the cart, and the jackass and all,
Gone out there in the lagoon mouth.

Aye, woman, Colbann no had no right
To drive he cart down the fan mill site.
Woman, Colbann no get no right
To drive he cart down the fan mill site.

The horse and the cart, the donkey and all,
All gone down in the lagoon mouth.
Horse, the cart, the jackass and all,
Gone in ____________ lagoon mouth.

Grasscutter come form a line,1062

Come go down in the lagoon mouth.
But them Bethlehem grasscutter must form a line,

1060. See Colbann, Ferdinand in “People”.
1061. A fan mill was an iron water mill that provides water for the cattle in the fields.
1062. Grasscutters were those who cleared bur grass, a weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
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Come go down in the lagoon mouth.
Grasscutter come form a line,
We going and going down lagoon mouth.

You go hold the crab, look for the crab
Down yonder in lagoon mouth.
The ?big pond? crab, the noble crab,
And the soldier crab,
And all the lagoon mouth.

Aye, grasscutter better get in a line,
Now walk? go down in the lagoon mouth.
Grasscutter come form a line,
In Monday morning in lagoon mouth.

You go look for the crab, ________________ the crab,
Bring them out of the lagoon mouth.
_____________________ the crab,
But he run down the crab,
And bring them out of the lagoon mouth.

T159-05 5. James Copemann sings I Am No Fool.1063

And here I am, a little little child,
That I come from the East Hill School.
Though I am not yet ten years old,
You can see that I am no fool.

For I gon count you from one to three.
There's one and two make three.
Take one away, ___________, and two will remain.
It's as plain as any A, B, C.

Take one away and two remain.
It's as plain as you may see.
Take one away and two will remain.
And that is plain as any A, B, C.

Oh, beg Manager Wilson to lend me his plow
And to dig out the bur grass root.1064

A German plow and a English Plow, 
And I will dig out the bur grass root.

Say, Manager Wilson, Man' ger, lend me your plow
Let me plow up the bur grass now.

1063. The first three verses are from a mid-nineteenth century children’s song. Published in Songs for the little ones at home. 
New York: American Tract Society, c1852. (https://archive.org/stream/songsforlittleon00wardiala#page/100/mode/2up)

1064. A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus).
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A German plow and a English Plow, 
______ tumble out the bur grass now.

... [Discussion ensues about the location of the school in East End...]

“Plow sack. The plow sack is a thing where they does ___________________ . . . . the 
wind . . . _____________________________________

“German plow and a Danish plowsack. Or a German plow and a English plowsack ______________ 
this thing and they haul out Mary Beargrass out of the place. The woman there name Mary 
Beargrass . . .

“They say _______________________________________________.

“And me want he out. Cause we gon ?bury? a plow. Any kinda way to get a plow. To get he out of 
there.”

T159-06 6. James Copemann sings Many A Year.

All you _______________ this married woman.
Got a water in her right? eye?

Young lady into the woman ____
And a bundle on he head.

You know _______ to see Mary Petersen,
?Got the water in her eye?
Young lady into the woman ____
And a bundle on he head.

Many a year, I living with the boy.
______________________ and he throw me out ah door.
Many a year, since I just cooking for the man.
______________________ and he throw me out ah door.

[He hums a bit...]

T159-07 7. James Copemann tells the story of Manager Hiebrock, and sings the Manager Hiebrock song.

[Note: In 1890, Ernst Andreas Kristian Hiebrock, age 46, was manager, Queen Quarter, Est. Work 
& Rest. In 1911, at age 66, he was manager East End A Quarter. Est. Castle Nugent & Est. Spring.]

JAMES COPEMANN: “Manager Hiebrock. Manager for the estate. Put in a man in that [song?]. 
Same thing. They mix up all thing, you know. You could pick up anything, drop it in there where it 
fit. 

“Got a man there ___________________ Northside.1065 Black old fellow. _________________? 
Crowfee-looking. But he used to had a big — had a hat. He was over ?Orange? ?Cotton? ?Golden? 
Grove. He was boss over ____________ Grove. When they used to have ___________________ 
Grove.

“______________________________________________________

1065. See Northside in the Glossary.
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“______________________________________________________

“What they used to call ________________ William. Call he ‘Nathan.’ Black. ?Turkey? black. Old 
fellow. Crowfee-looking. But he used to had a big Panama hat.

“Dane man used to wear Panama hat. _______________________________ man ____________ 
come out driving out ?Orange Grove Road, all them road ________________________ going up. 
Yonder.

“See what the ?squatter? _____________________________ them doing and thing.

_________________________________ Grove _______________.

“He had lived to the Great House down Orange Grove. down there . . .  lower yard . . .  He was kind 
of a tall — think he was a manager. Had him looking the whole of __________________ Grove 
____________________________

“___________________________________________________________

“Man'ger Hiebrock _____________________________________________

“Short . . .  big cup, you know what I mean? had a mash mouth. He talk and talk — [imitates 
gibberish] Mouth broad off. He get some naaring bout that ________________________ naar he 
_________________________ and they naar he 
_____________________________________________ after them.”

Man'ger Hiebrock with the big white hat.
Man'ger Nathan with the big white hat.
_____________________________ ride I come?
Make East? Make haste? _______________ Sunday way?

“That thing there ____________________ keeping a gang. Gang. He working a gang. And that body 
______________________________________ I come _________________ that the owner for the 
gang. that manager for the estate.

“________________________________________________________

 “So as he see the man ah come _____________________________ big white hat. The man come he 
______________________________ about something.

“A woman. A woman make that song up.” 

DIMITRI COPEMANN: “A woman make that song?”

JAMES: “Yeah.”

DIMITRI COPEMANN: “But that was a cariso thing?”

JAMES COPEMANN: “It's more a jig than any damn thing. And it could be a dance too.”

[Hums a tune.] “That's a five or sixth figure, something so.”

T159-08 8. James Copemann sings Take Me From My Mother.1066

John Dunn? was a fine-looking man.
He court me so long and so fair.
He court me from me mother ______ took me out of home.

1066. Origin is TBD.
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And leave me in the wild world alone.

He's gone. He's gone. And _____________________
He gone but he never return back again.
______________________________________ 
__________________________________________ 

“That there is a thing — that there in this island long time. I know it since my father were a young 
boy. Yessir. It he I hear that thing from.

John Dunn? John Dunn? was a fine-looking young man.
He court me so long and so fair.
He court me from my mother's house; he took me out of home.
And he leave me in the wild world alone.

T159-09 9. James Copemann sings Play This Game Again.1067

____________________, my friend,
_______ the deuce _____ play this game at all.
Jack and deuce _______ 
Make you been trump the queen at all.
All we going down ah Lower Love, 
Let we begin the game again. 
Aye, the only time for me mama take
When I been ah ___________ walk a road.

All the men Lower Love
They better play this game again.
All you man in Lower Love,
You just come play this play again.

I going right down in ah Lower Love,
I must play this game again.
All you only ____________ get
_________________ walk ah road.

The double deuce is my favorite card, 
You no play this game again.
But the double deuce is my favorite.
How you trump the card again.

All them carry, you come
You better come trump them over again
I the only child for my mama get
No p_______________ to ah walk ah road.

[He hums a while.] 

I'm going down Lower Love,

1067. Origin is TBD.
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To go play this game again.
I'm going down in Bassin? Estate 
To play this game again.

So if I go right down in ah Lower Love,
I gon win the game again.
All you tell me, they say me mama son
Were ready to walk ah road.

JAMES COPEMANN: “Oh, boy, them days! _____ When you hear music playing. In the 
midnight . . . You stand up in your pants? And ___________ the attention and you hear, you hear 
music down in Mt. Pleasant. They got pipe, that thing that I tell you about that? That pipe and that 
bass drum, and thing there, and the pom flute?1068 Now that time, the flute — long so, they got — 
long so. Take man to blow them.”

DIMITRI COPEMANN: “What you say, you trump the deuce and the queen?”

JAMES COPEMANN: “You trump the deuce, the queen. ____ trump the jack and you catch the 
king again.”

________________ ah Lower Love.
_________________ again.
__________________________________________________ 
But me want ah walk ah road.

“No, because me gon got pipe. __________________________ got pipe. They tell he that Jack and 
the Queen _____________ good cards. See? And he mustn't trump them card again. But them ah 
drop card, and some card _________________ some card __________________ come. 
___________________________. Kafoon up he card? Cart? And lose the game again.”

T159-10 10. James Copemann sings Manager Wulff.

Man'ger, Man'ger, Man'ger Wulff. 
Man'ger ___________________________________.
Man'ger, Man'ger, Man'ger Wulff. 
_______________________ the people? _____ people? them so.

______________________________________________
______________________________________________
______________________________________________
_____________________________bread and herring.

So if you want to hear the news
Let we _____________________________________
All the people gone _________________________________
_____________________________ nothing at all.

All the bread in your hand what you give them
They say _____________________________ kallaloo.

1068. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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All the bread in your hand what you give them
They _____________________________ kallaloo.

But Man'ger, Man'ger, Man'ger Wulff. 
Man'ger ___________________________________.
Tell the Dane man Man'ger Wulff. 
_______________________ all the people them so.

__________________________________ Man'ger Wulff.
Man'ger Man'ger Wulff, tell you ____________________________
Man'ger, Man'ger, Man'ger Wulff. 
_______________________ the people them so.

Aye, ______________________________________
But ______________________________ what me attorney say. 
_______________________ attorney tell me 
To give all you bread and you herring.

Since you want to hear the news
Let we go down in Lowry Hill.
All the people they gon down _______________________
_____________________________ nothing at all.

All the bread in your hand what you give them
Man'ger they __________________________ kallaloo.
All the bread in your hand what you give them
They _____________________________ kallaloo.

But ___________________ Man'ger Wulff. 
___________________________________.
Tell the gendarme Man'ger Wulff. 
_______________________ all the people them so.

DIMIITRI COPEMANN: “That's the song?”

JAMES COPEMANN: “That's a Number One. Man'ger Wulff. Lowry Hill.”

[Discussion about location, or how to get to Lowry Hill . . . something about Longford...]

“He was managing ____________________________________.

“But _____ people put up _________________________________.

“Break up _______________________________________________.

[James explains the song to Dimitri. More about the attorney.]

“Attorney telling he to give all your bread and your herring.

“_________________________________________________.”

“If you want to hear the news, come let we go down ah Lowry Hill.”

[There’s another couple minute of discussion about, and explanation of the song, as well as a repeat 
of the song — not transcribed.]
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T159-11 11. James Copemann sings Regina Well.1069

Five o'clock in the afternoon,
___________________ Regina Well,
Regina Well, Regina Well,
Five o'clock in the afternoon,
Drummer gon in ah Rattan well
Sixty gallon ____________________________
_______ pull out the Drummer Major.

Regina Well was between Rattan and ______________

________________________________________________

________________________________________ Southside.

Five o'clock in the afternoon,
Young man _________________ turn around
____________________________ turn round
__________________ Regina Well. 
Sixty fathom?___________________
_____________________ Drummer Major
_____________________ Drummer Major
_____________________ Drummer Major

“_______________ gate ________________________________ Rattan.

“Rattan _________________________________________ St. John.

“______________________________________________________.

“They farm up the whole thing the whole thing and say, well, the young drummer boy 
_________________________ house.

“_________________________ boom-boom man, and they find somewhere about, and they say, 
well, he was a better boom-boom man than Drummer Major. 

“Shit __________________ these people ___________________ they got the Devil ____ Take that 
to heart. ________ Cause he ain't going work there no more. Say he gon ah Rattan well.

“So they had to get sixty fathom of _______________________ to get he out of there.

DIMITRI COPEMANN: “A man went down in there for he?”

JAMES COPEMANN: “Yeah, man go down ____________________________.”

“Yeah _______________________________ on top.”

T159-12 12. James Copemann sings You Must Try Again or Black Cat.1070

Want to learn to read and write
You must try, try, you must try again.
_____________________________

1069. Dimitri Copemann explained that this song is about a drummer who was outdone on the drums by a younger man who 
also won the favor of the older drummer’s sweetheart. As a result, the older drummer committed suicide by jumping into 
a well. Someone then went down in the well to retrieve the body.
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You must try, try, you must try again.

If you want to learn to read
You must try, try again.
If you want to learn to read and write
But try, try again.

Black cat __________________ to school one day.
________________________________ go out that cat.
Teacher raced him round the floor,
But shoo, shoo, go out black cat.

[Then he goes thru it again without words.]

T159-13 13. James Copemann sings Go Home.

You didn't hear when __________________ tell the girl
He say, ‘Girl, remember tis a ___________________ man ________.’
You didn't hear when __________________ tell the girl
__________ Adam, remember he's a married man that you love.

Oh, __________________ go home
Girl I say go home
_____________________________________ waist
Go home, go home, I say baby girl, go home
______________________________________________.

No long ______________ the Man'ger, the woman planting
Aye, you tie to the married man you love
You no hear baby Adam there in the La Grange yard speak
He say, ‘_____________________ go look for this man what you left.’

Oh, _____________ Adam, go home
________________ Adam girl, I say go home.
_____________________________________ waist.

Aye, baby, go home
Go home, I say, baby girl go home
_____________________________________ waist.”

T159-14 14. James Copemann [and someone else?] discusses some form of punishment.

JAMES COPEMANN: Old folks . . . lock . . .

DIMITRI COPEMANN: Bar to put on your foot? 

1070. Jeff Place, Smithsonian Folkways archivist, found a reference to this song in a book online (http://
researchonline.jcu.edu.au/1571/20/20chapter17part2.pdf). The book is a memoir of family life in Australia in the early 
1900s. It was a song the children sang in school — perhaps an old English song: “The cat came into school one day. Shoo 
shoo, go out black cat. The teacher chased it round and round. Shoo shoo go out black cat.” The book is Barefoot Through 
the Bindies, Growing up in North Queensland in the early 1900s, by Marion Houldsworth.
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JAMES COPEMANN: Yeah . . . tie up . . . got a long chain about from here, from here down there 
to that ______________. Down there to that. And then he got shackles down here. Shackles. 
______________ shackles put on your hand.

Got a lock. Got a lock there. They lock you down __________________ work. 
__________________________________ Long thing. A bar. Pure iron. 

T159-15 15. James Copemann sings White Hat.

Aye, Manager Hiebrock, ______ I come, 
______ I come pon your big white hat.
Hey, Mr. Hiebrock, _____________ I come,
The man __________________________ turn me way.

Watch pon he head, 
And he watch pon he gut.
Mr. Hiebrock belly
Punch _____ of rum.

Watch pon he head, 
And he watch pon he gut.
Mr. Hiebrock quess with a governor.

Manager Hiebrock, ______ I come, 
The man __________________________ turn me way.
Manager Hiebrock, ______ I come, 
______ I come pon ah big white hat.

Manager Hiebrock, ______ I come, 
The man ah right and come and ______________ turn me way.

Watch pon he head, 
And he watch pon he gut.
Mr. Hiebrock belly _______________ rum.

Watch pon he head, watch pon he head,
Mr. Hiebrock quess with governor ball.

T159-16 16. James Copemann sings a song similar to Rupert.

______ at the window
Someone at the door
______________ the steps
_________________ haul in the door.

______ at the window
Someone at the door
______________ the steps
He just gon haul in the door.

_______________, ______________, ____________ come here.
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Wildin ______________________________________________.

T159-17 17. James Copemann sings Married Man.

[He whistles a few phrases of the tune before singing.]

Nay, you go home, ah go home, ah Betty?, go home, ah go home.
Yeah, you go home and go back ah your married man.
Nay, go home, I say go home, ah Betty?, go home, ah go home.
Better go home and _______________ your married man.

[He hums more of the song.]

T159-18 18. James Copemann [and someone else?] describe some aspects of the Danish era.

DIMITRI COPEMANN: “______ the whip? This is in Danish time? Before American come?”

...

JAMES COPEMANN: Pay that money. For any reason. Suppose you do the person something? 
Never hear what happen? Minister or priest? [more about beating] Simmonds. Pay a dollar or 
something.

[Lots more on this cut, but transcribist could not understand. TBD]

T159-19 19. Someone plays a tune on a fife or flute.

T159-20 20. James Copemann hums some tunes.

T160 Farewell Party for Soule - 1980 (STX)
Date Sometime in late spring,1980. 

Location Maude Andreas’s apartment at Whim Gardens. A farewell party arranged for Soule by 
the musicians. 

Recordist Mary Jane Soule

Technical notes Stereo

Musicians:

Maude Andreas Vocals
Wilfred Pedro Squash
Charles Haynes Guitar
Leopold Derricks Guitar
Joseph “Paddy” Moore Pipe

T160-01 1 Beyond the Reef 

T160-02 2 Bad Manager 

T160-03 3 Seally Bell 
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T160-04 4. Cassie Duncan played like a waltz 

T160-05 5. Enjoy Yourself, It's Later Than You Think 

T160-06 6. Aye Aye Aye 

T160-07 7 Aye Aye Aye 

T160-08 8 You Told Me That You're Leaving [with yodel]

T160-09 9 Mama Come Hold Baby, You Are the Granny 

T160-10 10 Thomas Scott [Perhaps Andreas is beating drum; some funny talk, maybe Danish at end. For Ethel 
McIntosh rendition, see T095-07.] 

T160-11 11 Send Me the Pillow That You Dream On 
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T161 Masquerading — NPR Program - 1988 (STX)
One of five radio programs in a National Public Radio series entitled “Virgin Island Voices” distributed 
on NPR Satellite in 1988.

(Scratch band plays Zoop Zoop Zoop. Instrumental portion establishes, then holds under the following.)

T161-01 Narrator: “Welcome to ‘Virgin Island Voices,’ a series of programs on the culture of the U. S. Virgin 
Islands, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family Institute. This 
program focuses on the island of St. Croix, which, along with St. Thomas and St. John, was purchased by 
the United States in 1917.”

(The vocal portion of Zoop Zoop Zoop fades up to full level and continues through natural ending. then 
Taste ‘Am begins. Music establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Sugar production was the mainstay of St. Croix's economy from the time the island was 
colonized by Denmark in the 1700's, right up until the 1950's. The sugar plantations, known as ‘estates,’ 
were usually run by Dutch, British, Irish, or Scottish planters. At first, slaves from West Africa worked 
the sugar cane fields; many of their descendants continued as laborers after slavery ended in 1848. Thus, 
the people of St. Croix inherited both African and European cultural traditions and made them their own. 
On holidays, small groups would ‘dance masquerade’ from estate to estate singing, dancing, and jesting 
as they went. Today, older islanders recall the masqueraders of the first half of this century, and the 
enjoyment they brought to the community on Crucian holidays.” (Note: Music ends under last sentence 
as crowd sounds fade up.)

Eulalie Rivera: “We had Easter Sunday, Easter Monday, Whit Monday, First of November, Christmas 
Second Day, and Three Kings Day. So, on every holiday (and the holidays were very scarce in 
comparison to today), those were the days we had masquerading.”

(An impromptu group plays jig music from T078-3. The music begins under Rivera, plays in the clear for 
a while, then fades down and holds under the following.)

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Oh, that was beautiful; that was something to talk about. On every estate on the 
island, the people would get together at these times.”

Hubert Edney: “They go from one estate to the other, and people used to do walking, because there were 
no transportation in those days. We didn't had truck, we didn't had car. And we children, for instance, 
when you hear a drum, and you living on a estate — as you hear the drum, we run gone to meet the music 
coming in.”

Narrator: “There were many different groups of masqueraders. The best known were the Wild Indian, 
Donkey, Plait Pole, and Mother Hubbard groups. Each group of masqueraders had their characteristic 
music and costumes.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “You have the Wild Indian group. They're men dressed like Indians! They had 
beautiful costumes and a mask — and it was mostly, you know, these fine safe wire? (Safe wire!) That 
they'd put in the mask and then they would paint a face on that. But you could not see through from the 
outside, but he can see perfectly clear from inside out. 'Cause I myself used to be a Wild Indian.”

Arthur “Doctor” Brown: “I learned to dance Wild Indian. Could a walk on me hand, me two foot up in 
the air, kafoon, and do all them thing.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Then they had a dance they used to call ‘the Donkey’.”
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Sylvester McIntosh: “You have the Donkey music, which is bass drum, kettledrum, maybe a squash or a 
fife. And the music used to go like this: BOOM, DUHM DUHM DOO DUHP; BOOM, DUHM DUHM . . . ”

(An impromptu group plays “donkey music.” from T078-2.)

Sylvester McIntosh: “They had the shape of a donkey built around them. You couldn't see their legs. 
What it really was half a wooden barrel. They'd cut it, not around, but cut it in half, and then they'd get a 
hole in the middle and they would have cloth over it down to their foot.”

Narrator: “The Wild Indian and Donkey dances were done by men, but there were other dance groups, 
such as Mother Hubbard and Plait Pole, made up exclusively of women. Plait Pole resembled the 
Maypole dances of Europe — dancers paraded around a tall pole, braiding long streamers attached at the 
top of the pole as they went.”

Frank Charles: “You have a lady, lot of ladies, one is a queen and one is a king . . . and they get 'round a 
pole and they plait it in and plait it out.”

Margaret Parris: “Plait like you plaiting a braid! And is not to look up! But then it had another sport 
especially on the Christmas time, that we call Mother Hubbard. We gone on the street to dance. Y'see? 
We will dance on the street . . . or we'll dance up to a big man house.”

Narrator: “The big man's house might have been the home of the estate manager.”

Maude Andreas: “When Christmas, they all would like to go to the manager house, and sing Christmas 
song, and dance for the manager, and he would give them presents, give them money and thing! After 
this, was a song they were singing:”

Oh, let we go, let we go, let we go La Reine, let we go. 
Let we take an enticing walk La Reine 
If the master insult us, right back home. 

Good morning to you, Massa Gyllich. 
Yeah, how we like all we Enfield girl.
- - - - - to you in Prosperity.
Hope you may live to enjoy many more. 

Let we go, let we go, Let we go La Reine, let we go. 
Let we take an enticing walk La Reine. 
If the master insult you, right back home!

Narrator: “Each masquerading group had its own musicians. The instruments were mostly drums, a 
triangle (or steel), a hollow gourd (or squash), and a flute.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “See, you had the Wild Indian music which consists of what? Drums — just 
kettledrum, bass drum, a fife (or a piccolo), or something like that — steel.”

Frank Charles: “That music is wild! Wild! The flute got to be very high tee tee tee tee-tee . . . ”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “Then they got the ‘boom boom.’ You hear boom gee boom boom 
booooom . . . ”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Knock the bass drum like this, you know boom boom boom boom boom and then 
the kettledrum would pick up all the rest — DOO DOO DUM DOO DOO RUM TI KA DUM TI KA TI KADUM TI 
KA DUM ADUM DUM. And that was the Wild Indian music. Now, the Mother Hubbard music was more 
guitar and maybe some — (Squash!) drum, squash, steel that and it used to sound like um how — “oooo 
0000 oooo 0000 oooo 0000 (fades under)”
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Narrator: “The masqueraders concluded their performances in one of the two towns in St. Croix — either 
Christiansted or Frederiksted after having traveled by foot from their homes on the various estates — 
places with names such as Bethlehem, Hope, Upper Love, Høgensborg, Grove Place —” (Crowd sound 
fades up and holds under the following.)

William Carroll: “Well, we may decided, well, we going to start this morning at six o’clock at Grove 
Place, and then we circle around from place to place until three o’clock because you cannot go in town 
before three o’clock at that time.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Then they used to come to your homes. For instance, like if you and I are married, 
they will come to our home and they will dance.”

Eulalie Rivera: “They went around and they did their thing — wherever a group of people were or their 
friends — they would perform for them. And the people would give them drinks whatever they had — 
and most people, usually, at Christmas time, they provided sweet bread and ham, and the guavaberry to 
give the performers because they're hungry! They're coming from the country all day long and they need 
something to eat.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “And then they would dance all along the road. And you would meet me from 
Bethlehem, from Høgensborg. And we'd come down, into town. Then we'd branch off in the different 
streets. All the streets had masquerade at the time. It wasn't a parade as we know it now.”

Eulalie Rivera: “But was always Frederiksted town that had the most masquerades.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “But all the streets in the town was occupied with the dancers, so as kids, you run 
from this one to the other one and running back and forth.”

Narrator: “Besides the masquerading groups, there were also individuals who went around and danced 
masquerade by themselves. The masqueraders were sometimes taken very seriously, especially by 
children.”

William Carroll: “Most of the kids there, they get out the way, because I never smile!”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “They had one they used to call The Bear. Well, this man would dress up in a cruda 
bag from head to foot; you never see his face. Then he'd have a tail! That's him, just one individual; he 
had no troupe; he was just an individual just running back and forth from street to street, up and down. 
And if there's a group of kids, he would run after them and they will scatter and all like that!”

James Brewster: “Had a guy used to jump all like three, four feet up in the air. He was the man of all! He 
was the man of all!”

Paddy Moore: “I used to dance plenty, yes. I understand the way how to do it. And the Everlasting 
looking out for me because they know that I does give some good joke. I used to give some good joking. 
Massin! Sometime I dance Indian; sometime I dance ‘blackface’ — black up me face and so. (Chuckles.) 
Yeah, I never used to talk nothing but I pitch myself all 'bout, jump up and making a lots of things.”

Eulalie Rivera: “They had the Devil. He used to run after children and if the children bothered him — it 
was such a sight! Oh Gosh! And he was a fierce creature! I remember one day, the Devil was coming 
down the street and I was hanging over the fence in Ebenezer Orphanage. And in my haste to get away, 
my foot caught between the posts. And that man came with the lash up his teeth grinning. He had two 
horns on his head; his face was painted black and red and I was so scared, I froze to death! And he hit me 
one lash! I never forget that day — and I thought I had pass out. And that was masquerading.”

(A scratch band plays When Foreday Come from T075. The music establishes for about 12 seconds, then 
fades down and holds under the following.)
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Agatha Benjamin: “Gentleman John! I could remember him! Gentleman John used to sing songs and be 
in the masquerading troupe. He used to have an old parasol, a old funny parasol — a broken one. And he 
used to sing a lot of songs. Because he lived in the country — he used to come to town, masquerading 
around.”

Narrator: “Besides Gentleman John, there were others who performed alone. Two of the most famous 
men who danced masquerade were named Ciple and Holiday. Each would dress in top hat and tails, 
playing the role of a doctor or a judge. They would address crowds on street corners while pretending to 
read from a large book, usually a Sears & Roebuck catalog.”

DERBY: “And he would turn this book upside down and give a million riddles.”

Frank Charles: “TIH TEE TIH TEE TI TAH! How many T's in DAH?”

Sylvester McIntosh: “And his thing were mostly telling jokes. Comedy. He'd come down the street — 
he'd have on this make up on his face and thing too and this —”

Ethel McIntosh: “Black clothes with he top hat, black top hat. And he book.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Long scissors coat.”

Ethel McIntosh: “Book in he hand.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Book!”

Ethel McIntosh: “‘Hammer and chisel can't do better!’ That's when he talk something. That's what his 
speech end up with.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Then — ‘Music!’ — ‘When foreday come, when foreday come.’”

Ethel McIntosh: “Mmm hmm. That was he road march. Anytime he marching. ‘When foreday come, 
when foreday come.’ And then you keep marching, you know.

Sylvester McIntosh: “They start off. Then he'd march for down the street for a block. See? And then 
when they reach the next block — ‘Stop!’ the music, and he'd start with some —”

Ethel McIntosh: “Say a comedy.”

Narrator: “Say a comedy. Tell a joke. Or sing a riddle. Like Henry Drake used to do.”

Henry Drake: 

Say my mother dead a month or two
He left me all her riches
A bedstead leg and nothing else
But a old darned DEF ah britches.
He say sing you sing
And let me hear the sing. 
Rata come in and spoil the whole damn thing.

(When Foreday Come from T075 fades up quickly, plays in the clear for a while, then fades out under 
the following.)

Narrator: “Some of the roving street performances were more structured. One of the best remembered 
was the play, David and Goliath. The players went around in elaborate costumes, singing and reciting 
this well known story in a uniquely Crucian way.”
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Agatha Benjamin: “It's not an ordinary play as the other masqueraders. It has something to do with the 
Bible. They wore costumes! Goliath was well dressed! He was dressed in the days of old. They had like 
camel skin and feathers in the hat — the outfit. Oh, he was nicely dressed!”

William Carroll: “You see, you carry a tall pole and the hat on your head is a sheepskin, and a galvanize 
belt around the waist, and a long sword — so you look like a real champion! You can have ten men, but 
make sure you have to have these men which are the top men. You must have David; you must have King 
Saul; you must have Banner, you must have Goliath. When he talk, the whole hill tremble. Now he was a 
giant, a very great man.”

Narrator: “Mr. Carroll remembers his part very well.”

William Carroll: 

“What victor king? What slaughtered realm? What general drench in blood, claims this 
high privilege? What are his rights? What cities laid in ashes? What ruined provinces? 
What hearts of kings, to his battle killed, or at his altars slain, has he to boast? Is his 
bright armory thick set with spears and sword?, and coats of mail, of vanquished 
nation, by his single arm to mine. Yet I swear — I grudge [the glory of his parting soul] 
— to fall by my right hand. It will sweeten death. To know that you have had the 
honour to contend with the dread son of Anak. Latest time — from blank oblivion shall 
retrieve his name — Who dared to perish in unequal fight — and crush beneath a 
single blow. HUHF NIY EE and FIH NEE UHS — The famed ark itself — I Goliath — I 
bore to Ashdod!”

Narrator: “Many of the David and Goliath performers were immigrants from the British West Indian 
colonies who brought their cultural traditions with them.”

Hubert Edney: “That play came from the British Islands. For instance, like Nevis, St. Kitts, Antigua, and 
Barbados — those four islands that the British people used to come here immigrated by the Danish 
government. They came here to work! Yeah, they used to work on the estates. A lot of things that we 
have here came from the British islands; people used to immigrate here when the Danes had these 
islands.”

Narrator: “Another memorable drama performed in St. Croix was the story of King George, also brought 
by British laborers. The King George play contained elements of Anglo Celtic mumming traditions 
dating back to 16th Century Europe. A set performance of King George was called a masquerade jig, and 
it usually included some fancy footwork.”

Margaret Parris: “And then it had another one, heh, we call jig. Jig. ‘You going tonight to the jig?’ You 
jigging, you know! You jigging on you foot. Jig.”

Ethel McIntosh: “They used to keep it as a show in different places.”

Narrator: “The King George play always drew a crowd. People were happy to pay a nickel or a dime to 
see it. The characters took turns singing, reciting speeches, and trying to out-dance one another.”

William Carroll: “Like we have something we call a ‘boy,’ a small boy. Well, he's a ‘showboy,’ and he 
come out and he talk a lot of speeches and what you will call poem. A little boy come out as a challenge. 
He’s something like a leader.”

Arthur “Doctor” Brown:

Whenever I hear a long tail hog get a short tail pig 
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You hardly could dance a common showboy jig!

Charlie Haynes: “I have danced masquerade jig, too!”

Hubert Edney: “Yeah?”

Charlie Haynes: “I was first showboy.”

Hubert Edney: “Yes, Ha Ha. Oooh! During the Christmas!”

Charlie Haynes: “I was the first one opened the play. Y’know? Y’see? Well, my speech was this —”

Hubert Edney: “First showboy!”

Charlie Haynes:

Good evening, good evening, to ladies and gentlemen all! 
My master, King George, send me tonight to pay you all a visit. 
The visit is this and the visit is that. 
Who can't find the window, find the door. 
Who can't find the door, find the roofter. 
Who can't find the rooter, find the keyhole. 
Who can't find the keyhole, rumble. 
Who can't rumble, tumble. 
For my master, King George, will come out with the wood and brass sword, 
And put ladies and gentlemen to the King broad road! 
Root them!

Hubert Edney: “That's when we used to pay the money! That's when we used to pay the money! That was 
the first showboy!”

Narrator: “The showboy was the only young person in the performance. Adults played the other roles of 
King George, Slasher, Crown Valentine, and the Champions.”

Maude Andreas and Ethel McIntosh:

I know very well, and I see very well, 
That my life wouldn't last me long this night. 
I know very well, and I see very well, 
That my life wouldn't last me long. 

King George, what I have done! 
King George, what I have done! 
King George, what I have done! 
Have pity upon Crown Valentine. 

If I treat your dear mother rude,
If I treat your dear father rude,
If I treat your mother and father rude,
It is your mother and father's fault.

William Carroll: “And, as it go down the line, you will find we have a man that we'll call Matty Gru.”

Narrator: “Matty Gru. This jig character was the same as Matty Groves or Little Musgrave of the British 
and American ballads — a young man who is found in the bedroom of a married lady.”

Ethel McIntosh:
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Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
Raise up, Matty Gru, raise up. 
It is time for you rise and go home. 

Any man, any man, any man, 
Any man in another one house. 
Any man in another one house 
It is time for you rise, rise and go home.

Hubert Edney: “But then to every person that come out, they have to say a speech. Then they have 
different parts to play. It go whole night, you know!”

William Carroll: “We used to play from maybe eight o’clock ‘til six in the morning. In the masquerade 
jig, you will find that you can compose your own speech — depends on what kind of a brain do you 
have.”

Hubert Edney: “I say funny things about you — you say funny things about me. And it used to be nice. 
We call it speech, or a poem — what you would say is a poem. Speech. We call it a speech.”

Charlie Haynes:

Say, let him appear, let him appear.
If he have nothing to wear,
I'll send him DOOM DOOM to build his grandma’s tomb
With two long jackass hair.

Hubert Edney: (Laughing) “Wheeee! After he done say the speech, say ‘Music!’ and then the music 
start.”

Ethel McIntosh: “That's when they jigging!”

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Jig, boy, jig, boy, do your master work! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over —

Charlie Haynes: “The music start, and you dancing, you know?”

Hubert Edney: “Yeah, and they dancing, they jigging!”

Maude Andreas: “Fella, fella, stop!”

Ethel McIntosh: “Yeah.”

Arthur “Doctor” Brown:

When I were young and in my prime,
I had the girl them so many time.
But since I come so old and dim,
I can't do a damn thing.

Narrator:

When I was young and in my prime,
I had the girls so many times.
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But since I've become so old and dim,
I can't do a damn thing.

Arthur “Doctor” Brown:

Rock I stand on barren land,
My fortune set me free,
The female - - - - -
Great joy deliver me.

Narrator: “Usually the speeches were short rhymed couplets. Sometimes they were jokes; sometimes 
they were riddles.”

In Amsterdam there are many, 
Holland wanted much. 
Found in every timber, 
Not in any church. 
Found in every mountain, 
Not in any tree. 
Tell me what can that be.

Narrator: “The answer? The letter M.”

Frank Charles: “Now!”

In Amsterdam there are many,
Holland wanted much. 
Found in every timber,
Not in any church.
Found in every mountain,
Not in any tree.
Tell me what that can be.

Frank Charles: “Then they say ‘Music!’ Then the music start again. DUHM DUHM DUHM DUHM DUHM. 
DUHM DUHM DUHM . . . And they jig and they jig and they jig. Then they say, ‘Fiddler, fiddler, stop!’ 
again!”

Arthur “Doctor” Brown:

Last night I was sitting in my Jubilee, Jubilee
August, September, October, November, December chair!
When I heard a gray headed Champion say “Let Sealey appear!”
Now, Sealey appear, Cross Champion disappear
Touch me if you dare!

Ethel McIntosh:

He got some lady to the head of the town.
They wearing their straw hat, without any crown!

Ethel McIntosh: The jig come out and sing that. He say,”

Think you say that John can't eat, 
When I meet he last night In me guinea corn piece! 
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He had bag on he head, And a bundle in he hand. 
I run the nigger man Til he drop down dead! 
Music! Music!

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 

Fiddler, fiddler, stop!

Hubert Edney: “Yeah, stop the music. You know he make that sign. And then he say another speech. 
THEN!”

Arthur “Doctor” Brown:

Yonder corner I saw a great light. 
Say Silk and Satin began to fight. 
Say Silk appear and Satin you bow. 
Boy, if you gimme sweet nickel, I'll dance you to the door! 

“Then you call ‘Music!’ again.”

Ethel McIntosh: “Music!”

Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over! 
Heavy boy, heavy boy, heavy all over — 

Maude Andreas (over the drum):

Come boy, come boy, come boy, come boy! 

Maude Andreas: “That is the jig.”

Narrator: “One of the most notorious characters of the jig was the dragon, who wore bullhorns and 
burning candles on his headdress. The dragon terrorized the children in the audience.”

Frank Charles: “And then this man will coming around dress up like a dragon, and if you don't have any 
money, he will frighten you. You got to got out, you know.”

Paddy Moore: “One time, they take me to be the dragon. With the bull horn from me head and thing. Me 
son, let me tell you something: people had to run out of that place! Yes, and I got a chain, a chain on me 
and all — I bust down the chain — brokootum, brokootum — all the time.”

Narrator: “The dragon harassed not only the audience, but also the people who came to the jig selling 
refreshments.”

Maude Andreas: “People used to come there selling, and the dragon going and butting down the people 
that were selling, only to thief whatsoever the woman got - Thief! Scatter! Because she running — 
leaving her own things. And then the dragon self will take them up and eat them. Ha ha —”

Ethel McIntosh: “I never see that {the dragon}, 'cause that was time for me — my auntie carry me home 
then. So I never see the ending — how it does end.”

(An impromptu group plays Wild Indian music from T078-4. Music establishes, then fades down and 
holds under the following.)
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Eulalie Rivera: “Well, they did their things on these holidays, and at six o'clock, you would see them 
walking home tired. Walking from town to country. From town back to the country where they came 
from. So that was masquerading. And you hear the people today say ‘mas.’ That what ‘mas’ really is — 
the short word for masquerade. But ‘masquerade,’ you know, mean appearing to be what you are not.”

Paddy Moore: “But all those things, I stop. I stop it. I don't do it anymore. I done with it. Because I 
getting old now, and what I could a do when I was young, I can't do it now. I can't mas anymore.”

Narrator: “Masquerading is a dying tradition in St. Croix. It has just about disappeared from the streets of 
Frederiksted and is rapidly fading from people's memories. St. Croix is no longer an isolated, rural 
community. The shifting of St. Croix's economic base from agriculture to industry and tourism has had a 
profound effect on Crucian culture and traditions. Increasing contact with the U. S. mainland and the 
larger West Indian islands has brought new ways of celebrating holidays. ‘Dancing masquerade’ has 
been replaced by a planned Carnival with a formal, organized parade. Still, some Crucians regret the 
passing of their older traditions.”

Agatha Benjamin: “They don't have it anymore, since they have the Carnival. Y’see? All the 
masqueraders go with the Carnival. You don’t have single masquerading anymore, but it was nicer when 
they had single masquerading.”

Hubert Edney: “It was so popular. Everything was so plentiful in those days, because it was the only 
entertainment we had — you know that way?”

Margaret Parris: “We should leave these things for the younger generation. Everything gone!”

Narrator: “And yet, some remnants of the masquerading tradition survive in the Crucian dance music of 
today — for instance, in this modem rendition of the song about Matty Gru.”

(A scratch band plays Matty Gru. Music establishes, then fades down and holds under the following.)

Narrator: “This program, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family 
Institute, was supported by grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, The National Endowment 
for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting through National Public 
Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.”

“Special thanks to: American Airlines, Bose Corporation, Kevin Burke, Cardow, Inc., Dimension Sound, 
Thom Foley, Tony Kahn, Ethel McIntosh, Sylvester McIntosh, Michael Paiewonsky, Marjorie Prager, A. 
H. Riise Gift Shop, Rotary Club of St. Thomas Foundation, Tapestry Recording, Dr. William F. Thomas, 
Villa Morales Restaurant, Virgin Islands Seaplane Shuttle.”

“The voices in this program were (in order of appearance): Eulalie Rivera, Leroy Arnold, Sr., Hubert 
Edney, Sylvester McIntosh, Arthur “Doctor” Brown, Margaret Parris, Frank Charles, Agatha Benjamin, 
Ethel McIntosh, William Carroll, James Brewster, Joseph “Paddy” Moore, Camille “Derby” Macedon, 
Henry Drake, Charles Haynes, Maud Andreas.”

“The musicians in this program were (in alphabetical order): Lorenzo Acosta, Maud Andreas, James 
Brewster, Frank Charles, Anselmo Clark, Dimitri Copemann, Leopold Derricks, Hubert Edney, Emile 
Fargus, Callixtus Harrison, Charles Haynes, Paul Horsford, Stanley Jacobs, Vernal Joseph, Alexander 
Lang, Sylvester McIntosh, James Miller, Joseph “Paddy” Moore, Nathaniel “Soda” Moore, Margaret 
Parris, Wilfred Pedro, James Petersen, Ira Samuel, Granville Simmonds, Lloyd Thomas, Ohaldo 
Williams.”
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“Recordist, editor, writer, producer: Mary Jane Soule; Folklorist: Dr. Nancy Groce; Music recording 
engineer: Thom Foley; Soundmix: Dimension Sound; And your narrator: Tony Kahn.” (Music ends 
naturally.)

T162 Quadrille — NPR Program - 1988 (STX)
One of five radio programs in a National Public Radio series entitled “Virgin Island Voices” distributed 
on NPR Satellite in 1988.

T162-01 (Jamesie and the Happy Seven play Liza Williams with caller, Curtis Williams from T042-2. Music 
establishes, then fades down and holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Welcome to ‘Virgin Island Voices,’ a series of programs on the culture of the U. S. Virgin 
Islands, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family Institute. This 
program is about the quadrille dance tradition of the island of St. Croix.” (Music fades out.)

Adam Petersen: “Ladies and Gentlemen, we are about to begin our quadrille. At this present time, I'm 
asking each and every one prepare themself that are ready to dance. Gentlemen, prepare! We are going to 
start. You turn to the musician, and you say, ‘Mr. Flute’ — or you call him by his name. His name — 
well, our favorite band at that time was Mr. Alphonso Joseph. He die. So, I'll say, ‘Mr. Joseph, please 
give me a country dance — merengue!’”

(Band plays a turn from Alphonso Joseph T090?. The music — without floormaster — establishes then 
holds under the following.).

Adam Petersen: “They understand you immediately and they start the piece of music. And you will listen 
to it, and if it's suitable for you, you say, 

To those good gentlemen intend dancing, may they salute their partner, and promenade 
unto the right!

Adam Petersen: “And according to how you see what's on the ring, you say,” 

Dress back and hold the line!

Adam Petersen: “And after you dress back and hold the line, then you say,”

Ladies, hands across!

Then they'll come and they'll stretch their hand to each lady, you know, and then you come down 
between the line and you part them off, and you part them off. Meanwhile you parting them off, you 
counting them. Suppose you say, well, when you reach to the end, you got ten head and ten foot that's a 
nice set of quadrille right there!

Narrator: “The quadrille has been the most popular traditional dance in St. Croix since it was introduced 
in the l9th Century. It was probably brought to the island by European planters who operated sugar 
plantations during St. Croix's days as a Danish colony. The African slaves who labored in the cane fields 
made the quadrille their own, and their descendents continue to enjoy the dance today.”

Adam Petersen: “And then you loose them all —”

Dress right away back and hold the line and prepare for that coming bow.
Grand Meet! Draw. Once more. 
Partners 'round, salute your own, balance contrary head and foot. 
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Partners 'round, dress back there and hold the line for me, please
Grand meet the company.
Draw. Once more. 
Partners 'round, salute your contrary partner, and balance all home. 
Partners 'round and salute! 

Adam Petersen: “You blow the whistle, toot! The music stop. That's right. That's the merengue. That was 
the one to let you prove that the ring is well set, no mistake.” (Music ends.)

Narrator: “A set of quadrille consists of seven separate pieces of music, each with its own characteristic 
dance steps. The individual dances in a quadrille set follow an established pattern. Mr. Curtis Williams 
—”

Curtis Williams: “Basically, the quadrille has seven different music, seven different dances. It's called a 
set. Well, there's seven distinct numbers — we call them numbers — to each quadrille set.”

Narrator: “Mr. Adam Petersen.”

Adam Petersen: “And let me say that you have Number One, Number Two, Number Three, Number Four 
sometime we use a Number Five — we don't — occasionally we use a Number Five or a maharp — and 
then you got the Six Figure and the merengue to end it.”

Narrator: “Mr. Vincent Harris.”

Vincent Harris: “In the old days, at least in my time when I was being taught to dance, you had to dance 
from Number One right down to the Six, and then a new set comes in.”

Adam Petersen: “It's different to a square dance. This quadrille dance — you dance it by the long ring.”

Narrator: “Quadrille dancers usually arrange themselves in a circle or an oval. The music for each 
number of a quadrille has a characteristic rhythm.”

Curtis Williams: “And the dances go from the Number One which is a very slow tempo dance, and it's 
short. It's the shortest of all the dances. It's very short.”

(Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a First Figure with caller, Curtis Williams from T042-3. The music 
plays in the clear as follows.)

Ladies alone, balancez, tournez,
Keep your balance, gentlemen.
Tournez.
Now salute your partners, gentlemen.
Balancez head and foot,
Tournez.

Curtis Williams: “And then the Number Two, which is a more upbeat music. It's more upbeat, and that is 
not as short as the Number One; it's a little longer.”

(Second Figure by Alphonso Joseph and his band with caller, Joseph Levine establishes then holds under 
the following.)

Narrator: “Probably the first quadrille music to be recorded in St. Croix was the band of the famous flute 
player, Alphonso Joseph.”

(Music fades out at 50 seconds under the following.)

Narrator: “The quadrille dance was an important part of the islanders' social life.”
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Vincent Harris: “And those days, dance used to start eight o’clock, and it never used to through until six 
in the morning. The beauty of it is that your musician have to play from the dance hall to where the 
person that keep the music, live. And the dancers, they marching behind like a parade. In the country, the 
dances in the country, they used to cut those branches from the palm trees, and they make what you call a 
tent. And they dance on the earth. Have it well prepared. They wet it down, they roll it. And after you 
dance on it once or twice, you know, it sets, and it comes smooth.”

Narrator: “People were willing to travel great distances between the sugar plantations to attend a 
quadrille dance. The plantations, known as ‘estates,’ had romantic names such as Peter's Rest, Anna's 
Hope, Judith's Fancy, William's Delight.”

Hubert Edney: “We may hear that they have a quadrille dance up to William's Delight, but to keep it in 
the when the moonlight, because we had no electric light, so we travel on the highway, walking!”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “On the various estates, they used to have dances on the estates, and sometimes there 
was where you learn to dance before you go to a place like Cumberland Castle Hall, or St. Gerard's Hall.”

Narrator: “In the town of Frederiksted, Cumberland Castle used to be the place to dance quadrille. Today, 
it's St. Gerard's Hall.”

Luz James: “And I must say that tonight we are extremely fortunate to be in a hall that when we die, the 
name of St. Gerard's Hall will always be an everlasting thing in the Virgin Islands, particularly St. Croix, 
because it is right here, practically every Friday night, the quadrille is danced, and everybody really enjoy 
themself.”

Narrator: “Enjoyment came from dancing well. Crucians were expected to know how to dance before 
attending the quadrille. The more affluent went to dancing schools; the less privileged attended “dancing 
practice.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Well, as a child, a boy or girl, your parents would send you to dancing school to learn 
to dance the quadrille. And the lancers and the Sir Roger de Coverley, and the polo quadrille, seven step, 
and the band dance, and the schottische, and all those fancy dances that went along with it. So that when 
you get on the floor with a partner, you knew to dance.”

Evilina Gordon: “Say you going go dance quadrille — you got to practice! Somebody take you and 
practice you. When you come good now, then I mean, you could warriette round the place.”

Vincent Harris: “They used to keep what you call ‘dancing practice’ to teach the young people to dance. 
It wasn't so expensive because all the dancers had to do, every weekend, they give a five cent as to give 
the musician an offer, or to buy drinks for the musician. That's all it used to cost.”

(Band plays Me Own without caller from T076.Music begins and ends in the clear.)

Narrator: “Of primary importance at the quadrille is the caller, or floormaster, who directs the dancers. 
Calling the quadrille is a highly respected skill.”

Vincent Harris: “The calling is something that you have to be taught. No person could just get right up 
and go and says he going to call.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Well, you know, how most of the older fellows learned, from what I've seen, is they 
go around and they would be up under Mr. Petersen or any one of the other men who calling, and if they 
see that you're interested, they would, you know, give you a chance when there isn't a big dance.”

Adam Petersen: “You cannot have a quadrille if you don't have a floormaster. You must have a 
floormaster since it's the quadrille dance.”
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Vincent Harris: “As a matter of fact, I could tell you this. In days gone by, the floormaster were the 
controller of every part of the dance.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “He was in charge! Sometimes you have a crowded hall, and when you and I dance 
the first set, then when another set is called, he would come around and said, ‘Well, you {already} 
danced. You step back and let another couple who didn't have a chance to dance, dance.’ And the people 
were so disciplined at that time, that they obeyed. They listened.”

Vincent Harris: “And I'll tell you, in those days, the floormaster was very, very, very, very particular. 
Now, let's say you like quadrille, but you might not be a hot dancer in quadrille. Maybe you is a person at 
times that miss the bars or miss the command. If you bring a lady, the floormaster will take her away 
from you and put her with somebody who know the dance. And put you with a woman who actually 
know {the dance}.”

Narrator: “In addition to maintaining order in the dance hall, a good floormaster could also help when 
personal relationships got out of step.”

James Brewster: “And if the man of the quadrille, the leader well, like, for instance, if I and you don't you 
don't talk to me and I don't talk to you, and I am the dancer, I am the man that moving around, he make 
sure that when I get by you, I stop by you, and we dance to one another, and, you know, and that kinda 
way is like bringing you back together. That is what we ‘customed to.”

Curtis Williams: “And then there's a Number Three, which as I said before, has the same beat like the 
Number One, but this is one where you do things like calvary and that sort of stuff.”

Narrator: “Many of the quadrille numbers are derived from popular local songs.”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Yeah, all those songs that they play for the quadrille have words, but nobody sings 
them. They just play them instrumental.”

Narrator: “For example, a popular tune for the Number Three is a song that grew out of the laborers' 
revolt and Fireburn of 1878. The singer appeals to an estate manager named McDonald, and threatens 
that if the workers' money is not raised, the trouble will commence again.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing If All We Money No Raise This Year):

Manager McDonald, come law for me, 
Like you law for Waterloo. 
I say, Pepe McDonald, 
Come talk for me, 
Like you talk for Waterloo.

He say, if all we money no raise this year, 
The war commence again. 
If all we money no raise this year, 
The war commence again.

And if the war commence again, 
It going worser than before. 
If this war commence again, 
It going worser than before.

If all we money no raise this year,
The war commence again.
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If all we money no raise this year,
Root toot toot toot toot toot.

Ethel McIntosh: “That's when you gon blow the shell, you see? They blow the shell when they got war!”

(Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a Third Figure with Curtis Williams calling — from T042-3. The 
music plays in the clear for 60 seconds as Curtis calls the following steps.)

Company. Balancez. Tournez.
Dress right back and hold the line.
Grand meet. Withdraw.
Once more.
Partners round. Ladies change away — 

(The music fades out after “All dancers join hands and form a circle!”)

Vincent Harris: “The kind of music that we have now, what we call string music.”

Adam Petersen: “String music, yes. We have that string music. That is supposed to be a leading 
instrument. It could be a clarinet, then it could be a saxophone, it could be a flute, and sometimes, some 
people even lead with a violin. And you have a guitar, then you have a banjo; you have a bass horn — 
well, today they's using a string — a bass string guitar. But in days of my time, we had a skin music also. 
Skin, yes. That was bass drum and tambourine, and like that.”

Narrator: “The tambourine of St. Croix was not the jingling instrument you might expect. Its skin head 
was coated with rosin and was rubbed with the fingers to produce the low siren like sound of a friction 
drum. In addition to the tambourine and bass drum, there were other instruments characteristic of the old 
time quadrille band.”

Vincent Harris: “It was the flute. Then they had the steel — that's a triangle instrument, you know, we 
still use it 'til now. And then they had the pipe.”

Narrator: “The pipe was exactly that — an instrument made from boiler tubing at the sugar cane factory 
or from an automobile exhaust system.”

Curtis Williams: “A guy — for the bass — a guy blew a exhaust pipe from a old car or a truck or 
something, you know?”

(An impromptu band from T076-5 with James Miller on fife plays an Alphonso Joseph tune without a 
caller.)

Vincent Harris: “In olden days, when they kept the dance, the price was very very high — you pay fifteen 
cents or twenty cents. And you get your drinks all night. And sometimes, when the dance is over in the 
morning, you gets a plate of cake to go home with. The way the had it set up long ago is far different to 
now. Now, you pays your money at the door, you goes in, and you dance as you like. But in the years 
gone by, when I started dancing, the floormaster goes around with a plate, and he collects the fee from 
each individual who is standing there to dance.”

Narrator: “The dancers didn't pay to get in to the quadrille, but they had to pay for each set that they 
danced. You didn't pay for the Numbers One, Two, or Three, but —”

Hubert Edney: “When you get to Number Four, then they collect the money. It was — twenty cents each 
person.”
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Narrator: “Sneaking out of the dance to avoid paying was frowned upon. Ciple, a famous singer of St. 
Croix, made up a song about Lady Joe a woman who tried to slip away while the money was being 
collected.”

Vivian McIntosh: “Ciple make a sing pon Lady Joe. You know at that time, you never used to pay money 
to the door. You set up and when Number Four — you dance until when Number Four, pick up the 
money! Yeah. So when Number Four to pick up money now, Lady go away. And when she come back, 
Ciple say, ‘Lady, you come back, but you ain't gonna dance!’”

Vivian McIntosh (singing):

You see that girl, what they call “Lady,” 
Lady Joe, he run away! 
You see that girl, what they call “Lady,” 
Lady Joe, you run away!

If you know that you can't afford to pay the ten cent, 
Then lay down in your house and sleep! 
If you know that you can't afford to pay the ten cent, 
Lady, lay down in your house and sleep!

Vivian McIntosh: “Then she gonna say,

How I must sleep when I want to learn the dance?

Vivian McIntosh: “Ciple say,”

Then walk with your money in your hand.
How I must sleep when I want to learn the dance? 
Then walk with your money in your hand! (She laughs.)

(Band plays Bulldog from ?Alphonso Joseph T003, cut 5?, without a caller.)

Narrator: “Today, the first four numbers, or “figures,” of a quadrille are always played. However, the 
Number Five, or Fifth Figure, has gotten lost in the shuffle.”

Vincent Harris: “A lots of the young folks, they don't matter dancing the Fifth Figure, because it's a 
number where you have to show, or prove up yourself to what you know.”

Frank Charles: “They don't worry with {Number} Five. It's something like a jig, you know, something 
like a jig, you know, like a fast jig-up music, so they cut it out it was too harassing for the older people, 
you know? 'Cause in those days, it used to been a lot of old people most of them die now that used to 
dance those kind of dance. You know you rub your heels together and you go back and then you slide all 
(the way) and you rub your heel together see? It was too hard for them. Ha!”

Sylvester McIntosh: “Most of the musicians skip the Number Five. I used to play a Fifth Figure. It goes 
—”

Sylvester McIntosh: (strumming a guitar and hums.)

DA DADEE DEE DUM DADA,
DA DA DUM DADA, DEEDEEDEEDEE DUM DU DUM,
DADADEEDEEDUM DEE DUH, DUM DEE DEE DEE DEEDEE — etcetera — 

Narrator: “The maharp is today often substituted for the Fifth Figure.”
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(Jamesie and the Happy Seven play a maharp with caller, Curtis Williams from T044-7. Music 
establishes for about 30 seconds, then holds under the following.)

Curtis Williams: “Here is a chance for one guy to get a chance to spin each and every woman in that fine 
there. He goes around — if there are twenty women in line, he get a chance to spin those twenty 
women!”

(Music comes up to full level for a while, then fades out as Ethel McIntosh sings.)

Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
Stamp you feet and clap you hands,
And turn around to view Jerusalem.

Curtis Williams: “So when the floormaster is ready, he has his whistle, and he blows his whistle this to 
get the band to prepare to play. He’ll said, “May I have a Number Six, please!”

Sylvester McIntosh (playing guitar and singing Liza Williams):

I say, never mind, Liza William,
Never mind, girl.
Never mind, Liza William,
All of them are one.

From Christiansted to Boss End Town,
All of them are one.
Never mind, Liza William,
All of them are one.

Never mind, Liza William,
All of them are one. 
Never mind, Liza William, 
All of them are one.

From Christiansted to Boss End, 
All of them are one. 
From Christiansted to Boss End Town, 
All of them are one.

So, never mind, Liza William, 
Never mind, girl.
Never mind, Liza William, 
All of them are one. 

(Band plays Liza Williams from SYX42-2. The “call off” followed by instrumental version which begins 
then over it comes Curtis' voice.)

Curtis Williams: “Company! Balancez, Tournez, Head and Foot, Contrary Partners, Balancez, Tournez, 
Your Own Partners, Balancez, Tournez, Ladies Change Away, Ladies Alone —”

(The music fades out under the following.)

Narrator: “Perhaps the words of the late Adam Petersen best reflect how the quadrille tradition embodies 
the dignity and grace of Crucian culture.”
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Adam Petersen: “I was born in the year 1900. l was privilege to have the experience of quadrille from the 
time I was twelve. And from that time, I met quadrille going ahead. Each piece of music have the beat. 
And the beat you, the floormaster, have to put it in the dancers. The livelier the floormaster is, the more 
livelier the dancers is. It gives the musician a good spirit when he has a lively floormaster, and also the 
dancers. So a very bright floormaster carries a very good name. And yours truly, Adam Petersen, was 
doing that for 34 years.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Annaly Girl):

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
Southside girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Northside girl them ah stump kasha.
Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille.

I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
I been dead, I been gone to hell. 
I been dead, I been dead, I been dead, 
Yes, I been dead, I been gone to hell.

Annaly girl them ah dance quadrille. 
Southside girl them ah kick up a ring. 
Northside girl them ah stump kasha. 
Tamarind tree I gon dig out tonight!

(Music from T076-4 establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “This program, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family 
Institute, was supported by grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, The National Endowment 
for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting through National Public 
Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.”

“Special thanks to: American Airlines, Bose Corporation, Kevin Burke, Cardow, Inc., Dimension Sound, 
Thom Foley, Tony Kahn, Ethel McIntosh, Sylvester McIntosh, Michael Paiewonsky, Marjorie Prager, A. 
H. Riise Gift Shop, Rotary Club of St. Thomas Foundation, Sound Track, Tapestry Recording, Dr. 
William F. Thomas, Villa Morales Restaurant, Virgin Islands Seaplane Shuttle.”

“The voices in this program were (in order of appearance): Adam Petersen, Curtis Williams, Vincent 
Harris, Hubert Edney, Leroy Arnold, Sr., Luz James, James Brewster, Sylvester McIntosh, Ethel 
McIntosh, Vivian McIntosh, Frank Charles.”

“The musicians in this program were (in alphabetical order): James Brewster, Frank Charles, Eldred 
Christian, Anselmo Clark, Milton E. Gordon, Callixtus Harrison, Stanley Jacobs, Alphonso Joseph and 
his band with floormaster, Joseph Levine, Cyprian King, James Miller, Joseph “Paddy” Moore, 
Nathaniel “Soda” Moore, Pierpont Petersen, Lloyd Thomas, Christian Thompson, Oscar Wells, 
Alexander Williams, Ohaldo Williams.

“Recordist, Writer, Producer: Mary Jane Soule; Folklorist: Dr. Nancy Groce; Editor: Julie Akeret; Music 
Recording Engineer: Thom Foley; Soundmix: Tapestry Recording; Interview of Adam Peterson and 
narration by Tony Kahn.” (Music ends naturally.)
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T163 Old Time, Long Time — NPR Program - 1988 (STX)
One of five radio programs in a National Public Radio series entitled “Virgin Island Voices” distributed 
on NPR Satellite in 1988.

T163-01 Maude Andreas (singing Zoop Zoop Zoop a cappella):
TOOM BAHK UH LAY MAHK AH LAY MAHK AH LAH LAH 
LAY AH LAY AH LAY 
ZAHM BOH tell you KOH KOH SAY get ahm already 
TELL YOUR KOH KOH SAY WAH LOH 
ZEH REE MAH SAH REHM BRAH ZERRY 
WAH LOH WAH LOH WAH LOH 
ZAHM BOH LAY AH LAY AH LAY AH 
ZOOP ZOOP ZOOP 

Jamesie and the Happy Seven (playing Zoop Zoop Zoop as recorded on T032-2 The instrumental portion 
establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Welcome to ‘Virgin Island Voices,’ a series of programs on the culture of the U. S. Virgin 
Islands, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with The Virgin Islands Family Institute. This 
program is “Old Time, Long Time,” the oral history of life on the sugar plantations of the island of St. 
Croix.”

(Zoop Zoop Zoop vocal portion comes up to full level and plays through to a natural ending. Then Time 
So Hard — from REC16 with vocal— establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Sugar cane, and cotton, to a lesser degree, were the mainstays of the Crucian economy until 
the 1950's. Originally, the plantations were worked by West African slaves, but even after slavery ended 
in 1848, life continued to be hard. St. Croix was a Danish colony until 1917 when it was purchased by the 
United States. The Danish Era is still vivid in the memories of Crucians who were born in the early 
190's.”

Evilina Gordon: “Yeah, long time were very hard in this island. Very very tough. Me cut cane, me dig 
cane hole, I load bagoon, I load truck, I cut wood, I bum coal.”

Paddy Moore: “I used to work all in the field and so. The field and so. And plant up, cut cane, dig cane 
hole all kind of thing I used to do. I used to bum a little coal and sell. Mind cattle. And mule. Drive mule 
cart and I drive bull cart.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing):

When you there, you massa estate, 
You kan call me Boy Borine. 
And when you come in a from the estate, 
You call me Boy Borine.

Me say, Boy, me no boss for you, 
Work up your row, work up your row. 
Boy, me no boss for you, 
I say, rattan, that are your boss!
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Narrator: “The laborers were supervised in the fields by a “driver” who was something like a foreman, 
but each estate was actually run by a “manager” who lived a short distance from the laborers.”

Ethel McIntosh: “Which part the manager lived, they always call it ‘up in the yard!’”

Ethel McIntosh (singing):

Going up a yard, 
Go go ask Mr. Fleming, 
Let he bring out the German plow. 
I say a German plow, 
No American plow, 
Can dig out them bur grass root.

Narrator: “Working the fields in St. Croix involved clearing bush, digging up bur grass, and cutting back 
kasha, a wild thorny plant that grew all over the island.”

Frank Charles: “And I went to stomp, stomp bush, you know, kasha, cut with a machete and hoe.”

Ethel McIntosh:

Carmelita Susan, 
Come, ah-wee go walk 'bout! 
No let ah-wee dig none of La Grange bur grass!

Carmelita Susan, 
I rather go go walk 'bout, 
Me ah no go dig none of La Grange bur grass!

If the manager wrong, the driver say he right. 
And if the driver wrong, manager say he right. 
If the manager wrong, driver say he right. 
Oh lord, in that way, none of we no got no right!

Adam Petersen: “There was villages. The villages were contained of the manager's house, the overseer 
house. The driver, he lived in those same villages. So, the person that feel that they can live on this estate, 
they will come and ask for a house. These small rooms — long row houses — you know, sometimes 
seven, eight rooms together. Seven, eight — and well, it have a village, sometime a village will contain 
about, sometime, twenty, thirty odd houses — rooms! And those rooms, people live in them. Those 
people that live in them, work on the plantation, call it on the ‘estate.’”

Narrator: “From the 1850s on, many of the field laborers in St. Croix were blacks who came from the 
British West Indian colonies.”

Hubert Edney: “When you come from the British islands, you come here, you are, what we call bonded 
today, but in those days, they call it contract; they contract you on the estate. And then you work here for 
one year. But you can’t move from that estate until that year is expired. And so, a lot of the people from 
the British islands, they remain; they remain here instead of going back.”

Narrator: “In fact, so many British laborers remained in St. Croix that they were sometimes resented by 
the native Crucians. Around the turn of the Century, those who came from the island of Barbados were 
particularly numerous. One cariso song warned the local girls, Santa Cruz's “blossoms,” not to get 
involved with the Barbadian, or “Bobajan,” immigrants.:

Ethel McIntosh (singing Me Mother Had Tell Me accompanied by Maude Andreas on drum):
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Me mother had tell me 
Not to marry to no Bobajan; 
Don't you let none of Santa Cruz blossom 
Go marry to no Bobajan.

Bobajan, Bobajan, 
Man, them Bajan are the worst kind. 
They going feed you well and clothe you well, 
But macrone you for your lifetime.

What me go do with them,
Ah what me go do with them,
Bajan are ten for cent and two for bratta,
What me go do with them so.

Narrator: “Another song ridiculed the Barbadian workers for recycling rice bags into clothing.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Tell Them Bobajan):

Tell them Bobajan, they better get along. 
I say, tell them Bobajan, they better get along. 
Tell them Bobajan, they better get along. 
Captain Blackwood bawl, say he want he rice bag. 

Captain Blackwood say he want he rice bag. 
And the antigarrat, them a wearing rice bag.

Narrator: “The laborers were divided into groups depending on the type of work they did.”

Adam Petersen: “And then there was three groups the first, second, and third class. The first class, as a 
boy, I grew up and meet, was twenty cents a day. The second class was fifteen cents a day. And the third 
class, eight cents a day. Now, this third class is the children them that is going to school. But then, half 
day school, from eight o’clock to twelve. Those estate that is carrying third class, the children always go 
there and put in a half day work. They get four cent. They shake up bur grass, they pick worm, they slip 
cottons, they pick cottons yes, they do all the messy, all the small, little work.”

William Folkes: “All I did when I was a boy, I work! You going to school. School is eight o’clock. And 
when you break off when twelve o’clock, you going home. You going to work, you know. I work for 
four cent a afternoon. Denmark time was slavery. Denmark time was slavery time.”

Narrator: “Despite the miserable working conditions at the turn of the Century, slavery had actually been 
abolished back in 1848 by the Danish Governor General, von Scholten, when angry slaves marched on 
the town of Frederiksted under the leadership of a man named Bordeaux.”

Marie Richards: “On July 3, 1848, in the town of Frederiksted, there was a great commotion. Thousands 
and thousands of slaves were marching from the north side of the island to Frederiksted. The maimed, the 
sick, the blind. Some in carts, some on their feet. Parents holding their children by the hand. Under the 
leadership of this man called Bordeaux (he himself was a slave, but could read and write), the people 
demanded from Governor von Scholten, their freedom. The Governor might have hesitated, but in those 
days, it took six months for a ship to reach Denmark, for the Government there to decide. So, he had to 
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“stretch his power until it cracked” and gave the freedom, to the people of these Virgin Islands, from the 
bond of slavery. It was the slaves of Frederiksted alone who struck for freedom. The slaves of 
Christiansted and St. Thomas were not involved.”

Marie Richards (singing Clear the Road and playing drum):

Clear the road, all you clear the road, 
Clear the road, let the slave them pass,
We ah go for ah-wee freedom.

Hardship in the morning, 
Suffering at night. 
No one ever help us; 
It is only Father Ryan.

They bring we here from Africa, 
That we borning land, 
Bring we here in slavery, 
In the land of Santa Cruz. 

Clear the road, all you clear the road, 
Clear the road, let the slave them pass, 
We ah go for ah-wee freedom.

We don't want no bloodshed, 
Not a drop of bloodshed, 
What we want is freedom, 
Oh, give we ah-wee freedom.

Clear the road, all you clear the road, 
Clear the road, let the slave them pass, 
We ah go for ah-wee freedom. 

Narrator: “The end of slavery did not end the economic hardships of the sugar estate workers. Thirty 
years later, in 1878, labor unrest led to riots and the great Fireburn that destroyed half the town of 
Frederiksted, 44 estates, and many other properties. The leaders of this uprising were said to be three 
young girls. The most famous of them was ‘Queen Mary,’ who is remembered in a still popular song.”

(A girls' chorus with drum sings Queen Mary in the clear.)

Narrator: “Economic conditions for the plantation laborers did not improve much over the next three 
decades. Eventually, a young black teacher stepped forward to speak for his people.”

Adam Petersen: “And then, in the year 1915, we had a gentleman by the name of D. Hamilton Jackson, 
make a trip to Denmark to speak about us.”

Evilina Gordon (singing):

Oh Bella, ask Mr. Jackson, girl, ah which part he get he learning? 
He say, “I not yah for gaulin, and a pelican here for sprat.

Let he lone, oh, all you, let he lone, 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone, 
All you no been know he.
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When I talking to a Crucian, girl, a not no nother nation, 
Jackson wouldn't land in St. Thomas, wuh they fraid they been paralyze he.

Let he lone, oh, all you, let he lone, 
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone, 
All you no been know he.

Me father was a minister. Me grandfather was a teacher, 
Me mother went to college. So I bound to get me learning.

Oh, let he lone, oh, all you, let he lone,
Then you better let Mr. Jackson lone,
All you no been know he.

Margaret Parris: “Mr. Jackson, he was a real regular man. He was born in St. Croix; he was born to East 
End. It was here in our country, in this St. kroyx country, where he lived, where we had pay a passage to 
him to go to Denmark with our grievances.”

Marie Richards: “The Government, the Rigstag of Denmark, gave Jackson powers. Jackson returned and 
some of the laws that were so binding on the natives were lifted. Jackson returned and formed a labor 
union, bought a press.”

Narrator: “After Jackson founded his newspaper, he became known as “The Editor.” Jackson was 
revered by the workers, but met opposition from whites such as Frederiksted Police Master Scheffer, and 
a Mr. Schmiegelow.”

Vivian McIntosh (singing):

Oh, want to know, oh, all we really want to know, 
We want to know from The Editor, if he trouble to Mr. Schmiegelow.

Vivian McIntosh: “Schmiegelow was a white man, and he was a black man. He went to Denmark, and 
when he come back, Schmiegelow come and say that he gonna shoot him. And the night when we all 
there on the fish market all a heap of people come they got rock-stone, they got this, they got that they 
say they gon kill him. And he say, ‘Schmiegelow, don't worry to come. We will kill you here tonight!’” 
(She laughs.)

Ethel McIntosh (with drum accompaniment):

You remember the night in fish market square 
When Scheffer said Jackson couldn't lecture there the night. 
All the people bawl, he got to lecture here tonight, 
Mr. Jackson, you got to lecture down in hell.

I say lecture, he must lecture, he going lecture here tonight. 
Lecture, he going lecture, he going lecture here tonight. 
You no hear Scheffer say he cannot lecture here tonight. 
But Mr. Jackson, you got to lecture down in hell.

Margaret Parris: “He was the first man to have a free press. A free paper. That paper had called The 
Herald. The first newspaper any person could have ever read — in this country — in 1916 — was by Mr. 
Jackson get the free order from the King of Denmark that he can have his free press.”
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Adam Petersen: “And when he came back from Denmark, he came down here with full power. There was 
a six-week strike!”

Margaret Parris: “That February month, in 1916, when the people was call out to go to cut the sugar cane, 
we throw down our bale, the people throw down their bale. And the manager send the cart to pick up the 
bale. And the people who them gone to work in the village, he ride through and tell the driver, “Call for 
the hoe, and call for the bale, and tell them to get off the estate!”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Well, I remember that all the people on all the estates were turned off the estates. I 
remember that they were walking around about town, sleeping under the galleries and anyplace. And 
then, the more affluent people in town would get together and cook for them and feed them and let them 
stay on our premises.”

Marie Richards (performing It Was a Lovely Day on the First of November with drum):

It was a lovely day on the first of November, 
When Sorenson, La Grange's Administrator 
Sent a telegram home for a warship 
To quell the riot in Santa Cruz. 
Sent a telegram home for a warship 
To quell the riot in Santa Cruz. 

(Music fades down and holds under the following.)

Adam Petersen: “Then the salary was raise. First class was getting 35 cents a day, second class twenty 
five, and third class get fifteen. Right there. And then we have been raising until we reach to a dollar a 
day. Then D. Hamilton Jackson was Editor, President, and The Big Shot of St. Croix!”

(Music comes up to full level again.)

Marie Richards (continues):

Our leader's name is David Hamilton Jackson, 
And “The Herald” is the paper we call “The Whip.” 
Congratulations to you, our noble Editor, 
And your name will live in history. 
Congratulations to you, our noble Editor, 
And your name will live in history. (Music ends naturally.)

Narrator: “The Danish rule of almost 200 years ended in 1917 when the United States purchased the 
island. Although most Crucians welcomed the Americans, some older islanders today look back with 
fondness on their days as Danish subjects.”

Paddy Moore: “Yes, I raise up in the Danish time. I born with the Danish out here. The money was little 
bit you wasn't getting much money but, I mean, food and everything was correct!”

Adam Petersen: “Things was much more cheaper — foodstuff, materials. And then — provision were 
very very plentiful. When I say provision, I mean provision: yam, potato, tanya, tomato. That same estate 
that you is living on give you a small piece of land — say about a tenth of an acre — for you to plant your 
provision. And when harvest time, there is no selling, because everybody got! “

Marie Richards (performing Crucian Kallaloo with guitar):

You talk about your peas and rice, 
You like your fish and stew, 
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But there ain't no grubs as sweet and nice 
Like the Crucian kallaloo.

It is good, we all like it, 
The babies like it too. 
We eat every bit and it keeps us fit, 
Crucian kallaloo.

Some like corn pork, big dumplings, 
I like that mixture too. 
Some like fried fish with onion in, 
But please give me me kallaloo.

It is good, we all like it, the babies like it too. 
We eat every bit and it keeps us fit, 
Crucian kallaloo.

Some like a bowl of good maufé, plenty salty too. 
When we get hungry, we put 'way, 
But we want kallaloo.

It is good, we all like it,
The babies like it too. 
We eat every bit and it keeps us fit, 
Crucian kallaloo. (Music ends naturally.)

Narrator: “Reminiscences of the Danish time also bring back memories of the joy of growing up in St. 
Croix in the early 1900's.”

Maude Andreas: “You know, in the earlier days, when we were young, big people would play with the 
children! And they play all kind of songs and have a good time, especially in the countryside. They 
would hold the ring together big and little we all hold ring and sing and —”

Maude Andreas (singing Mary in the Middle):

Mary in the middle, boys I know, 
Ring diamond. 
Mary in the middle, boys I know, 
Ring diamond. 
Tell me who is Mary lover, oh, 
Ring diamond. (Singing fades out under —)

Elisa Pedro (singing Do Me Lappy Lay): 

Do me lappy lay, lappy lay, lappy la la, 
Do me lappy lay, let me go down there. 
Knock 'em all about, me go knock 'em on your la la, 
Do me lappy lay, me go go down there. 
Do me lappy lay — (Singing fades out under —)

Ethel McIntosh (singing You Daddy Got He Money):

You Daddy got he money, 
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Wouldn't give you Mama none, 
But Mama gon go trust for you, 
A fiddle and a drum.

Clap hand for Mama 
'Til Papa come. 
Bring cake and sugar plum, 
Give all you some.

You good for nothing Papa 
Coming up the line. 
He ain't got no money 
But a bottle full of rum.

Maude Andreas (singing I'm Rocking My Baby from Morning Til Night):

I'm rocking my baby from morning 'til night. 
I am rocking my baby to sleep. 
I'm rocking my baby from morning to night. 
I'm rocking my baby to sleep.

Oh lay, ah lay, oh lay hoo, (yodel)
Oh lay hoo, oh lay hoo. 
Oh lay, oh lay, oh lay hoo, 
I'm rocking my baby to sleep.

Ethel McIntosh (singing Peep Peep Peep):

Peep peep peep, you no hear the turkey a ball, 
The young turkey a run and bawl, 
He want the care of he mother. 

The thief man, the robber man, and woman too overbearing. 
Woman thief the young turkey, 
sah sell it to the major. 
Peep peep peep — 

Ida Joseph: “You didn't play Up Solay, Balancez Bay Lah, Jump A Jump?”

A jump a jump, balancez BAY LAH,
Jump a town, balancez BAY LAH, 
Drink me rum, balancez BAY LAH, 
Tumble down, balancez BAY LAH, 
Head hurt me, balancez BAY LAH, 
Belly hurt me, balancez BAY LAH, 
Back hurt me, balancez BAY LAH, 
Isabella, balancez — 

Leona Watson: “How we used to play Fillipeeno?”

Elisa Pedro: “This leaf. You pick it. I give you piece, and I keep piece. And anytime I meet you, I say, 
‘Fillipeen!’ And if you ain't got it, I win.”
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Narrator: “In addition to games, lullabies, and songs, stories were, of course, part of every child's 
upbringing. A favorite was the one about the dance given by the Homed Animals. This story is typical of 
many Crucian tales that explain to children how things in nature came to be in this case, why dogs bark at 
animals larger than themselves.”

Eulalie Rivera: “And there was once the one about the animal had a dance. And urn, they invited all 
homed animals only the homed animals were supposed to go. They had this party. Bru Cat and Bru Dog 
say, “Man, what we gonna do? They got nice food in there, but we no got no horn! What we could do?” 
So, Bru Cat say, “Well, you bigger than me. We gonna look for two bone and tie on your head; and you 
sah go in, and when you go in, you bring some for me!”

“Now, the animals that kept this party made provision so that no one else but homed animals could come 
in. When the homed animals came in, they told them something they gave them a secret like a password. 
Bru Cat and Bru Dog didn't know. Bru Cat was outside and Bru Dog went in. So, one of the homed 
animal told the master of the feast, “They got somebody in here that isn't a real homed animal! We gonna 
find out who he be!”

“So, the owner of the feast said, “Wait, I gonna do something. I got a trap door. I gon set it up.” And he 
went and told all the homed animals that told everybody, “When you hear the music playing, dance a 
middle, no dance a corner!” The dog, not understanding their language, didn't know what they were 
saying. So, the music began. And they everybody said, “Dance a middle, no dance a corner, dance a 
middle, no dance a corner.”

“And everybody was dancing. The dog didn't know better, and he went right and started dancing in the 
middle, and the trap door open, he fell right down. When the trap door open then, the other animals found 
out that was the dog that was in there, without real horns, and they beat him sick. And that is why dogs 
barking after all animals they see, that are bigger than themselves.”

Narrator: “Some Crucian stories were sung rather that spoken.”

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson (singing Open the Door or Old Black Witch):

Me mother, me mother, please open the door. 
Me mother, me mother, please open the door. 
Me mother, me mother, please open the door. 
For the sake of the old witch pitch 'pon me back.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “So the mother say,”

When I had tell you, you wouldn't hear.
When I been ah tell you, you wouldn't hear. 
When I been ah tell you, you wouldn't hear. 
Come out me yard this time of night.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “She say,”

Father, me father, please open the door.
Me father, me father, open the door.
Me father, me father, open the door.
For the sake of the old witch pitch 'pon me back.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “The father was a blacksmith. So he went out now, that he was a blacksmith, 
he pound off the witch off of she back. So, she say,”
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Apada pada pada pada padampom.
Ha ha ha! That old time thing, you know!
Pom pada pada pada padampom.
Pom pada pada pada padampom.
Pom pada pom pom padampom.

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “Then! The wheel bend and the story's ended.” (She laughs and her laughter 
fades under the following.)

Narrator: “The wheel bend and the story's ended!” As older people recite Crucian stories, sing local 
songs, and speak of events that took place long ago, they pass on their culture to future generations. In 
this way, the history of St. Croix lives on in the oral traditions of its people.”

(Jamesie and the Happy Seven and plays Tittie's The Girl I Really Love from T030-1. Music establishes, 
then holds under the following narration.)

Narrator: “This program, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family 
Institute, was supported by grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, The National Endowment 
for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting through National Public 
Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.”

“Special thanks to: American Airlines, Bose Corporation, Kevin Burke, Cardow, Inc., Dimension Sound, 
Thom Foley, Tony Kahn, Ethel McIntosh, Sylvester McIntosh, Michael Paiewonsky, Marjorie Prager, A. 
H. Riise Gift Shop, Rotary Club of St. Thomas Foundation, Tapestry Recording, Dr. William F. Thomas, 
Villa Morales Restaurant, Virgin Islands Seaplane Shuttle.”

“The voices in this program were, in order of appearance: Evilina Gordon, Ethel McIntosh, Paddy 
Moore, Frank Charles, Adam Petersen, Hubert Edney, William Folkes, Marie Richards, Margaret Parris, 
Vivian McIntosh, Leroy Arnold, Sr., Ida Joseph, Elsa Pedro, Maud Andreas, Eulalie Rivera, Beatrice 
Mapsey Johnson”

“The musicians in this program were, in alphabetical order: Maud Andreas, James Brewster, Anselmo 
Clark, Callixtus Harrison, Paul Horsford, Nathaniel “Soda” Moore, Marie Richards, Lloyd Thomas, 
Ohaldo Williams.”

“Recordist and producer: Mary Jane Soule; Folklorist: Dr. Nancy Groce; Editor: Thomas R. Brown; 
Music recording: Thom Foley; Soundmix: Tapestry Recording; Recording of Marie Richards by 
Raymond and Hazel Higdon; Interviews with Adam Petersen and Eulalie Rivera conducted by your 
narrator, Tony Kahn.” (Music ends naturally.)

T164 Throwing Words — NPR Program - 1988 (STX)
One of five radio programs in a National Public Radio series entitled “Virgin Island Voices” distributed 
on NPR Satellite in 1988.

T164-01 Ethel McIntosh (singing Elizabeth, You Bajan Man-A-War):

Elizabeth, you Bajan man-a-war,
You going ah La Vallee dance tonight, 
But take care me petticoat tail. 

Me petticoat with insertion tail, 
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Take care me petticoat tail. 
WEH NAH Bajan man gon spin you 'round. 
Take care me petticoat tail.

(Band plays Carbé Man from T076-6. Music establishes then holds under.)

Narrator: “Welcome to ‘Virgin Island Voices,’ a series of programs on the culture of the U. S. Virgin 
Islands, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family Institute. This 
program is called Throwing Words; it's about the traditional songs of the island of St. Croix, where 
everyday life and culture are the inspiration for local music.”

Maude Andreas (singing and playing drum):

Oh, Lazzy Barry, 
Man, Me got something to tell you. 
Man, I got something to tell you, boy, 
What the nigger them ah talk you.

Some say you stupid, man, 
And some kah say you foolish. 
You sent in America 
For get one darling for suit you — (fades under:)

Narrator: “In St. Croix, songs have always been a powerful vehicle for voicing complaints and resolving 
disputes. Armed with only a drum made from a small keg, composers used songs to speak their minds.”

Agatha Benjamin: “The older folks used to have a keg like a little barrel, a small barrel. And they will 
beat on that keg while they sang. And they didn't quarrel very much with each other. When you did them 
anything that was wrong, they look at you from head to foot and they composed a song about you! And 
that lasts forever. Even though you die, somebody remembers the song.”

Narrator: “Cariso singing was the acceptable way of indirectly criticizing another member of the 
community. Crucians call this practice ‘throwing words.’”

Evilina Gordon: “And in a cariso, well, then you just watch somebody, and you put the word them 
together, you know, and you make a cariso. Cariso, they say — claim — is ‘throw word’ — you're 
throwing words after people, see?”

Narrator: “Anything could provoke comment in song, even a boy's greediness in eating sixteen 
dumplings all by himself and not feeding any to ‘Disturbance,’ the family dog.”

Evilina Gordon (singing Sixteen Dumpling):

Sixteen dumpling me give the boy, 
Look he yet 'em in a one meal.
Disturbance been a watch he, 
Look he no broke down give the dog self.

You must go home, 
Oh, Peter, you must go home. 
Me no got no fowl house to put you in. 
Peter, you must go home, boy.
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Evilina Gordon: “You see, the boy were courting girl, you see? So they cook sixteen dumpling and give 
he and he sit down and eat every piece, and the dog watching he. He even ain't give the dog a little piece. 
You see, so [chuckles] put in a sing! See, the girl mother no want he. (He) want too much!”

You must go home, 
Oh, Alec, You must go home. 
Me no got no dog house to put you in. 
Alec, you must go home, boy.

Evilina Gordon: “See, make he self small. He should have broke piece and give the dog, now then he 
would a all right! Ha Ha! Whooh.”

Narrator: “Cariso grew out of its African roots to become uniquely Crucian. Its modal melodies were 
sung by women who made up words to immortalize local events.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “Like telling a story about you seeing you with me and so. An individual could pass 
and see us speaking here now, and make a complete song about us. They improvise as they went along.”

Evilina Gordon (singing Something For Mind):

Something for mind, oh, me got me something for mind. 
One mama, eleven daddy. Me got me something for mind, man.

Got me something ah yet me out. Me kah left a man ah mind you. 
Got me something ah yet me out. Me kah left a man ah mind you. 

Something for mind, girl, you got you something for mind. 
One mama, eleven daddy. You got you something for mind, MAHM. (Laughs)

Evilina Gordon: “See?” (laughing)

Narrator: “In the cariso about Annie Nugent, a personal tragedy is remembered in song a gravely ill 
young girl bids farewell to her mother as she is taken away to the hospital.”

Evilina Gordon:

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, 
Me say, tell mama me gone.
Me say, tell me mama for tie belly, 
Me going a lazaretto.

Oh, poor me, Annie Nugent, 
Me say, tell mama me gone. 
If I never live for come back again, 
Tell me mama me gone.

Mama, me going. 
Oh yes, tell me mama me going. 
Me say, tell me mama for tie belly, 
I gone a lazaretto.

Narrator: “The cariso was sung in the ‘call and response’ style; a lead group sang the verse, and a second 
group answered with the chorus.”
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Ethel McIntosh: “But, at that time, it is woman used to sing. And they have plenty of them, you know. 
One some sing, and some give the chorus; they call it the choir. Yeah. Because it's very tiresome for one 
person have to sing and answer, so they have two group. And then they dance it. On their toe. The cariso. 
One hold the next one hand — a woman, you know, is hold the next one — and they call it um “on your 
toe.” So you take the one person hand and you going so. Depends upon what kind of tune it be. They 
say,”

Sarah Civil, 
Go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. 
Let we move from here tomorrow.

Ethel McIntosh: “See?”

Hear what Mr. Friis say, 
What make David go wash the mule face. 
And Number Eleven gut, he want to go that one, 
Make he go wash the mule face.

Ethel McIntosh: “Then you spin 'round.”

Sarah Civil, 
Go look for one house. 
Go look for one house. 
Let we move from here tomorrow.

Ethel McIntosh: “When you hear “tomorrow,” you spin 'round!”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “The cariso? It was a thing, an impromptu thing, that you would make of me as you 
see me maybe walking and shaking, you make a song of me right away. Some people had that gift.”

Narrator: “One of the most gifted cariso composers was Mary Catherine Williams of Frederiksted who 
died in 1955.”

Eulalie Rivera: “I had a godmother and a cousin of mine; her name was Mary Catherine. She lived right 
across from me; she was living in what we call ‘the poor yard.’ But she was a beautiful singer — a 
beautiful — she was a strapping woman, very tall, elegant. But she was one of the famous cariso singers. 
If anything happened, she put it in a song, and she sing it right away.”

Narrator: “One of Mary Catherine's songs was in honor of the beloved Governor, Waldo Evans, who was 
in office in the late 1920's and early 1930's.”

Ethel McIntosh accompanied by Maude Andreas on drum:

I got to go get a golden cloak 
To give me Governor for cover. 
I got to go get a golden shoe 
For give me Governor for walk in.

Love he, oh, all we love he, oh, 
Handsome Governor Evans, 
All we love you to we heart.

Oh, love he, oh, all we love he, oh, 
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Handsome Governor Evans, 
All we love he like a money.

I got to go get a golden shoe 
For give me Governor for walk in. 
I got to go get a golden cloak 
For give me Governor for cover.

I love he, oh, all we love he, oh, 
Handsome Governor Evans, 
All we love he to we heart. 

(Jamesie and the Happy Seven and play LaBega Carousel. The instrumental portion of music establishes 
then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Cariso was not the only type of song that commented on island life. Just after World War One, 
a man named Carl LaBega owned a carousel in the town of Christiansted. He wound up in song when he 
voiced his objection to plantation workers earning more than 50 cents a day.”

(The music fades up so that the following vocal portion is in the clear.)

I rather walk and drink rum whole night, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel. 
I rather walk, man, and drink rum whole night, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel.

You no hear what LaBega say, 
The people no worth more than 50 cent a day. 
You no hear what LaBega say, man, 
The people no worth more than half a cent a day.

So I rather walk and drink rum whole night, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel. 
I rather walk, man, and drink me rum whole night, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel.

I am walking, I am looking, I am begging, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel. 
I am walking, I am looking, I am begging, 
Before me go ride on LaBega Carousel. 
Hoopla! (Music ends naturally.)

Narrator: “St. Croix was a major producer of sugar cane. In songs like Bad Manager, workers sang about 
conflicts with the people who ran the plantations.”

Whim Handicapped Band:

Bad manager, 
No me want yet you cane. 
Bad manager,
No me want ah yet you cane. 
Bad manager, 
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No me want, no me want. 
Bad manager, 
No me want ah yet you cane.

Went to town to buy me rum, 
Coming home, I tumble down. 
Went to town to buy me rum, 
And say me yet you cane.

Oh you bad manager, 
No me want a yet you cane. 
Bad manager, no me want ah yet you cane. 
Bad manager, no me want, no me want. 
Bad manager, no me want ah yet you cane.

Went to town to buy me rum, 
Coming home, I tumble down. 
Went to town to buy me rum, 
And say me yet you cane.

Oh you bad manager, 
No me want, no me want, 
Bad manager, (no me) want ah yet you cane. (Music ends naturally.)

Narrator: “Crucian songs preserve stories about local events and personalities. This song tells of the 
murder of a man called Payne, killed by his wife in the 1850's, and her trial before the Frederiksted police 
master, Major Gyllich.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Payne Dead):

There's a crying in the market, 
They say Payne dead. 
Payne dead, Payne dead, Payne dead. 
There's a crying in the market, 
They say Payne dead. 
Mama, me no kill nobody man than me own man.

And I wish Grand Session was tomorrow. 
I wish Grand Session was tomorrow.
I say, me wish Grand Session was tomorrow.
Let me get to facen Major Gyllich independent.

Band plays Lagoon Mouth from T079-3. (Music establishes then holds under.)

Ida Joseph: “Then you had the song 'bout Mr. Colbann. Well this man was riding his horse and cart, and 
he decided to cross this gut. So, when he got halfway, the body of water started shoving him down 
towards the gut, you know, and then into the sea.”

Ida Joseph (sings as previous music fades out):

Oh, Colbann never had no right 
To drive he cart by the fan mill site. 
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The horse and the cart, the jackass and all, 
Gone down by the lagoon mouth.

The two black bread, the one goldfish,
All gone in the lagoon mouth. 
Two black bread, the one goldfish, 
Gone down in the lagoon mouth.

Mary Colbann, hold the light, 
Let me dig your man out the lagoon mouth. 
The biggest of the crab, the fattest of the crab, 
Gone down in the lagoon mouth.

Ida Joseph: “So, he saved himself by holding on to the tree —”

All the people, them a run come see 
Colbann holding to the mango tree — 

Time So Hard with vocal establishes then holds under.

Narrator: “Times were hard. The Crucian economy steadily declined from the middle of the 19th Century 
until commercial sugar cultivation was abandoned in the 1950's. Many songs reflect economic hardships. 
Some of the composers of those songs are remembered to this day.”

Ethel McIntosh: “Yeah, I know the little girl what make that; they call her “Mary Nurse”. Well, 'tis 
Benton and a woman had named Mattie — they used to call her Mattie Kribishee. But is the two of them 
was living. And then 'tis Benton is who tell Mattie that she should come out go go look work. The man 
say,” (Music fades out.)

Time so hard, 
And Mattie won't go look work. 
Time so hard, 
And Mattie won't go look work. 

You just ah sit down and wait upon me. 
You no know me money no bear upon tree. 
Time so hard, 
You no hear the dog gone out and look work.

Whim Handicapped Band (playing Get Up Charlie):

Get up, Charlie, put on your clothes, 
You got to give up the room tonight. 
Get up, Charlie, put on your clothes, 
You got to give up the room. 
Get up, Charlie, put on your clothes, 
You got to give up the room. 
Oh, the house rent money is squeezing.

Oh, who make them dumpling, 
Alice Kiddoo. 
Oh, who make them dumpling, 
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Alice Kiddoo. 
She make them nice, she put in spice, 
She give them to you and to me and 
The house rent money still raising. 

Narrator: “Probably the most popular topics for local songs were personal relationships.”

Ethel McIntosh: “One man had a girlfriend, and he was leaving him; the girlfriend getting fed up with 
him, chasing him to go. But then now, he don't want to leave this girlfriend, and he come and he cry! And 
she say, the onliest way she will take him back is just now because now she owe a few months' house 
rent. So she gon take he back for that. Ha.”

Narrator: “In the song, the girlfriend ridicules the foolish boyfriend, using the local term, ‘carbé man.’”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Carbé Man): “She say,”

Me no want no carbé man. 
I say, me no want the man again. 
Me no want that nigger man 
Back ah me door. 

Ethel McIntosh: “She say,”

If I catch he back ah me door, 
Me ah go drive he, let he go, 
I going treat he like the worst of rover dog.

Me no been want the man again. 
Me no been want no carbé man. 
Me no want that nigger man back a me door. 
But he kneel down to me bedside, 
And cry there like a child, 
So I going take he back just to pay up me house rent. 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson (singing Me Own):

Me own, ah me own, 
Me boy, me own, ah me own, 
If I want dog, me gon put he on me door. 
Me gon put he to me door, 
Me gon chain he on me door, 
Dare any oman for kah lick on ah me face.

Maude Andreas (singing Me Get Up This Morning):

Me get up this morning, man, 
Me no tell nobody howdy. 
Me no tell nobody howdy, man, 
Me too damn bad minded.

Me get up this morning, man, 
Me no tell nobody “Marra” 
Me no tell nobody “Marra,” man, 
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Me too backbiting.
Oh, let me lone, 
Oh, mama, let me lone. 
You kah take you belly 
And make burying ground.
Oh, mama, let me lone.

Ethel McIntosh (singing I Get Up in the Morning):

I get up in the morning 
And I eat me leg of mutton, 
I drink me cup of cordial, 
Me no trouble to dunku warman.

“Marra” me bid ah “Marra”
Say “Marra”, me bid ah “Marra”
“Marra” me bid ah “Marra” 
Me no want no deceitful “Marra.”

I get up every morning 
And I eat me leg of mutton, 
And I drink me cup of cordial, 
Me no trouble to bulldog driver. 

Narrator: “The island of St. Croix has two towns: Christiansted (known locally as ‘Boss End’) and 
Frederiksted (known as ‘West End’). The traditional rivalry between the two towns has been made into 
song.”

Eulalie Rivera (singing Weezy Woozo):

Boss End girl, they hang on the wire. 
West End girl, they sweet like a sugar. 
All they want is the weezy woozo. 
All they want is weezy woozo. 

Eulalie Rivera: “Just like that. Boss End. You see? There was a rivalry between Christiansted and 
Frederiksted all the time. Call Christiansted ‘Boss End’ and Frederiksted ‘West End.’ ‘Boss End’ 
because all the managers and all the people in government lived up in Christiansted. ‘Boss End!’ But in 
talking about it, it come ‘Boss End.’ ‘Boss End.’”

Eulalie Rivera (singing Weezy Woozo again):

Boss End girl, they hang on the wire. 
West End girl, they sweet like a sugar. 
All they want is the weezy woozo.
All they want is weezy woozo. 

(Eulalie Rivera song crossfades to Darkie Ate the Fowl Wing from T029-4. Instrumental portion fades 
up, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Even the slightest incident could be made into song. In the 1930s, a girl named Darkie ate 
some chicken wings intended for a party, and the rest is history.”
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(The vocal portion of Darkie Ate the Fowl Wing comes up to full level.)

What the hell I going to tell them people? 
Darkie thief the fowl wing. 
What the hell I going to tell them people? 
Darkie thief the fowl wing.

Under the pillow she had the fowl feather. 
Darkie thief the fowl wing. 
Under the pillow she had the fowl feather. 
Darkie thief the fowl wing.

What the hell I going to tell Mr. Morton?
Darkie thief the fowl wing. 
What the hell I going to tell them people? 
Darkie thief the fowl wing.

I say he went in town and he pick up the hen, 
Darkie thief the fowl wing — 

(Music fades under.)

Ethel McIntosh: “Oh, let's see. I have one here. This one is about a horse race. The man lived to Clifton 
Hill. He was the owner of Clifton Hill, named Mr. Hoffman. He was the one that used to douse the flag at 
the racetrack. For the horse them to start. And this man that used to blow the shell for the horse them to 
go off was Miss Andreas' uncle! He say, ‘Blow the shell, yes, One Ball, blow the shell again.’ One Ball 
was the man he had one eye, so they call he ‘One Ball.’ So they say, ‘One Ball, blow the shell again, let 
Bother Me get to run again.’ Bother Me was the horse name. And Jig.”

Ethel McIntosh (with drum accompaniment singing Entrance Fee Was Fifty Cent):

Entrance fee, it was 50 cents, 
And the grandstand was a dollar and a half. 
Little children you come and pay the 50 cents, 
If you want to see Don't Bother Me and Jig.

Oh, douse the flag again, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag again. 
Oh, blow the shell again, yes, One Ball, 
Blow the shell again. 

Oh, douse the flag for me, Mr. Hoffman, 
Douse the flag for me. 
Douse the flag for me, 
Let Bother Me get to run again.

Narrator: “Horse races were popular in St. Croix. Soon after the racetrack was built in the early 1900's, a 
famous race matched the horses, ‘Cigar,’ ‘Black,’ and ‘Dutchman.’ A local fortune teller used bones to 
predict the outcome of the race, and when he picked the wrong horse, people had something to sing 
about.”

Sylvester McIntosh (singing Cigar Win the Race):
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Well, who no hear that Cigar win the race last year? 
Ah, who no hear that Cigar win the race? 
Well, who ain't know that Cigar win the race last year? 
And the Dutchman gon ah Robe's Hill bush, he gon go hide.

It's a shame about me brother, Andrew James. 
It's a shame, yes, shame to call he name. 
When they call on he to match BO PIHK RUHM with the Black, 
Will he match he with a dead man bone?

Well, who no know that Cigar win the race last year? 
Ah, who ain't know that Cigar win the race? 
Ah, who no hear that Cigar win the race last year? 
And the Dutchman gon a Robe's Hill bush, he gon go hide.

Narrator: “Anyone could make up a song, but some people had special talent. Alexander Michael (who 
lived from 1892 to 1957) is legendary as a maker and performer of song. His stage was the streets of 
Frederiksted, where everyone knew him by his nickname, Ciple.”

Leroy Arnold, Sr.: “We had a man here by the name of Ciple — that's all I know his name to be. And um 
he could see you light your cigarette and make a song of you.”

William Carroll: “Well, he was a man used to compose a lot of songs. For instance, you might be doing 
something funny outside there, and he just look at you, and he make a song out of it.”

Narrator: “One of Ciple's songs made fun of a Frederiksted man named Thomas Scott for hoarding 
corned pork from his family by hiding it in a trunk.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Thomas Scott):

Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott, 
Is a bad young man, 
'Cause he hide corn pork, 
Chook in he trunk. 

He stamp he foot, he clap he hand, 
He gone away. 
A where he there, 
Me no know.

He must a gone 'round in he room go sleep. 

Oh, Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott, 
That bad young man. 
Because he hide corn pork 
From he son. 

Thomas Scott, Thomas Scott, 
Is a bad young man. 
Because he hide corn pork
From he son.
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Eulalie Rivera: “Remember Ciple? And he walked with a kerosene pan. And he hit the kerosene pan and 
he sang his songs.”

Narrator: “Ciple's instrument was a kerosene tin — a rectangular pan about 18 inches tall. Ciple taught a 
few other singers to accompany themselves by beating a rhythm on the pan. One of them was Henry 
Drake.”

Henry Drake (singing Bad Manager and knocking a cracker tin):

Bad manager, 
No me want a eat your cane.
Bad manager,
No me want a yet your cane.

Went to town the middle of it,
Nobody don't know.
Everybody tell me 
About my bad manager.

Bad manager, 
No me want, no me want,
Bad manager, 
No me want a yet your cane.

I can't kookoo at all, hmm, BOW,
Ain't no good. (laughs) 

Beatrice Mapsey Johnson: “Ciple? Oh, God (laughing), boy, when Ciple had a sing them sing, boy, you 
should see us with this old kerosene pan. And it used to sweet!”

James Brewster: “And he had a voice! He didn't need no mic at all! No way! And he used to knock that 
pan, boy!”

Nathaniel “Soda” Moore: “He were the boss, you know. He does got a full band. When you hear they say 
‘Ciple! Look out! Ciple coming down! Give he room, man! Kill man ah play flute!’” (laughs)

Narrator: “Ciple was the Pied Piper of Frederiksted. Even today, people have vivid memories of 
following him around the streets as he sang and played his kerosene pan.”

Elisa Pedro: “Kerosene pan! He knocking the bottom. And that moonlight when you going down that 
thing sweet! Come see us going down with him. They say, abeebeebeedeebeedeebee bung ba dung —”

Agatha Benjamin: “Yes, I knew Ciple very well; he used to sing and play at our home. And he composed 
lots of songs; one of them was Tantan Jennie With The Paper Bag. Tantan Jennie was with a group of 
other young women. And they went into a store. It had a clerk by the name of Mr. John Klyvert.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Tantan Jennie):

While Mr. John was sitting down, 
And all the people swarm around 
To see Tantan Jennie with the paper bag 
And Martha King with the pair of specs.

Madame, they say, Madame, 
Madame, the girl getting me for tag. 
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Madame, Madame, 
Madame, the girl they no care one damn.

Francis say you must carry it back, 
Next one say, must change the frock. 
Francis say you must carry it back, 
Martha say “I going change me frock!”

Narrator: “Another incident that Ciple sang about was when two girls named Maggie and Inga shoplifted 
a bolt of cloth and rushed home to start stitching. When Policeman McBean caught up with the girls to 
take them away, Maggie asked Maya, her mother, to mind her grandchild.”

Ethel McIntosh (singing Fifty Yards of Cloth or Maya, Come Hold Baby):

Fifty yards of cloth, 
Maggie and Inga start to cart. 
It was fifty yards of cloth, 
Maggie and Inga start to cart.

Maya say, hold baby, 
You name the granny, 
Maya, come hold baby, 
You name the granny.

From the house to the kitchen,
The cloth was a stitching. 
From the house to the kitchen, out there, 
The cloth been a stitch.

Mr. McBean tell Maggie, 
Keep he hand a he side. 
Maggie say, “I willing, Mr. Mac, 
But I got a low tide.”

On account of a man, 
Maggie stretch her hand. 
Maya, come hold baby, 
You name the granny.

Narrator: “Ciple could make up a song about anyone; he even composed one about himself and his lame 
foot.”

Camille “Derby” Macedon and Stanford Simmonds (singing Ciple the Barber, with Simmonds on 
ukulele):

Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back.

Ciple, the barber, 
Went to shave he father, 
Ciple, the barber, 
Went to shave he (father.)
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Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back.

Ciple, the barber, 
Went to shave he father, 
Ciple, the barber, 
Went to shave he father.

Every time Ciple make a hop, 
Ciple big foot pull he back —

(Music fades under.)

Narrator: “Ciple was so skilled as a songwriter that he was hired by Andrews Blue Line Bus Company to 
compose advertisements for their services.”

Ethel McIntosh: “He used to sing about, um, Andrews Blue Line, like advertising, because we didn't had 
no radios to, um, broadcast nothing. But this one was Andrews Blue Line. He go' round the town every 
afternoon, like now; he got a set of people say, say ‘Ciple, where you going tonight?’ He say, ‘Follow 
me!’ And you will know. And he start to sing.”

Mr. Andrew, I know I had something to tell you, 
You going see where the Blue Line do them by and by.
He say, I stand to my window and see when the Blue Line pass; 
I stand on me bed and I hear when Blue Line blow.

Aha, but never mind, 
You going see where the Blue Line do them by and by.

Narrator: “Much of St. Croix's history is not written in books, but is preserved in the songs of Ciple, 
Mary Catherine, and the generations of anonymous composers before them. The tradition of “throwing 
words” in song keeps alive memories of Crucian life of days gone by.”

(Band plays Cigar Win the Race from T045-3. Music establishes then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “This program, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family 
Institute, was supported by grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, The National Endowment 
for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting through National Public 
Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.”

“Special thanks to: American Airlines, Bose Corporation, Kevin Burke, Cardow, Inc., Dimension Sound, 
Thom Foley, Tony Kahn, Ethel McIntosh, Sylvester McIntosh, Michael Paiewonsky, Marjorie Prager, A. 
H. Riise Gift Shop, Rotary Club of St. Thomas Foundation, Tapestry Recording, Dr. William F. Thomas, 
Villa Morales Restaurant, Virgin Islands Seaplane Shuttle.”

“The singers, musicians, and speakers in this program were (in alphabetical order): Lorenzo Acosta, 
Maud Andreas, Leroy Arnold, Sr., Agatha Benjamin, James Brewster, William Carroll, Frank Charles, 
Anselmo Clarke, Dimitri Copemann, Leopold Derricks, Henry Drake, Hubert Edney, Emile Fargas, 
Evilina Gordon, Callixtus Harrison, Charles Haynes, Paul Horsford, Stanley Jacobs, Beatrice Mapsey 
Johnson, Ida Joseph, Vernal Joseph, Cyprian King, Alexander Lang, Camille “Derby” Macedon, Jr., 
Ethel McIntosh, Vivian McIntosh, Nathaniel “Soda” Moore, Paddy Moore, Margaret Parris, Elsa Pedro, 
Wilfred Pedro, James Petersen, Eulalie Rivera, Ira Samuel, Granville Simmonds, Stanford Simmonds, 
Luis Soldana, Benneth Smith, Lloyd Thomas, Alexander Williams, Ohaldo Williams.”
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Recordist, writer, producer: Mary Jane Soule; Folklorist: Dr. Nancy Groce; Music recording engineer: 
Thom Foley; Editor: Joan McCabe, Soundmix: Tapestry Recording; and your narrator: Tony Kahn.” 
(Music ends naturally.)

T165 St. Thomas — NPR Program - 1988 (STT)
One of five radio programs in a National Public Radio series entitled “Virgin Island Voices” distributed 
on NPR Satellite in 1988.

T165-01 Hector and Elmo Roebuck (singing Morning Star Arise evolving into Zoop Zoop Zoop, accompanied by 
ukulele — from T136-8.)

Morningstar arise
You no hear the captain ah call
Papa AHF he gon beat you MEE NAH NEE 
LAY HEE SOH FOH DEE LASS 

OH MEE NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
OH ME NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
OH NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
FOH DEE LASS 

OH AH LAY AH LAY 
OH AH LAY AH LAY 
RUHN GOH tell me kokobay ah hit ahm already
Tell me kokobay WAH LOH 
GEH REE was a man BAH WAH LOH 
WAH LOH WAH LOH WAH LOH 
OH AH LAY AH LAY AH LAY AH 
ZOOP ZOOP ZOOP 

OH MEE NAH NEE LEY HEE SOH 
FOH DEE LASS (laughs)

(Cold Goose Gang plays an instrumental version of Roll Isabella Roll from T011-6. The music 
establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “Welcome to ‘Virgin Island Voices,’ a series of programs on the culture of the U. S. Virgin 
Islands, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with The Virgin Islands Family Institute. This 
program focuses on the island of St. Thomas. A nearly perfect tropical climate and picturesque beaches 
attract over one million tourists each year. For centuries, the deep, sheltered natural harbor of St. Thomas 
gave it life as a commercial center. Once the largest slave market in the world, as well as a notorious 
haven for pirates, St. Thomas was a Danish colony until 1917 when it was purchased by the U. S. Until 
1930, St. Thomas was an important fueling stop for the coal powered boats that traveled between South 
America, Europe, and the United States. Right up through the 1920's, many St. Thomians were employed 
as laborers on the German owned dock where coal was bought and sold.”

(Music fades under.)
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Gerda Benjamin: “What happened in their days, it was kind of hard; you know, people didn't had work. 
So they'll always tell us about the boats which used to come in with coal.”

Vincent Harris: “In the early days, most of the boats used to run off of coal, not oil. The Germans, they 
built a dock there, and there is where they used to ship coal. One time, you see boat coming, and they 
bring in coal. They unload it. And you see big heaps of coal. Then there's other boats who will come in to 
buy coal.”

Gerda Benjamin: “And then the people used to run with basket on their heads, with the coal.”

Vincent Harris: “Men, as well as women, they got some big basket about that size. They going carry it 
and throw it where the stevedore want it. So by doing so, they used to work in pair. You full the basket 
when you full it, you take it and you come to meet me. See? And when you meet me, you just hand me 
the full one, take the empty one, and you gone back and you full and that's the way they used to work it. 
1925, when I went over there as a kid, I spent the whole day there just looking at them.”

Narrator: “Coal carriers were paid in a temporary currency known as “tally” for each basket of coal that 
was loaded.”

Vincent Harris: “They used to pay them a tally a basket. They pays you tally a basket, which is two cents 
a basket.”

Narrator: “The tally was worthless as money, except to local shopkeepers who took advantage of the 
situation. Roll Isabella Roll, a famous song from the tally days, voiced the complaints of the local 
people.”

Gerda Benjamin (singing Roll Isabella Roll):

Roll Isabella roll, oh, roll Isabella roll,
Roll Isabella roll, the damn shopkeepers got the island down.
Went to the shop with a quart(er) to buy fifteen cent thing,
When I look in me hand, the damn shopkeeper give me tally for change.

(A scratch band version of Roll Isabella Roll from REC05, cut 11 with vocal plays in the clear. Then a 
Seven Step from T010, cut 5 establishes, and holds under.)

Narrator: “Before St. Thomas was purchased by the United States in 1917, Denmark had ruled the island 
for most of the previous 250 years. Some islanders can still recall the ‘Danish Time.’”

Ernest Schulterbrandt: “In my days here, in the Danish era, we had a different atmosphere altogether than 
now. And we were exposed, you can see, due to the harbor different nationalities: Irish, German, Jews, 
Greek, Polish, South American — all type of people. We are really a cosmopolitan people — 
cosmopolitan — because all type of nationalities used to move through due to the harbor. See, the harbor 
is central.”

(Seven Step ends naturally. Then a scratch band plays a jig from T010-4. Music establishes, then fades 
down and holds under.)

Narrator: “The culture, as well as the economy, came to reflect the cosmopolitan influences of the port. 
For example, quadrille dances, which swept to popularity in early 19th Century Europe, were adapted by 
St. Thomians and became known locally as ‘country dances.’”
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Ernest Schulterbrandt: “Well, our country dances is a mixture of all these different nationalities that has 
been coming in here. Our famous dances were the traditional dances of quadrille, lancers, schottische, 
mazurka, seven step, you see, those were European. And from the time I was a boy, I knew these 
dances.” (Jig music ends naturally.)

Narrator: “Not all the dances of St. Thomas were European in origin.”

(Mebobo’s Quartet plays Bamboula from Folkways record. The music establishes, then fades down and 
holds under.)

Narrator: “Slaves from West Africa brought rich traditions of their own. The bamboula was danced to 
“call and response” singing, accompanied by intricate drumming. Today, only older islanders remember 
the bamboula dance and its memorable drum.”

Cecil George: “They used to call that the bamboula drum. Bamboula drum.”

Gerda Benjamin: “They sing. They just sing and knock knocking and singing and the others like 
answering. Maybe you got 'bout three or four lines, but, you just singing it over and over.”

Narrator: “The bamboula drum was a large tapered wooden barrel laid on its side. One person straddled 
the drum and played on the skin head, while a second person knocked a complementary rhythm on the 
side of the drum, using ‘katta sticks.’”

Gerda Benjamin: “Two persons on the drum. One sit on the drum to knock the front pan. But she sit on 
something else on a little stool and then she hit on the back of the drum. We call it the katta stick. And 
that keep the beat, with the drum.” (Bamboula fades out.)

Gerda Benjamin (singing Pittee Fwee):

PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY. 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY.

Narrator: “The Pittee Fwee song was performed by Miss Clara, the last famous bamboula artist in St. 
Thomas.”

Lucille Roberts: “There was one lady who I recall, now, living out East. Well, she was known as Miss 
Clara.”

Narrator: “When Miss Clara died in 1963, the bamboula tradition faded away. Her daughters, however, 
recalled Miss Clara's skill in dancing the ‘Heel and Toe’ and the bèlè.” 

Gladys Venzen: (laughing) “See, my mother danced the Heel and Toe, bare feet. She get up on those toes 
and she make her thing there!”

Gerda Benjamin (singing Pittee Fwee again):

PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE warriette, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
PIH TEE FWEE DAHN JOO, MEH JEH VEH NAY 
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Gerda Benjamin: “To me, it's a way of telling you how to dance. When you say “Warriette — PIH TEE 
FWEE warriette” … Then you find that everybody like twisting theyself. MEH JEH VEH NAY, PIH TEE FWEE 
BEHN SWAHR, MEH JEH VEH NAY — and then you go on the Heel and Toe again. And you like going in 
one direction and then you coming in the other direction. You know, what some of the song when you 
twist yourself, you used to call it the bèlè. Bèlè.”1071

Gerda Benjamin: “And all of those have a different beat in the drum — and they dance a little different. 
Because each of the songs, it's a different knock. You see, when you knock: TONG TAHKAH TONG 
TAHKAH TONG TAHKAH TONG, then you letting the person just jump up. But she have the bèlè, which you 
have KAHTAHKAHTAKHATONG KAHTAHKAHTAKHATONG TONG — something like that.”

Narrator: “English was the language of commerce and Danish was the language of Government but the 
language of the people, both black and white, was Creole. The Creole of the 1800's was English in 
substance but West African in spirit influenced primarily by the Akan family of languages.”

Gladys Venzen: “Creole sound like ancient if you want to say it. Old time.”

Gerda Benjamin: “We used to had one, a Creole one singing, ‘two sisters living with one man.’ But it go 
like this —”

Gerda Benjamin (singing Tway She She and slapping her chair):

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 

GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 
GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAHHHH — 

Amos Frett: “Some of the songs them sing is creole and so the like, but all the old people them that I find 
around could a speak it.”

Gerda Benjamin: “It was a language which we did never learn — they never taught us — but a few of our 
people used to speak it.”

Gerda Benjamin & Gladys Venzen: “So, it used to sing like this — the person that knocking the drum, 
she sing:”

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN…

Gerda Benjamin: “Then the group that's dancing:”

SHOO WAH WAH 

1071. See bèlè in the Glossary.
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Gerda Benjamin: “You see, they answer:”

SHOO WAH WAH 

Gerda Benjamin: “And she say,”

TWAY SHEE SHEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
LOH WUNG WEE AY MAN, SHOO WAH WAH 
GROHT NAHM SAH WEH DEE, SHOO WAH WAH 
DAH BEHN DAH WAH TAH GAYT, SHOO WAH WAH 

Gerda Benjamin: “So you see it was like a chime she sing and they answer. And that time, the type of the 
music going on and they're just holding their skirt and jigging around.”

Gladys Venzen: “Oh yeah, and then they used to wear some big white skirts, stiff with starch!”

Gerda Benjamin (singing Hand Me My Petticoat):

Hand me my petticoat, oh you, hand me my petticoat, 
The petticoat with insertion tail, hand me my petticoat. 

Hear what mama say, Melea lick up on her finger, 
The petticoat that I hang down there, hand me my petticoat.

Gerda Benjamin: “And then you got the beat of the drum, you know. And they just singing it over and 
over, you know. So then they Trayla.”

Traylay laylay, tray laylaylie. Traylaylaylay, traylaylay lie; 

Hand me my petticoat, oh you, hand me my petticoat, 
The petticoat with insertion tail, hand me my petticoat.

(Sound effects of church bells establish, then hold under narrator.)

Narrator: “Holidays have always been important in St. Thomas, and Christmas is particularly special. St. 
'Thomians still practice caroling, going from house to house from Christmas Eve night until the dawn of 
Christmas Day.”

Carolers (with dog barking):

The dew is falling on us, 
The dew is falling on us, 
The dew is falling on us, 
And we surely want to come in.

Arise and open the door,
Arise and open the door,
The dew is falling on us,
And we surely want to come in. (Singing fades under.)

Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “Every Christmas — between Christmas and New Year's — there was a lot of 
serenading. And so we could travel with our instruments, you know, and just sit down get in front 
somebody house and we start to play, you know. Then you see lights start going on, and it was Good 
Morning, Good Morning, I come for my guavaberry! you know.”
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Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “And these people would have all kinds of things to give you like ham and 
potato salad, and guavaberry rum and whatever else, you know. You know, you come to my house, you 
ain't gonna leave unless your stomach is full And (ha) that's the way it's been! But this tune that come up, 
it's just Good Morning, Good Morning, I come for my guavaberry!”

Carolers:

The tidings of great joy I bring, 
To you and all mankind.

We wish you a Merry Christmas, 
We wish you a Merry Christmas, 
We wish you a Merry Christmas, 
And a Happy New Year. 

Caroler: Whooh!!!

Oh bring out the guavaberry,
Oh bring out the guavaberry,
Oh bring out the guavaberry,
And bring it right now.

Mungo Niles: “My father was a musician and from the time we were small, he would spree only on 
holidays. They goes out Christmas Eve serenading, and they return home on Three Kings' Day — they 
cover the whole island! You know, they carry a few undershirts and flannel to change, you know. And 
when they come back home to our house, which was the final place, then they will spree there until about 
three o’clock the morning.”

(A scratch band plays an unidentified tune from T002;the Music establishes, then holds under the 
following.)

Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “Usually you hear a lot of this music around the holiday times, you know. And 
where we were living in Savan, there was always something going on.”

Narrator: “In Savan, the heart of St. Thomas' only town, Charlotte Amalie, the most popular music in the 
30s and 40s was local tunes played by scratch bands. The scratch band got its name from the scraping of 
ridges etched into a dried hollow squash. Another characteristic scratch band instrument was the pipe, 
usually fashioned from an automobile exhaust. A musician blew into the pipe to create bass tones.”

Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “And they will come out with that pipe, and a banjo, a guitar, and a little old 
drum, a squash, a triangle some guys was using a bottle that they just going poooop poooop like that, you 
know. They were making music out of what they had. And this is what I used to hear.”

Narrator: “Close to Christmas time, groups of costumed players would perform on the streets of Savan. 
Perhaps the most memorable masqueraders were the Indians.”

Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “And then there was a man used to play the Indian. He was the Indian Chief for 
years and he look like one too — a big black guy, you know. And when the Indians coming up, tramping 
and going on all — carrying on and so on — and he's just barely tippin' walking in front of them, this big 
guy! We used to think he was a real Indian, too! I used to live — I can't forget them — I used to live right 
next door to these people up in Savan.” (Scratch band music ends naturally.)

(Mebobo’s band plays Lapli Tombe from Folkways record; music establishes, then holds under the 
following.)
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Narrator: “Although most St. Thomians are of African or Afro European descent, there has been a French 
presence on the island since the late 1860's. The French immigrated from the island of St. Bart's. Some 
settled on the fertile north side; another community was established just outside the town of Charlotte 
Amalie.”

Ernest Schulterbrandt: “You see, the French people originally came from St. Bart's. From St. Bart's, they 
went down to this area what we call “French Village” — at that time, we used to call it ‘Chacha-town.’”

Narrator: “The French retained their own European traditions and sense of community.”

Marianne Magras: “First of all, there was a language barrier. The people in town spoke English; the 
people in Frenchtown spoke French. The whole geographical setup of Frenchtown was apart from 
everything else.”

Ernest Schulterbrandt: “It was poor! They used to fish and come in town and sell what we used to call 
ballahoo and fish as a living. They were very industrious.”

Almondo Magras: “We used to do a lot of handicraft — mats with teyer (palm) — this same trees over 
here we get the straw out of them, we dry them, and we made hats. And on Saturday morning, my mother 
used to send me up to the market and I used to put all my hats on the ground there, and the local people 
used to buy them!” (Lapli Tombe ends naturally.)

A new piece of music begins: a scratch band plays French Polka from T038. Mungo Niles vocal at head, 
then an instrumental section that plays in the clear for a while, then fades down and holds under the 
following.)

Almondo Magras: “Every Sunday, practically, there was a dance at somebody's home.”

Marianne Magras: “Sometimes they would have parties, dances they call the Danse de Bouchet. The 
“Dance of the Bouquet.” A person would have a dance at their home, and they would take a bouquet of 
flowers and throw it into the crowd and whoever catches it, they have to keep a dance at their home the 
following month or whatever.” (The French Polka ends naturally.)

Dorothy Danet: “En jour, en jour —” (A woman telling a story in French patua establishes then fades 
down and holds under.)

Dorothy Danet: “There was an old lady who used to clean the church. And, by accident, she broke the 
statue of St. Joseph. Now, she saw an old man in the church, and she asked him to take St. Joseph's place, 
while the sermon was going on. And a little boy was sitting down near his mother. So he told his mother, 
he said, “But, you know, St. Joseph is licking his mustache!” (Because he had eaten mangos and the flies 
were bothering him!) “He licking his beards!” But when he saw the people starting now to watch him and 
so on, he just came down he took off!”

(A group of Frenchtown women sing 0 Ciel. The song establishes, then fades down and holds under the 
following.)

Almondo Magras: “It's our French songs. Some of them were in Patois, and some of them were in very 
good French.”

Felicia LaPlace: “Like the day you make birthday party — have a song that they does sing Marnee 
Jornet.”

MAHR NEE JOR NEHT, FEHT MWAH ZAH BOO KAY, 
KIHL SWAH BIEN FAY, BYEHN AH LEE AY, 
KILL SWA BYEHN FAY, BYEHN AH LEE AY, 
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MEE BYEHN POR TEH MAHNT. 
COOR MAYZ A MUHR, MAY FIH LUY, 
DEH VOH TRUH SWOR AY DER DAHNSS. 

Felicia LaPlace: “All the people from St. Bart's — what had come from there — they had know French. 
And they used to sing the song in French! The had know the real French — they sing them! The young 
people — generation — take now where they start English; all of the French, they throw away the French 
back of them.”

(Ladies group sings “Je tan de filles marriez —” Music establishes for 20 seconds, then cross fades to 
the following.)

Mungo Niles: “The name of this one I’m a Better Man Than You — I could give a dollar or two.”

(A scratch band plays I'm A Better Man Than You from T038-2. Instrumental establishes, then holds 
under the following.)

Narrator: “Outside of Frenchtown, the traditional music is called “quelbé.” The origin of the word is 
obscure, but it has come to represent a body of local songs in which people take great pride.”

Pershing DeGraff: “Quelbé belong to us here in the Virgin Islands. Quelbé is a creation of the people 
from these islands. Some songs that don't have any composers, but as the years go by, people keep adding 
on a verse here and there.”

Irwin “Brownie” Brown: “People actually used to make up things as they go along, you know, they, they 
sing their own lyrics, and make their own tune, and most of these tunes only have like one verse actually 
and you just add on to it and you come back to that verse. Or if you could make something up and go 
along, and this was called ‘public domain,’ I guess anybody could sing it.”

Gerda Benjamin: “Now, these songs was really made off of other people. Just like how they making the 
calypso now; they hearing certain rumors and they sing a calypso song. So these songs was make off of 
other people.”

(Music fades out as Mungo begins:)

Mungo Niles: “We call it quelbé, or country dance. Sly Mongoose, dog know your name” — “That's a 
quelbé. You see? Yeah. Bull Passing in Tortola Town! Nazarene! Dem Boys Dem Been Here.”

(Senior Citizens' Band plays Dem Boys Dem Been Here from T038-1 with Mungo Niles vocal plays in 
the clear. After that, a band plays My Blue Heaven from T008; the music fades up, then holds under the 
following.)

Narrator: “Throughout their history, St. Thomians have welcomed the songs and dances of other cultures; 
the musicians of St. Thomas have integrated outside influences with their own styles and repertoires to 
form a musical tradition all their own — a tradition that is at once vital — and fragile.”

Mungo Niles: “We knew the American music inside out, because that's all what we met! From the time I 
was about ten years or so, I could have do the Charleston; then we started moving into the Foxtrot; then 
you went to the Jitterbug; then you went to the years which are the 30s and 40s.”

(My Blue Heaven cross fades to a Latin tune rom T007-6. Music establishes, then fades down and holds 
under the following.)
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Mungo Niles: “And then, the music from Puerto Rico take over our community — the Spanish music. 
When the boys joined the Army, or volunteered for the Army — during the Second World War, they 
train in Puerto Rico. And when they came back home on liberty, that's all they were doing — dancing the 
rumba, the huarache, and so forth. Then the merengue came in the 50s.”

(Latin tune fades out. And then a song by Elmo and Hector Roebuck from T136 accompanied by ukulele, 
plays in the clear.)

Lucille Roberts: “Well, you see, the St. Thomian — I don't know — our youth are thinking so differently. 
We are too adaptable to outside cultures. And we kind of want to keep ours in the back, which I think is 
very unfair. Because everybody has been Americanized, and they don't want to stick too much to their 
cultural pattern, see? The same as these younger people are adopting now the music of the other islands 
of the Caribbean.”

Mungo Niles: “I don't want the culture of these islands, or the tradition of these islands, go away from us. 
We want, when you have a new generation, they could say, ‘Well, these are the thing my parents used to 
do, or my grandparents used to do.’ I don't want it be for gotten.”

(A group of schoolgirls sing and clap Four White Horses on a Rainbow. Plays in the for 31 seconds, 
then fades under the following.)

(Scratch band play a Two Step from T010-7. The Music establishes, then holds under the following.)

Narrator: “This program, produced by Mary Jane Soule in association with the Virgin Islands Family 
Institute, was supported by grants from the Virgin Islands Council on the Arts, The National Endowment 
for the Arts (a federal agency), and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting through National Public 
Radio's Satellite Program Development Fund.”

“Special thanks to: American Airlines, Bose Corporation, Kevin Burke, Cardow, Inc., Dimension Sound, 
Thom Foley, Tony Kahn, Ethel McIntosh, Sylvester McIntosh, Michael Paiewonsky, Marjorie Prager, A. 
H. Riise Gift Shop, Rotary Club of St. Thomas Foundation, Sound Track, Tapestry Recording, Dr. 
William F. Thomas, Villa Morales Restaurant, Virgin Islands Seaplane Shuttle.”

“The voices in this program were (in order of appearance): Gerda Benjamin, Vincent Harris, Ernest 
Schulterbrandt, Cecil George, Amos Frett, Lucille Roberts, Gladys Venzen, Irvin “Brownie” Brown, 
Mungo Niles, Marianne Magras, Almondo Magras, Dorothy Danet, Ann Bernadette Aubain, Josephine 
Danet, Eugenie Greaux, Asterie Magras, Florina Olive, Pershing DeGraff, Ann Marie Felicia LaPlace.”

“The musicians in this program were (in alphabetical order): James Allen, Pete and the Ambassadors, 
Julian Andrews, Arthur Christian, Herbert Christian, Gustav Civil, Pershing DeGraff, Vernon Emanuel, 
Earl Finch & his caroling group, Cecil George, Lambert George, Bushner Harley, Sam King, Antonio 
Ludwig, Maxwell Maduro, Richard & The Mountain Kings, Mungo Niles, Viggo Niles, Percival Nurse, 
Ivan Petersen, Jean Ray, Alwyn Richards & his orchestra, Elmo Roebuck, Hector Roebuck, Alfred 
Victoria.”

“Recordist, writer, producer: Mary Jane Soule; Folklorist: Dr. Nancy Groce; Editor: Debby Lee Cohen; 
Music Recording Engineer: Thom Foley; Sound mix: Tapestry Recording; And your narrator: Tony 
Kahn.” (Music ends naturally.)
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A
Chronology
1493 Christopher Columbus, on his second voyage to the New World, comes upon a group of 50 islets 

and cays in the Caribbean, claims them for Spain, and names them “The Virgins” after St. Ursula 
and her eleven thousand virgins. Columbus’s men row into Salt River in St. Croix seeking fresh 
water, and encounter Amerindians. A skirmish ensues and men on both sides are killed. 

1647 Spain abandons the islands for more abundant raw materials in the greater Antilles. 

1650-1700 France rules St. Croix.

1671 The Danish West India and Guinea Company takes possession of St. Thomas and establishes a 
permanent colony there in 1672. In 1673, the Company establishes a slave trading business, and 
Africans are pressed into slavery throughout the region to create wide-scale plantation agriculture 
for the benefit of European colonial powers.

1717 The Danish West India Company buys St. John from France and establishes plantations.

1733 A slave rebellion in St. John lasts for over two months resulting in African rule. Danes eventually 
re-capture the island, and establish a strong slave code to prevent further uprisings.

1733 Denmark buys St. Croix from France. The Danish West India Guinea Company divides the island 
into 150-acre plantations called “estates.” The Company, King, and Queen purchase estates in the 
flat fertile mid-island; other estates are purchased by various European entrepreneurs.

1754 The Danish Crown takes over administration of the islands, which become known as Dansk 
Vestindien, the Danish West Indies.

1755 on St. Thomas's hills prove unsuitable for plantations and the St. Thomas economy turns to commerce 
(including the slave trade) centered around its deep harbor.

1790-1820 St. Croix landowners grow wealthy from the processing of muscavado sugar planted and harvested 
by enslaved Africans, whose population surpasses that of the whites many times over. 

1801-1815 Britain occupies the Danish West Indies twice during the Napoleonic Wars. Britain relaxes the 
Danish regulations and allows the Free Colored population to prosper. 

1815 on St. Thomas becomes a free port and thriving distribution point for the West Indies. Free Blacks 
work as clerks, shopkeepers, and artisans. The population and atmosphere is cosmopolitan, 
particularly in comparison to rural St. Croix. 

1815-1816 In St. Croix, Danes return and reinstate the former regulations on the lives of the Free Colored.

1839 After the 1834 emancipation of slaves in the British islands, the Governor of the Danish West 
Indies orders that slave children get free education in schools newly constructed on various estates. 

1848-1868 St. Thomas becomes a major coaling station for steamships traveling between Europe and the 
Americas. (Although coaling diminishes after the 1860s, it continues until around 1935.)
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1848 In St. Croix, especially on the northside plantations, there is unrest in anticipation of the 
proclamation of freedom. Many enslaved rally outside Fort Frederik and demand their freedom. 
Governor Peter von Scholten responds by proclaiming, “All who are unfree and now free.”1072

1849-1850s Crucian laborers are subjected to a new labor code that is almost as restrictive as slavery. Feudal 
conditions persist on the estates, and living conditions are wretched. Seeking better pay and living 
conditions, some freed laborers become porters and artisans in St. Croix’s two towns. 

1860s Steam machinery in the sugar cane factories allows more juice to be pressed from the cane. Because 
factory workers receive higher wages than field workers, some laborers leave the cane fields to 
work in the factories. Others pursue higher wages as artisans, craftsmen, and porters in the towns in 
St. Croix, and on the docks in St. Thomas. The resulting shortage of field laborers causes Crucian 
planters to recruit workers from the British islands of Antigua, St. Kitts, Barbados, and Nevis.1073

1867-1878 The islands are hit by a severe hurricane followed by an earthquake and tidal wave in 1867. Then, 
in St. Croix, a prolonged drought hinders sugar production, and approximately 80 estates convert to 
cattle rearing. Many of the remaining sugar estates join together to process their cane at the 
factories at estates Richmond, Bethlehem, and La Grange. 

1878 Crucian field workers are disgruntled with the annual contract system, higher salaries paid factory 
workers, and restrictions on travel to other islands. Laborers gather in Frederiksted and a riot 
known as “The Fireburn” sweeps the western end of St. Croix: one third of the town is burned and 
over 50 estates are damaged. The rebellion is led by four women, Mary Thomas (“Queen Mary”), 
Mathilda Macbean, Susanna “Bottom Belly” Abrahamson, and Axeline Salomon.1074 The 
following year, a new ordinance is passed to more strictly regulate laborers in St. Croix.

1880s-1890s Major Geert (George) Frantz Gyllich, presides over the Frederiksted court. Songs composed during 
his tenure refer to him as “Massa Gyllich” or “Judge Gyllich.”1075

1892 Over 2400 St. Thomas workers who refuel ships — mostly women who carry 90-pound baskets of 
coal on their heads — refuse Mexican silver as pay. They strike and their demands are met.

1890s Bartram Brothers, a New York firm, acquires 22 sugar estates and establishes a new cane factory at 
Estate Lower Love. Bartram’s properties are managed by Captain Andrew Jackson Blackwood.1076 
In 1899, St. Croix is devastated by a hurricane that destroys many small factories.

1902 Baron Jacob Lachmann, a Swedish investor, acquires Upper Bethlehem (including Bethlehem 
Middle Works), Fredensborg, and other estates including Bethlehem Old Works. Baron 
Lachmann’s holdings are administered by his nephew, Karl Lachmann.

While Lachmann is buying up land in St. Croix, The Danish West Indian Plantation Company also 
begins to purchase estates under the administration of Otto Henrick Schmiegelow. (Schmiegelow 
becomes a notable opponent of the 1914-1916 movement to organize plantation laborers.1077)

1072. A song and story about the revolt and Emancipation can be found on T148-07 and T149-07.
1073. Songs and stories about the immigrant workers: T103-01, T053-10, and T053-11.
1074. Songs that refer to the Fireburn: Gammel Wilson, T113-02; Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide?, T047-12; Queen 

Mary, T002-02, T003-12, T013-04, T020-13, T072-03, T089-09, T123-09; Queen Mary Weary In Jail, T095-02; If All 
We Money No Raise This Year, T014-11, T019-07, T042-08, T044-08, T053-07, T067-09, T077-10, and T079-04.

1075. Gyllich (1815 or 1816 - 1900) was born in Denmark and came to St. Croix at age five. He is listed in 1870 and 1880 
census records as a Fire Corps Major and Police Assistant. In addition, or as a result of, these positions, he presided over 
the Frederiksted court. In 1880, Gyllich and his family lived at 13 Strand Street, Frederiksted. (Gyllich’s father was Jacob 
Hietman Gyllich [1795-1868], an earlier resident of Frederiksted who was a Major in the Danish Army, a Major in the 
FireCorps, and a Broker. Gyllich was named for his grandfather, Geert Sørensen Gyllich.) Songs that refer to Gyllich: 
Married Woman, T017-03; Payne Dead, T095-08; Let We Go, T114-05; and Julia Mudie, T159-02.

1076. Songs about Blackwood: T053-11 and T071-01.
1077. Schmiegelow (pronounced SWEE LOH), was born in Denmark in 185, and came to St. Croix in 1881. He owned Diamond 

and Ruby estates, and was married to Kate Isabelle Skeoch. The Schmiegelows lived at Diamond Ruby for a while, but 
relocated to Christiansted until 1919, when they moved to Denmark. Schmiegelow was called “John Hog” by locals. Songs 
deriding Schmiegelow: T066-01, T095-03, and T124-03.
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1904 The Bartram Brothers factory at Lower Love fails and Lachmann buys Bartram’s estates. 
Lachmann demolishes the old factory, and builds a modern plant known as the Bethlehem Sugar 
Factory. “Bethlehem” ultimately processes most of the island’s sugar.

Meanwhile, poor economic conditions cause many islanders to migrate elsewhere: some go to the 
sugar fields of the Dominican Republic, some go to work on the construction of the Panama Canal.

1905- 1912 In St. Thomas, the East Asiatic Company builds a dock for refueling steamships, and establishes a 
facility to provide electricity to the harbor and town, expands the coaling stations, and erects 
electric cranes for the loading and off-loading of coal. 

1914 Germany declares war, and shipping from the islands to Europe is disrupted by British and German 
blockades. The St. Thomas economy suffers when the Hamburg American Line leaves the island. 

1914-1915 Workers form civil leagues at a time when the pay for first class workers is 20 cents per nine-hour 
day. David Hamilton Jackson,1078 Ralph Bough,1079 and Ralph de Chabert1080 organize the St. 
Croix Labor Union. Members raise money to send Jackson to Denmark to speak of working 
conditions in St. Croix. The Danish government grants Jackson the right to establish a free press, 
and the first issue of the Union newspaper, The Herald, is published on October 29, 1916.1081

Although authorities try to suppress large worker assemblies, a crowd gathers at the Frederiksted 
Fish Market one evening to hear Jackson speak. Police Assistant Scheffer,1082 tries to thwart the 
event, is stabbed while negotiating the assembled crowd, and is rescued by Jackson.1083

Carl Jorgen Sorenson,1084 the administrator of La Grange, anxious about the potential for a laborer 
uprising, sends a telegram warning of trouble to the owner of La Grange, G. A. Hagemann.1085 At 
the time, Hagemann and the Governor of the Danish West Indies happen to be visiting the Danish 
king in Denmark.1086 Danish authorities promptly dispatch the Valkyrien, a Danish battleship 
under the command of Captain Henry Konow. The ship ultimately anchors off Frederiksted.1087

1078. David Hamilton Jackson (1884-1946) was born in St. Croix, the son of a Lutheran Minister. Although Jackson is 
generally honored as a leader who improved the lot of plantation laborers, he was also a controversial figure, and was the 
subject of considerable criticism for both his personal and official conduct as a lawyer and judge. Songs about Jackson: 
T016-05, T016-06, T039-05, T047-01, T095-03, T124-03. Descriptions of Jackson: T018-01, T018-02, T059-03, T064-
03, T066-01, T104-08, T120-03. For more information, see Jackson, David Hamilton in People.

1079. Ralph Bough (1881-1956) was instrumental in the organization of the St. Croix Labor Union and served as the first 
secretary of Union. In the 1917 census, he is listed as merchant of groceries, living at 43 Strand Street, Christiansted. Bough 
moved to New York in 1924, where he was employed as a postal worker.

1080. Ralph de Chabert (1891-1955) was a founder of the St. Croix Labor Union, and served as Union President from 1919 to 
1921. After resigning the Union Presidency, de Chabert founded a newspaper, The St. Croix Tribune. He also served on 
the Colonial and the Municipal Councils, contributed to the writing of the Organic Act of 1936, and the Homestead Act 
that made land available to natives at reasonable prices. For more information, see de Chabert, Ralph in People.

1081. Songs about the formation of the Union: T039-05, T016-06, T095-03, T119-05.
1082. Scheffer immigrated from Denmark to St. Thomas around 1900 and became a Police Assistant (a lawyer who worked in 

police courts). When the Police Assistant of Frederiksted, Andreas Langkjaer, died suddenly in 1913, Scheffer was 
summoned to St. Croix to replace him. (In 1914, the St. Croix Avis newspaper noted that Scheffer was on the passenger list 
for a boat traveling from St. Thomas to St. Croix.)

1083. This remarkable incident is recalled in song and story on T047-01 and T119-05.
1084. Sorenson (pronounced SHUN SUN) was born in Denmark in 1882. He came to St. Croix in 1907 at the age of 25. 
1085. The telegram is in English and reads as follows: “Hamilton’s agitation getting dangerous. Strongly recommend ministry 

send warship two hundred men soon possible. Trouble certain. Consul cabled American warship meanwhile.”
1086. Anne Walbom (president of the Danish West Indian Society) paraphrased page 39 of “the Valkyrien book” (I orkanens 

oje): “Helweg-Larsen then meets with the minister of Defense Peter Munch, the minister of Foreign Affairs, Erik 
Scavenius, and the minister of Finance, Edvard Brandes, at a railway station in North Sealand. So on their way back to 
Copenhagen, they have plenty of time to discuss what to do — and the very next day Konow is notified to get ready for 
sailing.” Walbom adds: “The same story with the telegram is mentioned on page 84 of Lensa's book, Rodder I nord og syd. 
Here she calls Sorenson ‘the administrator of the sugar factory.’ As far as I can see, her account is based on the memoir of 
the Minister of Defense, Peter Munch.”

1087. The incident is recalled in T016-05, T066-01, and T149-03.
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1916 The Union calls a general strike on January 24, 1916, and the planters immediately evict laborers 
from their homes on the estates. The strike goes on for over six weeks during which laborers must 
take up residence with friends or relatives, in churches, or simply on the street. 

The strike ends on February 26, 1916, and the first-class worker salary is raised to 30-35 cents per 
nine-hour day. Later in 1916, wages are again raised: first-class workers to 50-55 cents per day; 
second-class to 30-40 cents per day; and third-class workers (the elderly and children) to 15 cents 
per day. 

1917 During World War I, the United States purchases the islands from Denmark for $25,000,00. The 
islands become a United States territory and a Naval base is established in St. Thomas. The 
Department of the Navy administers the islands, and a Naval officer is appointed as Governor. Yet, 
a 1906 Danish law prevails, dictating the voting franchise only for men with property.

1917-1918 Under D. Hamilton Jackson’s presidency, the Union borrows large sums of money to purchase 
bankrupt estates. The Union plans to divide up the land and sell parcels to Union members. These 
estates include Grove Place, Hard Labour, Hope, Blessing, Mt. Victory, and the Northside estates 
(Rust op Twist, La Vallee, Belvedere, Cane Bay, and Prosperity). 

However, the Labor Union bank has serious problems and comes under government investigation. 
Ralph De Chabert and other Union Board members vote to close down the bank. In December of 
1918, Jackson resigns from the Union and de Chabert takes over as president in January. Jackson 
then goes off to law school at Howard University in Washington, D. C.

1920-21 Early in 1920, De Chabert negotiates a new agreement with planters: one dollar per nine-hour day. 
But the following year, the planters reduce salaries and the Union again calls a strike. Jackson 
returns from the United States, negotiates a deal with the planters that is not very favorable to the 
workers, and the strike ends. By this time, Jackson and De Chabert are at odds. De Chabert gives up 
the Union presidency and Jackson re-assumes the position.

1927 Representatives from St. Croix and St. Thomas travel to Washington to petition Congress for 
United States citizenship, which is finally granted to residents of the Virgin Islands.

1929 With the Depression in the continental United States, and continual droughts in the islands, the 
West Indian Sugar Company goes into liquidation. 

1930 Virgin Islanders are displeased with Naval rule. Although the Navy improved water sanitation, 
health care, and roads, it failed to stimulate economic development. The 20,000 or so Virgin 
Islanders that have moved to New York agitate for change, especially for civilian government. 

1931 President Herbert Hoover makes a tour of the territory and deems the Virgin Islands “an effective 
poorhouse” of the United States. He recommends that the islands be placed under the Department 
of the Interior and headed by a civilian governor.

1932 A Homesteading Act distributes land to Virgin Islanders. 

1934 Virgin Islands Governor Pearson and New Dealers resurrect the West Indian Sugar Factory under a 
new name, The Virgin Islands Company (VICO) — ostensibly to effect the salvation of St. Croix 
through sugar — a crop that for the previous two centuries had brought only misery and oppression 
to generations of Crucians. 

Around this time, many Puerto Ricans move to St. Croix. Some start small shops, others purchase 
estates or obtain homesteads. Eventually, Puerto Ricans come to dominate the local construction 
industry. Meanwhile, many islanders continue to move to the United States mainland.

1936 An Organic Act gives the Virgin Islands its first constitutional government. The voting franchise 
becomes open to all men. A year later, island teachers petition for women's suffrage and win voting 
rights for women.

1939 During World War II, the St. Thomas harbor becomes a submarine base and airstrips are built. 
Virgin Islanders enlist in the armed forces where they are placed in restricted companies and 
experience mainland racism — most for the first time in their lives. 
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1949 The United States House of Representatives phases out VICO, transferring all assets and property 
to a new entity, the Virgin Islands Corps.

1950s Tourism is promoted on a wide scale, partly due to the United States' conflict with Cuba, which put 
that island off-limits to stateside vacationers. 

1954 Congress approves a new Organic Act which provides for a unicameral legislature in the Virgin 
Islands. This provides opportunities for several new political parties to put up candidates for local 
senatorial seats.

1960 Harvey Alumina purchases over 1200 acres of former agricultural land on the southern shore of St. 
Croix for a facility that will convert bauxite into alumina. 

1962 The College of the Virgin Islands is founded. 

mid-1960s St. Croix changes from an agrarian society to an industrial one. Sugar production officially ends in 
1966. With the closure of the Virgin Islands Corps, there are no longer factories grinding cane. 

Around this time, Arab Palestinians enter the local economy as they migrate to St. Croix to set up 
shops, supermarkets, and gas stations.

1965 Hess Oil Company of New Jersey is given government land in St. Croix to build a massive complex 
to refine Venezuelan oil. Much natural habitat — primarily Krause lagoon — is destroyed to build 
the complex. Hess’s daily output is 50,000 gallons of oil. 

1969 Melvin Evans becomes the last appointed governor. Then, in the election of 1970, he becomes the 
first elected governor of the Virgin Islands.

1970 Although both Harvey and Hess initially agree that the majority of their labor forces will be natives, 
they eventually argue that there are not enough skilled laborers in St. Croix to fill their needs, and 
begin to hire natives of the Eastern Caribbean. 

By this time, most natives are gravitating toward government employment in Education, Public 
Works, Tourism, and the many other departments of Territory and Federal bureaucracies.

1972 The Federally-sponsored Housing Urban Renewal Act identifies neighborhoods which statesiders 
consider run-down. They replace long-standing traditional neighborhoods consisting of small 
individually-owned wooden one- or two-room homes with large housing developments, and a new 
group of low-income families receive subsidized rents to reside in them.

1972 Several young men, influenced by a underground black power group in the States, kill both blacks 
and whites at the Fountain Valley Golf club in St. Croix. The incident, known as the “Fountain 
Valley Massacre,” causes tourism to decline drastically. 

1973 The Virgin Islands National Guard is established. Virgin Islanders enlist for military opportunities 
to protect their homeland. 

1980s The tourism industry gradually recovers and expands in St. Croix.

1986 The College of the Virgin Islands becomes one of the 117 United States historically black colleges 
and universities. The institution also changes its name to the University of the Virgin Islands to 
reflect the growth and diversification of its academic curriculum, research programs, and regional 
community services.

1989 Hurricane Hugo devastates St. Croix, destroying or damaging 90% of homes.

1990s on St. Croix gradually recovers from Hugo, and the island again begins to prosper. Many United States 
“continentals” relocate to the Virgin Islands, some for short stints as teachers or yacht crews, others 
build homes for part-time or permanent residency. The technological infrastructure develops, 
allowing vastly enhanced access to mainland media, and nearly problem-free telephone 
communication among islanders and with the United States mainland. Tourism booms, and a 
number of hotels, resorts, and a casino are built in St. Croix.
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B
People
A
Acosta, Lorenzo

Born 1960c in St. Croix. Grandson of Maude Andreas; Plays conga, T074, T075.

Adams, M.

Played trumpet with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP).

Allen, James

“Big Jim” — Born in St. Thomas? Played guitar with Cold Goose Gang, T007-T012.

Amoros, Rafael

St. Thomian. Played bongo with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T123.

Andreas, Maude

Singer, band leader. Born April 9, 1909, St. Croix. Died 1992. Lived in New York for a while. Also lived in 
Chicago for two years when she was around 50 years old; leader of Whim Handicapped Band, T040, T041, 
T052, T055, T056, T070, T074, T075, T095, T114, T119, T120. 

Andrews, Julian

Played bass with Alwyn Richards group and Ivan Petersen group on T034, T035, T036, T037.

Anduze, Adelbert

“Devil” — calypso singer who recorded with Derby, T143, T144.

Arnold, Leroy Sr.

Born 8/5/1909 in St. Croix, lived in New York 1927-1937 and 1945-1967; dancer; manager of Jamesie and the 
Happy Seven in late 1970s. At one point, worked for the police department in St. Thomas. Interviewed on T028, 
T057.

Aubain, Ann Bernadette

Resident of Frenchtown, St. Thomas. Singer, storyteller. Interview and songs on T110.
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B
Bailey, N, Jr.

Vocalist with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP).

Bailey, Lillian

Born 1910, died December 1979; founder of the St. Croix Cultural Dancers. Sister of Carroll, William. She was 
responsible for reviving the quadrille dance by bringing Julius “Mebobo” Williams, a fluter from St. Thomas to 
St. Croix to play for her group. See also Williams, Julius “Mebobo”.

Barry, Lazarus “Lazzy” 

Born approximately 1867. In 1880, at age 13, Barry was a third class laborer at Estate Annaly, which was then 
owned by Christian Hattensen. According to 1901 census, Lazarus Barry was a “renter of fruit trees” at Estate 
Annaly and Estate Rose Hill (owned by Hattensen, Andrew & Christian), and married to Isabella Barry “house 
servant,” age 33 (born St. Croix). According to the 1911 census, Barry was a manager at Estate Orange Grove 
(owned by the Roman Catholic Church!) and married to Roxy Barry, a first-class laborer, age 26, born in St. 
Croix. Songs about Barry: T070-01 and T114-03.

Barry was the great-great-great-grandfather of Alvin Marcus Milligan. Lazzy Barry had a daughter named 
Virginia Barry; she had a daughter named Anne Percival; Percival had a son name Lazarus ___, and that Lazarus 
was Alvin Milligan’s grandfather who moved to the States. 

Benjamin, Agatha

Weed woman, storyteller. Had 13 sisters, two brothers. Ciple was a close friend of her mother and used to visit 
often and sometimes took his meals at their home. Interviewed on T065.

Benjamin, Gerda

(1925-1983) Born St. Thomas, daughter of Miss Clara (Clarita Simmonds Smith Mathias, 1887-1963, bamboula 
queen); T093, T094, T109, T126, T127. 

Benjamin, R.

Played drums with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP). 

Blackwood, A.J. 

See Chronology and the General Index.

Blake, Kenneth “Lord Blakie” 

Calypso singer and policeman. Sings on T051 (LP).

Bough, Ralph

See Bough in Chronology.

Brewly, Linda

Schoolgirl in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 7, 8, or 9 at 
time of the recording, T130.

Brewster, James N. “Jamesie”

Born 1932 in St. Croix, died 2014; singer, played guitar, leader of Jamesie and the Happy Seven. Recorded in 
live performance on T003 (Christmas Village), T029-T033 (dance in St. John), and T042-T045 (quadrille dance). 
Interviewed on T101, T102, and T121. Copies of his LPs: T152, T153. See also the General Index

Brow, C. T.

Union signer of Union-Planter settlement of 1916. For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology 
and the General Index.
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Brown, Arthur Emanuel “Doctor” 

Born December 24, 1899 in Antigua, but came to St. Croix as young boy, lived at Estate Anguilla. Was an orator 
and dancer in masquerade jig; skilled in bush medicine; T131, T135.

Brown, “Bee”

1901-1986. Guitar player. Taught Joe Parris to play (per Dimitri Copemann). Sang with Nathaniel “Soda” Moore’s 
mother and some women she got together with. Played in a band with Alphonso “Knockout” and Soda before Joe 
Parris joined the group. Described a bit on T117 and T118.

Brown, Irvin “Brownie” 

Born June 2, 1935 in St. Thomas. Worked as a radio announcer at WSTA, emcee, and taxi driver, plays drums; 
Interviewed on T105.

C
Calixte

Second husband of Rosamond Durant. He was from France. Mr. Calixte built their home and store “Au Bon 
Marché” from blueprints made in France. See also Hagemann, Rosamond Durant.

Canaday, Mr. Ward 

One of the first Americans to invest in St. Croix. Bought Estate Annaly and transformed it into a vacation retreat. 
Also purchased Estates River and Fountain Valley. Frits Lawaetz was the General Manager of Annaly for many 
years, and eventually he (or his family) purchased Annaly from the Canadays.

Carroll, William

Born Oct. 3, 1902 in Nevis. (Died 1993.) Came to St. Croix in 1913 and worked at Estate River, lived in U.S. 
mainland from 1948 to 1969; orator, played Goliath; brother of Bailey, Lillian. Interviewed on T046 and T058. 
Performed at Tea Meeting on T083-T087.

Carty, Toya

Schoolgirl found in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 7 at 
time of recording. T130.

Charles, Frank “Franco”

Born November 28, 1911 in St. Croix, died August 14, 1999. Played banjo and drums, made instruments; was a 
sailor for two years, worked for U. S. Customs 35 years; was one of 13 children. T020, T074-T078, T103, T104.

Charlotte Amalie High School Band. T146.

Christian, Arthur

Died 1980c; St. Thomian. Played saxophone with Cold Goose Gang and Ivan Petersen Group; T010, T011, 
T012, T036, T037.

Christian, Bradley

Born July 3, 1956 in St. Croix. Danced quadrille at the age of twelve with The Bright Hour Circle, an 
organization run by his grandmother, Anita Christian. (They performed charitable works and kept elegant balls 
and quadrilles.) Later, Bradley danced with the Fredolaires Quadrille Dancers led by Alphonsine Russell, at 
which time he learned to conduct quadrilles from Adam Petersen. Bradley subsequently danced with the St. Croix 
Cultural Dancers, led by Lillian Bailey; the Virgin Island Dancers, led by Helen Joseph; and then with the Milton 
Payne Dancers. Once he joined the St. Croix Heritage Dancers, he became their President and has been leading 
that group since 1981, creating elaborate head-ties for the lady dancers.
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Before retiring, Bradley was a museum curator and Cultural Coordinator. He is an avid hibiscus grower and 
evaluates seedlings for the National Society of Hibiscus Growers. He is also on the Trinity Lutheran Church 
Council, served on the Board of Directors for the St. George Botanical Garden for many years, and conducts 
quadrille programs in the St. Croix public schools. He was honored by the 17th Legislature of the Virgin Islands 
for his contributions to local culture. (Bradley’s mother worked as a cook for Madame Hagemann.)

Christian, Eldred “Edgie” 

Born March 21, 1942 in St. Thomas; played ukulele as a young man. Came to St. Croix during the summer of 
1960 to watch a horse race, made some friends (musicians) at the race, and made a permanent move to St. Croix. 
Played steel drum for a while in a couple bands, then became a singer. Vocalist and banjo player with Stanley 
Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights. T078, T155 (LP), T156 (LP).

Christian, Herbert “Texas”

1919-2003. St. Thomas squash player. Played with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012, and with Tony and 
the Old Timers All Stars on T128 (LP). 

Christian, M.

Played cowbell and steel with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP). 

Christian, Peter

Peter A. Christian, 1914-1985, was a poor boy who rose up in the economic world of Frederiksted, owning a 
grocery store and trucking business. Peter Christian’s property, often used for commercial purposes, is sort of a 
landmark in Frederiksted, being situated at the last big turn one makes before entered the town proper. “Peter 
Christian yard” was somewhat of a public gathering place. It was most often mentioned as the place where Mary 
Catherine Williams performed cariso. Some references to “Peter Christian” actually refer to the yard, as in “I go 
by Peter Christian and pay three cent to go in.” (Per Betsy Rezende, local anthropologist: Peter Christian had a 
wife who was outgoing, and people liked to talk with her. Mary Catherine was her godmother.)

Ciple

Ciple (probably a shortened form of “Disciple”) was the nickname of Alexander Michael, a legendary songsmith 
and performer. He was born in 1892, first lived at or near Estate Lower Love, then went to Christiansted. Swept 
streets for Public Works. His mother was Angelina Michael; his father, Frederick Michael.

Ciple was most remembered performing on the streets of Frederiksted where he sang his compositions and 
played a kerosene pan.1088 In those days, kerosene was delivered in five-gallon rectangular containers, 
approximately nine inches square and 15 inches tall. Ciple took an empty kerosene container and tuned it, as 
described by his protégé, Drake: “When you touch off that pan there, you could set it, you see? You set it just like 
a guitar or a banjo.”

Ciple sometimes sang with the kerosene pan as his only accompaniment — not just topical quelbés (many of 
which are still played today), but also live “commercials” for local businesses, as described by Ethel McIntosh, 
T053-08. Ciple also performed with his own complete quelbé band (banjo-ukulele, two guitars, steel, squash, and 
pipe), and could “kill man ah play flute,” per Nathaniel “Soda” Moore (T117-08). The Guidebook cover shows 
Ciple playing his kerosene pan with his band. Stanford Simmonds described Ciple holding the pan close to his 
face and humming in such a was as to cause the pan to produce vibrating tones (T132-07). 

Some of Ciple’s compositions that are still popular include: All I Want I Get It, Mary Bool, Tantan Jennie, Too 
No Kasha, Two Step in the Grass, and When Foreday Come. No recording of Ciple exists, but Ciple taught 
Drake to play the kerosene pan; on a visit to Drake in 1979 — then quite elderly and inform — he managed to 
demonstrate the use of the kerosene pan on an empty biscuit tin (T014-15).

Ciple died on December 2, 1957 at Kingshill Home for the Aged. Occupation on death certificate = gardener. 

1088. The use of empty kerosene pans and biscuit tins as drums are mentioned in The Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, 
Volume II. In Carriacou, men and boys played a biscuit tin when singing parang house to house at Christmas time. In 
Jamaica, an empty kerosene oil container is used in fading African Ettu and Nago cults. In Trinidad, oil tins and biscuit 
pans were used in the tamboo-bamboo ensembles (precursors of steel drum bands). See “References”.
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See also the General Index.

Cissel, William F.

Born March 31, 1950, St. Croix. National Park Historian. 

Civil, David

Born 1865, married Sarah Civil lived and worked at Mt. Victory, owned by Charles Friis. An incident in which 
he stole fruit from Mr. Friis is vividly represented in a cariso, Sarah Civil, T113-07.

Civil, Gustav

Played squash with Ivan Petersen group on T036, T037. 

Civil, Sarah Eliza 

Born 1867; married David Civil; lived at Mt. Victory. See the cariso, Sarah Civil, T113-07.

Clara, Miss — See Miss Clara.

Clarke, Anselmo

Born St. Croix 1933; died 2003. Worked for Public Works. Played squash with Jamesie and the Happy Seven on 
T029-T033, and T042-T045, also on T152 (LP).

Clark, Sophie Benjamin

Crucian. Remembered in the song Sophie Benjamin (see “Song Index”). Sophie Benjamin Clark was married to 
the father of Evilina Gordon, recorded on T039 and T111.

Colbann, Ferdinand

The song Lagoon Mouth, or All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth, tells the story of a man named Ferdinand Colbann 
driving a horse and cart that was washed to sea during a heavy rain — along with its cargo of two loaves of black 
bread, a gold fish, and some large crabs. (Perhaps he was on his way from catching crabs, and hadn’t yet eaten his 
lunch.) On that fateful day, Colbann saved his life by grabbing onto the branch of an overhanging mango tree. 
Apparently a crowd gathered to observe his plight in the tree as they sent for his wife, Mary. The incident 
probably occurred in the late 1800s or early 1900s. The “lagoon” was probably Krause Lagoon, dredged by Hess 
Corporation in the 1960s to build the port for its oil refinery. The song can be found on T066-03, T079-03, T123-
05, and T155-04.

Ferdinand Colbann was born approximately 1864. According to the 1911 and 1920 censuses, Colbann was a 
squatter who lived with his wife Mary (b. 1871) at Estate Judith's Fancy. 

Colbann, Mary

Born circa 1871; married to Colbann, Ferdinand.

Copemann, Dimitri “Pikey” 

Born 1953 in St. Croix. In the sixth grade, Dimitri began learning tenor saxophone from his uncle, Dr. Chester 
Copemann. He then began playing in the school band and with neighborhood groups. While still in high school, 
he played with the Majestics, a hotel band. After that, he played calypsos and rhythm-and-blues with the 
Wildcats. While in college in the States, he played on weekends with a group of other Caribbean students. He 
graduated from University of the Virgin Islands and began a career in education, teaching art in elementary 
schools. (He retired in 2008.)

Dimitri started on the alto saxophone when asked to join Joe Parris Hot Shots, with whom he played from 1976 
until 1982. During his tenure with the Hot Shots, Dimitri became more acquainted with traditional quelbé songs 
and began to do research in that area, interviewing older players, and others who could provide song histories, 
including his grandfather, James Copemann. (Some of these invaluable recording are duplicated in this archive 
on “T158 James Copemann Describes the King George Masquerade Jig” and “T159 James Copemann Songs and 
Stories”.)
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After leaving the Hot Shots, Dimitri played calypso with Rico and the Stars right up through the 1990s. He 
started his own band, Native Rhythm, in 1993 to play quelbé and slow standards, leaving that group in 2008 when 
they took a different musical direction. Upon repeated requests to play both quelbé and old-time American 
standards for traditional balls, Dimitri formed a new group, Renaissance, still popular at the time of this writing. 
It should be noted that Dimitri is also a jazz aficionado, although he has never formally played in a jazz group.

Most importantly, Dimitri has compiled his extensive research into traditional quelbé music into an unpublished 
manuscript, Quelbé, The History and Development of Virgin Islands Folk Music. He has also contributed much 
excellent information to this Guidebook. 

Creque, Leonard

Guitar player with Alywn Richards Group, St. Thomas. Recorded on T034, T035, 

D
de Chabert, Ralph

From George Tyson’s introduction to the writings of de Chabert: “Ralph de Chabert (1891-1955) was, at the time 
of the purchase of the Danish West Indies by the United States from Denmark in 1917, a young native of St. 
Croix of exceptional ability. In 1915, he was attracted to the St. Croix Labor Union movement founded in that 
year by an equally impressive young man — D. Hamilton Jackson.

“Together, along with a group of other forward-looking Crucians, they championed the cause of the working 
class, attempting to wrest concessions for better pay and improved working conditions from the land-owning 
planter class. This they achieved in 1917 to a limited degree as a result of a massive labor strike. 

“In time, de Chabert rose to the position of Union President (1919 to 1921). However, in this long, stressful 
process of Union-Planter struggle, strains inevitably occurred, bringing internal conflicts to the ranks of the 
Union leadership. It was in response to these fissures that de Chabert resigned the Union Presidency and founded 
a newspaper, The St. Croix Tribune, in 1922, and continued to voice his concerns for change and reform in this 
forum until 1936. 

“Beyond his effective writing, he served on the Colonial Council and the Municipal Council as a reform-minded 
legislator. He was a contributor to the writing of the Organic Act of 1936 that gave the Virgin Islands its first 
constitutional government and the Homestead Act that made land available to natives at reasonable prices.”

For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.

Derricks, Leopold

Born 1916 in St. Croix, spent all his life there. Played guitar. Recorded on T040, T041, T074, T075, T114, and 
T160.

Drake, William Henry “Drattie” 

1910-1981. Protégé of Ciple. Sang and played a kerosene pan. Grew up on Northside, St. Croix. See also the 
General Index.

E
Edney, Hubert

Born 1905 in St. Croix, lived in New York 1926-1935; played steel with James Miller and Frank Charles on 
T020, played steel at Old-Time Music Party, T074-T076. Described David and Goliath masquerade jig on T070.

Edwards, Hansina

Schoolgirl found in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 8 at 
time of recording. T130.
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Emanuel, Vernon

St. Thomian guitarist. Played guitar with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown. Recorded on T122 (LP) and T123 
(LP).

F

Fergus, Emile

Born 1923 in St. Croix; died 2000. Played steel with Joe Parris Hot Shots. Recorded on T080, T081, and T082. 

Finch, Earl

St. Thomian. Son of Vernon. Led Christmas serenading group in St. Thomas. Recorded on T001 and T002.

Finch, Vernon

St. Thomian. Led Christmas serenading group in St. Thomas. Recorded on T001 and T002.

Fleming, G. B.

Born circa 1868. A signer of the agreement that ended the labor strike of 1916; he owned and operated 
Høgensborg at the time.

For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.

Folkes, William

Born February 15, 1896 in St. Croix; worked as a cane cutter in Santo Domingo 1914-1917; interviewed on 
T018.

Francis, Alfred. 

Crucian quadrille floormaster. According to Vivian McIntosh, Alfred Francis taught James King (Vivian 
McIntosh's father, who died in 1922).

Francis, Samuel

Samuel Francis was a man who worked at Public Works with Sylvester McIntosh. The song, Sammy Francis, 
commemorates a romance between Mr. Francis and a woman named Rosita: apparently, when the affair ended, 
Rosita was quite upset, and she turned “wild.” For more information, see “Song Index”.

Francis, Tino

Born June 26, 1946, St. Croix. Studied piano with a Miss Sarauw, learned guitar from Sylvester McIntosh and Ira 
Samuel. Around the mid-1950s, when Tino was 11 or so, he and Sylvester started playing in bands: first the Pond 
Bush Hot Shots, led by Ira Samuel on guitar; next a band led by Louie Richards that included sax, trumpets, and 
trombone; then the Mellotones, and after that, the Clefs. After the Clefs, Tino went into the military for two years. 

When he returned to St. Croix, Tino worked on heavy equiment for Public Works, following Sylvester’s lead. 
Tino performed with Archie and Wesley Thomas, playing big band numbers and calypsos; subsequently, he 
played with a band led by a nephew of the Thomas brothers, Tarco and the Playboys. Around 1973, Tino formed 
his own band, The Tino Francis All-Stars; they played many types of music and were regulars at the Smithfield 
Inn in Frederiksted for six or seven years.

Tino also sat in with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights for a number of years before officially joining 
them in 1990, playing bass, keyboard, and guitar.

Tino’s uncle, William Harris, gave him a pom flute that had belonged to Tino’s grandfather, Charles Harris. The 
flute is made of boxwood from West Africa, and was made between 1850 and 1875. The flute is a bit less than 
two feet long; there are six holes and the keys have pads. See pom flute in the Glossary.
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Frett, Amos

Born 1884, St. Thomas. Made drums. Sang creole songs. Interviewed on T126, T127.

Frett, Squanto

St. Thomian. Played bass with Tony and the Old Timers All Stars on T128 (LP).

Friis, Charles

Crucian planter, born in Denmark circa 1838, owned Estate Mount Victory. Remembered in the song, Sarah 
Civil.

G
George, Cecil A. Sr.

Born December 15, 1914 in St. Thomas. Drummer. In 1922, went to Puerto Rico and then Miami, stayed for 20 
years; came back and worked for Public Works. Played with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012; 
interviewed on T022, T023; played drums with Ivan Petersen group on T036, T037 and with Mungo Niles Group 
on T038; also played with Tony and the Old Timers All Stars on T128 (LP).

George, Lambert

Born October 17, 1901 in St. Thomas; professional musician; played Gibson acoustic guitar and cuatro. Spent 
several years travelling with U. S. Navy Band. Played with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012; interviewed 
on T027; played with Mungo Niles Group on T038.

Gordon, Evilina “Miss Ebby”

Born October 12, 1907 in St. Thomas; died November 11, 1996. Sang cariso, lived and worked at Estate 
Bethlehem, learned cariso from Sophie Benjamin Clark, her father's wife.1089 Attended local Catholic Church 
frequently. Miss Ebby had lots of fancy clothes she made herself and she loved to show them off. Interview and 
songs on T039 and T111.

Gordon, Milton E. “Meg” 

Born 1935c in Frederiksted, “fifth generation Crucian, died around 1980; played bass with Blinky and the 
Roadmasters, worked as a chemist at Virgin Islands Rum factory; spent five years (ages 16 to 21) in Puerto Rico 
and New York, 1988c. Recorded playing bass with Jamesie and the Happy Seven for a quadrille dance on T042, 
T043, T044, T045.

Graham, Ben

1901-1990. Crucian pipe player. Played with Joe Parris into the 1950s or 1960s. For more information, see 
references in the Index.

Granady, Octavius C. 

Black American lawyer who came to St. Croix after the Transfer of the islands from Denmark to the United 
States. Became close friend and associate of Ralph de Chabert who appointed him attorney for the Labor Union 
in 1921. Unable to get along with Jackson, Granady moved to St. Thomas where he joined forces with Rothschild 
Francis to fight for social and political reform. At a public hearing in 1924, he was elected as People’s Delegate 
from St. Thomas to address the U.S. Congress on behalf of Bill S. 2786 mandating establishment of civil 
government in the U.S. Virgin Islands. Granady eventually returned to the U.S. In 1928, he was murdered by the 
Chicago Mob for daring to run as alderman in a predominantly Italian ward.

Greaux, Eugenie

Resident of Frenchtown, St. Thomas. Interview and songs on T110.

1089. The song, Sophie Benjamin, is about this lady.
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Griles, Isidor “IG” 

Born May 15, 1941 in St. Croix. Plays squash and steel. Nephew of Ida Joseph.

Gyllich, Major 

See Gyllich in Chronology.

H
Hagemann, Carl

Carl Emil Hagemann was born in Denmark approximately 1876?; owned Estate Northside. Third husband of 
Hagemann, Rosamond Durant.

Hagemann, Rosamond Durant

Rosamond Durant Hagemann was born approximately 1870 in St. Thomas. Her first husband had a step-daughter 
named Nellie Benjamin. Rosamond’s second marriage was to a French man named Calixte. Mr. Calixte built a 
home in Frederiksted from blueprints made in France. The building housed both her shop, Au Bon Marché, and a 
restaurant.

Rosamond’s third marriage was to Carl Emil Hagemann (born approximately 1879). The Hagemanns lived at 
Estate Northside, which Mr. Hagemann owned. 

Madame Hagemann was an elegant lady who spoke fluent French and made many trips to France, England, and 
Germany to purchase goods for Au Bon Marché — located at the corner of Market and King (currently the 
Tradewinds building). The store sold dry goods; perfumes and powders from France, China, and Germany; hats 
from Italy that Madame Hagemann decorated with artificial flowers and bows. For many years, the store clerk 
was John Klyvert. He was born in Denmark in 1884. Ciple composed a song, T095-09, about an incident that 
occurred in Madame Hagemann’s shop. 

Halliday, Albert

A witty gentleman who posed as a judge or professor in Frederiksted on holidays. He pretended to read from a 
large book as he spouted rhymes and riddles to an adoring crowd. See also the General Index.

Harley, Joseph Bushner “Village Ram”

Born October 23, 1886 on east end of St. John. Mother born on Tortola; father born at Mary’s Point, St. John. 
Played squash player and sang with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012; also performed with Mungo Niles 
Group on T038.

Harrigan, Eric “Rico” 

Born 1911 in St. Thomas, professional guitar player. Lived in Santo Domingo from the age of four months old 
until he was 11 years old; then in Cuba from age 11 to 19; then back to Santo Domingo from age 19 to 23; then 
back to St. Thomas. He is blind. Interviewed on T026, played with Tony and the Old Timers All Stars on T128 
(LP).

Harris, Vincent

Born September 5, 1906 in St. Croix; died 1990. Quadrille floormaster; interviewed on T096, T115, T116. See 
also the General Index.

Harrison, Callixtus

Born St. Croix; played steel with Jamesie and the Happy Seven, T029, T030, T031, T032. T033, T042, T043, 
T044, T045, 

Harrison, Hezekiah

Played steel with Jamesie and the Happy Seven on T152 (LP).
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Hattenson, Christian

Born Annaly 1864. According to the 1901 census, Andrew & Christian Hattenson owned Rose Hill and Annaly. 
Federal Census of 1901 lists Christian Hattenson as unmarried but with an 18-month-old son; at the time, four 
women with the surname Henry lived in his house: ages 28, 23, 16, and 19. All were “house servants” except for 
the 19-year-old who was a laborer. May be referenced in song by Vivian McIntosh, T071-02.

Hattenson, Andrew

According to the 1901 census, Andrew & Christian Hattenson owned Rose Hill and Annaly. According to the 
1911 census, Andrew Hattenson, age 41, was an overseer at Strawberry Hill (owned by Bartram Brothers at that 
time). 

Haynes, Charles

Born 1912 in St. Croix, lived in New York from age 16 to 52. Died 1997. Guitar player. Blind. Performed with 
Whim Handicapped Band on T040, T041, T042, T074, T075. As a boy, he played David in the David and 
Goliath masquerade jig; he describes this on T070.

Hendricks, Laurence

Played guitar with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155 (LP).

Higdon, Hazel

Started first radio station in St. Croix in 1952 with her husband, Ray. Recorded Marie Richards and produced an 
LP named “Folklore Melodies,” the original recordings for which are on T147, T148, T149, and T150.

Hoffman, Axel 

Owned and operated Estate Clifton Hill in St. Croix in 1916.

Hoosterman

Alexander “Hoosterman” Hendricks played kettledrum and danced masquerade. (Copemann) See also the 
General Index.

Horsford, Christian

Crucian bandleader and guitar player recorded on T072, and T073. May be last person who led a string band.

Horsford, Florencia

Played organ with Christian Horsford group on T072, T073.

Horsford, Keith

Played tenor guitar with Christian Horsford group on T072, T073.

Horsford, Paul

Played guitar and bass with Jamesie and the Happy Seven, and then Blinky and the Roadmasters. Recorded with 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven on T029-T033 and T042-T045, and T152 (LP).

Horsford, Rosaldo

Played bass with Christian Horsford group on T072, T073.

I
Invaders Steel Band

Recorded on T146 (LP).
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J
Jackson, David Hamilton

David Hamilton Jackson (1884-1946) was born in St. Croix, the son of a Lutheran Minister. In 1913, he and D.C. 
Canegata started the Mutual Improvement Society to educate those who could not afford high school education. 
In 1914, began to criticize labor conditions on the island; called Governor Helwig-Larsen, “a blood thirsty 
tyrant.”

In 1915, Jackson, Ralph de Chabert, and Ralph Bough formed the St. Croix Labor Union. Members raised money 
for Jackson to travel to Denmark to campaign for political and social reform in St Croix; he won a Royal decree 
granting him freedom of the press. He returned to St. Croix in September of 1915 and the Union published the 
first issue of The Herald on October 29, with Jackson as Editor. 

With Jackson as President, the Union called for a general strike on January 24, 1916. The strike ended some six 
weeks later with salary increases for all classes of field laborers. Another salary increase followed later that year.

Jackson led the Union in taking out large loans to buy more-or-less abandoned estates to be divided up and sold 
to Union members. However, the finances didn’t work out well, and the Union bank came under investigation by 
the government. Finally, the Union Board members voted to shut down the bank. In December of 1918, Jackson 
resigned from the Union and Ralph de Chabert took over as president in January. 

Jackson went to the United States to study law at Howard University, but returned during another labor strike in 
1921. He negotiated a deal with the planters that ended the strike, but by this time, conflicts pervaded the Union 
leadership. A serious rift developed between Jackson and de Chabert, resulting in de Chabert’s resignation of the 
Union presidency, and Jackson taking over that role.

Subsequent to his Union involvement, Jackson served on the Colonial Council of St. Croix from 1923-1926 and 
on the Municipal Council of St. Croix in 1941 and 1946. From 1931 to 1941 served as police court judge in 
Christiansted. 

For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology and the General Index.

Jacobs, Robert

Played conga with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155.

Jacobs, Stanley

Born October 29, 1941 in Puerto Rico. His family moved to St. Croix when he was two or three. Accomplished 
flute player: both handmade flutes and concert flutes. Leader of the Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights. 
Was in the Army for two years. Worked at Kingshill Home for the Aged for many years where he learned old 
songs from the residents. Made many fife-style flutes there. Interview on T057, T068, and T069; played with 
impromptu groups at Old-Time Music Party on T076-T078; live performance at birthday party on T079; LP 
recordings on T154 and T155. See also the General Index.

James, Luz

Crucian. Chairman at tea party recorded on T083-T087.

Jeppesen, Arthur

A St. Thomian sax player who led his own band that was popular in the 1940s and 1950s. Sometimes, when 
musicians of the 1970s and 1980s were asked where they learned a song, they said they “got it from Jeppesen,” 
meaning they learned it from an Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown album such as T122 (LP) and T123 (LP). 

Jeppesen, Romeo

St. Thomian. Played squash with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown, T122 (LP), T123 (LP). 

Johnson, Beatrice Mapsey

Born June 13, 1901 in Nevis. Came to St. Croix as a young woman. Accomplished cook of native foods. Worked 
at Bethlehem. Interview and songs on T125, T129, T135, T140.
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Johnson, George “Chop Chop”

Crucian. Played squash and steel at Old-Time Music Party, T076.

Johnson, Walter

Crucian. Played conga with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights at party, T079.

Joseph, Alphonso “Phonso”

Alphonso Joseph was band leader who played a pom [Boehm] flute. His flute was described by Frank Charles as 
a “long, black flute with keys, but he couldn't play on the keys, he only used the holes.” Had a very popular band 
that played for quadrille, probably up until the early 1960s. Sometimes, when musicians of the 1970s and 1980s 
were asked where they learned a song, they often said it’s “a Phonso Joseph tune,” meaning they learned it from 
a recording of Alphonso Joseph made by Archie Thomas, reproduced on T090. See also the General Index.

Joseph, Helen

A proficient musician, a dynamic educator, and a major force in the preservation of Crucian musical and dance 
traditions. She played many instruments (including guitar, organ, piano, and bass), led several bands, and also 
managed a number of groups. She was a schoolteacher, and eventually a principal. After leaving the Department 
of Education, Ms. Joseph worked with the Department of Consumer Affairs. At one point, Ms. Joseph also 
formed her own quadrille troupe. 

Joseph, Ida

Died 1981. Singer, storyteller, shopkeeper. Interview and songs on T066, T067.

K
King, Cyprian “Zip” 

Banjo player with Blinky and the Roadmasters. Worked as an official in the fire department. Played with Stanley 
Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights at party on T079, recorded with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless 
Knights on T155 (LP).

King, James. 

Floormaster. Died in 1922. Was father of Vivian McIntosh. According to Miss Vivy, King taught Adam Petersen 
(born 1900) who, in turn (per Wilfred Pedro) taught Vincent Harris.

King, Samuel

A continental active with Senior Citizens in Action in St. Thomas. Played washtub bass with Cold Goose Gang 
on T010, T011, T012; also with Mungo Niles Group on T038.

Klyvert, John, 

Born in Denmark in 1884. Worked as a clerk in Mrs. Hagemann’s shop, Au bon Marché. Mentioned in the song 
Ciple composed, T095-09, about an incident that occurred in Madame Hagemann’s shop. See also Hagemann, 
Rosamond Durant.

Knockout

Nickname for Alphonso Marshall, Crucian fluter. Sometimes called “Phonso Panya” per Dimitri Copemann. 
Died 1969 of fish poisoning. 

Kwabena

St. Thomian. Full name is Glen Davis. Led Christmas serenading group, T002.
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L
Lachmann, Baron Jacob

See Lachmann in Chronology.

Lachmann, Karl 

Nephew of Baron Jacob Lachmann; see Lachmann in Chronology.

Lang, Alexander “Feneye”

1914-1989. A tenor banjo player who led a string band during the late 1930s and 1940s. His band provided string 
music for quadrilles (as referenced by Adam Petersen, T063-01). Lang hired and taught Nathaniel “Soda” Moore 
to play rhythm on banjo-ukulele. 

Lang stopped playing publicly for many years while raising his family, but got back into performing when Joe 
Parris asked him to join the Hot Shots (when “Soda” left to play with James Brewster’s band). With the Hot 
Shots, Lang played banjo-ukulele and shared his knowledge of many old tunes with younger musicians such as 
Edgie Christian and Tino Francis. Lang is recorded live on T080, T081, T082.

Lang, Harry

Drummer with Alwyn Richards Group, St. Thomas. T034, T035.

LaPlace, Ann Marie Felicia

Resident of Frenchtown. Born 1901, St. Barts. Interview and songs on T106, T137.

Latimer, Miss M

Owned Whim in 1916. Her nephew, James Smith, came from Ireland and took over running the estate at some 
point; was reputed to turn into a wolf at night. TBD: add reference.

Laurence, M.

Played string bass with Archie Thomas, T089 (LP).

Lawaetz 

Carl Lawaetz (1865-1945) was born in Denmark, immigrated to St. Croix in 1891 at the age of 26. Worked as 
overseer or manager for several estates prior to purchasing Little La Grange and Jolly Hill in 1896. Five of his 
nine children survived to adulthood: Anna, Else, Frits, Kai, and Erik. Frits (1907-2005) was manager at the La 
Grange Sugar Factory, then manager of Estate Annaly (owned by the late Ward Canaday), senator in V.I. 
Legislature for more than 20 years. Erik (1913-2010), a developer and owner of St. Croix by the Sea, author. Kai 
(1910-2005), farmer, hibiscus breeder, lived at Little La Grange.

Levine, Joseph

1899-1976. Quadrille floormaster recorded on album of Alphonso Joseph group, St. Croix. T090.

Lewis, Lydia

Schoolgirl in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 7 at time of 
recording. T130.

Lockhart, Alfred

President of St. Thomas Musicians Union. Interviewed on T134.

Lucas, Cornelius

Cornelius Lucas was known as “One-Hand Dan” and “One-Hand Kenny.” See also the General Index.

Ludwig, Antonio “Tony” 

Led a band named Tony and the Rocks, T013 (LP). Guitar player with Ivan Petersen group on T036 and T037; 
also recorded on T051 (LP), and with Tony and the Old Timers All Stars on T128 (LP). 
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M
MacBean, Wilfred

1907-1979. Quadrille floormaster, St. Croix. See also the General Index.

Macedon, Derby

Camille Macedon Jr., commonly called “Derby” — short for his Calypso King name, “King Derby.” Crucian, 
calypso composer/singer, plays banjo. Born May 15, 1938. Interview on T099; talks and sings with Stanford 
Simmonds T132; copies of his 45 RPM records on T141 and T142; copy of LP “Devil and Derby” on T143 and 
T144. Composing and recording witty (and often controversial) calypsos as of this writing (2014). Has taught 
calypso composition and ukulele to St. Croix youth from at least the 1970s up to present.

Machiou, L.

? Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T122 (LP).

Maduro, Maxwell

Played saxophone with Cold Goose Gang, T010, T011, T012.

Magnus

John “Magnus” Farrell, was originally from St. Croix, but lived in St. Thomas. “Was one of the best and most 
popular moko jumbie dancers in the Virgin Islands,” per Dimitri Copemann.

Magras, Almondo

Born 1921, Frenchtown, St. Thomas. Interview on T108.

Magras, Asterie

Resident of Frenchtown, St. Thomas. Interview and songs on T110.

Magras, Marianne

Resident of Frenchtown, St. Thomas; active in government and community affairs. Worked for Department of 
Housing and Finance. Interview on T107.

Malone, Melvin R.

Played guitar with Blinky and the Roadmasters.

Maloy, Annie

Born 1882; listed as inmate at Frederiksted jail in 1911. See song T017-05.

Marshal, Agard

Played steel with Joe Parris Hot Shots on LPs: T004, T005, T006. 

Mary Catherine

Mary Catherine Williams was born Mary Catherine Taylor on November 11, 1872 at Estate Mount Victory. She 
was a renowned cariso singer of the early 1900s, actively performing up until the late 1940s or early 1950s. Her 
cariso performances were vividly recalled both by women who sang with her, as well as by her audiences. 

Mary Catherine was living at Estate Sprat Hall around 1920 when she was visited by Maude Cuney Hare, an 
early ethnomusicologist from Boston. Ms. Hare describes Mary Catherine and quotes some of her lyrics in Negro 
Musicians and Their Music, originally published in 1936, and republished in 1996 as part of Henry Louis Gates’s 
series, African-American Women Writers, 1910-1940.

Vivian McIntosh said Mary Catherine was her aunt, and Eulalie River claimed Mary Catherine as a cousin and 
godmother. Mary Catherine was also said to have raised Peter Christians’ wife. 
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Ms. Rivera said that Mary Catherine was a large woman and had elephantiasis. Also according to Eulalie Rivera, 
Mary Catherine was married three times. Census and church records indicate that she married her third husband 
on April 4, 1926 when she was 52. He was Thomas Williams, born in Nevis or Antigua in 1880. Mary Catherine 
and Thomas Williams are listed in 1930 census as living at Estate Prosperity. 

Mary Catherine later lived on Prince Street in Frederiksted, and spent her last years at Aldershville in 
Frederiksted, commonly known as “the poor yard.”

Mary Catherine died at age 77 on December 24, 1955 (per Dimitri Copemann, written correspondence, May, 
2012). 

Most unfortunately, Soule was unable to obtain a photograph of Mary Catherine, despite many earnest attempts. 
Mary Catherine is reputed to have performed at a 1952 pan-Caribbean festival hosted by the University of Puerto 
Rico’s Las Piedras campus.

See also the General Index.

Matthew, Vendol

Bass, St. Thomas. Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown. T123.

Matthias, Clarita Simmonds Smith — See Miss Clara.

McIntosh, Ethel 

Born November 6, 1908, St. Croix. Maiden name “Henry.” Extremely gifted singer of cariso and other songs. 
Although she rarely sang publicly, she had a fantastic memory for lyrics and tunes and had a vast repertoire going 
back to songs from the 1880s on, including carisos, quelbé, parlor songs, British Music Hall, Tin Pan Alley, and 
more. She also had a quick wit and an awesome sense of dry humor.

Spent three years in Puerto Rico as a young woman. Mother of Sylvester “Blinky” McIntosh, James, and Elmira. 
Interviews and songs on T047, T049, T053, T095, T113, T119, T120, T135, T140.

McIntosh, Ivan

Born on February 26, 1903 and died July 7, 1974. Husband of Ethel. Father of Sylvester. Played alto saxophone 
and guitar. Had his own band, played calypsos and Stateside standards.

McIntosh, Sylvester “Blinky”

Born August 17, 1934 in St. Croix. He sings, plays alto sax, and plays guitar. When he was around 15, Sylvester 
learned guitar from his father, Ivan, and played in his father's calypso/standards band. Sylvester's father also 
taught him to play alto sax. His mother, Ethel, sang at home, and Sylvester learned many traditional songs from 
her. In fact, Sylvester has a remarkable memory (inherited from his mother), and recalls the lyrics to many local 
songs that other musicians play only as instrumentals.

Around 1956 or so, Sylvester and his friend, Tino Francis (age 11 or so at the time) joined a band named the 
Pond Bush Hot Shots — led by Ira Samuel on guitar. Sylvester taught Tino guitar around this time. A year or so 
later, Sylvester and Tino joined a band that included sax, trumpets, trombone; it was led by Louie Richards, a 
Crucian who had spent time in the States. After that band broke up, Tino, Sylvester, and others formed the 
Mellotones; when the Mellotones broke up around 1964, Tino, Sylvester, and others formed the Clefs. 

During the 1950s, Sylvester became interested in the Dominican merengues he heard on a jukebox, and taught 
himself these tunes by playing 78rpm records at 45rpm so he could decipher the melodies and reproduce them on 
his alto sax. He eventually mastered these merengues so well that he performed for a week with a merengue band 
in Fajardo, Puerto Rico. In addition, Sylvester spent a few years singing calypsos in tourist hotels, accompanying 
himself on guitar. 

Sylvester popularized the saxophone lead in quelbé music when he began to play with Joe Parris Hot Shots 
around 1968. The band recorded three albums with Sylvester on lead sax (T004, T005, T006). After leaving the 
Hot Shots, he continued singing and playing alto sax, sitting in with other local bands. He performed with 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven from time to time during the late 1970s.

Sylvester finally formed his own band, Blinky and the Roadmasters in 1980. The band was very popular during 
the 1980s and 1990s, recorded by Rounder Records in 1990 (T166).
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In 1987, Sylvester was awarded a National Heritage Fellowship from the National Endowment for the Arts.

Sylvester worked for the Department of Public Works for 41 years, starting out as a laborer and progressing 
through the ranks to truck driver, heavy equipment operator, road crew boss, and director of roads and highways, 
a position he held until his retirement in December 1993. 

Sylvester is interviewed alone on T019 and T092, with his mother on T049, in discussion with other musicians 
on T057, and in a discussion with Ohaldo Williams on T112. He plays saxophone with an impromptu group at an 
Old-Time Music Party on T076, and plays the bass drum for a masquerade music re-enactment on T078.

See also the General Index.

McIntosh, Vivian

Vivian “Miss Vivy” McIntosh was born in 1900 in St. Croix, and grew up at Estate Mount Victory. She was the 
niece of Mary Catherine, the great cariso singer, and was the daughter of James King, a quadrille floormaster. 
Miss Vivy hosted many quadrille dances over the years up until 1950 or so; later she became blind. She is 
recorded on T071, T095, and T124. See also the General Index.

Messer, Alphonso

Miss Bea said (T129) that Phonso Messer was the last person with a tambourine.

Messer, Viola

(1910-1989) Played electric guitar with Christian Horsford on T072 and T073.

Michael, Alexander — See Ciple.

Miller, James Augustus

1938-1999. Crucian. Played flute, banjo-ukulele, and sang. For many years, played in a band with his brothers 
(Miller Brothers); Deputy Marshall at Territorial Court. Lived six months in Michigan. Recorded playing with 
Frank Charles and Hubert Edney on T020. The Miller Brothers performed at an Old-Time Music Party, T076 and 
T077.

Miller, Leroy

1929-1980. For many years, played in a band with his brother James (Miller Brothers). The Miller Brothers 
performed at an Old-Time Music Party, T076 and T077. Leroy also participated in Tea Meeting, T083-T087.

Milligan, Alvin Marcus

Born January 27, 1972 in St. Croix. Alvin (aka Marcus) is an accomplished organist, Director of Cruise Ship 
Activities, and a self-made specialist in Crucian history and genealogy. Marcus began studying music at age 7 
with his great aunt, Marion B. Sarauw, and then, during high school, studied organ with Wesley Thomas, taking 
over some of Mr. Thomas’s church gigs in 1988 when Mr. Thomas died. Marcus earned a degree in Travel and 
Tourism from the Artistic Institute of Fort Lauderdale. Marcus was a Military Combat Specialist for eight years 
at various locations in the States and Europe. Upon his return to St. Croix in 1994, he joined the National Guard 
and started working for the Department of Tourism, meanwhile playing organ for church services and 
ceremonies. In 2008, he received an M.A. in Sacred Music from the American Guild of Organists. He currently 
plays organ regularly for St. Patrick’s Catholic Church in Frederiksted and the Fredensborg Moravian Church. 
Marcus is also Vice President of the St. Croix Heritage Dancers. 

Milo and the Kings

St. Thomas calypso band. T051.

Miss Clara 

“Miss Clara” (1887-1963) of Frydenhoj, St. Thomas was Clarita Simmonds Smith Matthias — revered as 
“Bamboula Queen of St. Thomas.” Her daughters described her on T093, T094, T109. She is also remembered in 
an interview with Amos Frett, T126 and T127. Miss Clara is photographed both dancing and playing the katta 
sticks on the back of a bamboula drum in Earl Leaf’s book, Isles of Rhythm. See also the General Index.
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Moore, Benjamin

Played pipe with Joe Parris Hot Shots. Recorded on LPs: T004, T005, T006. 

Moore, Joseph “Paddy”

Born approximately 1900 in St. Croix; died 1995. Pipe player, drummer, dancer, masquerader. Skilled at drum-
making; famous as solo masquerader. Made and sold charcoal, brooms, minded animals, drove bullcarts. Worked 
as a watchman for a while. Interview on T061 and T062; played pipe at Old-Time Music Party on T074, T075, 
T076, T077; and played pipe on T160, a going-away party for Soule. See also the General Index.

Moore, Nathaniel “Soda” or “Foaming Soda”

1910-2003. Born in St. Croix. Banjo player; never lived off St. Croix. Performed with Joe Parris Hot Shots on 
T004 (LP), T005 (LP), T006 (LP). Performed live with Jamesie and the Happy Seven at a dance on T029-T033, 
and for a quadrille on T042-T045. Interviewed on T117 and T118. Recorded on Jamesie and the Happy Seven 
LP, T152. See also the General Index.

Morris, Ernest “Bones” 

Quadrille floormaster. 

N
Niles, I.

Vocalist with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP). 

Niles, Magnus “Mungo”

Born June 26, 1916, in St. Thomas, and was self-taught on ukulele, guitar, and accordion. In 1933, Mungo 
formed a group in Litton Fancy to do serenading. Mungo was in CCC camp after the Depression and played 
music with others in the camp at night. Back in St. Thomas, Mungo was in a scratch band until 1942, when his 
brother sent for him to come to Los Angeles to work as a carpenter. In LA, he performed with his brothers, 
learned to play the bass, and sung in choirs. 

In time, the Niles Brothers joined local 767 of the Musicians Union, a “colored” union. By day, they worked as 
carpenters, but evenings and weekends, they played calypsos and other traditional West Indian music at benefits 
and social clubs. Once, they even played a big Christmas benefit with Bing Crosby and Louis Armstrong! 
Eventually, the Niles Brothers played night clubs and performed in a number of feature films. 

In 1960, Mungo returned to St. Thomas, played with a number of local bands, and began putting on variety 
shows. He became interested in traditional dance, and became a dance instructor at the Walter Rhymo Recreation 
Center, becoming the Center Director in 1978.

As a senior citizen, Mungo played not only with other seniors for numerous dances, but also formed his own 
band, the Cold Goose Gang. Mungo met Soule in 1977 and was influential in Soule’s initiating the project that 
led to this archive. Mungo is recorded playing with other senior citizens at a party (T007, T008, and T009); with 
the Cold Goose Gang at a party (T010, T011, T012); with an impromptu group (T038); and with Tony and the 
Old Timers All Stars (T128). He is also interviewed on T024, T025.

Niles, Tanya

Schoolgirl in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 7, 8, or 9 at 
time of the recording. T130.

Niles, Viggo

Brother of Magnus. Upright bass player. T010, T011, T012, T038. 
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Nugent, Annie

At age 31 years, Annie Nugent lived at the Estate Richmond Leper Asylum, known locally as the lazaretto (built 
by Danish Odd Fellows in 1904). Her trip to the lazaretto is remember in a cariso sung by Evilina Gordon on 
T039-06.

Nurse, Percival “Percy”

Born in St. Croix, 1936. Nephew of Stanford Simmonds. Alto sax player. Lives in St. Thomas. Good friend of 
Stanley Jacobs. Recorded with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012, Tony and the Old Timers All Stars, T128 
(LP), Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights T155 (LP).

O
Obstinate “King Obstinate”

Calypso singer. T051.

Olive, Florina

Resident of Frenchtown, St. Thomas. Interview and songs on T110.

One-Hand Dan, see Lucas, Cornelius

Oveson

Photographer, editor and proprietor of the West End News, St Croix. 

P
Paiewonsky, Michael

1940-2004. Michael Paiewonsky was an accomplished publisher, historian, art patron, politician, and author — 
the son of historian and businessman Isidor Paiewonsky, and the nephew of Ralph Paiewonsky, governor of the 
Virgin Islands in the 1960s. He was passionate about politics, his community, and preserving the history of the 
Virgin Islands.

Michael started the MAPes MONDe Editore publishing house, with offices in St. Thomas and in Rome, where he 
was then living, to produce and market museum-quality reproductions of historic maps, books and artwork as 
well as to reprint historic documents and publish new works on V.I. history, including books written by himself 
and his father. He initially sold the items through his family's A.H. Riise Store on Main Street and later opened 
separate MAPes MONDe Ltd. shops in St. Thomas and St. John. Paiewonsky served in the 13th and 14th 
Legislatures, holding office from 1979 to 1983. 

Soule met Michael in 1977, at which time he stressed to her the importance of recording Virgin Islands oral 
history and cultural traditions. His encouragement was a major factor in Soule’s undertaking of this project.

Parris, Joseph “Joey Brown”

Born December 6, 1923, St. Croix. Guitarist, leader of Joe Parris Hot Shots. Learned to play guitar from his 
father. Worked as ambulance driver. Lived in Vieques 1958-1961. T004 (LP), T005 (LP), T006 (LP); live at 
Smithfield Inn on T080, T081, T082. See also the General Index.

Parris, Margaret

Born 1897, St. Croix. Worked as domestic at time of Labor Union strike. When interviewed, she still lived in the 
first house that was built in Grove Place when the Labor Union bought the land to sell to small farmers. Teaches 
Bible studies. Missing one leg. Interview T059, T060; Tea Meeting, T083-T087.
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Payne, Milton

1932-1996 Quadrille floormaster. Also played conga drum with Joe Parris Hot Shots on T004 (LP), T005 (LP), 
T006 (LP). See also the General Index.

Pedro, Elisa

Born February 18, 1900, St. Croix. Spent 23 years in New York, traveled extensively throughout the Caribbean. 
Interview and songs, T016, T017. 

Pedro, Wilfred

Born 1905, St. Croix. Died 2005. Flutist who plays “wrap-hand” style. Used to work for phone company. Blind. 
Recorded playing with Whim Handicapped Band T040, T041; interviewed T055, T056; playing with Whim 
Handicapped Band at an Old-Time Music Party, T074, T075; interviewed with Vivian McIntosh on T124.

Petersen, Adam

Born November 15, 1900, St. Croix, died 1978. The most revered floormaster of St Croix. Crippled in accident 
1951. Interview T063, T064; conducting dancing practice for lancers on T138. See also the General Index.

Petersen, James L. “Sharky”

Conga player with Joe Parris Hot Shots recorded live on T080, T081, T082.

Petersen, Ivan “Pete” or “Sweet Pete” 

Born January 14, 1921, St. Croix, but mostly lived in St. Thomas, worked at Territorial Court, sometimes 
professional musician, plays sax and flute. T007, T008, interview T023; performing live T036 and T037; T051 
(LP) and with Tony and the Old Timers All Stars on T128. Brother of Frank Petersen of Frederiksted.

Petersen, Pierpont

1917-1991. Banjo player, one of the founding members of the Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights. 
Father of Cedelle Petersen-Christopher, who has been performing carisos in recent years (as of 2014).

Phillipus, Anna

Born 1921. Played squash with Christian Horsford. T072, T073,

Philput, Vernal “Matches”

Played squash and sang with Joe Parris Hot Shots live on T080, T081, T082.

R
Ray, Jean

Vocalist? with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012.

Rezende, Elizabeth

Adjunct professor in the School of Humanities and Social Sciences of the University of the Virgin Islands. She 
has taught Virgin Islands History, Caribbean and World History, Anthropology and Ethnology. Dr. Rezende has 
published a number of essays and books and contributed much to this Guidebook. 

Ruebel, Charles C.

Union signer of Union-Planter agreement of 1916. For more information, see St. Croix Labor Union in Chronology.

Richard and the Mountain Kings

Recorded live at Old Year’s Party, St. Thomas, T007, T008, T009.
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Richards, Alwyn “Lad” 

Alwyn Richards was born May 6, 1914, St. Thomas. Saxophonist, formally trained, who led his own group, at 
least through the early 1980s, and often played at hotels and other venues where tourists might be in attendance. 
Spent ten to twelve years in the States (mostly Florida) as a professional musician. His repertoire includes many 
American standards. Interview T027; performing at Caneel Bay T034 and T035; on “T050 LP: Archie Thomas, 
Alwyn Richards, “Calypsos from the V.I.” - 1975 (STX & STT)” and “T088 LP: Archie Thomas, Alwyn Richards, 
“Calypso Holiday” (STX & STT)”.

Richards, Marie

Born May 27, 1894 in St. Maarten, d. September 28, 1960 in St. Croix. Came to St. Croix as a young woman, 
worked as a “street nurse” (a public or visiting nurse), lived in Frederiksted, played guitar and sang. Composed 
many songs. Performed in schools. Recorded by Hazel and Ray Higdon at their radio station; the Higdons then 
produced a record album (LP) entitled “Folklore Melodies.” In 1980, Hazel Higdon allowed Soule to make 
copies of all the original recordings made for the LP; these included numerous songs, poems, and stories not 
included on the LP. They are preserved on T147, T148, T149, T150. See also the General Index.

River, R.

? Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T122 (LP).

Rivera, Eulalie

Born 1909, Annaly, St. Croix. Was a teacher, organist, storyteller. T097, T098.

Roberts, Lucille

Born September 18, 1904, St. Thomas. Quadrille caller. Teacher. Spent two years in Antigua in training school. 
T091.

Roebuck, Elmo D.

Born October 31, 1934, St. Thomas. Senator. Son of Hector. T136.

Roebuck, Hector

Born October 31, 1910, St. Thomas. Leader of carnival troupe. T136.

S
Saldana, Luis

Played steel with Stanley and the Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights at party on T079.

Samuel, Ira A. “Baker” or “Dormis”

1934-2010. Born February 18, 1934, St. Croix; died October, 2010. Alto sax player, learned to play from 
Sylvester McIntosh around 1953 or 1954. Led Pond Bush Hot Shots band in the 1950s. Also played with Archie 
Thomas. Only time off island was when he was in the Marines. In late 1970s, he was a police lieutenant. Sax 
player with Joe Parris Hot Shots starting in 1978. Recorded live with Joe Parris Hot Shots on T080, T081, T082.

Sausage “Lord Sausage”

St. Thomian calypsonian. T051 (LP).

Scheffer — See Chronology

Schulterbrandt, Ernest

Born February 8, 1905, St. Croix, but moved to St. Thomas when he was two years old. Played trombone. Spent 
20 years in the States, in Harlem, 1922-1942. T021 (interview).
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Schulterbrandt, Roy

Trumpet, St. Thomas. Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T123 (LP).

Schmiegelow, Otto Henrick — See Chronology. See also the General Index.

Seaman, George

A remarkable Crucian-born naturalist, linguist, writer. Published many books recalling the St. Croix of his youth; 
his writings feature detailed and evocative descriptions of seasons, plants, animals — every aspect of nature on 
his beloved island.

Shoulbrun, R.

? Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T122 (LP). 

Shunson — see Sorensen

Simmonds, Stanford

1924-1991. Full name was Joseph Stanford Simmonds. Guitar, banjo, vocal; had his own band, the Simmonds 
Brothers. Close to both Stanley Jacobs who he worked with at Kingshill (where they made flutes together) and 
Derby; lived for years with Derby’s mother. Recorded live with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights 
performing at his daughter’s sweet sixteen party on T079, recorded talking and singing with Derby on T132. See 
also the General Index.

Simmonds, Granville

Bass guitar with Joe Parris Hot Shots, recorded live on T080, T081, T082.

Smith, Benneth

Bass player with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T079.

Smith, Roy

Bass player in impromptu group at Old-Time Music Party. Worked at Martin Marietta. T076, cuts 1, 2, and 3.

Sophie Benjamin — See Clark, Sophie Benjamin.

Sorensen, Carl — See Chronology. See also the General Index.

Stagger, Austin

Played drums with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T122 (LP), T123 (LP). 

Swanston, Michaela

Schoolgirl in Lockhart School playground (St. Thomas) playing jump rope and clapping games. Age 7 at time of 
recording. T130.

T
Thomas, Archie

Band leader. Brother of Wesley. Played sax and clarinet on T050 (LP), T088 (LP), T089 (LP), T151 (LP). 
Recorded Alphonso Joseph (T090). See also the General Index.

Thomas, Wesley

Band leader. Brother of Archie. Played piano and solovox with Archie Thomas group on T089 (LP). Wesley was 
a master on piano, played in churches, and even wrote music. 
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Thomas, Lloyd “Perico”

Born April 15, 1946, St. Croix. Plays conga and steel. Spent one year in continental U. S. Recorded live with 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven T029-T033 and T042-T045; also recorded with Jamesie and the Happy Seven on 
T152 (LP).

Thompson, Abel

“One-Man Band” recorded at WIVI, St. Croix, T150.

Thompson, Christian “Te”

Played steel with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155 (LP). Died 2013.

Thompson, Herman

Played steel with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155 (LP). 

V
Ventura, Angel

Played drums with Christian Horsford group on T072, T073.

Venzen, Gladys

Born 1923 St Thomas. Daughter of “Miss Clara,” the bamboula queen of St. Thomas. Spend some time in New 
York. Owned a restaurant in St. Thomas called “The West Indian Kitchen.” Interview and songs T093, T094.

Victoria, Alfred

Played clarinet with Cold Goose Gang on T010, T011, T012.

Viera, Charmaine

Schoolgirl recorded in playground of Lockhart School (St. Thomas). Age 8 or 9 at time of recording. T130.

W
Walbom, Anne

Studied ethnology at the University of Copenhagen. For 26 years, worked in the archives of the Danish Radio. 
She has been a member of the Danish West Indian Society for many years and President since 2003.

Wallace, Herman

St. Thomian. Played the bombodeen. Recorded with Archie Thomas group on T151 (LP). Died 1971.

Wells, Oscar

Played Bajo with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155 (LP).

Williams, Alexander

Alexander Williams, a.k.a. “Speckled Lamb.” Played squash on Joe Parris albums T004, T005, T006. Also 
played squash at an Old-Time Music Party (T078), and with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights, T079; 
played with Stanley Jacobs and the Ten Sleepless Knights on T155 (LP).

Williams, Curtis

Quadrille floormaster. Born October 16, 1941, St. Croix. Worked as an accountant for Department of Labor. A 
deacon in Roman Catholic church. Recorded conducting quadrille on T042-T045; interviewed on T100. See also 
the General Index.
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Williams, Julius “Mebobo” 

Mebobo (d. 1979) was an accomplished flute player, born in St. Croix, probably on one of the Northside estates 
(per Henry Drake, T014). Moved to St. Thomas at some point, where he played music and worked as a tailor. 
Recorded by Folkways on an album copyrighted in 1953, T145. 

When Lillian Bailey founded the St. Croix Cultural Dancers, the club paid for Mebobo to come from St. Thomas 
and play for their dances about once a month. (This was after Alphonso Joseph and Alphonso “Knockout” 
Marshall had died.)

Sylvester McIntosh said the only fluter that used to change keys was Mebobo. Mebobo was still playing around 
the time that Stanley started playing with Joe Parris Hot Shots — this was around 1968, per Stanley, T068. 
Curtis Williams also said (phone conversation, 2013) that he remembers Mebobo and Stanley both playing at a 
party at the Marley Project.

Everyone says that Mebobo always dressed formally and impeccably; he even wore a three-piece suit when he 
played with masqueraders.

See also the General Index.

Williams, Mary Catherine

See Mary Catherine and the General Index.

Williams, Ohaldo “Haldo”

1926-2001. Saxophonist. Lived in the States for about twenty years, playing jazz professionally. He returned to 
St. Croix in 1977 where he began learning traditional tunes and quadrille music from Sylvester McIntosh and 
other native sax players, as well as from old LPs. He eventually played alto sax with Jamesie and the Happy 
Seven. Recorded playing with Jamesie and the Happy Seven at a dance in St. John on T029-T033; played with 
Jamesie and the Happy Seven for a quadrille dance on T042-T045; discussion with Sylvester McIntosh on T112; 
recorded on Jamesie and the Happy Seven album T152 (LP). See also the General Index.

Williams, Reginald

Son of Ohaldo, played sax and flute with Mungo Niles Group on T038.

Wilson, J.

Guitarist, singer, St. Thomas. Performed with Arthur Jeppesen Band of Renown on T122, T123.
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C
Glossary
This glossary includes references cited in the transcriptions and synopses in this guidebook. When an outside source 
is used for a definition, the source is cited in parentheses.

A
ah — I, are, an, at, in, on to, towards, of (Vals). For examples, see “Representation of VIE words” in “Guidebook 

Conventions for Representing VI English”.

ah-wee — 1. All of us, as in “ah-wee going market.” 2. Our, as in “go for ah-wee freedom.” 

ahm — him, it, them (Vals)

Aldershville — Alms house. The poor yard was built by the Danes in the early 1900s on Strand Street in 
Frederiksted. Its former name was Aldershville from the Danish: alders (old persons) + hville (place of 
rest).

all time — Always (Vals).

ambooshay — Performing (dancing, playing an instrument, etc.) using some special steps or style of one’s own. 
Described as something the dancers do during a Fourth Figure of quadrille per Adam Petersen on T062-03. 
Described by others as done during the Fifth Figure. See also warriette, bambooshay and lambooshay.

amstroohut — Some old type of music in St. Thomas; on T020, Cecil George says it came from the Barbadians. 
This music was explained most thoroughly by Amos Frett and Gerda Benjamin, T0126 and T0127.

Anansi — See Bru Nansi 

Anguilla — A sugar plantation in St. Croix. It was bulldozed to create Martin Marietta alumina processing plant.

Anna's Hope — A sugar plantation in St. Croix. Its factory closed in 1900, when its cane was sent to Central 
Factory. Anna's Hope was an experimental station from the early 1900s through the mid-1940s.

Annaly — A sugar plantation on Mahogany Road. Annaly Mill, built in 1803 for grinding sugar cane using wind 
power. Annaly had a very large village and its own schoolhouse. Owned by Bartram Brothers in the late 
1800s. It was one of the few estates that had its own factory after 1902. 

Ward Canaday purchased Estate Annaly in 1946 with Frits Lawaetz as the General Manager. Eventually 
Lawaetz (or his family) purchased Annaly from the Canadays.

antigarrat — An immigrant from the island of Antigua
A  ASH / AH FATHER / AW LAW / AY ACE / CH CHIN / EH BET / EE EASY / G  GET / IH HIT / IY ICE / OH GO /
OY BOY / SH  SHY SPECIAL /OO RULE LOOT / OW OUT / UH  ABUT / UHR BIRD / Y  YET / Z RAISE 
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B
back-of-all — The area in back of downtown Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas (Vals)

bad — Very much (Vals)

bad feeling — Malaise, nausea, vague illness. Expression covers any disease, real or imagined. (Vals)

bad minded — Thinking evil. To interpret things in an evil way. (Vals)

badam — Noise (onomatopoetic)

bagasse — Cane trash left after grinding; also called magasse or magas. (Vals)

bagoon — A bagoon was a flat-bed cart on which field laborers would pile the cut sugar cane. The bed was 
corrugated metal or wood, and rectangular structures made of pipes on each side held the loaded cane in 
place. Eight or ten bagoons would be hitched together and towed by tractor.

Bajan — A native of the island of Barbados (Vals)

balancez — Quadrille call; French word for swing (Highfield)

bamancoo — Swollen or enlarged testicles (Seaman). Hydrocele (Vals).

bambooshay — Per Lito Vals, “A carnival time imperative (1954) meaning ‘enjoy yourself!’ From French: 
Bambocheur, to go on a spree; play pranks.” Marie Richards sings about it (T150-05). 

banicleba — Naturally soured milk (Vals)

Bassen — Pronounced BAH ZIHN. Old name for Christiansted; from French word for harbor, bassin. Often 
referred to as Boss End. (This is an example of linguistic hypercorrection per Highfield.)

Bassin — Christiansted. So named by early French settlers. (Vals)

batta-batta — Kallaloo bush (Vals)

bay grass — See bur grass

bayside — Beach, shoreline, seacoast (Vals)

bazadee — Light-headed, confused, crazy, stupid (Vals)

bedstead — Bed; specifically a four-poster mahogany bed complete with tester, valances, netting, and other 
accoutrements. (Literally: bed place.) (Vals)

beforetime — Formerly (Vals)

bèlè — Dance performed by Miss Clara and her relatives and friends in St. Thomas. Note: This spelling (bèlè) is 
used because of the similarity of the dance and its accompanying drum to a contemporary dance in 
Martinique, although no direct connection has been made between the two dances. Both the St. Thomas 
drum (the bamboula drum) and the Martinique bèlè drum are large barrel drums laid on their sides; one 
players straddles the drum using hands and one foot on the skin head; a second player beats the side of drum 
with sticks.

belly — Condition of pregnancy (Vals)

Bethlehem — Major plantation located mid-island. Bethlehem factory was the last factory to operate and grind 
sugar in St. Croix. When it ceased operation in 1966, the factory was dismantled piece by piece and sold to 
a Venezuelan Company. (Lawaetz)

big foot — Swollen legs due to Elephantiasis (referred to in St. Croix and elsewhere as elephantitis), a chronic 
disease caused by filaria, a parasitic filarial nematode (roundworm) spread by a mosquito vector. It is one of 
the three parasites that cause lymphatic filariasis, an infection of the lymphatic system by filarial worms. If 
the infection is left untreated it can develop into elephantiasis.

big man — Adult male (Vals)
A  ASH / AH FATHER / AW LAW / AY ACE / CH CHIN / EH BET / EE EASY / G  GET / IH HIT / IY ICE / OH GO /
OY BOY / SH  SHY SPECIAL /OO RULE LOOT / OW OUT / UH  ABUT / UHR BIRD / Y  YET / Z RAISE 
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big people — Adults (Vals)

biscuit — Cracker or cookie (Vals)

biscuit pan or biscuit tin — Large cracker meal metal container, sometimes used as a percussion instrument 
(Vals) See Ciple in “People”. See also kerosene pan.

black witch — The smooth-billed Ani (Crotophaga ani), generally considered birds of ill omen; local superstition 
credits them with the ability to talk (Vals). 

boastick — Stick used as an assist in walking, or for protection, made of sturdy hard wood (Vals)

Bobajan — A person from the island of Barbados

body — Person (Vals)

Body Slob; Slob — The name of a Plantation in St. Croix

Boehm flute — See pom flute

bokra (or bukra) — A white person, particularly one owning or running a plantation (Seaman)

bomancoo — Swollen or enlarged testicles (Seaman). Hydrocele (Vals).

bombodeen — Refers to a euphonium, such as that played by Herman Wallace. See “T151 LP: Archie Thomas 
(STX), Herman Wallace (STT)”.

bomba — Overseer. There was usually one bomba to each fifty slaves. The bombas were usually the biggest, 
strongest, most intelligent, and most trustworthy of the slaves. Currently used as a nickname. (Vals)

bornin{g} land — Native land (Highfield)

Boss End — This is an old name for the town of Christiansted. The town was called bassin (the French word for 
harbor) when the French occupied St. Croix. However, because many plantation owners and government 
personnel lived there, bassin became Boss End. (This is an example of linguistic hypercorrection per 
Highfield.)

bottom belly — Pendulous abdomen (Seaman)

bout — About (Vals)

bow down — Give in (Vals)

Boxing Day — Christmas Second Day (Vals)

bratta — A little extra (or over) given in a sale, as in “a baker’s dozen” (Vals)

breakfast — Generally speaking, refers to the main meal of the day taken at or around the noon hour (Vals)

breakfast cart — Small horse or donkey carts used on an estate to do errands and go to town for supplies (Vals)

breakfast pan — Lunch pail, usually of white enamel or aluminum, held together in separate compartments for 
reheating (Vals)

bring — 1. Call to mind. 2. Beget. 3. Take towards the speaker, as opposed to carry. (Vals)

broadsides — By far the most popular ephemeral format for music used throughout printed history — single 
sheets of paper, printed on one side only

brown skin — Light-brown skin (Vals)

Bru Anansi — See Bru Nansi

Bru Nansi — Bru Nansi (a.k.a. Anansi, Bru Anansi, or Nansi) is a spider-like trickster who was the protagonist in 
many West Indian folk tales. For more information, see “Stories” in the Introduction.

Bru Tekuma — A cohort of Bru Nansi

brugudum — Onomatopoetic sound for any crash (Vals)
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buck-up — 1. To take courage. 2. To dance salaciously. 3. A salacious dance. (Vals)

buckra (or bokra) — A white person, particularly one owning or running a plantation (Seaman)

bull cart — Ox wagon (Vals)

bun-bun — Burnt food; said especially of rick stuck to the bottom of the pot (Vals)

bungo — Rough, uncivilized (Vals)

bur grass — A weedy and invasive variety of grass (Cenchrus echinatus) (Vals) 

burn coal — Make charcoal 

burying ground — Cemetery (Vals)

buse — Abuse (Vals)

bush — 1. Remote countryside; wild, undeveloped or overgrown land; brush; uncleared or untilled district.

2. Any uncultivated plants, leaves, or barks used for making tea (bush tea). (Vals)

bush tea — Teas made from herbs and medicinal plants (Vals)

C
Calquohoun — Area west of Christiansted

caller — See floormaster

calvary — 1. A dance similar to the Virginia Reel. Comprised of just one piece of jig music. There is no 
floormaster: the dancers must practice the steps in advance. At one point, all dancers form two lines facing 
each other, and join hands with their opposite, raising their arms high to form a long arch which each couple 
in turn must dance through. Wilfred MacBean, floormaster, once said, “A calvary quadrille could kill the 
band” (because of its long duration when many couples participate.)

Bradley Christian, president of St. Croix Heritage Dancers, describes the calvary like so: “Meet and bow, 
dress back, meet and bow, dress back, change ___ the right hand, change to the left, dress back, hand in the 
air on the right (like you’re doing a reel, back and forth), dress back — so each thing is done in doubles! 
Then the couple do back-to-back on the right, then a couple back-to-back on the right, back-to-back on the 
left, back-to-back on the left, then you make a salute: dress back, salute. 

“Then the head couple would hook their partner, take a stroll, salute, come back up, extend their right hands 
across, give a complete turn, and the gentleman go and spin the lady, the lady go and spin the gentleman, 
they meet in the center again, spin each other, and keep moving one, one, down ‘til they reach, then they 
hook, come up, salute, hook, go down, form the arch for Calvary March. And everybody ____ go under the 
arch, then they hook, and it starts over again!”

2. Curtis Williams described calvary as when the floormaster leads the dancers (all in a line) in a snake-like 
progression around the floor, as he describes in T100-02.

Calvary March — See calvary above, and Adam Peterson, T063-02.

cane — Sugarcane

cane piece — Sugarcane field

Cane piece senna — Plant used to stimulate appetite; also used for malaria or dengue fever (Phyllanthus Niruri) 
Vals

carbé — Literally: goat. Figuratively: stupid, foolish, without good sense.

careta — See karetta
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cariso — A topical song form unique to St. Croix, usually in a minor key, and almost always sung by women.

The derivation of the word cariso has not been determined, but it was used in Carriacou to describe a type of 
frivolous song. McDaniel, “Grenada (and Carriacou),” Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II, 
869). In her discussion of the etymology of the word calypso, McDaniel wrote that the term calypso was one 
time associated with the Hausa word kaiso ... and that kaiso may have been further confused with the 
Venezuelan Spanish word caliso ‘a topical, local song,’ possibly related to the patois term wuso ‘to carouse’ 
(French carrousseax), “Trinidad and Tobago,” Garland Encyclopedia of World Music, Volume II, page 963. 
McDaniel cites Errol Hill, “On the Origin of the Term Calypso,” Ethnomusicology 11(3):359-367.

See “Cariso” in the Introduction.

casha — See kasha

Castle Burk; Castle, Castle Bourke — The name of a plantation in St. Croix

cat-o-nine-tails — A whip 

catwhip — A whip made of plaited strips of leather from a bull skin (McIntosh)

Chacha — Derogatory term for an immigrant from St. Bart’s

Chacha-town — Old name for Frenchtown in St. Thomas. Chacha was a derogatory term for the poor white 
people who emigrated from St. Bart’s to St. Thomas. They settled either on the north side to be farmers, or 
in an area just west of the main town, now called Frenchtown.

chinchary — The gray kingbird (Tyrannus dominicensis) (Seaman)

Christiansted — One of the two towns in St. Croix 

chook — Shove, poke, stab, stick (Vals, Sterns, Jacobs)

closet — A toilet, usually an outhouse (Vals)

coal — Charcoal

coal-pot — A small portable metal or clay stove, resembling a pot on a stand. The “stand” portion is a 
compartment that holds burning coal. Coal-pots can also be homemade out of large kerosene or cooking oil 
containers. (Vals)

coal keel — A kiln for making charcoal

cockle — Whelk

cocobay — See kokobay

coming — Following; for example, “April coming” means “next April” (Vals)

compagnie — French quadrille call, meaning “company,” or everyone who’s dancing

congo root — Vals: “A plant (Peteveria alliacea) also known as strong-man-bush or gully-root. It has a strong 
garlic scent transmitted to the milk of foraging cows. Used for stomach aches, strains, and constriction of 
ovaries.” Seaman: “An abortifacient”

continental — A person from the continental United States

coo — See bamancoo

coocoo — See kookoo

copper — A tub or vat, originally made of copper but later made of iron, used to boil down the cane juice. 
Sometimes used to feed or water the plantation animals.

corn flour — Corn meal

couple — A few, not just two (Vals)

court — See fort
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cousin — A term of respect and affection that indicates some sort of relationship — but not necessarily a first, 
second, or third cousin. For example, a man might refer to someone as a cousin if the other person is a blood 
relative of someone who has a half-sister with whom the man had children. 

crocus bag — A burlap sack. A sugar bag is a crocus bag holding 200 pounds of sugar. (Vals)

croota bag — See cruda bag

crop done — Sugarcane has been harvested; time to party (Vals)

Crucian — Adjective meaning from St. Croix; noun meaning a person from St. Croix.

cruda bag — A burlap sack in which raw sugar was shipped (Vals)

cuatro — A small guitar that typically has four strings. Used widely in Puerto Rico.

Cumberland Castle — Popular name of the large 19th century townhouse at King St. 32-33 in Frederiksted that 
the St. Croix Labor Union purchased in 1916 from the St. Croix Sugar Factory. The building was converted 
into a Union Hall and lively community social center – “the favorite spot for weddings, tea parties, and 
dances,” according to Frederiksted resident Olivia H. Henry. Many quadrille dances were held there until St. 
Gerard’ Hall became favored.

cunny — Rude slang for vagina

cusada — Pronounced KOO SAH DUH. Cassava. (Vals)

customed — Accustomed

cutlash — Cutlass, machete (Vals)

D
Dane-man — A man born in Denmark, or one of Danish descent 

Demijohn — A large, narrow-necked bottle made of glass or earthenware, usually encased in wickerwork. Can 
be used to capture spirits.

dem — Them, others

dew beating — A condition that results from sleeping out in the open air

diddledoo — Pipe organ cactus (Vals); used to refer to a sweetheart.

doo doo — Sweetheart; French doux-doux.

door mouth — Door, entrance, threshold (Seaman, Vals)

double-bill — A “spanish machete” means a machete sharpened on both sides (Vals)

down — Leeward, southerly, down to Frederiksted, up to Christiansted (Vals)

down de (or down deh) — Euphemism for private parts (Vals)

driver — Foreman on a sugar plantation; the driver was a step below the manager. During slavery, the drivers 
were themselves slaves. (Vals)

duh — Do, does, did, would have. Often indicates repeated or on-going action. For example, “He duh walk to 
market every Monday” (He walks to market every Monday) or “I duh cook” (I would have cooked). (Vals) 

dundo — Sweetheart; French doux-doux.

dunkoo — Night, evening, darkness (Vals)
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E
East Hill — A sugar plantation named Estate East Hill

ee — He, his, she, her, hers, it, its, they, their.” For example, “ee got ee husband, but ee got this one too.” (She 
has a husband, but she has another man, too.)

een-ah — In, into (Vals)

elephantitis — Elephantiasis. See big foot.

elephantiasis — See big foot. 

Enfield Green — A sugar plantation in St. Croix

estate — A cotton or sugar planation

F
facen — To confront, as in “Let me facen the judge tomorrow” (Vals)

fan mill — An iron water mill that provides water for the cattle in the fields 

Figures One, Two, Three, Four, Five and Six — The individual dances in a set of quadrille. For more 
information, see “Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in the Introduction.

fillipeen (fillipeeno) — 1. Any fruit with a split seed, particularly a genip. 2. Game in which children are 
supposed to carry a croton leaf upon their persons. Participants in the game, upon meeting, will yell 
“Fillipeen” at each other, meaning that they must show their leaves. The person not carrying a leaf must pay 
a penalty of some sort. A similar game is played in Denmark. (Seaman, Vals)

finish — As a verb: to use up. As an adverb: done, all gone, all out of.

Fireburn — See “Chronology”.

First Figure — The first dances in a set of quadrille. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-
derived dances” in the Introduction.

fix — To cause someone or something to be possessed of a spell (Vals)

flannel — Upper underwear worn by both men and women (Vals)

floormaster — Conductor of a quadrille dance. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-
derived dances” in the Introduction.

foot — Foot or leg (Vals)

for so — Just like that (Vals)

for true — Decidedly; I really mean it.

foreday — Early dawn (Vals)

fort — Both Christiansted and Frederiksted have a fort that was built during the Danish regime; even after the 
United States purchased the islands, the fort was also where court was held, where people were jailed, and 
generally symbolized government and authority.

Fountain — A sugar plantation in St. Croix

fowl — Hen (Vals)

fowl house — Chicken coop (Vals)

fraid — Afraid
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Fredensborg — Pronounced FRIH ZEN BURG. The name of a plantation in St. Croix. 

Frederiksted — One of the two towns in St. Croix. Frederiksted is on the western end of the island.

French — In discussions of quadrille, refers to the European country. In discussions of people in St. Thomas, 
refers to immigrants (and their descendents) from St. Bart’s.

Frenchtown — Area of St. Thomas where white immigrants from St. Bart’s tend to live (Vals)

full-mouth — Addressing someone without using their title, such as “Miss” or “Mister.” This is a disrespectful 
way of addressing an adult, particularly by a child. 

fungee — Boiled cornmeal, generally rolled into a ball. A widely used native food. (Seaman)

G
gallery — An covered walkway in front of a building

garrat — A derogatory term to refer to a person from down-island, typically Antiguans, Barbadians, or those 
from St. Kitts and Nevis (Vals)

gaulin — A garlin; a long-necked wading bird such as a heron or egret

go — go, going to, got to (have to). For example, “Tamarind tree root I go dig out tonight.” (Tonight I’m going to 
dig up a tamarind tree by its roots.)

go go — This is a form of linguistic reduplication. See “Forms used to intensify” in the Introduction.

gobi tree — Calabash tree (Crescentia cujete) (Seaman, Wikipedia)

gon — Going, going to. For example, “Me father gon make he look small.” (My father is going to make him look 
small.)

gongolo — Slow-moving caterpillar-type creatures that look like snippets of coaxial cable (Sterns)

good — Friendly, as in “Me and he is good,” meaning “He and I are friends”

goose — 1. An non-electric iron with a hollow interior into which you would place hot charcoal. 2. A type of big 
foot.

gree — Agree

grigri — A hardwood tree (Bucida buceras) that, in the old days, was used to make oxcarts. (Vals)

ground — The land on which provisions are planted. (Vals)

ground lizard — A lizard (Ameiva clorsalis) that is now an endangered species (Vals)

gua-gua — A bus (from Puerto Rican Spanish) (Vals)

guavaberry — A tree (Eugenia floribunda) and its fruit, from which jams, liqueurs, and even ice creams are made 
(Vals)

guinea corn — Sorghum (Vals)

guinea grass — Prized fodder (Panicum maxumum) (Vals)

güiro — See squash

gut — Any small stream or stream bed (Seaman)

gut come down — A phrase used to indicate that streams are flowing (Vals)

gutside — Area alongside a gut
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H
hand — Hand or arm (Vals)

heap — A lot; many

Herbert Grigg Home For the Aged — Usually referred to as Kingshill 

Høgensborg — The name of a sugar plantation in St. Croix

hoop — Basket, or the vine used in making baskets

I
inna — See ee-nah

J
jack — A fish, a big-eye scad (Selar crumenophthalmus) considered a delicacy (Vals)

jig — 1. A speech and dance competition. 2. A type of music, often played for a Second Figure or Fourth 
Figure. See “Jig” in the Introduction.

johnnycake — Unleavened fried or baked bread, made with white flour (Vals)

Jolly Hill — Sugar plantation purchased (along with La Grange) by Carl August Heinrich Lawaetz in 1896. 
Lawaetz later sold the Great House and the gut area to Gustav Hagemann in 1905. Hagemann then installed 
an 18 inch concrete pipeline to from Little La Grange Reservoir to La Grange and Prosperity cane fields and 
the La Grange factory.

jumbie — A ghost or spirit

junjo — Literally: fungus; mushroom. (Vals) Figuratively: a worthless man.

K
kafoon — 1. To knock someone down. 2. To somersault. 3. To fall in a rather spectacular fashion. (Vals)

kah — Used to intensify or add certainty to a statement. For example, “Me kah older than you.” (I certainly am 
older than you.)

kallaloo — Soup in which the principal ingredient is the kallaloo bush. Optional ingredients include conch, crab, 
fish, pigtails, ham bone, kohlrabi, okra, and a number of other local plants. Served with balls of fungee.

karetta — A century plant (Agave americana) that, despite its name, lives only 10 to 30 years. It has a spreading 
rosette about 13 ft wide of gray-green leaves up to 6-7 feet long, each with a spiny margin and a heavy spike 
at the tip that can pierce to the bone. It flowers only once at the end of its long life; the flower being a tall 
spike up to 26 feet in height with a cyme of big yellow flowers. The plant dies after flowering, but produces 
suckers or adventitious shoots from the base, which continue its growth. (Wikipedia) The fibers of the 
karetta were often used for making ropes and mats. (Seaman)

kasha — A wild, thorny bush (Acacia farnesiana) that grows all over St. Croix. It is a high protein, nitrogen-fixing 
plant that is often plowed back into the soil to strengthen it. Kasha was valued for making charcoal, and it 
was traditionally used in the fire compartment of a coal-pot because it burns well. In What a Pistarkle, A 
Dictionary of Virgin Islands English Creole, Lito Vals says that kasha is also “used for curing proud flesh.”

katta sticks — Sticks used to beat a rhythm on the side of a bamboula drum
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keel — See coal keel

keeper — A kept woman; a concubine (Seaman)

keg — A drum made from a keg or small barrel

kerosene pan, or kerosene tin — See Ciple in “People”.

Kingshill — Herbert Griggs Home for the Aged

KLAH REE — A dish made of grated coconut boiled until it is smooth like milk, and then poured over rice

kokobay — Leprosy

koo — See bamancoo

kookoo — To defecate (Vals)

kommess — Confusion; gossip, scandal, disorder (Vals)

Krouser — Local name for Estate Prosperity, which was at one time owned by someone named Krouser

kribishee — Fresh-water shrimp (Vals)

L
La Grange and Little La Grange — Sugar plantations in St. Croix; mentioned in several songs in the archive. 

• La Grange — The factory at La Grange was established by a Danish engineer, G. A. Hagemann in the 
1890s; the business went bankrupt when sugar prices fell drastically in 1920-21. The factory was 
eventually revived by the Fleming family who kept it in operation until the 1940s.

• Little La Grange — Carl August Heinrich Lawaetz purchased La Grange and Jolly Hill in 1896. 
Eventually run by his son Kai. Museum as of 2010.

La Reine — A sugar plantation in St. Croix

La Vallee — A sugar plantation in St. Croix

lambooshay — A jump rope game recorded on T136. See also ambooshay and bambooshay.

lancers — A dance of French and Danish origin similar to quadrille, but with unique music and steps. For more 
information, see “Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in the Introduction.

lantern-head (kite) — Local kites were generally hexagonal in shape. Sometimes a pointed headpiece was 
added, particularly to larger kites. They were then known as lantern-head kites.

larm or larum — Alarm

law (LAH) — To command (Vals)

lazaretto — Leper hospital that was built in Estate Richmond by the Danish Odd Fellows in 1904. See the song 
about Annie Nugent, T039-06.

learn — To learn or teach (Vals)

learning — Education

lecture — To speak at an open-air political meeting (Vals)

lick or licks — A beating (Sterns)

livin{g} — Living together in a common-law marriage

lodgin — Bed linen (Vals)

lone — Alone
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long row — A series of small individual rooms adjoined barracks-style. Originally built as slave quarters, but 
inhabited by freed laborers after Emancipation; some were built in towns when laborers moved from 
planations in large numbers. Each room occupied by an individual, couple, or family. Cooking was done 
outdoors. Common outhouse facilities. (Vals)

long time — Long ago

Lower Love — A sugar plantation in St. Croix

M
m’son — Pronounced M’SUHN. Means something like “my son,” or “man” in Standard English (as in “Man, let 

me tell you!), but is used in St. Croix for both women and men.

machete — A large hand-held blade used for cutting grass (Sterns)

Machuchal — A thicket. Bush. Estate Profit in St. Croix, which was parcelled out and resettled mostly by Puerto 
Ricans, was dubbed “Machuchal.”

macrone — As a verb: to cripple. As an adjective: infirm, out of shape. (Highfield)

magah — Thin; emaciated.

maharp — A dance that is frequently substituted for the Fifth Figure of quadrille. For more information, see 
“Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in the Introduction.

mammee or mammee apple — A tree (Mammea americana) planted for its fruit, shade, and ornament

mampee — Sandfly, midge, “no-see-um”

man-a-war — 1. A hussy; a woman trying to attract sexual attention; 2. Frigate bird (Fregata magnificens); 3. Any 
naval vessel. (Vals)

mara — Tomorrow

maran — A poisonous bush found in profusion in formerly heavy-grazed areas. The leaves have been used as 
pot scrubbing agents. (Croton flavens var. rigidus) http://www.seestjohn.com/flora_maran.html

marimbula (in West Indies) or marimbola (in Puerto Rico) — Wikipedia: “a plucked box musical instrument of 
the Caribbean Islands (not to be confused with a marimba)”

married — Coupled vegetables or other goods for sale. Refers to the practice of selling articles of short supply 
with those less desirable and plentiful. (Vals)

mas — The short word for masquerade. As a verb, to perform in mask. As a noun, the act of performing in 
masks. For more information, see “Masquerade music” in the Introduction.

mash up — To break, destroy, injure, wreck, ruin, tear up (Vals, Sterns)

masquerade — Holiday performance involving costumes, performances, recitations, etc. For more information, 
see “Masquerade music” in the Introduction.

masquerade jig — A set play based on a Bible story or well-known legend. For more information, see 
“Masquerade Jig” in the Introduction. See also jig.

massa — Master, mister, boss

massin — Masquerading. Performing masquerade. See “Masquerade music” in the Introduction.

maube — A drink made from the bark of a tree, plus sugar, anise, orange-peel, sweet marjoram, vanilla essence, 
and other herbs. It is bitter-sweet, has a frothy head like beer. Older natives find it very refreshing. (Vals)

maufé — A heavy soup prepared with cornmeal and fish (or pork or beef) (Vals)
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meal — Cornmeal

meet — Arrive at, as in “Go down the road and you will meet the post office”

melee — Gossip; fracas; disturbance.

member — Remember

merengue — Merengue can refer to two different types of music. Among older Crucians, merengue meant what 
younger musicians call Crucian merengue or quadrille merengue to distinguish the local merengue from 
merengues imported from the Dominican Republic. For more information see “Merengues: Crucian, quadrille, 
and flotation” in the Introduction.

mesple — The sapodilla tree (Manilkara zapota) (Vals)

middle door — The door leading from the front room to the back room in former island homes of the poorer 
classes. Such homes consisted of a front room or living room which doubled as a bedroom at night, and a 
back room or bedroom. Cooking and socializing were usually done outdoors. (Vals)

minnie root — A bush used to relieve joint pain (Ruellia tuberosa) or backaches (Vals)

moko jumbie — Stilt dancer

Mon Bijou —A sugar plantation in St. Croix

mooma — Mother

muh reen (marina) — Undershirt. Now usually made of cotton. In Paddy Moore’s time, they may have been 
made of a soft fabric resembling cashmere made of merino wool. (Vals)

mussee — Must be, must have been, as in “You mussee crazy!” (Sterns)

mutton — Goat meat (Vals)

mutton cucumber — Wild cucumber (Cucumis anguria). Used in soups, pickles, stews. (Vals)

N
nah — 1. No, doesn’t, as in “He nah blow pipe.” (He doesn’t blow pipe.). 2. Not. For example, “I nah yah for 

fish.” (I’m not here for fish).

naar — To tease, make fun of, poke fun at. From Danish. (Seaman, Vals)

Nansi — See Bru Nansi 

next — Another; more.

Northside — Although there is an estate named “Northside,” when most informants use the word, they are 
referring to a region in the northwest quadrant of St. Croix that roughly includes estates Annaly, Rust op 
Twist, La Vallee, Belvedere, Cane Bay, and Prosperity. 

Numbers One, Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six — Figures One, Two, Three, Four, Five, and Six — the 
components of a set of quadrille. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-derived dances” in 
the Introduction.

nyampee — Discharge or mucus from the eye (Vals)

O
old time — Days gone by

oman — Woman
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onliest — Only

P
palampam — This is an onomatopoetic word imitative of pounding

pam — Steal; grab. (Vals)

pamparampam — An onomatopoetic word imitative of hammering (Vals)

pan — See kerosene pan.

pantalet — Long underpants trimmed with ruffles extending below the skirt, worn by women in the mid-19th 
century. Often used in the plural.

papalolo — A bush (Corchorus siliguosus) used to make kallaloo

papay — Papaya (Carica papaya)

parlour music — A style that was popular in the late 19th century, before the rise of recorded music. 
Disseminated as sheet music. Parlor songs had simple piano accompaniment and were meant to be 
performed at home in the parlor.

pear — Avocado

peck peck — Any small fish (Seaman)

pepe — Grandfather (Sterns)

Peter Christian Yard — Peter A. Christian, 1914-1985, was a poor boy who rose up in the economic world of 
Frederiksted by owning a grocery store and trucking business. The yard of his house, near the beginning of 
Frederiksted proper if traveling from the east, was a gathering place and a venue for entertainments of 
various types.

Philippine — See Fillipeen 

pickney — Children. Probably derived from pickaninny.

pipe — A musical instrument made from an automobile exhaust or a piece of metal tubing that a musician blows 
into to produce rhythmic bass notes. For more information, see “Early 1900s quelbé instrumentation” in the 
Introduction. 

play — The African-Caribbean use of the word play refers to a public entertainment governed by stylistic rules 
and usually associated with a certain manner of speaking, whether it be elaborate rhetoric or noisy oral 
dueling. Sport is another word for play.1090

A play can refer to a number of traditions such as the following, each of which was descried as a play in the 
referenced cut: 

• A jig performance — a dancing/riddling/speech-making contest, T065-02, T102-03

• An oratorical competition such as a tea meeting or a hero-combat masquerade jig, T028-05, T052-09, 
T069-02, T070-06

• A children’s game involving verbal back-and-forth or repetition of a chorus-like phrase — such as 
Fillipeeno, Biddy Biddy Hold Fast, and Balancez Bay Lah, T016-07, T017-04, T047-10, T055-04

• A masquerade, T118-12

• A story-telling ritual at a wake, T127-04

1090. Roger D. Abrahams, The Man-of-Words in the West Indies: Performance and the Emergence of Creole Culture 
(Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), 47-54.
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“The most extreme example of this is in some West Indian storytelling communities in which one or more 
members of the audience will not only sing with the narrator in a cante-fable performance, but will also take 
the part of one of the characters in a scene with dialogue.”1091

plenty — Very (Vals)

pocket piece — Half bottle

polo quadrille — A dance similar to lancers, in that it is danced in squares, usually by dancers who have been 
specially trained. The polo quadrille has six figures and is conducted by a floormaster.

pom flute — In many interviews, Crucians refer to the flutes of the first half of the 20th century as pom flutes, 
but were unable to explain the origin or meaning of the word. On a tip from Tino Francis, Soule searched the 
web and discovered Boehm flutes, which she believes are the flutes being referred to. Although a modern 
concert flute may be properly called a “Boehm flute,”1092 Soule surmises that the pom flutes in question are 
those introduced by Theobald Boehm in 1847 and manufactured from 1850 to 1900 or so.

Theobald Boehm (1794–1881) was a goldsmith, engineer, and musician (both performer and composer). 
The net effect of his work was the overthrow of the design principles of the old flute (conical bore, closed-
standing keys, six open holes under the fingers) and the institution of new, rational and logical principles 
(cylindrical bore with large holes in acoustically correct positions, open-standing keys, and a sophisticated 
mechanism). http://www.oldflutes.com/boehm.htm

The cylindrical Boehm flute was introduced in 1847, with the instrument gradually being adopted almost 
universally by professional and amateur players in Europe and around the world during the second half of 
the 19th century. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boehm_System

Many makers took up manufacturing the Boehm flute during the latter half of the 19th century. There were 
differences in the mature instruments made in Munich by Boehm and Mendler in the 1860's, 70's, and 80's, 
and those made in Paris by the Godfroy and Lot workshops during the same period. The French 
manufacturers favored the Lot (metal) model, while German manufacturers tended to produce wooden 
models following Boehm's original ideas. However, Boehm produced many metal flutes and Lot many 
wooden flutes. In addition, other English and American makers produced various styles of Boehm flutes, 
usually including features from both models. http://www.oldflutes.com/boehm.htm

pom-pom — A woman’s sexual area

pon — Upon

pon top — Upon; on top. (Vals)

poor yard — Alms house; the poor yard built by the Danes in the early 1900s on Strand Street in Frederiksted. 
Its former name was Aldershville from the Danish: alders (old persons) + hville (place of rest).

porter — TBD. Got many conflicting definitions: a day worker on a plantation (didn’t live there); a man who 
tended animals (and lived on the plantation); etc.

potato — Crucian sweet potato, not the white potato found in the continental United States

privateer — A “loose” woman (Jacobs)

prookootum — Onomatopoetic sound for any crash (Vals)

Prosperity — A sugar plantation near Frederiksted named Estate Prosperity. The estate grew its last crop in 
1899, and produced much cotton in the early 1900s. It has its own Ginnery. Also called Krouser. (It was at 
one time owned by someone named Krouser.)

1091. Abrahams, Roger D. 1976. “The Complex Relations of Simple Forms.” In Folklore Genres, Dan Ben-Amos, ed. Austin: 
U. of Texas Press, pp. 193-214. [Originally printed in Genre 2, 2 (June 1969): 104-28.]

1092. Susan J. Maclagan, A Dictionary for the Modern Flutist (Maryland: Scarecrow Press, 2009)
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provision — Vegetables such as yams, cabbages, tomatoes, pumpkins, arrowroot, bananas, plantains, cassava, 
okras, maize, coco, and sweet potatoes

provision ground — A tenth of an acre or so, loaned to a plantation laborer to grow vegetables

Q
quadrille — Traditional dance of the Virgin Islands. A set of quadrille consists of six figures (separate pieces of 

music) with the steps dictated by a floormaster. For more information, see “Quadrilles and other European-
derived dances” in the Introduction.

quail — To dry out, to shrink.

qual — To quarrel (Seaman)

quart — Quarter (twenty-five cent coin) (Sterns)

quatro — See cuatro

quelbé — As described in “Quelbé” in the Introduction, quelbé is the 21st Century term for the traditional music 
of St. Croix, although such music was called quadrille music or scratch band music at the time these 
recordings were made.

quess — Swollen testicles (Seaman)

R
r — Pronounced AHR. The most discreet was of saying rass, meaning your ass. (Derived from {you}r ass. 

(Highfield)

raben— Pronounced RAY BEHN. Hungry, ravenous.

rass — Contraction for your ass. (Derived from {you}r ass. (Highfield)

ratta — A rat or rats

rattan — A type of palm; a whip made from a rattan

raw — Rude, crude.

reach to — Arrive at; meet; come upon; as in “He reach to her house.” (Vals, Sterns)

right-into-right (quadrille command) — (1) This is where the caller gives the command “Left tournez,” and the 
dancers reverse their moves; (2) A Third Figure call; the call used to be Grand Change. (Curtis Williams); 

rock-stone — A rock or a stone

Roud numbers — The Roud Folk Song Index is a database of nearly 200,000 references to nearly 25,000 songs 
that have been collected from oral tradition in the English language from all over the world. It is compiled 
by Steve Roud, a former librarian in the London Borough of Croydon. 

Roud's Index is a combination of the Broadside Index (printed sources before 1900) and a “field-recording 
index” compiled by Roud. It subsumes all the previous well-known printed sources known to Francis James 
Child (the Child Ballads) and includes recordings from 1900 to 1975. (Wikipedia)

round dance — A piece of dance music that is played after a set of quadrille in order to provide an opportunity 
for dancing to those who either can’t dance the quadrille, or those who prefer not to dance for as long as a 
set lasts. A round dance has no floormaster commands and can be almost any type of music.

rover dog — Stray dog
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rubber — Sneaker, sneakers (Sterns)

S
safe — A screened wooden closet used for storing foods and keeping them from insects and other vermin. Stood 

on legs set in small containers filled with water, kerosene, or other insecticide.

safe wire — The screen used to make a safe

Saint Bart's — The West Indian island formally named Saint Barthélemy. A colony of France.

Saint Gerard’s Hall — Pronounced St. Gerald’s (with an L) Hall. The recreation hall of St. Patrick’s Catholic 
Church in Frederiksted. A popular venue for quadrille dances since the 1950s.

Saint Kroyx— Pronounced KROYX. Pronunciation of St. Croix by elderly Crucians; linguistic hypercorrection?

salt pork — Salted pork (to distinguish from fresh pork)

saltfish — Cod fish (Vals)

sancletas — Rope and straw slippers. From Spanish chancletas.

Sanee Cruz — Saint Croix. Santa Cruz — Spanish for Holy Cross — was the name given to the island by 
Columbus on his second visit. (Vals)

sankey — A religious song; usually a selection from Ira David Sankey’s Sacred Songs and Solos (1873) (Vals)

sashay — Quadrille call. Alteration of French chassé. (Vals)

Savan — The native portion of the town of Charlotte Amalie, St. Thomas

scratch band — See “Quelbé” in the Introduction

Sealey — A character in the King George masquerade jig

self — Often used in conjunction with a pronoun to indicate emphasis. (Vals, Sterns) “He no broke down, give 
the dog self.” (He didn’t even break down and give any to the dog.”)

settee fowl — A laying hen (Vals) 

shame — Ashamed (Sterns)

shanty — Bus stop (Vals)

shirting — Material from which a shirt is made, possibly osnabruck or some similar, coarse fabric. Could also 
mean the shirt itself.

side piece — A woman’s sexual area 

Sion Farm — A sugar plantation in St. Croix named Estate Sion Farm

Slasher — A valiant soldier in the King George masquerade jig

sly mongoose — The song, Sly Mongoose, well known throughout the Caribbean is not really about the 
mongoose. The animal and its behavior are used to allude to sexual liaisons between the master of the house 
and the cook, or between the mistress and a worker.” www.cocojams.com/content/caribbean-folk-songs

song sheets — “For most of the nineteenth century, before the advent of phonograph and radio technologies, 
Americans learned the latest songs from printed song sheets. Not to be confused with sheet music, song 
sheets are single printed sheets, usually six by eight inches, with lyrics but no music. These were new songs 
being sung in music halls or new lyrics to familiar songs, like Yankee Doodle or The Last Rose of Summer. 
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Some of America's most beloved tunes were printed as song sheets, including The Star Spangled Banner 
and Battle Hymn of the Republic. Song sheets are an early example of a mass medium and today they offer 
a unique perspective on the political, social, and economic life of the time, especially during the Civil War. 
Some were dramatic, some were humorous; all of them had America joining together in song. A majority of 
the song sheets were published during the height of the craze, from the 1850s to the 1870s.” From The Rare 
Book and Special Collections Division of the Library of Congress.

sport — See play

sprat — Small fish

Sprat Hall — The name of a sugar plantation in St. Croix

squash — The squash or güiro (its Spanish name), is made of a dried, hollow gourd with ridges etched into its 
surface. The squash is played by scraping the ridges with a hair pick or with segments of bicycle spokes 
fastened into a small wooden block. (Leith-Phillip) 

squatter — Danish meaning of the word: a person who has negotiated with the owner for use of a small portion 
(usually a marginal piece) of land. A squatter has more status and rights than an ordinary field laborer.

steel — Musical instrument generally known as a triangle. For more information, see “Masquerade jig musical 
instruments” in the Introduction.

street nurse — A public nurse who visited people in their homes

strumoo — Scandal, gossip, melee, disturbance (Seaman, Vals)

stump (kasha) — Dig out kasha roots

sugar bag — A large crocus bag holding 200 pounds of sugar

suh — “Such,” commonly used as the end of a phrase (Sterns)

sweet bread — A kind of bread containing raisins, essences and nuts, not quite the richness and consistency of 
cake, having a yeast base. Usually served at Christmas time. (Vals)

sweet oil — Olive oil

sweet pork — Fresh pork

T
tag — To dress. See TanTan Jennie on T095-09.

take bush or gone bush — Flee, take to the bush (Vals). See Cigar Win the Race on T019-08.

tal — No. Not at all. Said for emphasis. (Vals)

tambourine — A friction drum used in Crucian bands during the early 20th Century. See “Masquerade jig 
musical instruments” in the Introduction.

tan — Aunt. (Can also be a title of respect and affection.) (Vals)

tan-tan — 1. Wild tamarind (Leucaena glauca) good for making charcoal, fences. Seeds can be made into jewelry. 
2. Aunt (also said as tantoo).

tannia — An edible tuber (Xanthosoma violaceum) cooked and eaten like potatoes (Vals)

tantoo — Aunt

tart — A pie or pastry, fruit-filled in various sizes or forms, usually turnovers

tea meeting — See “Tea meetings” in the “Archive Introduction”.

tear mouth — An insult (Vals)
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Tekuma — Bru Tekuma, a cohort of Bru Nansi

teyer (palm) — Palm used by French people of St. Thomas to make hats (Coccothrinax alta or argentea) (Vals)

theyself — Themselves

thief (teef)— As a verb: to rob, to steal. (Sterns)

them — Pronounced DEM. Suffix pluralizing the noun it follows. 

throw way — Abort

thrushee — Pearly-eyed thrasher (Margarops fuscatus) (Vals)

tie belly — (1) To bind belly to hide pregnancy. (2) To brace yourself; get ready to face difficulty. (Jacobs)

Tin Pan Alley — The popular music publishing center of the world from around 1885 to the 1920's. After the 
American Civil War, pianos and piano study became quite important, and the demand for sheet music grew 
rapidly. More and more publishers began to enter the market, and by 1885, New York began to emerge as 
the center of popular music publishing. By the end of the century, a number of the more important 
publishers had offices on 28th street between 5th Avenue and Broadway. This street (28th) became known 
as “Tin Pan Alley.” (Wikipedia)

tinning — A galvanized sheet of tin used for roofing or siding

titi — Breast or teat (Vals)

title — Surname

tone — Testis

toom — Kite

tournez — A quadrille call; French word for turn. (Highfield)

trash — The remains of sugar cane stalk after the juice has been ground out. Also called bagasse or magasse. 
Also applied to dry sugar cane tops which were mixed with molasses and fed to animals. (Vals)

trash house — Shack made of straw and grass or palm fronds (Vals)

tres — The tres is a three-course, six-string chordophone which was created in Cuba. There is also a Puerto 
Rican variant with nine strings in three courses. Played by Eric Harrigan; see “T026 Eric Harrigan - April 24 
& 25, 1979 (STT)”.

turn off — Leave or depart (Vals)

turnstick — A wooden ladle used especially to stir fungee while it’s cooking

U
up — Eastward, windward, northward, as in “up to christiansted” (Vals)

V
Valkyrien — See Chronology.

village — The area of a sugar plantation where the laborers lived (Vals)

vittles— Pronounced WITTLES. Victuals, food.
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W
waist — Pronounced WAYSS. Usually indicates more than the waist; it may refer to the body from the waist 

down. (Sterns)

walk with — Take along with, as in “Walk with the keys them” (Sterns)

warman — Pest or varmint (Seaman)

warriette — Performing (dancing, playing an instrument) using some special steps or style of one’s own. 
Mentioned by Benjamin (T094 & T109) in regard to bamboula and heel and toe; Gordon (T111) in regard to 
quadrille; and Moore (T117) in regard to scratch band music. See also ambooshay.

watchhouse — Watchhouses, or slavevagterbusene (in estate inventories of the 18th and 19th centuries), seem to 
be a Danish West Indian phenomenon. Each stood alone at the juncture of several fields or not far from the 
villages. Persons who manned the watchhouses watched for fire, runaway slaves, or other disobedients. 
Watchhouses were small, averaging 8' x 10' in size, with two foot thick walls, three slit openings for light, a 
gracefully arched door, and handsome barrel-vaulted ceiling. (St. Croix Historical Society)

well — Adjective to indicate “extremely,” as in “a well-dead dog” (Sterns)

wenchman — Squirrel fish? (Holocentrus ascensionis) 

werewolf — TBD. See Vals p 134.

West End — Pronounced WEHSS EHN. Frederiksted.

which part — Where

Whit Monday — The Monday after Whit Sunday, historically an island holiday and a traditional masquerade day 
along with Easter Monday and Christmas Second Day (Vals)

wittles — Victuals or food

wuh — That, that is/was, what, what is/were, who, who is/are. For example, “The hospital wuh been there.” (The 
hospital that had been there).

Y
yah — Here

yard — The area of the plantation where the manager lived

yet — Eat; ate. 

yeye — Eye
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E
General Index
All entries are from St. Croix recordings unless followed by “(STT)” to indicate the recording is from St. Thomas.

A
Acorn Cheese box (STT) 87
Adams, Alton (STT) 137
All Fools Day (STT) 385
ambooshay 327

"a flourish" 327
as part of Fourth Figure 201

amstroohut
description (STT) 309
drumming (STT) 385

Andreas, Maude
See also Whim Handicapped Band
drumming for Ethel McIntosh 362, 365
games 161
interview 145, 161, 166, 175, 232, 272, 334, 362,
365

jumbie stories 166
personal history 334
songs 161, 272, 334
speeches 161
stories 161

Andrew Sisters (STT) 91
Anduze, Adelbert "Devil"

LP V.I. Famous Calypsonians 432, 433
Any Two Time 208
Arnold, Leroy, Sr.

interview 93
with musicians 167

time off island 95
August Monday masquerades 150

B
bagoon. See sugar cane plantations, work on
Bailey, Lillian

bringing quadrille group to dance at a bar 354
description 339
honored by Legislature 293
keeping quadrille dances after Miss Vivian McIntosh 
stopped 353

revival of quadrille 291
St. Croix Cultural Dancers 291
Vincent Harris conducted lancers for 340

Bajan. See immigrant laborers, late 1800s
bamboula. See drums, bamboula
band dance

description 376
learning to dance 94

banjos
See also banjo-ukuleles 307
made from sardine pans (tins) 344
skin banjos (STT) 84

banjo-ukuleles
importance of in quadrille 307
interview with Camille "Derby" Macedon, banjo-
ukulele player 288

interview with Frank Charles, banjo-ukulele 
player 298, 302

interview with Nathaniel "Soda" Moore, banjo-
ukulele player 344, 353

Stanford Simmonds interview 403
Barbadians. See immigrant laborers, late 1800s
Barry, Gustus 53
Barry, Lazzy, songs about 335
bass drum. See drums
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bass, musical (STT) 386
Bea. See Johnson, Beatrice Mapsey
Belafonte (STT) 91
Ben Graham. See pipe
Benjamin, Agatha, interview 207
Benjamin, Gerda

interview and songs (STT) 267, 269, 313, 382, 386
Bennerson, James, hiring Joe Parris Hot Shots 357
Benny Goodman (STT) 89
Benson, Doo (pipe player) 183, 308
Bing Crosby (STT) 91, 542
Black Hog (masquerade troupe) 297
Black Rose 78
Black Wattle (medicinal plant) 209
Blinky. See McIntosh, Sylvester
Blue Line (bus line) 299
Bluebell Party (ladies dress in blue gowns) 95, 340
boats 299
Bobajan. See immigrant laborers, late 1800s
Boehm flute. See pom flute
bolero 99
Bones (quadrille floormaster). See Morris, Ernest 

"Bones" (quadrille floormaster).
Bordeaux, drawing of

by Charles Emanuel 282
Brewster, James "Jamesie"

interview 293, 296, 371
performing live at dance in St. John 97, 98, 99
performing live at quadrille 
dance 114, 115, 116, 118

British Music Hall songs
Waiting at the Church 430
Where Did You Get That Hat? 216

Broadside Index 564
Brown, Arthur "Doctor"

interview 399, 414, 423
masquerade jig speeches 399
masquerade jig speeches 423
personal history 402
songs with Ethel & Bea 414

Brown, Bee 352, 354
Brown, Irwin "Brownie"

interview (STT) 308
personal musical history (STT) 308

Bru Nansi stories
See also stories (not Bru Nansi)
description 13, 22
Best Riding Horse 139
Bru Lizard 381
Cattle Belly 58, 209, 286, 381
Cricket and the Drum 140

Dance Ah Middle 141, 381
Horned Animal Dance 288
How Bru Anansi Caught Ground Dove 215
King’s Daughter 58, 215
Stealing Cabbage with Bru Spider 58
Stealing Corn 381

buck-up, Crucian (dance and/or music) 266
Bum Sal Pick (hat) 79
buried treasure (story) 64
bus lines in St. Croix 299
bush bath for mother after delivering baby (STT) 388
bush tea 209

C
call, babies born with (STT) 388
calvary

as "ordinary" dance 281
calls and moves of dancers 292
compared to jig 378
description 553
included in lancers 340
just one figure 340
when danced 340

Canaday at Annaly 352
cane truck. See sugar cane plantation, work on
cante fables, description 22
cariso

See also Mary Catherine 392
choir, chorus 107
compared to "a sing" 109
compared to calypso 127
compared to coal worker songs 339
dance moves that went with it 333
derivation of term 554
description 13, 20, 86
examples

Annie Nugent 108
Boom Boom Boom 393
Emma Fowl Face 218
Gammel Wilson 329
Goodbye Dr. Steward 130
Grand Elizabeth 59
I Got to Go Get a Golden Cloak 130
Let He Lone 213
Let We March 220
Lizabeth, You Bajan Man-A-War 214
Mama Me Get Up This Morning 65
Married Woman 65
Me Mother Had Tell Me 362
Me Own Ah Me Own 325, 392
Oh Bella Ask Mr. Jackson 107
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Remember the Night in Fish Market 
Square 127

Sarah Civil 333
Since I Born From Me Mother 106
Sixteen Dumplings 105
Something for Mind 109, 110

holiday performances 128, 221
instruments accompanying 72
keg 107, 209, 214
Miss Liburd 105
performance format 105, 107
performers 127, 210
subjects of 65, 94, 209, 213
the last cariso 130
Tino Francis’s grandfather played 73

Carnival, revived in 1952 (STT) 385
caroling, Christmas (STT) 37, 39
Carroll, William

See also David and Goliath masquerade jig
description of, as Goliath 95
interview 170
interview and jig speeches 119
keeping tea meeting tradition 175

Cattle Tongue (medicinal plant) 209
Champagne Party 95
Charles, Frank

education 299
interview 81, 298, 302
personal history 298, 307
playing banjo with Hubert Edney and James 
Miller 81

playing kettledrum for masquerade music 251
work history 299

Child Ballads 564
children’s games and songs

Auntie Nanny Been a Pound 60
Baa, baa, Little Lamb 61
Balancez Bay Lah 134, 165, 218
Biddy Biddy Hold Fast 66
Brown Girl in the Ring 265
cashews (STT) 89
chicken and rooster talk 154
clapping games (STT) 398
Couple Come Down 60
Drop Peter Drop 166, 265
Elena 165
Everybody Going ah Town 55
Fiddle and a Drum 138
Fillipeeno 60
Four White Horses on a Rainbow (STT) 398
Grandmother (STT) 398

I’m Rocking My Baby From Morning Til Night 163
jump-rope (STT) 398
Lambooshay (STT) 399
Lappy, Lappy, Lay 382
Little Sally Water (STT) 399
Man-A-War 134
Mary in the Middle 165
Mæ, mæ hvide lam 61
Me Bundle Too Heavy 134
Missy Gold Pin 134
Mr. Fox Went Out For a Walk 158
Mr. Frog Went for a Walk 164
Papa Lincoln, Hold Your Dog 134
Please Turn That Stone 382
Rock A Bye Baby 164
Sleep Baby Sleep 164
We’re Going to the Circus (STT) 399
Zoop Zoop Zoop 164

Christmas
caroling (STT) 37, 39
Christmas Second Day 283
Crucian traditions 221
masquerading 207, 307
serenading (STT) 37, 39
songs 335
Virgin Islands Christmas Carols 222

Ciple 94, 112, 113, 148, 350, 359, 360, 392, 410
See also songs

All I Want I Get It, Mama Hold Baby, Pam-
Pam, Mary Bool (Buck, Bull), Tantan Jennie, 
Too No Kasha, Two Step in the Grass, When 
Foreday Come

big foot 284, 407
composed

advertisements for local businesses 159
song about himself 407
unidentified call-and response 350

death 190
description 54, 162, 170, 190, 208, 349, 371

Agatha Benjamin 207
Eulalie Rivera 285

his band’s instruments 352
kerosene pan 284, 371

hummed into 407
Lower Love 170
married to Eva’s sister 392
musicians who played with him 350, 351
played for

Mother Hubbard troupe 351
Mr. Canaday at Annaly 352

protégés
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Henry Drake 54
Paddy Moore on playing bass drum 189

real name 392
voice 371

Civil, David and Sarah 333
clapping games (STT) 398
clarinet, as leading instrument in string music 197
clarinetists

Thomas, Paulie 282
Clefs (band) 266
coal carriers in St. Thomas

description 339
French Wharf (STT) 387
sang while they worked (STT) 268
songs compared to Crucian cariso (STT) 339
Vincent Harris describes watching them and hearing 
their songs 339

coal, burning (making charcoal) 320
cockles, digging, selling 319
cold goose (for ironing clothes) (STT) 268
Cold Goose Gang

performs at a "Tea Party" at Krigger’s Flower Garden 
(STT) 45, 46, 47

Collins, Alfred (quadrille floormaster) 340
Community Band (STT) 161
concert flute. See flutes
Congo Root (as abortifacient) 219
Copemann, Dimitri "Pikey"

interview of his grandfather, James Copemann 
regarding the King George masquerade jig 445

playing live with Joe Parris Hot Shots 253, 255, 256
recording his grandfather, James Copemann, singing 
songs and telling stories 455

Copemann, James
King George masquerade jig 445
songs and stories 455

country dances
description (STT) 84

crabs, catching 406
Creole

dance
description 14

songs
"made off other people" (STT) 269
description 14
Pauliss Boy (STT) 386
Three Blind Mice (STT) 383
Tway She She (STT) 270, 316, 386

speech
at wakes (STT) 388
description 14

description (STT) 271
example (STT) 383
people who speak it (1980) (STT) 383

Creole Senna (medicinal plant) 209
crop done 128, 212
Crucian merengue. See merengues 31
Cumberland Castle 179, 284, 301, 307, 322, 353, 354
Cummins, Alfred (book for lancers) 343

D
D. Hamilton Jackson. See Jackson, D. Hamilton
Danish rule 466, 468

See also transfer of the islands from Denmark to the 
United States

beatings by Danes of prisoners 69
compared to United States 96
Dane man turning into wolf at night 306
food and everything were good 193
gendarmes lashing man to tree and whipping 
him 364

had to "hold down" during 173
Limpricht, cruelty of 364
Mæ, mæ hvide lam 61
prison 69
prison, beating of children at 72
schooling 69, 96
songs about

Where the Dane Man Gone Go Hide? 225
Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? 135

transfer to United States 96
transportation of people to hospital in cart with 
beatings 298

wages under 174
David and Goliath masquerade jig

See also masquerade jigs, King George masquerade 
jig

characters 150
costumes 124
description 17, 95, 150, 175, 212, 307
first strummer 119
music 182, 307
sequence of actions 119, 123, 150
songs 122
speeches 120

by Captain Sapp 124
of Abner 119, 121
of David 119, 121, 150
of first strummer 119
of Goliath 119, 121, 150

town performances 150
Davis, Glen "Kwabena" caroling group (STT) 39
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de Chabert, Ralph 205
dead bodies, how prepared for wakes (STT) 387
dead, stories about spirits of the 167, 306
DeGraff, Pershing, interview (STT) 93
Dell, interview with other musicians 167
Derby. See Macedon, Camille "Derby"
Derricks, Leopold

See also Whim Handicapped Band
personal history 334
playing guitar for Maude Andreas 334

Doctor. See Brown, Arthur "Doctor"
DooDoo, John (quadrille floormaster) 376

reputation 343
Down South masqueraders 360
Drake, William Henry

blowing pipe 183, 184
description 78
interview and song 48
interview and songs 56
recites masquerade speeches 48
singing songs, including Ciple’s 48

drums
bamboula

costumes for dancing to (STT) 386
description 17
for Carnival (STT) 383
from Folkways recording (STT) 433
holes, pins, skin (STT) 385
katta men (STT) 382
katta sticks (STT) 269, 271, 315, 383
knockers (STT) 382
making (STT) 270, 315, 383
modulating with foot (STT) 383
pegs to tune drum (STT) 270
performed on Guy Fawkes day (STT) 382
playing (STT) 269
practice for (STT) 382
recorded in St. Thomas around 1960 (STT) 433
skin end, knocking (STT) 269
venue (STT) 84, 309

bass drum
description 17
making 296

Frank Charles 186
Paddy Moore 180, 186

making and playing 300
Wild Indian music 141

for masquerades 307
keg

description 17
kettledrum

description 17
making 181, 186, 296, 308

Paddy Moore 180
making and playing 300

side drum (STT) 85
snare

making and playing
Cecil George, Sr. (STT) 88

masquerades (STT) 309
tambourine 85, 454

description 17
in masquerade jig 402
Joe Weeks 302
making (STT) 89, 310
making of and playing (STT) 88
playing 302
rosin and (STT) 88
sound of 142, 214, 302, 392

tom-tom (STT) 309
Dumlin, Sammy, masquerader 141
dumplings 324

E
Easter 128, 207
Easter Monday 283, 307, 346, 351

when we had mas (STT) 385
Ebenezer Orphanage 285
Edney, Hubert

See also Whim Handicapped Band
interview 145, 232
playing steel with Charles & Miller 81

Edward, Jack (jig man) 176
Emancipation

drawing of Bordeaux, a leader of unrest 282
Labor Act of 1849 15

Emanuel, Charles 298
drawing of Bordeaux 282
principal of Diamond School taught spirituals 282

eucalyptus (STT) 89
Excuse the Dust (bus line) 299

F
Fawcett, Ella, memorialized in song by Ciple, Two Step 

in the Grass 274
fifes. See flutes
Finch, Earl, caroling group (STT) 39
Finch, Vernon, caroling group (STT) 37, 39
Fireburn

See also sugar cane plantations
songs about

Gammel Wilson 329
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If All We Money No Raise This 
Year 53, 80, 153, 251

Master McDermon 224
Queen 

Mary 39, 40, 48, 58, 82, 246, 262, 265, 266,
374

Queen Mary Weary In Jail 272
Where the Dane Man Gone Go Hide? 225
Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? 135

stories about 437
story about rioters taking over a house 64
women leaders of 135

First of November (holiday) 283
first runner in masquerade jigs 186
first strummer (David and Goliath masquerade jig) 119
fish pots, making (STT) 269
Fleming bus line 299
Flittenberg (STT) 309
flotation merengue. See merengues 31
fluters

Francis, John 282
George, Samuel 282
Joseph, Phonso 282
Marshall, Phonso "Panya" (deaf) 301
Mashup, Phonso 296
Miller, James 355
Phonso Knockout 327
Waterman 282

flutes
bamboo 162, 300
Boehm, called pom 563
concert 227
fife 141, 227, 355
homemade bamboo 162
pom 95, 282, 300, 355, 408
wooden 227

Folkes, William, interview and stories 69
food (traditional) 324

description
Evilina Gordon 320

foreday morning 346
Fourth of July masquerades 150, 207
Francis, Alfred (quadrille floormaster)

taught James King 243, 375
Francis, John (fluter) 282
Free Colored 14
Frenchtown, St. Thomas 312

Aubain, Ann Bernadette, interview and songs 317
birthdays 418
bootlegging 312
children’s chores and pastimes 317

children’s games 312
christenings 418
Danet, Dorothy, interview and songs 317
Danet, Josephine, interview and songs 317
fishing 312
Greaux, Eugenie, interview and songs 317
history and traditions 309
LaPlace, Ann Marie Felicia, interview 309, 417
Magras, Almondo, interview 312
Magras, Asterie, interview and songs 317
Magras, Marianne, interview 310
opinions about northside French 418
patua 418
quadrilles (STT) 417
songs

Adieu Paris 418
Marseilles 418

songs and stories 317
stories 419
stories about the dead 419
weddings 312

Frett, Amos, interview and songs (STT) 382, 386
Friis, Charles (owner of Mount Victory estate) 333
fungee 324
fungee band 407

former name of scratch band (STT) 412

G
games

clapping,1982 (STT) 398
jumping rope, 1982 (STT) 398

Gentleman John 211
George, Lambert, interview (STT) 137
George, Samuel (fluter) 282
George, Sr., Cecil, interview (STT) 85
Ginger Thomas (medicinal plant) 209
giving birth

followed by “Nine Night” (STT) 388
midwives (STT) 268
nine days lying in (STT) 268

Gobi tree medicines (STT) 88
Gordon, Evilina

interview 319
interview and songs 105

Graham, Ben (pipe player) 180, 183, 327
Granady, Octavius C. 205
Grand John 53
grigri, burning to make coal 320
güiro, making (STT) 310
Guy Fawkes day (STT) 382
Gyllich, Major George
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mentioned in song about Julia Mudie 455
mentioned in song about Payne’s death 275
mentioned in song by Elisa Pedro 66
mentioned in song by Maude Andreas 336

H
Halliday, Albert 160

Camille Macedon discusses 288
Harrigan, Eric, interview (STT) 93
Harris, Vincent (quadrille floormaster) 354

calling for Miss Bailey’s group 291
description 279, 291, 301
interview 279, 338, 340
learned from Petersen 94, 301
polo quadrille commands 340
reciting polo quadrille commands 340
structure of the quadrille 338
style of conducting 96

Haynes, Charles
See also Whim Handicapped Band
interview 145, 232

Hendricks, Alexander "Hoosterman" (drummer) 189
playing with Nathaniel "Soda" Moore 353

Higdon, Hazel interview 411
Hoosterman. See Hendricks, Alexander "Hoosterman"
horse races on holidays (STT) 385
Horsford Family Band 245, 246
Horsford, Paul, performing 245, 246
Houdini (Trinidadian Calypsonian) footnote 348
hymns 157, 303, 387

I
immigrant laborers, late 1800s

Barbadians 298
Barbadians, songs about

Me Mother Had Tell Me Not to Marry to No 
Bobajan 156, 362

Tell Them Bobajan 156
Indian Rubber Man 141

J
Jack-O-Lanterns 166
Jackson, D. Hamilton

See also labor union movement
description

Evilina Gordon 108
family history 173
songs about 127

Hamilton Jackson Was the Leader of This 
Island 60

Oh We Want To Know 272
Remember the Night in Fish Market 

Square 363
story of 205, 213

Jacobs, Stanley 266
interview 225, 230

with other musicians 167
learned lancers from Pedro and Petersen 162
performing at Old-Time Music Party 250
performing with band at birthday party 252
playing fife for masquerade music 251

Jamesie and the Happy Seven
performing at a dance in St. John 97, 98, 99
playing for quadrille 115

Jeppesen, Arthur
LP Dance to the Music of Jeppesen Band of 
Renown (STT) 373

LP Jeppesen Band of Renown (STT) 372
jig

See also masquerade jigs
as round dance 73
Cold Goose Gang (STT) 45
Cold Goose Gang (STT) 45
dance (STT) 271
dancing 400
description 18, 73
example by James Brewster 297
Mungo Niles (STT) 105
Mungo Niles (STT) 105
played at the end of a set of lancers 162

John Hog masquerading group 142
John, Alec (saxophonist) 282
Johnson, Beatrice Mapsey

interview 389
interview and songs with Ethel McIntosh 427
interview and songs with Ethel McIntosh and Arthur 
"Doctor" Brown 414

personal history 397
songs 389

Joseph Parris Hot Shots
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume I 40
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume II 41
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume III 42
performing live at Smithfield Inn 253, 255, 256

Joseph, Ida, interview and songs 212, 218
Joseph, Phonso (fluter) 266, 282

composer 223
didn’t use the keys on his flute 300
LP Virgin Islands Quadrille 263
Paddy Moore plays pipe with 179
taught James Brewster 372
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juba
compared to dance of masquerade jigs 170
dance 402
music 402

jumbie stories 166, 167, 216, 304, 305
how to scare jumbies away 167, 305, 306
Mountain tamarind tree 167, 304

jumping-rope games (STT) 398

K
kallaloo 324, 435

for holidays (STT) 385
katta sticks (STT) 271
kettledrum. See drums
King Derby. See Macedon, Camille "Derby"
King George masquerade jig

See also masquerade jigs, David and Goliath 
masquerade jig

action 185, 401, 445, 448
characters 170, 175, 237, 302, 399, 400, 401, 445
dancing 399
description 16, 168, 445
dragon 138, 170, 185, 237, 302
music 185, 252, 402, 454
showboy 185
songs 176, 359, 366, 448

Fair Lady and Lord Daniel 163
Matty Gru 82, 116, 366
Po Me Ballantine 40
Valentine 81

speeches 302, 400
King Obstinate, on LP Typical Virgin Islands Tunes" 

(STT) 143
King, James (quadrille floormaster) 162

father of Vivian McIntosh 243
lancers book 343

Klegg, Cecil (drummer) 188
Knight, Joe 177, 178
Knockout, Phonso (fluter)

"Soda" played with 353
drinking rum, getting sick 355
his band (before Joe Parris) 354
played for quadrille 327
playing for Vivian McIntosh dance 343
playing with Joe Parris 266

Kwabena caroling group (STT) 39

L
labor union movement

See also Jackson
labor strike of 1916 96

Octavius C. Granady 205
purchases of estates for laborers to farm 172, 173
Ralph de Chabert 205
songs about

Do My People Do 60
Hamilton Jackson Was the Leader of This 

Island 60
It Was a Lovely Day on the First of 

November 436
LaBega’s Carousel 40, 55, 257
LaBega’s Carousel (STT) 104
Liberty Day, the First of November 213
Oh We Want To Know 272
You Remember the Night in Fish Market 

Square 127
story of 213
strike of 1916 174
The Herald newspaper 173

LaMaya, masquerader 351
lancers 73

adaptation of European dance (STT) 84
attempt to record 228
book 242

Alfred Cummins had 343
described by Vincent Harris 343

commands for First Figure 342
commands for Third Figure 342
commands recited by Vincent Harris 342
dancers

Arthur "Doctor" Brown 400
Evilina Gordon 322

description (STT) 84
five figures 293
floormasters

Adam Petersen was the last to call 162
Alfred Francis 375
James King 375

for parties 340
formation of dancers 196, 291, 296
Fourth Figure, Recorded in St. Thomas around 1953 
(STT) 433

includes calvary 340
last called by Petersen at golden wedding for Mr. 
Johnson 169

learning to conduct 375
learning to dance 94
music 162, 291
musicians 162
no Fifth Figure 340
no half-bar, no over-bar 342
origins (STT) 264
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practicing for 419
St. Croix Cultural Dancers 291

Laycock 364
lazaretto 108
leper asylum 108
Liburd (pipe player) 184
Liburd, Miss, sang cariso under a tamarind tree 105
Lick Tongue masquerader 307
Limpricht, Judge and Danish Governor, cruelty of 364
Lockhart, Alfred, interview (STT) 412
Lord Blake, Typical Virgin Islands Tunes (STT) 143
Lord Sausage

Typical Virgin Islands Tunes (STT) 143
Louis Armstrong (STT) 91, 542

M
Macedon, Camille "Derby"

45 RPM records 431, 432
interview 288
interview and songs (with Stanford Simmonds) 402
LP V.I. Famous Calypsonians 432

Devil, Derby 433
Magnus (moko jumbie) 189
maharp. See quadrilles, maharp
Man Coo Alley (STT) 270
Man Jones (masquerade musician) 297
Marie Richards. See Richards, Marie
Markoe, Claude O. 299
Marshall, Phonso "Knockout" or "Panya" (fluter). See 

Knockout, Phonso
Mary Catherine

aunt of Vivian McIntosh 239
Beatrice Mapsey Johnson sang with 392
big foot 284
cousin and godmother of Eulalie Rivera 284
description 21, 131, 284, 289
in Peter Christian yard 130, 392
living in poor yard 284
married three times 284
tribute to Governor Evans 363
two swell foot 378
Vivian McIntosh lived with 378

Mary Nurse (the composer of Time So Hard 136
Mashup, Phonso (fluter) 296

as masquerade musician 297
masquerade jigs

See also David and Goliath masquerade jig, King 
George masquerade jig

as entertainment 402
boys in 162

showboy 172

characters 402
competition 94, 168
dance 168, 185, 301, 325

"sliding back and forth" 402
compared to juba 170

Danish time 402
description 13, 15, 119, 168, 175, 208, 300, 302
dragon 138, 170, 235, 303, 366
fee to watch 302
first runner 186
had different posts 399
Jack Edward 176
locations of performances 401
music 300, 301, 402

bass drum and tambourine 185
Heavy Boy 368, 369

Paddy Moore 377
performances

format 176
locations 94, 402

poems 423
showboy 399
Sixth Figure played before 185
songs 325
speeches 237, 300, 302, 303, 400, 401, 423

Alligator 425
Boo Robin 163, 237, 366
Ditten Dotten 365
Happy Stars and Pleasant Places 426
How Do You Spell Chicago? 79
How Do You Spell New York? 79
Johnny Cake Boat 79
Knife and Fork 50
Last Night I Was Sitting 426
Look, Just Look, the Railway Train 163
My Mother Dead a Month or Two 50
Rock I Stand 426
Spell Papaya 50, 51
The Battle of Trafalgar 450
The Lilacs Are In Blossom 425
The Rats and the Mice 424
The Sun Was Scorching Hot 425
When I Was a Boy 369
When I Was a Little Boy, I Had No Sense 49
When I Was The Age of Twenty 162
Whenever I Hear a Long Tail Hog 426
Wrote the Queen a Letter 171

when last performed 402
Willie Carroll 377

masquerades 283
Big Head (STT) 385
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costumes 297
black-face 181

dances 297
description 13, 21
end of 150, 212
gifts provided to performers 283
holidays 207
Indians (STT) 309
individual performers

Coopin John (STT) 309
Donkey 142, 168
Gentleman John 211
Hines, David (STT) 309
Indian Rubber Man 141
LaMaya 351
Lick Tongue 307
Magnus 189
Magnus STT 413
preacher, judge, scholar 55, 79, 160
Prophet Isaiah 351
Sammy Dumlin 141
The Bear 95
The Horse 168
Wild Devil 307

John Hog group 142
moko jumbies 168, 189, 233, 307

came out at four or five o’clock 168
music 189, 297, 300, 307
stilts 236

moko jumbies STT 413
Mother Hubbard 175
music 95, 141, 168, 180, 183, 296, 307

live at Old-Time Music Party 251
recorded live 251
When Foreday Come 369
Wild Indian 182

on holidays (STT) 385
Paddy Moore 181, 297
preacher, judge, scholar 79, 160
speeches 56
town performances 95, 141
traveling from country into towns 188
troupes

John Hog 142
moko jumbies STT 413
Mother Hubbard 142, 175, 183, 184, 283, 351
Plait Pole 307
Wild Indians 141, 168, 182, 307
Zulus (STT) 309

visiting private homes 95
when allowed by law 283

maufé 324, 435
Maypole (STT) 309
mazurka

description
Ernest Schulterbrandt (STT) 84

played before a First Figure 117
Tony and the Rocks (STT) 48

McBean, Wilfred (quadrille floormaster) 169
McIntosh, Ethel

interview 126, 137, 151, 327, 362, 365, 414
with Miss Ethel and Miss Maude 272

interview and songs with Beatrice Mapsey 
Johnson 427

songs 126, 137, 151, 327, 362, 365
with Johnson and Brown 414
with Miss Bea 427

songs with Miss Ethel and Miss Maude 272
McIntosh, Ivan 267, 282, 296
McIntosh, Sylvester "Blinky"

interview 265, 326
with other musicians 167

interview and songs 72
LP

Blinky and the Roadmasters 39
performing on alto saxophone 249
playing bass drum for masquerade music 251
plays saxophone like a flute 296
sings his own composition 76

McIntosh, Vivian 353
Adam Petersen conducted dances for 374
how she used to keep dances 374
interview 239, 272
interview and songs with Mr. Pedro 374
printing invitations to 374
songs 272

medicinal herbs 209
menstruation, stories about (STT) 268
merengues

Crucian, quadrille, or 
flotation 31, 75, 115, 178, 198, 265, 281, 301

Alphonso Joseph Crucian Merengue 250, 264
Blinky’s Flotation Merengue 40
Cassie Dayton 41
description (STT) 265
Ho Bin Sen Yo 266
Loreta 264
Mary Bull 266
When Foreday Come 378

Dominican 31, 46, 99
A Los Oscuro 98
Compadre Pedro Juan 98
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El Jarro Pichao 118
Mercedes 256

overview 31
Puerto Rican 117

Messer, Phonso 393
Messer, Viola, performing 245, 246
metal flute. See flutes
Miller Brothers 182, 301

live at Old-Time Music Party 249, 250
Miller, James 355

performing at Old-Time Music Party 249, 250
playing guitar at Friends of Denmark Luncheon with 
Frank Charles (banjo) and Hubert Edney (steel) 81

Milo and the Kings, LP entitled "Typical Virgin Islands 
Tunes" (STT) 143

Minnie Root (medicinal plant) 209
Miss Bea. See Johnson, Beatrice Mapsey
Miss Clara, "Queen of Bamboula," St. Thomas 269

1952 Carnival (STT) 383
born 1887 (STT) 268
creativity of (STT) 270
described by her daughters (STT) 269
played katta sticks on bamboula drum (STT) 269
singing and dancing at parties (STT) 269

Miss Ebby. See Gordon, Evilina
moko jumbies. See masquerades
Moore, Joseph "Paddy"

as masquerader 297
childhood 193
dancing for theater admission 193
eating oil-meal from animal trough 193
first music he blew pipe with was Joe Knight 177
gets dew beating, goes to live in poorhouse 194
instructed by Ciple on playing bass drum 189
interview 176, 185
knocking a man out with a conch shell 190
knocking down a man with a rock-stone 192
knocking down his teacher with a rock-stone 193
masqueraded as The Bear 95
minding sheep and mule 193
performing on pipe 249, 250
rock-stone story 190
set on fire while masquerading 95
taught himself to blow 176
work in the sugar fields 194

Moore, Nathaniel "Soda"
interview 344, 353
performing live at dance in St. John 97, 98, 99
performing live at quadrille 
dance 114, 115, 116, 118

songs 344, 353

Morris, Ernest "Bones" (quadrille floormaster)
learning to conduct 339
style of conducting 96

Mother Hubbard. See masquerades
Mount Victory estate 333
Mountain tamarind tree 305
music halls 565

N
Navy band 282
Navy Band (STT) 137, 309
Niles, Mungo

interview (STT) 90, 91
leading a band at Bluebeard’s Castle (STT) 103
leading band at Krigger’s Flower Garden 
(STT) 45, 46

leading band at Krigger’s Flower Garden, St. Thomas 
(STT) 47

performing at Krigger’s Flower Garden (STT) 417
See also Cold Goose Gang

Nine Night Play after childbirth STT 388
Norton, James (quadrille floormaster) 162

O
obeah 166, 304
okra fungee 324
Old Year’s Party (STT) 44
Old-Time Music Party

masquerade music 251
Miller Brothers 249, 250
Whim Handicapped Band with flute 248
Whim Handicapped Band with vocal 247

Onassis, Jacqueline 300
One-hand Dan 177, 178
One-hand Kenny aka One-hand Dan 177

P
Paddy Moore. See Moore, Joseph "Paddy"
Panya, Phonso. See Knockout
Parris, Joseph

See also Joseph Parris Hot Shots
band with flute lead 266
how Parris came to be the leader of the Hot Shots 354
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume I 40
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume II 41
LP Joseph Parris Hot Shots Volume III 42

Parris, Margaret
interview 172
keeping tea meeting tradition 175

Payne, Milton (quadrille floormaster) 354
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description 96
gave Curtis Williams chances to call 291
improving 94
learning to conduct 339

Pedro, Elisa
interview and songs 58
interview, songs, and stories 64

Pedro, Wilfred
See also Whim Handicapped Band
how he became blind 378
interview 145, 161, 166, 175
interview and songs 374
interview, speeches, jumbie stories, children’s songs 
and games 161

jumbie stories 166
Petersen, Adam (quadrille floormaster)

conducting dancing practice for lancers 419
description 279, 291, 300, 301, 338
interview 196, 203
last dance he commanded 169
last to call the lancers 162
musicians who played for him 344
personal history 196
protégés

Curtis Williams 291
Vincent Harris 94

quadrille commands 196
reputation 343
style 94, 96
typical commands 198

Petersen, Ivan
interview (STT) 89
leading a band at a night club (STT) 43
leading a band at Lucinda Millen Home for the Aged 
(STT) 102, 103

LP entitled "Typical Virgin Islands Tunes" 
(STT) 143

Pete and the Ambassadors performing at Old Year’s 
Party at Krigger’s Flower Garden, 1979 (STT) 44

Petersen, Ruben (guitarist) 179
Phillipus, Anna, performing 245, 246
piccolo 141
picnics on holidays STT 385
pipe 177

bass tones 293
Ben Graham 327
Ben Graham compliments Paddy 183
Berty 302
description 25
Doo Benson 308
masquerades 183

Paddy described Liburd 184
Paddy Moore 180
Paddy Moore playing live 249
Rawlins 183

polka
description (STT) 84
young people can’t dance it 322

polka-mazurka, on Jeppesen record (STT) 98
polo quadrille

as classical European court dance 169
commands for First Figure 340
commands for Second Figure 340
commands for Third Figure 341
danced in squares 196, 291
description

Vincent Harris 340
learning to dance 94
same music as regular quadrille 340
six figures 340
St. Croix Cultural Dancers 291

pom flute. See flutes
Pond Bush 266
Pond Bush Hot Shots 266
porter. See sugar cane plantations, work on
prayer meetings and spirituals 216
Prophet Isaiah, masquerader 351

Q
quadrilles

See also calvary, polo quadrille, lancers, merengues
(1) First Figure

analogous to Third Figure 301
(1) First Figure examples

Alphonso Joseph First 
Figure 41, 116, 117, 263

Garty Ballantine 73, 326, 338
Garty Ballantine (STT) 47
Plant a Piece of Plant Cane 117
Sammy Francis 41, 76, 442
Tantoo Liza 114
unidentified (STT) 389
Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? 135

(2) Second Figure examples
Alphonso Joseph Second Figure 116, 263, 442
Alphonso Joseph Second Figure 

(STT) 43, 46, 47, 389
Hillie’s the Girl I Really Love 266
Jingle Bells 41
Lily of the Valley 114
Rice and Milk 117
unidentified (STT) 46, 47, 105
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Where Did You Get That Hat? 74
Yankee Doodle 41

(3) Third Figure examples
Alphonso Joseph Third Figure 41, 263, 442
Blind Duck 42
Christmas Ah Come 77
Garty Ballantine 326
If All We Money No Raise This Year 114, 117
Plant a Piece of Plant Cane 116
Sammy Francis 263
Sophie Benjamin 74, 326, 338
unidentified (STT) 256, 389
Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? 135

(4) Fourth Figure examples
Alphonso Joseph Fourth Figure 263
Bells of Scotland 114
Bulldog 42
Bulldog, Don’t Bite Me 77, 442
jig (STT) 389
Liza Williams 41
Lovely Lily of the Valley 41
Roll Out the Barrel 116
Swanee River 41
Tittie’s the Girl I Really Love 74
unidentified (STT) 45, 389

(5) Fifth Figure
similar to jig 301
why it was dropped 301

(5) Fifth Figure examples
Matty Gru (STT) 389

(6) Sixth Figure
as road beat 346

(6) Sixth Figure examples
Alec Benjamin 42
Alex Benjamin 114
Alphonso Joseph Sixth Figure 263
Cigar Win the Race 442
German Plow 263
If I Had the Wings of an Angel 117
Liza Williams 114
Loreta 264
Midnight Merengue 115, 253
Mother Is the Battle Over 381
Mr. Moore, Your Jackass in Me Yard 118
Please Turn That Stone 391
Po Me Dasit 117
Po Me Valentine 116
Quadrille Figure Six 40
Queen Mary 266
Sit Down Duncan 266

(7) Seventh Figure

Cassie Dayton 41
admission fees 338

collecting money 343
how fees were collected in the old days 338

bands 291, 407
on floor with dancers 339

banjo, importance of 307
commands

for any figure 292
for specific figures 116
grand change 114
Grand March 96
no longer used 94
right into right 114
Right into right (command) 339
right-into-right 75
right-into-right 114

dance troupes
Lillian Bailey’s St. Croix Cultural 

Dancers 28, 96, 291, 353
dancers 96

attire 323
everyone got a chance 169
learning to dance 94, 169
practice 323
steps, fancy 94

description 13, 27, 279, 291, 301, 326, 346
description (STT) 84
estate dances 182, 339

coconut branch tents 94
full moon 161
in cotton houses 161

floormasters
See also Collins, DooDoo, Harris, Francis, 

King, McBean, Norton, Payne, Petersen, 
Richards, Weeks, Williams

authority of 94, 169, 292, 338
calling from amongst the dancers 96
calling on floor with dancers 169
calling on the bar of the music 293
comparing 375
comparisons of 96
description 28
musicians and 292
training of 94, 291

hosting 343
invitations to 338, 374
maharp

attempt at (STT) 47
description 31

Sylvester McIntosh 75
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played as part of a set 41, 117, 264, 292
charm of 293
words to 151

played at a dance (not as part of quadrille) 
(STT) 47

merengues. See merengues
music

bars 281, 293
chord progressions 326
instrumentation 293
keys in 326, 327, 347, 358
relatives 296, 326
skin music 338
string music 197
tempo 326, 372

round dance 326
setup 115

description
by Curtis Williams 292

Fire Down De 41
If I Had the Wings of an Angel 117
Liza Williams 114
Po Me Ballantine 40

songs about
Annaly Girl 128, 151, 423

St. Gerard’s Hall 115, 353
Jamesie and the Happy Seven, live 114, 116, 118

Queen Caroline Hughes, Gypsy singer 430
Queen Louise Home 285
quelbé

compared to calypso (STT) 93
description 13, 22

"a jig-up dance" 301
"a type of song, not instrumentation" (STT) 92
"what was Fifth Figure in old days" 301
a type of dance 301
Cecil George (STT) 88
Elisa Pedro 64
Irwin "Brownie" Brown (STT) 309
Mungo Niles (STT) 92
Mungo Niles (STT) 92
of instrumentation in Guidebook Introduction 24
Pershing DeGraff (STT) 93

music
chord progressions 326
compared to masquerade music 288
keys in 326, 327, 347, 358
relatives 296, 326

music keys in 326
old name for calypso, per Cecil George (STT) 85
origin of term 564

Sylvester McIntosh used to hear about 266
what Jamesie plays (Brownie) 309

R
Rawlins, George (pipe player) 183
relatives, musical 326, 358
Richard and the Mountain Kings

performing at Old Year’s Party (STT) 43, 44
Richards, Alwyn

career in continental U.S. (STT) 161
history of band in the continental U.S. (STT) 93
interview 161
LP "Calypsos from the Virgin Islands" 143
LP Calypso Holiday 261
performing at Caneel Bay (STT) 100, 101
Pershing DeGraff sang with (STT) 93

Richards, Claude 322
Richards, George (quadrille floormaster) 340
Richards, Marie

description 132, 411
recordings of 434, 435, 436, 437
songs, poetry, and stories 434, 435, 436, 437

Rivera, Eulalie
interview 282, 286
song about her father, Carl Rohlsen 332

Roberts, Lucille
calling quadrille on recording 264
interview 264

Robinson, William, masquerade musician 297
Roebuck, Elmo

singing and playing banjo (STT) 444
Roebuck, Hector

singing (STT) 444
Rollins, Sonny 327
Roud numbers 564
round dance 73, 326, 376

S
saltfish 324
saltpeter 325
Samuel, Ira 266
Sankeys 68, 211, 283, 306, 414
Sarauw, fisherman memorialized in song by Ciple, Two 

Step in the Grass 274
sardine pans, as banjos 344
Saturday market in town (STT) 268
Scheffer, police master, song about 364
Schmiegelow, Otto Henrick

called "John Hog" 273
song about confrontation with D. Hamilton 
Jackson 273, 377
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schottische 45
Arthur Jeppesen LP, called “Scotish” on album cover 
(STT) 373

Cold Goose Gang (STT) 45
description

Ernest Schulterbrandt (STT) 84
learning to dance 94
performed by Mungo Niles and his band at a party 
(STT) 417

played by Cold Goose Gang (STT) 46
Richard and the Mountain Kings perform at Old 
Year’s Party (STT) 43

Schulterbrandt, Ernest, interview (STT) 82
Scott, Thomas, memorialized in a song by Ciple 274
scratch bands

“our native music” (STT) 412
defined by Cecil George (STT) 88
origin of name 407
quelbé bands 293

selling provisions in the Saturday market 268
serenading, Christmas (STT) 37, 39
seven-step 45, 322

Arthur Jeppesen LP (called "Seventh step") 
(STT) 373

as round dance 73
Cold Goose Gang (STT) 45
description

Ernest Schulterbrandt (STT) 84
description (STT) 84
learning to dance 94
Performed by Mebobo’s Quartet (led by Julius 
"Mebobo" Williams) in St. Thomas around 1953. 
(STT) 433

performed by Mungo Niles and his band at a party 
(STT) 417

played by a group of senior citizens (STT) 45
Shakespeare 175
Simmonds, Stanford

interview and songs 402
performing with Ten Sleepless Knights 252

singing parties 172
See also song-parties

Sir Roger de Coverley (European court dance) 169
learning to dance 94

Skeoch, Norman 321
skin music 197, 338
snare drum. See drums
Snowball party 340
Soda. See Moore, Nathaniel.
song sheets 565
song-parties 172

See also singing parties
description 133
men competing with one another 133
singing for cake 154

Spanish Needle (medicinal plant) 209
Speckled Lamb. See Williams, Alec or Alex
spirits

protecting babies from (STT) 388
some babies could see (STT) 388

spirits of the dead, stories about 303, 304, 406
spirituals

at prayer meetings 216
Awake 221
composed in the Virgin Islands 282
I’m Going Home, Praise the Lord 282
Oh Jerusalem 222
Sister Where You Been So Long 282
Tis Amen 282

spree. See masquerades
sprigs 209
St. Gerard’s Hall 353

description 32
St. John Bush (medicinal plant) 209
St. Thomas Musicians Union (STT) 412
steel (musical instrument)

description 18
stories (not Bru Nansi)

See also Bru Nansi stories, jumbie stores, and 
spirits of the dead

about gendarmes 56
buried treasure 64
Christopher Columbus and the Lord (story) 69
Crab and Gaulin 155
Granny So Longo Bam Bam Terrio (cante 
fable) 288

Lord Rodister and the Queen 217
One Eye, Two Eyes, Three Eyes 287
The Devil and the Kokobay Boy 286, 288

string music 197, 338
sugar cane plantations

See also Fireburn, labor union movement
burning coal (making charcoal) 320
children’s work on 204
classes of laborers 204
songs about work on

Bad Man’ga 54, 113
Bad Manager 50, 468
Boss Buhroyn 159, 365
Captain Blackwood 239
Carl Rohlsen Too Low 332
German Plow 63, 136
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I Turn Ah First Row, Me Hear Him 335
Man’ga Beatty, Loose Me 113, 337
Sarah Civil 333

villages 204
work on 320, 324

cutting cane 324
digging holes for cane 324
hauling trash 319
loading bagoons 319
loading trucks 319
minding animals 193
porter 319

Sweet Scent (medicinal plant) 209

T
tambourine. See drums
Taylor, Elizabeth 300
tea meetings

1979 at St. Gerard’s Hall, St. 
Croix 257, 258, 259, 260

chairman 125, 170, 414
choir 96, 170
costumes 416
description 20, 96, 124, 170, 208, 414, 566
intermissions 170
King and Queen 96, 125, 170
refreshments

peanuts 416
serving of tea 170
tea and buns 416

songs 414
speeches 96, 126, 414

Ten Sleepless Knights
history of 228
LP Pumpin 442
LP Volume II 443
performing at birthday party 252

Thomas, Archie 266, 282, 302
LP "Calypsos from the Virgin Islands" 143
LP Calypso Holiday 261
LP Island Favorites 262
LP with Herman Wallace (STT) 440

Thomas, Lloyd 267
Sylvester McIntosh discusses 79

Thomas, Paulie (clarinetist) 282
Thomas, Wesley 115
Thompson, Abel, "The One-Man Band" from a 

recording made at WIVI 437
Three Kings Day 283

masquerades on (STT) 385
Tin Pan Alley

description 567
Good Night, Irene 100, 251
Happy Days Are Here Again 361

Tony and the Old Timers All Stars (STT) 388
Tony and the Rocks

Ivan Peterson played with (STT) 90
LP entitled "A Treasure Chest of Virgin Islands 
Turnes" (STT) 48

LP entitled "Typical Virgin Islands Tunes" 
(STT) 143

transfer of islands from Denmark to United 
States 96, 204
songs about

Yankee Going to Occupy the Land 225
trash (sugar cane). See sugar cane plantations, work on
trash houses (STT) 268
tres, played by Eric Harrigan (STT) 93
triangle (musical instrument). See steel
two-step

Cold Goose Gang (STT) 45
description (STT) 84
Jeppesen (STT) 373
Plant a Piece of Pumpkin (STT) 45
Ten Sleepless Knights 443

U
ukuleles 344

making 300
United States

islanders move to 96
United States rule

compared to Danish 96
schooling 96

Upstreet (Frederiksted) 266

V
Venzen, Gladys

interview and songs (STT) 267, 269
Vieques bus line 299

W
wakes 157, 303, 306
Wallace, Herman

LP with Archie Thomas of St. Croix (STT) 440
waltzes

description (STT) 84
Tennessee Waltz 116
unidentified 41, 440

washing clothes (STT) 268
Waterman (fluter) 282
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Weeks (quadrille floormaster) 162
Weeks, Joe

tambourine 302
whelks, catching (STT) 269
Whim Handicapped Band

interview and songs 145
performing at Whim Gardens 110, 113

Whit Monday 128, 207, 283, 346, 351
masquerades on (STT) 385

Wild Devil masquerader 307
Wild Indians 307
Williams, Alec or Alex (güiro)

playing with Hot Shots 355
Williams, Curtis (quadrille floormaster)

conducting a dance 114, 115, 116, 118
interview 291
learning to conduct 339
style 94, 96

Williams, Julius "Mebobo" (fluter)
description

Sylvester McIntosh 327
Vincent Harris 339
William Henry Drake 51

hired by Lillian Bailey to play for quadrille 291
Miss Bailey’s club paid him to come from St. 
Thomas 339

recording made in 1950s (STT) 433
used wire for fish pots (STT) 269

Williams, Mary Catherine. See Mary Catherine
Williams, Ohaldo

how came to play with Jamesie 296
interview 326
interview with other musicians 167
keys 347
learning from Sylvester McIntosh 326
learning traditional songs 296
performing live at dance in St. John 97, 98, 99
performing live at quadrille 
dance 114, 115, 116, 118

personal history 326
playing with Jamesie 326, 357
playing with Joe Parris 296, 326

wooden flute. See flutes
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F
Song Index
All entries are from St. Croix recordings unless followed by “(STT)” to indicate the recording is from St. Thomas.

A
A Christian Band From Far and Near 260
A Los Oscuro 99
A Mi Manera (STT) 374
A Night in Jost Van Dyke (STT) 434
After the Dance is Over (STT) 47
Aida (STT) 48
Alec Benjamin 42, 99, 114
Alec Benjamin (STT) 103
Alex Benjamin 441
All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth 214, 252, 458
All Gone in the Lagoon Mouth (STT) 92, 374
All Hail, Immanuel! 261
All I Want I Get It 81, 95, 98, 118, 248, 441
All I Want I Get It (STT) 45, 47
All I Want Is Love 81
All She Want She Get It (STT) 92
All the Things You Are (STT) 102
All You Look Me Trouble 249
Alphonso Joseph First Figure 41, 116
Alphonso Joseph Quadrille Merengue 441
Alphonso Joseph Second 

Figure 43, 46, 47, 98, 103, 442
Alphonso Joseph Second Figure 

(STT) 43, 46, 47, 389
Alphonso Joseph Third Figure 41, 263, 442
American Flag Flying Over Germany 247
Andrews Blue Line 159
Annaly Girl 128, 151, 423, 426
Annie Cannie 332
Annie Girl No Come Back Again 250, 372
Annie Maloy 67, 253
Annie Nugent 108

Annie Rooney, Little (footnote) 396, 428
Answer Me 279
Any Man (STT) 48
Arabella (STT) 144
Archie Buck Me Up 42
Archie, Buck Me Up 262
Are You Lonesome Tonight 335
Arise and Open the Door (STT) 37, 38
As I Was Walking 396, 416, 429
Ask Mr. Jackson 370
At Last My Love Has Come Along (STT) 45
Auld Lang Syne (STT) 45
Awake 221
Ay Ay Ay 39
Aye Aye Aye 99, 469
Aye Aye Aye (STT) 44

B
Bad Manager 50, 54, 113, 468
Bad Manja 443
Bake the Johnny Cake 42
Balancez Bay Lah 66, 495
Bambooshay and Roast a Time 438
Banga Tuffy Sarah 435
Baranquilla (STT) 434
Barbara Allen 429
Barrow Hog 251, 403
Beautiful Lady in Blue 250
Bedbug 267
Before Prohibition 215, 442
Bells of Scotland 114
Better Get On Top (STT) 434
Beyond the Reef 468
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Black Cat 255, 465
Black Stone 431
Black Witch and the Mule 289, 433
Blind Duck 42
Blinky’s Flotation Merengue 40
Block Stone 289
Blue Danube (STT) 373
Bold Grenadier, The (footnote) 430
Bold Soldier, The (footnote) 430
Bom Bom Bom (STT) 48
Bongo Tuffy Sarah 131, 152
Boom Boom Boom 393
Boss Borine 159, 365
Bottle on the Table 443
Breeze So Sweet 82
Bring Back My Blue Eyed Boy (footnote) 395, 428
Bring Out the Guavaberry (STT) 37, 38, 39
Broken-Hearted Milkman 429
Brown Eyes 259
Bryan 457
Bull Passin in Tortola (STT) 47, 92
Bulldog 42, 442
Bulldog, Don’t Bite Me 77, 442
Bulltick Open the Door 52
Burma Road 113
Burma Road (STT) 45
Bush Mongoose (STT) 84
Butcher Boy 415
Bye Bye Blackbird (STT) 101

C
Cabana Shoes 433
Call Me Back Again, Kathleen 346
Calypso Jump Session 433
Camie 145, 254, 255
Can’t Find the Hole 99, 117, 294
Cane Fire 262
Captain Blackwood 239
Carbé Man 78, 129, 252, 267
Carl Rohlsen Too Low 332
Carmelita 254
Caroline 40, 42
Caroline (STT) 104
Cash Cash Me Ball (STT) 261
Cash Me Ball (STT) 143
Cassie Dayton 41, 277, 298, 337
Cassie Dayton (maybe) (STT) 440
Cassie Dayton (STT) 45, 389
Cassie Duncan 469
Change an Old Friend for a New 395
Charlie Joseph 386

Charlie Molka 386
Christian Booker T 157
Christmas Ah Come 77, 251
Christmas Greetings 433
Cibano 249
Cigar Win the Race 40, 42, 80, 118, 267, 442
City Sidewalks (STT) 39
Clear the Road 435
Clementina 314
Cloth a Cent a Yard 330
Come Go Home (STT) 45
Come Sweet Annie 441
Compadre Pedro Juan 98, 250
Confusion Family (STT) 144
Crab and Rice 435
Crown Him 258
Crucian Culture 431
Crucian Kallaloo 435
Cuando Vuelvas (STT) 373
Cyril King 63

D
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Danny Boy (STT) 100, 101
Darkie Eat the Fowl Wing 97, 210
Darlin Let Me Roll Your Garter (STT) 46
Dear St. Croix 437
Defending My Dollar 435
Dem Boy Dem Been Here Til Dem Gone 

(STT) 92, 104
Dem Termites 433
Dina (STT) 374
Dirty Victoria 272
Dixie 100
Dixie (STT) 43
Dixie Land 441
Do My People Do 60
Don’t Let Me Mommy Know (STT) 47
Don’t Take the Boy to the Prison 147
Don’t Tie That Donkey Down There 435
Don’t Tie Your Donkey Down There 132, 153
Don’t Touch Me Down There 99
Doodle Doo Doo 438
Doux Doux Amour 310
Dream of Me (STT) 373
Dun Dun 443

E
Eat, Drink, Spree, and Be Merry 219, 336, 363
El Jarro Pichao 118
El Negrito Del Bate 117
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El Sueno (STT) 45, 374
Elias Prince 376
Elizabeth, You Bajan Man-o-War 273
Ella Giff (STT) 92
Ellie Fawcet 247
Emma Fowl Face 218
Enjoy Yourself, It’s Later Than You Think 112, 469
Entrance Fee Was Fifty Cent 327, 328, 362
Evangelina 219
Everybody Going Ah Town 256
Everybody Going to Town 42, 53

F
Father Malloy 40
Feliz Navidad (STT) 39
Fire Down De 41, 112, 113, 246, 262, 327
Fire Down De (STT) 101
Fire Fire (STT) 434
Fire Girl You a Worthless Thing 246
Fishes 42
Fowl Wing 443
Frederiksted Jamet Town 432
French Polka (STT) 104
Funny People 432

G
Gammel Wilson 329
Garty Ballantine 74, 255, 329, 338
Garty Ballantine (STT) 47
German Plow 63, 136, 263
Get Up Charlie 113, 248
Giv’er the Number One (STT) 48
Give Me the Number One 113
Go and Leave Me 352
Go Home 466
Go Tell It On The Mountain (STT) 38, 39
Good Morning 221
Good Morning (STT) 39, 45
Good Morning Medley 442
Good Night, Irene 100, 118, 251
Goodbye Dr. Steward 130
Goodbye, Goodbye To Summer 425
Good-bye, Ladies 82
Grand Elizabeth 59
Greedy Woman 260
Guava Berry 42
Guavaberry (STT) 45, 384
Gut Come Down 246

H
Hallelujah - Praise Be the Lord (STT) 39
Hallelujah (STT) 39
Hand Me Me Petticoat (STT) 384
Hand Me My Petticoat 313
Handsome Governor Evans 363
Happy Birthday 252
Happy Days Are Here Again 361
Hard Top 433
He’ll Understand and Say Well Done 260
Hear Them Talking About the Black and the 

White 336
Hector Discharge 255
Heel and Toe 315, 384
Heel and Toe (St. Thomas) 271
Heel and Toe Polka (STT) 389
Hello Africa (STT) 44, 440
Hillie is the Girl I Love So Well 380
Hillie’s the Girl I Really Love 256, 266, 379
Hit and Run (STT) 262
Hitler song 50, 79
Ho Bin Sen Yo 111, 146, 443
How Long 351, 410
How You Could Do He So (STT) 44
How You Could Make Money So (STT) 44
How You Know What I Got (STT) 104
Humpty Dumpty 253

I
I Am No Fool 459
I and Johnny Were the Best of Friends 348
I Get Up in the Morning 275
I Got To Go Get a Golden Cloak 130
I Know That You Want Me To Want You 113
I Like To Be Somebody’s Darling 250
I Really Love That Boy 427
I Turn Ah First Row, Me Hear Him 335
I Want To Dance 433
I Wish You Love (STT) 101
I Wouldn’t Be Friend with a Policeman 256
I’ll Build My Mansion 258
I’ll Take You Home Again Kathleen 346
I’m a Better Man Than You (STT) 104
I’m A Handy Man 257
I’m A Policeman 252
I’m Knocking At Your Door Again 279
I’m Nobody’s Darling 250
I’m Rocking My Baby from Morning Til Night 163
If All We Money No Raise This 

Year 53, 80, 114, 117, 153, 224, 251, 253
If I Had the Wings of an Angel 114, 394
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If I Had the Wings of an Angel (STT) 44
If You Rumba Me Tonight. 254
If You See Mr. Robin, Call Him for Me 246
If You Were The Only Girl (STT) 373
Ikeeboo 62
Immigration 289
In Your Mind 432
Island Girl Audrey 267
Island In The Sun 255
It Was a Lovely Day on the First of 

November 59, 436

J
Jammin’ (STT) 43
Jane Jane Jane 42, 112
Jane Jane Jane (STT) 93, 103
Jealousy Over Man (STT) 144
Jingle Bells 41, 440
Joey Joey 113
John Dance 255
Johnny Henderson 331
Johnny Take Me Wife (footnote) 348
Joy Bells 258
Joy to the World (STT) 38
Joyfully Sing 258
Juan Luis Jam 289, 432
Juancito Trucupey (STT) 46
Judgement Day Is A-Rolling 217
Julia Mudie 455
Just the Way You Are (STT) 101

K
Keep Away From Roger Bridge 435
Kill Thing Pappy 143, 261
Killie Lee 442
Kum to Papie (STT) 143
Kum To Pappy (STT) 261

L
La Chiquita 98
La Grange Bur Grass 136
LaBega Carousel 40, 42, 55, 257, 442
LaBega Carousel (STT) 104
Lady in Blue 99
Lapli Tombe (STT) 433
Lazy Lily of the Valley 81
Lazzy Barry, I Got Something For Tell You 232
Lazzy Barry, I Have Something To Tell You 242
Lazzy Barry, Me Got Something To Tell You 335
Lead Me, Guide Me 261

Let He Lone 213
Let We Go 335
Let We March 220
Let’s Fall in Love (STT) 101
Lilian 254
Lille Lise 62
Lillie Gal 442
Lily of the Valley 114
Listen to the Mockingbird 111, 147
Little Annie Rooney (footnote) 396, 428
Liza Williams 41, 75, 76, 81, 114
Lizabeth, You Bajan Man-a-War 214
Look On My Apron 430
Love Me Tender (STT) 47

M
Maid of Rygate, The 404
Mama Come Hold Baby, You Are the Granny 469
Mama Look at Boo Boo (STT) 103
Mama Me Get Up This Morning 65
Mama, Come Hold Baby 113
Mama, Hold Baby 50, 51, 113
Mambo De Plantation 143
Mambo St. Croix 143
Mamboleen and Scambaugh (STT) 143, 261, 445
Man In The Moon (STT) 374
Man Tiaba 82
Man to Man 441
Man’ga Beatty, Loose Me 113, 248, 337
Manager Hiebrock 460
Manager Wulff 463
Mansion Over the Hilltop 258
Many A Year 460
Marcella 289, 431
Marching On (STT) 38, 39
Marianne 98
Marianne (STT) 91
Marie Bull 442
Marmee Seed (STT) 144
Married Man 468
Married Woman 65
Martina Andrew 52, 80, 249, 253
Martina Andrew (STT) 104, 373
Mary Bool 112, 254, 371
Mary Bool (STT) 102
Mary Buck 97, 111
Mary Bull 266
Mary Burt 253, 381
Mary Burt Bad Belly Woman 148
Massa Chicken 256
Matty Gru 40, 82, 116, 254, 262, 297
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Matty Gru (STT) 44, 389
Maufé 435
Maya, Come Hold Baby 278
Me Dundo I Love You 42, 253, 255, 441
Me Dundo I Love You (STT) 93
Me Mother Had Tell Me 156, 362
Me No Want Lion 365
Me Own Ah Me Own 250, 392
Me Wife Is Me Life, Kelly 289
Meet Me Tonight in the Moonlight 394
Melbourne Merengue 262
Melbow 262
Melda (STT) 48
Melody D’Amour 254
Mercedes 256
Merengue Arturo (STT) 373
Merengue at Vicky’s 433
Merengue in C Minor (STT) 372
Merrily We Roll Along 403
Midnight Merengue (a Sixth Figure) 115, 253
Midnight Shepherd 289
Milkman 351
Miss Flahaty 432
Miss Lucy on the Bayside 99
Miss Lucy on the Bayside (STT) 310
Mister Walker (STT) 434
Mockingbird 111, 248
Mon Tiaba (STT) 102
Mona (STT) 102
Mongoose, Come Out Your Hole 435
Monongahela 436
Moonlight Becomes You (STT) 417
Moonlight Shining Bright Tonight 403
Moonlight Shining Bright Tonight (STT) 48, 444
Morning Star (STT) 103
Morningstar 251, 253, 443
Morningstar Arise 410
Morningstar Arise (STT) 444
Mother Africa 43
Mother Is the Battle Over? 381, 391
Mr. Hatterson, Open Your Window 240, 377
Mr. Moore, Your Jackass in Me Yard 100, 118
Mr. Moore, Your Jackass in My Yard 442
Mrs. Junas, Me A Come 359
Musician Want Something To 

Drink 98, 251, 255, 256, 443
Musician Want Something to Drink (STT) 48
My Blue Heaven (STT) 44
My Blue-Eyed Boy (footnote) 395, 428
My Caribbean Girl 435
My Heart Cries for You 99

My Love Is Like a Jessamine 428
My Way (STT) 93, 372
My Wife 43

N
Nazarene (STT) 92, 93, 374
Never Did Love You 262
New Year Comin’ (STT) 44
New York Town 394
Nightingale, The (footnote) 430
No Place Like Home 247
No Twist (STT) 144
Nobody’s Business 246, 442
Nobody’s Business (STT) 46, 92, 103
Now Hear the Woman Singing 49
Number One (STT) 434
Nurses Calling 436

O
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O Come All Ye Faithful (STT) 38, 39
O Dem Golden Slippers (STT) 104
O Holy Night (STT) 38
Oh Bella Ask Mr. Jackson 107
Oh Beloved Get Ready 217
Oh Dem Bobajan 73
Oh Happy Days 258
Oh Me Mama She Cry 384
Oh We Want To Know 272, 377
Oh What A Night 81
Oh, Jerusalem 222
Oh, Mary 149
Okra Fungee and Fish 436
Old Lady Walk a Mile and a Half and She Tillilie 255
Old Lady Walk a Mile and a Half and She Tillilie 

(STT) 103
Old Time Song 441
Old Witch Pitch Pon Me Back 389
One Day I Went to See My Lover 428
Only Fifty Cents 435
Onward Christian Soldiers 257
Open Your Middle Door 113, 440
Our Father (STT) 38, 39
Over The Waves (STT) 434

P
Palace of the King, The 258
Palma Dumplin 143, 261
Pam-Pam 62
Pampoolam 81
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Pan Bush Mary 143, 261
Papacito 40
Patricia Girl You’re Too Bad 256
Patrick Joseph 129
Pauliss Boy (STT) 386
Pauliss Williams 331
Payne Dead 51, 275
Perdido (STT) 102
Pittee Fwee 271, 314
Plant a Piece of Plant Cane 45, 116, 117
Plant a Piece of Plant Cane (STT) 45
Plant a Piece of Pumpkin (STT) 45
Play This Game Again 462
Po Me Ballantine 40
Po Me Dasit 43, 114, 117, 256
Po Me Valentine 116, 253
Polka Mazolke (STT) 374
Polka Mazurka 441
Polka-mazurca (STT) 373
Polly Perkins of Paddington Green 429
Pollyberg Lenore (STT) 144
Pompom in the Air (STT) 48
Pond Bush Crab 435
Pony Dorseth 443
Poor Me (STT) 444
Poor Me Valentine 443
Porque Sera 98, 100
Pot Pon Fire 133, 153, 379, 435
Pound Am 256
Praise Him (STT) 38, 39
Pretty Girl 143
Prisoner’s Song, The 114, 394
Pull Your Stockings Up a Little Higher 215
Punchinella 224
Pussy Whiskers 40, 41, 82, 249, 372
Pussy Whiskers (STT) 48
Put Your Little Foot (STT) 43, 389, 417

Q
Quantos Los Lloras (STT) 44
Queen Mary 40, 58, 82, 246, 262, 265
Queen Mary (STT) 39, 48, 374
Queen Mary Weary in Jail 272

R
Ram Goat 98, 441
Ram Goat (STT) 39
Randall, Put on Your Shoes 248
Red Sails in the Sunset 99
Regina Well 465
Remember the Night in Fish Market 

Square 127, 363
Return To Me 256
Rice and Milk 117
Ring It Out (STT) 38
Rise Ye Children of Salvation 258
Road Beat 76
Road March (STT) 434
Robert Boines 49, 78
Robin Redbreast (footnote) 425
Roll Isabella 387
Roll Isabella Roll 269, 313
Roll Isabella Roll (STT) 47, 101, 143, 261
Roll Out the Barrel 100, 116
Roses Are Red (footnote) 396, 429
Row Row Row Your Boat (STT) 39
Rudy’s Merengue 433
Rum and Coca-Cola (STT) 91
Rum Call 100
Run Jennie 442
Run Peter, Get a Pan 138
Rupert 111, 145, 467

S
Sa Sa Yay (STT) 434
Saddle Me Horse 455
Sailor Cut Down in His Prime, The (footnote) 396
Sam Polo (STT) 46, 92
Sammy Francis 41, 76, 263, 442
San Francisco (STT) 373
Sarah Civil 333
Sardine Can 255
Sardine Can (STT) 374
Sardine Pan 99, 246
Sardine Pan (STT) 47
Savan Road March (STT) 144
Say Yes Or No 429
Schottische (STT) 417
Scotland the Brave 114
Screw Up Baby (STT) 44
Seally Bell 43, 111, 151, 257, 365, 468
Seally Bell (STT) 373
Send Me the Pillow That You Dream On 469
Shake Your Little Foot 117
Shang Shang (STT) 45
She’s Lost and Gone Forever 223
Silent Night (STT) 38
Silly Willie 81
Silver Bells (STT) 39
Since I Born From Me Mother 106
Sit Down Duncan 42, 223, 337
Sixteen Dumplings 105
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Skipper the Jockey 262
Skypper Riding 262
Sly Mongoose 99, 111, 254
Sly Mongoose (STT) 92, 103, 374, 389
Smile A While (STT) 47
Solamente Una Vez 100
Soldier and the Lady, The (footnote) 430
Something for Mind 109
Sophie Benjamin 74, 267, 338
Sophie, Sophie, Put on Your Clothes 248
Spanish Eyes (STT) 102
Spanish Retreat 76, 80
St. Croix Country Dance 115, 256, 262
St. Croix Happy Boy 330
St. James Infirmary/ Hospital (footnote) 396
St. Thomas 327
St. Thomas Carnival (STT) 144, 434
St. Thomas Mambo (STT) 143
Stand Back Girl 118
Stand Up Charley 432
Stand Up Charlie 289
Stone Cold Dead In The Market 275
Strangers in the Night (STT) 101, 372
Streets of Laredo, The (footnote) 396
Swanee River 41, 81
Sweet Laurilee 114

T
Take Me From My Mother 461
Take Me Out to the Ball Game (STT) 47
Take One Lick, Come to Pappy 97
Take the Boy to the Prison 111
Talking Parrot of St. Thomas (STT) 434
Tammy (STT) 47, 389
Tantan Jennie 54, 208, 210, 275, 359, 392
Tantoo Liza 52, 114, 250
Taste Am 97, 249, 267, 372
Tell Lazzy for Me 241
Tell Them Bobajan 156
Ten Rum Bottles 113
Tennessee Waltz 99, 116
The Bachelor’s Lament 424
The Breeze Was So Sweet 254
The Butcher and the Politician 443
The Crafty Farmer 404
The Dog Lover (STT) 144
The First Noel (STT) 38
The Girl is the Girl I Really Love 223
The Man ah Lick He Wife 330
The Midnight Shepherd 432
The Prisoner’s Song 394

The Prisoner’s Song (STT) 44
The Rich Farmer of Chest’field 404
The Tidings (STT) 38, 39
The Virgin Mary Had a Baby Boy (STT) 39
The Whistler 251
There’s a Chair Here Prepared for the Chairman 258
There’s a Stranger At the Door 257
There’s No Place Like Home (STT) 45, 104
These Beautiful Virgin Isles 434
This Is Carnival (STT) 144
Thomas Scott 274, 469
Three Little Virgin Islands 81
Time So Hard 82, 136, 441
Tina (STT) 48
Tink I Got a Tink 315
Tittie’s the Girl I Really Love 74, 98, 250
Too No Kasha 297, 371
Trip to Trinidad 432
Trouble Tree 246
Trouble Tree Don’t Bear No Blossom 371
Trouble Tree Don’t Bear No Blossom (STT) 91
Turn Around Girl (STT) 48
Turn the Stone 391
Tway She She (STT) 270, 316, 386
Twenty Cents for the Pan Cover 111, 146, 248
Two Step in the Grass 247, 274, 349

U
Uncle Joe (STT) 104
Unfortunate Rake, The ( footnote) 416
Unfortunate Rake, The (footnote) 396

V
V. I. Government (STT) 144
V. I. Road March 262
Valentine 81
Valiant Soldier, The (footnote) 430
Vietnam 443
Virgin Islands Mazulca (STT) 48
Virgin Isle Country Dance 261

W
Wabeen Agents 431
Wabin General 289
Wabine in the Country (STT) 144
Waiting At the Church 430
Wash Yo Draaz 443
Wash Your Tail-Light 246
Water Problem 289, 431
We Wish You a Merry Christmas (STT) 37, 39
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Weed Woman 262
Weezy Woozo 285
Weh Me Nono Garn 442
Wenchman 40, 158, 250, 253
Went to Berlin on a Donkey 267
West End Romance 143, 261
What a Friend I Have in Jesus 211
What a Fuss Obadiah Made of Me 430
What Make You Do Me So? 111, 148, 256
When A Woman Is Young 81
When Foreday Come 160, 248, 369
When I Was A Little Boy 279
When the Gut Come Down 97
When You Had Me, You Didn’t Want Me 250
Where Did You Get That Hat? 74, 216, 252
Where the Dane Man Gone Go Hide? 225
Where the Dane Man Went Go Hide? 135
Where You Been When the Lord Been Passing 

By? 217
Whispering Hope 260
White Frock 273
White Hat 467
Whitey Could Wind 433
Who Been Send You? 75
Who Them ah Talk 68
Why Why Why 97, 246
Why Why Why (STT) 101
Wild Man From Borneo 260
Woman Sweeter Than Man 246
Wood Picker 262

X
X-Ray Technician 432

Y
Yankee Doodle 41
Yankee Going to Occupy the Land 225
Yo No Puedo (STT) 43
Yo No Quiero (STT) 43
You Belong to My Heart 99
You Must Try Again 465
You Tink I Forget 42
You Told Me That You’re Leaving 469
You’re Too Bad 253
Your Mother Catch a Flea 118

Z
Zoop Zoop 

Zoop 99, 116, 118, 164, 249, 378, 511
Zoop Zoop Zoop (STT) 444
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